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The quote used as the title of this thesis is a translation of Awiakay 
kol-a kola ambiakanan-goy menda 
hand-INAL.POSS DUPL go/grow.OUI-HABITSSG talk/language 
'The talk goes many ways.' 
The image of going, growing or spreading out from a key central point, most commonly 
used in reference to the mountains in Awiakay territorry, is a recurring organising 
principle in Awiakay taxonomy. An analogy is drawn to language: as if Injaiq, the big 
mountain, was the Awiakay language, and the ranges 'coming out of it' were its 
different registers (Plate i). 
.AL 
Plate 1: Mountains In Awiakay territorry. Drawn by Francis Manduo and James Akandao, October 2009. 
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Abstract 
This thesis focuscs on language and modes of performance in Kanjimei village, a small, 
largely endogamous community in East Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea. The 
approximately 300 members of this community speak Awiakay, a Papuan language 
belonging to the Arafundi group, and call themselves Awiakay. Based on 23 months of 
fieldwork, and drawing material from video recordings of natural speech situations, the 
thesis analyses the form and social functions of a range of different linguistic registers 
and the ways in which each of them reflects - and is itself a part of - socio-cultural 
continuity and change. 
Each of the five main chapters between the Introduction and Conclusion deals 
with a different linguistic register and its role in Awiakay society. Chapter 2 treats two 
historically related registers, 'mountain talk' and 'hidden talk' in which ordinary 
vocabulary is replaced by secret vocabulary, known only to the Awiakay. Mountain talk 
is the older genre, used during hunting trips in the mountains, in order to avoid the 
anger and potential malicious actions of the mountain spirits. The Awiakay have 
recently transferred this practice of lexical replacement to a different social setting, in 
which they try to avoid the dangers presented by raskols (Tok Pisin for 'criminals') in 
the provincial capital when they go to town. 
Chapter 3 analyses the language of disputes and fighting. It examines both 
domestic and village-internal fights and demonstrates the importance of language use in 
traditional conflict resolution. 
Chapter 4 examines Catholic charismatic spirit possession, which temporarily 
legitimises two otherwise condemned social practices: gossip and public criticism. 
Through video-recorded case study the chapter demonstrates the role of language use 
and language ideologies in patching the previously torn social fabric. 
Chapter 5 deals with laments, or 'sung-texted melodic weeping'. A person's 
weeping for a deceased relative or a dog is at the same time used as an indirect public 
call for help, or as a subtle airing of grievances about other people's wrongdoings (with 
or without a direct connection to the deceased). The melody which accompanies these 
complaints makes other people sympathise with the person weeping, so their laments 
are heard and taken seriously by other members of the society rather than condemned as 
malicious provocations. 
The last ethnographic chapter (6) is on Kaunjamhi, an all-night song/dance cycle 
of 43 songs, which were, in the Awiakay view, composed by their ancestral spirits. 
Linguistic, musical and ethnographic analyses of the verbatim transcripts and the video 
and audio recordings of several pcrfomiances of this song/dance cycle lead to the 
argument that Kaunjamhi is an indigenously-composed auto-ethnography. 
The text of the thesis is intertwined with observational ethnographic film. The 
video clips are an integral part of the thesis; they are recordings of events that are 
analysed in individual chapters, and arc thus intended to be watched while reading. 
All chapters are placed within the broader ethnographic literature on Melanesia 
and linguistic anthropology. 
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TEXT and FILM in this thesis 
This thesis is intertwined with film, which means that the text and the videos complement each other. 
Neither is a mere illustration or analysis of the other, and neither is sufficient unto itself. I would 
therefore like to ask the reader to view the videos in places where indicated in the text. All of the 
videos, along with an electronic version of this thesis, are on the USB key provided below. When you 
mount it on your computer an icon labelled DARJA_FILMS should appear on your desktop. 
There are two ways of accessing the videos: (1) If you have access to the Internet, you can click on the 
Vimeo links embedded in the electronic version of the thesis or paste the URL into the address bar on 
your web browser. The password for all films is K Please note that the Vimeo files may take some time 
to buffer. I would suggest (2) watching the videos directly from the USB key. These files are of higher 
resolution than the online versions and should be available without delay or halting playback. The video 
folders are numbered according to their respective thesis chapters. 

Prologue 
Anthropology, linguistics and filmmaking 
This thesis is based on 23 months of fieldwork among the Awiakay people who live in 
Kanjimei village in East Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea. I spent four months 
there in 2004 and an additional two months in 2006, as a part of my MA research. The 
rest was the PhD fieldwork, divided into three trips: thirteen months between November 
2008 and December 2009, another month in 2010, and a three-month return fieldtrip in 
2012. 
During my previous visits to New Guinea as a traveller I had spent some time in 
Ambonwari village, which made me decide to do fieldwork in this region. After 
consulting the anthropologist Borut Telban and the linguist Bill Foley, who did their 
fieldwork in Ambonwari and Yimas, respectively, I decided to go to Kanjimei, a small 
community upriver from Ambonwari. This village has never had a resident missionary 
and no research had been done there. Apart from the people of neighbouring areas, there 
are few from the 'outside world' who have ever stayed overnight in the village. After 
four months of travelling in Papua New Guinea in 1998 and 2001, and a few years of 
exchanging letters with my friends in Ambonwari, I was already fluent in Tok Pisin, the 
local lingua franca, when I began fieldwork. 
It was a rainy afternoon in June 2004 when I first arrived in Kanjimei. As it was at the 
time impossible to send a letter to the village, nobody knew I was coming to stay and 
people were taken by surprise when they saw an Ambonwari canoe bringing kandukya 
oma (white skin) to their village. Rather than welcoming curiosity, which I was used to 
from my previous travels in Papua New Guinea, I felt suspicious scrutiny by those who 
came to the rivcrbank to chcck who had arrived in the canoe. I tried to explain that I 
would like to study their language and culture and write a 'book' about it. 
As having a white rescareher staying in a village is a sign of prestige in the area, 
the Awiakay agreed to my request. With my then-husband Rick, who accompanied me 
for a part o f that field trip, we were given a small house in the middle o f the village. In 
spite o f people's clear approval of hosting a researcher, the atmosphere remained 
unpleasantly tense. I remember at some point hiding my tear-filled eyes from Rick, so 
as not to show the serious doubts I had about making it through my intended four-
month stay in that place. But the winds turned. After a couple o f weeks some money 
was stolen from us, allegedly by some visitors from another village. At that time the 
whole community stepped together to help and protect us, as they feared that we were 
going to leave. This was the first time that I witnessed Awiakay employing their own 
language to exclude from their conversations the 'outsiders', in this case the suspects 
from a neighbouring village who did not understand Awiakay, and in my house we 
'conspired' together (this time in Tok Pisin) to trick the thieves into returning the 
money - which turned up on that very night. 
That incident became a matter o f long discussions and speculation. Everybody 
wanted to take part in the story and I started to feel that the icc was melting. Malinowski 
had observed that discussing mutually experienced activities or events with the 
informants is of particular importance. His point was not only that this can help the 
ethnographer 'integrate native behaviour into native significance' (Malinowski 1935: 
86), but that particularly at the beginning of fieldwork, common experiences and 
subsequent discussions help build a relationship between an ethnographer and their 
informants. 
Soon after this event 1 was adopted into a family and given the name 
Koqgotmay, the name of the water spirit from a nearby lake called Muijgam. It is 
customary in small kinship-based societies in this part o f the Sepik to adopt researchers. 
As everyone is in one way or another related to everyone else, the resident researcher 
needs to be given a place in the kinship system, which then rids people o f the confusion 
of how to relate to them. This is how my socialization into the Awiakay world began. 
The whole community took the newly-established kinship relations very seriously, and 
began eagerly to teach me about the proper ways of relating to other 'relatives'. Every 
time I came to her house, my adoptive mother Kununda gave me some meat, fish or 
sago grubs to give to my brothers' children, saved a smoked bandicoot leg that my 
'brother-in-law' had brought for me, and pointed out for me every time a relative came 
to the house with whom I should share something from her fireplace. My 'sisters' 
Tikinjao and Mesia were teaching their young children to call me ambi 'mother', my 
•brothers' acted protectively towards me and after a successful hunt they were always 
sharing part of their kill with me; my 'father' Aymakan and 'brothers' took turns in 
guarding my house at night when people from other villages visited Kanjimei. Based on 
the reciprocity of exchange our notional relationships started becoming real. 
Just before my first departure from Kanjimei four months later, I asked why 
people had been so reserved at the beginning. I was told that when, at the time, I called 
out the name of an Awiakay man (which I'd learnt from their Ambonwari neighbours 
who had suggested that I started working with him on the language), many were 
convinced that I was the spirit of his sister, who died as a child, returning to the village. 
Combined with questions such as: 'What does she want? What are her intentions? Who 
sent her?' which, regardless of our attempts to explain our work, commonly bother 
Papua New Guineans when a stranger enters their community, this explained people's 
unusually reserved behaviour during my first fortnight in the village. 
Plate 2: My house in Kanjimei was playfully called tasla yawa 'spirit house'. 
In early fieldtrips 1 began to understand the Awiakay lifeworld through people's 
answers to my naive questions in Tok Pisin, through painstaking transcriptions, 
translations, and subsequent discussions of the recorded materials, through learning 
their language, travelling along their land, learning about the environment, gathering 
food, sharing their worries and laughter. While all this continued, in the longer fieldtrip 
I also learnt through a more painful, sometimes humiliating way, through my own 
mistakes, often misunderstandings, which had roots in my own cultural preconceptions. 
At the beginning I inclined to the view that one should leave the baggage of 
one's own culture, one's own habitus, behind when going to the field. I would now 
argue that this is hardly ever possible; wrongheaded even, in that it could limit our 
curiosity. Rather, I believe, one should try to develop a consciousness of just how 
deeply such roots reach, and use one's 'outsidcness' as a balancing tool in an honest 
attempt to see and understand a lifeworld through the prism of a foreign culture. For, if 
seeing the world through the eyes of 'the other' were the only aspect of this 
understanding, "it would merely be a duplication and would not entail anything new or 
enriching" (Bakhtin 1986: 7). Just when writing this introduction, I found a fitting 
passage in Bakhtin's response to a question from Noxy Mir, a view I can largely agree 
with: 
In the realm of culture, outsideness is a most powerful factor in understanding. It 
is only in the eyes of another culture that foreign culturc reveals itself fully and 
profoundly [...] A meaning only reveals its depths once it has encountered and 
come into contact with another, foreign meaning: they engage in a kind of 
dialogue which sunnounts the closcdness and one-sidedness of these particular 
meanings, these cultures. We raise new questions for a foreign culturc, ones that 
it did not raise for itself; we seek answers to our own questions in it; and the 
foreign culture responds to us by revealing to us its new aspects and new 
semantic depths (Bakhtin 1986: 7). 
I learnt about sikqn, Tok Pisin for 'reconciliation' (from English 'shake hands'), 
by observing what happened after numerous fights in the village. I recorded some 
instances of reconciliation events, transcribed what was said in them and learnt the 
formulaic expressions used on such occasions. I learnt about the sequence of events in 
reconciliation processes and tried to note whatever was externally observable. However, 
I only learnt about the essence of this institution after being (unintentionally) part of one 
such instance myself In late March 2009 a teacher from town came to the village to 
teach Grade 3 at the Primary School. As there had been no such 'high' grade before. 
Grade 3 was now attended by nearly everyone between the ages of twelve and twenty. 
After the first week of tuition, a pregnant girl was told to stay at home, as she was, in 
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the teacher's words, 'a bad example for others in the classroom.' Given that everyone in 
the village, including small children, knew all the details about the affair that led to this 
prcgnancy, this was nothing new to anyone in the village, and I believed that no harm 
could be done if the girl kept attending the school. As I was paying tuition fees, I felt 
even more indignant about the whole thing, and thought I had the right to say something 
about it. I first talked to the girl and her family, then asked around in the village, and 
everyone was of the opinion that it was good that all kids, including this girl, attended 
the school. I had a word with the teacher and he said that school regulations did not 
allow pregnant pupils in lower grades of the Primary School and that he was not going 
to allow the girl to come back to school. I reasoned that the rules must have been 
written with a view to children starting school at the usual age - no more than ten or 
eleven in Grade 3 - regardless of the fact that in remote places lower grades arc often 
attended also by older pupils. This did not help. He did not want to accept that a 19-
year-old girl had the right to be pregnant - and be at school; even more so, it seemed, if 
the local community agreed with it. All the villagers were grumbling about it; loudly 
expressing their views that they wanted all their kids in school, yet nobody dared speak 
to the teacher who communicated only with the Councillor, and with two other men. I 
therefore took it on myself to be the mediator. The Councillor encouraged me to call a 
meeting, and so I made a speech, presenting what I believed were the villagers' views 
on why the girl should stay in school. There was no reaction to it, and in the end the 
village Councillor Aymay said, "Thank you for your talk, Darja, we all agree with 
everything you said, but the teacher should do what he wants." Everybody else kept 
quiet. Not a single sign of approval - or disapproval - from anyone, even though they 
had been previously loudly supporting this 'education-for-all-Awiakay campaign'. I felt 
humiliated. I could not possibly understand why people, who had kept complaining 
about the situation and had been encouraging me to make this speech, at a crucial point 
pulled out. When I tried to talk to my sister Mesia, who I felt was my closest friend, she 
said: "Darja, it doesn't matter what people do - we like you anyway." As genuine and 
warm as this sounded, it was not enough - I still could not understand. I suddenly felt 
alone among strangers. 
I tried to resume the daily routine of my work, but my enthusiasm was 
attenuated. O f course the Awiakay also knew that something was wrong. As my house 
was built in the centre of the village, everyone could see me sitting on my veranda, 
pondering things by myself, rather than eagerly participating in village life as before, 
and always bringing conversations with tiiose who came to sit with me back to the same 
issue. One day my kunam (yZH) Mandug leaned onto the veranda where I was sitting, 
and said: "Darja, they will make a big kastom (TP) 'custom' on you. You must prepare 
something to give them in return. Your father will explain it to you." Puzzled as to what 
this might be about, I went to see my 'father ' Aymakan. He explained that everyone 
was worried about me, as it was clear that my spirit was detached from my body, and 
that they had decided to get it back. Moreover, ' they' wanted the reconciliation to 
involve all my family. "Who arc ' they '?" I asked. It was the School Chairman, 
Akrumbayn, and his family. But the School Chairman was my cross-cousin, my joking 
partner, and he wasn't even in the village at the time of my talk - why would 1 be angry 
with him? If I was cross with anyone, it was with the teacher from town, who, I thought, 
should know better, and not directly with anyone from Kanjimei, although I did not 
understand their behaviour. But the Awiakay took it that it was the school that caused 
this trouble and that the school representative had to take it on him and his family to 
reconcile with me and my family. I was to prepare 'something good" to give them for 
the kastom they were going to perform. What would that be? At that time I did not have 
anything that I did not need for my work, and my food supplies were getting short. My 
village parents Aymakan and Kununda agreed that a couple of bags of rice, some tinned 
fish and a small backpack would do. When I brought it all to their house, where the 
reconciliation was to take place, Kununda took the tinned fish away and placed them in 
her bilum, saying that we should not shame them with the gift being too big. 
Akrumbayn and his extended family arrived in the house and before I knew it he threw 
a plastic Coke bottle filled with lime in front of my legs and jumped on it, so that the 
lime dust spurted over me, up to my waist.' A brother of mine, and a brother of his held 
hands, and Akrumbayn and I were told to shake hands whilst crossing theirs. He then 
hung an old bilum 'string bag' on my neck and I gave him my backpack filled with rice 
bags. While I was handing it to him, my mother hastened to put in the tinned fish that 
she had previously taken out, saying that they indeed had made a big kastom and that 
the tinned fish should be added. Akrumbayn leaned on me and started crying, saying 
that he only gave me a rubbish bilum. Everyone from his family shook hands with me 
and my family, and we were handed a bunch of betelnuts to break. As we were to bite 
into the betelnut, I was told that my spirit was back now and I was not to talk about, nor 
to think of these things any longer. I wanted to argue that I could not just be quiet when 
' Later , when d iscuss ing lliis reconci l ia t ion wi th s o m e of the people invo lved , 1 was told that in the pas t 
they would use a gourd ra ther than a C o k e bott le . 
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something is wrong, and that in fact... But it wasn't the right moment. Everybody was 
glittering with joy, shaking hands, chewing betel nut together. The reconciliation 
between the two families (that were never actually even in dispute) was not just a 
performance for a sulking anthropologist, but a genuine display of goodwill and effort 
to make amends. 
One thing I learned from being an unintended direct participant in this event was 
about local notions about gift and reciprocity. It is not only 'outsiders' who have trouble 
estimating how much to give - the Awiakay themselves are often uncertain about how 
much it is appropriate to give - not wanting to give too much (for their own sake, but 
also not to shame the receiver with an excessive gift), nor too little, as that would show 
lack of respect and generosity on their part, making them prone to gossip in the village. 
It might even upset ancestral spirits. 
Furthermore, I could see how important it is for the Awiakay that a person's 
spirit be attached to the body it belongs to, rather than wandering around in grief or 
resentment, and thereby leaving the body open to sickness or prone to accidents.^ 
People are often forced to reconcile, but I could feel that even the imposed 
bonhomie of everyone present does have a positive effect on the wronged or otherwise 
involved persons, and even though the wrongs are not forgotten (and they often blow 
out at the next dispute), after reconciliation one needs to divert one's mind to other 
things. 
In the following weeks, with my mind more at rest - and while still not 
understanding everything - I learnt that the Awiakay had been scared that if we 
continued to pursue what everybody believed was the right thing, the teacher might 
have decided to leave. Having a Grade 3 teacher in Kanjimei meant that children irom 
some other villages in the area, Awim, Yamandim and Imboin, would come to 
Kanjimei, and by hosting them, the Awiakay would gain political power in the area. 
Although everyone did agree that all young Awiakay should be allowed to go to school, 
and although there were no traditional constraints on a pregnant girl doing so, agreeing 
with the teacher on such a small matter as one woman's education seemed but a small 
sacrifice in comparison with the potential benefits that the school in the village could 
bring. What is more, this girl's marital status was not resolved. The boy who was the 
alleged father of the child claimed that they had not had sex fi-equently enough for her 
^ This theme will reappear in the following chapters and will be discussed in more detail in other case 
studies. 
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to become pregnant by him. ' When a person has unresolved problems, which the 
Awiakay most frequently refer to with a Tok Pisin word hevi, it is most natural for them 
to stay at home. This applies to both men and women: having any kind of hejA means 
that one is prone to accidents. As their spirit is not with them, they cannot properly 
enjoy anything social, so they often avoid going to church, singing, etc. It was, then, not 
a traditional belief that a pregnant woman ought not do certain things, nor did the 
Awiakay go along with the teacher's reasoning that a pregnant girl in class would be a 
'bad example for others'. The reasons behind their unsupportive silence lay elsewhere, 
in part in their collcctive desire for political power - and potential development. 
Apart from all those minor insights, the most important lesson I learnt from this 
episode was that understanding people's behaviour or any social event, and 
consequently the workings of a society, takes several different perspectives, 
considerable background knowledge and an accurate interpretation of many details. I 
thus recognised the value of Geertzian 'thick description'. 
The longer I stayed in the field, the more I internalised Awiakay ways of being -
and feeling. I remember first discussing with Borut Telban the importance of always 
sharing food in Ambonwari, and then reading Edward Schieffelin's ethnography of the 
Kaluli, The Sorrow of the Lonely and the Burning of the Dancers (1976: 71), where he 
points out that food "doesn't only mediate social relationships; it comes to stand for 
them as well. To be hungry therefore, implies more than merely a condition of physical 
need. It also implies isolation from companionship." I later discovered how important it 
is to the Awiakay. One day I found myself sitting disconsolately on my veranda, and 
coming to realise that this feeling was due to nobody bringing any food to me - and I 
was not even hungry. 
Every night I went to my mosquito net mulling over all the improbable, 
incomprehensible, manipulative and sometimes violent events of the day, but also the 
pleasant and funny ones. Noting them down and analysing them in my field diary 
helped me remain sane, while at the same time I was slowly gathering bits and pieces of 
information that often only started to make sense much later. 
At night under the mosquito net was my only 'private' time in Kanjimei. As 
soon as I woke up in the morning my house became open to all and sundry, and my 
various 'services' were in high demand. The nearest Health Centre was in Amboin, a 
day's canoe paddling away, and, in any ease, it was mostly unattended as the personnel 
' The Awiakay believe that a couple needs to have intercourse several limes before a woman becomes 
pregnant. 
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preferred to be in town. So my house became a kind of village hospital where I treated 
everyone in need in the best way I could. This involved patching wounds and giving out 
basic medicines, as well as treating more serious injuries such as chopped-off fingers 
and deep axe cuts. Those who came to me with minor ailments were often just coming 
for a chat, and it was while acting as village 'nurse' that I learned about certain people's 
perspectives on current events in Kanjimei. 
My main daily work, however, involved recording natural (i.e. unelicited) 
speech - whatever was going on in the village - and then transcribing and translating it 
with the help of Awiakay assistants. This was when I sometimes used linguistic 
elicitation. I was aware that systematic linguistic analysis requires a different corpus of 
data than the kind aimed at by an anthropologist. However, a basic understanding of 
Awiakay grammar later became a tool that helped me properly analyse my primary 
data. 
At first I used just a small audio recorder, but soon came to realise how much 
easier (and more revelatory) the transcription process can be when working from audio-
visual material. Transcribing natural spcech in situations where there is a lot of 
overlapping talk is an incredibly slow and tedious job, whereas with the picture 
component of video recording it is possible to recognise the speakers even at times 
when they are not in view. In village fights, for example, when everybody is screaming 
over everybody else, my assistants often figured out whose voice was coming from the 
back only from being able to see the addressee, who might have even been silent. In an 
audio recording, this would be impossible. Besides, in a video recording one can sec 
aspects of an event that one has missed at the time. And needless to say, video recording 
enables us to study gestures and facial expressions, both of which are of crucial 
importance in studying ways of speaking, as they are often integral to particular speech 
acts. 
Whilst participation and observation have long been widely recognised as 
indispensable parts of ethnographic inquiry, detailed transcription and translation of the 
recorded materials have had more recognition in linguistic work. I actually found 
transcribing and translating to be a 'deeply ethnographic process' (Telban 1997: 30), 
involving many invaluable discussions with informants.''These often extended way 
beyond what I could have planned to ask and brought with them as a bonus many 
insights into the Awiakay lifeworld. The visual component of the recordings made the 
" For the value of transcription in etlinographic work see also Kulick 1992: 274 and Schieffelin 1990: 31. 
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discussions with the informants far richer and more detailed than when transcribing 
from audio recordings alone. Attention was sometimes drawn to a bystander who did 
not even speak, but whose presence was crucial for understanding the meaning of the 
words uttered at a particular moment. Watching the social situations being transcribed, 
the infomiants were led to evaluate recorded events, offering up interpretations of the 
conduct and speech within them. Thus I cannot but agree with Margaret Mead, who 
together with Gregory Bateson helped pioneer the use of video in anthropology, 
complaining of the 'criminal neglect' of film's potential: 
... research project after research project fail to include filming and insist on 
continuing the hopelessly inadequate note-taking of an earlier age, while the 
behaviour that film could have caught and preserved for centuries (preserved for 
the joy of the descendants of those who dance a ritual for the last time and for 
the illumination of future generations of human scientists) disappears -
disappears right in front of everybody's eyes (Mead 1975: 4-5). 
Most of the primary data I collected involves video (and sometimes audio) 
recordings of naturalistic speech. Recording naturalistic speech in an observational style 
vs. recording elicited speech in more optimal conditions can be compared to the 
'unprivileged camera style' vs. 'privileged style' (such as Hollywood-type production; 
cf Dimmendaal 2010: 155). The latter, admittedly, has a greater dramatic effect than 
the former, in which the camera takes the point of view of a spectator (who cannot be in 
several places at the same time), yet the 'Hollywood approach' (with ideal conditions of 
recording), is too distracting to document natural speech situations. I thus went on to 
explore some of my camera's more esoteric features such as infrared sensitive 'night-
mode'. The older consumer digital video camera that I used during my longest fieldtrip 
had this capacity and allowed unobtrusive recording of night-time situations without the 
need of visible lighting. This enabled me to record situations and events which would 
have been impossible to study without a video-recording - and also impossible to record 
using visible lighting - such as spirit possession events, which is the main subject of 
Chapter 4. 
There are additional benefits to using video in the field, and one of them, much 
favoured among the Awiakay, was the possibility of bringing the materials back to the 
community for the purpose of some 'dialogic editing' (Feld 1990: 240-68). On my most 
recent field trip, in 2012, I travelled to Kanjimei with 105kg of equipment. 
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Plate 2: A fi lm evening in Kanjimei in May 2012 
Plate 3: Kununda approvingly nodding when w/atching a video-recording of herself tell ing a myth about 
apawia, a ritual plant used as decoration by men when going for raids, and tabooed for women , who 
wou ld never stop bleeding if they stuck its red leaves behind their grass skirts. 
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Plate 4: Built in a single day, the filming tower was a result of amazing cooperation among the Awiakay. 
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Besides the recording gear, which this time included two additional cameras, I brought a 
large bedsheet for a screen, a projector and a generator, and publicly showed some 
edited film material from my previous fieldtrips (Plate 2). This was the first time for 
most of the Awiakay to see themselves on the screen and their reflexive comments on 
their own speech practices make an important contribution to this thesis. A new 
Awiakay phrase was immediately coined for the bedsheet-screen; tern tia 'the skin of 
the sun'. When I expressed a wish for a strong ladder to climb a high coconut palm, 
from which to take some high shots, people gladly built me a magnificent filming tower 
(Plate 5). 
Combining ethnographic and linguistic research methods with filmmaking 
resulted in my being constantly torn between them all: when I was sitting with my 
informants and transcribing, I felt guilty for not being out there participating in village 
life. When I was recording 1 felt 1 should have been transcribing and translating - this 
process being so time-consuming 1 always seemed to be behind. And whenever I was in 
the bush, or participating in something interesting, there was always the anxiety that 
maybe 1 should be filming it. 
At the beginning the Awiakay were not familiar with my technical equipment, 
so I tried to explain it and show them how it worked (Plate 3). They were never bothered 
about my gear when 1 was recording them, rather, they were always interested in it and 
eager to learn about the new stuff I brought with me. I carried the camera with me most 
of the time, and people soon started to perceive it as the extension of my body.' While 
the still camera was called memek 'lightning' because of its flash, the video camera was 
called tern nokomga, 'the eye of the sun'. 
Although people were always aware if I was recording, they would not speak in 
a different way because of that. 1 was encouraged to record even in some situations 
when 1 myself might not have decided to.^ 
The Awiakay seemed pleased with the prospect of their names appearing in this 
thesis. For this reason I decided not to code my informants. They knew that 1 was going 
to write about anything and everything, and when someone told me something secrct. 
' T e l b a n (1997; 1998: 162-3, 174) shows how every activity in Ambonwari is extended to the things 
which are used in a particular activity; identities of things are determined by the people who use them. 
For a camera being either an extension of its user or an independent being with its own personal name 
among the neighbouring Ambonwari , see Vavrova (2014). 
My Awiakay corpus so far consists of more than 74 hours of video recordings, most of which are 
transcribed and translated (at least into Tok Pisin), around 30 hours of audio recordings and nearly 11,000 
still photographs, including ones with named and identified species of the local flora and fauna. Some of 
this material is archived in ELAR and some deposited with the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies. 
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which they did not want to become public, they explicitly asked me not to 'put it into 
the book'. The status of 'secrets' is also variable, and I learnt that what we might label 
as a 'sensitive issue' does not always appear that way to the Awiakay. Conversely, 
things that wc would never even think of as having much significance, can, for various 
reasons, be of a secretive nature and although the Awiakay shared them with me for my 
own knowledge, we agreed that I would not write about them. Everyone was happy for 
me to show all the videos that are part of this thesis anywhere out of PNG. However, 
they might have some reservations about my making them available to their immediate 
neighbours. The videos which are uploaded on Vimeo are therefore protected with a 
password. 
Fieldwork among the Awiakay also included accompanying people on their 
business trips to Wewak, the provincial capital, where men were selling eaglewood, as 
well as extended trips out of the village into the forest. Whole families often leave the 
village for several weeks to spend time in their bush camps, hunting and searching in 
the mountains for eaglewood, a precious coinmodity commanding a high price in 
Wewak. At first some people were reluctant to let me go along on such trips. The first 
time, there was suddenly panic in the village. Improbable reasons were advanced as to 
why it was not advisable. Yakame, an elderly respected woman, for example, came to 
tell me in distress that the place I wanted to go to was full of deadly snakes hanging 
from tree branches and falling into canocs. To my way of thinking, if Awiakay people -
even children - can survive it, so could I, and 1 stubbornly insisted that I was sure I 'd be 
safe. Finally they relented, and as it turned out I was confronted with no such horrors. 
But I later came to realise that she was actually referring to spirits, who inhabit 
Awiakay land, and who may cause harm to an unfamiliar person entering there. 
However, if the stranger is accompanied by the owners of the land, it is normally 
considered safe. Venturing off on one's own, though, could invite misadventure. 
Despite my having to carefully negotiate entry to these forest domains, little by 
little I became familiar with the lay of Awiakay land. I was eventually able to visit 
nearly all of the many bush camps and ancestral places. Once, coming down from the 
mountain towards Ambiam camp, the boys accompanying me wanted to take the route 
through the forest, while I said I would prefer to follow the river. O, Koijgot, nangov 
vow. 'Well, it's your river, Koggot", one of them said as if to suggest that it had always 
been my land - so why not. And off they went into the bush. This was the very first 
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time that I had been left alone in the bush. I waded through the river, swam through the 
deeper basins, and was thrilled to realise that I knew this place; that I could recognise 
the banks, the trees and the stumps. I knew the layout of the deeper parts of the river 
and about where to watch for tree roots and whirlpools. What used to be dark forbidding 
bush appeared to me now as a friendly, familiar setting. I knew this land. And the 
Awiakay, by then, acknowledged that the spirits of the land knew me too. 
Plate 6: A scene from one of our many bushtrips: Aymakan playing panpipes and Kununda swinging her 
legs to the rhythm, waiting for those of us in a canoe to drift past them. 
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Chapter One: 
Introduction 
1.1 THE SETTING^ 
1.1.1 AWIAKAY LAND 
Awiakay land (Maps l . l and 1.2) covers approximately 300 km' of lowland rainforest and 
freshwater swamp forest area around the upper Konmei River (locally called Yamam) in 
the southern flood plain of the Sepik River in the East Sepik Province of Papua New 
Guinea. Its southern part stretches into the northern Fringe Highlands of the New 
Guinea Central Range, and touches the Maramuni River to the south-east. 
Map 1.1: Awiakay land 
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' Some parts of this section are drawn from my unpublished MA thesis (Hoenigman 2007). 
Kanjimci village,^ where the Awiakay are settled, is located in the north of this territory. 
Towards the end of the dry season (kakuk), which lasts from May to September, when 
the water level in rivers and creeks gets very low, Kanjimei is accessible only with 
difficulty by motor canoe. Due to the fallen trees which block the river and need to be 
cut in order to pass, the journey between Kanjimei and Ambonwari may take six hours, 
whereas in the wet season (oj tema 'the time o f rain'), or when the Konmei fills with 
water coming from the rain in the mountains, the same trip takes between two and two-
and-a-half hours. 
Map 1.2 Awiakay land and surrounding area 
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p r o n o u n c e d / ' k a n d s i m e i / b o t h b y the i n h a b i t a n t s o f t he v i l l a g e a n d b y m o s t o f t he n e i g h b o u r i n g l a n g u a g e 
g r o u p s , I use t he s p e l l i n g Kanjimei. 
Plates 1.1 and 1.2: Kanjimei 
Map 1.3: Kanjimei village in 2009 
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Plate 1.3: Google Earth image of Kanjimei 2014 
The present settlement stretches along the Konmei, with the houses arranged in two 
lines running parallel to the bank of the river (Map 1.3 and Plate 1.3). There is an 
additional cluster of houses in the eastern point, and three houses and an Elementary 
School classroom across the river. All houses in the village are made of bush materials. 
They arc built on stilts and raised about onc-and-a-half to two metres above the ground. 
The area underneath a house is called yapukamha. It is where people keep firewood, 
store petrol drums and sometimes dry canoes, occasionally do community work such as 
sewing thatch shingles for someone's roof, or simply sit in the shade, chcw betel nut, 
smoke and socialise. Some houses have walls made of sago stems (yambat), while 
almost half of them have no walls at all, or they arc roughly-built with sago leaves or 
thatch shingles instead (Plate 1.4). 
In December 2009 Kanjimei consisted of forty family houses (or 'living 
houses'), one 'single-man's house' and my house, which stands in the middle of the 
village (Map 1.3). 
Single-man's houses arc usually built by those teenage boys who do not want to 
sleep with their parents and younger siblings any longer. These houses are much higher 
above the ground than ordinary family houses, so as to prevent young children climbing 
into them. They are smaller than ordinary houses and do not have a hearth, as the boys 
eat with their parents and sisters. A few other boys (depending on the size of the house) 
always join the owner.^ 
In 2009 there were eight hans win (TP) 'wind houses' in the village (Plates 1.6 and 
1.7). These arc open-walled roofed shelters, sometimes called 'recreational houses' 
(Telban and Vavrova 2014: 10), built especially for sitting in shade and socialising. 
They are the centres of Awiakay daily social life. Much of the village gossip takes place 
in them, and most of the news from the outside world is told in haus win shelters. 
Everyone who passes by stops for a moment to see who is sitting there, and sometimes 
passers-by are called by those sitting in a haus win and asked for betel nut or tobacco. 
Conversely, one feels a need to give a reason for stopping by a haus win, so anyone who 
wants to come and join the conversation normally starts by asking for tobacco, betel 
nut, lime, or at least a bite of pepper betel to chew with. If nobody has any of these, they 
^ People feel worried about anyone who would have to sleep alone and when I first came to Kanjimei 
some women offered to sleep with me, I had to explain that I would like to read and write at night, so my 
house was often guarded from the outside - either at times when somebody had heard sansuma 'assault 
sorcerer' whistling close to the village, or whenever there were people from other villages visiting 
Kanjimei. On the nights before I leave the village, some teenagers always insist on sleeping with me. As 
they fill up the space inside the house, some sleep on the veranda. 
quickly send a child to go and fetch it. The three bigger haus win shelters - one at the 
upper tip and two in the middle of the village - are often callcd haus hoi (TP) 'men ' s 
house' although they have never had the primary ritual function of a men ' s house. In 
addition to their everyday social function they are used as venues for all important 
meetings and public discussions. Women and children are daily present in hgus win 
shelters - only taboo relatives avoid each other but during public meetings women 
never come to the middle. 
Since 2004 there has been a large church in the village, which resembles the 
churches in neighbouring villages and is built on the ground. In addition to the 
Elementary-prep classroom across the river, another one was built next to the soccer 
field in March 2009 when Kanjimei was promised a Grade 3 Elementary School 
teacher. 
There are two groves of rubber trees at the edge of the village, which resulted 
from extension work by a didiman (TP 'district agricultural officer ' ) who in the 1970s 
introduced the growing of rubber. The business soon failed, but the trees remained. The 
easternmost part of the village is a cleared area used as a soccer field.'' 
The Awiakay have often moved their settlement and today's Kanjimei was only 
established some fifty years ago when people moved to the north in order to protect the 
borders of their land from the neighbouring Ambonwari and Imanmcri. ' Until the early 
1960s people lived in Marinyam, which they call Mayna, about 10km upriver from 
Kanjimei (see Map 1.4). The former village is nowadays deserted and overgrown with 
grass and trees. It serves as a bush camp and there are four houses there where people 
can stay overnight when they are on their way to or from Asangamut, or when they go 
hunting. Previous settlements of the Awiakay are mentioned in their Myth of Origin 
(Hoenigman, 2007:242). 
" In Eas t Sepik Prov ince soccer is the mos t popu la r in t roduced sport and is p l a y e d on Sundays . 
S o m e t i m e s there a re intervi l lage ma tches , and there is an annua l c h a m p i o n s h i p on S e p t e m b e r 16, 
I n d e p e n d e n c e Day. W h i l e the men are busy with soccer , the w o m e n play baske tba l l . 
' It should be noted that Ihe first locat ion of K a n j i m e i w a s sl ightly more t owards the no r th -wes t , d o w n the 
K o n m e i , and that the present locat ion w a s f ina l ly chosen a f t e r s o m e d i spu te s wi th the A m b o n w a r i . 
M o v i n g the locat ion of their se t t l ements s e e m s to be ra ther typical o f all peop le in the Sepik Hi l l s a rea ( c f . 
Telban 1998: 15. T o y o d a 1998: 4). 
Plate 1.4: Karuap's and Moyambe's houses 
Plate 1.5: Socialising under a 'single boys' house' 
Plate 1.6: Socialising in Aymakan's haus win 
Plate 1.7: Tobias's haus win 
A w i a k a y creeks are dotted with bush camps (Map 1.4), which the A w i a k a y call 
isomyawa ' forest-house' or, more precisely, isom yawakopa 'a piece o f land in the bush 
with a house' . Some of these are just roughly-built shelters where people stay overnight 
when they go hunting and processing sago, whereas the more important camps, such as 
Kokolamgoa, Maktay, O m o s and Ambiam, are like small hamlets, consisting o f up to 
six sturdy houses. Bush camps are usually built in the vicinity o f sago groves. 
Around the houses their owners often plant betel nuts, betel pepper, bananas and 
sugar cane. Bigger bush camps are also used as base camps for people going further into 
the mountains to harvest eaglewood.^ 
Map 1.4; Bush camps in Awiakay land 
^ Eaglewood or TP garu is sought after and sold for its fragrant resin. For more details see section 1.1.6. 
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Plate 1.8: Omos bush camp 
Plate 1.9: Engu, Ambiwa and Pupi joking while eating bandicoot in Emgon bush camp 
When the water level rises, many Awiakay set off to their bush camps and stay 
there for weeks. However, they always try to return to the village before the water drops 
so much that it would impede transport. That is why people usually spend less time in 
their bush camps in dry season, while most of them leave the village for longer periods 
in wet season. The Awiakay like spending time in the bush. They say that this is how 
they get 'fresh air', while staying too long in the village could make them sick. What 
they particularly enjoy in bush camps is freedom from obligations of having to share 
every bit of their kill. If their wives, sisters and mothers are not around, men become 
eager cooks. 
1.1.2 POPULATION 
In December 2009, Kanjimei had 303 inhabitants: 157 of these were male and 146 
female. By 2012 the population had grown to 335 (see Table i . i ) . However, three girls 
married Asangamut men and two more families spend most of their time in Asangamut, 
so effectively in June 2012 Kanjimei had 307 permanent inhabitants. Out-marriage is 
still rare, and if it happens it is most likely with Asangamut. In the past, one woman was 
married to Ambonwari, but she died. There are ten immigrants in Kanjimei, all of whom 
married into the village. Three of them, two males and a female, fi-om Imanmeri and a 
female from Bungom on the Keram River, permanently live in Kanjimei and only 
exceptionally visit their native villages. The other eight, all Yuat women, often leave 
Kanjimei for long periods (usually for one to two months) and go to stay in Asangamut 
(and one of them to Sipisipi village; both on the Yuat River) together with their 
husbands and children. So the out-migration during my visit in 2012 might have been 
temporary. 
Table 1.1: Kanjimei population in July 2006, December 2009 and June 2012 
^ ^ ^ SEX MALE FEMALE Total 
AGE 2006 2009 [ 2012 2006 2009 2012 2006 2009 2012 
Adul t s ( 1 7 - > ) 56 6 8 74 62 66 7 4 1 1 8 1 3 4 1 4 8 
Y o u t h s ( 1 2 - 1 6 ) 26 27 2 8 16 27 30 42 54 i ^ ^ 
Chi ldren ( 0 - 1 1 ) 5 5 62 6 8 5 8 53 6 1 1 1 3 1 1 5 1 1 2 9 
Total 137 1 5 7 1 7 0 1 3 6 1 4 6 : 165 273 303 335 
Before their 'first contact' around 1938, the Awiakay had heard of kandnkya 
oma {'white body' , i.e. white people) from the Asangamut. ' They had also heard reports 
about the shooting and imprisoning of people who would disobey the white men. 
Kawaki, who was a small child at that time, recalled that everybody assumed that the 
white people who had come to the village were Germans. They had a translator with 
them, and told the Awiakay that they should stop killing people. Everyone was scared 
of them, but as they immediately offered salt to taste, people became curious and did 
not escape to the bush. These white people also brought rice and tinned fish. Although 
they were called 'Germans' (which suggests that the Awiakay at least indirectly knew 
of pre 1914 administrators), this seems to be an account of the first Australian patrol 
that rcachcd the village. In the following years Australians worked on the pacification 
of the area and appointed a village hduai (TP for Australian-administration-appointed 
chief to run the village affairs) and his assistant, the tullul (TP). Both functions were 
survivals of German administration. 
During the Japanese invasion of New Guinea, between January 1942 and August 
1944, a Japanese troop occupied Marinyam (locally called Mayna). Kawaki 
remembered that the Japanese soldiers could not speak Tok Pisin. They did not kill the 
Awiakay, but 'enslaved' them: everyone in the village had to work hard to feed them -
hunt for cassowaries and pigs and produce sago for them, which Kawaki recalls as very 
difficult because of their large number.^ Anyone who disobeyed would be tortured. 
Kawaki reported that the Japanese stayed in the village for two years. 
Marinyam is first mentioned in a patrol report from November 1954, when it 
was a part of the Yuat Census Division. I was shown the place where the patrol officers 
had had a post, TP haiis kia^ - a small rest house where they would sometimes stay 
during their patrols in the area. In the early 1960s, when the Awiakay settled close to 
the present location of Kanjimei, both Marinyam and Kanjimei were shifted to the 
Karawari Census Division. While reports for Kanjimei are scarce, one of them mentions 
that in the past the village of Kanjimei was split into two hamlets (i.e. Marinyam and 
Kanjimei), but that people agreed to settle in one village site in the near future. The 
' S o m e l ime be fo re Ihe Second W o r l d W a r an A w i a k a y boy cal led A q g a m wen t to A s a n g a m u t to visit h is 
re lat ives . At that t ime the vi l lage w a s ra ided by whi te m e n w h o were fo r ce fu l l y rec ru i t ing m e n a l o n g the 
Yua t for work on p lan ta t ions a round Kavieng . Peop le say that the v i l lagers t r ied to f ight a n d shoot the 
in t ruders , wh ich is w h y ' t hey tied all b ig m e n f r o m A s a n g a m u t like pigs to the t rees and l ined t h e m up." 
T h e y took m a n y men wi th them, inc lud ing Ar)gam. W h e n he re turned , he a l ready k n e w Tok Pis in . 
' It is imposs ib le to tell how m a n y Japanese soldiers were in M a r i n y a m , but a c c o r d i n g to K a w a k i the 
v i l lagers had to build three large h o u s e s for them. 
rarity of reports on Kanjimei indicates that patrol officers only infrequently visited the 
village. The Awiakay do not remember much about that either. 
Nowadays people see the contact era as a positive period which put a halt to 
head-hunting and cannibalism. They say that unlike their ancestors they can freely move 
around without being constantly afraid of the enemies' spears. With the exception of the 
Japanese invasion they see the contact era as the beginning of'development' , for which 
they are still waiting. On the other hand, this was also the time when the Awiakay gave 
up initiation rites, and their traditional system of marriages, started to fall apart. People 
constantly complain that today life is no longer orderly and that they are becoming 
weaklings, whereas their ancestors, who followed kandeij enda 'the way of the big men' 
i.e. 'customary ways', were all big, strong and healthy men and women. 
1.1.3 SUBSISTENCE 
The Awiakay mainly subsist on processing sago, hunting, fishing and gathering, 
supplementing their diet with limited gardening.' Apart from domesticated dogs, which 
are used to help the Awiakay hunt (and are not eaten, as people often emphasise), the 
only animals they keep are chickens. Pigs are not reared in the village except for a short 
term in special circumstances.'" 
When referring to food, the Awiakay distinguish between tay 'sago', meijge 
'terrestrial and arboreal game' (once humans were included into this group), tifiuij 
'aquatic game' and iskaijga 'leaves from a tree', or any other vegetables. 
As sago is the main staple, people often say tay nin ana 'come and have some 
sago' in the sense 'comc and eat', even if the meal involves no sago (which is indeed 
quite rare). People normally go and process sago (Melroxylon sp.) once or twice a week, 
depending on the size of the family. When the river is very high, men float sago trunks 
down to the village and in the next few days everybody is busy pulverizing sago close 
to their houses. Men often help women pulverizing the pith, while washing the starch is 
solely women's work (plates i.io and l . l l ) . " 
' T h e r e is both linguistic and cultural evidence (Hoenigman 2007:102-104) which supports Roscoe's 
(2005) hypothesis that the Arafundi people traditionally foraged in the tropical forest, and have only 
recently begun to supplement their diet of sago, game, insects and plant matter found in the forest with 
limited gardening. 
When a sow which has piglets is shot, the offspring are brought to the village and reared, at least for a 
short time. They are then often sold on to other villages. The same happens with young cassowaries, 
cuscuses or birds. 
" The Awiakay frequently try to distinguish themselves from their neighbours by emphasising that both 
men and women pound sago, whereas in Ambonwari this is men's work, and in the Yuat villages it is 
Plate 1.10: Mandun cutting sago trunk 
Plate 1.11: Tikinjao washing pulverised sago pith 
women's domain. According lo Telban (pers. comm.) such local distinctions cannot be taken at face 
value, as processing sago is also family work among Ambonwari). 
There are several sago stands in the northern part of the Awiakay land, not more 
than two hours walk from the village, but stands become increasingly rare as one moves 
southwards and the elevation of the territory increases. 
The most important animal hunted is wild pig. There are several different ways 
of hunting it, the most frequent being tayyawa 'sago trap' whereby a pig is lured to an 
opened sago trunk where it is speared at night by a hunter in a hide built of sago leaves. 
If the wounded pig escapes, it is followed by dogs and killed when it weakens. Another 
large and highly desirable, though more rarely obtained game, is cassowary. It can be 
hunted with dogs and killed using either a bow and arrow or a spear. It often happens 
that a dog is killed by the fighting cassowary. A cassowary may also be lured into a trap 
or targeted by a hunter from a canoe while it eats grass on the riverbank. There are two 
species of cassowary on Awiakay land. 
The cassowary found in the mountains is smaller, so it is presumably the Dwarf 
Cassowary (Casuariiis bennetti). The larger one, found in the lowlands, is the northern 
cassowary (Casiiarius iinappendiculatiis). 
The Awiakay also hunt all of the smaller terrestrial and arboreal mammals and 
marsupials which live in the forest, e.g. cuscuses, wallabies and bandicoots. Among the 
larger birds hunted are the crowned pigeon and wild fowl, which are either killed with a 
bow and arrow or trapped. Other birds, as well as flying foxes, are usually hunted with 
bows and arrows. Larger reptiles such as lizards and snakes, pythons in particular, are 
also killed for food, but unlike crocodiles, they are not deliberately hunted. 
Fishing is both men's and women's work, though the methods differ according 
to gender. People often emphasize that hunting magic was the domain of men, while 
fishing magic was the preserve of women. The most popular fishing method, however, 
is one that involves the whole village. It is called timnj tusimpalw] (TP wasim pis 
'washing fish') and is practiced at times when the water level in the river is very low. 
As it often rains soon after the water in the creeks reaches the lowest point, people say 
that it is the practice of poisoning fish that invokes rain. A few days before the agreed 
day for fishing, people go to the forest or the gardens to collect makayp (the roots of 
Derris sp.), which contains rotenone, a chemical poisonous to fish. As rotenone is 
diluted with water, it does not kill the fish, but only stuns them. The drugged fish come 
to the surface and swim slowly and more erratically and are thus easier to spear (Plates 
1.12 and 1.13). When the Konmei creek is 'washed', the fish are divided equally between 
all of the households. As the catch is usually very large, many fish are smoked on racks 
built outside the houses (plates 1.14 and i.is). 
Apart from fish, the creeks provide other sources of protein. Young men go 
diving for turtles, prawns and shrimps, or try to spear them at night fi-om a canoe. Small 
shrimps are often found hiding in logs that are lying in the water. 
A variety of vegetables'^ growing wild in the forest and insects are gathered for 
food. Apart from various types of fruit, gathered food is mainly eaten with sago. Sago 
grubs, called wao, are a delicacy, which are either boiled, or mixed with sago and 
baked. Smoked ones usually come from Yamandim village. Sometimes their pupae are 
also eaten, but only in the early stages of their development. Another species of grub 
called supi nwjgalao (Dynastinae sp.), which is slightly bigger and has tougher skin, is 
sometimes also eaten. This species does not infest sago palms, but other decomposing 
trees. 
Another highly valued type of food (usually given to children) is the eggs of 
wild fowl, crocodiles and cassowaries. If an egg contains an embryo, this is always 
removed before the rest of the egg is eaten.'' 
Large grasshoppers are often gathered from coconut palms, cooked on the fire 
and eaten. However, they arc consumed only as a snack as there are never enough of 
them to feed the whole household. Mushrooms, which are gathered from decaying logs, 
the leaves of various trees (e.g. Gnetum gnemon) and different grasses are boiled to 
garnish sago pudding. 
A delicacy which adds variety to the Awiakay's diet is honey. Honeycomb 
found in the forest is wrapped in leaves and taken home, where it is squeezed to extract 
the honey. Sago pancakes are then dipped into it. The honey of two kinds of stingless 
bees is eaten. 
An important tree which grows wild is the breadfruit tree (Artocarpus altilis), 
which the Awiakay call kamba. The fruits are collected from the tree (or kicked down), 
roasted on the fire and split open. The seeds inside are eaten once the hard shell and soft 
skin surrounding them have been removed. Although they are very satisfying, these 
seeds are not eaten instead of the main sago meal, but as an additional snack. 
B y ' v e g e t a b l e s ' I mean all w i ld -g rowing edible plant mat ter . 
" E m b r y o s , foe tuses or very young an imals are never c o n s u m e d . W h e n a p regnan t s o w is ki l led the 
foe tu se s are a lways th rown into the r iver, even if they are bas ica l ly full t e rm. Peop l e say that if Ihey ate 
t h e m , their bones wou ld b e c o m e sof t , like in these p remature an imals . 
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Plates 1.12 and 1.13: W o m e n c h e w i n g be t e l nu t in the i r canoes , wa i t i n g w i t h the i r sma l l c h i l d r en fo r t h e 
f ish po i s on t o sp r ead d o w n r i v e r 
Plate 1.14: After a big catch platforms for smoking fish have to be built outside 
Plate 1.15: Wandiap and Tantanbun smoking the fish on the rack above their fireplace. When the yield 
is big and the smoked fish are many they are sometimes carried to Asangamut to sell or give to the 
relatives. 
The yellow and red fruit of various species of pandanus (including Pandanus 
conoideus\ TP manta\ Plate 1.16) are cut into pieces, the seeds are then removed, soaked 
and boiled in the water before they are eaten either on their own or with a sago pancake. 
The Awiakay also plant pandanus trees. 
Although having been largely hunter-gatherers, the Awiakay seem to have a 
long history of planting cooking bananas. They are often referred to in Tok Pisin as 
kumu bilons tumbling 'vegetables of the ancestors'. Betel nut and coconut palms are 
also planted - the former are not eaten but chewed together with Piper belle and lime. 
A fast-growing tree which is always found in gardens is papaya. The Awiakay 
also grow pineapples, which are usually destroyed by pigs, so they often have a limited 
yield. As the soil in the area is not very fertile, taro and sweet potato arc grown with 
limited success. Plants with edible leaves such as aibika (Abelmoschus manihot) and a 
variety of grasses, e.g. lemon grass, grow well and are always found in abundance. Like 
the leaves of various trees (e.g. Gnetum gnemon), these are boiled together with fish or 
meat and eaten with sago pudding. 
Plate 1.16: Pandanus fruit 
Rcccntly introduced garden crops include pumpkins, cucumbers, beans and 
com. The A w i a k a y usually get the necessary seeds in Asangamut. However , none o f 
these crops grow very successful ly and therefore they represent a rather insignificant 
supplement to the basic A w i a k a y diet of sago, meat and fish. 
A crop which is grown for a purpose other than eating is tobacco, though people 
say that the soil in Asangamut is much better suited for this purpose (Plate 1.17). 
Plate 1.17: MaQgula spreading tobacco leaves onto a yakut, a rack on which they will dry 
Gardening seems to be becoming increasingly important. It is nowadays 
considered essential for a young A w i a k a y man to prepare his own garden before he gets 
married. A variety of crops are cultivated, but none in large quantities. The A w i a k a y 
have no specialised gardening tools, but use their bushknives' ' ' and axes to clear garden 
land, and poles to dig. Their gardens are never fenced to protect them from wild pigs, 
despite the fact that these animals apparently destroy most of the pineapples and sweet 
potatoes that the villagers try to grow. 
Throughout the thesis I use the word 'bushknife ' , an Australian English for a large heavy knife suitable 
fot cutting bush, a machete. This word was the basis for Tok Pisin husnaip 
1.1.4 ELEMENTS OF AWIAKAY SOCIAL ORGANISATION 
1.1.4.1 Kinship 
The Awiakay system of kinship terminology (Figures i . i and 1.2; Table 1.2) is a five-
generational one. The third ascending generation is equated with the third descending 
one: everyone, regardless of sex, is called wandomhatj (great grandparent, ancestor, or 
great grandchild, descendant). I have used the translations 'ancestor' and 'descendant' 
because the same term is also applied to all kin in the fourth, fifth, and more remote 
generations. 
In one's own generation the terms for brother and sister are used for all cousins, 
no matter whether they are parallel or cross-cousins.'^ The principle of bifurcate 
merging is employed in the first ascending generation: the terms for ego's parents are 
the same as the ones for their same sex siblings (F = FB, M = MZ), while different 
terms are used for M B and FZ. The Awiakay kinship system is thus basically an 
Iroquois system" with some characteristics of the Hawaiian one. It is typical of Iroquois 
kinship systems that cross-uncles and cross-aunts (mother's brother and father's sister) 
are called by distinct terms, unlike parents' parallel siblings (mother's sister and father's 
brother), who are called by the same terms as mother and father. However, the Awiakay 
kinship system also has some features of the Hawaiian system in that it uses the terms 
'brother' and 'sister' for both parallel-cousins and cross-cousins, unlike the Iroquois 
system, in which cross-cousins are called by distinctive terms. 
" Although the core of the Awiakay kinship system is five-generational, the 'periphery' (3+ ascending / 
descending) can also be counted as part of the system, although it is extremely simplified. 
" There are, however, some peculiarities here, which I discuss in Hocnigman 2007:167-69. 
" In that respect it is similar to the kinship systems of the Mundugumor and Bun from the Yuat River {cf 
McDowell 1975 for Bun and 1991: 168 - 201 for the Mundugumor). It seems likely that certain 
similarities could also be found in the kinship of the Asangamut, with whom the Awiakay intermarry. 
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Table 1.2: Awiakay kinship terminology 
« 5 1 ? l g o Female Ego 
my - my 
asccnding 
generations 
'MondombQi) v/andomboo 
asccnd/ng 
generation 
FF, FM, Mf, MM QbU abu 
M cmibi) kumuho omfM) kumuAa 
c 
1 a 
MeZ, FeBW ! 
MyZ, FyBW 
amfbf) (konder)se 
f kambanjasayl 
kumufM (kof?ae'^e 
/ kamftan^ ajoy; 
am(bi) ikande/jse 
/ kambanjasay) 
komu/K} /kanOeijge 
; / kamDanjogoyl 
F atn kusina atn kusina 
0 
01 
1 
AteZH / MyZH 
FeS ! FyB 
ctn 
atn, kutuk 
rundHT^r t kambonjcfiyf 
kustna /konoeffe/ 
kambcnfcfoif/ 
atn 
(kardeo^e! 'nar^xxiriid^y) 
kusina tkanoe^ ! 
kambar)afay} 
2 FZ, MBW do ; oo; opto ao \ ao; opro 
MB. FZH pap/pauk pawo papfpauk j pawa 
HF, WF moyak (alukoy) mora folukc// Kinsk una 
HM, WM moyak {namsoyf moia (namsoy) omk una 
W nambuk lyamba I namba 
H / nuntba nvmbuk numba 
eZ (FeBD, FeZD, MeZD, 
MeSD), HW1 nambakonjtk' nambakonja' okayk okia 
yZ(FyBD, FyZD, MyZO, 
MyBD), HW2 konaik konja 
ZH konomibek) kunam(bo) kummibck) kunam(bo) 
1 eB (FeBS, FeZS. MeZS, 
MeBS) 
ouk, op oua kopohik'. (ouk) kopoha'. (oua) 
1 
yB (FyBS, FyZS, «yZ5, 
MyBS) 
kcnsuk kcnso koponik*, (kenguki kopono', Ikcn^o) 
"o 
O! 
UJ 
eBW 
yBW 
WeZ, HZ 
WyZ, HZ 
ooknambo, opnomba 
kcnsuknamba 
okoik 
kondik 
ouanombo / 
kcnsanamba 
okia 
konja 
mckcyk mckia 
WZH, HZH ouakcnsa ouakcnsa mckcyknumba mckianumba 
WeB / HeB 
WyB, HyB us/k : usia 
ouk 
kcnguk 
ouo 
kcnsa 
WeBW, HeBW, 
WyBW, HyBW ustknamba uiianambo 
okoik 
kondik 
okia 
konja 
c 
a g 
S (BS, FBSS, FZSS, MZ55, 
MBSS, HZS, WZS) 
ZS (FBOS, FZDS, 
MZBS, MBDS, WBS, HBS) 
tcnjik 
crjscmbck 
: tcnja 
cq^embo 
tenjik tcnjo 
c 
Dl 
? 
^ p 
D (BD. FBSO, FZSD, 
MZSD, MB5D, WZD, HZD) 
ZD (FBDO, FZDD, MZOO, 
MBDD, WBD, HBD) 
nuosulos 
cr}S<^mbck 
nutjsutio 
; cfjjembo 
nu/jSu(os nurjsulia 
o SW tcnjiknombo tcnjanomba monik mono 
-g DH 
ZOH 
kunam(bek) 
crjscmbcknumba, 
kunanrt(bokj 
\ kunany(bQ) 
enscmbonumba. 
kunamlba} kunam(bck) kunam(bo) 
ZSW erj^cmbeknomba cn^embanamba monik : mono 
2" SS, 50, OS, DD - csck C5I0 esck OS to 
Oesconding 
generation 
SSW, OSW - escknomb<j c5ranorT)bo momk . mono 
SDH, DDH - cseknumba ^ esianumba kunam(bck) ; kunam(ba) 
3"", 4". 5" 
dosccnding 
Qcnoratmns 
wondonyba/) ivandomboi) 
* term covering both elder and younger siblings and so on 
T h e r e is no d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n terms o f address and terms o f r e f e r e n c e . T h e o r e t i c a l l y 
a l l t e r m s c a n be u s e d in both contexts , '^ but in pract ice o n l y s o m e o f them are a l w a y s 
u s e d instead o f a p e r s o n ' s first n a m e ( T a b l e 1 .3) . 
Table 1.3: Reciprocal kin te rms in A w i a k a y 
(terms used in direct address replacins addressee's first name) 
Ifoponik* (B) nambakonjik* (Z) 
okayk (eZ. HW, cBW) <-• kondik {yZ, HW, yBW) 
ouk (eB)«-» kensuk (yB) 
kondik* (female classificatory cross-cousin ^ yZ) <-
classificatory cross-cousin = yZ) 
> kondik* (female 
a tn (F) <-• ten}ik(S) 
atn (F) nurjsulas (D) 
am(bi) (M)«-» tenjik (S) 
am(bi) (M) <-• nurjsulas (D) 
ao (FZ, MBW) <-> tenjik (BS. HZS) 
ao (FZ. MBW) nurjsulas (BD. HZD) 
pap (MB, FZH) erjsembek (ZS, ZD, WBS, WBD) 
abu (grandparent) «-» esek (grandchild) 
wandombarj (great-grandparent, ancestor)" 
descendant) 
• wandombarj (great-grandchild. 
nambuk (W) numbuk (H) 
moyak (WF, WM) kunam (DH) 
unik (HF) <-> tenjiknamba (SW) 
unik (HM) monik (SW) 
usik (WB) kunam* (ZH) 
okia / konja (WZ) <-> kunam (ZH) 
ouakensa (WZH) <-• ouakensa (WZH) 
usiknamba (WBW) <-• mekeyknumba (HZH) 
* sometimes used a s a term of address instead of the addressee's first name 
" in teres t ingly . Mead (1950: 145) mentioned that 'Ihe Mtmdugumor never use [kin] terms in direct 
address.' 
1.1.4.2 Clanship 
In 2009 there were eight exogamous clans in the village. Some of the clans in Table 1.4 
have members in other villages/language groups in the area. For the purpose of clan 
organisation the Awiakay trace their descent through w o m e n . " 
Table 1.4: Distribution of clans in Kanjimei in December 2009 
CLAN Awiakay name translation members 
H O R N B I L L I kaykwi kandeijge / 
kaykwi poka punjafjge 
big hornbill / hornbill with a long 
beak (there are four colours on the 
bill of this hornbill) 8 7 
PIG 2 yay poka marjgumba pig with a short nose 
8 5 
HORNBIII .2 kaykwi poka marjgumba hornbill with a short beak 
(there are three colours on the bill 
of this hornbill) 5 4 
P I G L yay poka punjaijge pig with a long nose 
2 5 
PIG 3 yay kambanjagay small pig 
2 1 
H 0 R N B I L L 3 kaykwi kambanjagay small hornbill (the bill of this 
hornbill has only one colour) 1 8 
EAGLE naym eagle 
12 
BIRD OF PARADISE kaijgam bird of paradise 
1 
CASSOWARY kayma cassowary 
0 
3 0 3 
The cassowary clan has currently no members in the village, but 1 was told there were 
some in Asangamut, which means that a single marriage with a Cassowary woman will 
continue the clan in Kanjimei, as her children will inherit her clan. In the past there 
were also Crocodile, Green Parrot and White Cockatoo clans, but in Kanjimei they are 
now extinct."" An Imanmeri man who married into Kanjimei belongs to the Bird of 
Paradise clan, which is otherwise non-existent in Kanjimei. 
The origin of clans can be traced back to mythical times. According to one 
Awiakay myth, there were only women at the beginning of time and they married dogs. 
When one woman found a man by seeing his reflection in the water, she kept him for 
" M a t r i l i n y is n o t v e r y c o m m o n in m a i n l a n d N e w G u i n e a . Tl ie o n l y s o c i e t i e s in t he r e g i o n w h e r e d e s c e n t 
is t r a c e d t h r o u g h w o m e n a re s o m e Y u a t R i v e r v i l l a g e s f r o m A s a n g a m u t in t he s o u t h t o B u n in the n o r t h . 
Al l o t h e r n e i g h b o u r i n g s o c i e t i e s a r e pa t r i l i nea l . 
A s e l s e w h e r e in t he r e g i o n , c l a n s c r o s s t he l a n g u g a e a n d v i l l a g e b o u n d a r i e s . Al l t h e s e c l a n s d o h a v e 
m e m b e r s in o t h e r v i l l a g e s in t he a r e a . 
herself, but later this man created other men. He closed them into a tomba tree 
(Campnosperma brevipetiolata), which is a symbol for a men's house, where they were 
to 'ripen' (mature), and be ready for marrying women. Upon their release the first big 
man divided them into clans. 
People stated that there have never been any food taboos related to one's totem; 
the village land has never been spatially divided between clans (either in Kanjimei or in 
their previous settlements, as I was told); that is, members of one clan do not inhabit a 
distinct part of the village, but are randomly scattered around it.^' However, the rest of 
Awiakay land outside the village, sago stands, as well as the related myths and the 
spirits which inhabit a particular piece of land, are owned by individual clans. 
Clans are also in possession of personal names. Although a child belongs to the 
mother's clan, both mother and father can bestow their clan's name on it. 
Each totemic clan has its own drum signal, which is beaten on a slit drum to 
send a message to those who are in the forest. Besides a sound sign, each clan has a 
visual sign, usually a tree leaf, which is put onto the path in the forest in order to leave a 
message for a person of a particular clan. 
Although belonging to the mother's clan, a child can enjoy the benefits of both 
the mother's and father's clan. It was explained to me that the proper traditional 
Awiakay way is one in which the mother's and father's clan are respected equally and a 
child is allowed to use both parents' land. As we shall see later in Chapter 3, this often 
leads to disputes. However, it also means that a person is expected to help both their 
father's and mother's side when help is needed in building a house, etc. My informants 
often disapprovingly mentioned that the Asangamut and other people from the Biwat 
(Yuat) neglected the father's clan:^^ 
Ei, kastam nqgut! Rahisim klen bilongpapq. Iss! (TP) 
'Hey, bad practice! Downgrading father's clan - iss [expression o f contempt]!' 
I was told that the present Awiakay custom of giving more prominence to 
mother's elan was adopted from Asangamut due to an increasing number of 'love-
marriages' (TP laik marit), in which the only rule that is followed is clan exogamy. In 
the past, both parents' clans were equally important, as marital partners were found in a 
different way: every person had a special 'partner' of the same sex, called kamayn^^ 
Unlike the neighbouring Ambonwari, which is divided between five clans (see Telban 1998: 68 - 70). 
" This was also observed by McDowell during her fieldwork in Bun (McDowell 1975: 77). 
" The institution oikamayn is discussed in Hoenigman 2007:189-91; c / McDowell 1976. 
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who was assigned by the big men, and two kamayn would exchange their children for 
marriage. 
1.1.4.3 Marriage 
Traditional Awiakay marriage, in which two exchange partners (kamayn) exchange 
their children, is based on sister exchange, opi opi tan. 
opi-opi tan 
exchange brother-sister exchange pair 
'marr iage exchange of a brother-sister pair ' 
Figure 1.3: Brother-sister exchange 
Ideally a man marries a woman whose brother is married to or will marry that 
man ' s sister (Fig. 1.3). Both brothers or sisters may be classificatory ones, so there is 
never a shortage of potential 'exchange w o m e n ' in case one family is short of an 
eligible daughter, or if she is reluctant to marry her brother 's wi fe ' s brother (BWB). The 
two brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law are supposed to take care of one another and 
become an ideal working group. At the same time, the two husbands should treat their 
wives with respect. They know their sister is married to their wi fe ' s brother, who can 
retaliate by mistreating his own wife - their sister 's husband 's sister (ZHZ)."" 
According to a myth, exchange marriage was directed by the first big man. 
Although the institution of kamayn has been abandoned, sister exchange is still the 
preferred type of marriage. Bride's parents often refuse bride-price and are not willing 
to consent to their daughter 's marriage unless it is reciprocated by an exchange 
marriage. However, it may happen that a man who wants to get married does not have a 
sister eligible for exchange - his real sisters may be either already married or just 
children. In this case his extended family may agree to give him one of his classificatory 
" For more on Awiakay kinship see Hoenigman (2007: 161-198). A similar practice of sister exchange 
a m o n g the culturally similar, but linguistically unrelated Bun on the Yuat river is d iscussed in M c D o w e l l 
(1975). Sister exchange is also very c o m m o n across much of lowland New Guinea (Busse 1987; 
Hi tchcock 2004). For an overview of this practice in PNG Highlands see Glasse and Megg i t (1969)", 
Jorgensen (1993) and Lemonnie r (2002). 
sisters for exchange. However, the more distant the sister, the less willing she and her 
parents will be to participate in the exchange. Girls are never forced to marry someone 
they do not want. Different kinds of agreements can be reached in such cases. One 
possibility is that the bride 's family agrees to accept a girl who will not marry one of 
their sons, but will be exchanged for one of their sons' brides. In this way she literally 
replaces their daughter who is getting married. Another possibility is to accept bride-
price, nowadays always consisting of money. An average bride-price is 500 Kina -
much lower than in the Highlands. As soon as an agreement about the exchange or 
bride-price is reached, the coupic is allowed to get married. However, the actual 
payment is usually delayed: it may take years, even decades for a bride-price to be paid 
o f f In a case of exchange agreement, the sister who would be exchanged for her 
brother's wife may fall in love with someone else and change her mind before she is to 
enter her brother's wife ' s family. Such instances make some families indebted to others 
for generations, sometimes becoming the basis of long-lasting resentment, which 
surfaces whenever there is a dispute between the clans involved. 
Further disputes result from children using their mother's land before the 
exchange or bride-price for her is settled. People continually complain that love 
marriages are the reason for so many fights and quarrels in the village. One often hears 
that everything was more orderly before, when these things were regulated by the big 
men. The custom has changed nowadays. As soon as the families agree on either 
exchange or bride-price, they exchange clusters of betel nuts and the couple may sleep 
together under one mosquito net and go to bushcamps by themselves. 
Usually residence after marriage is initially uxorilocal in that the man goes to 
live in his wife ' s parents' house. However, soon after marriage a man builds a new 
house. If his wife 's parents are aged and their house shabby, they will move in with 
their daughter and her husband unless they have a grown-up son who will build a new 
house for them. When a man grows up it is expected that he (and his brothers) will build 
a new house for his elderly parents. 
Polygyny was practiced in the past, but only the big men would have more than 
one wife at the same time. With the arrival of Christianity, polygyny decreased. There 
are no polygynous marriages in Kanjimei at present. Sororate is sometimes practiced, 
meaning that after a woman 's death her husband marries her sister. There was one such 
case in the village until the end of 2009 when the wife died, and the village genealogies 
(up to two generations ago) show that there were a few more cases in the past. 
In case of divorce, children arc divided between the two partners. If the couple 
only have one child at the time they decide to separate, the partner who leaves must also 
leave the child and no longer have any contact with it, even though they see one another 
nearly every day in a small village. Children who stay with the father are adopted into 
his clan and have to give up mother 's clan and return its names, while those who remain 
with the mother have to return the names which were bestowed upon them by their 
father or his clan members. Children of the divorced parents may only use the land of 
the parent who remained their guardian."' Parents' divorce is further complicated when 
their children are grown up, as they would lose rights over one parent 's land which they 
may have already been using. 
1.1.4.4. Leadership 
Like elsewhere in the Sepik, the Awiakay followed a big-men type of social structure. 
Only an initiated married man who was a strong warrior, good hunter and a skilled 
orator had a chancc to be called kandeij 'big man' . Important decisions in the 
community were normally reached together with other big men. Nowadays even 
younger men who contribute to the community in various ways, such as ones who have 
outboard motors and thus gain prestige by lending them to others to travel to town, the 
village teacher, and, importantly. Christian leaders, arc men with power and respect, 
often referred to as 'big men' . In Kanjimei bigmanship and Christianity are therefore 
complementary, while they seem to be in problematic relation in Urapmin (cf Robbins 
2004a). 
1.1.5 SORCERY 
The Awiakay distinguish two types of sorcery: (1) nimbi 'poison' and (2) emav 'assault 
sorcery'. 
Tumhi alukunja 'a sorcerer' or literally 'poison man' is a person who uses 
spells to cause sickness and death in other people. Tumhi, which the Awiakay translate 
with TP Eoison, is not exactly the same as the English 'poison', i.e. a deadly substance 
drunk or eaten by the victim. The lethal effect is achieved by bespelling the victim 
through an object that has been in touch with them and thus carries some of their 
essence. The 'poison man' can use any kind of waste from a person they want to make 
sick, e.g. a person's faeces, urine, hair, a piece of clothing which contains that person's 
Two case studies can be found in Hoenigman 2007: 46-47). 
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sweat, a cigarette ember, betel nut skin or even spit from a chewed betel nut.^' Even a 
person's footprint in mud can be collected. The sorcerer will chew ginger, utter magical 
spells and 'spit on' (bespcll) the victim's items that he or she has collected to make this 
person sick. A poisoned person will vomit, have severe diarrhoea, or become sick in 
some other way. Although the Awiakay say that sorcery is a thing of the past (TP 
^mjink bilong bipo) and there is none in their village, they are always careful about 
their waste. They take care to cover their betel nut spit with dust and they say that it is 
safest to throw one's hair, etc. into the river, where a potential sorcerer could not find it. 
Emay, corresponding to Tok Pisin term sanguma, is a specific form of 'assault 
sorcery'.^^ Like tumbi, it can refer both to sorcery itself or to the one who performs it. 
By chanting a particular spell, chewing ginger and spitting on their own body with it, a 
man or a woman who is familiar with this ritual can invoke the spirits who will give him 
or her superhuman powers. They will use these powers in order to attack and kill 
another person. If one has a dispute with someone, this person may resent it so much 
that they go and find an emay from another village, and ask them to kill that person. 
Sometimes one does not even know where the resentment came from, so even an 
apparently innocent person can be attacked. However, a fear of sorcery drives people to 
try to settle resentments so that they do not escalate into murderous episodes. 
An emay can change into certain animals or into an unrecognizable person. They 
can travel long distances in a moment in order to come close to the intended victim. 
Emav attack a person when he or she is alone in the bush, or even in the house if the 
person is alone. During the attack the emay turns back into a human, cuts open their 
victim's abdomen, removes all the bowels, fills the abdomen with leaves, sews up the 
wound so that nobody can see it and tells the person when they will die (of. Stewart and 
Strathern 2004: 124). This person then returns to the village, but is no longer the same, 
as their mima maijga 'the seat of reason, thoughts and emotions', has been removed 
during the malicious operation. They have no thoughts of their own; they can only 
speak through the power of the emay and they die on the day which was foretold.^'* 
Piper bete! which a person has biuen off and dropped is believed to have a special power, and is thus 
never used by a sorcerer. 
^^ Although Tok Pisin term san^ima is used all over Papua New Guinea, the notion of sanguma varies 
greatly and corresponds to local beliefs. Awiakay emay is thus best translated as 'assault sorcery' and 
'assault sorcerer ' , denoting the practices one has to learn, rather than 'wi tch ' , which is applied to the 
inherent qualities of a person (usually a woman; see Stewart and Strathern 2004: 125) and thus fits with 
the Highlands notions o [ s a n s u m a . 
^^  For more on Awiakay notion of emav (TP sanguma) see Hoenigman 2007: 77-80. 
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It is believed that an emay can be shot with a bow before it attacks, but it is very 
risky, as it may catch a spear and shoot back. When an emay is killed, there will be a lot 
of blood and feaces, and then the body usually disappears, as it goes back to its home 
village, turns back into a man and dies. 
People often report feeling the presence of an emay by getting goose bumps, 
hearing unusual wind-like sounds, or even an emay's whistling, which sounds like 
'Come, come! Come, come!' inviting people to the forest where they would be 
attacked. Dogs can also feel when an emay is close. Their hackles will rise in fear and 
they will run away. When one sees a large group of wild pigs, they are almost certainly 
not real pigs, but emay. In that case one should run for their life back to the village. 
Sometimes there is panic in the village, when someone runs back from the bush where 
they have allegedly heard an emay's whistle. 
When the Awiakay speak of emay they always speak quietly, almost whispering, 
and they avoid naming the villages where they believe this kind of sorcery is present. 
They unanimously claim that there is none in Kanjimei.^' Two Awiakay men are 
believed to have been killed by assault sorcery since the time they settled in Kanjimei. 
When somebody becomes sick, the first question the big men ask is whether the 
sickness was caused by liimhi or emay. While sorcery is always seen as a threat and 
considered a potential cause of each death, few deaths arc actually ascribed to 
Rather, people blame their death on their own transgressions or the transgressions of 
their close relatives, as will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
1.1.6 SPIRITS AND CHRISTIANITY 
The Awiakay world is inhabited by people, animals, plants and spirits. For the Awiakay 
spirits are not a matter of belief- they coexist with them. The spirits were created in the 
mythical past: they came out of the rock of creation" together with humans. There are 
different kinds of spirits in the Awiakay environment: (I) tasia 'water spirits'; (2) 
manjime 'spirits dwelling in fig trees'; and (3) endembatj 'mountain spirits'. In Tok 
A s people k n e w that I was go ing lo put eve ry th ing I wri te d o w n into the c o m p u t e r w h e n I re turn back 
h o m e , I was f r equen t ly a sked whe the r m y c o m p u t e r can tell w h o a s a n g u m a is w h e n I put p e o p l e ' s n a m e s 
into it. 
Note a d i f f e r ence f r o m o ther par ts of Papua N e w Guinea w h e r e all dea ths a re c o m m o n l y a t t r ibu ted to 
sorcery or w i t chc ra f t (cf. K n a u f t 1985; Brison 1992; S tewar t and St ra thern 2004 ; E v e s and Fo r sy th , 
fo r thcoming) . 
" A l imes tone hill in the M e a k a m b u t area, wh ich is, acco rd ing to the A w i a k a y M y t h of Or ig in , the place 
of origin of h u m a n s and spiri ts ( c f H o e n i g m a n 2007 : 236-38) . 
Pisin they are referred to collectively as masalai 'bush spirits'. Besides these there are 
also spirits of the dead - taijgia 'spirit of a dead person; ancestral spirit'. The word 
tatjgia is polysemous and it also means 'shadow' or 'reflection'. People say that spirits 
of the dead are sometimes seen as shadows, sometimes as real people. They can be 
particularly harmful soon after the person has died and people are very afraid of them. 
They often appear in the bush when a person is there alone or with a child. One can 
sense their presence when one hears a branch breaking or a similar unusual sound. 
Bush spirits can appear in the form of human beings or in the forni of animals. 
They can be male or female, they have their own famihes and live in a particular area. 
They belong to the land and their names are owned by those who own that particular 
piece of land.^^ They know the owners of the land and would not do any harm to them 
as long as they talk to them, regularly clear bush paths, avoid fig trees and inform them 
of their actions; if a person intends to hunt, pull down a tree or just gather food, the 
spirits should be informed. 
However, spirits may cause an illness or even kill an unknown person who 
enters their territory unless the owner of the land (or their family member) infonTis them 
that there is a stranger with them. Young children should also be gradually introduced to 
the paths their parents use, so that the spirits get used to them. When Yakaim, a five-
year-old girl was to be adopted by another family in exchange for her brother's Asuk's 
wife Yaqgunda, her parents opposed the exchange saying that the child did not know 
the paths in that family's bush and that their spirits did not know her either. 
People say that spirits are very sensitive to smell, particularly to human bodily 
fluids. They are very likely to smell and attack a couple who have sex in the bush, or 
give sickness to a person who urinates on their land. For the same reason several 
prohibitions apply to a woman who has given birth. If one wants to hide from spirits, 
one should rub the body, particularly armpits and forehead with clay to cover the smell 
of perspiration. 
Spirits sometimes want to marry people, but people are afraid of them. There is 
a myth about Yapan, a woman who had been abducted by a water spirit and had to 
marry him. When she came back to her family to tell them that her spirit husband was 
sending his sister as an exchange to marry her brother, her father beat her up with a 
" M y vi l lage n a m e Koijgolmay is a n a m e of a f e m a l e wa te r spirit f r o m M u r j g a m lake, wh ich b e l o n g s to 
T o m i f r o m Hornbi l l 2 clan. His w i f e Y a k a m e e n d o w e d me wi th this n a m e . The fa ther o f Ko t )go tmay ( the 
spiri t) is ca l l ed A y m a k a n , jus t like m y vi l lage ' f a t h e r ' . S o m e people even said that the n a m e w a s c h o s e n 
for m e on the bas i s of phys ica l r e s e m b l a n c e wi th the spiri t , as Ko i jgo tmay is repor ted to h a v e long fa i r 
ha i r , but not e v e r y o n e agreed wi th this exp lana t ion . 
cassowary bone, and as the family refused the proposed exchange, she died. Yapan is 
believed to be the only Awiakay person to have married a spirit. 
Nowadays people can pray to God to help them avoid spirits' rage, while in the 
past they had to offer them food. Although people are generally afraid of them, spirits 
cannot be labelled as either good or b a d " - in most cases their actions depend on 
humans' behaviour towards them. If one behaves properly and offers them sago, they 
will help one find a pig or a cassowary, while water spirits will help one catch fish or 
even a crocodile. Ancestral spirits too are willing to help their descendants. However, 
getting in touch with spirits to gain their special powers is nowadays considered wrong, 
as Christianity connected all spirits with the Devil. 
1.1.6.1 Christianity 
A few years after their contact with the 'Germans ' , the Awiakay were visited by a 
Catholic missionary from Alungunum mission station on the Yuat. As they had seen 
white men before, people were not afraid of him, but according to their stories his visit 
to Marinyam coincided with a landslide, so the Awiakay were convinced that the 
Christian God about whom he was talking, was powerful. Unlike some other Sepik 
societies, where the first missionaries forced people to take the secret objects from their 
men's houses, and display and use them in front of women and children,' ' ' the Awiakay 
did not have such an experience. There has never been a resident missionary either in 
Marinyam or in Kanjimei. However, previous Catholic missionaries who occasionally 
visited the village put a lot of effort into unrooting traditional beliefs. Apart from 
labelling everything connected with spirits, and particularly initiation rites as 'evil ' and 
'connected with the devil', they threatened people with God's anger if they continued to 
perform their traditional rites, or sing ritual songs. All this caused a gradual decline in 
traditional customs. However, not everyone trusted the Christian God and people feared 
the revenge of spirits, so they did not abandon old practices right away. Some tried to 
avoid the changes in the community by spending more time in their bush camps and it 
took much longer for them to gradually adapt to Christianity. Several Awiakay say that 
many big men and women died because they had not accepted God, but held on to old 
customs. When Marinyam was finally abandoned and people established permanent 
" Unl ike in A m b o n w a r i , w h e r e f e m a l e spiri ts o f the dead and m a l e spir i ts of the bush are ' g o o d ' , wh i l e 
ma le spir i ts o f the dead and f e m a l e bush spiri ts a re ' b a d ' ( m o r e in Te lban 1998: 164-5; see a lso T a b l e 7 
on p. 165). 
See Te lban (1997 : 25) for A m b o n w a r i and Kul ick (1992: 163-5) for W o n g a n a n d G a p u n 
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settlement in Kanjimei, the Awiakay gave up initiation rites. Around 1974 Bishop Leo'^ 
visited Kanjimei, gave Christian names to the people, and baptized them. 
Most of the customary practices connected with spirits continued to coexist with 
nominal Christianity until the beginning of the charismatic movement in the 1990s.^^ 
Geoffrey Yukun, the man who brought this movement to the village, is often referred to 
as the one who brought Christianity to Kanjimei, as it was in the light of this movement 
that people started with Sunday services and eventually built a church in 2004. Yukun's 
testimony, which gives an account of the beginnings of the charismatic movement and 
explains how it managed to replace people's customary practices, can be found in 
Appendix B. 
Unlike in Ambonwari, where there seems to be some opposition between the 
Catholics (TP hun lotii) and charismatics (Telban, pers. comm.), people in Kanjimei are 
much more unified: everybody claims to be a Catholic, and everybody resorts to 
charismatic activities in times of sickness. Besides, the Catholic prayer leaders and the 
charismatic leaders are the same people. 
When 1 first came to the village in 2004, the charismatic movement, which was 
at that time very strong in Ambonwari and Imanmeri, seemed not to have had much 
impact in Kanjimei. However, the church was being built. In 2006 more or less regular 
Sunday services with a charismatic influence were held in the church, but there were no 
prayer meetings and no general euphoria like in Ambonwari. After three almost 
successive deaths in the village at the end of 2008 and the beginning of 2009, there was 
a very intensive period of charismatic activities, but after a month people started 
worrying about other things and their lives got back to normal. Prayer meetings were 
reduced to less than one meeting per week with very few people present. When people 
have unsettled problems with others, e.g. when they haven't yet compensated another 
after a dispute, they do not come to church - nor to prayer meetings. 
In 2006 the Amboin parish, which consists of 16 villages (Map4.i) ' ' got a new 
priest, a Polish missionary Piotrek Wasko, who visits villages on a two-monthly basis. 
He neither encouraged nor tried to suppress charismatic activities and is of the opinion 
'B ishop Leo ' (Leo Clement Andrew Arkfeld) was the Bishop of Wewak between 1966 and 1975. 
" The charismatic movement, which started at the beginning of the 20th century and entered the Catholic 
and Protestant Churches in the 1960s and spread all over the world, emphasizes the importance - and 
presence - of the gifts of the Holy Spirit. These are manifested in prayer meetings during which people 
fall into trance, have visions, speak in tongues, and receive other gifts of the Holy Spirit. 
" These are the villages of the Konmei and Arafundi river, as well as part of the Karawari: Kanjimei , 
Imanmeri , Ambonwari , Konmei, Manjamai, Kundiman 1, Kundiman 2, Yimas 1, Yimas 2, Wamblamas, 
Yamandim, Awim and Imboin. 
that equating bush spirits with the devil was a practice of old missionaries that is no 
longer appropriate. However, the sole presence of the two forms of Christianity (the 
standard and charismatic one) makes people redefine and change their practices and 
beliefs. This is illuminated in the following passage in which Kaggam is thinking about 
the changes which came into the village with Christianity. In the past people used to do 
hard physical work to appease the spirits who sent sickness to them for all kinds of 
reasons. The spirits were also invoked in hunting magic, and the Awiakay are 
unamnimous that bespelling dogs made them very successful hunters. The big men 
would chew sago, ginger, aromatic bark and would also spit the dog, as well as bows 
and arrows. 
"This was the power of spirits," Kaijgam remembers. "It was before. We survived 
because spirits took care of us. They had immense power. That is why we believed them. The 
spirits used to help us. W e were not in God ' s hands then. I don ' t know - did He see us? He 
created the spirits. They are in G o d ' s own image. I am not sure - did God create bush spirits 
too? God must have taken care of us before too. He knew that we were praying to bush spirits. 
He must have supported them. [ . . . ] We invoked bush spirits at t imes of sickness and during 
storms. Everybody knew that the power of spirits would help us. That is why we held on to 
them for ages. W e were poor, but the spirits helped us survive in the bush." 
With the uptake of Charismatic movement in the mid-1990s, the Awiakay 
abandoned the spirits. At approximately the same time they discovered that their land 
was rich in eaglewood (section 1.1.6), which at that time became a precious commodity. 
People believe that the trade that developed at that time was God 's reward for 
embracing the Catholic charismatic movement. Kaggam explained: 
"The spirits did not bring any change into our lives. W e worked hard for nothing. These 
spirits would give us meat. Some of them helped in other ways too, but as for money, this is 
power of God only. Our God f rom above." 
Apart from healing, protecting people from danger and helping them hunt, God 
did what bush spirits failed to do: he managed to persuade people that he can satisfy 
their secular needs. An anticipation of a better life in this world has completely 
outshone the Christian promise of a better afterlife. People have never denied the 
existence of bush spirits, but they criticise them for their inability to bring development 
to the village.^** Spirits are local, whereas God acts globally. In Awiakay belief, he can 
bring the prosperity of white people. But the fact that spirits arc local is not taken to 
mean that they can be neglected. Although they may be ignored in the village, the 
deeper into the bush and the further from the village one gets, the more respectful one 
becomes when on their territory. 
As Telban (2006: 131) puts it, people in Ambonwari do not deny the existence of spirits but their 
relationships with them. See also Telban (2008). ' 
1.1.7 CASH ECONOMY AND DEVELOPMENT 
The Awiakay made their first money in the times of Australian administration by selling 
sago, eggs of the brush turkey, and tobacco. They earned one, two and sometimes up to 
five kina, but these small amounts did not bring any significant change to village life. 
Their attempts to earn money continued with occasional timber selling, apart from that 
they would also sell sago and betel nuts (this was also the time when they increased 
planting betel nut palms) as well as dugout canoes. A large canoe would sell for 50 
Kina. By earning this money people could afford to buy the first commodities from 
town: salt, bush knives, cooking pots, kerosene lamps, as well as some clothes. The 
timber business declined when a didiman (TP) 'agricultural officer' encouraged people 
to plant rubber trees and sell rubber. However, it turned out that this was not a very 
profitable business either, as people would not get much more than a few kina for a 
huge bag. They sold rubber a few times (even in 2012 some people were tapping it), but 
according to the Awiakay the business never flourished as it did in the neighbouring 
Ambonwari or Imanmeri. Two groves of rubber trees in Kanjimei (see Map 1.3) remind 
us of the business that 'didn't even buy a motor for the village.' 
The next new enterprises were planting coffee, vanilla, and more recently cacao, 
but none of them turned out to be profitable. People complain that all this was because 
Kanjimei is 'the last place in the bush where development has not reached yet'. It is 
true, however, that they were always drawn into a new line of business when it was just 
too late for it, when all other places had been there already and the prices had decreased. 
The Awiakay were more fortunate with eaglewood. Eaglewood (Cyrinops 
ledermannii) or TP garu, from Indonesian gaharu, is known for its fragrant resin, which 
Awiakay call is-kamia (literally 'tree-meat'/'wooden meat'). It is produced as a 
combination of the tree's response to an injury and an attack of a particular mould, and 
is thus found only in a small percentage of eaglewood trees. This black resinous wood is 
highly sought after by traders because of its commercial value, and is sold to Middle 
Eastern countries and Japan 'for religious, medical, ceremonial and domestic activities 
by Asian Buddhists and Moslems' (Gunn et al. 2004:1)." Before the year 2000 the 
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Papua New Guinea is believed to have the world's last remaining stock of mature eaglewood trees in 
the wild. From India to Indonesia the market for garu is much greater than supply. That is why foreign 
traders have been coming to remote areas in the Sepik region. In the Karawari area eaglewood is only 
found on Awiakay, Imboin and Awim land. Export statistics from the PNG Forest Authority show that 
9,778kg (almost 10 tonnes) of garu were shipped legally from PNG in 2001. Although the harvesting of 
eaglewood trees for garu began only a few years ago, there are serious concerns that indiscriminate 
cutting will rapidly deplete the natural Gvrinops resources, as it has occurred in other countries. 
Awiakay put no value on eaglewood. They called it nam-isa 'women's wood' and 
avoided using it as firewood when on hunting trips in the mountain, as its fragrance 
would drive away the animals. However, they sometimes put it on the fire to drive away 
mosquitoes. 
When I arrived in Kanjimei in June 2004, the village was almost empty, as 
nearly everyone was in the bush harvesting eaglewood. Since 2001 when the eaglewood 
business started in Kanjimei, the villagers have bought six outboard motors and make 
more frequent shopping trips to Wewak. For the money they earn with eaglewood they 
buy rice, tinned fish, two-minute noodles, soap, lamps and kerosene, petrol, mosquito 
nets, cooking pots, spoons, knives, bush knives, tools, hooks, fishing nets, clothes, and 
also radios. 
Eaglewood saplings became a precious gift for important visitors who come to 
the village, particularly after the news spread in the area that some scientists have come 
to Yimas to make an eaglewood plantation, as they will give shoots to young trees and 
that one tree will yield 2,000 Kina worth of resin.'"' 
An excursion to harvest eaglewood may take from four days to several weeks 
spent in remote bush camps and on the mountain (Plate 1 .18) . In the wet season, when the 
water in the river is high, many people leave the village for several weeks. Women and 
children 
normally stay in bush camps and process sago, while the men try to kill a pig so that 
they can then carry meat to the mountain. They stay there as long as their sago lasts. In 
the mountain they sleep in rock shelters or build temporary shelters for themselves (Plate 
1.19). Women who stayed in bush camps with small children sometimes reported seeing 
spirits or dreaming about the dead, whereupon they tried to find their husbands and 
come immediately come back to the village, as the spirits might hurt them. 
As people have never spent much time in the mountains, this is an unknown 
territory for them where it is easy to get injured or lost. Although they resort to prayer, 
mountains are places of spirits and people are scared there. 
This may be based on the attempts of the Rainforest Project Foundation and the United Nat ions Food 
and Agriculture Organization to conduct research and training programs for rural vi l lagers to produce 
cultivated eag lewood. Experiments in Vietnam have proved that with e a g l e w o o d inducement techniques 
the resin is formed considerably faster (in about six months). 
Plate 1.18; Upim yowa rock shelter 
Plate 1.19: Building a temporary shelter from where to take daily garu harvesting trips to the mountain 
Back in the bush camp and later in the village, people have to scrape the wood 
off the resinous part of caglewood (in V I D E O l-l, which you will be invited to view later 
in the chaptcr, you will see Moyambe scraping garu in his house). Anyone from 
children to old people participates in that. 
The scraped caglewood is kept in small plastic bags which people assign to 
different members of their families. Although an individual may have ten bags of 
eaglewood, they will all be named differently, so that it seems that the vendor has only 
earned a httle money, as the other bags appear to belong to someone else. If a buyer 
comes to the village, people normally send their children to sell the wood. However, 
after some incidents of robbery and an alleged murder of an Indonesian eaglewood 
buyer on the Sepik in 2003, very few buyers would risk their safety, and it is now more 
common that villagers go to Wewak to sell eaglewood. This also gives them an 
opportunity to buy the goods they want. 
The most frequent goers to town are young men. Preparations take at least a 
couple of days. Those who go, borrow shoes, clothes and string nets, and also prepare 
betel nuts and betel pepper for exchange on the river. There are always problems with 
getting enough petrol for a trip, as people seldom bring a drum to the village for selling. 
They therefore often paddle to Ambonwari, buy a few gallons of petrol there, and a few 
more on the Sepik, where the price is lower. 
In 2009 there were two eaglewood buyers in Wewak. Recently even the gam 
business has been in decline,"' and people are looking for other money-making 
endeavours. 
A steady, though not very frequent business for the Awiakay is selling betelnut. 
Until recently, they carried heavy Chemica bags (about 30kg) full of betelnut to 
Asangamut, which is six hours walk from Kanjimei and in rainy times includes 
swimming through swamps (Plates 1 . 2 1 and 1 . 2 2 ) . For one bag full of betelnut they are 
paid 30 Kina, while such a bag is sold for more than 200 Kina (even up to K250, or, on 
spccial occasions, K500) when it reaches its destination in the Highlands (Sharp 2012: 
181).'^ 
When I heard f rom the Awiakay in mid-2014 Ihey said that the buyers who stayed in W e w a k had left, 
and they had no way of selling their garu. Later they reported that they had managed to f ind another 
buyer. 
In one of their phoneeal ls f rom town in 2014 the Awiakay reported to have done their first run of 
selling betelnut in Bogia , M a d a n g Provinee, f rom where the trade eont inues into the Highlands . T h e y 
were initiated into this risky and highly compet i t ive business by people f rom Asangamut . For details on 
betelnut trade in Papua New Guinea see Timothy Sha rp ' s PhD thesis Following Biiai (Sha rp 2012) . 
Plate 1.20: Selling goru to Indonesian buyer Klemen in Wewak in February 2010 
Plate 1.21: Preparing bags of betelnut for selling. One bag weighs about 30kg. Fully packed 
with betelnut they feel as hard as stone on the backs of those who carry them. 
1.1.8 RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER VILLAGES IN THE AREA 
While they used to be enemies with all other neighbouring villages, ever since the times 
of warfare the Awiakay have been allies with Asangamut. They call Asangamut kandefj 
'the big one' in the sense of 'big brother', as the village has a much bigger population. 
Most of the out-marriages are with people from Asangamut, and the Awiakay travel 
there quite frequently to buy some things that are obtainable in the bigger village, but 
also to hear news from town, as the Asangamut travel there much more often. 
While the Awiakay sometimes meet people from other Araftindi villages, mostly 
hnboin and Yamandim, in their remote bush camps, they have no regular contact with 
them. They are more in touch with the Imanmeri, with whom they are occasionally in 
dispute about land. Members of those three families in which one of the spouses is from 
Imanmeri occasionally go and visit their relatives. 
Ambonwari people sometimes come to Kanjimei in search of tobacco or 
betelnut, and in 2009 youngsters from Kanjimei sometimes went to Ambonwari for 
dances, but there is no close conncction - nor are there any major disputes between the 
two villages. 
Plate 1.22: Walking to Asangamut village on ths Yuat involves wading and swimming through swamps 
1.2 THE LANGUAGE SITUATION 
Face of a Spirit, by Vitus Imbisay 
Puogiman mundokoy makia. Puijgiman makia mundakayke ya alukunja koij pekua. Alukunja 
pekepep, pekepep map mungundus anda ewa. Mendunur] agate. Anda pokomba alukunjan pekua. 
Alukunjan map ewa. Aunda isukma pisip tarjgan tombiasiua. Pekepep, ya kele, pekepep miai] pepep 
pasimbape. Makurj pekepep miar) pekawarj. Ya kele, ya kulukakay bung elekamgoy. Kukukakapep eiek 
kele ambaimbam? Mendunurj marjganjinbop ekoinirj marjganjinbop. Mendunur] kamapimbapeke kaykay 
tok pies kakaimba. Unja apap tok pies tok plesa kakanbalurjgoy kunja yomboya mamgoy pasar] kundarj 
injinirj enengat] tatjgan marjgainjlngoyke. Ap ap elok koq kakanbalurj Mungay tola Imboin, Awim, 
Nanbay, Imanangay, Momay, kor) kakanpalurj. Angumgay tarjgan an. Aka kunja yombayar] korj 
marjganjirjgoy kunja menda kor] kakaninar]. [...] At] Awiakay mendam amgoy amba kolokolayn 
mat]ganjir]goy ia Awiakay menda kof] kakanbalur] unja [...] 
Put)gim, the creator spirit, opened the door. He opened the door so that people could come 
into being. But Man was created without a tongue. He was like a log. When all the people had come out, 
PuQgim closed the door. He called them all together. He carved their tongues and navels. He made their 
tongues so that they spoke different languages. Now we Awiakay all speak the same language, as he 
carved our tongues with the same part of [a piece of] bamboo. He carved tongues with the thin end of 
the bamboo, with the stump, with the middle part and with the leaves. That is why our language is a bit 
similar to the language of the Meakambut, Imboin, Awim, Vamandim, Imanmeri and Asangamut. That is 
why we speak our own language. He did not carve all our tongues with the same bamboo, so there are 
several languages. [...] We, Awiakay, speak Awiakay menda (Awiakay tongue). [...] 
from Awiakay Myth of Origin as told by Thomas Tomi and Vincent Karjgam 
1.2.1 AWIAKAY AND NEIGHBOURING LANGUAGES 
Awiakay is a Papuan"' language, belonging to the small Arafiindi family. It is spoken 
by about 300 people living in Kanjimei village in the East Sepik Province of Papua New 
Guinea. Before 1 arrived in Kanjimei in 2004, no research had been done in the village 
and linguists were unaware of the existence of the Awiakay language. Wurm and 
Hattori's Atlas of Languages of the Pacific (1981-83) shows the location of Kanjimei as 
an uninhabited area (though close to Alfendio, i.e. Araflindi language). Even in the 2004 
SIL East Sepik Province Language Map, the northern border of Arafundi does not reach 
Kanjimei (see Map 1.5). 
Map 1.5: Linguistic picture of East Sepil< Province (source: Wurm & Hattori 1981-83) 
Papuan is a catcli-all t e rm for the va r ious non -Aus t rones i an l anguage f ami l i e s of M e l a n e s i a 
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In Laycock's (1973) survey of the languages of the Sepik region, Kanjimei 
village is not mentioned at all. When I first arrived there it was believed that the 
language spoken in the village was either Miyak (a Yuat River language) or the 
language of h-nanmeri village (an Arafundi language), both of which are neighbouring 
languages of Awiakay. The first documentation of Awiakay is in my unpublished MA 
thesis 'Language and Myth in Kanjimei, East Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea' 
(Hoenigman 2007). 
M a p 1.6: Awiakay and neighbouring languages 
Intrigued by the unclcar linguistic picture in tiic area I set off for a couple of expeditions 
on the Arafundi river in which I recorded basic wordlists for the different lects spoken 
in the villages of Imanmcri, Wamblamas, Yamindim, Awim, Imboin (including 
Karimba), and the nomadic Meakambut (Map 1.7; for more details see Hoenigman 2007: 
135-144; 261-272). 
In Foley (1986) originally, the Arafundi languages were described as a single 
language with a high degree of dialect variation. However, my investigation of lexical 
similarities and mutual intelligibility indicate a degree of diversity that points to a 
distinction between at least four different languages. This four-way division of Arafundi 
is now followed by Foley (forthcoming) in his lengthy discussion of the languages of 
the Sepik region, where he describes the Arafundi languages as part of the Upper Yuat 
family. This family is thought to comprise two subgroups: (a) the three Piawi languages 
(Pinai, Hagahai and Harway); and (b) the Arafundi languages (see Figure 1.4; Map 1.7). 
Upper Yuat family 
Piawi family 
Harway Hagahai Pinai Awiakay 
Arafundi family 
Lower 
Arafundi 
Wamblamas 
Awim 
Imanmeri 
Yamindim 
Upper 
Arafundi 
Meakambut 
Anday 
Namata 
Kupin 
Andambtt 
Kaiyam 
Imboin 
Figure 1.4: Upper Yuat family (Hoenigman and Evans 2013) 
Map 1.7: Arafundl languages 
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1.2.2 THE LANGUAGE SITUATION IN KANJIMEI 
All Awiakay adults are bilingual in Awiakay and Tok Pisin. Within the community the 
use of Tok Pisin is confined mainly to situations where it functions as a language of 
authority, as an attribute of both persons and institutions. One domain in which Tok 
Pisin is used almost exclusively is Christian services and prayers. Code-switching 
between Tok Pisin and Awiakay occurs in public speeches, quarrels and other situations 
where speakers of any gender or age want to take an authoritative position in the 
communicative act. While all children are fluent in Awiakay, they acquire Tok Pisin at 
a very early age (when they are 4 or 5). At home they arc addressed primarily in 
Awiakay, while Tok Pisin is used for scolding. Tok Pisin is also often used by the 
elemcntary-prep school teacher in the tok pies skul 'vernacular school ' ." ' 'Although 
instruction has been irregular ever since the founding of the local school in 2005, one 
generation of 'children' (the pupils were aged between seven and twenty) has been 
taught basic literacy skills in Awiakay and Tok Pisin. Due to lack of paper and reading 
materials these skills are seldom practised in out-of-school contexts. As a lingua franca, 
Tok Pisin is associated with the outside world and with the new objects and concepts 
that those who travel to the town bring back to the village. However, the Awiakay 
people have not connected the ways of urban Papua New Guineans and development -
everything they long for - with Tok Pisin to such an extent that they would consciously 
or subconsciously increase its use in their everyday speech, in the pattern documented 
by Kulick (1992a) for Gapun, a small village also in the East Sepik Province, where 
some decades ago people shifted away from addressing their children in their own 
language."' Instead, the Awiakay continue to use their mother tongue as their everyday 
language, but they readily borrow new terms from Tok Pisin and often adjust them to 
Awiakay morphology, which will be a topic in Chapter 2. English also has a peripheral 
presence in the Awiakay sociolinguistic scene, at least as a focus of broad awareness 
and ideahzation. Many Awiakay say as a matter of course that people in Australia 
(which is a synonym for the Western world) and educated Papua New Guineans (often 
called kandiikya 'white men' , as they live in a state of prosperity like all white people 
arc believed to) speak English. Young people sometimes express a wish to learn 
English, saying that they would then be able to travel to Australia. However, this 
possibility seems so remote that nobody gives it much consideration. Six adult men who 
went to school in Amboin or Angoram (one of them finished grade twelve, the others 
grade six or lower) learned English, but they never use it, and even they perceive it as a 
Dur ing the t ime of m y f i e ldwork e l emen ta ry educa t ion in Papua N e w G u i n e a o f f i c i a l ly cons i s t ed of an 
E l emen ta ry Prepara tory G r a d e cal led ' E l e m e n t a r y - p r e p ' , E l e m e n t a r y G r a d e 1 and E l e m e n t a r y G r a d e 2. 
These three years o f educa t ion were re fe r red to in Tok Pisin as tok pies skul ' v e r n a c u l a r s c h o o l ' and w e r e 
mean t to p repare a child for entry into p r imary school at G r a d e 3, wh ich w a s s u p p o s e d lo se rve as a 
br idge f r o m vernacu la r educa t ion lo Engl i sh . 
• " K u l i c k (1992a ) repor t s for G a p u n that peop le were sh i f t ing a w a y f r o m thei r t rad i t ional l anguage , 
Tayap , to Tok Pisin. A l though G a p u n and K a n j i m e i seem very s imi la r - smal l , rural , ra ther i sola ted, se l f -
con ta ined and a lmos t e n d o g a m o u s c o m m u n i t i e s - the socio l inguis t ic se t t ing in K a n j i m e i is ve ry d i f f e ren t 
f r o m that in G a p u n . Ch i ld ren in K a n j i m e i ac t ively use A w i a k a y in their e v e r y d a y speech . No te , h o w e v e r , 
that in 2009 Kul i ck was surpr i sed to f ind pass ive-ac t ive t eenage speake r s o f T a y a p (pe r s c o m m 15 A u g 
2011) . 
foreign code. The languages of people's immediate environment are therefore Awiakay 
and Tok Pisin. 
1.2.3 TALKING ABOUT TALK 
Sitting in their hauswin shelters and socialising, the Awiakay often talk about their 
language. They are well aware of the importance of Tok Pisin - and English, which 
seems so much fiarther away from their lives - and value oratorical skills highly. Even 
in the past, one of the primary conditions for a village leader was being able to use 
language effectively. 
1 would now like you to watch a short film. It was recorded in the house of 
Moyambe. I had come there to film him scraping eaglewood - preparing it for market. 
Just by chance, a village elder, Kaggam, came by for a visit. This random event turned 
out to be fortuitous for my project when Kaqgam began to hold forth on the general 
state of affairs in the village, especially about the current decline in language skills 
among the younger generation. Note that when using 'Tok Pisin', he sometimes refers 
to the language per se, and sometimes to 'speaking skills'. This shift is reflected in the 
subtitles. You can access the film either by clicking the Vimeo link below, or open it in 
folder 01_INTRO on the USB flash drive. 
Please watch 
V I D E O 1 - 1 : K a t ] g a m [8.57] https://vimeo.com/112989908 PASSWORD: K 
With his children playing around in the house, Moyambe is scraping garu when 
Kaggam arrives. They start a conversation in which Moyambe initially complains about 
the uselessness of the kids today. Kaggam ascribes it to their inability to use the 
language properly and starts analysing the oratorical skills of the generation of men who 
are on their way to becoming influential in the village. He says that the big men study 
them all the time, without letting them know. He compares his mind to a computer, 
saying that at his age, the big men become observers of life. He continues by telling that 
what holds the place together is people who respect others and whose house is always 
open to everyone to come and take anything they need. He thus states the most 
important value in Awiakay society: generosity towards everyone in the community. He 
continues by expressing his views on what can bring development to the village: 
making gardens and planting cash crops such as cacao and betel nut - yet none of the 
physical efforts will bear fruit without oratorical skills. These are necessary in 
negotiations with the government, in particular for claiming the community 's rights to 
health services and education. He complains about the village leaders and some younger 
men who prefer to act like 'big-shots', showing off as if they were people from town, 
while forgetting that it is only the speaking skills that can bring them true development. 
He concludes by lamenting the fact that the big men who used to be great orators 
are finished now. They lack energy to keep going, so their talk no longer carries power. 
"I 've reached my zero," he says of himself, " I 'm just a zero now." 
Plate 1.23: Kangam 
1.3 THEORETICAL FRAME 
This thesis focuses on language registers and their uses as an aspect of social life. By 
doing so it joins debate on the nature of social transformation, and the relation between 
continuity and change. We find that verbal and gestural parallelisms convey implicit 
cultural categories - ones that arc not objectified by being named. By way of the 
participant role framework we learn how certain social categories and pre-given types 
of behaviour are reproduced and transformed in the new dispensation. 
In the following sections I introduce the key theoretical constructs: 
register/genre, participation and parallelism. 
1.3.1 REGISTER OR GENRE? 
There is considerable overlap between the notions of register and genre, and 
consequently some confusion in the use of the two terms. Referring to forms of talk, 
speech styles or, in general, different ways of using language in different social 
situations, register and genre often appear to be synonyms used by different writers. 
The concept of genre has played an important role in linguistic anthropology 
since at least the time of Boas who organised his text collections according to what they 
were about, paying attention also to the local categories. In his Speech Genres and 
Other Late Essays (1986), Mikhail Bakhtin makes a distinction between literary and 
everyday language and emphasises that genres exist in both, and should be studied as 
types of utterances, rather than only in rhetorics and literature: "Each separate utterance 
is individual, of course, but each sphere in which language is used develops its own 
relatively stable types of these utterances. These we may call speech genres" (1986: 60). 
The study of genres was boosted by work in the ethnography of speaking tradition, 
which emerged in the eariy 1960s, as well as by pcrformance-ccntred approaches to 
verbal art (Richard Bauman and Charles Briggs). The term genre came into popular use 
through the writings of Dell Hymes, whose approach to studying language emphasises 
the importance of the context in which words are used.""" 
The term register was coined by the linguist Thomas Bertram Reid in 1956, who 
writes that "a given individual [...] will on different occasions speak (or write) 
Dell Hymes developed a model of interaction of language and social setting, the so-called S-P-E-A-K-
I-N-G model, to categorize speech situations. SPEAKING is an acronym, containing variables of 
discourse: setting, participants, ends, act sequence (i.e. form and content of text), key, instrumentalities, 
norms, and genre (cf Halliday 1994: 22). With the help of these eight components, speakers may 
characterize the context of an interaction, and thus make correct use of language. 
differently according to what may roughly be described as different social situations: he 
will use a number of different registers" (Reid: 1956: 32). It was given more attention in 
the 1960s and 1970s by Michael Halliday and some of his fellow-linguists (Ruqaiya 
Hasan, Randolph Quirk, etc.), who focused on the way language is used in particular 
situations. 
There are two fiindamentally different approaches to the categorization of 
registers, each focusing on a different side of the same coin: one is based on text, the 
other on context. Though it is generally agreed that a register is a variety of language 
that is linked to the kind of the social situation in which it is used, the approach 
developed by Douglas Biber (1995), which mainly employs corpus-based analysis, 
focuses on the grammatical characteristics of different text types. The other approach, 
developed by Halliday, promotes the view that there is a close relationship between 
language and context of situation and identifies registers based on field, tenor and mode 
(Halliday and Hasan 1976). While the context-based approach has been criticized for 
being too open and allowing too great a number of possible registers (Crystal 1976: 61), 
the text-based approach, which indeed provides more clear-cut boundaries of registers, 
is impoverished by gravely neglecting the importance of context. 
This thesis will show that both text and context are of crucial importance for 
understanding the meaning and functions of linguistic registers. 
As my approach to studying different ways of speaking in Awiakay society is 
one that closely connects language use with social relations in the community, I adopt 
the term 'register' and its definition as developed by Asif Agha (2004; 2007). In the 
following secfion I will briefly address some theoretical issues concerning the notion 
'linguistic register', which are relevant to the remaining chapters. 
1.3.2 LINGUISTIC REGISTER 
In Agha's words, a register is "a linguistic repertoire [emphasis in the original] that is 
associated, culture-internally, with particular social practices and with persons who 
engage in such practices" (Agha 2004: 24). It is therefore a way of speaking, a form of 
talk, typical of a certain class of social activities or events, and practiced by certain 
people who participate in these activifies. 
From the point of view of structure, registers differ in the type of repertoire 
involved. The repertoire may comprise not only linguistic signs,"*^ e.g. the choice of 
' I say ' m a y c o m p r i s e ' here because wriuen regis ters need not involve non- l inguis t ic s igns 
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words, syntax, prosody, but also paralinguistic ones. Agha notes that "[t]he semiotic 
range of spoken registers is typically linked to the kinds of displays that arc possible in 
face-to-face interaction" (2004: 40), so the paralinguistic signs can be bodily 
comportment, gestures, facial displays, but also melodies that accompany the uttered 
text, etc. From the point of view of function, different registers are associated with 
different kinds of social practices (e.g. saying prayers, fighting, lamenting, joking with a 
joking partner). 
A register exists as a bounded object only to a degree set by a soeio-cultural 
process which Agha calls 'enregisterment' (2004: 37; 2007). This is a process by which 
a distinct form of speech becomes (to a greater or lesser extent) differcntiable from the 
rest of the language for a given population of speakers. In order to understand the social 
existence of a register we need to bccome familiar with the way the speakers describe or 
otherwise organise the function of their speech in particular contexts, e.g. use register 
names, talk about them, link them to other forms of talk, reflect on them, and so on. 
Even in cases when speakers do not employ a particular label for a register, they share 
some practical consciousness about the linguistic practice. In framing these forms of 
talk among the Awiakay, which 1 had initially tried to define by myself as an outsider, I 
have now largely followed Awiakay classification and temiinology. Metalinguistic 
labels which describe differences in speech forms (e.g. kay momba 'different talk'; 
watjaym momba 'obscured talk': nam endiijga 'women 's songs'; isasipla ' joking' ; 
pukupuku kaijapla 'grief-crying' . . . ) link registers to 'enactable pragmatic effects ' 
(Agha 2007: 145). For example, the metalinguistic label isasipla ' joking' links this 
register to a special relationship the speaker has with the interlocutor; pukupuku kaijapla 
' lamenting' points to the conduct of a social activity; and the word nam 'woman ' (e.g. 
in 'women ' s songs') projects an image of the person speaking. Agha notes that "by 
linking speech repertoires to typifications of actor, relationship and conduct, they hint at 
the existence of cultural models of speech" (2004: 23). 
Like other cultural models, registers are historical formations. They are not fixed 
in time, but exhibit change in form and value over time. Like languages, registers may 
grow and decline, expand or contract, change or become stabilised (Agha 2007: 168). 
The decline of one register and birth of another is illuminated in Chapter 2, which is a 
case study of how one register of the past, 'mountain talk', has changed its form and 
function to become 'hidden talk'. 
1.3.2.1 Linguistic registers and their users 
Speakers of any language become sensitive to the distinctions of linguistic register 
through the process of linguistic and cultural socialisation, which continues throughout 
their lives. The competence thus gained is an indispensable resource of social 
interaction (Agha 2007: 145). However, an individual is not necessarily familiar with all 
registers associated with a given language and people's proficiency in various registers 
may vary as well. In a small society like Awiakay, most people (except for very young 
children) can recognise all registers, but they may not all be eligible to participate in 
them. One can, for example, identify registers used by others, without being able to 
engage in them as a speaker - perhaps because it is not socially appropriate for them to 
do so. For instance, not everyone in Kanjimei can be a charismatic healer, nor is 
everyone allowed to participate in every fight. Women do not sing in the all-night 
song/dance cycle Kaunjamhi even if they know the songs; and while everyone 
understands obscene joking, one can only practice it with one's joking partner, etc. 
Conversely, the register range of a person may influence the range of social activities in 
which that person is entitled to participate.''^ A charismatic prayer leader, for example, 
needs to be familiar with the particular register used in charismatic activities. This kind 
of talk is recognised, but not mastered by all people in the village. Agha notes that 
"[djiffcrences of register competence are thus often linked to asymmetries of power, 
[. . .] position within hierarchies, and the like." (Agha 2007: 146). 
1.3.3 PARTICIPATION 
A concept used by linguistic anthropologists that will figure centrally in this thesis is 
that of 'Participation'. Two of the main exponents of this concept, Charles and Marjorie 
Harness Goodwin, define it succinctly as "actions demonstrating forms of involvement 
performed by parties within evolving structures of talk" (Goodwin and Goodwin 2004: 
222). While participation in this sense is a universal aspect of human interaction, the 
framework that has been developed for analyzing it allows us to pinpoint aspects of 
participation that are specifically Awiakay and/or specific to the various speech 
registers treated in the thesis. It also helps us to understand the complexity of social 
Agha points out that this is par t icular ly t rue " in c o m p l e x societ ies w h e r e no f luent speake r o f the 
l anguage fu l ly c o m m a n d s more than a f e w of its reg is te rs" (2007: 146). 
occasions in which the talk occurs, and the relationship between participant roles and 
social identity (cf. Irvine 1996: 131). 
Talk is not just a dyadic exchange between a speaker and a hearer, but 
commonly involves several other participants who arc to a greater or lesser extent 
involved in the discourse event. In order to try to account for some of that complexity 
Dell Hymes (1972: 58-60) distinguished Speaker from Addresser and Hearer (Receiver, 
Audience) from Addressee, and later stated that "the common dyadic model of speaker-
hearer specifies sometimes too many, sometimes too few, sometimes the wrong 
participants" (1974: 54). Subsequent analysts of participation have recognised that there 
are many forms of talk in which a Speaker would have to be mapped onto several 
persons who take on different aspects of the role. 
Perhaps the most influential of those analysts was Erving Goffman (1981), 
who decomposed the traditional categories of Speaker and Hearer into smaller elements. 
He first divided participants into ratified participants, i.e. ones who have a role of a 
speaker, addressee or intended audience, and unratified participants, e.g unratified 
hearers such as bystanders, overhearers and eavesdroppers. Goffman's model became 
the departure point for Levinson (1988) who subdivided the global folk categories into 
17 participant roles, which Irvine labels as 'candidates for linguistic or sociolinguistic 
universals' (Irvine 1996: 133). Several other authors, such as Clark and Carlson (1982), 
Schegloff (1987), and Clark (1996), have tried to address the need to decompose the 
global roles of Speaker and Hearer in their own ways. While the distinctions made by 
all these authors are valid and generally useful, in this thesis 1 will mostly use the 
categories posited by Goffinan (1981), Levinson (1988), and Clark (1996), as they best 
fit participant roles that are most relevant in the analysis of Awiakay linguistic registers. 
Participant roles will be further addressed in the chapters that follow. 
1.3.4 P A R A L L E L I S M 
Roman Jakobson and James Fox, each of whom dedicated several decades to the study 
of parallelism, regard it as a fundamental device of poetic language that can be found in 
both oral and written poetry all over the world (Jakobson 1960; Fox 1977, 2014). In 
mid-19"" century the poet Gerard Manley Hopkins wrote that "[t]he artificial part of 
poetry [. . .] reduces itself to the principle of parallelism" (1959: 267). Jakobson 
rcinforced this statement by saying that "on every level of language the essence of 
poetic artifice consists of recurrent returns" (1966: 399). 
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Parallelistic traditions can indeed be found all over the world (Fox 2014). '" 
While the use of this poetic feature in New Guinea song genres will be discussed in 
Chapter 6, it is important to note here that parallelism, though most abundant in poetic 
and ritual texts, also appears in everyday conversations; in quarrels, joking, public 
speeches, ctc., and this will figure in several chapters. Before moving to the discussion 
of the general importance of parallelism in Awiakay, I will briefly introduce this 
linguistic feature and explain the terms I will be using throughout the thesis. 
In linguistic or textual (as distinct from musical or gestural) parallelism, one or 
more linguistic elements within a line (words, morphemes, phonemes, syntactic 
constructions) are repeated in another line, while one or more other elements (Ai, (Ai, 
...)) is/are replaced with other, non-repeating elemcnt(s) (B|, (82...)). If the line is 
repeated again, element B(i) is replaced with C(i), and so on. Hence Rumsey's definition 
of parallelism as "the ordered interplay of repetition and variation" (Rumsey 2007: 
261). A simple example involving only one variable element is: 
d e f g h A 
d e f g h B 
d e f g h C 
A, B and C stand out from the repeated elements in each line. They stand out both as 
being different from one another, and as having a special relationship to one another by 
virtue of their identical placement within the line - a relationship that Jakobson (1966: 
400), after Lowth (1778: xi) called equivalence. Elements that are in this relationship to 
each other carry more prominence, attract more attention than the rest of the text. We 
can call them variables in a parallel set, the 'equivalent' or juxtaposed elements. There 
is always some association between them, which means that they are perceived to be 
closely connected, although not being the same (like, for example, 'salt ' and 'pepper ') . 
The associations between the variables in a parallel set reflect cultural 
conceptualizations, which arc shared by members of a given community. The example 
below is from an Awiakay all-night song cycle Kaimjambi, song 7.6-7.'" The repeated 
words in this case are mendus pokoy, and the non-repeated ones wi 11 komboija. 
"" Some of the traditions that have been extensively studied are those of Hebrew poetry in the Old 
Testament (studied by German scholars and the Amer ican scholar Robert Lowth in the 18"' century) , the 
19th century Hungar ian and Finnish folklorists ' col lect ions of Mansi oral poetry, and the songs and 
chants collected by Parry and Lord of Yugoslav bards in the 1930s (Lord 2000). Paral lel ism has also been 
known f rom Central America (especially Popul Vuh; c f Tedlock 1985), as well as f rom China , the 
Middle East and South-East Asia. For a more detai led overview of the expand and study of paral le l ism 
see Fox 2014. 
™ A full transcript of this song cycle, which is discussed in Chapter 6, can be found in Appendix J 
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7.6 wi mendus poko-y 
q u i c k l i m e t o n g u e hit-FUT.3PL 
7 kombotja mendus poko-y 
shel l t o n g u e hit-FUT.3PL 
quicklime is burning the tongue 
( l ine repeated severa l t i m e s ) 
the shell is burning the tongue 
( repeated severa l t i m e s ) 
PARALLEL SET 
The repetition establishes a frame in which the non-repeated word (variable) in each 
line is "put into comparison" (Fabb 1997: 140), juxtaposed, or, as Rumsey (2007: 261) 
puts it, "placed in a salient relationship to a non-repeated word [or words] at an 
equivalent position in the other line[s]". In the example above, the variables are marked 
by shading, whereas the repeated words are unmarked. The two lines in which 
parallelism occurs can be referred to as a parallel couplet, and the two variables, 
'quicklime' // 'shell ' , as parallel terms (Lowth 1778: x), or (in this case) a parallel pair. 
While the association between these two words may not strike us as an obvious one, it 
comes very naturally for the Awiakay people who regularly produce quicklime for 
chewing with betel nuts by burning the freshwater mussel shells Microdontia 
andontaeformis, which they collect from the river. Chewing betel nut with lime is a 
very popular social activity, lending one 's lime container to another is a sign of trust, 
and chewing lime with ginger used to play an important role in various rituals, ctc. 
While this is a fairly simple example, as we shall see in later chapters, many such 
associations between variables in parallel sets can help us to penetrate deeper into 
Awiakay lifeworld and learn more about their cultural conceptualizations. 
Parallelisms in many parallclistic traditions around the world are often limited to 
couplets, and several scholars have pointed to the binary principles in the languages and 
societies that feature this kind of parallelism (Jakobson 1966; Fox 1988, 2014; Fabb 
1997; Telban 2008, 2014 etc.). However, I would like to point out that parallelism is not 
an inherently binary relation.^' In Awiakay - both in poetic language and in everyday 
Awiakay discourse - parallel couplets occur in less than 30% of all parallelisms, while 
the others arc larger parallel sets, from parallel triplets to parallel octuplcts ." The 
example below is a triplet of lines 3-5 in song 12 in Kaiinjambi. 
12.3 ti^on aka yotjondi 
mosqu i toe s d idn ' t bite me 
" See also Rumsey (1995:114; 2002: 277). 
" In my corpus of Kaunjambi song cycle (Chapter 6) parallel triplets appear in 28.8% of all parallelisms. 
They are closely followed by parallel couplets (26.9%), quatrains (17.3%), quintuplets (13.5%), 
sextuplets (6.7%), septuplets (4.8%) and octuplets (1.9%). It is important to note that 73% of all 
parallelisms feature parallel sets larger than couplets. 
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4 tasaposun aka yoijondi 
little mozzies didn't bite me 
5 tamokiin aka yoijondi 
gnats didn't bite me 
Parallelism is an iinmcdiatcly noticeable feature of several different Awiakay 
registers. Although much more transparent in poetic and ritual texts (which will be 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6), it also regularly occurs in 'ordinary ' everyday 
conversations, such as in quarrels (Chapter 3), public speeches, etc. Studying such 
instances of parallelism in the same way as in ritual texts (Silverstein 2004: 627-8) leads 
us to recognise cultural conceptualisations as they transpire in everyday speech. 
In his paper "Cultural" Concepts and the Language-Culture Nexus, Michael 
Silverstein sketches "linguistic anthropology's methods for discovering truly cultural 
conceptualizations" (Silverstein 2004: 621). He points out that "discursive interaction 
brings sociocultural concepts into here-and-now contexts of use [by way of] emergent 
patterning of semiotic forms" (ibid.). As we know how to study these in the image of 
the poetics of ritual, he suggests that all interaction - even everyday, ordinary 
conversation - "be analysed as the "ritual" event through which its various participants 
arc allocated ascriptions of adherence to or at least role-alignment with the cultural 
beliefs that underlie and thereby provide the stuff of sociality" (2004: 627). 
The use of certain words or expressions at particular positions within what 
Silverstein calls the 'interactional text ' in a conversation is not only to enable 
conversation, but serves to convey what he calls 'cultural concepts ' pertaining to the 
experienced or imagined universe (lifeworld) of a certain group and thus points to the 
user as a member of the group. The group presumably shares "specific conceptual 
schemata, such as taxonomies, partonomies, paradigms, seriation, etc." (Silverstein 
2004: 633), as well as the intertextual and interdiscursive qualities of words in a "whole 
economy of verbal usage in social l ife" (ibid.). It is this "culturally specific 
' competence ' or knowledge that renders the contcxt of per fonnancc accessible to" an 
' insider ' of this group (2004: 626). 
This model of speech behaviour can be applied to analyse ccrtain aspects of 
Awiakay linguistic registers, in particular to the use of parallelism, which I introduced 
above. In Chapters 3 and 6 I will demonstrate the complexity of this phenomenon and 
show its significance for our understanding of cultural concepts both in ordinary 
Awiakay discourse and in poetic language. 
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
Based on video recordings of events that took place during various stages of my 
fieldwork in Kanjimei between 2004 and 2012, the following chapters discuss the form 
and function of different linguistic registers and their role in Awiakay social life. Each 
of the registers reflects, and is itself a part of socio-cultural continuity and change. 
Chapter 2 treats two historically related registers, 'mountain talk' and 'hidden 
talk'. In both ordinary vocabulary is replaced by secret vocabulary, known only to the 
Awiakay. Mountain talk is the older register, which was formerly used during the 
hunting trips in the mountains in order to avoid the anger and potential malicious 
actions of the mountain spirits who themselves instructed people in using avoidance 
talk. The Awiakay have recently transferred this practice of lexical replacement to a 
different social setting, in which they try to avoid the dangers presented by raskols (Tok 
Pisin for 'criminals') in the provincial capital when they go to town. The chapter is 
intertwined with video segments from a journey to town, the verbatim transcripts 
forming the basis for analysis. 
Chapter 3 analyses the language of disputes and fighting, based on the video 
recordings of several fights and transcripts of the talk used in them. It examines both 
domestic and village-internal fights and demonstrates the importance of language use in 
traditional conflict resolution. 
Chapter 4 examines Catholic charismatic spirit possession, which in a particular 
social context legitimises two otherwise condemned social practices: gossip and public 
criticism. Through a video-recorded case study the chapter demonstrates the role of 
language use and language ideologies in repairing the previously torn social fabric. 
Chapter 5 deals with the language and function of laments, or 'sung-tcxtcd 
melodic weeping'. It is, again, intertwined with segments of video footage which 
illustrate different types of laments of this kind, and features a short edited film about 
lamenting for a deceased boy Yan. A person's weeping for a deceased relative or a dog 
is at the same time used as an indirect public call for help, or as a subtle airing of 
grievances about other people's wrongdoings - with or without a direct connection to 
the deceased. The specific melody which accompanies these complaints has qualities 
that make other people sympathise with the person weeping, so their laments are heard 
and taken seriously by other members of the society rather than condemned as 
malicious provocations. 
Chapter 6, the last ethnographic chapter, is on Kaimjambi, an all-night 
song/dance cycle of 43 songs, which the Awiakay believe were composed by their 
ancestral spirits. Linguistic, musical and ethnographic analyses of the verbatim 
transcripts and the video and audio recordings of several performances of this 
song/dance cycle lead to the argument that Kaunjambi is an indigenously-composed 
auto-cthnography. 
Chapter 7 summarises the features of registers discussed in the previous chapters 
and argues that it is the functional diversity of these registers that adds to the vitality of 
the Awiakay language. 
All chapters are placed within the broader ethnographic literature on Melanesia 
and linguistic anthropology. 
The text of the thesis is interwoven with observational ethnographic film. The 
subtitled video clips are an integral part of the thesis, carefully chosen from a much 
larger corpus of material, and are thus intended to be watched while reading. 
A basic sketch of the Awiakay grammar is added in Appendix A to help the reader 
understand certain linguistic features discusscd in the thesis. 
Appendix B is an account of the arrival of Catholic charismatic movement in 
Kanjimei, the event that has had an important impact on Awiakay lifeworld. 
Appendix C is a glossary of Awiakay 'hidden talk'. The other appendices are fiill 
verbatim transcripts of the video recordings used in the main chapters of this thesis. 
They are all translated into English, and all come with some additional explanatory 
notes that were originally intended for myself, but have been deliberately left in, as they 
may alert the attentive reader to interesting questions. 
Appendix J provides a transcript of the all-night song/dance cycle Kaimjambi, 
following an account of the transcription and translation of a song-cycle which includes 
long passages of unintelligible 'spirit language'. 
Chapter Two: 
From Mountain Talk to Hidden Talk: 
Continuity and Change in Awiakay Registers 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Formerly, when the Awiakay left their village or bush camps to travel to the mountains, 
they used a different linguistic register, 'mountain talk', in which several lexical items 
are replaced by their avoidance terms.' In this way people believed they could prevent 
mountain spirits from sending sickness or dense fog in which they would get lost on 
their journeys. 
I heard a little about the existence of this talk at the end of my second field trip 
in Kanjimci in 2006. I collected a few terms, but because of the imminent departure I 
could not pursue the topic. I later planned to conduct my PhD research solely on this 
topic, but was advised by my prospective supervisors that it would be good to frame the 
research more widely. In the course of this chapter we will see why this was a good 
idea. 
Over the last decade people's trips to the mountain have become more frequent 
due to the eaglewood business. Christianity has caused a decline in the use of 'mountain 
talk'. Nevertheless a linguistic register similar in its form and function has sprung up in 
a different setting; kay menda, 'different talk', or what people sometimes call 'hidden 
talk', is used when the Awiakay go to the town to sell eaglewood and buy goods. 
This chaptcr will look at both of those registers: 'mountain talk' and 'hidden 
talk'. Both arc referred to as kay menda 'different language' or kay momba 'different 
talk' by the Awiakay. I will explore the ways in which 'hidden talk' can be viewed as a 
continuation of 'mountain talk'. 
It is not uncommon for languages of the New Guinea Highlands to have special 
linguistic registers characterised by lexical substitutions and used in particular social 
contexts. In Kewa, for example, the use of a special speech variety is associated with 
notions of high mountains being inhabited by wild dogs and spirits from whom one 
' An earlier version of this chapter has been published as a journal paper (Hoenigman 2012a). 
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must protcct oneself. Similarly, Huii use a special vocabulary when travelling through 
country inhabited by demons (Franklin 1972). Other 'hidden languages' are used in 
ritually restricted contexts: while hunting (Telefol trapping rats; ibid.), or on pandanus 
harvesting expeditions when cooking and eating cassowary (Pawley 1992), etc. 
However, some of these registers have declined (Franklin & Stefaniw 1992). 
While several authors have looked into lexical substitution registers, none that I 
know of has attempted to trace the diachronic changes. This chapter will show how the 
use of a register is adapted to new socio-economic circumstances. The example of 
'hidden talk' provides us with the rare opportunity of analysing this process while it 
unfolds. 
2.2 TOK PISIN LOANWORDS IN AWIAKAY 
In order to understand what is happening in one of the registers that will be analysed in 
this chapter, we have tell a bit more about the relationship between Awiakay and Tok 
Pisin, which was introduced in 1.2.2. Words from Tok Pisin - particularly ones denoting 
items and concepts which have entered the village from the outside - do enter Awiakay 
and are used in everyday speech. Many of them are nativised, that is, adapted to the 
rules of Awiakay phonology and morphology. Moreover, Tok Pisin verbs which are 
borrowed into Awiakay acquire a special suffix, -hapo-, which is attached to the 
borrowing and precedes the normal Awiakay verb ending (cf Appendix A: 3.5.1). For 
example, Tok Pisin verb 'buy' gets adapted by adding the 'Awiakayser ' -hapo-, as well 
as Awiakay tense, number and person endings. 
haim baim-bapo-pali-k 
(TP) buy (TP) buy-AWK-PRS-lss 
As we shall see, Awiakay words have also been coined for many of these 
borrowings, but are only used in specific situations. 
2.3 AWIAKAY 'MOUNTAIN TALK' 
The Awiakay employ four basic terms to describe their landscape; andaij ' swamp' , mip 
' f lood plain', palakay 'flat ground', and pondoij, which denotes land of significantly 
higher elevation than its surroundings and can be translated as 'mountain' . The areas 
that Awiakay consider mountainous land begin above ~70m above sea level, with the 
highest mountain on Awiakay land, Injait), being 1,200m above sea level. 
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P l a t e 2 .1 : Injaii] 
As discussed in section 1.1.7, the commercial caglcwood trade started in the 
Awiakay region just before 2000. Before that, the Awiakay went to the mountains 
mainly in search of kanufj isa 'blackpalm', which they used for making bows, or for 
short hunting trips. Such trips were restricted to some mountains only, as others were 
perceived to be heavily populated by both endembaij 'mountain spirits' and taijgia 
'spirits of the dead', the latter being particularly malevolent. 
The mountain spirits, endembaij, who inhabit all mountains on Awiakay 
territory, are notorious for tricking people into getting lost. When in the mountains, the 
Awiakay frequently call out to one another when they have wandered away from the 
group. This is when endemba)j tend to send the fog and imitate people's calls to confuse 
them, so that they become lost. Being in a territory which one does not know, and 
moreover, being there alone, is particularly dangerous. Apart from afflicting lone 
wanderers with sickness, endembaij, who can fly around in the mountains, arc believed 
to come at night and consume the mwjga 'the essence and taste' of the food that people 
have brought with them. While the food is still there in the morning, its taste has gone 
and the Awiakay know that they must leave the mountain, as that food will not satisfy 
them any longer. People say that endembay can sometimes be heard whistling at night, 
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their sounds resembling the wind b lowing . 
T o avoid the dangers inflicted on them by the mountain spirits, people used to 
employ a different linguistic register on their trips to the mountains. It is a form o f 
Awiakay in which certain lexical items are replaced by avoidance terms. I refer to it as 
'mountain talk'. 
There is a myth about a man w h o became lost in the mountains and met a female 
mountain spirit. This spirit hid him and taught him the avoidance terms for animals, 
plants and foods which people should use while in the mountains. Some o f these lexical 
prohibitions and their replacements are mentioned in the myth. Today Awiakay people 
remember no more than some twenty avoidance terms. 
Table 2.1: Avoidance terms in mountain Awiakay 
Ordinary Awiakay Mountain Awiakay 
aisia 'eel' no term should be used at all 
ayogwao 'flying fox' apuria 'type of bee' 
kamdok 'cloud' kandukya 'white' 
kawin 'mountain bird -
spirit of a dead man' 
tine pawiakay 'red bird' 
kayma 'cassowary' tumanjitjgoy the hairy one' 
OR kondamin panba 'two legs' 
koijgonoi] 'a tall type of ginger {Alpinia sp.)' 
(= name of a mountain spirit) 
momok (tawa) 'spine of a type of cane 
which the Awiakay use in circular roof 
building' 
(= name of a mountain spirit) 
munguma 'termites' nest' nam tapuka 'old woman' 
is karjga 'tree leaf 
injam kanja 'cane tooth' 
andarjgamgoy kolokot 'something 
too 'sago spines' belonging to swamp' 
OR no term should be used at all 
toy 'sago' kandukya kolokotay 'white food' 
umbuo 'slit drum' OR 
'garamut tree {Vitex confossus)' from which term should be used at all 
slit drums are made 
yoW'tobacco' emwi kolokolay 
'the smoking thing' 
yambuko 'leaves of a type of ginger' is karjga 'tree leaf 
(= name of a mountain spirit) OR no term should be used at all 
name of any fish found in the upper parts 
of Awiakay creeks 
no term should be used at all 
By using this linguistic register, tiie Awiai<ay would satisfy the demands of 
mountain spirits and prevent them from carrying out malevolent acts, such as sending 
sickness or dense fog in which they would get lost. 
Over the last decade, people 's trips to the mountains have become more frequent 
due to the commercial eaglewood trade, as described in Chapter 1. This wood grows 
mainly at altitudes between 70 and 850m. On Awiakay land this is the region south of 
Kanj imei , where the land starts rising into the mountains (Map 2.1). 
Map 2.1: Distribution of eaglewood in Awiakay land 
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As people were spending more time in the mountains, one might expect that 'mounta in 
talk ' would thrive (at least I did). However, as discussed in 1.1.6, the Catholic 
charismatic movement , which the Awiakay accepted in 1995, demanded of people that 
they renounce their traditions and break their relationships with the spirits, (see also 
Telban 2008a, b, 2009) - and therefore with their land. Sickness (and even death) 
causcd by not thoroughly implementing the expected practices would now no longer be 
inflictcd by the spirits for not following their demands, but rather by God for following 
them. In order to protect themselves from God's anger, people were now forced to 
abandon the very practices which used to protect them from spirits, which has meant a 
gradual decline in the use o f 'mounta in talk'. 
Plate 2.2: Wandering off alone on the mountain is considered dangerous: 
one becomes vulnerable to the attacks of the mountain spirits. 
Plates 2.3 and 2.4: The fog descending on Mt Injaii] 
Plate 2.5: Mandui], Andikay and Sailus looking towards the Konje ridge 
Plate 2.6: Andikay, Pupi and Simon searching for eaglewood at Umbim 
2.4 AWIAKAY 'H IDDEN TALK' 
While 'mountain talk' has declined, a new linguistic register rather similar in its form 
and function has sprung up in a different setting. Kay menda 'different language', or 
what I will refer to as 'hidden talk' is used when the Awiakay go to the town to sell the 
eaglewood which they have harvested, and to buy goods. 
Wewak is the provincial capital and has in recent years bccome frequently 
visited by people from remote areas who come to sell eaglewood and small quantities of 
gold. In the early years of the eaglewood trade Indonesian buyers would themselves 
travel around the province to buy the aromatic wood. However, this became dangerous, 
as it was known that they were carrying huge amounts of money, and they were often 
robbed (reportedly two of them were even killed in early 2004 in an attack on the Sepik 
River). When the initial boom in the eaglewood trade decHned, these foreign buyers did 
not earn enough to be willing to take the risks and so they gave up their field trips. On 
the other hand, people whose land is rich in eaglewood earned enough to buy outboard 
motors and started travelling to Wewak themselves, to sell their eaglewood and also to 
buy goods which can only be obtained in town.^ This increase in visitors with money 
who are not used to town has coincided with an increase in crime. It is not uncommon 
for visitors to town to be robbed of all their possessions. 
Being aware of these dangers, the Awiakay people try to be extremely cautious 
when in Wewak, and have (among other things, such as carrying cassowary bone 
daggers) started practising 'hidden talk'. Hidden talk is a register of lexical substitution, 
in which all Tok Pisin borrowings, which are used in everyday Awiakay in the village -
and may therefore be understood by outsiders - arc replaced by newly-coined Awiakay 
terms. Coining new words for newly introduced items and concepts is a common 
practice in many languages of New Guinea. But what makes this phenomenon different 
from similar processes in other languages is the special function that the Awiakay 
attribute to these newly-coined expressions in their vernacular (namely concealing the 
meaning of commonly used Tok Pisin borrowings), and the special social setting in 
which this is done (not in the village, but when going to the town). In other words, it is 
important to note that Tok Pisin terms - particularly ones denoting items and concepts 
which have entered the village from the outside - do enter everyday Awiakay as it is 
used in the village. Even though many of these borrowings have been nativised by 
^ Out of six outboard motors in Kanjimei four were bought with people 's earnings from selling 
eaglewood. 
adapting them to the rules of Awiakay phonology and morphology, they are nonetheless 
the parts of the Awiakay language (which is not spoken by people from other villages 
and even less so by anyone in the town) that could be understood by other people. 
Awiakay words have therefore been coined for many of these loans, but they are 
primarily used in situations requiring kay menda, while Tok Pisin terms continue to be 
used in Kanjimei. ' 
To illustrate how kay menda works, consider how people refer to a 44-gallon 
drum. In Tok Pisin this '\sfotifo. A traditional item with the most similar function to a 
drum was a bucket made from a large bamboo, used for carrying water. In Awiakay it is 
called yomoy, and people adopted this term to replace fotifo. At home (on their land), 
the Awiakay would continually use fotifo, but leaving their land, particularly when 
going to town, they would call ii yomoy when speaking Awiakay to each other. 
So far I have collected about 120 Awiakay creations used in kay menda in place 
of Tok Pisin ternis (Glossary in Appendix C). We can divide these terms into five groups 
according to the way in which they were created; 
1 - terms which denote objects with similar functions 
° wallet: (TP) hanpaus ^ kundambi 'coconut fibre for storing tobacco' 
2 - terms which denote objects similar in form (they look similar) 
° petrol: (TP) petrol -> yam 'water ' [liquid] 
o balloon: (TP) balun ^ miimba 'bladder' 
° gold: (TP) gol -> kiijim ' sand' 
3 - descriptive terms 
° store: (TP) stoa -> kolokolyawa 'things house' 
° bra: (TP) susu kalabus isik ulakaplakay '(something that) covers breasts' 
4 - lexical caiques 
° toilet: (TP) haus pekpek eneij yawa 'shit house' 
5 - absurdly incongruous temis (a word denoting something that people find disgusting 
is used for something they find delicious on the basis of physical resemblance) 
° noodles: (TP) nudols ^ kiindam enga 'earthworm shit' 
° chocolate cream: (TP) soklit krim eneij mola 'diarrhoea/rotting shit' 
° tinned (mushroom) sauce: (TP) (?) meijgwak 'vomit ' 
In certain situations, when the Awiakay people want to eonceal their talk from visitors f rom other 
villages, they will resort to kay menda even at home in Kanjimei, but typically this register is used 
whenever they go to town. 
Although coining new words for newly introduced items and concepts is a 
common practice in many languages of New Guinea, what makes this phenomenon 
different from similar processes in other languages is the special function that the 
Awiakay have attributed to using these newly-coined expressions in their vernacular 
(i.e. concealing the meaning of commonly used Tok Pisin borrowings) and the special 
social setting in which this is done (i.e. not in the village, but when going to the town). 
Some of the examples of how kay menda is used can be drawn from a video-
recorded eaglewood-selling trip to Wewak in September 2009. Before you view the 
excerpts, here is some background. 
In spite of a fortnight without any rain in the mountains, the Kangrimei passage 
was still navigable, which saved Desmon Asuk, Dicson Tumak, Sailus Kaim, Justin 
Pupi and me a whole afternoon's journey down the Karawari River (Map 2.2). Apart 
from shortening the long journey, using this shortcut also means that the Awiakay can 
save about five gallons of petrol (and a bit more on the way back when going upriver), 
trade for food with the people from Karawari-speaking Kaiwaria and Masandanai 
villages along the channel and overnight in one of their camps. Kangrimei was very low 
though, so we had to turn off the motor so as not to hit the branches and tree trunks 
lying at the bottom. While paddling, Asuk, who is more experienced in travelling to 
town, started a conversation in which he repeated for the younger boys and me how we 
should behave when we come to Wewak.'' 
* In the transcript lexical substitutes arc boldcd. In translation, original Awiakay meanings are bolded, 
while their 'hidden', kay menda meanings follow in square brackets, e.g. iskamia (lexical substitute) is 
translated tree meat [eaglcwood]. A s elsewhere in the thesis, Tok Pisin expressions are italicized and 
underlined In the transcripts the translations are more faithful to the original Awiakay text, while they 
had to be slightly modified (shortened) for subtitling purposes. The transcripts come first so that the 
reader can become familiar with the meaning of avoidance terms before watching the films. In the 
subtitles lexical substitutes are in yellow. In order to illustrate how kay menda works, I have glossed all 
Awiakay terms using their original Awiakay meanings, rather than their kay menda meanings, e.g. I have 
glossed ikakapan as 'carving' (ordinary Awiakay) instead of 'writing' (kay menda). 
Transcript of VIDEO 2-1: On the Kangrimei 
Asuk: Noi] omgusanda at] kakpekeijgoy endiiij opiangombemgoy olukunja taijan 1 
aka paijgumbem iskamia saUmbapotjgapekeijbop. 
When you meet somebody in the town, don' t tell them that we came down to 
sell tree meat [eaglewood]. 
Aundayameijga peketj. Taijan paijgombem. 
We just came dew n for a trip. Tell them that. 
Ya noi] kele koij kakanua: "Aka aunda, aunda yameyga pekua. " 
And they w ill say: "True, they just came for a trip." 
Sail us: Yo. Ay opepaluij. 5 
Yes. We know [w hat to do]. 
Asuk: Taijan ponua. 
That 's what they'll think. 
Ya elak kek emepanda uhkapep pakayamenaij aijgumgoy kolokot kele. 
That 's how we will be able to hide what it is we are carrying. 
Sailus: Emepanda lok. 
That 's good. 
Asuk: Mawia lok kele. 
It 's great. 
Sailus: Mawia. 10 
Great. 
Asuk: Koijgormay an anda aka yaiiaijgunay elaij an. An aka yaiiaijgunay. 
Koijgotmay [Darja] will not tell them either. She won't tell. 
Pupi: An opepon. 
She knows. 
Darja: Niij ... nitj anda opepalik. 
1 ... 1 k n o w . 
Asuk: M-m. Anda opepon. Aka yaiiaijgunay. 
M-hm [agrees]. She knows. She won' t tell. 
Darja: Andoposa opepalik. 15 
1 k n o w tha t v e r y w e l l . 
Asuk: Elak tok aijgumgoy kunja kolokola elakay paypmatjga epaluijgoy lok. 
This is the only thing we get stones [money] for. 
Darja: Yo. 
Yes. 
Asuk: Akanja olukunjan mokongunuam epop emayn, emay kuijanjan. 
Bad people can mug us. Sorcerers [rascals] or sorcerer children 
[pickpockets]. 
Darja: Emay wakon. Kumbi akanja Wewak. 
There are many sorcerers [rascals] there. Wew ak is a bad place. 
Asuk: Elaij anduij ... Elaij anduij koij aka kakapaluij. 20 
That stuff [of ours]... let's not talk about it at all. 
Aij anda tui mambipep, pakambaltiijna, s-salimbapopahiijiia, va koij 
wambopaluij. 
We'll just hide it. bring it there, sell it and come back upri\ er. 
Map 2.2: Route to Wewak 
Now please watch 
V I D E O 2-1; O n t h e K a n g r l m e i [1:33] https://vimeo.com/114479417 PASSWORD: K 
T h e A w i a k a y are a f ra id o f be ing he ld up by rascals , so e a g l e w o o d se l l ing t r ips 
are a l w a y s p e n n e a t e d wi th secrecy . N o o n e ever d i scusses their bus ines s w i th peop le 
w h o m they mee t on the r iver or in the c a m p s w h e r e they ove rn igh t , let a lone wi th 
a n y o n e in the town . W e w a k is perce ived to b e a d a n g e r o u s place , yet o n e w h e r e the 
A w i a k a y can get all the goods they desire . Y o u n g b o y s a l ready learn that by l i s tening to 
the conversa t ions o f the m o r e exper ienced m e n in the v i l lage , but in this conve r sa t ion 
Asuk repeats it in order to m a k e sure that it is c lear to all o f us. A s I had t ravel led to 
town to sell e ag l ewood wi th o ther m e n be fo re , all the b o y s k n e w that 1 had lea rned h o w 
impor tan t it w a s to k e e p our bus iness secret ( l ine 11). In l ine 16 A s u k expla ins that 
sel l ing eag lewood is the only w a y in w h i c h they can get m o n e y . This , h o w e v e r , a t t racts 
robbers and p ickpockcts , for w h o m he uses kay menda t e rms , emay, (TP sangiima) 
' ( a s sau l t - ) sorccrc r ' , and emay kuijanja, ' ( a ssau l t - ) so rcere r ch i l d r en ' in the m e a n i n g o f 
' p i c k p o c k e t s ' (l ine 18). A s the five o f us are a lone in the c a n o e in the K a n g r i m e i , and 
there is no danger o f a n y o n e else ove rhea r ing our conversa t ion , he c h o o s e s to use kay 
menda t e rms for rascals ma in ly because he w a n t s to inst ruct us in the use o f ' h i d d e n 
ta lk ' . In addi t ion, ca l l ing n a m e s o f dange rous enti t ies is o f t en avo ided , w h i c h is ano the r 
r eason for us ing kay menda t e rms for rasca ls w h e n not in the village.^ 
A s it s tar ted get t ing dark w e dec ided to spend the night at K a m b a t i m a n , a 
M a s a n d a n a i c a m p in the m i d d l e o f the K a n g r i m e i passage , abou t h a l f w a y to A n g o r a m 
(see Map 2.2). W c w e r e not a lone there - a f a m i l y f r o m a nea rby K a i w a r i a v i l l age s tayed 
in ano ther shelter. Tha t is w h y T u m a k and I used kay menda to r ep lace T o k Pis in t e rms 
w h i c h could reveal T u m a k ' s p lans in town . 
• Even in the village people would often avoid using a word for e.g. a harmful spirit. Instead of saying 
nuijgiim -gigantic python' when describing a picture where a speaker believed this creature was 
threatening a man depicted in the drawing, he would say kalak ambam 'this what' or kolokolav ' this 
thing'. 
Transcript of VIDEO 2-2: In Kambatiman camp 
Darja; Tumak, o! 
Hey. Tumak. 
Amha... amba im... amha momha ikakapan? 
What... what are you do... what are you carving [writing]? 
Tumak: Amba ...? Ey! 
What...? Oh [looks up in surprise]! 
Paypmanda ... paypmanda George sakay mamgoy ba] emha tike mimhia 
ikakapalik. 
Stones [money] stones . I am carving [writing] the name of tiie 
stones [amount of money] George's [wife] gave me to take [buy] a ball. 
Darja: Yo. M-m. Kaykay olnkunja givimpaypmanda. Vo. 
Yes. M-hm. Many people gave stones [money] to you. Yes. 
Tumak: Ponde ha! epep pakinakoy Tanday sakay. 
Tomorrow 1 will talie [buy] a ball for Tanday [George's son] and take it 
back upri\ er [to the \ illage]. 
Now please watch 
V I D E O 2-2: In Kambat iman camp [0:48] https://vimeo.com/114479418 PASSWORD: K 
When asked what he was doing, Tumak was taken by surprise when he saw me 
with a video camera. As he was aware of the presence of people f rom another village (a 
Kaiwaria woman was sitting in a nearby wind house and approached when we started 
speaking), and possibly reminded by myself using a 'h idden ' tenn for writing, he knew 
that he had to replace the expressions like 'money ' and ' buy ' , with their kay menda 
terms. However, we could hear him hesitating, carefully thinking how to fonnula te his 
sentences. 
Arriving in Angoram in the early af ternoon of the following day and storing the 
canoe with the Imanmeri people, we managed to find an early 'backload ' truck that was 
going to take us to Wewak. The major part of the journey was over and although the 
ride along the dirt road to Wewak is a rough one, the men who were in charge of the 
canoe could now take some rest. There were only a couple of other people sitting on the 
truck and waiting with us, and the leisurely conversation that took place did not involve 
anything that would demand secrecy, but the closer to Wewak the Awiakay get, the 
more urge they feel to speak among themselves in a way that other people do not 
understand.' 
Transcr ipt of VIDEO 2-3: To Angoram 
Asuk: 
Sailus: 
Asuk: 
[interrupts] 
Sailus: 
Asuk: 
Tumak: 
Asuk: 
Mawia tok. 
Great. 
Pekepiaij, pekepimj, ya ambuij. 
We came do\Miri\er and we are going now. 
Kiimap mandaij koloij. Tom... 
We re in the coconut shell. Later... 
Aka kumap manda. Yomgotj manda! 
Not coconut shell Turt le shell [car/truck]! 
Yomgoij manda. Yomgoij mandaij koloij ya. Ambopahuj. 
Turt le shell. We're in a turt le shell [car/truck]. We're going, [we're 
on our way.] 
Ambopaluij ya... 
Yep, we're going, [we're on our way.] 
Amhembapopaliiij ya, laumoj. 
Now we are going to town. 
Yomgoij mandaij kolopep oijga kolopahiij ya. 
We're sitting together in our turt le shell [car/truck] now. 
Unja tok kele Wapiak yomonaij. 
Now [tonight] we w ill sleep in Wewak. 
Mawia. 
Great. 
10 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 2-3: To Angoram [0:591 https://vimeo.com/114479420 PASSWORD: K 
Individuals first become acquainted with kay menda in the village, but only put 
it into practice when travelling to town. Every trip to the town is therefore a training for 
the boys who are not yet fully coinpctent in this register. They are taught kay menda by 
the more experienced men. These also correct the boys when they make mistakes, FILM 
2-3 shows how Asuk corrects Sailus, who calls car 'coconut shell' instead o f 'turtle 
shell'. 
After one of the internal village fights Pupi's brother Namay said: "Gulpeta igim bmj aka amhalmj 
Taimuij aninangoy tok piikuninaij. " 'We never get together at good times. When we go to the town, we 
think of each other' [In the village we tend to quarrel and fight. But when we go to the town we stick 
together as one and take care of each other.] 
W h e n t h e y are in W e w a k , the A w i a k a y n o r m a l l y o v e r n i g h t w i t h p e o p l e in 
M a s a n d a n a i c a m p at Kria ( K r c e r marke t ) , a s e t t l e m e n t o f the K a r a w a r i - s p e a k i n g 
c o m m u n i t i e s . A l t h o u g h t h e y are o n f r i e n d l y t e r m s w i t h K a r a w a r i p e o p l e (a lbe i t not their 
wantoks'), t h e y find it v e r y impor tant to c o n c e a l the ir b u s i n e s s a n d p lans fi-om t h e m . 
T h e b o y w e s e e s i t t ing a n d w r i t i n g in film 2-4 af ter w e arrive in W e w a k is a M a s a n d a n a i 
b o y w h o g o e s to s c h o o l in t o w n , the o thers are A w i a k a y , d i s c u s s i n g their p lans for the 
f o l l o w i n g d a y . 
T r a n s c r i p t of VIDEO 2-4: In Masandanai camp, Wewak 
Asuk: 
Sailus: 
Asuk: 
Sailus: 
Pupi: 
Sailus: 
Tumak: 
Asuk: 
Sailus: 
Noij amba kolokota mae enamin nan? 
W h a t will you take [buy] . 
Niij aninakoy ... amba ... eijganinak ... 
I will g o ... what . . . go and take [buy] ... 
Pisikanda, pisikanda kakaym. 
Q u i c k l y [ c o m e on] tell me. 
Ya, amba oijga eijaninak? 
Yes . wha t is it I ' m tak ing [buy ing]? 
Amba endeplakay. 
W h a t ... they strain [s tuff ] with it. 
Tay miiijga ... 
S a g o starch ... 
Streina. 
A strainer . 
Tay mtujga endeplakay. 
They strain sago starch [with it]. 
Aka pukupan. 
You d o n ' t r e m e m b e r . 
Is.?! Elak an aka konim. Numbinman! 
I.s.s. d o n ' t call its n a m e . Y o u fucke r ! 
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Tumak: [laughs] 
Asuk: Aiinda endaij aka tapuka yaiiinak. 
N o other w ay of te l l ing h im. 
Kak. 
Tell us. 
Sailus: Kak mom agalon ... 
N o t h i n g m o r e to tell ... 
' Wanlgk is a widely-used Tok Pisin term, from English 'one-talk' , i.e. 'one who speaks the same 
language' and is thus supposed to help fellow-uanfoAs whenever they need it. In the context of town, the 
term gets a broader meaning, and one 's wantoks do not necessarily speak the same language, but are, for 
example, at least from the same river Note that when abroad, all Papua New Guineans refer to each other 
as wantoks. 
Asuk: [Nhj ponde anakoy + coughing in the bacl<ground]. Kamboy kondamin 
enakoy, eija ktmjakatUa, taijaii enak. 
[ T o m o r r o w 1 will go] and t a k e [buy] t w o s tone axes [ axes ] and a 
b u s h k n i f e . 
Sailus: Amha tokyom eijambongoy. 
A n d what else, she [Dar j a ] w ill t ake [buy] w a t e r [pe t ro l ] . 
Ya tok wakondwj okokoanmmj. 
W e ' l l all g o with her . 
Asuk: Etak tok. Wakondwj anaij. 
T h a t ' s it. W e ' l l all go [ together] . 
Tunnak: Yam epep embepenwj... 
W e ' l l g o and t ake [buy] the w a t e r [petrol] ... 
Asuk: Yom omgusanda eijamhopep, kaij embepenaij. 
W e w ill all go to get the w a t e r [petrol] and br ing it he re . 
Tumak: ... km] embepenaij. 
... w e ' l l put it here . 
Sailus: Mae anamgoy ambaij anayke lasiayawatj. Amha pondanayke ... 
First she ' l l go to her w hat.. . spirit house . T o t ake out ... w ha t? 
Asuk: Paypmaijga eijanambop. 
She will go and take s t ones [ m o n e y ] . 
Sailus: Paypmanda enayke... 
W h e n she takes the s t ones [ m o n e y ] f r o m ... 
Asuk: ... paypmaijgayawa ... 
the h o u s e of s tones [bank] ... 
Sailus: ... anamgoy kolokot enayke, pakapiikundinaij mae. 
... and takes [buys] her th ings , w e ' l l load t h e m [onto the t ruck] . 
20 
25 
27 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 2-4: In Masandanai camp, Wewak 12:03] h t t p s : / / v i m e o . c o m / 1 1 4 4 7 9 4 2 1 
PASSWORD: K 
Asuk asks Sailus what he is going to buy, and Sailus hesitates with his answer, 
not knowing what to call 'the thing for straining sago flour' in kay menda. He avoids 
using the Tok Pisin temi by calling it 'what for straining' (Une 5) ,'what' standing for 
'that thing' ( c f fn. 3). Both Pupi and Sailus are searching for the right term (lines 6 and 
7) when Tumak gives up and calls a Tok Pisin word streina 'strainer' (line 8) at the 
same time when Asuk says that they cannot remember. Tumak is instantly reprimanded 
by Sailus who calls him ' fucke r ' (literally 'horny m a n ' ; line 10), which makes them all 
laugh, but Asuk defends him by saying that there was no other way of telling this (line 
12), as he himself , as the most competent speaker of kay menda and the leader of this 
trip to Wewak , cannot think of a suitable avoidance term. The conversation continues 
with Asuk telling the others what he will buy the next day and how they are all going to 
go with him to buy petrol and bring it to Masandanai camp. Sailus is stuck again when 
he wants to say that he first needs to go to the bank to take out my money. By calling 
the bank a 'spirit house ' (line 23) he is confused again, and uses amba 'wha t ' even 
when he wants to refer to money. Asuk helps him out by reminding him of both terms, 
paypmatjga ' s tones ' for money and paypmatjga yawa ' s tone-house ' for bank (lines 24 
and 26). Sailus corrects himself by using an ahernative term for money, paypmanda, 
saying, "when 1 take out m y money and buy all the goods, we will load it all onto a 
truck (for Angoram) ." 
In situations like this kay menda becomes a kind of mind game, which all 
participants enjoy, even though its primary purpose is said to be to make the Awiakay 
feel safer while in town. 
The next day we went shopping. As Asuk wanted to put some of the money he 
earned with eaglewood in the bank, he and Pupi went to do this business, while Sailus, 
Tumak and I went to the shops. A partial transcript of our conversation is shown below. 
Transcript of VIDEO 2-5: In a shop, Wewak 1 [2:52] 
Tumak: Wakon. Skuluij pakayamenakpokoy ba^ kalakiay enapok. 1 
So many. If I could take [buy] this bag 1 could carry it to school. 
Sailus: Aka anda. Skuhnj pakayamenakpokoy bag kalakiay enapok. 
True. If I could take [buy] this bag I could carry it to school. 
Tumak: Aka kolokot. Paypmanda tonaypeke wakon aka kiay enapok. 
What a thing! If I had lots of stones [money], I would take [buy] many. 
Sailus: Kandikak. Andatjgutj yaka yamblakay. Andaijgwj. 
Here. [Something for] wandering around in swamps [gum boots]. For 
swamps. 
Andatjgut] yaka yamblakay ... 5 
[Something for] wandering around in swamps [gum boots] ... 
Tumak: Sag, o! 
Oh, bag! 
Mawiakay kalak. 
This is a great one. 
Sa i I us: Emay kalak yamhongoy, poka pukulakana pokoy anda kaykay 
wakakanaype. 
If this sorcerer [rascal] keeps tai l ing us. I will bash his f ace till he 
screams. 
Sailus; Amba pia kandikakay? 
Is this a piece of someth ing? 
Tumak: Kolokot muijayamhla. 
[See], they are wande r ing a round and looking at th ings. 
Apiaij sakay amba pisipmgoy, tawel pisip. 
This is like A p i a q ' s what ... like a towel . 
Sailus: Amgam? Wakon. 
How m u c h ? A lot. 
Tumak; Pokoituij pasiplakay. 
S o m e t h i n g to clean your face with [ towel]. 
Kuijanja amgoy taijaiiim? 
Is it for chi ldren? 
Sailus: Tom kele elokiay opoijanak. 
I ' l l look at that later. 
Tumak: Aijge ya. 
Le t ' s go. 
Sailus: Aijge. 
Le t ' s go. 
Tumak Emay nanday okokaimyambon. 
(to A sorcercr [rascal] is fo l lowing you. 
me): Emay nanday okokaim yambon, yo kon yambon. 
A sorcerer [rascal] is fo l lowing you. h e ' s walk ing just there. 
Nil] mae mae anuj. 
Let me go first. 
Sailus: Aka ... aka mokoinay. Tawapokombakanak. 
He w o n ' t ... he won ' t touch you. I 'll break his bones. 
15 
20 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 2-5: In a shop, W e w a k 1 [2:52] https://vimeo.com/114507163 PASSWORD: K 
While wandering around the store and looking at articles such as gum boots -
which Sailus does not know what to call in hay menda, and therefore uses a descriptive 
term 'something for wandering around in swamps ' (lines 1 and 2) - Sailus got a feeling 
that the men behind him were not just eye-shopping. In line 8 he boasts how he will 
bash the rascal 's face, which is at the same time a warning for Tumak and me to be 
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careful. Finding a small towel he wonders what it is, while Tumak 's attention is with the 
alleged pickpockets. He then answers Saiius, attempting to remember an avoidance temi 
for towel, but in the end uses the Tok Pisin word lawel. Later he corrects himself, using 
a descriptive term, 'something to clean your face with ' (line 13). If people do not know 
or do not remember an already established kay menda term, they often try to crcate one 
on the spot, and in such cases they frequently resort to description. However, Tumak is 
alert and anxious because of the suspcctcd rascals and he suggests that we leave. He 
calmly warns me that a (potential) rascal is following me and suggests that he goes 
ahead (line 20). Being nervous himself, Saiius boasts again, assuring me that he can 
protect me if somebody wanted to rob me (line 21). Having experienced some troubles 
themselves, and hearing stories about people being attacked and robbed, the Awiakay 
are always tense when in town. Many of them, particularly young boys, release this 
uneasiness by boasting how mean they will turn if anyone dares attack them. While this 
can be a meaningless, even jocular, everyday practice in the village (though also 
employed during fights), it becomes a means of reassuring one another when in town. 
W e were just about to leave the store when Asuk and Pupi, who had finished 
their business and were already looking for us, came in. As a group of five we were a 
less attractive target for the robbers or pickpockets, so we stayed there to take a look at 
tapes with popular music, torches and knives. Tumak and I were looking for a lamp for 
his pap 'maternal uncle' (and my ' father ' ) Aymakan. 
Transcript of VIDEO 2-6: In a shop, Wewak 2: 
shop Bilons dish bateri save stop insail. Narapela kain em i slap long 
assistant: hapsait long narapela glas_^ 
These ones have bat ter ies inside. The other ones are o \ er there. 
Yii minim wanemplakain? 
What kind do you w a n t ? 
Tumak: Narapela. das tasol em i go daun ahem... Disla em nogat? 
A n o t h e r kind where the l amp fo lds d o w n . You d o n ' t have t h e m ? 
Darja: Em ahem bikpela lail liklik. Em nogal? 
With the sl ightly b igger lamp. You d o n ' t have it? 
shop Nogat. 
assistant: No . 
Tumak: Kayyawaij wakanjuj aninaij kolokot kaykoy salimbapoplaka. 
We'll look for it in another house [store], they sell different ones 
[there], 
Elaij tok ton kak agalon. 
Here they don't have it. 
Aiinda wakanjUj. 
We'l l keep looking. 
Darja: Kay kolokotyawa. 
Another house of things [store]. 
Tumak: Mm. Kay kolokot yawa. 
M-hm [agrees]. Another house of things [store], 
Kalak kay kon tola. 
There are different things here, 
Darja; Paypmaijga kandeijge? 
Big stones [is it expensive]? 
Tumak: Paypmaijga wamoijan. 
The stones have gone upriver [the price has gone up], 
Darja: A, wamoijan? 
Ah? Gone upriver [gone up]'' 
Tumak: Wamot/an. 
Gone upriver [gone up] 
Darja: Yo. 
Yes. 
Tumak: K 39.90 kak. Akanja. Wamoijan 
This is 39.90 Kina. Crap. It's gone upriver [the price has gone up]. 
Darja: Kondamin isapasa? 
By two sticks [By 20 Kina] ' 
Tumak: Kondamin isapasa ... 
By two sticks [By 20 Kina] ... 
Kay... kay yawaij wakanjiij aninaij. 
Another... we'll go and search for it in another house [store]. 
OK, kayya... Angoram wakanjinatj. 
OK, we'll go and search for it in another h[ouse]... in Angoram, 
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Now please watch 
V I D E O 2-6: In a s h o p , W e w a k 2 [1:31] https://vimeo.com/114507162 PASSWORD: K 
It turns out that the shop does not have the kind of lamps that Aymakan asked 
for, so Tumak suggests that we search in another store, for which he uses a shortened 
version of kay menda tenn, yawa 'house', instead of kolokot vawa 'house of things' 
(line 7), People tend to shorten words in ordinary Awiakay all the time, and this practice 
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is sometimes applied to kay menda as well. 
Tumak then looks at other lamps and torches they sell in this store and says that 
the prices have gone up since he was last in the town a few months ago. For the price 
going up he uses the verb warn-, which originally means 'go/come up' in the sense 'in 
the upriver direction' or 'up to the house' (but not 'up to the mountain'). As Aymakan 
expected that the lamp he wanted would cost around K20, I ask whether the price had 
doubled, and Tumak confirms that it went up by 'two sticks', one tree stick equalling 
KIO. This term comes from the colonial days in PNG when the first money was 
introduced to the Awiakay and they devised their own naming system for the coins and 
notes. 
Most registers are not "sociologically homogeneous formations" (Agha 2004: 
38), which means that not everyone is equally competent in them, and Awiakay 'hidden 
talk' is no exception. While every Awiakay person can speak at least a little bit of kay 
menda, the most competent speakers are the men who travel most frequently to town. 
However, we could see that even in this group the level of fluency varies and depends 
on several factors, not excluding an individual speaker's skills such as cunning, which is 
an essential part of 'hidden talk'." 
At the moment kay menda is still in the making and we can witness its on-going 
development. Women, who normally stay in the village, do not have many chances of 
using kay menda in practice; however, many of them take an active part in creating it. 
With a huge influx of material goods from Indonesia, shops in town are full of items 
previously unknown to the Awiakay, which means that they borrow terms for them 
from Tok Pisin. When such an item is brought to the village, its form and function is 
eagerly studied and discussed, and sooner or later somebody comes up with an Awiakay 
term for it. It takes some time before the speakers adopt such a tenn or create a new one, 
which they find more appropriate. The usage of a number of terms varies, and one can 
either (a) use the same avoidance tenn for several different Tok Pisin expressions, e.g. 
(TP) kemerq 'camera', (TP) skrin 'television screen', (TP) gra^ 'mirror' are all referred 
to as memek 'lightning' in kay menda, or (b) use different kay menda expressions for the 
same thing, e.g., map kiilambayomha 'water from ground hole' orpayp kidambayomha 
'water from stone shelter' for 'shower'. The latter usually happens when a term has not 
been adopted by all speakers. 
" H a v i n g the abi l i ty to sk i l fu l ly dcce ive o the r p e o p l e is h igh ly va lued by the A w i a k a y . 
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2.5 CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN AWIAKAY LINGUISTIC REGISTERS 
I would argue that kay menda as it is spoken today in town is not a completely new 
register, but a continuation of the kay menda which used to be spoken in the mountains. 
There appear to be many functional and social, as well as some structural/linguistic 
similarities in their use. There is, however, no overlap in vocabulary, as 'mountain talk' 
used to 'hide' the meaning of Awiakay terms denoting people's immediate 
environment, while 'hidden talk" creates avoidance tenns for Tok Pisin borrowings 
denoting recently introduced items and concepts. 
Both varieties of kay menda employ descriptive tenns for their substitutes, for 
example, 'cassowary' becomes tiimanjiijge, 'the hairy one' in mountain talk, while 
'store' becomes kolokot yawa 'things-house' in hidden talk (see Table 2.2). Both varieties 
arc also used when people venture into the 'unknown' territory, far away from the 
village or camps in order to get something they need. The mountains, which are not 
empty, but are - just like the rest of Awiakay land - inhabited by spirits, are a place 
where men go hunting, get black palm for their bows and nowadays harvest eaglewood, 
while the town, with all the unfamiliar people they meet, is the place where the 
Awiakay sell their eaglewood and buy the goods they need. In both settings they may 
encounter dangerous entities - endemhatj 'mountain spirits' in the one case, rascals and 
pickpockets in the other - which may damage them or their possessions. In both cases 
the dangers can be prevented by using kay menda. It is just that due to the changed 
relationship with spirits 'mountain talk' is nowadays replaced by praying, while in the 
town prayer is only supplementary to 'hidden talk'. 
In both contexts it is men who venture to these faraway places and use kav 
menda there, while women, even if they accompany their husbands or brothers, stay 
behind - either in bush camps, waiting for the men to return from the mountain, or in 
Angoram, waiting for the men to return from Wewak. In both cases women and 
teenagers are nevertheless familiar with the register. While 'mountain talk' is seen as a 
gift a spirit gave to the people to protect themselves, it must originally have been a 
fairly conscious creation, in which people chose to modify certain elements of ordinary 
Awiakay in order to arrive at a different code (cf Pawley 1992: 315 on Kalam 
'pandanus language'). 'Hidden talk', however, is being continually and actively created 
by all Awiakay. 
Table 2.2: Parallels between the two varieties of kay menda 
Parallels between the two 
varieties of kay menda 
'MOUNTAIN TALK' 
p a s t 
( n o w a d a y s o b s o l e t e ) 
'HIDDEN TALK' 
p r e s e n t 
( r e g i s t e r in t h e m a k i n g ) 
used in unfamil iar territory; 
far f rom the village or camps 
mountains { inhabited by spirits) 
Wewak, all stops on the way there 
where the Awiakay encounter 
unfamiliar people 
people go there to get something 
they need 
kanuQ isa (wood for bows), 
hunting (nowadays harvesting 
eaglewood) 
selling eaglewood, 
buying goods 
dangerous entities endembat] 'mountain spirits' 
emay, 'assault sorcerer' = 
rascals, pickpockets 
possible dangers 
sickness caused by spirits, 
getting lost, death 
robbery, theft, physical injury 
prevention of dangers 
possible by implementing the 
expected practices, i.e. using/(oy 
menda, nowadays praying 
possible by using kay menda and 
praying 
persons w h o engage in relevant 
social practices (going to 
mountains/town) and are 
proficient in this register 
men men 
others famil iar with the register women, teenagers women, teenagers 
created by 
'mountain spirit' taught people 
how to protect themselves 
all Awiakay; in the making 
During my latest fieldtrip in 2012, I asked the Awiakay to reflect on the relation 
between 'mountain talk' and 'hidden talk'. The younger generation seemed to be a bit 
confused, but then Andikay, a man in his early thirties, pointed out that the 'mountain 
talk' was different from 'hidden talk': "The big men knew it - we don't . Our ancestors 
got the 'mountain talk' from endembat], whereas we made the 'hidden talk' ourselves. 
The spirits taught us how to do it, we adapted [the practice] (TP mipela i tanim tanim), 
and made this new talk ourselves." 
The Awiakay often appropriate knowledge, experiences or ideas and adapt them 
to new circumstances. In the case of the mountain talk register, although it was getting 
out of use and was becoming somewhat remote to them, they recognised its value and 
re-adapted it to their current needs. 
In some socio-linguistic contexts the introduction of new commercial trades 
leads to increased exposure to and use of regional languages and a decline of local 
languages. However, in this instance it has also created circumstances in which the local 
language has developed a new dimension. The eaglewood trade seems to have re-
strengthened people's relationship with their land, which had otherwise been weakened. 
Table 2.3: Continuity and change in the varieties of kaymenda 
CONTINUITY CHANGE 
The same practice Social setting 
• lexical substitution mountains 
Similar function sl/ 
• hiding the meaning in order to protect 
themselves from being harmed town 
By interpreting their environment through the same cosmology, with their 
actions being strongly influenced by the Catholic charismatic movement (Telban 
2008b), and by the rules and changes it brought, the Awiakay have transferred the same 
practice (namely a lexical substitution register) with a similar funct ion (hiding the 
meaning in order to protect themselves f rom being harmed) f rom their mounta ins to a 
different social setting of town. 
Plate 2.7: Drawing Awiakay mountains and creel<s 
Chapter Three: 
The language of disputes and fighting 
Fighting is good. It straightens one's thoughts. 
(Abel Arap, 4 May 2009) 
Mandui) and I are sitting in my house and transcribing my recent recordings when we 
hear loud words of abuse coming from a distance. "Hah!? Pakan oupon? " 'Hey, who's 
swearing?' Everyone immediately perks up their cars. A moment later, a group of 
children rushes past the house, overtaken by young men who charge by towards the 
scene. Not long into my fieldwork it became clear that both domestic and intra-village 
disputes forni an important part of Awiakay repertoire of linguistic registers.' 
In the Awiakay context, it is important to distinguish three types of disputes; 
domestic quarrels, internal village disputes and disputes that people have with another 
village in the area. In this chapter I analyse the first two types, which occur within the 
village. Based on video recordings and verbatim transcripts of a number of domestic 
and intra-village fights, as well as subsequent discussions with all involved parties, I 
examine two related registers: oiipla 'domestic fights' and kande)j momba 'the language 
of public fighting'. I bring together ethnographic data with a linguistic analysis of 
verbatim transcripts of one domestic and two intra-village disputes and fights (among 
many) which took place in Kanjimei in 2009. Close analysis of the linguistic and 
paralinguistic behaviour of fighting helps us understand how 'big talk' influences social 
action, which has the power of (re-)establishing social relations. 
' During the thirteen-month fieldwork in Kanjimei I witnessed nine public fights, of which two are fully 
video-recorded and transcribed, another three are partly recorded and I have notes of the others, many of 
them taking place at night. I also witnessed several domestic fights, one of which is recorded, while 
details of others are noted in my field diary. Interestingly, after a year of fieldwork it showed that public 
fights always took place within three or four days around the full moon, when the nights are brighter. 
3.1 Oupla They're being angry': 
THE LANGUAGE OF DOMESTIC FIGHTS 
Some months after being verbally abused by his wife in a domestic quarrel, an Awiakay 
man died. One of the rumours that circulated about his death was that it was caused by 
his having been so badly shamed. This part of the chapter looks into the ways the 
Awiakay people use their language to shame one another and aims to explain why they 
are afraid of being (a)shamed. 
The Awiakay use the same verb root, mimjoko-, to express what translates into 
English as both 'feeling shame/being ashamed' and 'feeling fear/being afi-aid'. 
However, there is a constructional difference that shows that these two concepts are 
nonetheless distinguished: The concept of 'being ashamed' is often expressed by 
combining the verb 'be afraid' with the noun 'body', 
om-uk mimjoko-p-on 
body-iNAL.POSSlSG feel . fear/shame-PRS-3SG 
'my body is afraid' i.e. ' I 'm ashamed' 
in contrast to the concept of 'be ing afraid', which does not require 'body'. 
mimjoko-pali-k 
feel . fear-PRS- lsG 
' I 'm afraid' 
In English there is a subtle difference between 'feeling shame' which results 
from having been shamed (by someone or something), and thus emphasises the effect of 
an external agent or cause, and 'feeling ashamed', which emphasises one's own feelings 
that might have been caused by other people finding out about one's transgressions. For 
the Awiakay, as we shall see, the consequences can be the same, and both are expressed 
by 'my body is afraid'. 
In his article Why is Shame on the Skin? Andrew Strathern (1975) discusses the 
concept of pipil 'shame' among the Melpa in Mount Hagen area of the Western 
Highlands of PNG. The Melpa distinguish between the shame which is on their skin 
because other people can see them doing something wrong or private (1975: 349), and 
the more profound shame that 'goes deeper inside' (1975: 350), just like anger and 
frustration (cf Strathern, M. 1968). Although the Awiakay never say that their shame 
can be seen on the skin, they sometimes use another expression, koymhoijgiim 
pokondimbon 'I got gooseflesh' when they want to emphasise that they were terribly 
ashamed (of. Telban 2004: 11).^ 
Rather than discussing shame per se, this part of the chapter focuses on the use 
of language in the act of shaming and its (expected) consequences.^ Moreover, I will 
show how the effects that abusive public shaming can have are potentially so great that 
people fear for their own future health, possibly motivating the derivation of 'being 
ashamed' from 'being afraid'. 
3.1.1 DOMESTIC QUARRELS AMONG THE AWIAKAY 
Among the Awiakay, domestic quarrels most often blow up because of a partner's 
alleged infidelity, laziness or nagging. Awiakay women expect their husbands to go and 
process sago with them. It is a long and arduous process to obtain edible starch from a 
palm and couples who get along often do it together. But on days after they have been 
hunting at night men are unwilling to join their wives, who then often nag them for not 
wanting to help. Men, on the other hand, complain if their wives don't take good care of 
their children. The mother is supposed to comfort her children at all times, particularly 
the youngest child. If a child cries a lot, this is taken as a sign that the mother does not 
take good care of hiin/her. 
The partner who feels shamed (irrespective of gender) - be it by this kind of 
accusations or by the suspectcd infidelity of his or her spouse - will often not argue 
back in defence, but will take a bushknife and hit the spouse with the blunt edge of the 
blade or with the handle. This is often done quietly in a house and unless one of the 
partners is enraged and chases the other one all over village with an axe, other people 
might not even know that they have fought until they see their wounds. 
Awiakay domestic quarrels are typically long series of monologues, consisting 
of one person's complaints, augmented by provocative remarks and insults, which go on 
and on, depending on the other person's (usually the spouse's) patience.'' To an outsider 
^ Different aspects of shame in various societies all over Papua New Guinea have been, among others, 
discussed in Telban (2004), Chowning (1989), Epstein (1984), Fajans (1983). Hogbin (1947); Valentine 
(1963). Several parallels with Awiakay perception of shame and ways of shaming can be found in E. 
Schieffeiin (1983) and B. Schieffeiin (1990), who write about this institution among the Kaluli of the 
Great Papuan Plateau of Papua New Guinea. 
^ Although it comes as a consequence of being angry, or as a part of a dispute, shaming is intentional and 
can be studied as an institution. 
While several parallels can be drawn between domestic quarrels in Kanjimei and those in Gapun, a 
small village in another part of East Sepik Province, Kulick observes that the public outbursts of anger in 
Gapun consist of a number of overlapping monologues in which '[t]he person being shouted at [ . . . ] can 
assert herself by denying the accusations being hurled at her [ . . . ] ' (Kulick 1993: 515). 
Awiakay fights may seem physically much less violent than in certain other places in 
Papua New Guinea, where people have access to alcohol and marijuana (Wardlow 
2006; Jolly et al. 2012). In Awiakay understanding, however, consequences of domestic 
fights may be lethal. 
Ascribing the same possible consequences to both verbal and non-verbal 
physicality of fights, the Awiakay verb pikiliki- 'to abuse' can be used for both physical 
and verbal abuse. One can, for example, say 
ambamha pikiliki-ndi-mh-an-im taijan? 
w h y abuse- l SG.0BJ-PRS-2SG.SBJ-Q l i ke . th i s 
'why are you abusing me like this?' 
Other people do not normally intervene in domestic fights unless they think that 
they have become dangerous, for example when one spouse really wants to kill the 
other, as is sometimes the case when the cause of a fight is presumed adultery. Although 
Awiakay women tend to have longer abusive monologues in domestic fights, men arc 
equally skilled in shaming others, particularly in intra-village fights. These episodes of 
abuse are shorter, as the dynamics of public fights arc different from domestic ones. 
Public fights always engage more people and include several episodes of physical 
fighting. 
In discussing kroses, verbal outbursts of anger among Gapun people, Kulick 
notes that they are considered to be stereotypically feminine expressive modes (Kulick 
1992: 283, 287; 1993), while men, if they need to express their anger, do so by means of 
oratory. No such gender distinction between kinds of shaming discourse is made by the 
Awiakay who use a neutral expression for a person who keeps being angry for what 
others perceive as no real reason. 
awida oii-p-on 
j u s t be . ang r y - PRS -B sG 
'He/she is being angry without a reason.' 
This expression, referring to a person who is constantly nagging, roughly corresponds to 
Tok Pisin meri/man hilons kros 'a woman/man [full of] of anger' . I now turn to an 
episode of shaming in a domestic quarrel and discuss its implications for those 
involved. 
3.1.2 SHAMING WAYK 
Mamai], a woman in her late thirties with five children, kept going on at her 40-
something husband Wayk for being lazy, as he didn't 'feel like' going to process sago 
with her. Omuk toijgasi 'my body is slack' is what people say when they feel tired, 
bored, or uninterested. After listening to her continual nagging for some time, Wayk 
lost his patience, took his bushknife and went for Mamai]. As they wrestled he hit her on 
the head with the handle and slashed her skirt.^ Her anger augmented by Wayk's 
physical response, Mamai] took a step further: she started loudly abusing him in order to 
attract an audience and shame him publicly. And - as always - loud words of abuse 
brought everyone together underneath the house of the quarrelling couple. 
Before continuing, please watch the video, which is a two-and-a-half minute 
excerpt of about an hour-long recording of this domestic quarrel.' 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 3-1: Mamar) shaming Wayk [ 2 : 3 6 ] h t t p s : / / v i m e o . c o m / i i 4 4 7 4 i 5 6 
PASSWORD: K 
Verbat im transcript of VIDEO 3-1: Mamar) shaming Wayk 
MAMArj: 
1 Nil] ambla kohpalike, niij ambia kolopalike, niij ambia kolopalike. 
I ' m all a l o n e . I ' m all a l o n e , I ' m all a l o n e . 
Nil] aka anamgoy ^iiismeri (x3) tolik. 
I ' m no t h i s e x c h a n g e w o m a n . (x3) 
Nil] aka anamgoy senismeri, mm! 
I ' m no t h i s e x c h a n g e w o m a n [ a n g r y g e s t u r e ] ! 
Tema tenia an lai]an pokondimbon. 
H e o f t e n h i t s m e l ike th i s . 
5 Tui]gumgoy koponikmun YakaHmap sakay aka kuinbokopla toi]gon. 
M y b r o t h e r s d o n ' t s t u f f Y a k a l i m a p ' s h o l e . 
' Al though she kept repeat ing that blood was f lowing down her face she was not in fact bleeding. 
' Whi le the Awiakay themselves all rush under the house of a quarrel l ing couple to listen to them, 
commcn t on their fight and be enter tained by the ' bad language ' they use, they do not enter the house to 
watch the f ight (unless they arc the w o m a n ' s brothers who c o m e to protect her). I therefore decidcd that 
the camera should also stay outside, even though the protagonists of the fight did not mind being 
recorded. The reader thus gets as much access to the f ight as any passer-by, and the documenta t ion does 
not go beyond what the Awiakay perceive as socially acceptable. 
Anamgov namhokonjia tmjgumgon kay aka kumhokopla. 
M y b r o t h e r s d o n ' t s t u f f h i s s i s t e r ' s ho l e . 
Tmjgumgon koponikmim anamgov nambokonja aka ekua kotj pokondimbon. 
M y b r o t h e r s d i d n ' t m a r r y h i s s i s t e r s o tha t h e w o u l d be a t m e litce th i s . 
An rav inja ^n^ail inja kombokondimbon popon anamgov kay kombokopla toijgoy 
koponikmim. 
H e thini<s i t ' s a l l r igh t t o s t u f f m y h o l e ' o n e - s i d e d l y ' [ w i t h o u t e x c h a n g e ] , w h i l e m y b r o t h e r s 
a r e n ' t s c r e w i n g h i s s i s te r . 
Anamgoy nambokonjia toijgoy koponikmun kay aka warikepla anamgoy nambokonja 
mamgoy injiia. 
M y b r o t h e r s a r e n ' t p r o b i n g h i s s i s t e r ' s c u n t w i t h h a n d s . 
10 Aka aiinda! 
N o t at a l l ! 
Nan kakape toijgoy koponikmim nangoy nambokonja mamgoy injiia kay warikiplam? 
Te l l m e , a r e m y b r o t h e r s p r o b i n g y o u r s i s t e r ' s c u n t ? 
Agalon! Agalon! 
N o ! N o ! 
Toijgoy koponikmim anamgoy nambokonjia maya kay aka mokowasiijgakapon. 
M y b r o t h e r s a r e n ' t p r i s i n g a p a r t h i s s i s t e r ' s a r s e c h e e k s . 
Niij laijan kakapalik. 
T h a t ' s w h a t I ' m s a y i n g . 
15 Agalon! Agalon! Agalon! Agalon! 
N o ! N o ! N o ! N o ! 
Niij wansait tolikoy aka opendimbon Waykan. 
W a y k d o e s n ' t know [ h e i g n o r e s t h e f a c t ] t ha t I ' m o n e - s i d e d . 
Yara-yara mulakapalike toijgoy koponikmun anamgoy nambokonja mamgoy injua kay aka 
yiikupla. 
Al l t h i s t i m e I ' v e b e e n l o o k i n g a n d m y b r o t h e r s h a v e n ' t g o n e n e a r h i s s i s t e r ' s c u n t . 
Injiia kay aka mokopla anamgoy nambokonja mamgoy. 
T h e y a r e n ' t g r o p i n g h i s s i s t e r ' s c u n t . 
20 Anamgoy nambokonjia kay aka ekepla. 
T h e y h a v e n ' t m a r r i e d h i s s i s te r . 
hyua kay aka mokopla. 
T h e y a r e n ' t g r o p i n g h e r c u n t . 
Aka ekepla! Aka ekepla! 
T h e y h a v e n ' t m a r r i e d [he r ] ! T h e y h a v e n ' t m a r r i e d [he r ] ! 
Anamgoy nambokonjia kay aka wasiijgakapla anamgoy nambokonjia injua. 
O t h e r s a r e n ' t p r o b i n g h i s s i s t e r ' s c u n t . 
25 Toijgoy koponikmun. 
M y b r o t h e r s . 
A M A N [from the open-air house]: 
Akanja momba man aka kakaim. 
D o n ' t be so f o u l - m o u t h e d ! 
MAMAIS : 
Wansait kolopalike. (x2) 
I ' m o n e - s i d e d . (x2) 
Toijgoy koponikmun anamgoy nambakonjia aka wasiijgakapla. 
M y b r o t h e r s a r e n ' t p r o b i n g h i s s i s t e r ' s c u n t . 
A WOMAN [in f ront of t h e house): 
Darjan nangoy mom epon. 
D a r j a ' s r e c o r d i n g y o u r ta lk . 
MAMAM: 
30 An eyam. 
Let her r eco rd it. 
Niij akaimda kakapaHk. 
I ' m te l l ing the t ru th . 
A WOMAN [in f ront of t he house]: 
Inja menda yusimbapopan. 
[ Y o u s h o u l d ] use g o o d l a n g u a g e n o w . 
Yu spirit nogul, a? 
A r e y o u an evi l spir i t , or w h a t ? 
MAMAf^: 
Tuijgiimgoy omuktia kunjamanda nombondimbon Waykan ambaindimbongoij ni^ koij 
kakapalik omuk tiamba. 
M y b o d y hu r t s so m u c h as W a y k f u c k s m e , t h a t ' s w h y I ' m t a lk ing this w a y . 
35 Toijgoy sij^mba kakaijgainjakakay mom elak [...] 
A n d 1 s tar ted t a lk ing abou t m y skirt [...] 
Aunda taijan undimbia Waykan eygaij siket tmjgumgoy pimaijgupongoy. 
So they sco lded m e w h e n W a y k s l a shed m y skirt w ith a b u s h k n i f e . 
Andamba pikilikindimbon popaUk? 
W h y is he d o i n g these bad t h i n g s to m e . I ' m th ink ing . 
Aunda kolopalike. 
I ' m all a lone . 
Anamgoy kay aka ependa-ependa-pimbia toijgoy koponikmun. 
I t ' s not l ike m y b r o t h e r s w e r e fingering his sister. 
40 Ekepanim? 
D o you h e a r ? 
Ay, kakape! 
H e y , tell m e ! 
Kay yukuyamblam toijgon koponikmun nangoy? 
A r e m y b r o t h e r s f u c k i n g y o u r [s is ter ]? 
Kay pakayamblam nangoy? 
A r e they c a r r y i n g your s is ter a r o u n d ? 
Mm? Kakape! Nangoy kay pakayamblam? 
M ? ! Tel l m e ! A r e o the r s c a r r y i n g y o u r s is ter a r o u n d ? 
45 Kay yukuyamblam? Kakape! 
A r e o t h e r s f u c k i n g [her] a r o u n d ? Tell m e ! 
Kanjandai] pakayamblam. mm? 
W h e r e a re they t a k i n g her, h a h ? 
Kanjandaij yukuyamblam? 
W h e r e a re t hey f u c k i n g h e r ? 
Kanjandaij yukuyamblam, kanjandaij pakayamblam? 
W h e r e are t hey f u c k i n g her , w h e r e are they t ak ing her? 
Anamgoy nambokonjia kay yukiyamblaijgay toijgoy koponikmun? 
A r e m y b r o t h e r s f u c k i n g all o v e r the bush wi th h i s s is ter? 
50 Mapa apov nangoy nambokonja yukuplakay mapa apoy opeyanandi mapa. 
Where ' s that place where they fuck your sister, where 's that p lace? Let 's go and see! 
Mapa ape? Mapa ape? 
Where ' s that place? (x2) 
Enda ape? (x2) 
Whe re ' s that path'^ (x2) 
Piiijga ape, mm? 
Where ' s that patch o f flattened grass, hah? 
Piiijga kanjandai] Ion? 
Where is that patch o f flattened grass? 
55 Mapa ape? 
Where ' s that place? 
Anamgoy nambokonja kay yukiyambtam? Kay yukiyamblam? 
Are others fuck ing his sister? Are they fuck ing her? 
Toijgoy kopoiiikmun? 
M y brothers? 
Nangoy nambokonjin kay yukiyamblam toijgoy koponikmim, kay yukiyamblam toijgoy 
kopoiiikmun? 
Are m y brothers fuck ing your sister, are m y brothers fuck ing all over the bush wi th her? 
Aka yukiyambla. Agalon! 
They aren't f uck ing her. No ! 
60 Yao kulamban kalaij kay aka yukiyambla. Agalon! Agalon! 
They aren't fuck ing her in the house. No ! No ! 
MAMAI^'S DAUGHTER ; 
Tay niij ambalik. 
I 'm go ing to pound sago. 
MAMAhj : 
Waloij ana! Tay waloij ana! 
G o pound ! G o pound sago! 
Waykan kum kondamin kondamin nombop yoijga makambop. 
W a y k w ill eat two [plates of] sago and then two more , so his cock w ill g row big. 
Nan amba laya waloyambam Waykan yoijga makambopim? 
W h y wou ld you pound sago to make W a y k ' s cock g row? 
65 Nan Wayk sakay tay waliijamban? 
Are you go ing to pound sago for W a y k ? 
Nan nokomkunmun aka opendimban Waykan eijaij pokondimbongoy. 
Y o u d idn ' t see w ith your ow n eyes w hen W a y k beat me w ith a bushkn i fe . 
Walii] ana kele. 
So go and pound [sago], 
Waykan yoijga makambop. 
W a y k ' s cock wi l l grow big. 
Nil] ambla lolik 
I ' m all alone. 
70 Niij ambla pain tolik. 
I ' m totally alone. 
Agalon! Agalon! 
No ! No ! 
72 Nil] ambla pam lolik! 
I ' m totally a lone! 
Plate 3.1: People l istening to a domest ic fight in a nearby house 
Wayk remained quietly sitting in the house while Mamaq's abuse continued for 
more than an hour. Her repertoire of expressions of abuse was much wider than what 
we see in this short, comparatively innocent excerpt. In other passages, she accuses 
Wayk of sodomy, vividly describing his socially unacceptable sexual conduct towards 
her, and pointing up the lack of reciprocity in the situation by repeating how none of her 
brothers were doing the same to his sister, who, as Mamai] presented it, was able to 
walk around care-free, never having to be afraid of a 'cock-hole' - as Mamag referred 
to a man. 
Mamaq made her anger public, thus attracting witnesses to, and support for, her 
humiliation of Wayk. Edward Schieffclin notes that among the Kaluli '[t]he most 
dramatic situations of public shaming occur after a dispute over a wrong done to 
someone in which the aggrieved gains the advantage and berates the culprit with an 
angry, self-righteous oration' (E. Schieffelin, 1983:190). Mamag's drawing in of an 
audience is on the one hand an affirmation of the importance of others in a small 
society, but also an unusual exposure of intimacy. In studying shame among the Baining 
of New Britain, Fajans observed that '[w]hen aspects of the private sphere are extruded 
into the public domain or conversely when those of the public are intruded into the 
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private sphere [...], shame is expressed. Shame is a disorder of the margins' (Fajans 
1983: 174). 
What was a comfort for Mamaq was at the same time shame for Wayk. 
However, by doing something as provocative as shaming her husband, Mamag first had 
to show that it was legitimate for her to do so, which she did by continually repeating 
that she was 'all alone' (lines 1, 38, 69, 70, 72). In the next section I will briefly discuss 
what 'being alone' means to the Awiakay and explain why that would justify her 
otherwise unacceptable behaviour towards her husband. 
3.1.3 Aunda kolopon 'BEING ALONE' 
As mentioned at various places in previous chapters, for the Awiakay, being alone is not 
normal. But there are some exceptions. A man who goes hunting can be alone (though 
accompanied by dogs); he can be alone when washing in the river (though often 
accompanied by other men if not by his wife and children), and people (men in 
particular) manage to sneak out of the village to go to the toilet by themselves (cf 
Telban 2004: 18-21). Women, on the other hand, are nearly always accompanied by 
their small children (sometimes even to the toilet if there is no one around to look after 
the child when the mother wants to go to the bush), husbands, same-sex in-laws, or in 
the case of unmarried women by their siblings and same-sex peers. But being alone in 
the house, sleeping alone, or worse, eating alone, is rather unacceptable, and casts a bad 
light on the community, which in such cases has failed to provide company for the 
person. People feel sorry for the person who is alone and hasten to organise company 
for them. A person who is alone is in greater danger of an attack by evil spirits, as well 
as being potentially dangerous him- or herself, as by being alone he or she could be 
secretly practicing sorcery. One is also considered to be 'alone' when one's relationship 
with another person is broken. Speaking of, for example, two brothers who are in 
dispute and whose families do not exchange food, the Awiakay say 
kondamin ambla-amhla kolo-p-la 
two alone-alone Sit-PRS-3PL 
'The two of them are alone-alone.' 
1 deliberately translate Awiakay ambla-amhla as 'alone-alone' rather than finding a 
more idiomatic English expression, in order to emphasize that such a situation is 
perceived as 'doubly wrong': each of the two partners in estrangement is willingly 
putting himself and the other in a socially unacceptable situation. 
The notion of being 'alone' is also extended to being a lone partner in the system 
of exchange marriage. As mentioned in 1.1.4.3, for a woman this may also have other 
implications. Mamai] frequently points out that she is not Wayk's 'exchange woman' 
(lines 2 and 3) and that she is 'one-sided' (lines 9, 16, 27), thus saying that her marriage 
path has not been followed properly. In this way her shaming gains force as being 
legitimate. A person who is seen as being deprived or wronged can pour out their 
grievances without being seen as someone 'angry without a real reason', but rather 
being seen as someone for whom people (and even spirits, cf M. Strathern 1968: 554) 
can feel pity. It thus becomes legitimate for Mamaq to express her anger. 
3.1.4 THE IMMORAL, SHAMEFUL, AND SOCIALLY UNACCEPTABLE 
IN AWIAKAY SOCIETY 
When the Awiakay want to say that someone is behaving immorally, or is doing 
something that is shameful, socially unacceptable or forbidden, they use the following 
expression: 
akanja enda okokoko-p-on 
bad way/path follow-PRS-3sG 
'he/she is following the bad way' 
The Awiakay do not tend to rank immoral acts explicitly according to the 
seriousness of their offence. However, different types of transgressions invoke different 
responses, from general disgrace, which may result in long-lasting loss of reputation of 
the transgressor, to immediate physical retaliation. In general, hiding food (or gaining 
other benefits) for oneself and not sharing it with others, thus rejecting the fundamental 
principle of the society - reciprocity of exchange - is considered offensive by everyone. 
It is hard for a person who has been seen hiding food (rather then generously sharing it) 
to restore their reputation. Adultery and malicious gossip arc also considered major 
transgressions, as are stealing food, tobacco, or betel nuts from someone else's land or 
trees, or secretly felling and processing someone else's sago. Not following other social 
norms, such as traditional marriage patterns and the associated system of sister-
exchange is also considered immoral and is frequently a cause of disputes. Although 
generally disapproved of by the whole society, some transgressions primarily offend 
particular individuals. In this we need to consider the context of the immoral act, as well 
as the relationship between the transgressor and the person wronged. In line with this. 
stealing from an 'outsider' with whom one has no relationship at all, can be considered 
positively virtuous, in particular if it benefits many, rather than just an individual. ' 
When it comes to language, certain expressions are unacceptable: using them 
will deeply offend, shame and provoke the person they are aimed at. The Awiakay refer 
to 'abusive language' as akanja momha, literally 'bad talk'. According to their power of 
abuse we can roughly divide such expressions into four categories that are indicated, but 
not named by the Awiakay: 
1- Mildly abusive expressions for example refer to the addressee's bodily 
imperfections or low level of intelligence, for example: 
nan kosek pisip. mima agalon 
you bush.mouse like insideness/seat of thoughts none 
'you don't have any brain, you're as stupid as a bush mouse' 
Such an expression can be used at any time - and against anyone, except one's 
taboo relatives. 
2- In the medium-strong category there are some expressions referring to male 
genitals, such as 
tukumb-on misi 
balls-iNAL.P0SS2SG heavy 
'Your balls are heavy.' {i.e. You're lazy.) 
and borrowings from Tok Pisin (TP) such as pakin hq^et ' fucking bastard', idiet 
'idiot', mae Sisis 'My Jesus', Satan. Note that an expression of abuse borrowed 
from Tok Pisin is often rendered powerful because it comes from the outside world 
and not because of its meaning: hardly any Awiakay knows what the above Tok 
Pisin expressions mean (with an exception of Satan, whereas 'Jesus ' is Jisas in 
Christian contexts). 
3- Very strong abusive expressions: traditionally, any references to male defecation 
and the anus used to be just as strong a taboo as refercnccs to menstruation and the 
vagina, so scatological insults as well as expressions involving female genitalia 
come across as very offensive. Another group of insults in this category is any 
expression referring to copulation, when they refer to particular people. 
In th i s spec i f i c e x a m p l e I u s e the w o r d ' o u t s i d e r ' m e a n i n g a n o n - A w i a k a y p e r s o n ( in t he p a s t s o m e o n e 
f r o m an e n e m y g r o u p ) w i t h w h o m o n e h a s n o t e s t a b l i s h e d a p e r s o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p a n d is n o t l i n k e d w i t h 
t h r o u g h m u t u a l r e l a t i o n s h i p s . It is a p e r s o n f r o m w h o m m e m b e r s o f the c o m m u n i t y c o u l d b e n e f i t in s o m e 
w a y , but do n o t , and d o not e x p e c t tha t t hey wi l l in t he f u t u r e . B y s t e a l i n g f r o m s u c h a p e r s o n o n e d o e s 
no t pu t a n y n e g a t i v e e f f e c t on o n e ' s e x i s t i n g r e l a t i o n s h i p s , but r a t h e r n u r t u r e s t h e m b y s h a r i n g the 
b e n e f i t s ( s u e h a s s to len g o o d s ) g a i n e d f r o m the o f f e n c e ( s e e a l s o J o n e s , f o r t h e o m . ) . 
4- In the whole repertoire of abusive expressions the most strictly followed taboo is 
calling someone emay, an 'assault sorcerer' (TP ^nguma; cf 1.1.5). People actually 
avoid doing that - not the least because falsely accusing someone of being sangwna 
would involve high compensation. Such accusations do happen, but always in 
remarks whispered to intimates, and are normally targeted at people from other 
villages.^ 
In addition to this four-way distinction, the power of abuse largely depends on the 
context, especially the relationship between the speaker and the addressee. The most 
obscene expressions can be considered as a most appropriate form of joking if used with 
a joking partner, whereas even mild abuse could be considered highly immoral if used 
with a taboo relative. The motives of the speaker need to be assessed by the hearer. It is 
of crucial importance for the abuse to be effective whether the hearer interprets the bad 
language as being spoken in jest or in anger.' 
As her intention was to shame Wayk severely, Mamag used the most offensive 
expressions she could think of, mostly employing insults from the third category, 
referring to female genitals, sexual practices, and anal intercourse.'" What is more 
important, however, is that all these 'forbidden' words and activities were being 
associated with real people, in this case with Wayk and his sister Yakalimap. A brother 
should protect rather than expose his own sister to abuse. Although Mamai] kept 
repeating what was no! happening to Yakalimap, the fact that she was mentioned in all 
these expressions made her an object of abuse. This shamed Wayk, as he was clearly 
presented as being the cause of this disgraceful situation, both as (a) a man whose own 
conduct (towards his wife) is shameful, and thus exposes rather than protects his own 
sister, and (b) as one whose lineage did not take care of a proper marriage. Further to 
point (b), it should be noted that while repeating that she was not Wayk's 'exchange 
woman', Mamaq was deliberately ignoring the fact that Wayk's sister Yakalimap was 
married to Mamaq's classificatory brother Kamug, who was her mother's sister's son 
(MZS), therefore her parallel cousin, called 'brother' in Awiakay. But in such cases, 
mere facts are of little importance, as they need to be seen contextually. What really 
matters is what is created through continual repetition of certain statements. When 
' As mentioned in 1.1.5, this situation is very different from other parts of New Guinea where people from 
the same place, often even from within the family, accuse one another of witchcraft. The most detailed 
description of that kind of case is Knauft (1985). For more recent reports on witchcraft-related 
accusations and killings see Eves and Forsyth, forthcoming. 
' In the Goffmanian tradition, the first decision we need to make in understanding any utterance 
(pragmatically) is whether the speaker is serious or not. 
Note that sodomy is nor a common sexual practice among the Awiakay. 
something is repeated loudly enough and often enough, it sits in other people's minds, 
no matter what the facts are. 'Mud sticks', as the expression goes in English. It is thus 
essential to have the audience's attention when shaming another person, as it is not so 
much his own but others' hearing of Mamag's words that will shame Wayk. When 
speaking, Mamag constantly shifts between addressing the audience and then again 
Wayk, referring to him in the third person (line 39), and then again the second person 
(lines 40 and 42), but with the audience being treated as 'targeted overhearers' (cf 
Goffman 1981; Levinson 1983). 
39 Anamgoy kay aka ependa-ependa-pimhia loijgoy kopoiiikmun. 
M y brothers aren ' t f inger ing his sister. 
40 Ekepanim? 
Do y o u [SG] hear? 
Ay. kakape! 
Hey. tell me! 
12 Kay yukuyamblam loijgon koponikmiw nangoy? 
Are my brothers fuck ing y o u r sister? 
Please watch this example in a short video clip (0:11). 
VIDEO 3-2: Shifting between 2nd and 3rd person [o il] 
https;//vimeo.com/114475614 PASSWORD: K 
The repeated use of rhetorical questions, i.e. ones that are posed not in order to 
be answered, but to remind the listeners of what is left unsaid, is a rhetorical device that 
Mamai] uses to augment her talk. What is unsaid in these questions — what is implied 
in them — is usually the opposite of what they ask, e.g. (line 49) 
Anamgoy nambokonjia kay yukiyamblaijgay toijgoy koponikmun? 
"Arc my brothers fucking all over the bush with his sister?' 
What is implied here is: 'No, my brothers are not fucking all over the bush with your 
sister'. Rhetorical questions nevertheless need to be posed, as it is in this way that 
Mamag can shame her husband and his sister by practically saying, "No, I 'm not saying 
that..." and yet referring to them in connection with immoral acts. E. Schieffelin (1983: 
188) notes how a simple rhetorical question will cast doubt on the legitimacy of the 
claim that the question is directed at (in his case a Kaluli child). 
3.1.5 WHY AWIAKAY FEAR BEING SHAMED 
Apart from the verb root miinjoko- 'to be afraid/ashamed', other Awiakay expressions 
relating to fear are mimik maijga mamhhj an 'my heart/courage/thoughts ran away/went 
to hide' , an expression which one uses if one gets really scared in the bush, for example 
when you are there at night and think that an assault sorcerer might be following you; 
omitk puplopon 'my body's shaking' used when you are shaking from cold or fear; and 
omuk mimjokopon, 'my body's afraid' , used when you are anxious that others will find 
out about your transgressions or when you already feel the shame. An expression that 
refers to a severe and sudden feeling of fear is the same as the one referring to severe 
shame: koymhoijgum pokondimbon, literally 'gooseflesh hit me' , or 'I got gooseflesh'. 
An equivalent literal expression in neighbouring (but unrelated) Karawari is used in 
serious fright or terror, but not with reference to shame (Telban 2004: 11). 
About six months after his wife 's shaming Wayk came to see me, complaining 
of a pain between his chest and abdomen. Not being able to diagnose him I could not 
give him a specific medicine, as he would have liked. I checked on him twice more on 
the same day, and in the afternoon he said he was feeling better. The next morning some 
of us went to an upriver camp and from there walked to Asangamut, a village that is 
about 6 hours away. As we were walking back two days later, some men came to meet 
us on the way, and told us that Wayk had died. 
In the Awiakay understanding of the matter, no sickness or death comes 
'naturally', as Western science would see it. Most medical symptoms and accidents are 
locally interpreted as being caused by the afflicted person's own transgressions, or those 
of their close relatives. These wrongdoings have offended the spirits - or Christian 
entities - who then afflict a person with sickness - or death." Shame, worry, 
grievances, resentment, jealousy and grief are feelings that will detach one's spirit from 
the body. The person is thus open to sickness and accidents, or, worse, prone to resort to 
sorcery in order to solve their problems, which is the most feared, and thus most highly 
condemned social practice (cf Jones, forthcom.). 
The concept of 'being ashamed' is thus connected with fear, and often expressed 
by combining the verb 'be afraid' with the noun 'body' . To be ashamed is to fear for the 
later health of one's body. 
" Christian entities, i.e. God, Jesus, Holy Spirit, Virgin Mary, the archangels and Satan are nowadays 
assuming the roles that were in the past held by bush spirits (cf. Hoenigman 2012; Telban 2009). Just like 
the bush spirits, who can be both benevolent and harmful . Christian entities, who are believed to be even 
more powerful , can also be temperamental and cruel, sending illness or causing death, and the Awiakay 
continually have to negotiate with them. 
Close relatives' transgressions such as adultery, unwillingness to share food, 
stealing any kind of food, betel nuts or tobacco from someone else's land, not following 
social norms of reciprocity, not implementing certain practices that are demanded by 
bush spirits, or - notably - using offensive language, can be 'punished' by causing the 
sickness - or death - of oneself or one's child, spouse or another close relative. Every 
death, even that of an old person, is thus followed by speculations about whose 
transgression might have caused it. 
One of the rumours circulated about Wayk's death was that it was caused by his 
having been so badly shamed by Mamai).'^ While the Awiakay do not remember 
anyone ever committing suicide (either out of shame or for any other reasons), some 
people suggested that God must have taken pity on Wayk by taking his life away. 
Similarly, Marilyn Strathern points to a common belief among the Melpa that 'the 
ghosts may send sickness out of pity' to the person who has been wronged (M. 
Strathern 1968: 554). This person's sickness will then generate sympathy in others. The 
recovery from such sickness is only possible if the state of deep anger, resentment or 
shame is tenninated (1968: 557), which is - in the Awiakay case - nowadays most 
commonly achieved in a Catholic charismatic reconciliation prayer meeting in which 
members of the whole family come together and publicly confess their sins, hoping that 
they will bring out the one that aroused the spirits' (be it bush spirits' or Christian 
spirits') interest. Wayk's death, however, came before such a meeting could be 
organized. 
The death of a forty-something healthy man who had never been a trouble-
maker came as a big shock to everyone in the village. Andikay, a peace-loving man in 
his early 30s, beat up his two married sisters, Tikinjao and Yawas, none of whom had 
ever had any serious fights with their husbands, just to 'remind' them what could 
happen to their husbands if they ever shamed them like that. Within the same year 
another Awiakay man died whose death was attributed to his wife's continual shaming. 
In spite of all the rumours, Mamai] has not been confronted or directly blamed 
by anyone. It is believed that when someone causes a major injury or even death, it 
would upset his or her spirit even more if the community accused them to their face, and 
this person's resentment might lead to other troubles. 
Another rumour was accusing the vil lage prayer leader for yell ing at the spirit o f the Virg in Mary in a 
possessed woman as i f it was Satan. This incident is a topic o f Chapter 4. 
3.2 Kander) momba 'big talk': 
THE LANGUAGE OF INTRA-VILLAGE FIGHTS 
The fights arc not called 'fights' in Awiakay, but 'big talk', which emphasizes the 
centrality of verbal as opposed to non-verbal physicality of altercations. Kande)] 'big' in 
this context means 'serious'/'important', while momba 'talk' in this phrase refers to 
dispute, particularly a village-internal dispute, as opposed to a domestic quarrel or a 
dispute with another village. 
This part of the chaptcr will look at various phases of fights as recognised and 
named by the Awiakay people, introducing on the way the 'rules' and features of both 
physical and verbal fighting. Before going on, please view the following excerpt: 
Please watch 
V I D E O 3 - 3 : P u n c h - u p [0:43] https://vimeo.com/114475615 PASSWORD: K 
At the beginning of my fieldwork I found village fights rather upsetting, particularly as I 
was worried about the people whom I was getting close to. I could not understand why 
the same people who would eventually put all their energy into stopping the fight would 
at the beginning be encouraging either of the fighting parties to beat the other one up. 
Frustrated by my inability to stop the seemingly dangerous action and by a lack of 
understanding of what was going on, I started video recording fights. In the subsequent 
transcription and translation of the recordings and a discussion with both - those who 
were involved in a fight and those who were just observers - I learned that (a) fighting 
in a culturally appropriate way (I will explain what this means later) is seen as positive, 
and that (b) the language used in disputes and fights is a tool with which we can "dig 
out the roots" of people's conflicts - as Awiakay themselves would put it. 
I am aiming to show how Awiakay people themselves evaluate disputes and 
fights and what types of fights are not only socially acceptable, but also desired, as they 
lead to reconciliation and re-establishment of the social order, which had previously 
been disrupted. 
Village-internal disputes, which often rapidly escalate into violence, are called 
kandei] motnba, 'big talk' and can be further modulated by such specific phrases as nam 
momha 'talk about women' (in the sense: dispute about women), map momba 'talk 
about land', tay momba 'talk about sago', tandoij momba 'talk about canoe' , tay-yawa 
momba 'talk about sago trap for hunting pig', tam momba 'talk about dog' , yoijgoyn 
momba 'talk about a creek' yaijgom momba 'talk about a pig someone is taking care o f , 
etc. The above-mentioned ones would be the most frequent types of disputes among the 
Awiakay. In a dispute analysed later in the chapter we will come across the term Inaktay 
momba 'talk about the bush camp called Waktay'. 
Such disputes seldom remain just arguments between the two people, but attract 
a number of participants. Moreover, they seldom remain arguments about just one issue: 
Like elsewhere in Melanesia, events from the past contribute to the present problems, so 
there are almost always several more-or-less related issues that get aired, and also 
several parties paired off across multiple oppositional fronts. 
Any Awiakay fight attracts not only the original disputants, but also their 
relatives who have their expected roles in it. These kinds of fights are not only socially 
acceptable, but even desirable to the Awiakay, as they (ideally, but not always) lead to 
reconciliation. 'Fight is good It straightens one's thoughts,' they say. 
People believe that resentments one has against someone else should not be kept 
inside, as thinking about them all the time will detach one's spirit from the body. One 
may either become ill or resort to assault sorcery, which is the most highly condemned 
practice. In order to prevent that, someone who has been wronged has not only the right, 
but an obligation to fight the wrongdoers. 
Although big village fights are seemingly chaotic, they arc in fact regarded as a 
kind of social catharsis, which brings back order into the chaos caused by the disordered 
relationships. By not condemning but rather encouraging the 'socially appropriate' 
fights followed by reconciliation, Awiakay society has developed a mechanism for re-
establishing the relationships between its members. People believe that it is not safe to 
walk around in the bush when one's thoughts are rambling around in resentment or 
anger, as one becomes accident-prone. That is why people stay in the village when they 
have resentment towards someone, instead of going away and staying in their bush 
camps. 
Plate 3.2: A tense atmosphere in the village before another stage of Inaktay fight 
3.2.1 FIGHT ANALYSIS 
In this section I present a general model of the form of Awiakay fights, based on the 
ones that I recorded and observed during the fieldwork.'^ 
Awiakay fights are highly structured events consisting of several phases in 
which physical and verbal action, which are tightly intertwined throughout the fight, 
come to the fore at different points. Although the Awiakay rccognise these phases and 
comment on what is going to happen next, they do not have named categories for them. 
However, we shall see that there are noticeable differences in the language used in 
different phases. 
3.2.1.1 PHASE 1: Mima mokondepon 'Provocation' 
mima tnokonde-p-on 
insideness hold-PRS-3sG 
'He/She provokes' ^ 'Provocation' 
Although this is a typical model , not all f ights are the same. In section 3.2.2 I discuss the variation 
a m o n g them with respect to this model . 
A fight starts when a person who feels wronged begins to shout abusive words and 
accusations aimed at the wrongdoer(s) and thereby attracting everybody's attention. 
One can only do that from one's own house or yard. Approaching someone else's yard 
would be a sign of attack for which it is too soon. 
As for insults, one needs to know which ones to use in order to properly offend, 
shame and provoke the opponent, and we have briefly looked at abusive expressions 
when discussing domestic fights. Wanting to provoke the other party, people use the 
most offensive expressions they can think of Like in domestic fights, the first category 
is too mild for properly insulting someone (rather it is used in mild joking), so this 
register employs insults from the second and third category. 
However, in this first phase of a fight the abusive expressions the speakers use 
tend to be short (often words referring to genitals) and shouted very loudly, only to 
provoke the other person, while longer and more creative insults are used in later 
phases. 
Insults, accusations and threats uttered by the wronged person are accompanied 
by gestures showing his/her anger, e.g. throwing one's machete loudly on the veranda, 
hitting ground with a piece of clothing etc., as we shall see in VIDEO 3-5. 
At this stage people in the village are alerted: A-a, ek, pakan oupon? 'Hey, 
(quiet!), hear this, who's being angry?' Those who are close enough to hear the 
accusations often comment by encouraging the initiator to fight, saying something like: 
Uuu, pok! 'Uu, beat him up!' or comment the use of abusive language, saying: Iss, 
akanja momba man aka kakaym. 'Iss (expression of contempt) you shouldn't use too 
much bad language.' 
The target of abuse soon hears what is going on and responds. And so we come 
to the second stage of fight. 
3.3.1.2 PHASE 2: Pokonpla 'they're fighting': The first response; minor punch-up 
pokon-pl-a 
hit-PRS-3PL 
'They're fighting' 
The provoked pcrson(s) now approaches the house from where the initiator was 
shouting abuse, responding with their own abuse and denying accusations. This phase is 
very abrupt; the two parties meet and there is an initial punch-up, accompanied by 
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encouragement f rom several sources. At this phase one can hear approval even f rom the 
men with a higher status who will later on assume the role of peacemakers. For 
example, when a woman commented how they should hold the fighters, Moyambe, the 
village prayer leader replied: 
Mae kay ohikunjan Nut anamgoy bekimbapam. 
'Le t the other one first retaliate for his blood." 
At this stage the fighters are soon pulled apart or blocked by their cross-cousins 
or other relevant kin. By this time the whole village knows that there is a fight and 
everybody swarms to the scene. But before we go any further, it will be useful to learn 
about the rules of fighting. 
3.2.1.3 Rules of vil lage Internal fights 
Although Awiakay fights might initially seem violent and chaotic to an outsider, if they 
are to be socially acceptable, they have several rules, which the combatants are 
supposed to follow. The rules I am going to discuss in this section are implicit and the 
Awiakay only enunciate them when they complain that they are not being followed. 
They apply to all stages of fighting. 
Disputants are generally encouraged to fight man to man. A group fight, (several 
men attacking one person) is considered cowardly (but is acceptable for women). In 
' sago f ight ' (line 217, Appendix F) Topoq complains that the reason why he was 
overpowered was that he was attacked by several men. 
Kunja-kunja lok nambokovn pair pait hungiiii koij ambakmhapmin. 
"One by one you"re as strong as y o u n g girls, only when you f ight in a g roup you 
b e c o m e daring." 
Secondly, men should fight with fists, while weapons of any kind - be it a bow 
and arrows, a spear, an axe, catapult, etc., are not only disapproved of, but immediately 
snatched out of an enraged person 's hands when they try to get hold of them. When 
machetes are used - mainly in domestic fights - people say that one can only hit another 
person with the blunt edge of the blade or with the handle.''* Low blows are also 
forbidden; no matter how infuriated the combatants are, they never consider kicking 
their opponent in the testicles. The Awiakay find this practice appalling and wouldn ' t 
When an Awiakay girl wanted to marry a Biwat man from the Yual River, everyone opposed their 
marriage on the grounds that Biwat men cut their wives when they quarrel. There was a general anxiety in 
the village and the marriage did not take place. During a threat that some people from Asangamut were 
coming to Kanjimei to fight with a man who allegedly assaulted their cousin, one of the elderly women 
started crying, saying that we would all have to be lying on the floor in our houses, as these men are 
known for using catapults and stones will be flying all around. 
use it even in self-defence if attacked by rascals in town. They find it much more 
acceptable to stab the attacker with a cassowary-bone dagger. 
In addition to the two main protagonists, certain kin are expected to play roles in 
the fight. One 's same-sex siblings are normally one 's supporters who fight along with 
their sibling against his or her opponent 's supporters. One 's opposite sex siblings, cross-
cousins and even mothers are expected to hold their brothers, cousins or sons back, 
obstruct them, take weapons out of their hands if they seize them, and make sure in 
every way possible that the fight does not become too violent. It was explained to me 
that it is a proper ancestral way {kandeij enda; TP kaslam) that a woman with a suckling 
child steps between the fighting parties (who are usually men) in order to stop the fight 
before it can become too violent. The combatants are supposed to 'respect ' the child and 
stop fighting. 
Plate 3.3: Wamay and Yakame blocking Wapisay (a frame from the video) 
In the film clip that follows we first see cross-cousins obstructing Wapisay, and 
later Tumak obstructing his MBDH/ZH Manduq who wants to beat up his own sister's 
son Wapisay for shaming the family by instigating a fight. At the same time, Tumak is 
being pulled off Mandui]. 
Now please watch 
V I D E O 3-4; Blocking [1:06] https://vimeo.com/114475616 PASSWORD: K 
People who are not involved in the fight and are not related to any of the fighting 
parties in a way that would require their cooperation are callcd emgoy, 'outside men' 
(definite form: emgon) and are discouraged from either physically or verbally 
participating in the fight. 
At the very beginning of the fight, for example, Asaia and Tomi were chasing 
away those who did not 'belong to' the fight. 
ASAIA: 
2 O. heyi yok komgamgoy atiiida, emgon aka puUmhapem. 
Hey . this d o e s n ' t conce rn you , d o n ' t d rag those ' ou t s ide m a n ' into this t rouble . 
TOMI ( t o Aymakan): 
3 Nan aunda emgoy. Nan iha popla! 
Y o u ' r e a l so an ' ou t s i de m a n ' . C o m e here [out o f f ight] . 
In the next section I provide some background to the fight we saw in the video, 
as we shall return to it several times throughout the chapter. 
3.2.1.4 Ifiaktay f ight (4 and 5 May 2009) 
When a headmaster from Asangamut promised to get an Elementary School teacher 
from Wewak to teach Grade 3 in Kanjimei, the Awiakay immediately decided to build a 
new classroom. While almost half of the village was busy with this community work, 
some men stayed upriver at the bush camp called Ifiaktay (Map 1.4) from where they 
were making shorter trips to Tawim mountain in search of eaglewood. 
With the village being emptier than usual, and thus standing a better chance of 
not being caught, Wapisay and Kawasaq, both 18 years old at the time, propositioned 
two girls, Kagay (16) and Waynjao (15). The girls did not consent and attempted to 
make the boys' propositions known. Knowing that this meant that they would be beaten 
up by the girls' relatives, Wapisay and Kawasaq immediately fled upriver, as boys often 
do when they arc suspectcd of sexual affairs. As they told me later, on their way to 
liiaktay, where they could stay with their relatives, they decided to tell the men in the 
camp that those who had stayed in the village complained that they had to do the 
community work all by themselves, while men at Ifiaktay searched for eaglewood for 
their own benefit. While such complaints are nothing unusual and some remarks in this 
direction could actually be heard among those who stayed in the village, the boys made 
up a story that Saun (a 'big man' and the father of the two girls the boys made advances 
to) and Akrumbayn (the School Chairman) were sending a message to those who were 
at Waktay to come back to the village where the angry men were waiting for them to 
beat them up. The news spread fast along the river, so even men at other camps heard 
about it and rushed back to Kanjimci. 
In the early afternoon Aymakan (the owner of Waktay), his ZS Tumak, DH 
Anjoqgorog, DH Mandug, DH Kawaki and DHB Kamay, all of whom had stayed at 
Inaktay, came back to the village. There was an obvious tension upon their arrival. They 
did not go back to their respective houses, but sat in Aymakan's haltsyvin shelter. Saun 
and his son Arap were outraged because they believed that the men from liiaktay came 
back to Kanjimci in order to support Wapisay who insulted their daughters/sisters, 
particularly because Aymakan's DH Manduq is Wapisay's MB who is supposed to be 
protective of his ZS. The fight started after Asao came back to the village, angrily 
screaming "Kan! Kan!" (TP 'Cunt! ' ) all the way to his house, loudly throwing his 
bushknife on the veranda, telling in distress that some had come to say that they would 
pull down the houses at Ifiaktay. Only after the initial punch-up and some heated debate 
it became clear that the boys made it all up. However, by that time people were already 
aroused, as several other issues had come out, and it all turned into a huge all-village 
fight. As indicated above, in the second part of the video we saw Mandug wanting to 
beat up his sister's son Wapisay for shaming the family by causing the troubles. 
A full transcript of the video recording of this fight is available in Appendix E. 1 
turn now to a discussion of the next phase of a fight. 
3.2.1.5 PHASE 3: Taykunpla 'Angry reasoning': A full-blown verbal dispute 
taykun-pl-a 
angry-PRS-3PL 
'They're being angry' 
The Awiakay further divide this phase into 
(a) verbal abuse, by saying 
akartja momba-ij onaij-gom-bl-a / oupla 
bad language-iNSTR be.angry-3PL.OBJ.PRS-3PL.SBJ 
' they are being angry with each other with bad language' 
(b) searching for the core of the problem by competing with knowledge of oral 
history (as will be shown later in VIDEO 3-7) 
kiinda wakanji-pl-a 
root search.for-PRS-3PL 
' looking for the roots [core of the problem]' 
kamhiasin-bl-a 
compete, with, ancestral. knowledge-PRS-3PL 
'competing with ancestral knowledge' 
(c) looking for fight 
tcm'a wakanji-pl-a 
bones/strength search.for-PRS-3PL 
' looking for fight' 
Just as combatants adhere to the rules of a physical fight - though it is often 
other people who make sure the rules are being followed - certain implicit rules apply 
to participation in a verbal dispute. In this phase the ability to be persuasive, 
provocative and offensive is no less important than is physical strength in a physical 
fight. Apart fi-om insults, accusations and threats, which arc still abundant and without 
exception accompanied by an ann pointed at the addressee as if shooting at them, the 
fighters are provoking one another, boasting about their strength and their ancestors' 
power and trying to discredit one another by their knowledge of oral history. 
While the younger men boast and threaten the opponents both verbally and with 
their posture, displaying their muscles (piimbwjgimmiiij kakapan 'he 's talking with 
muscles'), the older men often find an excuse why they cannot fight at the moment, 
while emphasising what fierce fighters they otherwise are. Saun, a big man in his early 
50s, used his aching shoulder as an excuse for not beating up the boys who had 
propositioned his daughters: 
Kapo-k-mul] sot-mha-po-k imja mok-onde-pep paliakana-po-k. 
Shoulder-INAL.POSSISS-INST short.of-AWK-PST- lSG n o w hold-?-PERF l i f t . turn. jab.down-PSTlss 
' I f it wasn't for my aching shoulder [if I wasn't short of a shoulder], I would hold you and 
lift-you-and-tum-you-and-jab-you-down-into-the-ground.' 
Not all A w i a k a y arc keen to participate in punch-ups, but when the 
circumstances force them to, e.g. when they have to support one o f their family 
members, they will never admit that - nor their physical weakness, but will rather 
compensate for it with their verbal skills. 
Apart from physical violence, one can threaten an opponent with other kinds o f 
action, e.g. with demolishing their bush camps or bringing in authority from the outside 
(e.g. court members), which implies that one is sure that that authorities would prove 
that they - and not their opponents - are right. A n interesting threat is uttered by 
Kaggam when he says: 
Kalarj Baibol pakapep yakanakoy munjokondinman. 
"I will hold up the Bible and stand here, then you' l l be afraid o f me." 
The more knowledgeable they arc in ancestral stories, with which they argue 
that the opponents' ancestors are fi-om elsewhere and can be labelled as 'outsiders', and 
the more skilled in using their language, the better their chance to discredit their 
opponcnt(s) and force them into a passive role, as we shall soon see in another video. 
By this stage the initial fighters have been joined by their supporters, so there is 
not only one disputing couple, but several, paired across the disputing line. Although 
there is a lot of overlapping speech and it is often impossible to understand who is 
saying what, the quarrel remains a coordinated activity with pairs fol lowing a dialogic 
structure: A addressing B (and vice versa), C addressing D, E addressing F, etc. 
3.2.1.6 TURN-TAKING 
In overlapping speech of the kind referred to above. A, C and E belong to one disputing 
side, B, D and F to another. While A and B, C and D, E and F fol low a dialogic structure 
with little or no overlapping speech, it often happens that A, C and E, (or B, D and F, i.e. 
the disputants from one side) talk at the same time, e.g. shouting insults and accusations 
at the other party. 
Figure 3.X: Overlapping speech in fights 
A ^ ^ B 
C D 
E ^ ^ F 
In this phase of a fight there are practically no silences. Turn-taking is fast, particularly 
because disputants do not want to lose the floor. One means of keeping the floor is 
rhetorical questions, which will be discussed in 3.2.1.8. A common gesture that is often 
employed as a sign of taking the floor, still talking and not wanting to give up their turn 
is their raised hand. The Awiakay refer to it as 
kola onga mokonde-mokoy miksok pe 
hand with holding-REDUPL up-and-down 
'walking up-and-down with raised hand' 
Plate 3.4: Kaprum trying to stop her son Kunbri who is holding the floor in a fight (a frame from video) 
This gesture is a clear index of a dispute and is never used in any other speech 
situations. Another important detail in the following video is a facial display that I call 
'ww-gesture'. It is a clear index of anger. Its co-presence in an utterance is indicative of 
anger when the choice of words could be used either in joking or in seducing or in 
anger. It is displayed by pulling the lips inwards (the opposite of a pout) and raising 
one's chin, while saying 'irun', as can be seen in the following video. 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 3-5; mm-gesture and risen hand [ 0 : 2 8 ] h t t p s : / / v i m e o . c o m / i i 4 4 7 5 6 i 7 
PASSWORD: K 
In the video (lines 67-80 in the Transcript; Appendix E) we see Aymakan being outraged 
because his bush camp, Ifiaktay, has become a topic in the dispute. He is trying to prove 
it that this has been his land, supporting his talk with two different types of gestures: (a) 
a raised hand, with which to keep the floor, and (b) an angry 'nim-gesture', which we 
can see at the very end of the shot. 
Turn-taking is much faster and much more disorderly in this stage of verbal 
dispute than in the later stages, in which turns are much longer, particularly towards the 
end when the two parties arc retiring back to their yards. 
Although insults, provocations, threats, accusations and boasting moves are shot 
from both opposing sides without necessarily being answered, some of these utterances 
- particularly when it comes to discrediting the other side - move the conflict towards a 
debate. People's utterances in 'big talk' tend to be short. There arc very few complex 
clauses in this phase (they start appearing in phase 5 and onwards), and not much 
anaphora is used. In 235 lines of one dispute transcription there are only five anaphoric 
references and three of them are self-referential (referring back to one's own rather than 
the opponents' words). However, we can detect some references to previous statements. 
Besides, combatants would often just mention each other's ancestors' names and 
the other party who is familiar with the story, would reply in a way that might seem 
unconnected to someone who does not share their common ground, e.g. one side is 
talking about their ancestor Uqatpat, while the other responds with; 
WANDAK: Yamis sakay strong wakanjipon. 
You are looking for Yamis's strength." 
Ugatpat and Yamis are the opposing sides' ancestors, and enemies fi-om times of 
warfare. The meaning of this answer is; 'watch out, in dealing with us you will come up 
against the power of our ancestor Yamis.' It is common knowledge that he was a fierce 
warrior. A fight between different families does not involve only their living members, 
but also their ancestral spirits. 
W h e n a fight starts giving room to debate, a number of linguistic devices are 
employed for rhetorical purposes. Each of them can be used in a variety of contexts, but 
a particular combinat ion of these devices is characteristic of the 'big talk ' register. 
3.2.1.7 PARALLEL ISM in fights 
An immediately noticeable feature of the language of Awiakay disputes is parallelism, 
as introduced in section 1.3.4). Let us take for example an excerpt f rom the Inaktay fight, 
in which Aymakan is in a rage because his land keeps being mentioned in a fight about 
a completely unrelated matter, and by those who have no rights to this land. The 
elaborate parallelisms in the following excerpt are a rhetorical means through which 
Aymakan urges the addressees to understand the implications of the present-day 
ownership of that particular piece of land. When carefully analysed, these lines reveal 
the underlying cultural conceptualizations - the common ground shared by the Awiakay 
people to which he reaches in order to make them understand his rage. 
AYMAKAN: 
30 Inaktay momha aunda kakaniijeij. 
Just don't talk about Inaktay. 
Inaktay mombamba aka kakaim! 
Do not talk about Inaktay! 
Nil] kakay Inaktay amgoy. 
I'm here. [I] belong to Inaktay. [The one who belongs to Inaktay is here.] 
Noij aunda nam momba mae kakane. 
You should only talk about women. 
Map momba aka kakaim. 
Do not talk about land. 
35 Inaktay momba aunda aka kakaim. 
Just do not talk about Inaktay. 
Inaktay tok niij kakay. 
I am the one who belongs to Inaktay. 
Inaktay tok niij ekoy. 
I am the one who has rights to Iiiaktay. 
Tasia mapa mae ek! 
I got spirit ground. 
Nase minjikimbuakay. 
In the faraway past they were afraid of it [this land]. 
40 Eijgaim elaij aka eijgasipua. 
They wouldn't [dare to] spit there. 
Tay pia elaij aka papakapua. 
They wouldn't [dare to] throw sago crumbs there. 
Kum mola elaij aka papakapua. 
They wouldn't [dare to] throw sago pudding leftovers there. 
Eijgaim elaiy aka etjgasipna. 
T h e y w o u l d n ' t [ d a r e t o ] s p i t t h e r e . 
Tasia mapa kay ek! 
I g o t [ r i g h t t o ] s p i r i t l a n d ! 
For a d e a r e r picture of the complexi ty of these lines, they are reproduced in the table 
be low (3.1) with colour coding of the parallel sets. The individual sets are f r amed with 
bold lines and numbered l -8c. The variables in these parallel sets are highlighted. A 
discussion fol lows underneath. 
T a b l e 3 .1 : A y m a k a n ' s p a r a l l e l i s m 
3 0 Inaktay mom-ba aunda kak- -aniijeij 
Inaktay talk-DEF just talk N E G . I M P 3 P L 
3 1 Inaktay mom-ba-mha aka kak- -aim 
Inaktay talk-DEF-DUPL not talk N E G . I M P 3 P L 
3 2 nit] kakay Inaktay amgoy 
1 this.one.here.DEM Inaktay POSS 
3 3 not] aunda nam mae kak- -ane 
you (PL ) just w o m a n first talk I M P 2 P L 
3 4 map mom-ba aka kak- -aim 
ground talk-DEF not talk N E G . ) M P 3 P L 
3 5 Inaktay mom-ba aunda aka kak- -aim 
Inaktay talk-DEF just not talk NEG. I IV IPSPL 
3 6 Inaktay tok niij kakay 
Inaktay INTENS 1 this.one.here.DEM 4 
3 7 Inaktay tok nil] e-k key 
Inaktay INTENS 1 get-lSG.PST EIVIPH 
3 8 tasia map-a mae e -k 5 
spirit ground-DEF before/past get ISG.PST 
•J 
3 9 nase minjiki -mbua-kay 
faraway.past afraid B P L . P S T - H A B I T 
4 0 eijgaim ela-ij aka eijgasi -pua 
saliva there-LOC not spit 3PL.PST 
4 1 tay pia ela-i] aka papaka -pua 
sago crumbs there-LOC not throw 3PL.PST 
4 2 kum mola ela-ij aka papaka -pua 
sago.pudding there-LOC not throw B P L . P S T 
leftovers 
43 eijgaim ela-ij aka eijgasi -pua 
saliva there-LOC not spit 3PL.PST 
4 4 tasia map-a kay e -k 
spirit ground-DEF different get ISG.PST 
7 8a 8b/c 
Just don't talk about 
Inaktay. 
Do not talk about Inaktay! 
I am here, [I] belong to 
Inaktay. 
You should only talk about 
women. 
Do not talk about land. 
Just do not talk about 
Inaktay. 
I am the one who 
belongs to Inaktay. 
I am the one who 
has the rights to Inaktay. 
I got spirit ground. 
In the faraway past they 
were afraid of it [this land]. 
They wouldn't [dare to] 
spit there. 
They wouldn't [dare to] 
throw sago crumbs there. 
They wouldn't [dare to] 
throw sago pudding 
leftovers there. 
They wouldn't [dare to] 
spit there. 
I got [right to] spirit land! 
In lines 30-44 (Table 3.i) there are ten different parallel sets (parallel set 8 is 
divided into 8a, 8b, and 8c as these words feature both semantic parallelism (8a) and 
grammatical parallelism (8b and an extended one in 8c)). 
Parallel sets 1 and 2 feature discontinuous parallelisms. They run from lines 30 
to 31, and then continue in lines 34 and 35 (parallel set 1), and 33 to 35 (parallel set 2). 
They are interrupted by parallel set 3, which intervenes in the middle (lines 32-33). 
In parallel set 1 Inaktay momba 'talk/fight about l i iak tay '" is paralleled with 
map momba 'talk/fight about land' (Table 3.2). 
T a b l e 3 . 2 : P A R A L L E L S E T 1: Inaktay ,7 ground 
30 Ifiaklay mom-ha 
Inaktay talk-DEF 
31 Inaktay mom-ba-mba 
Inaktay talk-DEF-DUPL 
34 map motn-ba 
ground talk-DEF 
35 Inaktay mom-ha 
Inaktay talk-DEF 
Talking and fighting about Inaktay is thus associated with talking/fighting about land, 
which is what bothers Aymakan most. Bringing the land that he owns into a fight which 
started about a different matter brings trouble to that piece of land - and thus to him 
who belongs to it. The land and its owner are considered to be one. Even the spirits of 
the land are not bothered by its owners and consider them part of the land, as long as 
they behave properly. 
Parallel set 2 features two forms of negation: kak-anit/eij (line 30) and aka kak-
aim (lines 31, 34 and 35). However, these negative imperatives are juxtaposed to a 
positive imperative in line 33. 
T a b l e 3 . 3 : P A R A L L E L S E T 2: don't talk about Inaktay / / t a l k about w o m e n 
30 Inaktay mom-ba aunda kak- -aniijeij 
Inaktay talk-DEF just talk NEG.IMP3PL 
31 Inaktay mom-ba-mba aka kak- -aim 
Inaktay talk-DEF-DUPL not talk NEG.IMP3PL 
33 not] atinda nam mae kak- -ane 
you (PL) just w o m a n first talk IMP2PL 
34 map mom-ba aka kak- -aim 
ground talk-DEF not talk NEG.IMP3PL 
35 Inaktay mom-ba aunda aka kak- -aim 
Inaktay talk-DEF just not talk NEG.TMP3PL 
Mombamba in l ine 31 is a s h o r t e n e d r e d u p l i c a t i o n (momba(-mo)mba) w i t h a n e m p h a t i c e f f e c t . 
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What Aymakan thinks people should not do (talk/fight about Inaktay, lines SC-
SI , 34-35) is juxtaposed to what he thinks they should do instead (talk/fight about 
women; line 33). 
Parallel set 3 (lines 32-33), which is established by grammatical parallelism 
only, juxtaposes the first and the second person, and implies the rights/prohibitions that 
pertain to them. 
T a b l e 3.4: P A R A L L E L S E T 3: I can talk about Inaktay / ' you can't 
33 
nilj kak-ay Inaktay amgoy 
I t h i s . o n e . h e r e . D E M I n a k t a y POSS 
noij atinda nam mae kak- -ane 
you (PL) just woman first talk IMP2PL 
I (Aymakan) belong to liiaktay (implying: i can talk about i f ) , whereas you should 
only talk or fight about women (implying: "unlike me, you [those who fight] do not 
belong to Inaktay. and arc thus not allowed to talk or fight about i f ) . 
Parallel set 4 (lines 36-37) supports and intensifies the above. In line 36 
Aymakan actually says: 'I am Waktay, ' which reveals the Awiakay notion of people 
being one with their land.'^ It is thus most natural that one has the rights to the land 
which is a part of his own self 
Table 3.5: P A R A L L E L S E T 4: I am liiaktay // I have the right to Inaktay 
'I am [the one w/ho belongs to] Inaktay.' 
'I am the one who has rights to Inaktay.' 
36 Inaktay tok nit] kakay 
Inaktay INTENS 1 t h i s . o n e . h e r e . D E M 
37 Inaktay tok nit] e-k koy 
Inaktay NTENS 1 g e t - l S G . P S T EtHPH 
Embedded between a long-distance parallelism of lines 38 and 44, in which the 
variables are mae ' before ' , signifying the past, and kay 'd i f ferent ' , oriented towards the 
present (Table 3.6), lines 39-43 are a parallel set in itself (Table 3.7). 
The s t rong connec t ion with land ex tends to o n e ' s connec t ion with the spir i ts o f the land o n e o w n s . A t 
s o m e other point in the f ight A y m a k a n ident i f ies h imse l f wi th W a m b a y , the spiri t o f l i iaktay, say ing : 
• W a m b a y has g r o w n n e w tee th ' ( A p p e n d i x E: l ine 196), imp ly ing that he/ the spiri t is still v e r y m u c h al ive 
and full o f s t rength , so no one shou ld m e s s wi th h im - o r with his land. 
T a b l e 3 .6 : P A R A L L E L S E T 5: past // present 
38 tasia map-a mae e -k 
spirit ground-DEf before/past get ISG.PST 
44 tasia map-a kay e -k 
spirit ground-DEF different get ISG.PST 
Moreover , each element in them is placed in a corresponding position with another 
element in ail other lines, thus leading to four more parallel sets (7, 8a, 8b, 8c) paralleled 
with another element in all other lines, thus establishing five more parallel sets, each of 
them providing further detail. 
Table 3.7: PARALLEL SETS 5, 6, 7, 8a, 8b and 8c 
38 tasia map-a mae e 5 
spirit ground-DEF before/past get PST-lSG 
39 nase minjiki -mbu-a-kay 
faraway.past afraid PST-3PL-HABIT 
40 etjgaim ela-ij aka eijgasi -pii-a 
saliva there-LOC not spit PST-3PL 
41 lay pia ela-ij aka papaka -pu-a 
sago crumbs there-LOC not throw PST-3PL 
42 kum mola ela-ij aka papaka -pu-a 
sago.pudding leftovers there-LOC not throw PST-3PL 
43 etjgaiin ela-ij aka eijgasi -pu-a 
saliva there-LOC not they spat PST-3PL 
44 tasia map-a kay e -k 
spirit ground-DEF different get PST-lSG 
8a 8b/c 
I got spirit ground. 
In tine faraway past they were afraid of it [this land). 
They wouldn't [dare to] spit there. 
They wouldn't [dare to] throw sago crumbs there. 
They wouldn't [dare to] throw sago pudding leftovers there. 
They wouldn't [dare to] spit there. 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 I got [right to] spirit land! 
Figure 3.1: Parallel sets 6, 7, 8a, 8b and 8c framed in parallel set 5 
Note that line 39 is very different f rom the rest of parallel set 6 (lines 40-43). So why it 
is included in this parallel set? It is a kind of a headline, fol lowed by several equally 
important elements. This is an Awiakay organising principle, the one mentioned in the 
epigraph of this thesis, explaining the title. Line 39, the 'headl ine ' can be likened to Mt 
Injaiq, and the fol lowing lines, which arc all somehow subordinate to it, represent 
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various mountain ranges coming out of it (Figure 3.1). More examples of this kind will be 
discussed in Chapter 6. To turn back to parallel set 6, line 39 is a statement that tells that 
in the faraway past people were afraid of this land. As Aymakan frequently repeats, 
Ifiaktay was a spirit ground. A large snake was believed to have its nest there, and that is 
why it was a taboo place. Afraid of the snake spirit, people did not dare to leave there 
anything that would be associated with their bodies (food leftovers (lines 41-42), saliva 
(lines 40, 43), and the list could be expanded to any bodily fluids, pieces of clothing, 
betelnut, cigarettes, etc.), as the spirit could use them to harm their owners. 
However, this was a thing of the past. Things arc different now, as it is implied 
in parallel set 5. A further association between the present and the past can also be 
implied from the variable elements in parallel set 8c. which comprises lines 38 and 44. 
Although the verb itself is in the past tense throughout the parallel set, the variables are 
in the person and number: I (expressed as ISG ending in the verb - k ) stands for 
Aymakan of the present (lines 38, 44) vs they (expressed as 3PL ending in the verb - a ) 
stands for people of the past (lines 39-43). 
If we look at the same set without the framing lines 38 and 44, w e get another 
two sets of variables (8a and 8b) which employ the same ordering principle as 
mentioned for parallel set 6. The first line is the 'headline ' for the others to follow. Line 
39 features a past habitual action, expressed with a past habitual ending -kay (people 
were afraid of something), which is not there in lines 40-43, which elaborate on what 
they were afraid of doing (Table 3.9). The purely semantic counterpart of this 
grammatical/semantic parallel set is 8a (Table 3.8)." 
Table 3.8: PARALLEL SET 8a 
39 afraid minjiki- -mbu-a-kay PST-3PL-HABIT 
40 spit eijgasi- -pii-a PST-3PL 
41 throw papaka- -pii-a PST-3PL 
42 throw papaka- -pii-a PST-3PL 
43 spit eijgasi- -pii-a PST-3PL 
N o t e tha t in m o s t c a s e s g r a m m a t i c a l p a r a l l e l i s m s a r e at the s a m e t i m e a l s o s e m a n t i c o n e s . A n o t h e r 
e x a m p l e o f th i s is pa ra l l e l set 3, w h i c h , u n l i k e m o s t e x a m p l e s o f s e m a n t i c p a r a l l e l i s m , i n v o l v e s n o 
r epe t i t i on o f w o r d s a c r o s s the pa ra l l e l l ines . I n s t e a d , t he pa ra l l e l r e l a t i o n a c r o s s t he t w o l ines is 
e s t a b l i s h e d by the o c c u r r e n c e at t he s a m e ( l ine - in i t i a l ) p o s i t i o n o f w o r d s w h i c h a r e o f t he s a m e 
g r a m m a t i c a l c l a s s , i .e , p e r s o n a l p r o n o u n s . 
Table 3.9: PARALLEL SET 8 b 
afraid minjiki- -mbu-a-kay PST-3PL-HABIT 
spit eijgasi- -pu-a PST-SPL 
throw papaka- -pu-a PST-3PL 
throw papaka- -pu-a PST-3PL 
spit eijgasi- -pu-a PST-SPL 
41 
42 
43 
A y m a k a n ' s elaborate verbal parallelism is further intensified by 'paral le l ism' in 
the accompanying gestures. In the following video we see how Aymakan (the speaker) 
repeatedly strikes his hands on his thighs, alternating them with every new utterance -
and marks the end of this 'passage ' by changing the gesture (striking upwards). Please 
play the video twice, so that you can first pay attention to the subtitles, and the second 
t ime to the gestures. 
Please watch 
V I D E O 3-6: Parallelism In fights [0:19] https://vimeo.com/H4475619 PASSWORD: K 
The theme of the whole passage analysed above shows how an argument often 
proceeds as ' talk about talk ' (also pointed to by Goldman 1983) - 'I am the one who has 
the right to talk about this piece of land, and you are not. ' But it is much more than that. 
By getting an insight into what Aymakan considers to be common ground and deeply 
felt sentiments for the Awiakay, we learn how closely the Awiakay people associate 
' land ownership ' , or in Awiakay terms, 'belonging to the land' - being part of it and the 
land being part of them - with being allowed to and having the right to talk about land. 
W e learn about their fears and practices of the past, about their attitudes to that past, and 
to present. 
All that would be lost if we reduced the passage to mere information: 
'I got [was given] spirit ground. In the past people were afraid of it. 
They wouldn ' t spit or throw sago leftovers there. 1 got spirit ground." 
3.2.1.8 RHETORICAL QUESTIONS 
Another feature of kandei] momha is the presence of rhetorical questions, i.e. ones 
which are posed not in order to be answered, but to remind the listeners of what is 
unsaid. And what is unsaid is what is implied in them, which is usually the opposite o f 
what they ask, which was shown in the case of a domestic fight in 3.1.4. 
A s can be seen in those examples, rhetorical questions are frequently combined 
with repetition. Although they can also be used in other registers, e.g. in public 
speeches, it is the combination of them with the wm-gesture (which indexes anger) that 
is specific to 'big talk' register. 
B y using rhetorical questions the speaker seemingly engages the audience 
(though they are mostly addressed to the opponent) while he/she never pauses to wait 
for the answer. This is one of the strategies to keep the f loor without giving the 
opponent room to speak, and this, in turn, adds weight to the speaker 's complaints. 
Rhetorical questions are more frequent in this phase of a fight when speakers must to 
compete for the floor than later. 
3.2.1.9 CODE-SWITCHING between Awlakay and Tok Pisln 
A s noted in 1.2.2, among the A w i a k a y Tok Pisin is still largely restricted to the 
discussion of non-traditional topics and to non-traditional settings, though at the same 
time connected with the government, courts. Church - it thus indexes powerful forms of 
authority that come from the outside world. Just like in everyday speech, Tok Pisin is 
used in disputes mainly as a means of showing authority. It either shows the speaker 's 
status, or is used when a disputant wants to prevail. The vi l lage prayer leader M o y a m b e 
and the vil lage Magistrate Yukun always use Tok Pisin when they act as peacemakers. 
Other cases when Tok Pisin is used include counting, abuse (as already discussed) and 
talking about court, as w e will see in the last fi lm of this chapter. A s a language o f 
authority Tok Pisin is often used with commands: 
Yu klia! Autsait! 
G o away! G o out [of the fight]. 
God or Mother Mary are sometimes invoked when people want to g ive more 
weight to what they have said. In such cases Tok Pisin is generally preferred to 
Awiakay . However, spirits of the bush and ancestral spirits are invoked in A w i a k a y . 
Tok Pisin is somet imes used to repeat what has already been said in Awiakay (or vice 
versa), mainly for rhetorical purposes."* 
Pokonim kolopeijgoy Inaklayn aka opengombon. 
Y o u are f ight ing , but Inaktay d o e s n ' t k n o w you. 
Inaktay i no save long yupela. 
Inaktay d o e s n ' t k n o w you. 
Waktay is the name of a bush camp, therefore the name of a particular piece of land. In 
saying that ' the land doesn ' t know you ' the Awiakay mean that the spirits of the land 
arc not familiar with that person, which means that that person is certainly not the 
landowner. The spirits of the land get to know the Awiakay as children, when they 
frequently fol low their parents to the bush (see also 1.1.6). 
Sometimes several of the above mentioned rhetorical devices, e.g. repetition, 
rhetorical questions and Tok Pisin can be combined. 
(Appendix E, lines 104-6) 
Husat? Htisal ia? (x7) 
W h o ? W h o ? 
Husal bai kamautim lek hilong mi? 
W h o will cut o f f my leg? 
Husat ia? 
W h o , hah? 
While in the early phases of fight there is less code-switching and it is more of the intra-
scntential type, the last phases feature longer passages entirely in Tok Pisin. 
W e are still in Phase 3. During this phase of heated verbal quarrelling a dispute 
is bordering on physical violence. Disputants demonstrate their anger by occasionally 
holding a pole and stammering it to the ground, while continually being calmcd down 
by those who try to control the fight ( ' f ight-controllers ' ) . Other issues (and thus more 
disputants) are often brought in during this phase. 1 will shortly invite you to watch a 
filrn excerpt featuring this stage of a fight. But as this is f rom another fight, 1 will first 
provide some background to it. 
3.2.1.10 Background of 'Sago fight' between Kaogam's and Mandum's families 
The dispute between Kai jgam's and M a n d u m ' s families over a particular piece of land 
called Kokolamgoa (a bush camp and a few sago stands) has been going on for 
generations and whenever something goes wrong between the two families - and given 
Sankoff (1973: 21) noticed a similar practice among the Buang. 
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that they intermarry this happens quite often - this problem always surfaces. Or the 
other way round: they start quarrelhng about land and all other matters are brought in as 
wel l . " One family claims the right to that land through their mother, the other through 
their father. 
On the afternoon of 6 June 2019, Kaijgam and his sons returned from the bush 
where they had found out that someone - they assumed it must have been Mandum's 
sons - had again cut a sago palm in their sago stand and took the trunk away to secretly 
process it somewhere else... And so this fight emerged."" 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 3-7: Sago fight K U T l [5:52] h t tps : / /v imeo.com/114476878 PASSWORD: K 
While Yukun, the village Magistrate, is trying to calm down the disputants, in 
this phase the two sides are still throwing accusations and insults at each other. While 
using all the gestures that we have discussed above, they are trying to reason with one 
another by bringing in their knowledge of the ancestral affairs (they dispute about where 
Mandom's ancestor Uqgatpat came from and why), invoking ancestral spirits who were 
fierce warriors (boasting with Kaqgam's ancestor Yamis and his strength), threatening 
one another both with taking the case to the district court in Angoram and with showing 
muscles to the other party, all permeated with continual insults and accusations. In 
particular, both sides are trying to prove that the others are 'outsiders' and in this way 
'discredit' each other's ancestors - and thus their legitimacy to the disputed piece of 
land. As is most often the case at this stage of a fight, at a certain point - as a response 
to just another provocation - the dispute reaches its climax and turns into a big physical 
fight. 
" In his study of disputes among the Huli in the Highlands of PNG, Lawrence Goldman (1983: 14-17) 
introduces a rank scale dispule-profile-claim, in which dispute is the biggest unit, consisting of several 
profiles associated with the various disputants, and a profile consisting of several claims, thereby being 
able to link a given fight to others that have happened before. One of the differences between Awiakay 
and Huli disputes is that the Awiakay do not have mediators in the same sense as the Huli. 
A full verbatim transcript of the video-recording of this fight is available in Appendix F. 
3.2.1.11 PHASE 4: Po/fonp/o 'They're fighting': Climax; big fight 
pokon-pl-a 
hit-PRS-3PL 
' T h e y ' r e f ighting. ' 
This is a phase when verbal action gives way to physical one. Although the fighters 
occasionally still insult one another, there is less room for boasting and threats. Those 
who take care that the fight does not become too violent, keep obstructing the fighters 
and try to calm them down. Although they are strong enough to wriggle out of their 
grief, the fighters almost willingly stay constrained, though giving an impression that 
they really want to fight, but cannot because they are blocked. The fighters, together 
with those who obstruct them, are rapidly moving along the village. Sometimes they 
j u m p to their houses to take a spear, but it is immediately snatched out of their hands. 
This is the phase when bystanders ' comments on the fight are heard. Though 
several people are now blocking the fighters and trying to stop the fight, some are still 
encouraging them to beat the other party up. 
3.2.1.12 PHASE 5 (3a): Mom pekijairjepe 'The fight is calming down' 
mom pek)jait]e-pe 
ta lk go.clown-3SG.PST 
' the fight is calming down ' 
Although in phase 5 the fighters arc calming down, the verbal dispute continues. 
After physical violence is stopped, the dispute continues in a similar way as described in 
Phase 3, this time venting-off and giving some more t ime to debate. There is less 
overlapping speech now, the dispute is either calming down or getting ready for 
another, this t ime shorter punch-up. 
3.2.1.13 PHASE 6 (4a): Another physical fight 
If there is another phase of fighting, it becomes obvious that the fighters are becoming 
tired, as it involves very little talk. There is no more urging on now, and more and more 
people are comment ing negatively on the fight. 
Please view excerpt from a film on the fight between Kaggam ' s and M a n d u m ' s 
families, this time depicting Phases 5 and 7 of the fight. 
Please watch 
VIDEO 3-8: Sago fight KUT2 [5:05] https://vimeo.com/n4479416 PASSWORD: K 
Both fighting parties are retreating back to their houses, while still shouting abuse at one 
another. Several of Kaqgam's daughters are married to Mandum's sons, so he 
comments on this, saying that those rubbish men are 'going around with his daughters'. 
He brings out the case of their ancestress Andokum, who came from Namata, a 
settlement in the Upper Arafundi, and points out that her bride-price was properly paid 
for (he uses TP kompenseisen 'compensation') by their ancestor Mapay. 
It becomes clear at this stage that the speakers often reach for common ground 
that they share with other members in the community.^' In this case the common ground 
involves shared knowledge of oral history. By saying that Mapay carried the 
compensation "opcn-arsed" up to Namata, Kaqgam implies what a huge sacrifice 
Mapay (and therefore his whole lineage) made when carrying up that compensation. 
Namata is a settlement high up in the mountains. People say that climbing up there is as 
if climbing a coconut. In the past when men wore cordyline leaves to hide their 
backside, one would climb up and those who would stay at the bottom would just look 
up and see 'into his open anus.' Given that for the Awiakay, anything concerning male 
defecation and anus used to be a strong taboo, this explains the graveness of this 
statement. 
Kaqgam continues his insults by saying how Mandum's grandfather was stealing 
aibika leaves (Abelmoschus manihot) to eat them with the flesh of his (Kai]gam's) 
ancestress Akunag, whom he had previously chopped up.^^ That would not have been so 
unusual, as it is neither a secret nor a shame among the Awiakay that in the past their 
ancestors practiced cannibalism. However, having sago as staple food, people always 
eat it with everything, and in the past, human flesh was no exception. The fact that 
Mandum's ancestor ate human flesh only with aibika makes his act of cannibalism 
vicious and not nonnal. It implies that he did not cat Akunaq for food, that is, out of 
hunger, but that he had killed her 'without a real reason', which makes this a murder 
^^ The notion o f common ground in Awiakay registers wil l be ftirlher discussed in the conclusion (7.3). 
When aibika is boiled, it becomes slimy. The Awiakay believe that it is hard to gu lp down human flesh 
unless aibika is eaten before, or with it. Even a gigantic mythical python nwjgutn is believed to eat aibika 
before it devours a human being. 
case, and aims at shaming the other party. With this, as is the case with several other 
insults and reasoning that appear in fights, Kaqgam reaches for the common ground 
among the Awiakay. The outsiders who lack the shared knowledge and cultural 
common ground might gravely misunderstand K a g g a m ' s words, or at least find them 
obscure or unconnected. 
The video continues with K a g g a m ' s son Kunbri explaining to the other side why 
their claim for the land in question through his father's side is unacceptable, and with 
Mandum's son Topoq commenting on the whole situation, pointing out that he wouldn't 
have been beaten up had the other party not been fighting in an 'unmanly' way, that is 
in group, rather than as a duel. In general, the fight is calming down, the talk is 
becoming quieter, and it involves no more threats. The fight is about to finish. 
3.2 .1 .14 PHASE 7: Kolonui] mokopla, kumi wasiijgakapla 'Reconc i l ia t ion ' 
kolo-n-wj moko-pl-a, kiimi wasiijgaka-pl-a 
hand-iNAL.P0SS.3PL-iNST hold-PRS-3PL betel.nut break.apart-prs-3pl 
'[they are] shaking their hands and breaking a branch of betel nuts' 
The last stages o f a dispute involve longer passages in Tok Pisin, as this choice of 
language gives prominence and credibility to one's words. 
In some cases reconciliation happens the very next day, which is the desired 
outcome of every dispute. The former disputing parties and their families compensate 
one another with bunches o f betel nuts. Several pairs shake hands at the same time, 
crossing handshakes to strengthen their re-established relationships. Tears are often 
shed at this stage, and the former opponents sometimes give one another a piece o f 
clothing, saying Omuk imbia mok. 'Here, hold my body's dirt'. This is a sign o f 
complete trust: one's clothes (particularly when unwashed) are one's extension, as there 
is, as the saying suggests, one's body's dirt (sweat) on them, which means that they 
could be used in sorcery (1.1.5). Giving them to another indicates that one trusts them. 
Being given someone's trust needs to be reciprocated with another gift. Chewing betel 
nut together has a similar significance: any part of a betelnut that one spits out, even just 
the skin, can be used in sorcery, so one would never chew with enemies. 
3.2.1.15 Outcome of the 'sago fight' 
The dispute between the two families has not been settled to the present day. The first 
few days after the fight were particularly delicate. Although it had been promised that I 
would be able to borrow an outboard motor from one family 's son (A) and a canoe from 
another man not related to any of the two families, a son from the other family (B) 
explained to me that he could not allow motor A to sit on 'his ' canoe B. Although the 
canoe belonged to someone else, the son from family B was the one who had carved it. 
Perceiving objects as extensions of their owners, it was thus understandable that the 
motor and the canoe from the opposing families who have not reconciled could not fit 
together. 
3.2.2 Phases of Awiakay fights: conclusion 
The phases of Awiakay fights which I have introduced and discussed above are typical 
of all major fights. While phases 1, 2, 3 and 5 arc present in all fights, their intensity and 
length varies from one fight to another. However, there are many minor fights that start 
with phases 1 and 2, but then, for various reasons, calm down before they blow into 
major fights. Very often the reasons they started remain, and are brought out at a major 
dispute that blows out at some other time. 
Table 3.10 shows the various features of these respective phases, x marks 
presence, / marks absence, cases in-between are described. In addition, the degree of 
darkness of the colour in the table shows the intensity/frequency of the feature in 
question in different phases. 
Table 3.10: Phases of Awiakay fights and their features 
Phase 1 
PROVOCATION 
Phase 2 
MINOR 
PUNCH-UP 
Phase 3 
VERBAL 
DISPUTE 
Phase 4 
BIG FIGHT 
Phase 5 
(=3a) 
CALMING 
DOWN 
Phase 6 
(=4a) 
Phase 7 
RECONCILIATION 
PRESENCE IN 
FIGHTS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS 
In b i g g e r 
f i g h t s 
ALWAYS 
in b i g g e r 
f i g h t s 
DESIRABLE, 
but not a l w a y s 
p r e s e n t 
VERBAL ABUSE 
1* party short, 
loud 
2 " p a r t y 
X occas ional occas ional less / 
ACCUSATIONS X X X X less / / 
THREATS X X X X few / / 
TYPICAL 
GESTURES 
'm' gesture, 
throwing 
things 
'm' gesture 
raised 
hand, 
throvifing 
t h i n p 
'm' 
gesture fewer n/a shaking hands 
ENCOURAGING 
FIGHT 
X X occasional occasional / / / 
CALMING DOWN 
THE FIGHTERS 
/ / X X X X / 
PHYSICAL FIGHT / 
short, 
heated 
threatened X 
fighters 
tired 
fighters 
tired / 
BLOCKING 
FIGHTERS 
n/a X occasional X X X n/a 
COMPETING 
WITH 
KNOWLEDGE 
/ X X / X X / 
BOASTING / / 1 X less / / 
THREATS X X X less occasional / / 
SUPPORTERS / 
starting to 
join in 
X X 
still 
involved / 
involved 
OVERLAPPING 
SPEECH 
/ / X X / / / 
SILENCES X X / X X more long 
TURN-TAKING slow n/a 
fast 
disorderly 
n/a longer takes n/a slow, orderly 
VOLUME OF 
SPEECH 
very loud very loud very loud very loud going down 
going 
down 
very quiet, 
sometimes hardly 
audible 
RHETORICAL 
QUESTIONS 
/ / X / X / / 
LENGTH OF 
UTTERANCES 
short very short 
long, 
agitated 
very short longer short very long, calm 
ANAPHORA / / / / / / X 
DEBATE / / 
turning 
towards 
debate 
/ X / / 
PARALLELISMS / / X / X / / 
USE O F l O K 
PISIN 
in insults 
individual 
vi'ords 
loan words 
individual 
words 
increasing 
loan 
words 
predominant 
OTHER ISSUES 
BROUGHT IN 
/ X X X / / / 
3.3 CONCLUSION 
In-dcpth studies of conflict and conflict resolution in PNG have been undertaken in the 
fight-prone areas of the Highlands (Strathern 1974, Goldman 1983, Mcrlan and Rumsey 
1991, Rumsey 2009, ctc.). Fewer such studies have emerged for other regions of PNG. 
Moreover, the majority of studies dealing with conflict have focused on fighting on a 
large scale (e.g. Ketan 2004, Mukc 1993, Strathern A. 1993), in areas where conflict has 
been going on for a long time. This chapter, however, focused on a small-scale society 
where disputes are frequent, but just as frequently successfully managed. This study of 
Awiakay fighting adds to the small number of anthropological studies based on 
verbatim transcripts of fights in New Guinea and is the first of a Scpik, as opposed to 
Highlands societies. It also differs from previous studies in that it brings in an analysis 
of domestic fights. 
In this chapter I tried to demonstrate how talk is used to negotiate, reproduce, 
create, and change social order in PNG communities and their links to the world 
outside. My goal was to produce ethnographic account that would be rich enough to do 
justice to local forms of understanding and action. 
The Awiakay cncouragc fights to blow up because they see this as necessary for 
healing longstanding poisonous tensions and tears in the social fabric. I have shown that 
fights are highly rule-governed (even though these rules are implicit). They are carefully 
stage-managed to follow a predictable sequence that prevents extreme acts and leads 
towards reconciliation. At the same time they are greatly enjoyed by all bystanders 
Drawing on the case study of a domestic fight, this chapter has introduced the 
Awiakay concepts of shame and fear, examined the kind of language that is used to 
invoke shame, and discussed the reasons why the feeling of shame is feared in Awiakay 
society. 
Although it comes as a consequence of being angry, or as a part of a dispute, an 
act of shaming is, by definition, intentional and I treat it as an institution. In analysing 
the episode of shaming in a domestic quarrel I point to the importance of calling on an 
audience in humiliating the person shamed. While on the one hand this proves how 
important the others are in a small, face-to-face society, on the other hand the 
humiliation can only be achieved by creating an impression that intimate details, to 
which others do not have access, are exposed to the public. 
In this case study the language of shaming gains force through the normatively 
reciprocal relations inherent in sister exchange. If a woman 's husband is doing 
something bad to her, she can 'get at ' him via framing his bad behaviour as something 
that may - or may not - be visited upon his sister by her own brother(s). In this way 
husband-wife relations and the close, but notionally asexual, protective brother-sister 
relations are brought into the same fi-ame. 
Public humiliation can, of course, be linked to fear anywhere in the world, 
however, it is less common that shame/shaming would be identified - and thus feared -
as a possible cause of physical death. Be it in a domestic or in a public fight, shaming 
among the Awiakay is considered as an attack on another person. But unlike physical 
attack, whose consequences, i.e. wounds or broken limbs, are immediately obvious, 
shaming can have unforeseeable consequences for the one shamed. 
Chapter Four: 
A battle of languages: Spirit possession 
and changing linguistic ideologies 
In Octobcr 2009 a dramatic event shook the existing sociolinguistic setting in Kanjimei 
village in East Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea. Possessed by a Christian spirit, a 
woman harshly reproached the most important village leaders.' The ensuing verbal fight 
between 'the spirit' and the village prayer leader became a battle of languages: the 
Christian spirit spoke the community's native language, Awiakay, overpowering those 
in authority, who are the most frequent users of the national lingua franca Tok Pisin. 
This chapter analyses the language of spirit possession and discusses the crucial role 
which the Awiakay socio-cultural frameworks played in the effect that this event had on 
the society, and shows the complexity behind ever-changing linguistic ideologies. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Building on Silverstein's (1979) pioneering work on linguistic ideology, Rumsey (1990: 
346) defines it as 'shared bodies of common sense notions about the nature of language 
in the world'. These always exhibit cultural variation, in part because they are not only 
about language (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994: 56), but are linked to notions of 
personhood, identity, gender, agency, power, and morality. As each of these culturally 
and historically specific notions is in a state of continual flux, linguistic ideologies are 
also ever-prone to change. 
Looking at linguistic ideology through the prism of processes of language 
contact and vice versa, Makihara and Schieffelin (2007) observe that scholars often do 
not adequately notice and document the 'moments of choice, compromise, adjustment 
or even outright opposition on the part of local community members facing introduced 
ideas and actions' (2007: 16). They argue that '[i]n such encounters, not only are the 
' An earl ier draf t o f this chapter has been p rev ious ly pub l i shed as a j o u r n a l paper ( H o e n i g m a n 2012b) . 
imposed ideas taken under consideration, but traditional ones may be reevaluated and 
lead to syncretic cultural or linguistic forms ' (ibid.). This chapter examines one such 
moment : it reports on a dramatic spirit-possession event in 2009 that represented a 
significant change in the existing sociolinguistic landscape of Kanj imei village in East 
Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea. It thus adds to the existing pool of linguistic 
anthropological studies of events as they unfold (e.g., Merlan and Rumsey 1986, 1991; 
Duranti 1992; Kulick 1992b, 1993; Robbins 2007). Rather than suggesting that the 
change in Awiakay linguistic ideology is sudden (and suddenly revealed), the event 
analysis in this paper shows change in progress. 
4.2 CHARISMATIC CHRISTIANITY 
AND IDEAS OF GEOPOLITICAL INFERIORITY IN KANJIMEI 
The Awiakay often say in Tok Pisin mipela las pies bilong bus 'we ' r e the last place in 
the bush ' . They often complain that they are ' infer ior ' and ' forgot ten ' not only in 
comparison with the white man (TP waitnjan) or PNG town dwellers, but also in 
comparison with the neighbouring groups. This is a common feeling among those Papua 
New Guineans who are far f rom roads, shops, health centres and governmental off ices 
(of Kulick 1992a, Robbins and Wardlow 2005).^ 
The Awiakay have been nominal Catholics since the 1950s, and during that t ime 
have gradually abandoned initiation and other customary rites (1.1.6.1). However, in the 
mid-1990s the Awiakay people wholeheartedly embraced the Catholic charismatic 
movement , often referred to in this area by the Tok Pisin expression sutpela niiis, 'good 
news ' . This movement arrived in the villages of the Amboin Parish (Map 4.i) in 
December 1994 when a wooden statue of the Virgin Mary was brought there f rom the 
provincial capital Wewak (Telban 2008: 229; 2009: 133, 144). ' The movement was 
brought to Kanj imei by three local men who happened to attend a Charismatic seminar 
^ Bambi Schieffelin (pers. comm., 7 Jan 2012) reports that Bosavi people of Southern Highlands Province 
in PNG also thought they were ' the last ones to hear the Word ' , since this is what the missionaries had 
told them. The volume edited by Robbins and Wardlow (2005) brings together papers discussing rural 
Papua New Guineans describing themselves as last place, linked to the sense of humiliation and lack or 
longing for development (see also Sahlins 1992). Papua New Guineans who have access to the Internet 
even post on internet forums that they are the 'last place' in PNG, hoping to persuade the politicians to 
take beUer care of them (cf. PNG Politics Forum). 
' Amboin Parish (Map 1) comprises 16 villages of the Amboin Subdistrict. Amboin itself, however, 
consists of only a station with an aid post, a school, a tourist lodge, the parish church and a priest 's house. 
The priest, a Polish missionary Piotrek Wasko, travels around the two parishes he is in charge of, Amboin 
and Chambri, and visits each village once or sometimes twice every two months. 
in the faraway coastal city of Lae, where they received the gifts of the Holy Spirit: the 
gifts of healing and speaking in tongues (Appendix B). In exchange for the 'services' of 
the Holy Spirit, charismatic Christianity has demanded that people break their 
relationships with bush spirits and ancestral spirits. Both of these categories of spirits 
were labelled as evil and came to be associated with S a t a n . C h a r i s m a t i c prayer 
meetings and healing sessions are held in Tok Pisin, whose use in the village has thus 
increased. Although Tok Pisin has been mainly confined to charismatic activities, its 
influence is also seen in settings in which there is a conflict of power, and it is gradually 
spreading to other domains of language use. 
Map 4.1: Vi l lages of the A m b o i n Parish 
A demand for a radical break with tradition and therefore the relat ionships with bush spirits and 
ancestral spirits, labelled as bad and blamed for illness, misfor tune, and lack of deve lopment , is c o m m o n 
to charismatic movements in various Christ ian denomina t ions throughout N e w Guinea ( e f Telban 2008: 
230: 2009 regarding the Catholic charismatic movemen t in Ambonwar i . Eves 2010 on Pentecos ta l i sm 
a m o n g the Lelet of New Ireland and Robbins 2007: 128 on the Baptist Urapmin) . 
Coincidentally, it was just a couple of years after the arrival and uptake of the 
charismatic movement when the Awiakay learned the value of eaglewood (1.1.7). 
Everyone in Kanjimei interpreted this sudden source of income as God's reward for 
their involvement in the charismatic movement, a pattern of interpretation consistent 
with traditional beliefs about good fortune generally, which was ascribed to people's 
good relations with bush spirits. However, charismatic prayer meetings soon became 
irregular, because people spent most of their time in the mountains seeking eaglewood. 
Charismatic activities have become mostly limited to times of adversity, such as 
sickness and death. In the last few years the boom in eaglewood trade has declined and 
the price has dropped, due in part to regulations the PNG government put on its 
previously uncontrolled export. Emepanda kolopla 'sitting well', an expression which 
the Awiakay interpret as 'a state of prosperity and absence of sickness and death', has 
not arrived yet. This expression translates into Tok Pisin as gutpela sindaim, and is 
roughly synonymous with developmen 'development'. People keep praying and waiting 
for this (cf Kulick 1992a; 282), as well as looking for reasons why it does not happen. 
It was against this background that in late 2009 a discursive event unfolded in 
Kanjimei, which shook up the sociolinguistic status quo in the village and is likely to 
have ongoing, if subtle, significance in the ever-shifting linguistic ideologies. We now 
turn to this event. 
4.3 THE SPIRIT-POSSESSION EVENT 
October is a month dedicated to the worship of the Virgin Mary, and in October 2009 a 
wooden statue of Mama Maria (Tok Pisin for 'Mother Mary') was travelling around the 
Amboin Parish.^ She stopped for two nights in each village. She was carried around by 
women whom she had 'chosen by herself by pointing at them with her head. While 
holding the statue, a woman was believed to be controlled by Mother Mary, who 
channelled herself through the statue and communicated with people through gestures. 
During her stay in Kanjimei, Mama Maria was believed to 'work' or 'act', that is, to 
heal, hear people's prayers and perform miracles. People were putting all their hopes 
and wishes into those two days. The general hope was that Mama would finally 
acknowledge that Kanjimei, las pies, deserved to get development. 
' My description of the statue as 'travelling,' and as an animate actor, is meant to reflect Awiakay patterns 
of talk which rarely mentioned that there were people carrying the statue. 
When a group of twenty people from the neighbouring village Ambonwari 
originally brought the statue to Kanjimei, Mama Maria, while being held by an 
Ambonwari woman, was dancing around me while I was videorecording, pointing with 
her head at me and downriver towards Ambonwari. Because this continued for a while 
and the gestures of the statue were becoming ever more assertive, the Awiakay decided 
that she was becoming too violent and Yukun and Moyambe, two charismatic leaders, 
asked me to stop recording.' As I put the camera down, the Ambonwari woman who 
was holding the statue danced away and handed it over to a middle-aged Awiakay 
woman, Pambaim. As soon as Mama Maria was in Awiakay hands, Yukun came to ask 
me to turn the camera on again. Later on he and Moyambe explained that it was not 
Mother Mary, but the jealousy of Ambonwari people, which had controlled the statue 
when it became violent.' 
Plate 4.1: Mama Maria in Pambaim's hands 
Thi s w a s the on ly t ime dur ing my twenty m o n t h s of fieldwork that peop le a sked m e to turn o f f the 
camera . 
' Because I had s tayed in A m b o n w a r i dur ing my first two visi ts to the reg ion in 1998 and 2001 b e f o r e 
later m a k i n g K a n j i m e i m y main research site, the A m b o n w a r i ma in t a ined a bel ief that I b e l o n g e d to t hem 
and not to the A w i a k a y . M y presence in K a n j i m e i has thus been a source of o n g o i n g c o m p l a i n t s a n d 
j e a lousy to the A w i a k a y s ince the beg inn ing of m y f i e ldwork in the vi l lage. 
When the statue of the Virgin Mary was brought to the church, Moyambe, the 
prayer leader, used Awiakay 'hidden talk' (Hoenigman 2012a) in order to say that 
Mama could not start 'working' until there were no longer 'other people' in the village. 
He avoided her name, so that the Ambonwari would not be able to understand what he 
was saying, and called her tasia, which is Awiakay for 'bush spirit'. 
On the second evening of her presence, after the departure of the Ambonwari 
people, Mama finally started to act. The whole village gathered at a prayer meeting 
which started in an ordinary way, with songs and prayers. In the hands of Pambaim and 
Kasom, the women who were chosen by Mama herself the statue was 'walking 
around' , 'dancing' , ' talking' to people and 'hearing' their prayers. At a certain point, 
Toska Panbok, a woman in her late twenties, became possessed by a spirit. After 
subsequent discussions in the following weeks people agreed that it was the spirit of 
Mother Mary speaking through her, although some had initially been confused, not 
knowing whether it had been Satan or one of the good spirits: Mama Maria, Jesus or the 
Holy Spirit. 
Plate 4.2: Mama Maria dancing 
In Kanjimei, possession by the Virgin Mary is particularly common during big 
healing sessions when a person is dying and most of the villagers are present. In these 
events, people witness multiple events of possession by different Christian figures.^ 
Charismatic leaders in Kanjimei say that during possession it is easy for the evil spirit 
(i.e. Satan) to take over and pretend to be one of the good spirits in order to mislead 
people. That is why the leaders often hold their hands above the possessed person, 
repeating the word kontrol 'control ' in Tok Pisin. As soon as they feel they themselves 
are not 'in control', i.e. unable to interpret what is happening around them, or do not 
agree with what is being said or done, people ascribe their confusion to the evil spirit. ' 
Acting through Toska, the spirit of Mama harshly reproached the most important 
village leaders. These were the councillor Joseph Aymay, the village magistrate and 
charismatic leader Geoffrey Yukun, and the main prayer leader Charies Moyambe. 
They had been the very first Awiakay men to receive the gifts of the Holy Spirit and 
were the ones who brought charismatic Christianity to the village. They were accused of 
being idle, not using their gifts properly and thus preventing the 'good spirit' from 
embracing the village and opening the door to development. What was most intriguing 
- given the nonn that she usually speaks Tok Pisin - Mama Maria was speaking 
Awiakay. 
The reader who has access to the Internet is now invited to go to the following 
link and watch a film excerpt, which is a recording of Toska/spirit of Mama mocking 
and scolding village leaders.'" 
Please watch 
VIDEO 4-1: Toska/Splrit of Mama scolding leaders [1:59] 
https://vimeo.eom/34006002 
PASSWORD: K 
^ While ascribing powers to a statue of the Virgin Mary is c o m m o n a m o n g other Ca tho l ics in P N G 
(Hermkens 2007) , possession by her spirit is not. Mos t of the li terature on Pentecos ta l -char ismat ic 
Christ ianity in Melanesia reports on (of ten female) possession by the Holy Spirit (Robbins 2004a; 2004b: 
2007 . Telban 2008: 2009) , but not possession by other Chris t ian figures. O n e would expect possess ion by 
the Virgin Mary to occur among the Catholic char ismatics , however , it seems that it might be a feature of 
the Karawari area (the neighbouring Ambonwar i c la im to be possessed by Holy Spirit and the Virgin 
Mary during prayer meetings; Daniela Vavrova, pers. comm. 2 Jan. 2012). 
Cf. Robbins (2007) for Urapmin peop le ' s del iberat ions over whe ther the Spirit w o m e n were 
communica t ing the Holy Spir i t ' s will or that of evil spirits. 
For this chapter I have edited two short f i lms which are part of much larger video footage of the event . 
The excerpt of the spirit-possession event (which I will sometimes call 'Mama 
Maria event ') described and analysed in this paper, starts with a late night prayer 
meeting with the statue of Mama Maria. People arc moving around, singing, and 
dancing. Most of the time there is singing in the background, not everybody is paying 
attention to what is going on in terms of spirit possession. 
The transcript below shows Mama Maria speaking Awiakay while scolding the 
leaders, in particular Moyambe, the main prayer leader. She used Tok Pisin only with 
common borrowings or when swearing (for which Tok Pisin is considered especially 
appropriate). 
Plate 4.3 Mama Maria speaking to Aymay (a frame from the video) 
Verbat im transcript of 'IVlama Mar ia event' excerpt 1 (V IDEO 4-1): Tosl<a/spirlt of IVlama mocl<ing and 
scolding village l eader s " 
M O Y A M B E [prayer leader]: 
1 3 - 2 - 1 . say-
Three - two - one, say.. . 
[clapping] 
PEOPLE at prayer meeting: 
... Jisas! 
... Jesus ! 
M O Y A M B E : 
Alelu-1 
Hallelu-
TOSKA: 
|- Nogat ia! \ 
No way! 
M O Y A M B E : 
5 |- -ia! 
-jail! 
T05KA: 
Nogat! 
No! 
M O Y A M B E : 
Sakias! 
Zacchaeus! 
TOSKA: 
O-o! Ehe-hee [laughs]! 
No-no! l ie-he. . . 
M O Y A M B E : 
Lazarus, kamaiit! 
Lazarus, c o m e out! 
TOSKA: 
10 O-o! 
No-no! 
M O Y A M B E : 
Alelu- Jisas! [...) 
Halielu- Jesus! 
Husat i karim laifhilons yu? 
W h o ' s carrying your l i fe? 
S O M E P E O P L E / O T H E R S : 
Jisas! / Mama! 
Jesus! ' M a m a ! 
A s elsewhere in the thesis, Awiakay speech is g iven in italics, Tok Pisin is italicized and underlined, 
and English is italicized and bolded. For other transcriptions conventions see the guide at the beg in ing o f 
the thesis. 
TOSKA: 
Mae nan tay mundimba Moyambe! 
Wail for me first, Moyambe! 
15 Moyambe a! 
Hey, Moyambe! 
Moyambe! 
Moyambe! 
Mae mupa mae stopimhapa kambanja. 
Wail firsl, stop for a while. 
Mae mundimba! 
Wail for me! 
YO I SGONDAM [a w o m a n possessed by the Holy Spirit, a short instance of glossolalia] 
TOSKA: 
Nan- nit] tema tema tayan autimbapopalikim. 
You- many l imes I 've been communicat ing [God ' s talk]. 
20 Eskius. 
Excuse me. 
VOtSGONDAIVI: 
Aunda aka umbtindimbempe umbundimbem endemdimbempe. 
Don' t dance without a reason, she says, dance with leaves in your hands, she says. 
Kimdainjiijge pe, kundainjiijge pe. 
This has roots, she says, this has roots. 
[roots+undetachable POSS it has meaning/it is mean ing fu l ] 
TOSKA: 
Nan tema tema, tema tema inike. 
Many, many l imes you came. 
Nan tema tema, tema tema iiiike, taijan popmanim Moyambe? 
Many, many l imes you came, and you made like this, Moyambe? 
25 Taijan ton yamanim? 
Is that the way you are? 
Pes! Pes! 
Whack! Whack! 
Tema tema taijan yape. 
He was like this all the lime. 
A? Elakpukumanim? 
Hah? Can you remember this? 
Amba yanaimbiikim? 
What did 1 tell you? 
30 Pukumanim? 
Remember? 
Nan taijan kay yamanim? 
Will you carry on like this? 
[people 's explanation: yii bai karim hevi raun olsem? -> You have troubles 
[transgressions.. .] - how will you carry out G o d ' s work?] 
Taijan kay yamanim? 
Will you carry on like this? 
Aunda taijan yaman. 
You ' re just like this. 
Pes! Pes! 
Whack ! Whack ! 
35 Moyamhe! 
Moyambe ! 
Kopon kunjakaninay, longlqng mapoijan. A? 
Your head wil l break [like a wooden stool or a hand-drum or a ripe pawpaw ], you 
wil l go mad. Hah? 
Loiiglong mapoijan, tok tru yanaimbalik. 
Y o u will go mad. I 'm telling you the truth. 
Y O M G O N D A M : 
Ekanjiijgom yamblakapepalik. 
I 'm calling you. 
T O S K A : 
Tok tru yanaimbalik. Save? 
I 'm telUng you the truth. Y o u know? 
Tingim gut! 
Remember that. 
[...] 
T O S K A : 
Heey, Yukun alay grasman pakan poiigoy, sem bijong^n! 
Heey. Yukun . a self-proclaimed prophet, shame on h im ! 
[...] 
Kambanjanda en kopa aka opepla pe, pipia lida stret! 
They don't see the path at all, she says, real rubbish leaders! 
Plali pekpek lida! 
Bloody shitty leaders! 
W O M A N : 
Ta)]an paijgay. 
So she told. 
45 Uu! Sem elak! 
Uu! Shame! 
T O S K A : 
Awiakay a, ni)j anda ambalik. 
You Awiakay lot, I 'm leaving, 
[goes a w a y ] 
A t tiiis po in t Toska goes away . H o w e v e r , it is not l ong be fore she turns a r o und and 
comes baclc aga in . P rovoked by tlie sp ir i t 's accusa t ions M o y a m b e starts f ig l i t i ng back , 
bu t before c on t i n u i ng w i t h the descr ip t ion o f the event , let us take a c loser l ook at s o m e 
features o f the spir i t 's speech. 
Plate 4.4: Toska possessed (a frame from the video) 
4.4 FEATURES OF THE SPIRIT'S SPEECH AND ITS INTERPRETATION 
In the above excerpt from the spirit-possession event Toska (the spirit of Mama) starts 
by opposing the prayer leader while he is calling out the phrases to which people are 
expected to respond. When he calls out: 'Zacchaeus'!'(line 7), this alludes to Luke 19:1-
10, and is supposed to provoke other people to call out 'Come down!*'^ Later on (line 
9), Moyambe calls: 'Lazarus!', this time alluding to John 11:43, and people are 
supposed to call with him: 'Come out!''^ These two 'fonnulae' arc employed in all 
healing sessions and during all important charismatic prayer meetings, at the climax of 
the event. They index the leader's power and authority. Most Awiakay people do not 
connect them with the Biblical stories, but they all recognise these calls as powerful 
Luke 19:1-10 narrates how Zaccheous, a tax collector of short stature, wanted to see Jesus and so 
climbed a fig tree to have a better view over the crowd. When Jesus approached he looked up into the tree 
and called him down. (The rest of the story is not important for the Awiakay.) 
" John 11:43 is a story about Lazarus, who was dead for four days when Jesus called him out of the grave 
and brought him back to life. 
words of J e s u s . B y laughing at Moyambc when he calls out these important formulae 
and directly opposing him at the most important part of a prayer meeting (lines 4, 6, 8, 
10), the spirit-possessed woman Toska rejects his authority. As people explained later, 
her laughter and linked expressive acts meant: 'No, you're not acting like Jesus, I 'm not 
going to listen to you!' Considering that she was believed to be uttering the words of 
Mama Maria, this was a serious attack on Moyambe's credibility as an important prayer 
leader and a powerful 'big man' . 
Throughout the possession event, the spirit uses a number of identifiable 
linguistic devices, including allusive personal reference, rhetorical questions, tropes and 
indirection or what I will call 'crypticness'. I turn now to a brief discussion of these 
features. As we will see later, they are consistent with certain aspects of the Awiakay 
political ethos, egalitarianism and gender norms. 
The Awiakay generally avoid using names of powerful and therefore potentially 
dangerous entities. In most cases of 'Mama Maria event' such an entity was referred to 
by a descriptive term (1) or a demonstrative pronoun (2). The examples below arc taken 
from parts of this event which do not appear in the transcripts in this paper. 
(1) Kiinjakanta map mokoyke kalekiay mwjgaim mae. 
The one who holds the ground [God] is looking now.' 
Rhetorical questions are used for a variety of purposes, and, as we have seen in 
the previous chapter ( 3 . 2 . 1 . 8 ) , as one cannot answer them, they arc designed to shame 
(cf. Schieffelin 1990: 87). Like in domestic quarrels, where the speaker only aims at 
reproaching and insulting their partner, some of the rhetorical questions in the spirit's 
speech arc used to remind the listeners of the opposite of what the question asks, e.g. 
(2) Elak tok liklik samtinkim? 
'Is this [referring to the power of statue] (just) a little thing?' 
This rhetorical question implied: 'This is not a little thing - it is something very 
important.' 
W h e n I a s k e d seve ra l m e n a n d w o m e n w h a t t h e s e w o r d s m e a n t , s o m e sa id tha t L a z a r u s w a s a n o t h e r 
n a m e fo r S a t a n , o t h e r s sa id tha t b o t h L a z a r u s a n d Z a c c h a e u s w e r e n a m e s o f ev i l sp i r i t s w h i c h J e s u s w a s 
d r i v i n g a w a y by c a l l i n g o u t to t h e m , a n d y e t o t h e r s sa id tha t o n l y t he l e a d e r s k n o w the m e a n i n g o f t h e s e 
w o r d s . T h e r e is a s o n g in T o k P i s in w h i c h c h i l d r e n o f t e n s i ng , w i t h t h e lyr ic Sakias. o. yti no longpela 
man -yu go anuip long diwai long lukim Jisas. ' Z a c c h a e u s , o h , y o u w e r e n o t a tall m a n - y o u c l i m b e d a 
t ree to see J e s u s ' . I n t e r e s t i ng ly , t h o u g h , m o s t p e o p l e d o n o t c o n n e c t t h e w o r d s o f t he w e l l - k n o w n s o n g 
w i t h the r i tual ca l l ou t of c h a r i s m a t i c ac t iv i t i e s . O n l y t h e f e w l i t e r a t e m e n c o n n e c t e d t h e c a l l s w i t h 
r e f e r e n c e to the B ib l e . 
Another type of rhetorical question aims to point at what has gone wrong and thus 
implicitly to blame those who have let this happen, e.g. 
(3) Em yet i westim taim, bilone wanem weslim laim i slap? 
'He's wasting time, why is he doing that?' 
The speaker, i.e. the spirit of Mama Maria, is not really interested in why Aymay, the 
village councillor, who has received the gifts of the Holy Spirit, is wasting time. What 
her question implies is: 'He shouldn't be wasting time.' 
In contrast to public village fights where disputants use rhetorical questions 
mainly to hold the floor, the spirit does not need to do this. However, rhetorical 
questions add weight to the spirit's words and further provoke the audience to look for 
the meaning which (for social reasons) cannot be offered directly. 
Another linguistic device that the spirit often employs is tropes, for example an 
image of dancing when referring to the careless joy which one feels when one does not 
hold any resentments or grievances, or is free from accusations of any wrongdoings; or 
an image of digging out the roots for 'getting to the core of the problem'. Although to 
an outsider the spirit's speech gives an appearance of being highly metaphorical, these 
tropes are indigenously recognised (though not necessarily interpreted by everyone in 
the same way; cf Rumsey 1986: 288-9 and Merlan and Rumsey 1991: 108-9). 
These two devices, rhetorical questions and tropes, are used also in other 
Awiakay registers and will thus not be further discussed here. A feature which is 
characteristic of the spirit's speech and needs some attention, however, is her 
'crypticness'. The spirit's messages are not explicit. They require interpretation. The 
most significant utterances to the Awiakay are those which - to an outside observer -
initially seem not to make much sense. At the same time these are the ones which give 
most room for discussion. In the framework for cooperative use of language developed 
by the philosopher of ordinary language, Grice (1975), these utterances are 
'insufficiently informative' and the audience is forced to look for a reading that makes 
sense. Explanations of these cryptic utterances are formed in terms of people's views on 
the state of affairs in the community and their previously (publicly) unexpressed 
grievances or accusations. An example of such an utterance is 
Aymayan amba inayke aka kamba kambat wminak pe imja. 
'When Aymay does what, I will dance forcefully, she says.' 
Instead of saying explicitly what Aymay should do, this statement provokes people to 
infer it for t h e m s e l v e s . E v e r y b o d y in the village knows that Aymay was one of the 
first three men who received the gifts of the Holy Spirit. People also feel and 
occasionally say in secret that he is neglecting these gifts, which means that the 
community cannot benefit from them. The Awiakay have been waiting for development 
for a long time. When God finally decided to improve their lives and bestowed special 
powers upon some people, it turned out that, in the general view, those people have 
proved to be unworthy of the powers which they could be using for the common 
benefit. Now Mama has come to warn them that they will forever stay ' in the dark ' , as 
she herself says, unless they change their lives. 
4.41 THE ROLE OF GENDER IN THE SPIRIT'S SPEECH 
Spirit's utterances coming from Toska's mouth arc characteristically female in Awiakay 
terms. In scolding the leaders, the spirit provokes them in the same way as Awiakay 
women do when they accuse their husbands of being lazy and not helping them pound 
sago, which shames a man and nonnally ends up in a fight. The spirit continually 
repeats her accusations and enhances them with rhetorical questions and insults. Calling 
the glalipekj)ek lida (TP) 'bloody shitty leaders' (line 43) was very strong. In a 
society where anything concerning male defecation was just as strong a taboo as 
anything concerning female menstruation, scatological insults are in the most offensive 
category (see also 3.1.4). In this. Mama Maria boldly breeches the norm set by the 
teachings of the church and Marian movements which ascribe to her virtues such as 
silence, obedience and modesty (Hennkens 2007: 7), qualities which "constitute the 
very quintessence of passive female submission" (McLaughlinn 1974, quoted in 
Hennkens 2007: 7). Instead, she speaks and acts like an Awiakay woman. This is in line 
with Kulick's (1993: 512) description of women in Gapun as 'forceful and belligerent in 
provoking and sustaining verbal conflict ' . If in urban Papua New Guinea the Virgin 
Mary has become a role model for women, providing them 'with an example how to be 
a good Christian mother and wife ' (Hermkens 2008: 164-5), in Kanjimei it is rather an 
Awiakay woman that seems to be a model for the image of Mama Maria. Although 
Similarly, Rumsey (1986: 288-9) and Merlan and Rumsey (1991: 108-9) show for ung eke 'bent 
speech' (indigenously recognised tropes which occur in various Ku Waru registers) that while the 
speaker might intend one meaning, the listeners, who interpret the speech, do not necessarily arrive at the 
believed to be more powerful, Mama Maria is perceived much like the bush spirits to 
whom people ascribe culturally recognised gender roles and kinds of conduct. 
4.5 A BATTLE OF LANGUAGES 
While Aymay and Yukun accepted the spirit's reproach without complaints, Moyambe 
was convinced that Toska must have been possessed by Satan, who, being jealous of 
Moyambe's good reputation in the village, started fighting back. (His views about 
Toska's possession appear in transcript 2 below, in lines 63 and 73.) The ensuing verbal 
fight between him and the spirit becomes a battle of languages: the spirit speaks 
Awiakay and Moyambe speaks Tok Pisin and English. While Moyambe believes his 
choice of codes to be a powerful weapon, he is overpowered by the Awiakay-speaking 
spirit. This became apparent in the following weeks when people reached the verdict 
that the spirit was indeed Mama Maria. 
At this point I invite the reader to watch the second film, an excerpt of 
Moyambe's fight with 'Satan'. 
Please watch 
VIDEO 4-2: Moyambe VS 'Satan' [4:09] https://vimeo.com/39250648 
PASSWORD: K 
In the transcript below we can visually follow the battle of languages if we note that, as 
elsewhere in this thesis, Awiakay speech is italicized, Tok Pisin is italicized and 
underlined, while English is italicized and bolded. 
Verbatim transcript of 'Mama Maria event' excerpt 2 (VIDEO 4-2): Moyambe's fight with 'Satan' 
MOYAMBE: 
1 This is my villlage [vilis].' 
Hey! Th i s is m y vi l lage! 
fVlio [u] are you? \ Who [u] are you? 
W h o are you? W h o are you? 
TOSKA: 
|- Mokoinba-yanaimbalik kimda. Mokowba-yaiiaimbalik. 
I ' m tel l ing you all to hold onto the roots . I 'm tel l ing you all to hold on to them. 
MOYAMBE: 
Yu husail? 
W h o are y o u ? 
TOSKA: 
5 Mokoinha-yanaimhalik. 
Tm telling you to hold onto this. 
1 taijan injiniij. \ 2 
You [pi] are like that, in the middle. 
MOYAMBE: 
I"! Yu husaU? 
Who are you? 
|-2 Yu hiisaU? 
Who are you? 
TOSKA: 
Taijan emhepemba yanaimbalik. 
I 'm telling you. I will put it like that. 
10 Tat] an. 
Like that. 
MOYAMBE: 
Yit husait? 
W h o are you? 
TOSKA: 
Kunda mokoimha mae moke kiinda elak. 
Hold onto this, hold onto these roots. 
MOYAMBE: 
Yii husait? 
W h o are you? 
TOSKA: 
Moke! 
Hold [pi]! 
MOYAMBE [calling Jesus): 
15 Come back! Come back! Come back! 
Come back! [x3] 
I tell you! Come back! 
I 'm telling you! Come back! 
Come... back! 
Come ... back! 
[...] 
Move out! (x2) 
Move out! 
[...] 
Kontrol! Eskiiis mi. kontrol! 
Control! E.xcuse me. control! 
20 Kontrol! (x3) 
Control! 
Kontrol kam insait! 
Control, come inside! 
Kam insait! (x3) 
Come inside! 
Kam insait! 
Come inside! 
Kam insait! (x3) 
C o m e ins ide! 
25 Mi no liklik manki, harim, a? A? 
I ' m no t a little b o y , y o u hea r m e ? H a h ? 
I'm a big man in this village! 
I ' m a b ig m a n in th is v i l l age ! 
/ can belt you off! 
I can bel t y o u up ! 
TOSKA: 
Bihain baiyu kirap nogut. 
Late r y o u ' l l be su rp r i s ed . 
MCVAMBE: 
Hey! 
H e y ! 
30 Hey, / can belt you up! 
H e y . I can belt you up! 
Get out! (x5) 
Get ou t ! 
Hey! Ha! Hey! Ha! Who are you? 
H e y ha! Hey ha ! W h o a re y o u ? 
Don't play with me! Ha! 
D o n ' t play wi th m e ! H a ! 
Don't play with me! Ha! 
D o n ' t p lay wi th m e ! Ha! 
35 Who are you? 
W h o are y o u ? 
Yu husail?Ha? 
W h o are y o u ? H a h ? 
Get from this gate, hey! 
G e t [out] f r o m this ga the r ing , hey! 
/ don't like - I don't want to see you here! 
1 d o n ' t l ike 1 d o n ' t wan t to see y o u here ! 
This is not your village, \ this is my home! Hey! 
T h i s is not you r v i l lage , this is m y h o m e ! H e y ! 
TC5KA: 
40 |- [.J amuijga pakapap umunakim? 
(4 h o w will 1 ca r ry and d a n c e ? 
M CYAMBE: 
Come back! 
C o m e back ! 
Set your mind! 
Set y o u r m i n d ! 
Setim tinklink bUongyu, a. 
Set y o u r m ind , hah . 
Setim tinktink! 
Set y o u r t h o u g h t s ! 
45 / want... 
I wan t . . . 
Jisas! 
Je sus ! 
Kambek! 
C o m e b a c k ! 
Kambek! (x3) 
C o m e b a c k ! 
Yupela lu tioken sindaun natink, setim! 
Y o u [pi] c a n ' t j u s t sit l ike tha t , set [ y o u r t h o u g h t s ] ! 
50 Setim, ^etim ke^l bilong yupela! 
Set , r e a d y y o u r c a s s e t t e ! 
PuUm on! 
Pu t it o n ! 
Yu lukim ojsem wanpela yidio o wanpela drama. 
Y o u ' r e w a t c h i n g a s if t h i s w a s a v i d e o o r a p e r f o r m a n c e . 
Baimbai lus ia, bai yu his! 
Y o u wi l l s t r ay f r o m t h e p a t h ! 
Harim, a? Em i laik salensim mi! 
Y o u h e a r tha t , h a h ? H e ' s c h a l l e n g i n g m e ! 
5 5 Mi dm, yupela lu bai indai. 
If 1 d i e , y o u w ill a l s o d i e . 
Harim tok, a? 
Y o u h e a r m e ? 
MEN: 
Y e s . 
MOYAMBE: 
Ha? 
Hah'. ' 
MEN: 
Yes. 
Y e s . 
60 Mi dai, bai yupela olgeta inap seif, a? 
Y o u th ink y o u wi l l all be s a f e if 1 d i e ? 
YOI^GONDAM: 
Mipela olgeta bai dai. 
W e wil l all d ie . 
MOYAMBE: 
Bai yupela seif, a? 
Wil l y o u be s a f e ? 
Em i wokim ieles ia, yu harim tok? A ? 
H e ' s j u s t b e i n g j e a l o u s , y o u h e a r ? H a h ? 
Mi indai bai yupela olgeta kuk! 
If I d i e y o u ' l l all b u r n ! 
65 Harim. a? 
Y o u h e a r ? 
Seten em i komplein long fran-men! 
S a t a n ' s c o m p l a i n i n g a b o u t the f r o n t m a n ! 
Hey, franmen, ia, Alelu/a... 
H e y , f r o n t m a n , y e a h . H a l l e l u j a h . . . 
Fran men! (x4) 
F r o n t m a n ! 
H s ^ ! (x3) 
H e y ! 
70 Fran men! (x2) | 
Fron t m a n ! 
YUKUN; 
[- Yu wan-wan mas opim spirit na putim iau stret... putim iau stret. Pulim mu^ul. 
E a c h o f y o u m u s t o p e n y o u r spirit and l is ten a t t en t ive ly ... l isten a t t en t ive ly . 
Lis ten c a r e f u l l y . 
MOYAMBE: 
Satan is jealous to me! 
S a t a n ' s j e a l o u s of m e ! 
Fran men! {x2) 
Fron t m a n ! 
75 Harim, a, noij selimhape nokomgoy keset. 
Lis ten , r e a d y your cas se t t e s . 
Tenkyu tni Mama ham na hikim yunii. 
T h a n k g o o d n e s s M a m a c a m e to see us. 
Klostu tru kamap olsem disasta bilons Aitape, a? 
W e w e r e abou t to e x p e r i e n c e a d i sas te r like the o n e in A i t a p e . 
YUKUN: 
Trupela... 
True . . . 
MOYAMBE: 
A itape pisip yakalakai]... 
A l m o s t l ike Ai tape . . . 
80 Lukluk gut! A ? Lukluk gut! 
Be c a r e f u l , r igh t? Be c a r e f u l . 
[...] 
TOSKA: 
An kinjanja kamhanjagay pondimbon. 
H e [IVloyambe] t h inks h e ' s a little ch i ld . 
Taijgia yakijgaininayke kopa mokopep kendenda. 
W h e n tiie spirit t u rns u p aga in , 1 wil l tell you its m e s s a g e . 
MOYAMBE: 
Yu traim baimbai yu liikim. Hey! 
T r y and y o u ' l l see. H e y ! 
TOSKA: 
Nan kinjanja pisip ininman kenda twjgtimjaij. 
Y o u will c o m e back to m e l ike a ch i ld . 
MOYAMBE: 
85 Laki. laki. laki, ia! 
L u c k y , l ucky , l ucky , yeah ! 
[laughing] 
Mi hp tongyu ia, aleliija, aleluia! 
I ' m l a u g h i n g at y o u . Ha l l e lu j ah , Ha l l e l u j ah ! 
YOMGONDAM: 
God bai win. 
G o d will win . 
TOSKA: 
Mae keyam noijga. 
Let him laugh first. 
M O Y A M B E : 
You cannot, | you cannot distroim mi. 
^'ou cannot, you cannot destroy me! 
Y U K U N : 
90 |- Olgeta setim op na stap. 
Ev erybody set off and stay. 
M O Y A M B E : 
You cannot, you cannot distroim mi. 
You cannot, you cannot destroy me. 
As the main prayer leader in Kanjiinci, Moyambe had been convinced that the 
whole community appreciated and supported his 'work for God ' . Moreover, Moyambe 
believed that God was happy with him as a loyal servant and he had often publicly 
emphasised as much. He frequently sought to heighten his status (TP apim nem bilong 
em yet) by boasting to the community that it was with his help that God was doing 
favours to them. While occasional boasting can help a man on the way to being 
recogniscd as a 'big man ' (1.1.4.4), such a man ultimately achieves respect in the 
community through his actions resulting in tangible wellbeing for everyone. In an 
egalitarian society it is all too easy to cross the boundary between acceptable and 
unacceptable, in which case the boaster 's status will need to be lowered. This, however, 
cannot be done by an individual, as his/her action would be seen as highly immoral. A 
person can initiate a dispute with someone - even a leader - who has somehow violated 
them, their relatives or their property (and is even encouraged to do so), but one cannot 
oppose a leader for bad leadership. Although people do that by gossiping, tui momba 
' illegal talk' or TP tqk baksait 'gossip ' , ' talking behind people 's backs about them' is 
considered to be one of the major transgressions. 
In his discussion of gossip on Nukulaelae Atoll, Tuvalu, Besnier (2009) shows 
how gossip enables people to enact or challenge power structures, but he adds that it is 
'of ten regarded as a reprehensible activity to be avoided or feared ' (2009: 13). 
However, among the Awiakay, spirit possession has the effcct of making criticism 
possible: discussing a spirit 's words is no longer considered gossip or public criticism, 
as they have a different status from those of human speakers. This fact is central to an 
understanding of the significance of the spirit 's utterances and their reception by the 
community. 
4.6 THE COMMUNITY ' S INTERPRETATION OF THE VERBAL BATTLE 
While Moyambe believed that he was using the most powerful verbal weapons -
Tok Pisin and English, his choice of code, as well as his actions, actually turned against 
him. People agreed later that he was not 'shooting' at Satan, but at Mother Mary, and so 
his abuse of his opponent damaged his reputation.'^ What actually mattered in this case 
was not whether Moyambe would manage to verbally overpower the spirit, but the fact 
that through this fight the spirit enabled people in the community to openly discuss a 
delicate matter, that is their critical views about their leaders. Although Mama Maria 
spoke as if she was quarrelling with Moyambe and scolding other leaders, her targeted 
overhearers, in the sense developed by Goffman (1981) and Levinson (1983), were 
actually other members of Awiakay society, whom she targeted by using Awiakay and 
the ways of speaking that people arc familiar with from other contexts. 
About two weeks after this event, Noah Wayk, a man in his early forties, died 
'without a reason'. Unless someone dies in an accident, or through illness or from 
snakebite, people say aimda we 'he/she died just like that' i.e. 'without a reason' and 
ascribe the person's death to their own or their close relative's transgressions. Seven 
months earlier, after three successive deaths in the village, the Awiakay made a contract 
with God, which was supposed to stop deaths. Wayk was the first person who died after 
that, and one of the explanations people put forward was that by chasing off Mama 
Maria as if she were Satan, Moyambe had broken the community's contract with God 
and opened the door to death again. 
One day when some Awiakay and I were sitting on the veranda of my house, 
Yakame, Moyambe's mother-in-law, walked past as if in a trance, oblivious to 
everything around her. She was possessed by a spirit who was announcing more deaths 
in the village: Yu tanim baksait Ions God, em bai salim sanguma o spirit nosut Ions 
kilim yu 'You turned your back on God. He will send an assault sorcerer or evil spirit to 
kill you.' Everyone around me agreed that the spirit was speaking of Moyambe. A few 
weeks later, his child became sick, which was seen as yet another confirmation that he 
had been wrong. 
Note an interestingly similar metaphor between 'shooting' at Satan and 'targeting' Satan (as in 
'targeted overhearer'). 
4.7 TOSKA'S RESPONSIBILITY AND POWER RELATIONS 
Several parallels can usefully be drawn between Du Bois's (1992) discussion of 
intentionality and responsibility in divination and issues of personal expressive agency 
in Awiakay spirit speech. As Du Bois puts it concerning language uttered in trance, ' the 
utterer of the shifter pronoun is "speaking involuntarily or nonintentionally" - and thus, 
paradoxically, in another sense is not "speaking" if we understand by this acting as a 
responsible speech actor' (1992: 53). While Du Bois argues that divination (or in our 
case spirit speech) works by suppressing speaker intentionality, Keane (1997: 57) 
suggests that we should rather be thinking in more wide-ranging terms of the ascription 
of intentions. He adds that 'what Du Bois takes to be the suppression of individual 
intentionality can also be described as an expansion of the presupposed speaking subject 
beyond the level of the individual' (ibid.). 
In keeping with Keane's point, in Awiakay people's view, a person who is 
possessed by a spirit becomes a spirit. Such a person's words and actions are not 
attributed to them but to the entity who is speaking through them, so they will not be 
judged for what they say or do during possession." 
Building on Goffman 's (1981) classification of participant roles, we can say that 
the spirit is both the principal, who bears responsibility for what is said and done (but 
not for the meaning), and the author who formulates the actual words and actions. 
Toska is merely the animator, one who utters these words. Moyambe and other 
reproached leaders arc proximal addressees, while the roles of the target, to whom the 
words arc ultimately directed, and the overhearer merge into one, as everybody is 
supposed to hear Mama's complaints. The principal-author and the animator occupy 
the same physical body, but are not perccived by the Awiakay as the same entity (cf. 
Keane 1997: 58), which is why Moyambe has never expressed any reproach towards 
Toska for attacking him, but rather did so towards the spirit, in his opinion Satan, who 
was speaking through her. If she were acting as herself, Toska, as Moyambe 's 
classificatory sister (MZD), would be expected to support and not attack her brother. 
" Te lban (1998: 193) d i scusses a case f r o m the pas t w h e n several A t n b o n w a r i m e n kil led a w o m a n f r o m 
a ne ighbour ing vi l lage w h e n she app roached a m e n ' s house . T h e y cap tu red her and c lubbed her to dea th 
wi th the snout of a ca rved spirit c rocodi le . The men , howeve r , were not held r e spons ib le for thei r ac t ions , 
as they said that spirit c rocodi les were ac t ing through them. In contras t , B a m b i Sch ie f f e l i n (pers . c o m m . 7 
Jan. 2012) repor ts that in Bosav i the m e d i u m s channe l the spirit vo ices , so that the m e d i u m h a s n o 
respons ib i l i ty for the u t te rances , but they are not seen as b e c o m i n g a spiri t , jus t ca r ry ing the voice . 
Yet nobody in the community complained about her 'misconduct', as it was clear to 
everyone that she was possessed by a spirit. It was because of this split between the 
author and animator roles that her words had power and authority.'^ 
A Christian spirit is an authority which is higher than a village leader. Mother 
Mary is therefore entitled to criticize the leaders whom she has appointed by herself, as 
when she says: 
Mae nil] lida ambayaijgoy elekiamgoy kamdok pekeyapongoy pokopnijgakaij! 
'1 appointed them all leaders, but now the cloud has sat upon them and I have to 
destroy it. ' 
Another dimension of the 'Mama Maria event', which has already received brief 
attention in section 4.5, is the power relations inherent in the battle of languages. Spirits 
(bush, ancestral or Christian) are more powerful than people, but people have ways of 
dealing with them. One of the important things is knowing which entities are more 
powerful than others, so that one can call on the former for help when one needs it. 
Christian entities (God, Jesus, Holy Spirit and Mother Mary) are believed to be able to 
overpower Satan, whose name is often used as a synonym for all hamiful spirits. 
When it comes to the hierarchy of languages, Awiakay is not perceived as a 
language of power. Its speakers (whether Awiakay people or local spirits) do not 
possess all the desirable goods that they associate with speakers of Tok Pisin (and 
English) in general. As noted in the Introduction, Christian prayers and services, as well 
as Christian spirits, and PNG town dwellers are associated with Tok Pisin. Besides, Tok 
Pisin is associated with the authority of governmental institutions. Although people 
know that the world outside PNG, which is perceived as even more powerftil, speaks 
English, very few people in the village can speak any English at all, so the language of 
authority in their immediate world is Tok Pisin. However, Awiakay is not completely 
powerless: its implicit potency lies in the fact that it gives its speakers a feeling of safety 
and intimacy. People tend to resort to Awiakay whenever they feel threatened by the 
unfamiliar, whether in the form of people or places {WocmgmmJ'orthcom.). Awiakay is 
an indispensable tool for hiding one's intentions (ibid.) and deploying cunning in order 
to mislead the enemy, as well as for insulting and challenging others (cf Kulick 1993). 
This can cast light on the paradoxical situation of Awiakay 'winning' over the generally 
" T h i s s u p p o r t s K e a n e ' s ( 1 9 9 7 : 59) obse rva t ion that ' [d ] i s t inc t ions a m o n g par t i c ipan t ro les can h a v e 
pol i t ica l c o n s e q u e n c e s . ' L a w l e s s ( 1 9 8 8 ) a r g u e s that Pen tecos ta l w o m e n in pa t r ia rcha l c o m m u n i t i e s can 
exer t i n f l u e n c e that w o u l d not be ava i l ab le to t hem were they to c l a im full respons ib i l i ty f o r thei r words . 
more powerful codes, Tok Pisin and English, which occurred during Moyambe 's 
confrontation with the spiri t ." 
4.8 CONCLUSION 
Spirit possession in itself is not a new phenomenon in Awiakay society. While other 
ways of communicating with ancestral and bush spirits were common in the past, 
possession by Christian spirits has come into practice since the uptake of the Catholic 
charismatic movement in the mid-1990s. What made the spirit-possession event 
discussed in this paper unprecedented was the length of possession (unlike late-night 
spirit messages which last no more than ten minutes, this possession went on for about 
two hours with some short pauses in between), the fact that the spirit was interacting 
with people (although not paying much attention to what other people said, the spirit 
was commenting on Moyambe's actions and words), and the fact that a Christian spirit 
was speaking Awiakay. While unprecedented in these respects, the whole event took 
place largely within the terms of established linguistic ideologies and wider socio-
cultural frameworks, albeit within a context of cultural change and intercultural 
articulation. 
One relevant set of established understandings were those held by the Awiakay 
people about the nature of spirits and their relationships with human beings, and about 
the nature of spirit possession, i.e., that it is possible for a spirit to speak through a 
mouth of a human being. 
Another relevant set of understandings concerned the status of the local 
Awiakay language in relation to the lingua franca Tok Pisin and a foreign, yet powerful 
code, English. This is revealed in speakers' choices of codes, which vary depending on 
the targeted overhearers. Consistent with this we can see Awiakay as an insider 
language. Throughout this event Awiakay is chosen when the speaker aims at 
agreement with the targeted overhearers against an 'outsider' , e.g., Moyambe speaking 
Note lhat this kind of spirit possession in which the possessed person (which is usually — but not 
necessarily - a woman) triggers public discussions about delicate village matters, occasionally takes place 
late at night or at least when there is not much noise in the village. The person usually walks along a 
village and not everyone hears everything, but people quickly combine and interpret what was said. Such 
spirit messages, however, are much shorter than the one discussed above, and the spirits tend to speak 
Tok Pisin. Besides, the spirit rarely communicates wilh people, but rather communicates messages lo 
them. 
to Awiakay people in the church when he did not want the Ambonwari to understand 
the insiders' secrets; or the spirit speaking through Toska when the targeted overhearers 
were other Awiakay people rather than the leaders who were being reproached. It was 
up to the people to give meaning to the spirit's words and it was their discussions and 
conclusion that lowered Moyambe's, Aymay's and Yukun's status. In this case the 
leaders were the 'outsiders', as their acts did not comply with the expectations of the 
society. Consistent with the established language ideology, Tok Pisin is chosen as a 
language of authority. English, which in this event unexpectedly enters the Awiakay 
scene, is supposed to be as powerful as spells and is only used when fighting with the 
spirit. 
A third relevant set of established understandings was people's attitudes towards 
the present economic and religious situation: as the economic prosperity and consequent 
leisurely lifestyle the Awiakay had been hoping for, as a result of their adherence to the 
charismatic movement, did not arrive, somebody had to be blamed. Those blamed were 
the village leaders who, despite doing what is otherwise perceived as 'community 
service', did not follow the socially appropriate mode of conduct: Moyambe and Yukun 
had been boasting too much, while Aymay had not sufficiently actcd in his calling. 
It is on the basis of these established understandings in Awiakay society that we 
can look at 'Mama Maria event', which marked a new development in public criticism. 
This otherwise transgressive practice became publicly acceptable through spirit 
possession. People's disappointment is uttered through the mouth of a woman whose 
indirect, at times cryptic speech, and otherwise inappropriate conduct are ascribed to 
Mama Maria, a powerful divine source (cf Keane 1997: 57, Stasch 2011:164). Because 
the community attributes authorship of the words to the divinity rather than the woman, 
her contentious statements are not only tolerated, but taken seriously. It is the split 
between the roles of the author and the animator of the speech that gives the spirit's 
words the power and authority. The cryptic indirection of the utterances coming out of 
Toska's mouth is an index of their divinity, which makes Toska (the spirit) a trusted 
speaker (cf Keane 1997: 57; Robbins 2001) and the listeners' trust gives power to her 
words. But in keeping with what has been found in other Melanesian locales (Robbins 
2001, Schieffelin 2008), the responsibility for their meaning lies with the listeners, the 
people of Kanjimei, who have been deliberating upon it in the weeks and months that 
followed the event. 
Chapter Five: 
Pukupuku katjapla 'Grief-crying': 
The language of laments 
5.1 INTRODUCTION^ 
In this chapter I discuss a linguistic register that is a combination of weeping, melody 
and text and is most commonly used at the death of a person - or a dog.^ The Awiakay 
expression for this genre is pukupuku katjapla. None of such related English terms as 
' l ament ' , 'd i rge ' , 'mourning song ' , 'wailing song ' , ' funerary chant ' , 'wa i l ing ' , etc., 
provides an adequate translation for that expression. Pukupuku is a noun that can be 
translated as ' g r i e f , 'worry ' , 'keeping in thoughts ' , whereas katjapla ' they are crying ' 
functions like the English gerund, hence the short gloss 'gr icf-crying ' . Perhaps the most 
suitable English expression for pukupuku ka^apla is the tenn coined by Steven Feld 
'sung-texted melodic weeping ' (Fold 1982: 93) . ' Although primarily expressing an 
individual person's grief, Awiakay laments have an additional ftinction: they are a 
legitimate means for pointing at existing imbalances in the communi ty and thus play an 
important part in the process of righting such perceived wrongs. In this respect they 
correspond to James Wilce 's definition of lament as 
a typically improvisational genre in which women (and some men) have 
expressed grief and aired grievances, one in which communit ies have ritually 
reconstituted themselves in the face of loss. Lament is thus a lens through which 
many scholars have examined emotions, musics, poetic languages, and the 
societies in which those take shape. (Wilce 2009: 2) 
In this chapter I try to examine all of the above, while focusing on Awiakay 
lament as a linguistic register. I use Awiakay labelling and distinctions between 
An earlier version of those parts of this chapter that relate to weep ing for dogs have been prev ious ly 
publ ished in Gil lespie and H o e n i g m a n 2013. 
- Twenty-seven people have died since my first visit to Kan j ime i in 2004 , eight o f w h o m passed a w a y 
during my various visits in the vil lage. Whi le I part icipated in all ins tances of m o u r n i n g for those eight 
deaths , I have only recorded seven laments wept for four d i f ferent people , and one for a dog. W h e n 
someone dies, the whole vi l lage is gr ief-s tr icken, and a l though the A w i a k a y did not mind be ing recorded 
whi le lament ing, I found it hard to persuade myse l f to hold the camera or an aud io - reco rde r at m o m e n t s 
when we were all deeply shaken. 
' In his comprehens ive study of laments James Wi lce sugges ts a similar term "tuneful textcd w e e n i n g ' 
(Wi lce 2009: 1). 
different stages or types of lament, provide the ethnographic context, and analyse the 
structure and functions of laments. 
In New Guinea laments have often been studied as song genres (cf Harrison 
1982; 1986, Gillespie 2010, Niles 2011). More broadly framed studies are those by Feld 
(1982) and Weiner (1991), whereas 1 often refer to James Wilce's (2009) 
comprehensive study of laments all over the world. " 
When I arrived in Wewak in November 2008, my hosts at Masandanai camp told me 
that a boy from Kanjimei was at Borom hospital. I rushed there to see who it was, and 
was shocked to discover that it was my 21-year-old 'brother' Raymon Yan. Visibly 
emaciated, sitting on a hospital bed in the overcrowded ward, he was a mere shadow of 
the strong and healthy young man I'd known, who had just got married, cut the trees to 
make his own garden, and started planning to build a house. Yan was undergoing TB 
treatment. I managed to speak to his doctor who was positive that the patient would 
soon be released to go back to the village. We even thought that we could travel 
together, but just before my departure the doctor decided that it would be better for Yan 
to stay in hospital a little longer. We arrived in Kanjimei with good news, telling 
everyone that Yan was getting better, and arranged for Yan's brother Andikay to go to 
Wewak and replace our brother-in-law, Anjogoroi), who was Yan's escort and was 
getting tired of hanging out in the hospital. Two weeks later we were in a bush camp, 
half a day's paddling away from the village, when the news reached us by way of a 
messenger from Asangamut that Yan had passed away. 
Before continuing with the chapter, please watch the following 14min film. 
Please watch 
V I D E O 5-1: Y a n [14:22] https://vimeo.com/91831036 PASSWORD: K 
(camera: Robert Gartner) 
'' These laments are spontaneous outbursts or emotion, and are not composed in advance. However, they 
draw on a number of formulaic elements and schemata. If laments are sung by a grup, however, there 
must be some advance composition, otherwise people could not sing the same text in unison.This is true 
of the laments described by Harrison (1982; 1986), Niles (2011) and to some extent Weiner (1991). 
Yan was the first person from Kanjimei to die in a hospital, far from Awiakay 
land. The news of his death deeply shocked the entire village. In the video we see a 
group of Awiakay who, after receiving the news, leave the bush camp and go back 
towards the village, leaving signs for others who were at various camps along the river 
to return. The spirit of a newly deceased person is considered particularly dangerous and 
it is not safe for people to remain in the bush. 
An overwhelming sound of crying permeates the village a few days later when 
the canoe brings Yan's body in a coffin. His sisters jump into the water and throw 
themselves onto the coffin, crying hysterically and calling Yan's name. His mother 
Kununda throws herself onto the floor of her house, crying and calling his name when 
the coffin is carried towards Imbisay's house. Imbisay is Yan's classificatory father 
(FyB) and it was decided that his house would be suitable for the large number of 
people who were coming to cry and spend the night with the body. Yan's father 
Aymakan is desperately calling his son's name. The crowd is entering the house and 
Yan's mothers and aunts are already crying on his coffin. 
At this point it seems as if the whole village is weeping as one, but the video 
makes it clear that these arc actually different laments overlapping, each wept by a 
different person, independently of others. Mothers, aunts and brothers' wives are calling 
Yan's name (his brother's wives, who are in a taboo relationship with him, only call 
him Raymon, which is his Christian name),^ people are sitting around the coffin in 
small groups, each of them weeping their own lament. Individual mourners approach 
the coffin and cry upon it, men in particular allow their mucus to fall down towards the 
coffin, which is a sign of 'good crying'. Once their lament is over, they wipe their face 
on their shirts or into a small towel that they wear around their neck, and walk away, 
talking to others without even sobbing, as if they have not just cried their hearts out.^ 
Mourning for Yan continues in a way that is typical of other instances of 
mourning I have observed among the Awiakay. During the night there are longer pauses 
between the episodes of weeping. People bring their kerosene lamps and LED torches to 
light up the house of crying. The family of the deceased provides large quantities of 
betel nut to be chewed by the mourners (see Plates 5.2 and 5.3). 
' For more on A w i a k a y taboo re la t ionships and appropr ia te behaviour see H o e n i g m a n (2007: 175-77). 
' Be ing ' a good cr ier ' is a highly valued skill not only in Kan j ime i , but in the wider area. I have heard 
people approvingly c o m m e n t i n g on s o m e w o m e n f rom A s a n g a m u t w h o had been seen c ry ing 
pass ionate ly at funerals . See also Te lban (2001) . 
Plate 5.1: Van's father Aymakan and his widow Mayrjgan mourning next to Yan's coffin 
Quiet emotional weeping by those who were closest to the deceased is heard 
throughout the following day when young men start digging the grave. A number of 
people start weeping in church after the prayer leader crosses out the name of the 
deceased from 'the book of this earth', which is a notebook in which he writes the 
names of newborn children and notes who passed away, in order to report it to the 
parish priest. The all-village weeping, consisting of a number of overlapping personal 
laments, is resumed during the fiincral. While some of the close relatives throw 
themselves onto the coffin or even jump into the grave, others go to weep in a secluded 
place, turned towards the bush, with their backs to the deceased. 
After the funeral the family of the deceased distributes food to everybody 
around, in particular to those who helped dig the grave, make and carry the coffin, etc., 
and while the majority sit around quietly, chcwing betelnut, or slowly start going back 
to their houses, the parents, siblings or grown-up children of the deceased continue 
lamenting. It is at this stage when the collective crying ceases that individual laments 
come to the fore and their words can be heard by many. The textual part of weeping 
tends to turn into an implicit airing of grievances, which will be discussed in more detail 
later in the chapter. First I will provide some introductory notes on weeping for 
deceased people and dogs. 
Plates 5.2 and 5.3: 
Yen's family rounded the haus win with branches of betel nut and tobacco swirls for the mourners to 
consume 
5.2 WEE HNG FOR DECEASE DPE OFLE 
Some of the traditional Awiakay mourning practices, in which the relatives of the 
deceased would rub their bodies with white clay and remain in the haus krai (TP for 
'mourning house') for several weeks or even months (Hoenigman 2007: 59-62), have 
been abandoned since 1995 with the uptake of the Catholic charismatic movement. 
However, this has not had much effect on the melodic-texted crying which accompanies 
every death. Even though following a cuhurally established ' template' , laments are 
spontaneous outbursts of emotion, each of them wept only once and never repeated (cf. 
Wilce 2009: 23), and as such not perceived as an 'old custom' that would need to be 
abandoned. 
Crying for a deceased person starts at the moment when people feel that the 
mima 'spirit ' has left the body. Oma 'body (of a living person)' thus becomes timdia 
'dead body' , and mima 'a person's spirit, insideness, seat of thoughts, knowledge, mind' 
turns into tangia ' the spirit of the dead' (cf Telban 2011: 57). The spirit stays close to 
the body and in ordinary conversation people avoid calling the name of the deceased for 
a few years, as their recently departed spirit could come back and harm them. Instead, 
they use avoidance terms, such as kopa kamianda 'the bald head' or tapuka ohika ' the 
old man' , which was used for the oldest, recently deceased man in the village, and so 
on. A couple of years after Van's death I still heard his father, Aymakan, referring to 
him as man i bagarap (TP) 'the ruined one' or kay punjukandenge 'that long one' , as he 
was his tallest son. The name of the deceased, however, is continually called in 
lamenting. 
While young Awiakay boys are embarrassed to cry (cf Telban 2011), and 
children are believed not to have the understanding, both adult men and women are 
competent in expressing their sorrow through sung-texted melodic weeping.^ As soon as 
people learn of someone's death, loud crying permeates the entire village, emanating 
from the house where the body of the deceased lies. People stream there to see the body, 
and soon start bringing their sleeping mats in order to stay with the body and cry 
overnight. Close relatives lie next to the body, touch it, caress it, hold the deceased 
person's hands, and in case of a dead child, the parents hold it in the lap, continually 
kissing the child's face (see Plates 5.4 and 5.5). 
' A l though l amen t ing for the deceased is o f t en the domain of w o m e n , and o lder w o m e n in par t icu la r 
(Gi l lesp ie 2010 ; Ni les 2011 ; W e i n e r 1991; W i l c e 2009: 23 , 28) , n u m e r o u s s tud ies of l amen t ing all ove r 
the wor ld show that men are equa l ly involved in the d iverse pract ices of l amen t ing (Alex iou 1974: 10, 12; 
W i l c e 2009: 51). 
The Awiakay nowadays cry until just after the funeral; then they encourage each 
other to stop. They fear that prolonged mourning can be dangerous for an individual 
whose spirit is detached from his/her body. This view corresponds interestingly to that 
of Sigmund Freud, who in his essay on mourning and melancholia maintains that "when 
the work of mourning is completed, the ego bccomes free and uninhibited again" (Freud 
1925: 245). However, the Awiakay nowadays often ascribe prolonged mourning of an 
individual to moral weakness and lack of faith, as we shall see below.^ The following 
excerpt (a full transcript can be found in Appendix H) shows how Moyambe scolded his 
mother Kununda who could not stop weeping for her deceased son (Moyambe 's elder 
brother) Akaim. 
[Exhausted from long and loud crying KUNUNDA is using the last bits of her strength to keep calling 
her son Akaim. Her voice is weak and hoarse, and the words she utters are hardly intelligible...] 
Akaim! Akaim o... Akaim o... 
A k a i m ! A k a i m . . . A k a i m . . . 
MOYAMBE 
200 Ambi, baibeltiij tafjan kakay: mae nian i aipas, i no save Ions Jisas, em bai krai 
planti, man i save olsem em i bilip long mi. em bai mi kirapim em Ions las de. 
M u m . it s a y s so in the Bib le : b e f o r e , w h e n the m a n w a s b l i nd and d i d n ' t k n o w a b o u t 
J e sus , h e ' d c ry a lot. but the m a n w h o k n o w s m e , b e l i e v e s in m e . I wil l b r i n g t h i s 
m a n b a c k to l i fe on the last d a y . 
Bai yu hikim pikinini bihngyu long las de. 
Y o u w ill see y o u r ch i ld on the last d a y . 
Dispela tok em i strongpela tok. 
T h e s e a re p o w e r f u l w o r d s . 
Nan emep puHm-iaubapem. 
Lis ten c a r e f u l l y . 
Wari i save basarapim man. 
G r i e v i n g can d e s t r o y y o u . 
205 Mom luijgiimgiay okok. 
F o l l o w m y w o r d s . 
Mom tuijgumgoy okokonmamgoy, emep endaij kamapaponman. 
If y o u f o l l o w m y w o r d s , y o u wil l f ind y o u r s e l f on the r igh t pa th . 
(...) 
[KUNUNDA crying] 
MOYAMBE 
Mama, inap nau! 
M o t h e r , e n o u g h n o w ! 
Stopim dispela mans! 
S t o p th i s k ind of c r y i n g . 
215 Yu mas lukhik long mi! 
F o l l o w m y e x a m p l e . 
Wok bilong mi em i spesel wok. 
I ' v e got v e r y spec ia l w o r k . 
C f Feld 1990: 96 fn . l for Australian missionary concept among Ihe Kaluli that 'weep ing indicates 
weakness and undue emot ional ism' . 
217 Mama, lay okokondimbem lay paulimbapiiiidimaijgoy taijan kaijganman unikanda. 
Mum. you must follow my example. If you break my heart, you will cry again. 
Tay piakandinman. 
What if you lose me as well? 
Bilip aka ton koij kaijgaplainan. 
The one who doesn't believe will cry a lot. 
220 Sapos yu save long Jisas, nogal. 
If you know Jesus, [there's] no [crying]. 
[..•1 
An lok amamasuij an. 
He went to a place of joy. 
Nan anda sotpela taim kdopan, ambi. 
You too are only here for a short while, mum. 
224 Mama, slop nau! 
Mum, stop now! 
[...] 
MOYAMBE 
228 Nan kenda ambaimba ambopan elaij andam soriarj? 
Why are you choosing the path of sorrow? 
Nan anda elaij aninman kunja enda. 
You too will go this way. 
230 Nan anda ambamba ambopan? 
Why will you too go? 
231 Kamon, kambek! 
Come on, come back! 
The Awiakay say that 'grief will destroy a person' and 'sadness will kill l ife ' and they 
reproach those who are overwhelmed with sadness. Freud explains that people never 
willingly abandon their clinging to the loved object or person, even though it no longer 
exists. He believes that "[t]his opposition can be so intense that a turning away from 
reality takes place and a clinging to the object through the medium of a hallucinatory 
wishful psychosis" (Freud 1925: 244). In a tropical rainforest everything that distracts 
one ' s focused mind can be potentially lethal. While the Awiakay nowadays have Jesus 
as a reference point, saying that the person who weeps a lot is not a good believer and 
implying that God is not happy with such a person (lines 200, 219-20), several Awiakay 
myths tell of people who were harmed by spirits while wandering in the bush in grief 
that extended beyond the period spent in the 'mourning house ' . Just like jealousy or 
anger, deep worries and grief are also believed to detach the spirit from one ' s body and 
thus leave the person open to sickness and prone to accidents. 
Plate 5.4: Kununda lying next to her classificatory brother's Kawaki's body, his son-in-law (DH) Andok 
crying and holding his hand, his daughter Apimat] continually slapping and grabbing his right foot while 
weeping her own lament. 
Plate 5.5: Aymakan and Kununda got married after they were both widowed. Although they both had 
children from their previous marriages, and although I was their adopted child, I was often treated and 
spoilt like their youngest offspring. When Kununda died, Aymakan asked me to lay my head on his thighs 
like a child and rest my arms on her covered body for the last time. 
Moyambe thus begs his mother to stop crying lest her sadness affect and harm him 
(lines 213-18) or she herself perish (lines 228-31). Although people discourage each 
other from extended grief, one can occasionally hear melodic weeping coming from the 
house of the deceased even several months after their death. Kopona pukupon, 'She 
remembered her little brother' , or Anamgoy tenja pukupon an, 'He ' s still grieving over 
his son', people from nearby houses say quietly, often looking down or sideways, and 
thus expressing sorrow either for the deceased or for the person in grief 
The Awiakay do not weep only for deceased people. Pukupiiku kaijgapla 'sung-
texted melodic weeping' extends also to deceased dogs. Before moving on to a 
discussion of different types of weeping, I shall briefly introduce this practice. 
5.3 WEEPING FOR DOGS 
As a largely hunter-and-gatherer society, the Awiakay have always had a close 
relationship with their dogs. Dogs appear in a great number of myths. According to one 
myth, women used to marry dogs who would vomit food for them. One day, one 
woman discovered a man. He could hunt for food, and she found him to be a better mate 
than dogs in other ways as well, so since then dogs have been helping the Awiakay hunt 
for pigs and cassowaries. In the days when the Awiakay still practiced male initiation, 
one of the most important things that a boy learned during the course of it was how to 
use hunting magic to make his dog kill many pigs. Apart from people and spirits, only 
dogs and spirit objects have names. Dogs arc normally named after powerful bush 
spirits. In 2009, out of the 83 adult dogs in Kanjimei 51 had spirit names, 7 were named 
after pain-inflicting plants or animals and 25 dogs carried names borrowed from Tok 
Pisin, which are also perceived as powerful, as they come from the outside world. Not 
only among the Awiakay, but in the wider Sepik area, a puppy is an important gift 
which eventually needs to be reciprocated. Dogs are the only mammals that the 
Awiakay claim never to have eaten (1.1.3). Instead, they are fed with sago and treated 
relatively well. They are only hit or have something thrown at them when they come too 
close to food or when they fight. A dog becomes an extension of its owner and is, in 
Awiakay belief, the only animal that can, like humans, be attacked and killed by an 
emay 'assault sorcerer' (TP sanguma). 
Plate 5.6 Awiakay man and woman go hunting with dogs. Drawing by Terens Saun, 2004. 
During my 23 months of ficldwork in Kanjimei I recorded only one lament for a 
dog. One of the reasons for this is that more dogs perish on hunting trips when wounded 
in a fight with a pig or a cassowary than die of old age. In such a case the dog is buried 
and cried for in the forest. Their owners' laments arc thus never heard by anyone else. 1 
was told about two such cases in 2009. 
However, even when a dog dies in the village this is not an event that normally 
attracts much attention, and a dog's burial goes unnoticed by most people other than the 
owner. No matter how important an individual dog is for its owner, it does not have 
much significance for Awiakay society more generally. But just as in the case of 
weeping for deceased people, weeping for dogs can be a vehicle for the subtle airing of 
grievances, a matter which will be discussed later in this chapter. 
5.4 TYPES OF WEEPING 
An Awiakay term describing crying with tears is kaijapla 'crying' or 'weeping' . When 
it is preceded by the word pukupuku, the resulting phrase implies that the reason for 
crying is grieving (rather than crying because of physical pain or resentment, both of 
which is typical of children).' While weeping for a deceased person or a dog is 
generally referred to as pukupuku kaijapla, this expression covers several different 
types of weeping: pende-pende kwjapla 'hysterical crying', yani-yam kaijapla 'calling-
crying' and pukupuku kaijapla, which, besides being a general term for 'grief-crying', 
also denotes a particular type of weeping. Each of these several types occurs at a 
particular stage of mourning. The following table (5.1) summarizes some of the key 
features of the three types. In the rest of the chapter these features will be discussed in 
detail. '" 
Table 5.1: A w i a k a y lament 
p u k u p u k u k a t) a p 1 a 
pende-pende kaijapla 
hysterical crying 
yahi-yahi kaijapla 
calling-crying 
pukupuku karjapla 
grief-crying 
(sung-texted melodic weeping) 
w e e p i n g X X X 
melody / 
a melodic descent, often 
involving 3 pitches, w/ith the 
lowest as tonal centre 
a melodic descent, often 
involving 3 pitches, with the 
lowest as tonal centre 
text / (X) X 
addressee deceased deceased deceased 
targeted 
overhearer 
deceased deceased specif ic living people 
X = present 
/ = absent 
Pende-pende kaijapla refers to the hysterical crying, often combined with 
calling the name of the deceased, when - as the Awiakay explain - 'the person crying 
goes neariy mad.' This type of crying typically takes place as soon as close relatives see 
the body or the coff in with the deceased, as well as during the funeral, at the point when 
' Puku- is a verb root, meaning ' g r i eve ' , ' w o r r y ' , ' k e e p in o n e ' s thoughts ' . The reduplicat ion puku-puku 
in the compound pukupuku kaijapla funct ions as an intensifier, contributes additional meaning ' g r i ev ing ' , 
and thus indicates a lasting inner-state. 
The melody of weeping will be discussed in section 5.8. 
the body is about to be buried. The same expression is used when a child is crying out 
of resentment because it cannot get hold of something it wants, or had to give 
something away to a younger sibling.'' Both examples of pende-pende kaijapla can be 
seen in the following video. The first shot shows Van's sisters crying hysterically on his 
coffin, and the second one a child crying resentfully because his father did not want to 
carry him on his shoulders. 
Please watch 
VIDEO 5-2: Pende-pende karjapla [0:53] https://vimeo.com/99926547 
PASSWORD: K 
The Awiakay say that at such a point you cannot think what you are doing 
because your 'mind has gone to hide'. 
Mim-a oijga mamhi-ij amb-on. 
mind-3ss . iNAL.P0SS with hide-LOC go-3SG.PRES 
'One's mind goes to hide.' 
In the context of grieving it is usually close relatives who go through this stage of 
crying; parents more often than children, and siblings more often than spouses. One 
cannot stand, but falls or flings oneself heedlessly on the ground or on the coffin.'^ 
When Imbisay's two-year-old daughter Akua wandered off without supervision 
and was carried away by the river, I kept trying to resuscitate the unconscious, perhaps 
already dead child who had been pulled out of the water, while people already started 
crying. When it was clear to Imbisay that his daughter was dead, he flung himself at his 
house ladder, falling through the steps of the ladder as if his body were made of jelly. 
His wife and Akua's mother, Palomay, who was in the bush when this happened, could 
not walk, but crawled on her hands and knees back to the village after she had been told 
what had happened. Her eldest daughter, Aqgaig, screamed with rage and swung her 
" A child w h o fee ls resentful t h rows himsel f to the g round and can cry for more than an hour, but is 
never pun ished , as it is bel ieved that this would ' ru in his spir i t ' . The carers thus leave such a child c ry ing 
for a long t ime, but eventual ly c o m e and pick them up, and give them a piece of sago pancake or s o m e 
other food to ' b r ing their spirit back ' ( c f H o e n i g m a n 2007: 79; see a lso Te lban 1993 for a d i scuss ion on 
ca r ing and resen tment in Ambonwar i ) . 
Wi lce (2009: 38) notes that "se l f - in jury through th rowing onese l f to the g round a c c o m p a n i e s lament in 
a wide variety of t radi t ions ," to the extent that such acts somet imes result in long- las t ing injur ies . 
bushknife, threatening to chop up her devastated mother for leaving her little sister 
behind when going to the bush to collect tulip}^ 
The Awiakay explain that severe sadness paralyses the mind - because of the 
loss of a beloved person, or because of a great desire for something they cannot get 
(which is most often the case with crying children; cf Telban 1993). In both cases other 
people feel obliged to intervene, as grieving - just like resentment - detaches one's 
spirit from the body and thus makes one vulnerable and open to sickness, as mentioned 
above. 
Pende-pende crying is not melodic, but is sometimes intertwined with another 
type of weeping called 'calling crying' when grieving. 
Yam-yaiii katjapla 'calling-crying', takes place after the first shock at the death 
of a loved one. The verb root yani- stands for 'call' in the sense of 'utter/tell the name 
o f and is often used for example when urging a woman to publicly call the name of the 
father of their illegitimate child. Reduplication of the verb root indicates a repeated 
action. At this stage the lamenter repeatedly calls the name of the deceased, intertwined 
with melodic weeping or sobbing, or lists names of places that he/she and the deceased 
visited together. Yaiii-yam is often a part of either pende-pende or, in particular, 
pukiipuku kaijapla, but it can also stand alone, and some people keep weeping by calling 
the name of the deceased throughout the night. 
The following video excerpt is an example ofyani-yani kaijapla 'calling-crying' 
by Pasam, sitting underneath her house and lamenting the death of her 18-month-old 
granddaughter Maria. This is followed by three shorter excerpts from recordings of 
vani-yani as wept by men: Andikay calling his deceased brother Raymon (Yan), 
Aymakan calling his son Yan, and Moyambe calling his brother Akaim. 
Please watch 
VIDEO 5-3: Yahi-yani kaijapla [1:07] https://vimeo.com/99898608 
PASSWORD: K 
Although Akua was left in another w o m a n ' s care while the mother went to collect tulip leaves (TP for 
Gneliim gnemon) to top up the sago pudding for (he f ami ly ' s evening meal , that woman has never been 
b lamed for the little g i r l ' s death. Nei ther was A k u a ' s mother , apart f rom her eldest daugh te r ' s initial rage. 
The rumour that prevailed in the fo l lowing months was that the child had been led to the river by emay, 
an assault sorcerer (TP sansuma). hcnce a lack of adult footprints next to the ch i ld ' s ones. Her father, 
Imbisay, the village teacher, was convinced that it was the jealousy in the communi ty and their 
accusat ions that he had used school subs idy-money to buy a boat that led to his daugh te r ' s death. But 
there have never been any accusat ions of particular people hiring a sanguma. 
Pukupuku kaijapla 'grief-crying' or 'sung-texted melodic weeping' usually 
starts when people begin coming to the mourning house to cry over the body, and 
completely takes over after the funeral, when individual laments are no longer merged 
into what sounds like mass weeping, but can be distinguished from one another. At this 
stage the uncontrolled crying gives way to text and melody. The weeping person usually 
calls the names of the places in Awiakay land where the deceased walked, mentions 
their shared experiences, grieves over their unfinished work and recalls all the good 
deeds that the deceased did for them, often lamenting the fact that there will now be no 
one to take care of them. At the same time, this is when the lamenter can indirectly 
appeal for help and implicitly bring out his or her own grievances, which will be further 
discusscd later in this chapter. 
It is hard to say when particular laments begin and end. It is impossible to 
predict when the texted part of a lament will start, as it springs out of weeping. In its 
course it is often interrupted by a burst of crying or (fi-cqucntly still melodic) moaning. 
It is equally hard to estimate when the texted part finally ends. The lamenter may move 
to a different place and resume the lament there. Aymakan was lamenting for his son 
Yan while his body was being buried. During the burial the texted part of his lament 
was often interrupted by bursts of crying, and at some points he simply stopped from 
exhaustion. However, he resumed his lament several times, and (as we can see in the 
first video in this chapter VIDEO 5-I: Yan) continued even when others were already 
distributing the food or chewing betelnut in the haus win shelter. Similarly, Kununda, 
who wept for her son Akaim at his funeral, resumed her lament once back in the house 
(and soon after she was scoldcd by Moyambe, as discussed above). Moyambe, who 
started crying for his brother Akaim in the church, continued at several stages during 
and after the funeral. 
5.5 WEEPING FOR AKAIM 
Before I continue with an analysis of Moyambe's lament wept for Akaim, I will briefly 
introduce the circumstances in which he passed away. 
One afternoon in February 2009 Akaim, a married man, aged about 39 and with 
three children, started complaining of a pain in his solar plexus. He felt better in the 
evening, but by the following night he had become unconscious. The whole village was 
engaged in a huge prayer meeting in which they demanded God send a miracle and give 
life to Akaim. Multiple spirit-possession events took place, in which the spirits revealed 
causes of his sickness, all family members publicly confessed their transgressions, and 
various people tried different techniques to bring Akaim back to life - from shouting 
into his ears to hitting the soles of his feet, pouring water over his head, and being 
joyful, as they all firmly believed that a miracle was on its way. By this time Akaim's 
pulse could no longer be felt and clinically he was most likely already dead. His brother 
Karuap held him, with Akaim's body leaning against his own in a sitting position while 
the women around him were trying to force his mouth open and make him drink some 
blessed water. ""Laif, laif, givim laif! Laif, laif, laif ari!" 'Life, life, give life!' people 
inside and outside the house were shouting to God both in Awiakay and in Tok Pisin. 
The house where Akaim was lying was packed. At some point it started cracking and 
we had to go out lest the termite-damaged posts give in under the excessive weight and 
the house collapse. The cracking was interpreted as a sign that a miracle was coming. 
"There will be a loud bang when his life comes back," various people said to me. 
Everybody was waiting in suspense while the spirits were at work.'" All this went on 
until after midnight. After that all was quiet. It was strictly forbidden to cry, as that 
would not allow Akaim's spirit to come back to his body. However, in the early 
morning hours, the family started lamenting. 
1 will now turn to parts of a lament which was sung by Akaim's brother 
Moyambe after the church service, and which continued after the funeral. A full 
transcript of the lament appears in Appendix 5.A and a short excerpt can be heard in the 
following subtitled version of the audio recording. 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 5-4: Moyambe weeping for Akaim [1:391 https://vimeo.eom/i00978976 
P A S S W O R D : K 
The overall pattern of this lament and even some of the phrases are (with some 
variation) repeated in many laments, particularly rhetorical questions addressed to the 
The at tempt to bring Akaim back to life was, in terms of the number of spirits involved, the biggest 
spir i t-possession event I have ever witnessed in Kanj imei . The actions of the spirits as per formed through 
the possessed people were so incredibly coordinated that one could not expect to see it anywhere but in a 
play that the actors have been rehears ing for months. However , a detailed analysis of this event will need 
to f ind its place e lsewhere , as it would be too much of a deviation f rom the topic of this thesis. 
d e c e a s e d , a s k i n g w h e r e the l a m e n t e r wi l l s ec the d e c e a s e d a g a i n ( l ines 1-6 , 12), w h y 
h e / s h e had to r e m a i n a lone ( l ines 7, 2 2 ) o r w h y the d e c e a s e d has lef t p e o p l e w h o w e r e 
c lo se to h i m / h e r ( l ine 8), w h i c h is h o w th is pa r t i cu la r l a m e n t s t a r t s . " 
1 Aro, kanjaij opia inakim? 
Ayo, where will 1 see you again? 
2 Ayo, kanjaij opia inakim nokomgukmiiij? 
Ayo, where will 1 see you again with my eyes? 
7 Niij ambla amuijga amuijga lonakim? 
Why, oh why will I remain alone? 
8 Ayo. Akaim o. annnjgapendimaman? 
Ayo. Akaim oh, why did you take your leave of me? 
22 Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o, niij ambla amonga kohponakim? 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim oh, why will 1 just be alone now? 
M a n y o f these are r epea ted severa l t imes , and wi th s o m e var ia t ion t h r o u g h o u t the 
l amen t , e .g. 
10 Akaim o, ayo, ayo, amuijga amuijga pendiman? 
Akaim, oh. ayo, ayo, why did you take your leave of me? 
16 Ayo, ayo Akaim o, nanumgoy kuijanja andomba peijgumaman? 
Ayo, ayo, Akaim o, why did you take your leave of your children? 
17 Akaim a, aka tapukan pengumaman. 
Akaim o, you weren't an old man to have taken your leave of us. 
19 Ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o, kwjanja andomba pengumaman, nan aka 
tapuka. 
Ayo. ayo, Akaim oh (x3) why did you take your lea\ e of your children, you weren ' t 
old. 
20 KuijanJa ainbamba pengumaman, nan aka tapuka. 
Why did you take your leave of your children, you weren' t old. 
24 Nan amoijga pengumaman, aij ambla koloponaijim? 
Why did you take your leave of us, how will we be alone now? 
38 Annnjga amuijga pengumaman, ayo, Akaim o? 
Why oh why did you take your leave of us, Akaim oh? 
" Such -grieving questions' (the term used in Wilce 2009: 29), are common in laments from elsewhere in 
New Guinea (Don Niles, pers. comm, October 2014; see also Feld 1982 for Kaluli; Gillespie 2010: 91, 94 
for Duna; Weiner 1991 for Foi), as well as in other parts of the world (Wilce 2009: 29) 
Plate 5.7; Akaim's mothers Kununda and Yongondam and his brother Karuap crying on his coffin 
Plate 5.8: When the coffin with Al<aim's body was already in the grave, someone noticed that it 
was placed there in a wrong way, as his head should be facing the mountain. The coffin was 
then pulled out and properly placed in the grave. 
Plates 5.9, 5.10, 5.11: Exhausted from crying at the funeral for her deceased son Akaim, 
Kununda was taken back to her house by Yakame who shared her sorrow by commenting how 
she herself had lost her 18-year-old son who drowned in the river. As Kununda kept crying in 
the house, her son Moyambe came to scold her. 
Similar formulae continue in lines 70, 72, 89, 93, 106, 116, 129, 149, 157, 159, 171 and 
188-90. A common 'complaint ' in Awiakay laments, sometimes posed in the form of a 
rhetorical question (though not featuring in this particular lament) is also that the 
deceased did not tell that he/she is departing. A few examples of that can be heard in 
laments wept for Yan, in VIDEO 5-1. 
Aka yana-ndi-m-an nan, Dari aka yani-m-an. Yan o. 
not telHsG.0BJ-m-2SG.SBJ 2SG Darja not tell-3SG.OBJ-m-2SG.SBJ Yan o 
'You didn' t tell me you were leaving, you didn ' t tell Dari [Darja] either, Yan o. ' 
Such formulae are common in other New Guinea songs, such as among the Foi (Weiner 
1991: 47, and the Duna (Gillespie 2010; 94-95). 
Although drawing on a number of formulaic elements and schemata, each 
lament is different, composed while being wept, and thus never repcatable, which is a 
common feature of traditional laments all over the world (Wilce 2009: 23). 
This lament for Akaim is full of lines that reflect Moyambe ' s sorrow, moments 
when he realises that he will now be 'a lone ' (line 22), calling out to his peers to let them 
know that Akaim has really gone (lines IS, 41, 42), awareness that he will keep 
searching for his brother wherever he goes (line 83), missing him as time passes (lines 
109 and 164-165) and feeling that he is just away temporarily (line 183). Examples are 
shown below. 
22 Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o, nit] ambia amonga kohponakim? 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim oli, why will I just be alone now? 
18 Ayo, Jonathan, ayo. Virus o, Akaim agalon! 
Ayo. Jonathan, ayo. Vitus, Akaim's no more [gone]! 
41 Asao o, Akaim agalon! 
Asao oh, Akaim's gone! 
42 Saun o, Akaim agalon! 
Saun oh, Akaim's gone! 
82 Akaim o, kanjan amanim? Ayo, Akaim o! 
Akaim oh, where did you go? Ayo, Akaim oh! 
83 Akaim. kohn-usa kakaytjay nan pekemangoy. 
Akaim oh, I think this is your footprint, you must have coine down this way. 
84 Akaim tuijgumgoy, mimik maijga! 
Oh my Akaim, my heart! 
109 Tem ambIa mulakanak, Akaim a! 
I alone will be looking at the sun, Akaim oh! 
153 Akaim o, yao kulamba eyenaiijay, ayo, Akaim o! 
Akaim oh, your house will be cold Jiow, ayo, Akaiin oh! 
[your spirit will not be there any more] 
164 /jyo. ayo, ayo, temun amhopon. 
A y o , ayo . ayo, the sun is se t t ing [ t ime is pass ing] , 
155 Yara vara ambia mulakanak, tepaya tepaya ambia muhkanak. 
Year a f t e r year I will wa tch a lone , m o o n a f t e r m o o n I will wa tch a lone . 
170 Akaim o, Akaim o. amgwa amgwa paulimbapundiman? 
A k a i m oh, A k a i m oh, w h y oh w h y did you break m e like th is? 
182 Akaim, amgwa amgwam, ayo, ayo, Akaim! 
A k a i m . w h y oh w h y , ayo, ayo , A k a i m ! 
183 Tamba iijga amangay mapeij meijge pokoimba. 
Y o u only took your d o g and wen t to the bush to hunt . 
Line 83 implies that Moyambc will keep searching for Akaim whenever he goes to the 
bush, and reads the signs that might remind him of his late brother. The Awiakay know 
each other 's footprints, and can almost always recognise if they belong to those who are 
close to them and with whom they often walk together. When in the bush, the Awiakay 
are highly attentive to everything around them. Footprints, broken twigs, folded leaves, 
grass slanting in a certain direction, as well as the chirping of the insects and various 
bird cries - small signs that an untrained ear or eye cannot even perccive - make them 
aware of the presence of another human being, or remind them of the deceased and the 
times they were walking in the bush, reading these signs together. 
Calling out names of places in Awiakay land therefore triggers intense feelings 
of sorrow (see Chapter 6; cf. Feld 1982; Gillespie 2010), mostly bccause it brings about 
memories of past experiences with the deceased. Across Melanesia, these feelings are 
played up as a major cultural theme and object of aesthetic elaboration, i.e. not just a 
matter of how people feel, but of how they are meant to feel and act out in public (cf. 
Feld 1982; Weiner 1991). In his lament Moyambc mentions the places where he and 
Akaim used to go, or were planning to go together, e.g., in lines 85-88 (example below), 
as well as 103-105, 110-111 and 154-156. 
85 Kasipa matjga ambia enJeijanakijay. 
I think I ' l l have to go to Kas ipa hill by m y s e l f 
86 Kulakap marjga ambia enjeijaiiahjay, ayo, Akaim o! 
I th ink I 'll have to go to K u l a k a p hill by myse l f , ayo, A k a i m oh ! 
87 Mundumi maijga ambia enjeijanahjay. 
I think r i l h a v e to g o to M u n d u m i hill by m y s e l f 
88 Kulakap maijga ambia enjeijanahjay, ayo, Akaim o! 
I think r i l have to g o to K u l a k a p hill by myse l f , ayo, A k a i m oh ! 
This is intensified by the use of parallelism in which names of hills (shown in boldface) 
stand out as variables in the parallel set. 
Further on, Moyambe's lament portrays Akaim as a generous, hardworking man 
(line 101) who was fulfilling his social obligations and taking good care of his own 
children as well as his brother's by always sharing food, in particular his kill with them 
(lines 14, 15, 64, 106, 125, 160, 172, 176-7). 
1'' Akaim o. niij loju musuay mokopalik, ey nanomsat) pokomokonpalik. 
Akaim oh, you were the only one w h o helped me while I was doing church work . 
[I received your and no one e l se ' s help] 
15 Nan ambla lukaulimbapundimban nombemhutj. 
Only you were he lp ing me with food. 
64 Akaim tarn yandopep aka aman mapeij tai pukundimbep ayo, ayo, ayo! 
A k a i m , you never took the dogs to the bush without th inking of me [and g iv ing me 
part of their kill], ayo, ayo, ayo! 
106 Kuijanja lukautimhapopahingoy sapot tuijgumgoy, Akaim o! 
W e were taking care of our children together , you were my support . Aka im oh! 
160 Kinjanja meijgaijgumbeke opendiijga pekepman mefjge-kamia ojjga. 
W h e n the chi ldren were hungry you would c o m e and bring me some meat . 
172 Ambaydarj amanim kuijanja emepanda htkaurimbapaijgitmpmongoy [kakaruk i krai] 
Whereve r you went you used to take good care of chi ldren [...] 
176 Nan kiduk pisip toman. 
You were like my father . 
177 Tuijgoy kinjanja makandimbopman niij wok misin mokopokoy. 
You were taking care of my children when I was doing mission work. 
101 Nam pisip walopman lay niij koij paijaiijga wambopok tay, imja kele aka 
paijainakijay tay. 
You were pounding sago like a real w o m a n , and I w a s asking you for it, now I 
w o n ' t be asking you for it anymore . 
Line 101 implies that Akaim was indeed a hardworking man. Comparing a man to a 
woman when it comes to work that is considered a female job (e.g. pounding or cooking 
sago) reflects deep admiration and is considered flattering.'^ However, this line carries 
another implication. Although Akaim's diligence in pounding sago was understood as 
Similarly, it is a compliment for a woman to hear that she is like a man in performing what is 
considered to be men's tasks. One can sometimes hear stories of admiration about Apas, a widow who 
went hunting by herself and killed a pig after her husband passed away. Aka nam! 'Not a woman!' people 
say, Oluk pisip 'She 's like a man.' However, when a man is compared to a woman in the context of 
fighting, this does not mean anything good, as it implies that he cannot fight by himself like a grown-up 
man, but needs other people's help (3.2.1.3). 
something very positive, it was also seen as worrying. A rumour had been going around 
to the effect that his wife Mas had been continually nagging him to help her and in the 
end he was the only one doing all the hard work in the family. One of the several 
explanations for Akaim's premature death was that he was overworked, as well as often 
verbally shamed by his lazy wife. 
Throughout his lament Moyambe dwells on the fact that he will now not be able 
to ask anyone else when he needs something (lines 56, 94, 101, 125, 139) 
56 Ake nil] pakalay ekepenakim Akaim amwjga amtnjgam penguman? 
O h dear , w h o will I ask for he lp [if I need any th ing] , oh A k a i m . w h y oh w h y d id 
you l eave us? 
94 Nit]pakan ekepenakim? 
W h o will I ask [ for any th ing ] n o w ? 
125 Ayo. Akaim o, taymba aka ekepaiijga wamonahjay kohkotnba kuijanja asumgoy 
makaimba. 
A y o , A k a i m oh . I w o n ' t be c o m i n g to ask you for sago and mea t to f eed o u r 
ch i ld ren . 
139 Taymba aka ekepaiijga wamonahjay kohkotnba kwjanja asumgoy makaimba. 
Now I w o n ' t be able to c o m e and ask you for sago for f e e d i n g ou r ch i ld ren . 
Similar concern is expressed in line 56 of a short excerpt of Aka im 's classificatiory 
mother 's Yoi jgondam's lament (lines 52-60 in Appendix H). 
5S Ake niij pakalay ekepenakim Akaim amiiijga amuijgam penguman? 
O h dear, w ho w ill I ask for he lp [if I need any th ing] , oh A k a i m , w h y oh w hy did 
you leave us? 
5.6 FUNCTIONS OF WEEPING 
5.6.1 Weeping as a call for help 
Expressing a worry about how one will be able to live without the deceased, not only 
emotionally, but in terms of the help that the deceased provided, is intended as an 
indirect call for help. 
The person weeping often refers to the unrealised plans (line 60) or unfinished 
work of the deceased and thus emphasises that their death was untimely (lines 26-27, 
30-35 ,59 , 77 ,81 and 89). 
26 Akaim o, nanumgoy yao-leijga aka pinisimbapoman 
A k a i m o, you h a v e n ' t f in i shed the a w n i n g on your h o u s e yet . 
27 Nanumgoy yao pakan pimsimhaponaim ? 
W h o wil l f in ish your h o u s e n o w ? 
30 Upim aka andoman nanumgoy yamj. 
Y o u h a v e n ' t spread the l i m b u m floor 
31 Nangoy yao upim pakan andonaim? 
W h o will lay the l i m b u m floor in you r h o u s e ? 
32 Yao aka pinisimbapoman. 
Y o u h a v e n ' t f in i shed your h o u s e yet . 
33 Yambat aka paloman. 
Y o u h a v e n ' t f i t ted s ago pa lm slats into the wa l l s yet . 
35 Ayo, Akaim o, leijga aka pinisimbapoman. 
A y o , A k a i m oh, you h a v e n ' t finished the a w n i n g over you r \ e r a n d a yet . 
59 Akaim tuijgumgoy kakyawa aka endepalepman, Akaim luijgiimgoy. 
O h m y A k a i m , you h a v e n ' t f in i shed your h o u s e yet . my A k a i m ! 
60 Akaim tuijgumgoy, abu sakay kag tapukaij yao aka endepalepman, o Akaim o! 
M y A k a i m , you h a v e n ' t built a house at you r g r a n d - f a t h e r ' s o ld ga rden , oh, A k a i m 
oh! 
T! Amonga amongam, Akaim o, yao aka pinisimbapoman, Akaim, yao nanomgoy. 
W h y oh w h y , A k a i m oh, you h a v e n ' t finished the house , A k a i m , you r house . 
81 Akaim o, yao nanumgoy aka pinisimbapomangay! Akaim! Akaim! Akaim! 
A k a i m oh , you h a v e n ' t finished your house ! A k a i m ! (x4) 
89 Yao aka endemanijay, yao amgwapeaman? 
Y o u h a v e n ' t finished your house yet , w h y did you take your leave of us? 
At the same time, these lines, repeated with some variation throughout the lament, arc 
an indirect public call for help. When an old man dies, his widow is taken care of by her 
grown-up children, whereas in the case of a younger man ' s death whose children are 
still small, this task is divided between her late husband 's brothers and her own 
brothers. '^ In practice, however, a widow does not necessarily get much help (and when 
it comes to a sickness in the family, family members often confess their slackness 
towards their widowed relatives as one of their transgressions). Although her sisters and 
their families, as well as her husband 's brothers' families do sometimes help by 
bringing her water or firewood, and sharing meat or fish with her, her house will most 
likely remain unfinished until her own sons arc big enough to build one. Although she 
can maintain the house or do some smaller repairs by herself, it takes action by a group 
" In the past it was very likely that after her husband's death a woman would marry her husband's 
brother. With polygyny no longer practiced, widowed women nowadays often stay alone. 
of men to rcplacc house posts or repair the roof. Such an action needs to be paid for 
with food, which becomes difficult, as a widow does not have a husband who can hunt 
and provide the meat for the feast. Her own brothers or her husband's brothers, whose 
duty it is to help her, often postpone it till it is too late, her house collapses and she and 
her children go and live with one of them. 
As Mas's late husband's brother, Moyambe is one of those who are directly 
responsible to help her, and if her house is not in order, it is partly his fault. By 
incorporating these lines into his lament for Akaim, Moyambe subtly reminds 
everybody of the fact that his brother's widow needs help with the house. 
His point is emphasised in lines 26-27 and 30-31. These together are an example 
of double parallelism (Table 5.2) in which a statement of what Akaim has not done yet 
(lines 26, 30) is paralleled by a rhetorical question asking who will now do it (lines 27, 
31; see parallel sets 1 and 2 in Table 5.2 below). At the same time, this repeated pattern 
establishes a frame for another parallel set (3), one in which actions A (finish the awning 
on the house) and B (lay the limhum flooring in the house) are paralleled as acts that 
signify finishing a house. It is a purely implicit parallel set in which the parallels arc the 
unexpressed answers to the rhetorical questions. 
Table 5.2: An example of double parallelism in Moyambe's lament for Akaim 
26 
1 
You haven't done A 
27 Who will do A? 
30 
2 
You haven't done B 
31 Who will do B? 
This parallel set thus brings to attention the fact that the work Akaim has not finished 
will likely not be done. Rhetorical questions that are posed as polar questions usually 
imply the opposite of what they ask (3.2.1.8; 4.4), whereas ones that are posed as content 
questions usually imply a negative expectation. In this case the rhetorical questions in 
lines 27 and 31 imply that nobody will now finish the awning on Akaim's house, and 
nobody will lay the limbum floor. 
At the same time we need to know that the Awiakay are embarrassed to directly 
ask for help for themselves. When they need something they often send their children or 
someone else to ask, or ask for what they need in a very indirect way, e.g. 
Kofjgot o, heteri mola agalon, a? 
Kor]got voc battery rot no Q.tag 
'Hey, Koqgot, you don't have any rotten [old/flat] batteries, do you?' 
At the beginning I falsely assumed that people wanted to use my flat batteries in order 
to get the black-paste-like substance (manganese dioxide) f rom the inside for making 
paint, as this is how they normally use them. It took me a while before I realised that 
they were actually coming to ask me for good, fully-charged batteries to use in their 
torches. Asking for something useless is acccptable, whereas asking for a good thing 
owned by someone else would be too big a demand. '^ Consequently, a widow cannot 
ask other people to help her fix the house unless she has enough food for musuay 
kondomba ' the work-feast ' , which is highly unlikely unless her relatives help her collect 
it. Although one can sometimes hear widows complaining that nobody helps them, 
nobody really pays attention until someone in the family becomes sick. At such 
moments people become aware of their failure to fulfil their obligations, publicly 
confess it and often do something about it. In his lament for Akaim, Moyambe thus 
implicitly reminds the community of the need for help. 
Moyambe also points out that, as the village prayer leader, he has important 
work to do and he himself needs help. A part of the lament is Moyambe ' s usual 
boasting about the importance of his 'mission work ' (as discussed in Chapter 4), in 
particular hnes 130, 162, 173, 185-186. 
130 Gavman wokpisip koy piakanapok, wok-misin-plaka ko)} akapiakanak, Akaim o! 
W e r e I w o r k i n g fo r the g o v e r n m e n t I w o u l d r e s i g n , bu t I c a n ' t a b a n d o n m i s s i o n 
w o r k , oh A k a i m ! 
162 Akaim o, aunda musuaya pisip koy piakanapok \mk mi^iii palaka koij aka piakanak, 
Akaim o! 
W e r e it a n y k ind of j o b I w o u l d l e a v e it, bu t I c a n ' t a b a n d o n m i s s i o n w o r k . 
173 Wok aka penak wok marimari, ayo, Akaim o. 
I w o n ' t a b a n d o n t h e w o r k o f m e r c y , a y o , A k a i m oh . 
185 Aunda tonapokov wok misin plaka pukiinpalik plej^ nogiiJ ia, sevim laifhilong 
komunili. 
If I d i d n ' t h a v e a j o b [I w o u l d g i v e up] , bu t I ' m c o n c e r n e d a b o u t t h e m i s s i o n w o r k -
i t ' s no t a g o o d p l a c e , I ' m s a v i n g the l i fe o f t h e c o m m u n i t y . 
186 Haus lotu yakayke, atj wok profet pisip lohiij kiimbii]. 
But t h e c h u r c h is h e r e and w e ' v e got p r o p h e t i c w o r k , so I ' m s t a y i n g in t h e v i l l a g e . 
" This is not the case when it comes to ( f rom my point of v iew) unreasonable requests which I a m 
believed to be able to fulfi l as a white woman , such as buying an outboard motor for every clan in the 
village, bringing in the machinery to build an airstrip, etc. These requests are very direct, but at the same 
t ime also impersonal , they are considered as ' se rv ices ' that would benefi t several famil ies , if not the 
whole communi ty . A m o n g the small things that one is a l lowed to ask for are tobacco and betel nuts, in 
fact , asking for these things is of ten a conversat ion opener upon entering a hqusjKin. 
Moyambe appeals to the community by pointing out that both his own and Aka im ' s 
children are so young that they need to be taken care of. 
90 John ahika aka yakay, ayo, Akaim o! 
John hasn ' t become a man yet. ayo. Aka im oh! 
Akaim's eldest son John Darimay was fifteen years old when Akaim died, but as he was 
of a tiny build, everyone considered him a young child. Aka im 's younger daughters 
were five and one. 
125 Ayo, Akaim o, taymha aka ekepaiijga wamonahjay kohkotnha kiujanja asumgoy 
makaimha. 
Ayo, Aka im oh. I won ' t be coming to ask you for sago and meat to feed our 
chi ldren. 
126 Wesley sakay, Jennifer sakay kola-imhia aka noman, ayo. Akaim o! 
Ayo, Aka im oh, you haven ' t eaten the dirt of W e s l e y ' s and Jenn i f e r ' s hands , 
[you haven ' t lived of the sweat of W e s l e y ' s and Jenn i fe r ' s brows] 
139 Taymba aka ekepaiijga wamonahjay kolokotnha kwjanja asumgoy makaimha. 
Now I won ' t be able to c o m e and ask you for sago for feeding our chi ldren. 
140 Wesley sakay, Jennifer sakay kola-imhia aka nomanijay, ayo. Akaim a! 
I think you w on ' t live of (he sweat of W e s l e y ' s and Jenn i f e r ' s brows, ayo, Aka im 
oh! 
Lines 126 and 140 imply that Moyambc ' s daughter Jennifer and son Wesley were not 
big enough to be able to feed Akaim - Jennifer could not pound sago by herself and 
Wesley was still too young to go hunting. 
159 Kinjanja aka kandeiji pua. pisikanda amgK-a amgwa pendimaman? 
The children are not big yet. why oh why did you take your leave of them so soon? 
160 Kinjanja meijgaijgiimheke opendiijga pekepman meijge-kamia oijga. 
When the children were hungry you would come and bring me some meat . 
Such appeals for help may have an additional undertone and they can be 
understood as subtle complaints, or personal grievances, which the lamenter can in this 
way make known without being accused of being a nagging person who disturbs the 
peace in the community. 
5.6.2 Weeping as a subtle way of airing grievances 
Melodic weeping is an expression of deep sorrow or grief, which may be invoked by a 
feeling of loss, but also by a perccived wrong, such as neglect. This kind of weeping 
invariably deeply affects people who hear it and triggers sympathy in them. The person 
who weeps in this way is not being judged, and if in the house, people show them their 
respect by not seeming to be disturbed by it, but quietly carrying on with whatever they 
are doing. The person who is sad, even if only a metre away from others, averts his or 
her eyes and in this way chooses not to engage with anyone ." The Awiakay say 
nokomg-a aytjas papaka-p-on 
eye-3sG.iNiAL.poss s ideways throw-PRS-3sG.SBJ 
'He/She is throwing her eyes to the side.' 'He/She's looking sideways.' 
i.e. 'He/She is sad.' 
While temporarily not disturbing the person who feels wronged, people eventually feel 
obliged to intervene, as they believe it is essential to 'take his/her spirit back'. Melodic 
crying can therefore be a means of letting others know about one's grievances over 
some perceived wrong, and is at the same time a means of subtly 'accusing' the 
wrongdoer. Such an 'accusation', however, is not perceived as such, and does not end 
up in a fight like direct verbal accusations do, but its message is taken seriously, as we 
can see from the following case. 
One morning I was woken up by melodic weeping coming out of Kununda and 
Aymakan's house. Going out to see what was happening I saw fresh sago flour spilt at 
the bottom of the house-climbing post. Kros 'family quarrel', I was told by people 
sitting in the nearby wind-house. I first thought it was just another of the many quarrels 
between my adoptive parents Kununda and Ayamakan, but when I climbed up into the 
house they told me that they were not quarrelling. The previous night Aymakan's 
daughter, my 'sister' Tikinjao, came to ask for some sago that had been given to the 
couple by our younger sister Alamda. Aymakan gave her all the sago they had. Later in 
the evening Kununda said to him that he should have saved some, as I often came to 
their house to cook sago pancakes when I got hungry. This was overheard by our 
brother Pupi, who went and told it to Tikinjao. He later said to me that he hadn't meant 
any harm, but thought it was good to let Tiki know, lest that tui momha 'talk behind her 
back' could result in her having some accident in the bush. Not knowing that Kununda 
wanted to save some sago for me. Tiki thought that she just didn't want to give it to her 
and felt deeply hurt. She wept and carried the sago back to her father, saying that she 
was leaving for her bushcamp. Although Kununda explained that she had not talked 
against her, Aymakan immediately threw the sago out of the house to show that they did 
not want it for themselves and that it was wrong of Tikinjao to 'accuse' them by 
weeping (when a person weeps melodically everybody is so moved that they tend to 
This is an example of how the Awiakay perceive privacy and respect one ' s personal space. While a 
person is not supposed to be physically alone (3.1.3), they create their personal space by choosing whether 
or not to engage in an eye contact with others. 
side with him/her). By the time I arrived, Tikinjao had already gone back to her house, 
but Kununda told Aymakan that he should go and 'take her spirit back' by immediately 
taking some sago to her to show that they were not angry. She filled a large bag with the 
new sago they got that morning and, as I had also been entangled (although 
unknowingly), I added a tin of fish, and Aymakan carried it all to Tikinjao. A 
misunderstanding that could have blown into a family dispute was thus settled and as 
soon as she could, Tiki reciprocated for our compensation by sending us a bandicoot 
that her husband killed. The normal everyday exchange and amiable relations within the 
family were thus resumed. 
Another example of the power that melodic crying has on everyone present can 
be seen in a charismatic prayer meeting that Kununda's family held when she became 
sick. The extended family came to make peace with Kununda about any resentments 
they might have held against each other. This is one possible way of appeasing the spirit 
who causes the sickness. Everybody had been talking about the bitterness between 
Kununda and her sister-in-law (HyBW) Palomay (who was at the same time Kununda's 
classificatory daughter), which might have had roots in Kununda's alleged accusation of 
her husband Aymakan and Palomay of adulterous thoughts. Knowing the two people, 
everyone (including Palomay's husband) knew how ridiculous such an accusation was, 
and therefore nobody paid any attention to this rumour. However, there was an 
undeniable tension between the two women and their families did not engage in a 
normal daily exchange. An additional reason for this was the long-lasting resentment 
between the two brothers (the husbands of the two women), Imbisay and Aymakan, 
concerning Aymakan's paying Imbisay's school fees and contributing to his outboard 
motor, and Imbisay, now the village teacher and an increasingly important man, not 
acknowledging this help by any reciprocal actions and not even allowing Aymakan to 
use the motor. When Kununda's illness had not improved for a while, the family 
decided to reconcile. I now invite you to watch a 2-minute video of a part of the prayer 
meeting in which Palomay comes to make peace with Kununda. The whole transcript of 
the recording of this event is in Appendix G, starting in line 135. 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 5-5: Palomay pukupuku [2 :00] h t t p s : / / v i m e o . e o m / 1 0 0 3 9 1 6 8 6 
PASSWORD: K 
While shaking hands with Kununda, Palomay suddenly launches into a melodic grief-
cry. In this way she shows the wrong that Kununda's alleged anger docs to her. 
Kununda assures her that she cannot possibly be angry with her, as she is her own 
(classificatory) daughter. She says that Palomay 'belongs to her womb' , and calls her 
' the slack breasts on her belly' (indicating that she is the child who drank her milk) and 
as such her own extension, therefore a part of her. She then explains what she sees as 
the real reason for her sickness: her mother-in-law's spirit, Imbisay's and Aymakan's 
mother, is angry about the resentment between the two brothers, and has come to sit on 
Kununda's shoulders, giving her the pain. 
The second part, in which Kununda's son Moyambe, who organised and led that 
prayer meeting, talks to his mother, epitomizes Awiakay perception of melodic crying. 
Moyambe tells Kununda that Palomay's cry was a deep and genuine one, and that if she 
holds any resentment towards her, she must immediately let it go. He compares 
Palomay's melodic cry to a cry of the Holy Spirit and thus shows its great significance. 
Moyambc's words "You have to accept her thoughts, her sorrow" are in accord with 
people's reactions to other instances of this kind of crying I have observed among the 
Awiakay.^" A response to melodic crying is like a placatory response to an accusation 
(one does not accept the accusation, just wants to 'undo' it with a counter-action, such 
as a gift) in which the motives of the crying person are not questioned. Instead, their 
sorrow is accepted and needs to be 'taken care o f . Moyambe also says that Palomay's 
crying pierced his heart, which is what normally happens: people immediately feel deep 
sympathy for the person who cries in this way. Kununda was supposed to let go of her 
resentments (which she says she has never held anyway) and compensate Palomay, 
which she did by breaking a branch of betelnuts and later giving some sago grubs to 
Palomay's children. 
Pukupuku kaijapla, the 'grief-crying', either with or without a text, is thus 
sometimes used by a non-confrontational person (a man as well as a woman)^' who 
feels wronged, to make this known to the others. When people's grievances are part of 
laments, they are always expressed in text, lest others would think the person weeping is 
In the case of Tikinjao 's cry described above, Kununda immediately instructs Aymakan to go and ' take 
her spirit back' by bringing her some sago. 
While young unmarried men are ashamed of crying, grown-ups do not refrain from doing so. However, 
when it comes to grievances, men arc more likely to burst out in an immediate confrontational accusation, 
as discussed in the chapter on fighting, unless they are being very politically-conscious. The 'politically 
correct" way of making one ' s grievance known to the public is by crying during a speech or some other 
public event - or incorporating it in a lament. 
only grieving for the deceased. Such grievances are aired in a subtle, often indirect way, 
their efficacy depending on the common ground the Awiai<ay share. 
In his lament for Akaim Moyambe subtly brings up a few of his own concerns. 
113 Wok misin ambla aka mokoym-mokoym-pisippopalik, ayo, Akaim o! 
I d o n ' t think I can do m y miss ion work by m y s e l f , ayo . A k a i m oh! 
As the village prayer leader Moyambe does not receive any pay. However, he believes 
that he is doing important work for the benefit of the whole community and that people 
should therefore help him in his calling by providing him and his family with food. The 
same topic is emphasised in lines 130, 173, 175 and intensified in 185-6. 
130 Gavaman wok pisip koy piakanapok, wok-misin-plaka koij aka piakanak, Akaim o! 
W e r e I work ing for the g o v e r n m e n t I wou ld res ign , but I c a n ' t a b a n d o n mis s ion 
work , oh A k a i m ! 
173 Wok aka penak wok marimari, ayo. Akaim o. 
1 w o n ' t abandon the work of mercy , ayo . A k a i m oli. 
In lines 130 and 173 Moyambe emphasizes that it is his goodwill and his sense of duty 
to the community that prevents him from abandoning this work. 
175 Akaim o. nan amhla hikaiitimbapundiman wok misin mokopokoy. 
A k a i m oh, you a lone were tak ing care of m e w hen I was do ing m y miss ion w ork. 
Line 175 implies that nobody else has ever helped Moyambe (with food, with work on 
his house, etc.), whereas he has been serving the entire community. In lines 185-6 he 
emphasises what sacrifice he is making and tries to show how indispensible he (and his 
work) is for the community."" 
185 Aunda tonapokoy wok misin phka pukunpalik pies nogut ia, sevim laif bilong 
komunUi. 
I f ! d i d n ' t have a j o b [I would g ive up], but I ' m concerned about the miss ion work 
U's not a good place, I ' m saving the life of the c o m m u n i t y . 
186 Haus lotii yakayke, aij wok profet pisip toluij kiimhiij. 
But the church is here and w e ' v e got prophet ic work , so I ' m s taying in the vi l lage . 
As discussed in chapter 1, the Awiakay share a belief that it was because of their uptake 
of Christianity and later the Catholic charismatic movement that God sent some money 
to the community via their eaglewood trade (1.1.7). As a village prayer leader Moyambe 
feels he is the one who takes care of a good relationship between God and the village. 
" Moyambe 's case was discussed in Chapter 4. 
His grievances can only come across as such on the basis of the common ground that 
Moyambe shares with all Awiakay people. 
Below I will point to some more examples of implicit grievances in a lament for 
a dog, but before 1 turn to that discussion, 1 will briefly provide some background to this 
particular lament. 
5.7 KUNUNDA'S LAMENT 
One early afternoon in September 2004, my 'brother' Iggasim came to tell me that Mek 
had died and was about to be buried. Mek was Kununda's dog and as I had seen him 
hale and hearty the previous day, 1 rushed to ask her what had happened. 1 found her 
quietly crying in the bush behind her house, where her sister Pambain was digging a 
grave. When the hole was ready, 1 followed them to the house and saw Mek's body 
lying next to the wall. Kununda put him onto a leaf sheath, leaned against a post 
supporting the storage rack above the hearth and started weeping. Her lament was heard 
by a few people in her house, as well as several others sitting in a nearby wind house. 
KUNUNDA; 
1 A Hilda makangumyame koij aiinda nombondimbomin. 
He was wander ing around in the bush and taking care of them, and they just ate it all 
up [f inished all the pigs he killed]. 
[He w as hunt ing for everyone and they just ate it all.] 
Ave... 
Ey... 
Aunda nombopua, e-e. 
They just ate it, e-e . 
Aunda nombondimhua, e-e. 
They just f inished it up. e-e. 
5 E-e-e-e... 
E-e-e-e. 
Usaijgumbiai] pepok, e-e... 
1 tried to tell them, e-e. 
Aunda maijgombok, aye-e. 
1 jus t gave it [the meat of the pigs that the dog had killed] to them, aye-e. 
Aundapokondimbua, e-e. 
They just hit h im, e-e. 
Tmjgoy lam aka tui nombopokoy, e-e. 
I d idn ' t eat my d o g ' s kill secretly by mysel f , e-e. 
10 Tain - o, e-e. 
Dog - oh, e-e . 
Kambanja kolokotay aka inipepok e-e. 
1 never hid any away [I a lways shared it], e-e. 
A unda pokondimhua, e-e. 
T h e y ' d a lways just hit h im. e-e. 
Amhia aka nomhopok, papatm] pakainasipep, e-e. 
I d idn ' t eat it by myself , d idn ' t hide it into a leaf sheath, e-e. 
Kay olukunja wambopuakay isomyawakopaij opiaijgombep aka pakainasipok. 
W h e n I saw others coming up to the bushcamp I d idn ' t hide it [the meat] . 
15 Tarn-o. e-e. 
Dog - oh. e-e. 
[stops crying] 
Maninjanda paijaijgomhek olukunja opiaijgombep kopa maijgombalikpaijgombuk aka 
limbupua. 
1 saw people [ f rom Konmei w h o ga\ e me the dog] and I asked them [my sons] for 
some money to reciprocate the gif t , but they d idn ' t give me any. 
Aunda aijgahiimyambiaij, yambiaij, yambiaij, ya meijgenja aunda pokopep nombopua, 
aunda maijgombok. 
I ' ve been walking around in deep worry, w hile they'v e been eat ing the meat my dog 
had killed. 1 gave it to them for nothing. 
Olukunja isoij yambakay iskamianjanda aka timbupua. 
They wouldn ' t even give me so much as a bit of eag lewood [garu] to sell. 
Kenda pokaijguijga pekepua kumbiij. 
T h e y ' d think nothing of hitting the dog when they came down f rom the mounta in . 
20 Kenda meijgea nombopua, kenda pokaijgumbua. 
T h e y ' d eat meat again and they 'd hit my dog again. 
• m - — : i A. - . 
Plate S.12: Kununda weeping for her dog Mek. A frame from the video. 
In her lament Kununda expresses her grievance that her sons would not help her 
reciprocate for the now deceased dog that had been given to her by people from Konmei 
village. By failing to do so they prevented her from being a moral person and fulfilling 
her obligation. She emphasizes that she is a moral person by saying that she would 
never hide her dog's kill and eat it secretly by herself That kind of behaviour is highly 
condemned in Awiakay society and is considered very antisocial, as one is expected to 
share all the food one finds with others. While Kununda's sons all benefited from the 
dog, they did not pay attention to her worries that she was indebted to people from 
another village. By that neglect, they did wrong to her. Moreover, by hitting the dog 
(probably chasing him away while they were eating his kill) they did wrong to Mek, 
which was again directed at Kununda, as dogs are their owners' extensions. 
After she stopped crying, and while her sister Panbain waited to carry the dead 
dog away, Kununda kept complaining about how she and Mek had been mistreated by 
her sons, while her sister Pambain waited to carry the dead dog away. Kununda stayed 
in the house and resumed her melodic cry. Her weeping could still be heard while we 
were burying the dog. 
Now please watch the following video, a recording of the event discussed above. 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 5-6: Kununda's lament [5:07] https://vimeo.eom/101723001 PASSWORD: K 
5.8 THE MELODY OF WEEPING 
Wilce indicates that "melody can conventionally signal grief largely because [it is] text-
like and structured predictably" (2009: 35). As indicated above, there is a specific 
melodic movement that characterises pukupuku kmjgapla, 'grief-crying' or 'sung-
texted-melodic weeping', and differentiates it from any other kind of crying. 
When combined with text, pukupuku katjgapla shows a repeated pattern of 
alternations between passages of sung text and melodic weeping, organised on three 
descending pitches, the lowest pitch normally ending with sobbing. 
SUNG TEXT / 
MELODIC WEEPING 
SUNG TEXT / 
I MELODIC WEEPING 
SUNG TEXT / 
MELODIC WEEPING (+ SOBBING) 
Melodic phrases also define lines, which are basic building blocks in a lament. A 
line most commonly ends with sobbing, with a vocable, or with a repeated exclamation 
ayo, expressing a feeling of sorrow, as well as self-pity."^ 
Melodies for all laments are similar, whereas the text varies from one to another. 
This calls for comparison with the Kaluli notion of sound as a natural, given substance, 
and text as composed, created substance (Feld 1990: 166) 
The following video clip, which includes excerpts from eight different laments, 
illustrates that all of them have similar melodic movement. While the clips in the video 
are only marked with numbers. Table 5.1 provides information on what type of lament it 
is (yani-yaiii 'calling-crying' or puku-puku 'sung-texted-melodic weeping') , whether it 
was wept by a man or by a woman, and shows how the text, crying and sobbing are 
often distributed between the three main descending pitches.^"* 
Now please watch the video, paying attention to the melodies of the different 
laments. 
Please watch 
VIDEO 5-7: Melodic weeping - examples [1:5S] 
https://vimeo.eom/100614032 PASSWORD: K 
" See 6.3.2, including fn. 21 for a discussion on vocables def ining a line. 
^^  Note that more pitches can be heard, but 1 distinguish between the three main ones. 
Table 5.3: Distr ibution o f t e x t , c r y i n g a n d s o b b i n g o n d fer e n t p i t c h e s in Awial<ay l a m e n t s 
(Video e x a m p l e L -V07) 
type o f l a m e n t 
Y yani-yoni 
P pukupuku 
wept by 
M F name 
D E S C E N D I N G PITCHES 
h a r d / s i l e n t 
T e x t / C r y i n g / S o b b i n g " 
3 2 1 
1 Y M Andikay 
T + C/S T + C/S T 
3 2 1 
2 P M Saun 
C C s 
3 2 1 
3* P M Andok 
C/T C/T 
3 2 1 
4* P F ? 
C C c 
3 2 1 
5* Y M Aymakan 
(S) 
3 2 1 
6 Y F Pasam 
T+S ! 
3 2 1 
7 Y M Moyambe T 
3 2 1 
8 P F Kununda 
C+S T C 
* M o r e t h a n three pitches can be heard 
While both men and women use similar melodic movement, there are some differences 
between how different lamenters (irrespective of sex) distribute the text between the 
descending pitches. The gradual descent to a tonal centre is similar to the one that can 
be heard in Kaunjambi songs, which I discuss in Chapter 6. In many repetitions of the 
melody, some pitches that have previously been sung with text are realized at other 
times only in weeping. The type of 'calling-crying' (example 5 in V I D E O 5-7) in which the 
lower two pitches are silent seems to be mostly practiced by men, particularly when 
they keep calling the deceased throughout the night. 
The melody in Awiakay weeping therefore establishes a frame which indicates 
that (a) this is a particular type of crying and (b) the person asking for or complaining 
about something is not to be blamed, but rather sympathised with, and their spirit should 
be retrieved with some positive action. The 'grief melody' intertwined with a verbal 
complaint (or with crying) therefore has a similar function to the 'm-gesture ' , which 
was discussed in fights (3.2.1.6). Its presence makes it clear that the utterance is not a 
jocular one, but is expressed in anger. 
" I use the word ' sobb ing ' to refer to the convulsive gasping. 
5.9 PARTICIPANT ROLES IN AWIAKAY LAMENTS 
While pende-pende kaijapla, 'hysterical crying' and yani-yafii kaijapla 'calling-crying', 
which do not contain any text (apart from the name of the deceased), are addressed -
and usually targeted - only at the deceased, piikupuku kaijapla 'sung-texted melodic 
weeping' among other things expresses grievances or indirect requests. These remain 
non-confrontational, as they do not address the wrongdoer, nor the public, but the 
deceased, i.e. the spirit. However, in this case the target is the living members of 
Awiakay society. As Wilcc observes, "[tjhose who could be expected to hear the words 
of a lament indirectly would be crucial in local understanding of participants" (Wilce 
2009: 28). 
A lament sung by a grieving person thus becomes a legitimate means of subtly airing 
one's grievances without being accused of being 'a man or woman full of anger' who 
complains about others all the time and is thus seen as someone who disrupts the peace 
in the village. What is more, laments are heard by many and, as mentioned above, 
deeply move people (ef Feld 1982), who feel sorry for the lamenter and try to comfort 
them in order to 'take their spirit back'. 
5.10 CONCLUSION 
The instances of 'sung-texted melodic weeping' discussed in this chapter are a 
combination of weeping and melody, gestures and text. The text of each lament is 
unique - a spontaneous creation - but at the same time it is highly structured, drawing 
heavily on familiar fonnulae and conventional ways of combining these. These laments 
are also one of the most powerful and efficient means of subtly passing on messages 
that might otherwise not be well-received. Each of their constituent components - i.e. 
weeping, melody and text - contributes to making this possible. 
Apart from the initial pende-pende 'hysteric crying' stage of mourning, weeping is 
always merged with melody (see Table 5.3). 
The specific three-pitchcd descending melody, which establishes piikupuku 
kaijapla as 'grief-crying', enters the lament as soon as the hysteric crying is over, and 
entitles the lamenter to bring out his or her grievances. This practice is consistent with 
the Awiakay belief that any grievances, resentments or worries should be let out, lest 
they lead to sickness - and death. The ways Awiakay people make complaints vary 
greatly, they are almost always confrontational. However, the grievances (or requests) 
expressed in weeping are indirect, and meet a benevolent reception. There are two 
factors which make this possible: (1) The common ground^^ that the Awiakay people 
share facilitates the indirectness of such messages. A part of this common ground is a 
shared understanding that a person who laments is in a particular state, with their spirit 
detached from their body. The melodic cry, which is in Awiakay belief a reflection of 
the person's inner state, points at what is deeply hurting them. It makes the complaints 
expressed in laments irrefutable, and triggers feelings of deep sympathy in everyone 
who hears them. The lamenter thus has a status similar to a spirit (as discussed in the 
spirit-possession event in 4.7) who is neither questioned nor blamed for the words 
uttered through the mouth of its medium. (2) Laments are monologic, and not a place 
for debate. The way participant roles arc distributed makes the weeping non-
confrontational. Although laments are addressing the deceased, the messages they carry 
target the living members of the society. 
Expressing grief for the deceased and remembering the past, as well as subtly, 
yet efficiently pointing to existing tensions in relationships between the lamenter and 
other members of the community, and thus aiming at socially appropriate actions which 
need to be taken in order to re-establish distorted relationships, Awiakay laments arc as 
much a part of the present (and consequently the ftiture) as they are of the past. Just as 
different types of weeping are intertwined with each other, grief-crying itself is an 
integral part of a much more complex process of mourning, deeply rooted in Awiakay 
everyday life in general. 
' The notion of common ground will be discussed in 7.3. 
Plate 6.1: A bunch of betelnut hung in the house where Kaunjambi is sung. 
Drawing by Penny Johnson. 
Chapter Six: 
Kaunjambi 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
When the Awiakay want to say what distinguishes them from other people in their 
region, they point at Kaunjambi, an all-night song/dance cycle that they all perccive as 
iconically Awiakay. While the neighbouring groups of Ambonwari, Imanmeri and 
Awim - but not Asangamut - have all-night dances as well, the Awiakay claim that 
Kaunjambi is unique and recognisably theirs.' 
While all-night song cycles seem to be quite common in the Sepik,^ there is a 
relatively small body of anthropological or linguistic literature dealing with them. The 
greatest similarity is between the performances of Kaunjambi and those of all-night 
dances (particularly siria) in Ambonwari (Telban 1998: 196-221). However, the 
songs of Kaunjambi are not as explicitly narrative and contain more untranslatable 
elements than those of yamin siria. The latmul all-night song cycle sagi is discussed in 
Wassmann (1991). The songs of this cycle, which lasts up to 16 hours, are highly 
narrative, tracing mythological journeys of the ancestors; it thus in some ways 
resembles some chanted tales of the Highlands (see Rumsey and Niles 2011). Some 
' When 1 visited Awim during one of my Arafundi trips, some people there told me that they too had 
Kaunjambi. When 1 later mentioned that in Kanjimei, people were outraged, saying that q! i ^iamm (TP 
for ' they ' re lying') , and told me a story of how they had had a major dispute with Awim people some 
time in the 1970s when they went to perform Kaunjambi at Amboin station and the Awim 's tole ' the 
songs f rom them. 
^ Apart from their own all-night song/danee cycles, the Awiakay have and occasionally perform three 
more, which are sung in other local languages. Two of these languages are not identifiable by Awiakay, 
but all three of these cycles seem to have been adopted from the Sepik or Madang Provinces. They arc all 
performed outside. One of these song cycles is called Aymat and some say that it comes from the Sandaun 
Province and is sung in a West Sepik language. Although nobody in the village knows what any of the 
words mean, the cycle is referred to as 'songs of sorrow', and my ' fa ther ' Aymakan often sang it alone 
when he was sad. Another cycle, Ramis, a dance with a carved fish, seems to be called Aymalo in 
Ambonwari where people say they purchased it from Moim village on the Lower Sepik (Telban 1998: 
217). The third one, Mandep (called Mandayp in Abonwari; cf. Telban 1998: 216), is sung in Tok Pisin 
and was purchased from somewhere in Madang Province. There are some five to six men who can sing 
each of these song cycles, while others can only sing along. Each of these cycles has a different way of 
dancing. 
sections of sagi are accompanied by flutes and performed in a screened off area. This is 
never the case in Kaimjamhi, which involves the whole village throughout the 
pcrfomiance. While indoor dusk-to-dawn performances with song and dance are not 
common in New Guinea Highlands,^ we find them again when we move south to the 
fringe Highlands area. The Kaluli gisaro/gisalo songs (E. Schieffelin 1976, Fcld 1982) 
are not performed 'at home'. The dancers are invited to another place where they 
perform for their hosts. The songs are composed anew for each performance, and their 
aim is to move the hosts to tears, who, in turn, burn the performers with resin torches 
for evoking such strong emotions in them. Weiner (1991) discusses the Foi memorial 
songs sorohahora, which originate in songs sung by women when processing sago, and 
are transformed into sorohabora by men in their performances in a longhouse during an 
all night ceremony."' 
Kaimjamhi is one of the three Awiakay all-night song/dance cycles, the other 
two being Supim and Telek endinga. While Supim used to be sung in the men 's house 
during initiation rites, Telek endinga 'war song' was performed after cannibalistic raids 
(Hoenigman 2007: 34, 53). Along with their associated rituals, both dances/song-cycles 
were banned by the early visiting missionaries, and Awiakay people believed that if 
they performed them again, the spirits would cripple the legs of the uninitiated 
children.' Kaimjamhi was regarded more positively by the early missionaries. It is 
performed either in honour of an individual (e.g., a special guest) or a local person's 
achievement (e.g., completing a teacher's course), or as a celebration of something 
important to the whole community, such as an important reconciliation, or, in more 
^ The Highlands of Papua New Guinea abound with long sung narratives or 'chanted tales' (Rumsey and 
Niles 2011). Although they are also performed at night, they are sung by an individual, are not 
accompanied by any instruments and involve no dancing. Indoor night performances of 'sitting dances ' , 
performed to unaccompanied singing, usually by young men in chorus, often in conjunction with 
courting, are a common part of the Duna and several other highland groups all the way to the eastern parts 
of the Eastern Highlands Province (Stewart and Strathem 2002: 29-90). 
'' A comprehensive comparative listing of indoor nocturnal performances and other Papua New Guinea 
song traditions can be found in Don Niles 's introduction to James Weiner 's Songs of the Empty Place 
(forthcom.). Besides all-night song cycles, research has been done on various other song genres and 
poetic traditions in New Guinea, including Manambu namai, men ' s laments for foiled marriages 
(Harrison 1986), Duna song genres (Gillespie 2010), music and dance in Mt Hagen area (Niles 2011), the 
oral poetry of Kitava (Scoditti 1996), erotic and other narrative songs in the Trobriand islands (Senft 
2011), Asmat sung myths (Voorhoeve 1977), etc. 
' While Simon Kawaki. the only person who still knew all the words of the long-banned songs, would 
only talk about them in 2004, he gathered a small group of mature Awiakay men and women to perform 
parts of them for recording in 2006. By my next round of fieldwork starting at the end of 2008 his 
memory had begun to deteriorate and he found it hard to remember details. While some men can still hum 
the tunes or sing a few verses, detailed knowledge of Supim and Telek endinga passed away with Simon 
Kawaki in February 2009. 
recent times, a new school, or a group of children receiving the Christian sacraments of 
First Confession and Communion.^ As there was no direct connection with ancestral 
spirits and initiation (such as in Supim) and Kaunjamhi was not connected with warfare, 
it was deemed harmless by the Catholic Church and the Awiakay were free to continue 
performing it. 
While Kaunjamhi can be analysed in a number of different ways, in this chapter 1 
will primarily focus on the songs as a linguistic register and look for some similarities 
with other registers discusscd in the thesis. Its properties as a linguistic register are 
inextricably bound up with its musical properties, so my analysis will also include 
consideration of those. I will also explore the 'Awiakayness' of Kaunjamhi and try to 
explain why the Awiakay identify themselves with this barely comprehensible song 
cycle. Before moving to the analysis, I will briefly describe the mythical origins of 
Kaunjamhi, discuss the circumstances under which it is performed, look at the 
preparations for the performance, and finally consider the night performance of 
Kaunjamhi itself 
6.1.1 THE ORIGIN OF Kaunjambi 
According to an Awiakay myth, Kaunjambi was composed by ancestral spirits and 
brought to people by a woman called Kambras. 
A brother d ied and his sister gr ieved and g r i eved . ' W h i l e do ing so she wa lked a round 
and b e c a m e lost. She eventua l ly c a m e to the place of S imay, a spirit . He asked her: 
" W h a t are you d o i n g ? " 
" W h a t , m y brother d ied and I ' m walk ing around gr iev ing for h im, and so it h a p p e n e d 
that I w a n d e r e d into your p lace . " 
" I t ' s good that you c a m e here , the other spiri ts are go ing to sing n o w . T h e y ' r e jus t 
co l lec t ing decora t ions and paint ing their f aces . " 
T h e y f in i shed decora t ing themse lves in the late a f t e rnoon . T h e n she heard the sound of 
the h a n d - d r u m s that they were bea t ing . W h i l e do ing so they went up into the house s inging. The 
song [s ingers and dancers ] w a s c o m i n g up into the house . Be fo re that, S imay had h idden the 
w o m a n in a mat . They wen t on s inging and danc ing all night until the sun c a m e up, and then 
they sang the songs o f the sun. As they did so, they not iced a person h id ing in a rol led up mat . 
She s tuck her head out and they said: 
' Since the beginning of my fieldwork in Kanjimei I have participated in seven all-night performances of 
Kaunjambi-. five of them being performed for individuals (including my supervisor, Alan Rumsey, 
visiting the village, and myself leaving the village) and two of them celebrating Christian rituals or 
festivals. There have been several other shorter day-time performances, and in 2012 we had a two-day 
Kaunjambi session in which I re-recorded the whole song cycle and later discussed my existing song 
transcripts with several lead singers. The transcript (without repetitions) includes 534 lines. 
' For a full Awiakay transcript of this myth see Appendix I. 
" L e t ' s take a look at this w o m a n h id ing in the m a t . " A s she looked out , she saw her 
bro ther and the bro ther saw his sister. They hugged each other. S o m e [spiri ts] ran a w a y and the 
house w a s near ly empty . They s tr ipped of f their decora t ions and left t hem in the house . The 
' son of the house ' " col lec ted all the decora t ions and hung t h e m on the m a i n post . S i m a y asked 
the w o m a n : 
" H a v e you learnt all the songs?" 
" I r e m e m b e r some of them, but not al l ," she said. Okay , so he got up and taught her. He 
took a hand-d rum for h i m s e l f and he took another o n e and gave it to her. He kept t each ing her 
the songs until she knew the who le song-cyc le . A n d then he asked her: 
" D o you k n o w all the songs n o w ? " 
"I k n o w them all ," she said. "I r e m e m b e r and unders tand them al l ." 
" S o n o w you can take them to your p lace ," he said, " i t ' s not f o r b i d d e n . " She went to 
s leep and on the fo l lowing morn ing she w o k e up and went back to her p lace w h e r e eve rybody 
w a s ask ing her: 
" W h e r e have you b e e n ? " 
" Y e s , I w a s in such-and-such a p lace ," she told them. 
" W h o s e p lace are you coming f r o m ? " 
" F r o m S i m a y ' s p lace ," she repl ied. " I ' v e learnt a song-cyc le and c o m e back , " she told. 
"I will teach you the songs n o w , " she said to them. 
" Y e s , " they said, " teach us ." 
So she taught them all the songs , and so they all knew how to sing. The m e n tried it and 
it went well . Good , she thought . The men sing really well , she thought . A n d so n o w i t ' s the m e n 
w h o sing, and w o m e n don ' t . They only dance . 
Th i s is the story of our songs, no more at this point. T h a t ' s all, the story of s inging. A 
w o m a n had learnt these songs and taught all men. Her n a m e is Kambras . 
A l t h o u g h Kaunjambi is o w n e d b y A l u s M a n d u m a n d h i s l i n e a g e , w h o d e s c e n d 
f r o m K a m b r a s , t h e a b o v e m y t h a b o u t it is w e l l k n o w n b y all A w i a k a y , i n c l u d i n g 
c h i l d r e n . W h e n e v e r w e d i s c u s s e d v a r i o u s p a r t s o f Kaunjambi in d e t a i l , p e o p l e o f a n y 
g e n d e r o r a g e w o u l d k e e p r e f e r r i n g b a c k to t h e m y t h . 
T h e A w i a k a y a r c o f t e n w o r r i e d a b o u t a p e r s o n w h o g r i e v e s t o o m u c h ( 5 . 2 ) , 
s a y i n g t h a t s u c h p e o p l e a r e p r o n e t o a c c i d e n t s o r t o g e t t i n g lo s t in t h e b u s h , w h i c h is 
c o n s i d e r e d v e r y d a n g e r o u s ( C h a p t e r 2 ) , a s s p i r i t s t e n d t o h a r m a n u n f a m i l i a r h u m a n 
b e i n g . ' B y w a n d e r i n g in an u n k n o w n t e r r i t o r y a n d c o m i n g to t h e p l a c e o f a n c e s t r a l 
sp i r i t s , K a m b r a s t h u s p l a c e s h e r s e l f in d a n g e r . H o w e v e r , j u s t l i ke Y a n d o m w h o m t h e 
m o u n t a i n s p i r i t s d i d n o t h a r m , b u t i n s t e a d i n s t r u c t e d h o w h u m a n s c o u l d a v o i d t h e i r 
a n g e r b y u s i n g m o u n t a i n t a lk ( 2 .3 ) , K a m b r a s is a l s o s p a r e d . M o r e o v e r , t h e s p i r i t s t e a c h 
* The owner of the house, in Tok Pisin referred to as papa bilong haiis 'the father of the house' is 
expressed in Awiakay as yawa kopona 'a brother of the house', but better translated into English as 'the 
son of the house'. The same expression can actually extend to the sons who reside in the house. The word 
kopona 'brothers' is used similarly when referring to 'the sons' of a certain place (e.g. Appendix C, line 
182: when Kunbri wants to tell Mandum's lineage that they are 'outsiders' he calls them Namata kopona 
'sons of Namata' , a place in the mountains). 
' That is why parents always take their young children with them to the bush, so that the spirits get to 
know them before they start foraging and hunting by themselves. 
her a long song-cycle, which she is allowed to take back to her place.'" This is another 
case in Awiakay mythology in which a woman possesses important knowledge (the first 
one is Ambiagmai], who, after being wronged, took away the book of all knowledge and 
gave it to white men). In this case, Kambras transfers her knowledge to men. They 
perform so well that women agree that it should be Awiakay men who will sing 
Kaunjambi, while women will do the dancing. 
The Awiakay verb for singing is endi-, while dancing is umbo-. The 
identification of these two verbs with the all-night song/dance cycles is so strong that 
people often say: 
Aka endi-pl-a, aimda umho-pl-a Awiakay nam. 
not sing-PRS-3PL only dance-PRS-3PL Awiakay woman 
'Awiakay women don't sing - only dance.' 
In their casual remarks that women do not sing, the Awiakay only refer to the all-night 
song-cycles, as women are actually very good song composers - and singers - of a song 
genre called nam enditjga 'women's songs', which is melodically and rhythmically 
closely related to Kaunjambi." 
Although the vocal performance of Kaunjambi is restricted to men, this song 
cycle is not secret and it proved during our discussions that women also know parts of 
the songs. However, there are only six Awiakay men (Andok, Kamai]gip, Kaijgam, 
Tambuay, Akandao and Tomi) who know the entire Kaunjambi well enough to lead 
other singers. An kopa pukupon endipon, say the Awiakay of the lead singer, meaning 
that he is 'the one who remembers the first line and starts singing.' Another ten men 
know the songs very well, but would not be able to perform without the help of others. 
Younger men can join in singing, but their knowledge of the songs is very incomplete. 
Some of the men who are capable of being lead singers often spend a night sitting on 
their veranda, singing until the morning and thus frequently refreshing their knowledge 
of Kaunjambi. They are always joined by a few younger boys. However, as long as 
batteries for the radio-cassette recorder are available, the younger generation is more 
likely to spend a night playing cassettes or, more recently, SD cards with popular PNG 
music bought in town. 
In Austra l ian Aboriginal societ ies songs or special languages in which to c o m p o s e them are o f t en 
bel ieved to be received in d reams (Apted 2010). 
" W o m e n compose songs in order to seduce men who are invariably so touched by them that many of 
these a t t empts actually do end up in a marr iage. Some of the w o m e n ' s songs are r e m e m b e r e d and sung 
for genera t ions , and everybody r e m e m b e r s who c o m p o s e d them and for w h o m . 
6.2 Kaunjambi as an index of benevolent relations in the village 
People whose 'spirit is heavy' , those who have grievances or are in dispute with 
someone, cannot participate in Kaunjambi, as it is a dance of joy. When someone says 
'my body is heavy' or T m tired', 
omu-k niisi 
body-lSG.iNAL.POSS h e a v y 
'my body is heavy' 
this is synonymous with 'my spirit is heavy', meaning that they cannot dance with pure 
joy - it is therefore no use doing it at all, as they would not be able to be transported 
onto a joyous state of mind. Men, however, tend to say 'my throat is heavy' , 
lokombo-k misi 
throat-lSG.iNAL.POSS heavy 
'my throat is heavy' 
meaning that they cannot sing wholeheartedly until what bothers them is resolved. 
On one occasion in 2006, when a dispute between two families regarding sister 
exchange had been going on for months (Hoenigman 2007: 44-5), many people 
complained that they could not stand the situation any more, as they 'were hungry for 
singing', something which they could not do while there was a major dispute in the 
village. 
On another occasion, two families were in dispute because their children had 
sneaked away to have sex. However, this was the time when Kaunjambi was to be 
performed in honour of an important visitor, my teacher Alan Rumsey, who came to 
visit me in the field. Only the house belonging to Andai]gi, the father of the boy 
involved in that incident, was big and strong enough to be suitable for dancing. As 
many people in the village had been enthusiastically preparing their decorations for 
weeks, they told me to go and ask the family whose daughter was involved in the 
incident whether they would allow the others to go ahead and dance Kaunjambi in the 
house whose residents were involved in the trouble. They reckoned that Aymay, the 
girl 's father and my classificatory brother, would find it much harder to decline a 
request from me than from someone else. As soon as he agreed to it, his wife and her 
sisters, who would otherwise not have been able to dance, took out their grass skirts and 
got ready for Kaunjambi. Aymay's consent for Andaqgi to host Kaunjambi while the 
two families were in dispute was a temporary ceasefire that created general relief, 
almost like one at a proper reconciliation. 
On another occasion in 2012, the community was considering perfomiing 
Kaimjambi in honour of the local teacher, Imbisay, for buying a new dinghy. The 
intention behind honouring him, however, was to 'get his spirit back'. After the recent 
death of his two-year-old daughter, who had drowned in the river after wandering away 
without supervision, Imbisay and his family left Kanjimei and went to stay with 
Imbisay's sister Tantanbui], who is married to Asangamut. At a certain point Imbisay 
sent a letter to the village, stating that it was jealousy that had killed his daughter, as 
there had been rumours that he had bought the dinghy with the school subvention 
money. Feeling wronged and in grief, he left the village for two months. Although 
Kaimjambi would be a proper compensation, he avoided it by leaving the village as 
soon as he had seen the dinghy being delivered. 
After one of my classificatory brothers violently attacked his wife and the 
community failed to intervene, 1 reacted in a similar way and showed my contempt for 
such behaviour by refusing to have Kaimjambi performed for me before my upcoming 
departure from Kanjimei although 1 had been enthusiastically preparing to video record 
and participate in it. For a few days my closest relatives kept coming to my house, 
doing their best to persuade me to change my mind. When Kaimjambi finally started 
and I participated in it, this was a sign of a peace treaty, likened to reconciliation. My 
maternal uncle provided me with a few branches of betel nuts to hang on the main post 
in the house for the singers and dancers to chew during the night. 
Since Kaimjambi is sung and danced when people let go of their worries and 
grievances, the relaxed atmosphere often leads to love affairs. Awiakay people say that 
Kaimjambi is like an aphrodisiac: "Hey, how many marriages have their start in 
Kaimjambi\" Referring to Kambras, who was so impressed by men singing that she 
decided to give the songs to them, the Awiakay say that all women find men 
particularly attractive when singing Kaimjambi, and that it is even more so when they 
go and perform in another village, as women from other places are not aware of the 
power of these s o n g s . I t is evident from Kaimjambi, as well as from other aspects of 
' ' On one occasion, when my village ' fa ther ' Aymakan decorated me with his shell necklaces and rooster-
feathers pendants, he halted me before going to the house where Kaunjambi was just starting. He took 
some cooked fragrant leaves and attached them to one of the pendants. "Numha wakanji ana." 'Go find a 
man now, ' he laughed, proud of his work. 
Awiakay social life, that Awiakay men are "far more interested in impressing women 
than in maintaining hostilities with them", as Feld (1984: 402) observed for the Kaluli. 
Likewise, Awiakay women carefully attach the branches of Polyscias fruticosa behind 
their sago skirts in a way that makes the branches bounce attractively, as they know that 
men will be carefully observing the women dance and will comment on them. 
6.2.1 PREPARATIONS FOR SINGING 
Even for the casual singing of just a few songs, singers do not feel right to perform them 
without at least a few decorations, such as some fragrant leaves stuck in their konmay 
'armbands' and some bird feathers or flowers in their hair. For a proper all-night 
Kaunjambi, decorations are prepared a day or two in advance. Men take their shell 
decorations and head-dresses made of cassowary feathers and pig tusks out of old rice 
bags, and bird-of-paradise and cassowary feathers out of bamboos that are stored in the 
roofing. Women check their grass skirts and if they have started falling apart, they go 
and collect new sago shoots to make new skirts. All the leafy decorations, Bixa orellana 
and different colours of clay for body painting are collected no more than a day before 
the performance. On the day of the performance, people start with preparations early in 
the morning. Men find leaves of a variety of Araliaceae, pack them in a leaf and cook 
them on fire to enhance the fragrance. They tie them together and hang them on their 
neck, wearing them as a pendant often next to another popular pendant made of 
rooster's feathers, called supuk. Those who have mirrors tend to paint faces by 
themselves, while others will have the painting done by a same-sex classificatory 
sibling. Mothers paint their babies' faces. 
Plate 6.2: Kounjambi face paintings 
plates 6.3 and 6.4: Cross-cousins decorat ing each other for Kaunjambi. 
(above: len Tukan and Dolf Kawasar], below: Kenedi Karigam and Joel Ambiwa] 
Kaiinjamhi is often referred to as yao endhjga, 'the song(s) of the house', as the all-
night perfonnance is supposed to be carried out inside a house. As it is always attended 
by a great number of people in the village, it is essential that the house is strong and big 
enough, and that the flooring is neither rotting nor has holes in it, as the singers and 
dancers would be unable to avoid them. Although the community might have been 
planning to sing Kaunjambi for weeks, it is often not clear till the last moment which 
house will host it. When the house is finally chosen, it often happens that some men will 
hasten to carry in new pieces of limbum (TP) 'areca palm bark' to fix the flooring while 
the participants arc already entering the house. The person for whom Kaunjambi is 
performed will have to reciprocate for the house and singing with a few plates of sago 
or rice topped with some other food, and provide betel nut for the lead singers. 
6.2.2 Kaunjambi endipla 'Singing Kaunjambi' 
In late afternoon some men will start singing in a haiis win 'roofed shelter' in order to 
'get hungry for singing' and get in tune. 
Mae mak-a emep e-ye. 
first limit(TP)-DEF wel l get.iMP2PL 
'You have to tune-in first,' big men tend to give advice to the singers who one 
by one start murmuring the words of Kaunjambi. 
Elak amgon pokopokope, yapai] elak amgon. Kalak amgoy kaping aka yapam. 
'You can't be beating [drums] just like that and standing like a carved wooden 
spirit,' they scold younger men who appear clumsy singing and dancing at the same 
time. Kaunjambi is text, melody, rhythm, singing, dancing, beating drums, bodily 
decorations and face painting, as well as chewing betel nut and smoking - all 
inseparably merged into totality. Should any of these elements be missing from a 
Kaunjambi performance it would no longer be considered proper. 
Kaunjambi starts around sunset, and the singers/dancers sometimes make a 
procession along the village before entering the house. The song cycle is divided into 
three main parts: (1) Aiwa kundia, [name of the first song in this section; non-
translatable] (2) Yao endiijga 'Songs of the House' and (3) Tem endiijga 'Songs of the 
Sun'. These will be discussed in the following three sections. 
6.2.2.1 Aiwa kundia 
As well as naming the first part of the song cycle, 'Aiwa kundia ' is also the name of the 
first song and can be referred to as kopa, the 'head ' of the s o n g s . " This first part 
consists of two songs: 'Aiwa kundia ' , which is sung outside, and 'Aykmari pambalo ' , 
which is sung upon entering the house. When they sing 'Aiwa kundia ' the singers are 
about to enter the house. Singing this song they have danced around the house in 
procession and are about to start climbing the ladder pole (as can be seen in video K-
V 0 4 _ S o n g 0 2 , which you will later be invited to see). People say that the spirits are singing 
now. The woman who has been grieving (Kambras) is about to see her deceased 
brother. The spirit of the dead will now come up into the house. In case of a village 
procession, the song is repeated several times. 
The sccond song, 'Aykmari pambalo", is an announcement: ' I ' m now coming up 
into the house. ' I 'm coming up to the yumhun ' female post ' . I 'm coming to pasit, ' the 
diagonal post ' , I 'm coming to makam ' the main post ' . In the past these were not 
ordinary, but spirit posts, who needed to be infonned of people 's actions. When the 
singers and dancers are climbing the ladder pole, people say that the spirits arc singing 
now and ' the song' is entering the house. The person for whom Kaunjambi is being 
performed provides a few branches of betel nuts and hangs them on the main post in the 
house. If it is the whole communi ty ' s celebration, there is always someone to donate 
betel nut. The singers make a short pause to chew. Betel nut will keep them awake 
throughout the night and later there are several chewing and smoking pauses in between 
different songs. A large slit drum, umbwj, is placed next to makam ' the main post ' . This 
is often beaten by a boy and the drummers change after every betel-nut chewing break. 
6.2.2.2 Yao endiijga 'Songs of the House' 
When other people have also entered the house, after having chewed a couple of betel 
nuts, the lead singers start with the second, main part of the song cycle, Yao endiijga 
'Songs of the house ' , which comprises about 36 different songs. Referring to this part, 
the main body of Kaunjambi, the Awiakay sometimes call it meijgea - ' the meat ' . The 
house is now full of people and the fioor is sagging with their weight. The songs of the 
house start. The dancers dance clockwise around the makam, ' the main post ' of the 
" I a m f o l l o w i n g t h e c o n v e n t i o n o f w r i t i n g n a m e s o f s o n g s in s i n g l e q u o t e s a n d in r o m a n , h e n c e , ' A i w a 
k u n d i a . ' ' K a m b i a k m a y , t u m b i a k m a y ' e t c . , in o r d e r to d i f f e r e n t i a t e t h e n a m e s o f s o n g s f r o m t h o s e o f 
g e n r e s o r p a r t s o f t h e c y c l e , f o r w h i c h I u s e i t a l i c s . 
house, or around the centrally placed slit drum (umbuij), starting with the lead singers 
with hand-drums in their hands, followed by boys, women and finally girls. 
The third song (following the two in Aiwa kiindia), 'Kambiakmay, 
tumbiakmay' , is about the house which shakes when ' the song' enters. By using 'song' 
(endiijga) as an animate entity, I am reflecting the Awiakay way of speaking when they 
refer to Kaunjambi. The 'song' in this case stands for all active participants. 
Although there is a general preferred order of the songs, it is not absolutely 
fixed, and in particular the order of the songs in the middle part of Kaunjambi may vary 
slightly between different performances, depending on the lead singers. The order of 
some (but not all) elements within songs is more flexible. While it is important to start 
with an clement of a higher order, e.g. the main crcek, it is not important in what order 
its tributaries will follow, as long as they are all included in the song. This feature, 
which will be discussed later in the chapter where it will be called the 'betelnut 
template' (6.3.2.4: iv), also reminds of the mountain analogy from the thesis title (v). In 
many of the songs an important mnemonic for the lead singer is landscape. Mentioning 
sago stands, hills or creeks, the lead singer travels in his mind along Awiakay land and 
thus makes sure that all verses are sung. Song 8, for example, mentions hills with sago 
stands surrounding Amongao, one of the ancestral places, and continues with the 
tributaries of the Tawim creek. Song 16 mentions important spirit places on the Amwi 
crcek in the vicinity of Mayna, a settlement where the Awiakay lived till mid-1960s 
before moving downriver to Kanjimei. Song 24 includes names of the creeks that mark 
the border of Awiakay land in the South and in the North, etc. (see Map 6.1). As Telban 
observes for the neighbouring Ambonwari oral traditions, " 'space' (not as an abstract or 
symbolic entity, but as a series of named places with characteristic trees creeks, ponds, 
events and activities) used to be the main mnemonic device. In song poems, especially 
in the longer ones, there was usually no sequential order between stanzas; they were 
organized around places. In short, spatial layout organized the songs" (Telban: 2008: 
232).' ' ' The use of place names in Kaunjambi will be further discussed in 6.3.2.4 with 
L a n d s c a p e p rominen t ly f ea tu res in Kalul i s o n g s as wel l , par t icular ly in the genre of gisaro (Sch ie f fe l in 
1976; Feld 1982, 1988, 1996). M a p p i n g the l andscape and reci t ing place n a m e s is an impor tan t e l emen t in 
va r ious D u n a song genres , such as pikono (S t ewar t and S t r a them 2002 : 135; Gi l lesp ie 2010 : 30; Gi l lesp ie 
a n d San R o q u e 2011: 52-3) . and m a n y o ther nar ra t ive song t rad i t ions of N e w G u i n e a H i g h l a n d s ( R u m s e y 
a n d Ni les 2011 : 6), as well as in Abor ig ina l songs of Cent ra l Aus t ra l ia , as desc r ibed by S t reh iow (1971) . 
A h ighly e l abora t ed e x a m p l e of l is t ing p lace n a m e s is T ibe tan Bon rabs, ' r i tua l an t eceden t na r ra t ives ' , 
chan ted by bon priests. In these song narra t ives the pr iests , f ly ing like b i rds , o f t e n search for ri tually 
impor tan t i t ems o r be ings , wh ich they need fo r their rites. Se ine of their j o u r n e y s are only hor izonta l , 
ove r l and , o the r s go vert ical at a certain point and end up on the top level of a mul t i - level sky wor ld above . 
rcfcrence to parallelism. 
Even if other men do not know the words of a song, they are always able to sing 
after hearing the lead singer. Throughout the night the dancers in the house alternate, 
while the lead singers, who eventually become tired of dancing around the main post, sit 
around it next to the slit-drum. As it becomes late, small children go to sleep, many of 
them cosily packed in the comers of the house, and only adults dance. Some women 
will only come to dance later, after their children are already asleep. Many dance with 
sleeping babies on their shoulders, while others sit in the corners of the house, nursing 
their sleeping children. The loud playing of the hand-drums (piinjim) and slit-drums 
{umhuij), the enthusiastic singing, overlapping voices and the constant gentle swinging 
of the house combine to have a hypnotic effect that makes it particularly easy to fall 
asleep." However, it is mainly only children who sleep in the house during Kaunjamhi. 
Adults sustain themselves through the night with betel nut and tobacco or intermittently 
go and have a nap or even some sago pudding in their houses and then come back. Late 
at night the person in whose honour Kaunjambi is performed is taken on his or her 
same-sex classificatory sibling's shoulders and carried around with the danccrs, which 
the Awiakay call takay 'he/she is being carried on the shoulders'. The person is thus 
being treated like a baby or a small child: with greatest care and respect.'^ He/she is 
carried on the shoulders during the most tender song in Kaunjambi, 'Mangisat ' (song 
24; VIDEO 6-3). This person is usually not carried around for only one song, but is picked 
up several times before the morning. In the following days, the person who has been 
carried reciprocates for this honour with food. 
Around three in the morning, when the dancers start becoming tired, 'Asi mek, 
mek, mek, mek' (Appendix J: song 3 i ) is sung. This is a song with the fastest rhythm, 
which always brings about laughter and wakes up the tired dancers. Singers, however, 
are not particularly fond of it. They say that it is so fast that their breath gets short when 
they sing it. It is indeed the song with the fastest tempo. In one performance I recorded 
Place names are listed for the horizontal part of the journey, and levels of sky world for the vertical one 
(Toni Huber , pers. comm. by email Oct. 2013). 
" Kaun jambi had a similar effect on me when I was in the village. Not being a chain betelnut chewer , I 
cou ldn ' t sustain myself throughout the night with only a f ew huai. and in the end I a lways dozed o f f in 
some corner of the house in company of the liule children, making sure that somebody would wake me up 
before too long, so that I could keep fol lowing wha t ' s going on and checking on my recording equipment . 
Even the large amounts of cof fee that Alan and I drank during his visit in Kanj imei in order to stay awake 
throughout the night could not compete with the hypnotic effect of Kaun jambi and we both ended up 
sleeping dur ing some of the per formance on the shaking limhiim at the feel of the dancers. 
" Being treated like (the youngest ) child is a sign of great honour and care in Awiakay society 
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it starts at 167 beats per minute, wiiile the average for Kaunjamhi songs in general is 
125bpm (for more on tempo see section 6.4.2). 
Depending on the frequency and length of pauses between the 'Songs of the 
house', a number of them arc always repeated once this cycle comes to an end, as it is 
essential for the last part of the song cycle. Tern endUjga 'Songs of the sun', to start no 
earlier than at sunrise. 
6.2.2.3 Tern enditjga 'Songs of the sun' 
One of the men comes and tells the lead singers when the sun is about to rise, 
whereupon they sing 'Yaytan yayt yayt', which introduces the last part of the cycle 
(songs 38-42 in the transcript). While they always start with 'Yaytan yayt yayt' (song 
38), songs 39 and 40 are sometimes reversed or even merged into one. As we can see 
from the transcript, there is no clear boundary between them. A similar thing happens in 
songs 41 and 42. However, the melody of the last song, 'Sipin gari' (42), changes back 
into the melody that was used earlier in the cycle. The concluding song in Kaimjambi 
also has a distinctive rhythm, the same as the one which marks the end of the Aiwa 
kimdia (introductory) section (more about the melody and rhythm in Kaimjambi in 
section 6.4). After the completion of the songs, the singers and dancers all turn in the 
direction of the sun and bow to it, bending from the waist." This signals the finish of 
the Kaunjamhi performance. Upon leaving the house people will strip off some of their 
decorations and throw them on the floor, and the owner of the house or one of his sons 
or residing sons-in-law will hang them on the main post. While some of the women who 
left the dance early and joined their sleeping children are already awake, some of the 
all-night dancers will join them in the haiis win to have a last cigarette before going to 
sleep. 
I was told that, in the past, Kaunjamhi would sometimes continue for two or 
even three successive nights, and during the daytime in this period the village looked as 
if it had been abandoned. As enough sago had been pounded, and meat and fish had 
been smoked in advance, most participants could afford to sleep during the day. 
Before moving on to linguistic and musical analysis of Kaunjambi, I would like to 
invite you to watch an introductory video. 
" Some older Awiakay men remember that this same practice was used in Supim, the song cycle 
performed during male initiation, in which the singers paid honour to the spirits by bowing to the main 
post in the men ' s house, which itself was a spirit. 
Please watch 
VIDEO 6-1: Kaunjambi [5 26] https://vimeo.com/84731219 PASSWORD: K 
In the following sections I will discuss features of Kaunjambi as a linguistic register. 
Like several other song texts in New Guinea (Telban 2008, Rumscy and Niles 2011), 
Kaunjambi makes use of highly poetic language which is very different f rom everyday 
speech. 
6.3 THE LANGUAGE OF Kaunjambi 
The Awiakay maintain that Kaunjambi is a song-cycle that has been composed by 
spirits in the distant past. They say this explains why certain parts of it are in an 
untranslatable 'spirit language' . Other untranslatable parts include traces of other 
neighbouring languages such as the related Imanmeri language, the unrelated Karawari 
of the neighbouring Ambonwari , and in a couple of examples even the unrelated Miyak, 
a Yuat language spoken in Asangamut (see Map 1.6). The Awiakay recognise some parts 
of Kaunjambi as nasepamgoy menda ' the language of the past ' or what 1 will later refer 
to as 'archaic Awiakay'."* In one of the many discussions we had about Kaunjambi, this 
mixture of codcs was explained to me in Tok Pisin in the following way: 
IKanjimei AUDIO recordings/2012/Kaunjambi/0311 
AKANDAO: 
1 Darja, mipla tok ia: i no olsem mipla man yet komposim na... Em hiloiig spirit ia. Displa 
spirit em mas i gat pianti tang hitong em - em i tanim hilong Imanmeri, Ambonwari o 
bilong wanem pies... 
Darja , let us explain: it wasn ' t us men w h o composed [these songs] ... h w a s the spirit. 
He must have had many languages - he used [the languages o f ] Imanmer i , A m b o n w a r i , 
w h o k n o w s what else... 
Theodore Strehlow, who studied songs of Central Australia, notes that "in every part of the globe it has 
been the practice of poetry to preserve old words and old forms because of their literary associations and 
memories long after they have been dropped out of everyday speech" (Strehlow 1971: 200). We have to 
note, however, that what people describe as 'archaic language' cannot necessarily be taken at face value 
and assumed to correspond with earlier stages of the language as might be established, e.g. by linguistic 
reconstruction. In other words, such claims are instances of linguistic ideology, whatever might be the 
historical facts of the matter When I use the term 'archaic' in this chapter, I am referring to such 
speakers' perceptions of archaism in Awiakay. 
KAMAISGIP: 
2 Em i ken tok: "ama panta simian, yawk... " Em ol haphap lokpies bilong narapeh. \ 
He can say "ama panta simian yawk... " That's all parts of other languages. 
TANAY: 
3 |- Narapela pies. 
From other places. 
KAMAI^GIP: 
Ambonwari, Imanmeh... \ Em kisim olsem. 
Ambonwari. Imanmeri... That's how he was taking [the languages]. 
TANAY: 
5 \- Em spirit i komposim. Na ol tumbuna bilong yumi, na ol i singim. Ol i kisim tok pies 
bilong ol narapeh narapela pies - maunten, wara, nambis... 
The spirit composed them. And our ancestors sang them. They took languages of many 
different places - from the mountains, the rivers, from the coast... 
M A N D U M : 
6 Darja, bipo ol wanem ia, tumbuna kirap, ol save long olsem. kainkain tok pies. 
Darja, before, w hen... when our ancestors came into being they could speak many 
different languages. 
These m e n ' s explanations are consistent with the conversation I had with Borut Telban 
(pers. comm., Dec. 2012) who works with the neighbouring Karawari speaking 
Ambonwain. He was able to confirm that some of the words that the Awiakay identify 
as 'spirit language" do indeed strongly resemble Karawari words, but we were still 
unable to produce a meaningful translation. Used only in a special register, by the 
speakers of a different, non-related language, most of whom were not fluent in 
Karawari, the endings of these words have often been distorted. Their meaning as used 
in Kaunjambi today has thus become ambiguous and it is impossible to guess what they 
may mean without a relevant context. Parallels to this can be found in other New 
Guinea languages (Voorhoeve 1977: 27; Wassmann 1982; Niles 1991: xii, Rumsey and 
Niles 2011: 11), as well as in Australian song languages (cf Strehlow 1971, Merlan 
1987, Curran 2010). There are, however, some cases in which 'spirit words ' are 
juxtaposed in a parallel set, which helps identify aspects of their meaning even if the 
word sounds slightly different than the one commonly used in the language where it 
comes from (e.g. 24.10-14 or 42.5-15; both discussed below in the section about 
parallelism). It is likely that some 'spirit words ' have their origin in the latmul area in 
the Middle Sepik, as some other (not Kaunjambi) words are known to have come from 
this area into Awiakay via Karawari. This is in line with Awiakay m e n ' s explanation 
that the spirits have been using the languages of other places f rom the mountains, the 
river (i.e. the Sepik) and the coast. As we cannot identify the original meanings of these 
words, it will probably also remain impossible to identify all the languages from which 
Awiakay ancestors borrowed material for Kaunjambi. 
6.3.1 ON THE UNTRANSLATABILITY OF THE SPIRIT LANGUAGE 
As indicated above, a large part of Kaunjambi is untranslatable." In the transcript 
(Appendix J) I have used blue type for words which come from what people identify as 
'spirit language' and green for the words which are recognised as neighbouring 
languages. Black type is used for Awiakay. We can thus visually follow switching 
between different codes just by having a glimpse of the text. 
In the introduction to Wassmann's The Song to the Flying Fo.v (1991) Don Niles 
points to the difficulties that researchers in Papua New Guinea encounter when 
attempting to translate song-texts from local languages. He states that texts are often 
"said to be in an old and/or unknown language. Even if word-by-word translation is 
possible, it is very likely that song-text structure differs from the structure of spoken 
text, making a grammatical translation difficult. (Niles, 1991: x; see also Strehlow 1971: 
200-201). Nigel Fabb argues that mixing ordinary language with archaisms or borrowed 
tenns [in Awiakay case non-understandable spirit language] is a feature of poetic 
language (2009a: 55). In the paper Why is Verse Poetry? he states: 
The covert s t ructures of language are enormous ly e f f ic ien t ways of p roduc ing 
mean ing fu l text, so we must ask why they are avoided in poetry. O n e poss ible answer is 
immedia te ly suggested by the not ion of d i f f icul ty itself: aesthet ic exper ience has 
someth ing in c o m m o n with ep is temology, the process of d iscovery . In verse, l anguage 
and linguistic fo rm must be discovered in n e w and of ten explicit ways : our l inguist ic 
abil i t ies do not automat ical ly answer our ques t ions about the l inguistic fo rm of the 
poem [ . . . ] (Fabb 2009b: 6-7). 
The Awiakay are not at all puzzled by the fact that some parts of Kaunjambi 'do 
not have a meaning'. Aunda endiijga, 'just singing', they say. Just as not everybody 
knows the (meaning of) magic fomiulae, and hardly anyone but prayer leaders 
understands what verses of the Bible mean, the spirit language in Kaunjambi is another 
case of incomprehensible language which needs to be exactly where it is if Kaunjambi 
is to be performed properly. Although words are often just indicated rather than fully 
articulated (cf Telban 2008: 219) the lead singers have often quarrelled about the 
" It is not only a matter of 'Spirit Language' in Kaunjambi being untranslatable into 
other languages besides Awiakay, but also unglossable within Awiakay, or between 
Awiakay and 'Spirit Language'. 
pronunciation of the spirit words and phrases in Kaunjambi. But nobody, to my 
knowledge, has ever complaincd about their untransiatability. Much more important 
than the meaning of the words is thus their proper pronunciation, showing continuity 
with ancestral traditions. When they are sung, it is the rhythm, both types of drum and 
the echoing of the singers who sing one after another and at the same time mumble 
because their mouths are full of betelnut and lime mixture, that make even the parts in 
modem Awiakay language difficult to understand. However, this is what Kaunjambi is 
supposed to sound and feel like. Moreover, Kaunjambi is not one long epic, but consists 
of a number of 'snapshots' forming a whole that is indigenously recognisable as 
coherent, as these individual 'snapshots' all have an imprint of Awiakay lifeworld in 
them. 
6.3.2 Parallelism In Kaunjambi^" 
While featuring in all Awiakay song genres, and, as we could see in 3.2.1.7, also 
appearing in other linguistic registers, parallelism in Awiakay appears in some of its 
most canonical forms in Kaunjambi. The whole song cycle abounds with several 
different varieties of parallelism, sometimes in combination with one another, with its 
parallel sets ranging all the way between parallel couplets and parallel octuplets. 
From what we know from the existing studies, parallelism is widely employed in 
New Guinea Highlands (Rumsey 2007, Rumsey and Niles 2011); it features in the 
songs of the Kaulong in West New Britain (Driippel 2009), in the Middle Sepik it is 
found in latmul (Wassmann 1991) and Manambu songs (Harrison 1986, Aikhenvald 
2010) and, closer to the Awiakay, it plays an important role in Karawari song traditions 
of the neighbouring Ambonwari (Telban 2008). However, most of these parallelistic 
traditions favour binary parallelism. Long parallel sets, like the ones we encounter in 
Kaunjambi, are less common, but can be found in latmul (Wassmann 1991) and in 
Kaulong songs (Driippel 2009). 
Before I go into the discussion of parallelism per se, I will make some 
introductory remarks about other aspects of the structure of Kaunjambi songs. 
The Awiakay divide individual songs, endiijga, into kopa 'head' , indicating the 
first line of the song, (utterance till the first pause), which is also used as the name of 
the song, meijgea - 'the meat' referring to the body of the song, and kumna ' tail ' . 
"" A basic introduction to parallelism is given in 1.3.4. 
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referring to the last part of the song that winds out (often the part that is sung in 
downward modulation). 
While transition from one song to another is clearly marked by a longer pause, 
transitions between lines arc not. Most songs start with a vocabic, i.e. a word that is 
regarded as a sequence of sounds, rather than as a unit of meaning, such as 'o-ya', 'o-o 
or 'o'. This is only used in the first line and even i f this line is repeated, the vocable is 
normally not, as can be seen, for example, in Song 7. 
Please watch 
VIDEO 6-2: Song 7: Mala ari mala [2:19] https://vimeo.com/8473709i 
PASSWORD: K 
7 1 O-o. mala ari mala 
O-o. betel pepper, give me betel pepper 
2 mala ari mala (x7) 
betel pepper, give me betel pepper 
3 0-0, lakwi ari takwi 
betel pepper, give me mounla in pepper 
4 takwi ari takwi, (x7) 
betel pepper, give me mountain pepper 
When the vocabic appears again in the same song, it either marks the beginning of a 
repetition of the whole parallel set 
The most common vocables at the end of a line are '-e' or 'e-e' and '-a' or 'a-e', 
as in the text above. These are repeated fi-om line to line within a parallel set and arc, in 
addition to parallelism followed by a short pause, the most common markers o f line 
breaks.^' 
For the importance of vocables in defining a line of text see Rumsey 2005: 53, c f also Merlan and 
Rumsey 1991: 98-99 and Fabb 2002: 205. In sung tales from PNG Highlands, vocables normally appear 
only at the end of a line or section (Rumsey and Niles 2011: 13). According to Fabb (2009: 53) linguistic 
theory cannot explain how lines are formed, because they are not linguistic units (although they are made 
of linguistic units). He emphasises that particularly in oral traditions parallelism of linguistic structure or 
meaning is "a pervasive characteristic of the verse' and thus a marker of a line (Fabb 2009b: 54: see also 
FnKh ? n m ' Fabb 2002: 205). 
7 O 
13 o 
19 
20 
aiwa kundia -a yakiama wambuk e-e 
white.cockatoo ?? ?? l.camc.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?'.' ?? l.camc.up 
yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? l.camc.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?'.' ?? l.camc.up 
yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? l.camc.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?? l.camc.up 
aiwa kundia -o yakiama wambuk a-e 
white.cockatoo ?? ?? l.camc.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?? l.camc.up 
yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? l.camc.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?'.' ?? l.camc.up 
yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? l.camc.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?'.' l.camc.up 
yaki mundaso a-e 
tobacco ?? 
yaki wandikiso e-e. 2 
tobacco ?? 
yaki mundaso e-e 
tobacco ?? 
yaki wandikiso e-e. 
tobacco ?? 
yaki mundaso e-e 
tobacco ?? 
yaki wandikiso e-e. 
tobacco 7? 
yaki mundaso e-e 
tobacco ?? 
yaki wandikiso e-e. 
tobacco ?? 
1 
(REPEATED) 
In Kaunjamhi wc can find some cases when a parallel set - a couplet - occurs within 
one line (e.g. 2.1, repeated in 2.3). In such a case there is no pause between the two 
elements. Later in the song, however, the two elements arc broken up and occur in 
separate lines (2.9, 11 and 13). Other lines feature another parallel set. In the example 
below I marked the variables in parallel sets with capital letters and the repeated 
elements with lower case letters (both shaded in blue) e.g. (1.7-12), or a new parallel set 
(1.13-20).'^ When the vocable appears again in the same song, it cither marks the 
beginning of a repetition of the whole parallel set, as in lines 7 - 12 of the song text 
below, or marks the beginning of a new parallel set, as in lines 13-20 of that text'. 
2 1 O - aykmari pamhah, o, waromaman pamhalo -o Ax Bx 
99 
2 yao wambopaUk (x4, last o n e fades ou t ) Cy 
I ' m c o m i n g up to the house 
3 o aykmari pamhah. waromaman pamhalo Ax Bx 
T ) 
4 yao wamhopaUk (x4) Cy 
I ' m c o m i n g up to the house 
5 yao wamhopaUk, e-e (x3) Cy 
I ' m c o m i n g up to the house 
6 O-o, yumhumif] wamhopaUk (x3) Dy 
I ' m c o m i n g to the f e m a l e pos t s 
1 makanhw] wamhopaUk (x3) Ey 
I ' m c o m i n g up to the m a i n post 
8 pasUmj wamhopaUk (x3) Fy 
I ' m c o m i n g up to the d iagona l post 
9 aykmari pamhalo Ax 
99 
10 yao wamhopaUk (x3) Cy 
I ' m c o m i n g up to the house 
11 waromaman pamhah Bx 
99 
12 yao wamhopaUk Cy 
I ' m c o m i n g up to the house 
13 waromaman pamhah Bx 
Although I did not divide the songs into stanzas, each new parallel set clearly has the 
same function. This becomes obvious in song 1 (above) in which 1 shaded different 
parallel sets with shades of the same colour. While I have written out all the repetitions 
in this particular song, I normally mark repeated lines with e.g. (x3), as in song 2 above. 
Although the number of repetitions varies between perfomiances, and people say that it 
depends solely on the mood of the singer, they arc an essential part of the songs and 
always appear to be structured. 1 discuss this aspect of Kaimjamhi in the next scction. 
" Following the same conventions as in the full transcript of Kaunjambi (Appendix J), blue type 
represents the untranslatable 'spirit language'. 
6.3.2.1 Repetitions of parallel collocations 
A parallel set can be extended by a number of repetitions of its respective lines, which I 
refer to as parallel collocations. In 8.1-7 this means that some variables of the 
quadruplet are repeated, as seen in Tables e.ia and e.ib. 
Table 6.1a: Repet i t ions of paral lel col locat ions within a parallel set 
VARIABLE A repeated word 
VARIABLE B repeated word 
VARIABLE C repeated word 
VARIABLE D repeated word 
VARIABLE A repeated word 
VARIABLE C repeated word 
VARIABLE D repeated word 
P A R A L L E L SET 
Table 6 .1b: Repet it ions of parallel col locat ions within a parallel set ( transcript of song 8j 
(x4 + x4 + x4 last one fades out) 
(x4 + x4 + x4 last one omitted) 
(x2) 
(x2) 
(x4) 
(x2) 
(x2 last one fades out) 
1 O-ya. arm kumiina 
mother mother 
2 o. yanjam kumuna 
python mother 
3 tiutjgulmj kumuna 
gigantic python mother 
4 memban kumuna 
night[nocturnal snake] mother 
5 aym kumuna 
death adder mother 
6 nii^gulaij kumuna 
gigantic python mother 
7 memban kumuna 
night[nocturnal snake] mother 
P A R A L L E L SET 
A parallel collocation is often repeated several times before the song goes on to the next 
line in a parallel set. Although the number of repetitions varies between performances, it 
always follows a certain structure. In Table 6.2a we can follow the repetition pattern of 
the first 15 lines of song 8. The table is divided into three parts, corresponding to the 
first three parallel sets in the song. Capital letters represent parallel collocations, and the 
columns show changes in the way of singing. 
Table 6.2a: Repetition patterns in song 8 
PARALLEL SET 1 
A = arm kumiina dcalli adder's mother' 
B =yanjam kumufia 'pyllion's mother' 
C = nuijgulaij kiimuna •giganlie python's mother' 
D = memban kumuna 'mother of night' [noeturnal snake] 
shaded part = lower melody ( G ' - C ) 
line sung primarily by 
lead singer 
others join 
the lead singer 
last element fades 
out or is omitted 
1 AAAA AAAA AAAA 
2 BBBB BBBB BBB-
3 CC 
4-7 CCDD AAAA CCDD 
In the first part (line 1), parallel collocation A {arm kiimima) is repeated four times by 
the lead singer before others jo in in. There arc two more sets o f four repetitions, but in 
the second set the last repetition cither fades out, is hardly pronounced or is even 
omitted, thereby announcing the start o f the next line with another parallel collocation 
(B), which is repeated in the saine way as the previous one. The last group o f 
repetitions, which comprises lines 4-7, does not consist o f 4+4+4 o f the same 
collocation set (as is the case for A and B), but o f (2+2) + 4 + (2+2), combin ing 
different collocation sets. Line 3 was sung quietly only by the lead singer, and docs not 
fit into the pattern. The shaded part in the table marks downward modulat ion o f the 
melody, which announces the end o f a parallel set. Melodic structures wil l be discussed 
in more detail in section 6.4.3. 
The first parallel collocation o f the second parallel set, malay wapuk (E) is 
repeated six times; twice by the lead singer alone, twice by other singers jo in ing in and 
twice by other singers only, as the lead singer fades out to breathe in for the next line. 
The next parallel collocation, tay wapuk (F), is repeated ten times, whi le the last one, 
line 10, is a combination o f the previous two parallel collocations, sung in downward 
modulation coinciding with the end o f the parallel set. 
Table 6.2b: Repetition patterns in song 8: PARALLEL SET 2 
E = malay wapiik \ pounded wild sago' 
F = tay wapuk ' I pounded sago' 
shaded part = lower melody (G '-C) 
line sung primarily by 
lead singer 
others join 
the lead singer 
lead singer 
stops singing 
8 EE EE EE 
9 FFF FFF FFFF 
10 EF EF EF 
Table 6.2c: Repetition patterns in song 8: PARALLEL SET 3 
G = Akiak kopay yumbmuk taway ende-wakapainua 
•They '11 pick y»m/ii//;HA-sago shoots al Akiak and put llicm into [your bilum]' 
H = Usupiay kopay watjgoponik taway [kopay'] ende-wakapainua 
'They'll pick uw;g()/w/i(A-sago shoots al Usupiay and put them into [your bilum]' 
I = PanJiijjay kopay yamok laway ende-wakapainua 
•They'll pick Vi/moA-sago shoots al PcmJiijJay and put them into [your bilum]" 
J = Amgapoyn kopay kamhamuk taway ende-wakapainua 
•They'll pick kamhannik-aago shoots al Amgapoyn and put them into [your bilum]' 
shaded part = lower melody (G '-C) 
line all s ing 
11 G 
12 H 
13 1 x2 
14 J 
15 K 
As can be seen, the lines of this third parallel set arc much longer, and there are no 
repetitions within the parallel set itself; however, once finished, the whole set is 
repeated. The number of repetitions of whole parallel sets (such as this one; 8.11-15) 
varies greatly between perfonriances and, as singers say, mostly depends on the current 
mood of the lead singer(s). 
I now turn to a discussion of how different parallel structures can be intertwined in a 
single song. 
6.3.2.2 Complexity of parallel structures In a song 
In individual songs, different parallel sets often run parallel with one another. An 
example is the triplet ende-wakapainua 11 wakapainua H yambukainua in song 8. Each 
of these verbs is in the future tense (marked by -inu) and takes a third person plural 
subject (marked by -a)-, this is FUT-3PL -inu-a. The variables in this parallel set are verb 
stems ende-wakapa 'pick and put something into' // wakapa 'put something into' // 
yambuka 'hang something [such as a bilum] on the neck'. For the Awiakay, these 
actions are closely related, signifying the most important part of a hunting/gathering trip 
to the forest, and yet not the same, as they normally follow one another. 
8.1115 ende-wakapa-inu-a 
pick-put.in-FUT-3PL 
they'l l pick it and put [it] into [the bilum] 
16-26 wakapa-imi-a 
pUt.in-FUT-3PL 
they'l l put [it] into [the bilum] 
27-33 yambuka-init-a 
hang.on.the.neck-FUT-3PL 
they'l l hang [the bilum] on their neck 
In Kaimjamhi, repetitions of individual collocation sets of this kind of parallelism 
usually run through a number of lines. In this ease ende-wakapainua is repeated through 
lines 11-15, followed by wakapainua through lines 16-26, and finally hy yambukainua 
through lines 27-32. Each of these three sets as is demonstrated in Table 6.3. In this table 
the variables in parallel sets are highlighted; parallel sets are framed with bold lines and 
numbered from 1-8. 
IP f -
% 
Plates 6.5 and 6.6: Preparations for Kounjombi 
Table 6.3: Parallel sets In song 8 
8 AYM KUMUNA 
1 O-ya. aym kumuna (x4 + x4 + x4 last one fades out) 
death adder mother 
2 o. yanjam kumima (x4 + x4 + x4 last one omitted) 
python mother 
3 nuijgulat) kumuna (x2) 
gigantic python mother 
" 1 ntemban kumuna (x2) 1 night[nocturnal snake] mother 
5 aym kumuna (x4) 
death adder mother 
6 nutjgularj kumuna (x2) 
gigantic python mother 
7 memban kumuna (x2 last one fades out) 
night[nocturnal snake] mother 
8 0-VO, malay wapuk (x61 
wild sago 1 pounded 
9 lay wapuk •y (xlO) 
sago 1 pounded 
wild sago I pounded sago I pounded 
11 Akiak 
Akiak 
kopay 
sago.stand 
yumbunuk 
type of sago A 
(away 
shoots 
ende-wakapa -inua 
they'l l pick them and put them 
[into your bilum] 
12 Usupiay 
Usupiay 
kopay waijgoponik 
type of sago B 
laway [kopay] 
stand 
ende-wakapa -inua 
3 Kulakap Kulakap 
kopay umbum 
type of sago C 
taway 4 ende-wakapa -inua g^ 
14 Panjiijjay 
Panjirjay 
kopay yamok 
type of sago D 
laway ende-wakapa -inua 
15 Amgapoyn 
Amgapoyn 
kopay kambamuk 
type of sago E 
taway ende-wakapa -inua 
16 aiwa 
white cockatoo 
pepep 
they'll have shot 
wakapa -inua 
they'l l put it [into your bilum] 
17 kaykwia 
hornbill 
pepep wakapa -inua 
18 ambay 
crown pigeon 
pepep wakapa -inua gj^ 
19 anginal] 
black cockatoo 
pepep 5 wakapa •inua 
20 opum-ba 
pigeon 
pepep wakapa -inua 
21 pangasai] 
big brown bird 
pepep wakapa -inua 
22 watjgay 
small pigeon 
pepep wakapa -inua 
23 laman wae-^ 
long bi lum-into 
24 matjga-matjga waei] 
rather short 
25 punje-punje waeij 
rather long 
26 pokombak waeij 
oblong 
Akiak en-makam 
Akiak on the main path (to) 
Usupiay en-makam 
Usupiay 
Tawim en-makam 
Tawim 
Kukay en-makam 
Kukay 
Mum i am en-makam 
Mumiay 
Kumbikin en-makam 
Kumbikln 
Ami am en-makam 
Amiam 
wakapa -inua 
wakapa -inua 
wakapa -inua 
wakapa -inua 
vamhuka -inua 
they' l l hang [the bilum] on their neck 
yamhuka -inua 
vambuka -inua g^ 
vamhuka -inua 
yamhuka -inua 
vamhuka -inua 
yamhuka -inua 
Parallel set 1 (lines 1-7) features the quatrain 'death adder // python 11 gigantic python 11 
nocturnal snake', in which all variables refer to deadly or fearsome snakes. That set is 
followed by parallel set 2 in lines 8-10 which features the pair wild sago // sago. While 
these two parallel collocations first appear separately in lines 8, (with six repetitions) 
and 9 (repeated ten times), they follow one another in line 10 and are together repeated 
three more t imes ." 
Lines 11-15 are the most complex ones in this song, with three different parallel 
sets running through them simultaneously. Parallel set 3 is in formal terms a quintuplet, 
and in functional ones a 'topogeny'^" listing names of different hills with sago stands 
around the ancestral place Amoqgao (see Map 6.i). There is no fixed order to these 
places and the Awiakay say that it is only important to enumerate them all. Parallel set 3 
is ftjrther paralleled with parallel set 4, which features another quintuplet listing five 
different types of sago. This is an interesting ease of a distributive parallelism in which 
" All the variable words in this parallel set end in nasals, but as I haven't eome aeross sueh examples in 
other parallel sets I assume it is a coincidence, rather than motivated phonological parallelism. 
Fox defines lopogeny as 'an ordered succession of place names' (Fox 2006: 89) and compares the 
recitation of topogeny to the recitation of a genealogy. 'Both consist of an ordered succession of names 
that establish precedence in relation to a particular starting point — a point of origin' (ibid.). As listing 
place names in Kaunjamhi is ordered only to certain extent (the reason for this will be discussed later), 1 
am using Fox ' s term ' topogeny ' in inverted commas. 
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cach place name is paired with a different type of sago. The order is not important here 
either, as the types of sago which appear in the same line with the names of ancestral 
sago stands do not necessarily grow there. However, the lead singers say that ' the song 
sounds better' if each name of sago stand is paired with a different type of sago. The 
combinations may therefore vary between performances, while the structure itself is not 
random. An additional kopay 'sago stand' in line 12 is most likely a mistake, as it does 
not fit anywhere and does not appear in another recorded version. The endings of those 
same lines (11-15) comprise another (part of a) parallel set, consisting of five repetitions 
of the verb parallelism mentioned above: ende-wakapaimia ' they'll pick them (sago 
shoots) and put them into [your bilum]'. Sago shoots arc considered a delicacy and 
people often give them to children already while processing sago, or cat them by 
themselves before they come back to the village. Picking sago shoots and putting them 
into someone's bilum reflects great care for the person for whom they are intended. 
Seven different types of birds are paralleled in lines 16-22 (parallel set 5). Apart 
from being game they are all birds that frequently appear in myths. Again, shooting any 
game animal and putting it into a bilum for someone else is a sign of great care for that 
person. The beginning of this quintuplet is a boundary for the other parallel set running 
through these lines: In parallel set 8 the variable which was repeated through lines 11-
15 now changes into wakapainua ' they'll put it into [the bilum]' and is repeated through 
lines 16-26. 
The variables in parallel set 6 are all referring to a bilum. While the first one, 
taman, can itself be used as a generic term for a bilum, others arc adjectives describing 
shapes of different types of string bags that the Awiakay use. As we shall see later in 
(6.3.2.4: iv), this kind of template applies to several parallel sets across different semantic 
domains. 
The septuplet in parallel set 7 starts with the names of hills at an ancestral placc 
called Amoqgao (lines 27-8) and continues with the Tawim creek and its tributaries 
(lines 29-33). Lead singers sometimes disagree about the choice of place names, in this 
case they may omit the first two, Akiak and Usupiay, which are the names of the hills at 
Amoqgao (already mentioned in parallel set 3 in lines 11 and 12), but as mentioned 
above, they would always agree that the name of the main creek, Tawim, comes before 
its tributaries.^^ 
It is clear f rom the representation of song 8 in Table 5.3 how parallelism divides 
songs into sections and thus serves as an 'organising principle of the text ' (cf Fabb 
1997: 142). W e can say that in Kaunjambi each parallel set represents the boundaries of 
a stanza (in the transcript in Appendix J. I marked them with dividing lines). In song 8, 
parallel set 8, in which the variable elements are different verb stems, thus runs across 
three stanzas, i.e. throughout five different substantive parallel sets (3=4, 5+6 and 7). 
The boundaries of these parallel sets are the boundaries within which respective 
collocation sets of parallel set 8 are repeated. Parallel sets 3 and 4 (lines 11-12) 
correspond with the beginning and the end of the repetition of ende-wakapa-inua, which 
I marked as 8a. Wakapa-inua, marked as 8b, is repeated throughout two parallel sets, 
i.e. parallel sets 5 and 6 (lines 16-22 and 23-26), while the repetitions ofyambuka-inua, 
(8c) run through parallel set 7, i.e. through lines 27-33. 
Another complex example of this type is song 21 in which some parallel sets run 
through several lines of other parallel sets. 
This section has touched upon the associations between the variable elements in 
individual parallel sets. I now turn to the ways in which these associations il luminate 
our understanding of Awiakay lifeworld and their cultural concepts. 
6.3.2.3 Types of parallelisms according to the association 
among the variables in parallel sets 
As mentioned in the eariier discussion of parallelism in the introduction (1.3.4), the 
non-repeated elements, i.e., the parallel temis or variables, are placed in focus. They are 
intensified by appearing in the company of previously uttered words. Their grouping, 
however , is not random, as there is always some indigenously recognised association 
between them. The logic of these associations is opaque if we look only at the most 
literal senses of the words/phrases compared. They carry symbolic implications which 
" As J a m e s Weiner (pers, c o m m , Nov. 2013) points out , the d i f fe rence with Foi is lhat Ihe place names 
are not ancestral or mythological , they are actual and historical , so that a m a n ' s l ife-span is re-total ized 
(cf. Levi -St rauss 1966) as a sum of p laces he has occup ied and made use o f 
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are ' infused by cultural assumptions' (in the sense used by Roger Keesing 1979), and 
can only be understood in reference to other aspects of Awiakay lifeworld. In other 
words, the choice of variables and the associations between them rcflect the way people 
think, act and feel. These elements are specifically indexed and they themselves index 
specific values in culturally specific knowledge schemata. In this section I will thus 
discuss the associations between juxtaposed elements in parallel sets. 
In his discussion of lexical parallelism, Fabb points out that "words may be 
paired [. . .] by having various kinds of semantic relation to one another" (Fabb 1997: 
152). In Kaunjambi they are mostly associated becausc they (i) belong to the same 
semantic field (the relationships between them are often those of 
hypemymy/hyponymy); (ii) relate to one another as part to whole 
(meronymy/holonymy);"'' (iii) are synonyms or near-synonyms (but there are no 
antonyms); (iv) are place names that contribute to a ' topogeny'. 
(i) Variables that belong to the same semantic field can be divided into several sub-
groups. There arc several examples in the songs where the variables are 
(a) animals or plants of the same class, but of a different order or family. Such cases 
reflect ethno-taxonomy, i.e., the classification which exists within the society, as 
well as the local importance of the paralleled animals/plants. Parallel set I of 
song 8 (see above Table 6.3: 8.1-7) groups together the snakes the Awiakay are 
most afraid of Aym 'death adder' (New Guinea death adder, Acanthophis laevis) 
is responsible for most deaths caused by snakebites. Although non-venomous, 
yanjam 'Amethystine python' (Morelia ameihislina) and mnjgum 'gigantic 
python' (most likely Papuan olive python Apodora papnana) are feared for their 
size. There are no stories in the living memory of the Awiakay of anyone having 
been attacked by any of them. However, they both appear in a number of myths 
in which they harm people. Memhan kimuiia, 'mother of night' is a metaphor 
referring to a nocturnal species called ondomboy 'small-eyed snake' 
(Micropechis ikaheka), which is highly venomous and is the second deadliest 
snake in the area. 
In song 8, lines 12-18, the variables are different kinds of birds. 
' ' A hypermm is a word that names a broader category which includes several hyponyms. The word 
•dog', for example, is a hypemym for 'poodle ' , ' labrador ' , etc., which are its hyponyms. A meronym is a 
constituent part or a member of something. The word ' f inger ' , for example, is a meronym o f ' h a n d ' , 
which, in turn, is a 'holonynf for finger. 
Kaunjambi l ine 
!-l5 aiwapepep wakapainua 
T h e y ' l l shoot a whi te c o c k a t o o 
and put it [ into you r b i lum] 
17 kaykwia pepep wakapainua 
T h e y ' l l shoot a hornbi l l 
and put it [ into your b i lum] 
18 ambav pepep wakapainua 
T h e y ' l l shoot a c rown pigeon 
and put it [ into your b i lum] 
19 angifiarj pepep wakapainua 
T h e y ' l l shoot a black cocka too 
and put it [ into your b i lum] 
20 opum-ha pepep wakapainua 
T h e y ' l l shoot a big p igeon 
and put it [ into your b i lum] 
21 pangasat] pepep wakapainua 
T h e y ' l l shoot a big b rown bird 
and put it [ into your b i lum] 
22 waijgav pepep wakapainua 
They ' l l shoot a little pigeon 
and put it [ into your b i lum] 
paral lel t e r m s 
aiwa 
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo 
Cocatuo galerita 
kaykwi 
BIyth's Hornbill 
Rhyticeros plica tus 
amboy 
Victoria Crowned Pigeon 
Goura victoria 
anginar) 
Palm Cockatoo 
Probosciger aterrimus 
opum 
Zee Imperial Pigeon 
Ducula zoeae 
pangasai] 
a bird with a brown back, light belly 
found in swamps (unidentified) 
warjgay 
possibly a fruit-dove 
Ptilinopus sp. 
Different kinds of birds also appear as sets of parallel terms in song 21.61-64. 
In 27.12-24 pandomhao 'brown-collared brush turkey' is paired with kayma 
'cassowary'. Though they both represent highly desirable game, neither is 
classified as line 'bird' in Awiakay taxonomy. 
The dwelling places of the biggest and thus most important hunting game 
animals, pig and cassowary, arc paralleled in 12.1-2. Being closest in their size 
to man, these animals arc ascribed most human characteristics and hunting for 
either of them is considered by the Awiakay equal to a duel (cf Bulmcr 1967: 
12) According to an Awiakay myth, rnan used to live like a pig, that is in simple 
bush shelters on the ground, before he was taught by a bird how to make a 
proper house (a stilt house made of bush materials). 
Other examples in this category include different types of mosquitoes 
(12.3-5), small mammals that people hunt (22.15-23), or fish (21.21-25 and 
38.2-7) - these are all 'ancestral fish', i.e. native fish as opposed to more 
recently introduced ones."^ 
Examples of plants being used as parallel terms include different types of sago. 
Table 6.3 shows that seven out of fifteen different types of sago that grow on 
Awiakay land appear in parallel sets 2 and 4 in song 8.8-15. 
Other plants appearing as parallel terms in Kaunjamhi parallel sets are 
different types of trees (30.5-9). Some types of trees and palms are paired 
together as parallel tenns according to their use. In 17.5-7 the wood of the trees 
mentioned is good for firewood, in 21.45-55 the bark of these trees and vines are 
used for making string out of which hand-nets arc made, while other types of 
trees and grasses are paired according to the use of the seeds they produce (2.52-
54). 
(b) Song 33 features an example of using Awiakay terms for colours (33.8-11): 
kandukya 'white' // imhia 'black' // tolia 'yellow' // pawia ' red ' are all co-
hyponyms of misim 'colour'/ 'deeoration' or kcm'ay 'colour ' / 'pattcrn' (although 
neither of these two tenns is used in the song). The colour terms are used with 
the word mamay 'stinging nettles'. While the white nettles (Laportea Sp., line 8) 
are ones that are distributed widely in the lower parts of the Awiakay land, and 
the red ones (unidentified sp., line 11) are said to be extremely painful and only 
found in the mountains (in Awiakay land this is considered to be the area 
between 70m and 1,200m a.s.l.), the black and yellow ones (lines 9 and 10 
respectively) do not exist at all. The Awiakay say that these terms are only there 
for the sake of the structure, hilong bilasim singsing ' to decorate the song', as 
some lead singers put it in Tok Pisin. It is, however, not just a coincidence that 
terms for stinging nettles are combined with colour terms. The whole song 
alludes to boys' initiation. The colours mentioned are at the same time the 
colours of clay, which is used in face painting, whereas young boys who were 
entering men's house to be initiated were first beaten up by stinging nettles. 
" S e v e r a l n e w t y p e s o f f i sh w e r e t h r o w n in to l ake V i r g i n i a f r o m a h e l i c o p l e r a t t he b e g i n n i n g o f t h e n e w 
m i l l e n i u m a n d p o p u l a t e d K o n m e i c r eek ( c f T e l b a n 2 0 0 9 : 136). 
33.8 
10 
11 
Kaunjambi line parallel term 
kanMya mamay kandukya 
white stinging nettles white 
[found in the village] 
imbia mamay imbia 
black stinging nettles black 
[do not exist] 
tolia mamay tolia 
yellow stinging nettles yellow 
[do not exist] 
pawia mamav pawia 
red stinging nettles red 
[found in the mountain, very painful] 
Some other parallel sets that belong to the same semantic fields are; 
(e) names o f ancestral spirits or bush spirits (10.5-8; 16.1-7 and 29.5-11). The latter 
being closely associated with their dwelling places, their association is similar to 
a ' topogeny' (6.3.2.4). 
(d) different types o f bilums, associated according to their shape and function (8.23-
26 and 21.26-31) and different types o f baskets (25.8-10 and 32.5-26. Song 32 is 
often referred to as 'the basket song'). 
(e) 'cooking utensils' (3.6-10) 
Kaunjambi line 
3.6 kaPiima isopon. kjiiiima ee 
the coconut shell spoon is shaking, ee 
7 pglgndem isopon, palandem ee 
the coconut cup is shaking, ee 
8 Ipi isopon, ijn ee 
the coconut spoon is shaking, ee 
9 wako isopon, wako ee 
tongs are shaking, ee 
10 kanima isopon, kanima ee. 
the coconut shell spoon (arch.) is shaking, ee 
parallel term 
kanima 
spoon made of coconut shell (ARCH Awiakay] 
palandem 
coconut cup 
ipi [short for ipikapa] 
spoon made of coconut shell 
wako 
tongs made of bamboo 
kanima 
spoon made of coconut shell [ARCH Awiakay] 
Although it is not unusual for Awiakay men to do the cooking - even for the 
whole family - if their wife is sick or away, the words juxtaposed in this parallel 
set all denote objects which are strongly associated with women. They are 
bracketed between the two uses o f an archaic term for the 'spoon made o f 
coconut shell' (hnes 6 and 10), while the modem Awiakay word for the same 
object comes in the middle (line 8). The pattern is thus A b a c A in which upper 
case letters represent archaic words and lower case letters modern Awiakay 
words. 
(f) In song 22.5-9 the variables are verbs denoting a dog's vocalizations (the 
repetition is in the same grammatical form, whereas the variation is in different 
verb roots). The first line in the parallel set starts with a non-repeated element, 
which is not part of the parallel set, im yongopon 'he 's cutting the rope' (cf song 
1.1.), and continues with variables: barking threateningly (while hunting, dogs 
often intimidate an animal by barking in this way, so that it feels trapped and 
can't escape) // barking excitedly (when they smell an animal) // barking in an 
ordinary way // whining with joy // barking and jumping with joy (becausc they 
have killed an animal). The terms denoting dog's vocalisations not only point at 
the importance of recognising dogs' behaviour, but at the same time reflect 
people's own feelings and level of excitement when hunting. As in my other 
transcripts of Awiakay songs, line breaks in this parallel set are detennined on 
musical grounds. 
Kaunjambi line parallel term 
22.5 im yongopon. yamugasi-p-on, yamugasi-pon yamugasi-p-on 
h e ' s cut t ing t h e rope a n d b a r k i n g bark.threateningly-pRS-3s6 
th reaten ing ly , h e ' s b a r k i n g th reaten ing l y hunting, dogs often intimidate an animal by 
barking, so that it feels trapped and can't escape] 
6 tekekimbon. tekekimhon teke-kim-b-on 
h e b a r k s e x c i t e d l y [as he smells an animal], bark.excitedly-REPET-PRS-3ss 
h e b a r k s e x c i t e d l y las he smells an animal] 
7 angaijgimbon, angaijgimhon angarj-gim-b-on 
h e ' s b a r k i n g , h e ' s b a r k i n g bark-REPET-PRES-3SG [in an ordinary way] 
8 numnjgimbon, mimpjgimbon nunurj-gim-bon 
h e ' s w h i n i n g w i t h j o y , w h i n i n g v\ ith J o y whine.With.joy-REPET-PRS-SSG 
9 paka-pwigagimbon, paka-jiiitigagimbon paka-purjga-gim-b-on 
h e ' s k i l l ed [an a n i m a l ] and is b a r k i n g - a n d - bark.and.jumping.with.joy-REPET-PRS-3sG 
j u m p i n g w ith j o y (x2) [because he 's killed an animal] 
(ii) Association among the variables based on holonymy / meronymy 
The relation between the variables in some parallel sets is that of a whole : part. In 
song 7.6-7, the two elements in the parallel pair wi 'quicklime' // komboij 'shell' are 
in a meronymic relation: shell is a meronym for lime, as the latter is made from 
mussel shells. Microdontia andontaeformis, collected from the river (the example 
of parallelism in 1.3.4). 
Examples of the type 'whole : part include 2.3-5 and 3.3-5 — house and house posts 
(house // diagonal post // female posts in 3.3-5.) 
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3 3 yawti andandupon, (x2) 
house is .shaking/moving 
4 pasilin andandupon 
diagonal post is shaking 
5 yumbunun andandupon 
w o m e n ' s posts (ground posts) are shaking 
W h i l e t h e s e m a n t i c a s s o c i a t i o n b e t w e e n t h e f i r s t a n d t h e s e c o n d t w o v a r i a b l e s is 
tha t o f w h o l e to pa r t ( p o s t s a r e pa r t s o f a h o u s e ) , in th i s c o n t e x t all t h e e l e m e n t s 
c o m p a r e d a r e a n i m a t e n o u n s . In t h e pas t , t h e h o u s e a n d t h e t w o t y p e s o f p o s t s w e r e 
all c o n s i d e r e d to b e sp i r i t s a n d h a d n a m e s . T h a t is w h y t h e y n e e d e d to b e i n f o r m e d 
w h e n t h e s o n g s t a r t ed e n t e r i n g t h e h o u s e , a s m e n t i o n e d in 6 .2 .2 .1 . 
A m o r e c o m p l e x e x a m p l e o f s e m a n t i c r e l a t i o n s h i p s b e t w e e n t h e v a r i a b l e s in a 
pa ra l l e l set is 2 8 . 4 - 1 2 , in w h i c h t h e c o m p a r e d e l e m e n t s a re d i f f e r e n t t y p e s o f s p e a r s 
o r s p e a r a c c e s s o r i e s . |Fig. 6.5) 
Kaunjambi line 
28.4 tamandin Hay, numhuk alay, 
twine that holds spears together, my husband 
5 masandin tiay, numbuk alay, 
a bundle of spears tied together, my husband 
6 ena tianjiij Hay, numbuk alay, 
spears tied w ith a tw ine, my husband 
' toroka tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
toroka spears tied w ith a tw ine, my husband 
8 masay tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
a bundle of spears tied together, 
my husband 
9 piemuij tianjiij tiay, numhuk alay, 
the split in the top of the bamboo arm w here 
the spear is attached and tied together, my 
husband 
10 kaykot kaykola tianjiij tiay. numbuk alay, 
kaykot spears tied together, my husband 
11 ena tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
spears tied with a twine, my husband 
12 kusukupa tianjiij tiay. 
kusukup spear tied with a twine 
parallel term 
taman 
twine that holds spears together 
mason 
a bundle of spears 
en 
spear [ARCH Awiakay] 
toroka 
spear made of bamboo or wild betel nut for 
shooting pig, in the past also people 
masay [a variation of masan] 
a bundle of spears 
enemui] 
the split in the top of the bamboo arm 
which allows the spear head to be inserted 
firmly into the handle and held in place by 
thinly cut rattan 
kaykot 
hooked deadly spear made for killing man 
en 
spear [ARCH Awiakay] 
kusukup 
spear made of bamboo or kohe wood for 
shooting smaller mammals, marsupials, 
people 
1 kusukuk, kusupuk 2 tamanda 3 aiwo kanja. 4 toroka: 5 & 6 tuogi pala/tuogi kanja. 7 kas tokia 8 kaykot 
Figure 6.5: Types of spears 
In this case, the variables, which all belong to the same semantic field, can be 
represented in a pattern a A b c A d e b f . They are all scmantically associated with 
a 'spear': a taman 'a twine that holds spears together' is a mctonym of spear (it is 
associated with a spear, but not in a part/whole relationship with it); A 
masan/masay 'a bundle of spears' is a holonym of spear (individual spears are parts 
of a bundle of spears); b en, an arehaie Awiakay word for 'spear ' is thus a 
synonym of 'spear'; c // e // f are types of spear and thus its hyponyms; d enemtiij 
' the split in the top of the bamboo arm which allows the spear head to be inserted 
finnly into the handle and held in place by thinly cut rattan' is a part of a spear and 
therefore its meronym. All these elements have further semantic relations among 
each other. 
(iii) Synonyms or near-synonyms 
(a) in 12.6-8, the triplet panjam // kaijgakiim II kamiayn features synonyms 
denoting a 'rubbishman', a useless man who doesn't go hunting, doesn't kill 
anything and thus doesn't provide any food. 
KaunjambiWne parallel term 
12-6 panjain yakanbuk. panjam ee, panjam 
I t u rned into a r u b b i s h m a n . rubb i sh inan . ee a useless man who doesn't go hunting, doesn't 
kill anything, doesn't provide any food 
7 kaijgakum yakanbuk, kaijgakum ee, kangakum 
I turned in to a r u b b i s h m a n . r u b b i s h m a n , ee a useless man who doesn't go hunting, doesn't 
kill anything, doesn't provide any food 
8 kamiayn yakanbuk, kamiayn ee. kamioyn 
I tu rned into a r u b b i s h m a n , r u b b i s h m a n . ee a useless man who doesn't go hunting, doesn ' t 
kill anything, doesn't provide any food 
(b) near-synonyms arc expressions denoting a similar state, but with nuances in 
meaning, as in 18.5-7. In this case, ayngas // pokombak H payingaij describe 
slight nuances of features of a worn-out or improperly chipped stone axe, the 
result o f which is the tool's malfiinction. The closest English translations I 
could find would be 'wonky // skewwhiff // off-kilter'. 
Kaunjambi line parallel term 
18.5 ayngas kamboya, yao-ee ayngas 
w o n k y s tone-axe , house - e wonky 
6 pokombak kamboya, yao-ee pokombak 
s k e w w h i f f s tone-axe , house - e skewwhiff 
1 payingan kamboya, yao-ee payingai] 
olT-kilter s tone-axe , house e off-kilter 
(c) There are several cases in which variables in parallel sets are a combination o f 
(near-) synonyms and words denoting the same thing in different codes. Apart 
from ordinary, modem Awiakay, these codes may be either (i) 'archaic' 
Awiakay words, referred to by the Awiakay as nasepamgoy menda 'the 
language of the distant past', which is still understood by some of the present 
speakers o f Awiakay; (ii) tasia menda 'the language of the spirits'. The 
meaning of spirit words can sometimes be guessed due to their relation with 
the commonly recognised words;''' (iii) borrowings from the neighbouring 
languages (the related Imanmeri, or the unrelated Karawari o f Ambonwari, or 
Miyak of Asangamut). It is worth noting that Tok Pisin does not occur at any 
stage in Kaiwjamhi. In song 24, lines 10-14 feature such a parallel set. While 
all the variables in a parallel set mean '(spirit) crocodile', the variation among 
^^  Wilfred G. E. Watson, who studied classical Hebrew poetry, notes that rare, 'esoteric' terms are often 
paralleled with more commonly recognized terms. An understanding of these esoteric words derives from 
their relation to their more common partnered terms (Watson 1984; cf. Fox 2014.). 
t h e m is a s f o l l o w s : ordinary A w i a k a y // synonym A // Miyak bo r rowing // a rchaic 
T9 
Awiakay // synonym B." 
T o s t a y a s c l o s e t o t h e o r i g i n a l a s p o s s i b l e a n d t o c o n v e y t h e f e e l i n g o f 
A w i a k a y s p e a k e r s , a n d a t t h e s a m e t i m e n o t t o c o n f u s e t h e E n g l i s h s p e a k e r , I 
c h o s e to t r a n s l a t e t h e a r c h a i c A w i a k a y awai w i t h t h e M i d d l e E n g l i s h 
' c o c o d r i l l c ' , a n d t h e M i y a k b o r r o w i n g asin w i t h t h e S l o v e n i a n ' k r o k o d i l ' . In 
t h e s u b t i t l e s o f t h e v i d e o o f th i s s o n g , w h i c h I w i l l s h o r t l y i n v i t e y o u t o w a t c h , 
t h e s e t e r m s a p p e a r in i t a l i cs . 
Kaunjambi l ine 
24.10 kamaij epop, papaka-imhuk-e 
I thought you were a crocodi le and I went and threw you 
[into the water] 
11 lasiam epop. papaka-imhuk-e 
1 tliought you were a spirit and I went and threw you 
[into the water] 
12 asin epop. papaka-imhuk-e 
I thought you were a krokodil and I w eiit and threw you 
[into the water] 
13 awai epop, papaka-imhuk-e 
I thought you were a cocoJrille and I went and threw you 
[into the water] 
I'' Papuap epop, papaka-imhuk-e 
I thought you were spirit Papuap and I went and threw you 
[into the water] 
paral lel t e r m 
kamar] 
c r o c o d i l e [AWIAKAY) 
tasio 
water spirit, often in a shape 
of a crocodile asin 
c r o c o d i l e [MIYAK] 
awai 
c r o c o d i l e [ A R C H . A W I A K A Y ] 
Papuap 
name of a spirit crocodile 
N o w p l e a s e w a t c h 
V I D E O 6 - 3 : S o n g 2 4 : Maijgisat [3:06] https://vimeo.com/84734804 PASSWORD: K 
S i m i l a r c a s e s o c c u r in 4 2 . 5 - 1 5 , w h e r e t h e o r d i n a r y A w i a k a y t e r m f o r ' s u n ' , tem, is 
p a r a l l e l e d w i t h a n a r c h a i c A w i a k a y a^api a n d a K a r a w a r i w o r d simari, o r in 16 .3 -
17, w h e r e t h e o r d i n a r y A w i a k a y t e r m tasia ' s p i r i t ' , is p a r a l l e l e d w i t h a M e a k a m b u t 
t e r m takia, w h i c h t h e A w i a k a y a l s o d e s c r i b e d a s a n a r c h a i c A w i a k a y t e r m . 
" A combinalion of terms in which there is one common and another/the others 'rare and esoteric', i.e. in 
some way unusual, as it may originate from another language, is of frequent occurrence in in several 
traditions of semantic parallelism (Fox, 2014). 
( i v ) P l a c e n a m e s . A b o u t o n e t h i r d o f a l l Kaimjambi s o n g s ( 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 6 , 2 1 , 2 4 , 2 7 , 3 4 , 
3 8 ) i n c l u d e p a r a l l e l s e t s in w h i c h t h e v a r i a b l e s a r e p l a c e n a m e s . N a m e s o f c r e e k s 
( 8 . 2 5 - 2 9 , 2 1 . 9 - 1 6 , 2 8 - 4 0 ; 2 7 . 1 0 - 7 5 ; 3 8 . 2 - 7 ) , s o m e t i m e s i n t e r c h a n g e d w i t h h i l l s 
( 3 4 . 8 - 1 5 ) , a n d n a m e s o f p o o l s , ' " w h i c h a r e c o m m o n s p i r i t p l a c e s ( 1 6 . 8 - 1 1 ; 2 4 . 1 5 -
1 7 ) , c o m m o n l y a p p e a r a s s e t s o f p a r a l l e l t e r m s . 
Map 6.1 s h o w s p a r t s o f A w i a k a y l a n d t h a t a r e s u n g a b o u t i n d i f f e r e n t s o n g s . 
M a p 6.1: Representation of places in Awiakay land in different songs of Kaunjambi 
I translate the A w i a k a y word g o a (TP basis) as a 'pool ' or 'river pool ' . These 'pools ' are formed on the 
outer side of a stream bend (opposite the slip-off slope on the inside of the bend), under the eroded cut 
banks, which often expose the roots of nearby trees and other plant life. It is a place where one can dive 
for fish that come to feed on these exposed roots. A goa is also the area of a stream where the water is 
f lowing the fastest and the deepest, making it rather dangerous at times of high water, particularly if there 
are fallen tree trunks in the stream. Geological ly speaking, this is known as an area of high-energy. 
Speaking in A w i a k a y terms, a goa is a dwelling place of water spirits. Each goa on A w i a k a y land has a 
name. Note that there is a lot o f regional variation in the use of Tok Pisin word basis and it is only used in 
this sense in the wider Karawari area. 
We can includc in this group different types of landscape (9.2-1), palakay 'plains' 11 
minjatn ' lake' // andaij ' swamp' . As well as being general terms for lake and 
swamp, Miiijam and Andaij are also proper names, referring to a specific lake and 
swamp on the Awiakay land. 
Connected with land are also spirit places, which are named for their typical 
vegetation (16.12-17). Spirits are known to live in the water of thorny sago swamps 
(line 12), in the water around the roots where one would go and cut into a fallen 
sago trunk to prepare it for sago grubs (line 13), in the water underneath the floating 
broad-bladcd grass, in the water around tendem, a type of vine with edible leaves, 
in the water around the roots of pandanus trees, as well as in the water in which 
kunai grass grows. The association of the variables in this sextuplet is thus based on 
Awiakay understanding that the water around the roots of these plants is a dwelling 
place of spirits, who are invoked by calling these places. 
16.12 tao kaiija yomba, takia ke 
spirit of thorny sago swamp water, oh. spirit 
13 wao kunda yomba, takia ke 
spirit of the water of the sago-grubs trunk roots, oh, spirit 
11 kongonori kunia yomba, takia ke 
spirit of the broad-bladdered-grass roots water, oh, spirit 
15 tendem kunia yomba, tasia ke 
spirit of tendem roots water, oh, spirit 
16 kiakay kunia yotnba, takia ke 
spirit of pandanus roots water, oh, spirit 
17 awe kunia yotnba, takia ke 
spirit of kunai grass roots water, oh, spirit 
In Kaunjambi variables in the largest parallel sets (septuplets and octuplets) 
are always place names. However, unlike the topogenies discussed by Fox (1997: 
89), these place names arc only ordered to the extent that the place name of a 
'higher order' comes first and the others follow. The example below (8.27-33) 
starts with two hills, and continues with Tawim, the main creek, followed by its 
tributaries Kukay, Mumiam, Kumbikin and Amiam. This resembles a holonymic 
relation between the 'whole ' (line 29) and its parts (lines 30-33). While the main 
part, 'the whole' needs to come first, the order of the equally important parts is not 
crucial - in this case the order of the tributaries is not necessarily the same as their 
geographical order (though the latter seems to be preferred, as the singers often 
quarrel about it), and is not the same in all performances. 
8.27 o-yo, Akiak en-makatn yamhuka-inua 
"They ' l l hang [the b i lum] on their neck on the main path to Akiak' 
[hill at Amongao] 
28 Usupiay en-makam yambukainua 
"They ' l l hang [the b i l um] on their neck on the main path to Usupiay' 
[hill at Amongao] 
29 Tawim en-makam yambukainua 
' T h e y ' l l hang [the b i lum] on their neck on the main path to Tawim' 
[creek] 
30 Kukay en-makam yambukainua 
"They ' l l h a n g [the b i lum] on their neck on the main path to Kukay' 
[tributary of Tawim] 
31 Mumiam en-makam yambukainua 
•They ' l l hang [the b i lum] on their neck on the main path to Mumiay' 
[tributary of Tawim] 
32 Kumbikin en-makam yambukainua 
"They ' l l hang [the b i lum] on their neck on the main path to Kumbikin' 
[tributary of Tawim] 
33 Amiam en-makam yambukainua 
They ' l l hang [the b i lum] on their neck on the main path to Amiam' 
[tributary of Tawim] 
This kind of pattern, which 1 have not found in the literature about parallelism, occurs in 
a number of parallel sets with three or more variables. The first variable in the parallel 
set. A, is a hypernym or a holonym to the other variables, b c d e f g . . . , which 
are either its types (hyponyms) or its parts (meronyms), respectively. While a parallel 
set always starts with (A), the order of the other variables that follow (b, c, d , e, f, g...) is 
not important. This kind of a parallel set is like a branch of betel nuts that is hung on the 
main post in the house where Kaunjambi is perfonned: While the branch itself (A) needs 
to be hung first, it is then not important in what order the betel nuts (b, c, d , e, f, g...) are 
picked. For the purposes of this thesis I will thus call it the 'betelnut template' (Figure 
6 . 1 ) . 
Figure 6.1: Betelnut template 
Othe r paral lel sets us ing the ' be te lnu t t e m p l a t e ' inc lude 3 .3-5 (house male post female 
posts) , 7 . 1 - 5 (betel pepper (general term) betel pepper (2 specific terms) ), 8 . 8 - 1 5 ( sago (basic 
terms) sago (5 specific terms) ), 8 . 2 9 - 3 3 (main creck 4 t r ibutaries) , 12 .3 -5 ( m o s q u i t o (general 
term) little mosquito gnat), 21 .3 -5 (main creek 6 tributaries) a n d 3 0 . 9 - 1 3 (Ambonwar i 
man 4 different kinds of decorations).^' 
No t all K a u n j a m b i songs w e r e c o m p o s e d in the f a r a w a y or myth ica l past . T h e A w i a k a y 
- men , w o m e n or y o u n g teenagers - mos t o f ten c o m p o s e songs w h e n they a rc out in the 
bush. It is c o m m o n l y their hear ing a song o f a bird that evokes s t rong e m o t i o n s in t h e m , 
such as sor row, longing or nosta lgia (ef. Fcid 1990, W c i n e r 1991). A b i r d ' s song o f t e n 
r e m i n d s peop le o f their dead re la t ives or m a k e s them long for their roman t i c interests . 
S o m e of these songs are never repea ted , o thers , c o m p o s e d by w o m e n w h o long for a 
m a n , be long to a special song genre , cal led nam endbjga ' w o m e n ' s s o n g s ' . T h e y are 
" I have noticed on several occasions that the Awiakay do not favour linear order of elements over any 
other possible order One such occasion was when a new teacher arrived in the village to teach Grade 3 
of the Primary school. As he did not realise that the students who had completed two years of Elementary 
schooling in their vernacular and Tok Pisin would find it hard to start Iheir education in English without a 
proper bridge, he started teaching them in English. None of the students understood the sentences that 
were written on the blackboard. When I was checking the notebooks of those who came to ask me for 
help with their homework, I noticed that many have copied sentences from the blackboard without paying 
attention to the (linear) word order. They did, however, copy all the elements, which is reminiscent of the 
"betelnut template" employed in Kaunjambi. 
composed in order to seduce a man and indeed most often end up in marriages. It has 
happened recently that one such composition has been taken up and eventually become 
a part of Kaunjambi. Song 9 was composed in mid-1990s by Ambrus Ambukan (now 
deceased) and Koni Wandak who is now about 38. Koni says that they were out on the 
lake when they heard the kumhuyn bird, and they composed this song. It had become so 
popular that the lead singers started including it in Kaunjambi. 
Table 6.4: Parallelism in song 9 
9.1 Kumhuyn momoy kumhuyn (x4) Kumbuyn bird is singing, (x4) 
kumbuyn [type of bird] is singing kumbuyn bird 
2 A palak 
plains 
mamba-ij 
entrance-LOC 
momoy 
is.singing 
singing at the mouth of the plains, 
[plains between the riverbank and 
the hills] 
3 B Muijgam mamba-ij momoy singing at the mouth of the lake. 
Muijgam [lake] entrance-LOC is.singing 
" c Andat] mamha-ij momoy singing at the mouth of the 
Andar] [sago swamp] entrance-LOC is.singing sago swamp. 
5 C Anda^ nambun eke The woman in the sago swamp 
Andar) [sago swamp] the.woman heard has heard it. 
6 B Muijgam nambun eke the woman at the lake 
Murjgam [lake] the.woman heard has heard it. 
7 A palak nambun eke the woman in the plains 
plains the.woman heard has heard it. 
This song is an example of a very orderly parallelism. There are some more cases in 
Kaunjambi (songs 4, 18, 26) in which the first line (or the first few lines) does not 
participate in parallelism.^^ 
Each of the following lines features three different parallel sets. In the first triplet, 
'plains // lake // swamp' , there is a (vertical) chiasmus" the reversal of word order 
when the variables from lines 2-4 are repeated in lines 5-7: ABC CBA. The point where 
the first parallel triplet turns around (line 5) is also a point at which the repetitions of the 
" This ei ther marks the beginning of the text (Fabb 1997: 143) or is used to emphas ize a key idea at the 
beginning or end (Jakobson 1987: 156), which is hard to establish in songs that are in spirit language. 
" As a rhetorical reversal of the second of two parallel phrases, ch iasmus normal ly occurs horizontal ly, 
within a line, such as in 32.1//4. Examples of ch iasmus can be found in Ku Waru sung tales (Rumsey 
2011: 253). Watson (1984: 201-213) points out that ch iasmus is a c o m m o n device for poetic composi t ion 
in Hebrew. Fox (2014) br ings about several examples of ch iasmus being used in other parallelistic 
t radi t ions such as K ' i c h e and some Mayan groups. 
first terms in parallel sets 2 and 3 turn into introducing a new element, which is coupled 
with the existing mamha 'entrance/mouth' in parallel set 2 and with momoy 'is singing' 
in parallel set 3. Plains, lake and swamp represent Awiakay land. They are three out of 
five Awiakay terms for landscape; the other two being pondo)] 'mountain ' and liimbim 
'mud-filled swamp', an area which is hard to walk across. In parallel set 2, ' the 
entrance' is coupled with 'woman ' , and in parallel set 3, momoy ' sang' is paralleled 
with eke 'heard'. The two verbs are both in the past tense and both take third person 
singular subjects although these features are expressed with different suffixes: 
momo-0-y e-ke 
Sing-PST-3SG.SUBJ hear-PST3ss 
' sang' 'heard' 
Although they at first seem to be semantically different, there is a kind of semantic 
connection between them (i.e. singing is heard). Such pairings can reflect logical 
relations such as cause - effect (e.g. giving // receiving; wanting // getting). 
What, then, can we make of parallelisms in Kaunjambi? The parallel terms may 
superficially seem to be just collections of words: names of different animals and plants, 
of house posts and spears, baskets and bilums, spirits and spirit places, ways of hunting 
and fishing, as well as different ways of saying one and the same thing. To the Awiakay 
though, elements in each of the parallel sets reflect a closer relation than that. Names of 
birds are not 'just birds'. As Feld observed for the Kaluli, they arc 'voices in the forest' 
(Feld 1982: 45). Although the Awiakay do not maintain that birds are their dead 
ancestors, their songs remind people of their deceased relatives, of longing for their 
lovers, of their hunting trips and staying in bush-camps - and about everyone talking 
about all this back in the village. Each parallel term is thus not only culturally 
significant, it also brings about memories of people's personal experiences, it carries an 
imprint of a social memory. 
Given the abundance of parallelisms in Kaunjambi, it is no surprise that the most 
proficient Kaunjambi singers, as well as middle-aged and older women who are well 
familiar with Kaunjambi, fi-equently use parallelisms in other linguistic registers, such 
as public speeches or fights, as we could see in the examples in Chapter 3. 
Despite the insights we get when looking into the parallelisms oi Kaunjambi, we 
should bear in mind that dissecting these songs into text, melody, rhythm, etc. feels 
unnatural to the Awiakay. For them, sound and sensation of Kaunjambi arc "cognitively 
and emotionally integrated in the deepest sense [...] as a felt iconic wholeness", as Feld 
(1988: 107) observed for Kaluli groove. When I asked some Awiakay men to help me 
with transcription of the songs, they immediately asked children to go and fetch their 
hand-drums, some reached into their bilums to take out their arm-bands and stick some 
leaves into them for decoration, yet others sent the children to the river bank to get some 
clay for face painting, while the girls who were hanging around immediately broke off 
some branches of the saiie bush (Polyscias fruticosa) to hold in their hands, in order to 
be ready to dance. Kaunjambi is not only a set of texts and melodies, but a larger whole 
which also includes dancing, decorations, and a shared knowledge of the cultural 
background discussed above. Just like its numerous parallelisms, it comprises the 
Awiakay lifeworld as a whole and is only possible as such. Having treated its textual 
features, and in order to provide a somewhat fuller picture of the larger whole that is 
Kaunjambi. I now turn to a consideration of some of its musical features. 
Plate 6.5: Luke Maypaka beating Tomi's hand drum 
6.4 SOME MUSICAL FEATURES OF Kaunjambi^" 
In this scction I will describe some basic features of the music in Kaimjamhi and 
indicate how these are intertwined with the language. 
6.4.1 INSTRUMENTS 
The instruments used in Kaunjambi arc ptinjim 'hand drums' (TP kiindii) and umhut] 
'slit drum' (TP garamut). Flutes, which were in the past used to represent spirits' 
voices, were only used in the men's house during male initiations and, as in many other 
parts of PNG, women and children were not allowed to see them. The sound of the 
flutes was a warning for women and children not to approach the men's house, the place 
where, according to the Awiakay, tremendous powers gathered at the time of initiation. 
In Kaunjambi, however, ancestral spirits sing through the voices of men, but because 
the songs were originally passed to a woman and were not part of a secret ritual, there is 
no taboo connected with them. 
6.4.2 TEMPO AND PULSE/RHYTHM 
Almost all songs in Kaunjambi have an average (mean, mode, and median) pulse of 
approximately 125 beats per minute (bpm), which varies between 118 and 132 b p m . " 
The one exception is song 31 'Asi mek, mek' which always begins very fast, with 167 
bpm, but then slows down to a more usual pulse of 127 bpm later in the song. 
Usually the metre appears to be set in unison by the umbuij 'slit drum' and the 
punjim 'hand drums'. They play together on each beat. In the first two songs, which are 
sung outside, only hand drums are used, but they are joined by the slit drum as soon as 
'the song' enters the house. There are only two songs (2 and 42) in which the rhythm of 
the drums is other than a simple pulse. 
In song 2, the rhythm begins with xxx- (with hitting the drums on 1, 2 and 3 but then 
not for the fourth beat; in visual representation x stands for hitting the drum on a beat 
and - for resting on a beat). This rhythm is only used for the first line, O-yo, avkmari 
pambalo, waromaman pambalo, which is sung in the spirit language. With the shift to 
ordinary Awiakay, the rhythm changes to X X - x x - . . . (with hitting the drums on I and 
2, but then resting on the third beat) and remains the same during the repetitions of line 
^^ I k i n d l y l h a n k D o n N i l e s f o r h i s g e n e r o u s h e l p w i t h (he m u s i c a l a n a l y s i s o f K a u n j a m b i . W h i l e I w o u l d 
no t h a v e b e e n ab l e to w r i t e th is s ec t ion w i t h o u t his input , a n y s h o r t c o m i n g s a re en t i r e ly m y f au l t 
" I n t e r e s t i n g l y , a p u l s e o f 1 2 5 b p m m a t c h e s a fas t hea r t b e a t , a s if w h e n the o r g a n i s m is u n d e r s t i m u l a n t s 
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2 ' I ' m coming up to the house ' . There can be several repetitions of these two lines, with 
the rhythm alternation as described. With the start of the parallel set in lines 3-7, in 
which each of the lines may be repeated several t imes, the rhythm changes to normal 
pulse x x x x . (striking the drums on each beat). At the time when this occurs, the 
singers and dancers start entering the house (Table 6.5). 
Before consulting Table 6.5, please watch 
VIDEO 6-4: Song 2: Aykmari pambalo [1:04] https://vimeo.com/84740427 PASSWORD: K 
Table 6.5: Language, rhythm and action correspondences in song 2 
Song 2 Kaunjambi Wne rhythm language action 
2.1 0-yo. aykmari pambalo, waromaman 
pambalo 
00 
XXX- spirit language sung outside 
2 yao wambopalik [repeated many times] 
I'm coming up to the house 
XX- XX- Awiakay sung outside 
3 Yao wambopalik, e-e 
I'm coming up to the house XXXX Awiakay 
starts moving 
into the house 
4 yumbunwj wambopalik, e-e 
I'm coming to the female posts 
5 makanbtitj wambopalik 
I'm coming to the main post 
6 pasitw] wambopalik 
I'm coming to the diagonal post 
7 yao wambopalik 
I'm coming up to the house 
In song 42, the first four lines (as seen in the transcript in Appendix J), which 
include spirit language combined with words f rom the Karawari language or with 
'a rchaic ' Awiakay words, differ greatly between performances, and are sometimes not 
sung at all. However, the line that is always there is temim yakandi ' the sun ' s about to 
r ise ' (line 5 in Appendix J / line 2 in Table 6.6), which is repeated several times. The initial 
XX- XX- . . . rhythm (with hitting the drums on 1 and 2, but then not for the third beat) 
changes to normal pulse x x x x ... (striking the drums on each beat) in line asapi 
koijganjinhon ' the sun is giving light' (line 6 in Appendix J / line 3 in Table 6.6).^^ This 
marks the beginning of a new parallel set, as well as a change in theme (the sun, which 
^^  I translated the 'archaic' word asapi as 'the orb', rather than 'the sun', to mark its quaint character. 
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was about to rise, now starts giving light). If a person is being honoured by carrying, it 
is at this point that he or she is hoisted onto the shoulders again (Table 6.6). 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 6-5: Song 42: Sipin gari [1:08] https://vimeo.com/84739263 P A S S W O R D : K 
Table 6.6: Rhythm and language in Song 42 ^ 
Song 42 Kaunjambi \ine rhythm language act ion 
42.1 O. asapi munda konaii, aiii kunjapoplam 
0. fiery orlj... 
X X - X X - archaic + 
spirit language 
2 temiin yakandi [ repeated several t imes] 
the s u n ' s about to r i se modern Awiakay 
3 O, asapi kotjganjinbon 
0 , the orb i s g i \ i n g l i g h t n o w 
4 yoijgon yamha kotjganjinbon 
t h e //CT'V carapes is g i v i n g l ight 
x x x x archaic Awiakay + 
modern Awiakay 
the honoured 
person hoisted 
onto the shoulders 
5 lemun yakandi [repeated several t imes] 
t h e s u n ' s a b o u t to r i se 
6 O. asapi koijganjinbon, asapi - e 
O , t h e orb is g i v i n g l ight n o w 
1 lemun kotjganjinbon, letnun - e 
(he sun is g i v i n g l ight 
8 yotjgon yattiba kotjgatijinbon, yotjgoti - e 
the fiery carapes is g i \ i ng l ight 
9 tetniin kotjgatijinbon, tetmm - e 
the sun is g i v i n g l i g h t 
Both songs with the change of rhythm are ones that close the bracketing sections in 
Kaunjambi. Song 2 closes the Aiwa kundia section, when the singers and dancers start 
entering the house, whereas the last song, 42, closes the Tern endiijga section (in a 
couple of places one can hear a man hiss to indicate that the rhythm should change - a 
common cue) after which everybody leaves the house. All the songs in the Yao endiijga 
section use the simple pulse rhythm. 
^ The transcript in this table slightly varies f rom the transcript of Song 42 in Appendix J, as it fo l lows the 
video which features two performances: one f rom 2012 and one f rom 2009. The var ia t ions be tween 
pe r fo rmances are marked in the text. 
6.4.3 MELODIC STRUCTURES OF KAUNJAMBI 
There appear to be two basic melodic structures used for all the songs in the corpus: 
(a) one in which the melody descends from D to G, with the last pitch being the 
tonal centre (D-G melody); 
(b) one in which the melody descends a shorter distance, from E to C, this time 
with C (the lowest pitch) as tonal centre (E-C melody).^'* 
Table 6.7 shows which songs use which melody. 
Table 6.7: Musical features of Kaunjambi 
song pulse D - G melody E - C melody lower pt distinctive rhythm 
no. (bpm) D B A G E D C G' E' D' C 
Aiwa Kundio 
1 121 • — 
XXX- ^ XX- XX- ^ x x x x 
2 125 • ... 
Voo Endir]go 'Songs of the house' 
4 125 • 
5 122 • 
6 120 • 
7 126 • 
8 124 • 
9 130 • • 
10 125 • • 
15 118 • • 
16 120 • • 
19 124 • • 
21 127 • 
22 127 • 
24 124 • 
25 125 • • 
28 125 • 
31 1 6 7 ^ 1 2 7 • 
32 125 • • 
33 131 • • 
34 125 • • 
35 126 • • 
36 128 • • 
Tern Endirjga 'Songs of the sun' 
38 123 • • 
39 130 • • 
40 132 • • 
41 • • 
42 123 • XX- XX- ^ x x x x 
The actual pitches heard are variable; the names used here are for convenience to specify the pitch 
intervals between the notes and their general range. 
B e f o r e e x p l a i n i n g t h e r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n m e l o d y a n d t e x t I w o u l d l i k e t o i n v i t e 
y o u t o w a t c h t h e v i d e o o f S o n g 2 4 , w h i c h u s e s t h e D - G m e l o d y . 
P l e a s e w a t c h 
39 
V I D E O 6 - 6 : S o n g 2 4 : / W o ^ g / s o t - m e l o d i e s (3 :06 ] https ://v imeo.com/85i299i3 
P A S S W O R D : K 
Table 6.8; Transcript of Video example K-V06 with pitches 
Kaunjambi line pitch 
24.1 O. Manginsal - o. Mangisat - o (x6) D 
Manginsal - o (x6) B -> A 
Manginsal - o (x6) 
O. Imasinay, Imasinay (x4) 0 
5 Imasinay (xl2) B -> A 
Imasinay (x2) 
Yo. Pamhalomay, Pamhalomay (xS) O 
Pambalomay (x4) B -> A 
Pamhalomay (x4) 
10 kamaij epop. papaka-imhuk-e 0 
1 thought you were a erocodi lc and 1 went and threw you into the water 
tasiam epop, papaka-imbuk-e 
I thought you were a spirit and I went and threw you into tlie water 
asiu epop, papaka-imbuk-e 
I thought you w ere a krokodi! and 1 went and tlirew you into the water 
awai epop, papaka-imhuk-e 
I thought you were a cocodriUe and I went and threw you [into llie water] 
14 Papuap epop, papaka-imhu-ke 
\ tliouglit you were spirit Papuap and I went and tl irew you [ into tlie water] 
[several repetitions of the parallel set in lines 10-14] A -> G 
15 kolok mamgoy piakainhuk-e D 
I let you go from my liands 
16 nangauk mamgoy piakainbuk-e 
I let you go Troni my arms 
[repetitions of the parallel set in lines 15-16] A -> G 
17 tamhuka-imhepep, piakainbuk-e D 
r d been nursing you [lil\e a baby] , and I let you go 
isaimhepep, piakainbuk-e 
I ' d been holding you l ike at breastfeeding, and I let you go 
39 In t he sub t i t l e s , the b lue t ype i n d i c a t e s sp i r i t l a n g u a g e , i ta l ics r e p r e s e n t ' a r e h a i c ' A w i a k a y o r w o r d s 
f r o m o t h e r l a n g u a g e s , w h e r e a s o r d i n a r y t y p e s t a n d s fo r o r d i n a r y A w i a k a y . T h e p i t ch is m a r k e d a b o v e t h e 
sub t i t l e s . 
me-imbepep. piakainbuk-e 
I'd been kissing you. and I lei you go 
20 wambik-mamgoy, piakainbuk-e 
[holding y o u ] on m y thighs, and I let y o u go 
[repetitions of the parallel set in lines 17-20) 
(repetitions of the previous parallel set; liines 15-16] 
21 Yayput waijgay piakainbuk-e 
1 let you go into Yayput ri\ er-pool 
Wagandem eijgay piakainbuk-e [several repetitions] 
I let you go into the froth of Wagandem pool 
23 Kisipangum eijgay piakainbuk-e 
I let you go into the froth of Kisipangum pool 
A -> G 
A -> G 
D 
A -> G 
In the case of the D-G melody thus, a number of repetitions o f a line in a parallel 
set is first sung on D (lines 24.1, 4 and 7 in Table 6.8). The subphrases, which are further 
repetitions of the same line, are sung using B -> A, with these subphrases ending on A. 
When the spirit language shifts to ordinary A w i a k a y , the whole parallel set is first sung 
on D, whereas the subsequent repetitions are sung using A -> G, and then finally only G 
is sung. Each subphrase ends on the lowest pitch used in the subphrase, hence there is a 
constant descending movement. These changes of melodic subphrases are not done in 
unison, hence there is a lot of overlap in the transitions, often resulting in two different 
pitches being sung simultaneously (which is represented in Figures 6.4 to 6.5 as a single 
X on a lower pitch). They gradually resolve to a unison on the lowest pitch, the tonal 
centre. These are not errors, but rather the w a y Kaunjambi is sung. It also happens that 
dif ferent singers change text at the same time, so at any moment there are overlapping 
bits of melody and bit of text, but with an underlying, clear, and constant pulse rhythm. 
A new melodic phrase begins with a unison start on D again, fol lowed by the gradual 
descent. So, the phrase looks as shown below, with each subphrase gradually 
descending: 
Figure 6.2: A musical pbrase in D - G melody 
pitch 1st subphrase 2nd subphrase 3rd subphrase 
xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxx 
final subphrase 
xxxxxxxxx 
The E -C melody is quite similar to that described above, except that in the 
beginning subphrase using a higher pitch is omitted (sec Figure 6.3). A more detailed 
comparison of the two melodies might prove the E-C melody to be a version of the 0 - G 
melody (e.g., simply omitting the 1st subphrase above). 
In the vast majority of cases that use the E-C melody, in addition to the main 
section of the song, sung in full voice, there is a second part that follows the conclusion 
of a full-voiced melodic phrase with the text sung at a lower pitch level and quite a bit 
more softly. This is always the last round of repetitions of a line or a parallel set, the 
part when the lead singer becomes silent in order to start a new parallel set in full voice. 
Interestingly, this lower part usually uses the same melodic movement as in D - G 
melodies. Before going on, please watch a video example of Song 10, which uses the E -
C melody. 
Now please watch 
VIDEO 6-7: Song 10: Ekay tumtum [1:34] https://vimeo.com/85131842 PASSWORD: K 
In the main part of this song the E-C melody is used and this is followed by a part 
that is sung on D - G but in the lower octave, i.e. G ' - C (e.g., songs 9, 10, 15, 16, 19, 25, 
31-41; see Table 6.1). 
Figure 6.3: A musical phrase in E-C melody 
pitch 1st subphrase 2nd subphrase final subphrase 
~T: XXXXXX 
D: X XXXXXX 
C: X XXXXXXXXX 
Then the following part is sung an octave lower than the above. Note that it is very 
similar as the D - G melody, but sung much more quietly: 
Figure 6.4: A part of the song that is sung in a lower octave after E-C melody 
pitch 1st subphrase 2nd subphrase 3rd subphrase final subphrase 
XXXXXXXXX 
E': XXXXXX 
D': X XXXXXX 
C : X XXXXXXXXX 
In a few places, this lower part is not very clear because not all the pitches are easily 
heard (e.g. song 31), but they are probably implied. Only in song no. 1 is the E-C melody 
used without the lower part also being present. 
Regardless of which melody is used, the melodic movement of phrases in a song 
is from the higher pitch (D or E, respectively) descending to the tonal centre (G or C, 
respectively). The relations between these phrases and text will be discussed shortly, 
here just to mention that a new element in the text commonly lies at the beginning of a 
phrase. 
A musical phrase of Kaunjamhi begins on a high pitch. The initial words arc 
usually sung solely on this higher pitch (D or E, respectively), with subsequent words 
incorporating lower pitches, with final words in the musical phrase being sung on the 
tonal centre only. The text is mostly set syllabically, with a single syllable per pitch. 
Rising pitch and an increase in volume marks the repeat of the melodic phrase. 
Such factors indicate: a change of theme (e.g., between lines 14 and 15 of song 22 [in 
video example VIDEO 6-8 marked with # above the subtitles]) Or c h a n g e to q u o t e d s p e e c h (e .g. , 
lines 10-12 of song 22 when addressing the dog [marked QS in the video example]), or the 
introduction of new textual material. In all cases, the boundaries correspond with the 
boundaries between parallel sets. For examples of this, please watch and listen to the 
video of Song 22: 
VIDEO 6-8: Song 22: Tambaik, tambaik [3 :20] https://vimeo.com/85i34958 
PASSWORD: K 
Song 22 is a combination of all the elements that have been listed above that provides 
an important synergy: all these parts come together to create the greater whole that is 
Kaimjambi. 
6.5 CONCLUSION: 
Kaunjambi AS AN INDIGENOUSLY COMPOSED AUTO-ETHNOGRAPHY 
In this chapter I introduced Kaunjambi, looked at its language, analysed its parallelisms 
and music and tried to convey some of the feeling of this song/dance cycle with the film 
and audio samples. I will conclude with some thoughts on why the Awiakay have come 
to identify themselves so closely with this song/dance cycle. 
Kaunjambi does not analyse, nor does it moralize or provide explicit models for 
life. There is no dialogue in any of the songs, and direct speech appears only once 
(when addressing a dog in 22.10-12). There is hardly any mention of people, let alone 
any verbal interaction between humans, animals or spirits. Instead, Kaunjambi is like 
multitudinous thoughts and feelings, which pass through the mind of an Awiakay being 
(a person or a spirit) travelling along their land between the present and the distant past. 
While the songs of Kaunjambi on first exposure to them seem unorganised, as there is 
no narrative, a closer look at the songs reveals that a Kaunjambi performance consists of 
a highly organised collection of snapshots depicting the Awiakay lifeworld, snapshots 
that appear in the shape of parallel sets which are indigenously recognised as iconically 
Awiakay. 
Through the extensive use of different types of parallelism the Awiakay (spirits) 
subtly disclose the Awiakay lifeworld. All the themes we encounter in Kaunjambi arc 
what people connect with 'Awiakayness' . Snapshots of animals, plants and places in 
their land remind the Awiakay of their daily interaction with the environment; names of 
ancestral and bush spirits and kin relations point to the complexity of social 
relationships in Awiakay society, as well as to the relationships between people and 
spirits, and between the present and the past. The presence of the past in the present is 
also felt in the parallel sets featuring names of netbags and baskets, house items, tools 
and weapons, as well as head decorations. Some of these are no longer used or are being 
largely replaced by new items, bought in town. However, many of them distinguish the 
Awiakay from neighbouring groups: making and using netbags distinguishes them from 
the Ambonwari and other Karawari groups, using certain types of cooking utensils 
distinguishes them from both Ambonwari and Asangamut, the types of spears they use 
also places them into a particular setting. An abundance of parallel sets featuring 
synonyms and near synonyms, as well as the figures of speech that define relationships 
among the variables within parallel sets all point to the importance of the creative use of 
language in Awiakay society, a premise that has been central to all chapters in this 
thesis. 
Just like drum beats, the loudest parts of the music in Kaunjambi, would not 
even be audible without the silences between them, nor could we hear them as music 
without the voices and the melody that connect them. In the text it is the variables of 
numerous parallel sets that attract our attention, but they would not be felt prominent 
without the bits of repeated, seemingly unimportant or non-understandable text around 
them. It is thus this whole that illuminates the important elements. 
Besides that, we should bear in mind that Kaunjambi is not meant to be fully 
understood, but fully felt by its participants. It is the common ground that the Awiakay 
share that makes them identify themselves as a group with Kaunjambi, and it is their 
individual experiences and memories that makes them feel the songs more profoundly. 
It is in view of the above that I refer to Kaunjambi as an indigenously-composcd 
auto-ethnography, one consisting of a collection of snapshots from the Awiakay 
lifeworld, sung by the Awiakay themselves, or, in the Awiakay view, by their ancestral 
spirits who created this song cycle, and sing through the voices of men every time 
Kaunjambi is performed. 
Chapter Seven: 
Conclusion 
In previous chapters I have discussed seven linguistic registers as used and named by 
Awiakay speakers: (1) kay menda 'mountain talk', which used to protect people from 
mountain spirits, (2) its continuation, or modern version, which I refer to as 'hidden 
talk', which is used in town in order to conccal one 's intentions from potential robbers; 
(3) kandeij momba 'big talk' or 'the language of public intra-village fights', which is 
closely connectcd with (4) oupla ' the language of domestic quarrels'; (5) waijaym 
momba 'obscured talk', used by the spirit through its medium in spirit possession; (6) 
pukupuku kaijapla 'grief-crying' or the sung-textcd melodic weeping of laments, and 
(7) the language of an all-night song/dance cycle called Kaimjambi. Each of these 
registers is used in a particular context - in connection with particular social practices -
and with specific functions. Let us now reconsider these registers in terms of the 
following questions: 
• What are the features that remain relatively constant from one performance to 
another and make a register recognisable as such? 
• What makes perfonnances within a given linguistic register understandable to the 
'insiders', and so what is it that wc need to learn in order to understand the 
meaning of these registers? 
• In turn, what can we learn about a society through studying linguistic registers? 
• More concrctely, what do we learn about Awiakay society through the study of its 
registers - and, does this apply to other (small-scale) societies? 
• And finally, what is the function of these Awiakay registers? 
In his famous Concluding statement to the Sebeok (I960) volume Style in 
Language Roman Jakobson cites literary theorists Wimsatt and Beardsley, who state 
that "a performance is an event, but the poem itself [ . . .] must be some kind of enduring 
objcct" (Jakobson 1960: 365-366). I have treated linguistic registers with reference to 
both, objects (texts) and performance, thus allowing their respective analyses to 
complement each other. 
Working from verbatim transcripts 1 analysed particular instantiations of various 
linguistic registers as texts, examining their structure and their relationships to the 
socio-cultural context in which the texts were produced and received. In other words, 1 
analysed these instantiations of registers as performances. I treated each performance as 
an object, and studied it as such. 
The next few paragraphs will show how the nature of the 'enduring object ' in 
different Awiakay registers varies in relation to various aspccts of ' text ' and 
'performance ' . 
7.1 Text as enduring object 
Linguistic registers arc the multiple frameworks within which discourse takes place, 
embedded in a particular social context. When discourse is taken out of its context 
(deconlextiialized), it bccomes a text, i.e. an 'enduring object ' . ' This process has been 
called entextiialization (Bauman and Briggs 1990). Entextualization in turn enables 
recontextualization, which happens when a particular text is reused in a new context. 
Each new performance brings with it a fresh context, which means that a text is 
continually being recontextualized. 
There are considerable differences among the Awiakay registers in the extent to 
which they are - or are not - associated with fixed texts. In Kaunjambi, fixed texts in 
given melodies comprise everything that can possibly be 'said' in the register, whereas 
in other registers the role of enduring object is realised in different ways; by fixed words 
and phrases in 'mountain talk' and 'hidden talk', formulaic expressions in fights and in 
laments, and vague sentences and instances of glossolalia in 'spirit talk' (see Table 7.1). 
When we examine what it is that endures from one performance to another 
within a register, it becomes clear that it is often not the ' text ' as the verbal component 
of the source text, but a certain part of the context (which 1 call 'non-text ' in order to 
differentiate it from the rest of the context) that is conventionalized and repeated (Table 
7.1). Apart from Kaunjambi, this is rather typical of all other registers. 
' The usage of the word lext as referring to an enduring object should not be conflated with the 'text of 
the verbatim transcripts' (which Silverstein and Urban (1996) refer to as 'text-artifact') or text in the 
sense o f ' sou rce text' . I therefore use the term 'fixed text' when referring to text as enduring object. 
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7.2 Non-text as enduring object 
Non-textual aspccts of pcrfonnancc can thus also be seen (and studied) as the enduring 
object that indexes a particular register. Gregory Bateson, who drew attention to the 
temi metacomnnwication, i.e. 'communication about communication' (Bateson 1951: 
209), suggested that meta-messages conveyed by paralinguistic features such as facial 
expression and bodily comportment generally take priority over literal discursive 
content as detenninants of what is actually communicated. Framed by different types of 
metacommunication, the same verbal message can mean something entirely different, 
even its very opposite. Angry talk in Awiakay, for example, is recognised as such more 
from the accompanying facial display - the 'angry gesture', as I called it in Chapter 3 
(VIDEO 3-5) - than from the words spoken. Without that display, and without some other 
aspects of the accompanying context, the same utterance could be considered joking. 
The same can be said of laments. Apart from the formulaic expressions 
(conventionalized text), it is the melodic weeping that makes everyone understand that 
the text involved is to be framed as 'grief-crying'. Rather than by text alone, a domestic 
fight is marked by loud abuse coming from inside the house, often combined with 
repetitive rhetorical questions, by one of the partners breaking the sago-stem or thatch 
walls of the house, or by a wife chasing her husband through the village with an axe. 
Glossolalia and vague sentences that index 'spirit talk' (Chapter 4) are accompanied by 
a bodily comportment that is characteristic of spirit possession, such as a raised and 
shaking hand, intent gaze and sweeping movements (VIDEO 4 - 1 ) . 
T a b l e 7 . 1 : E n d u r i n g o b j e c t a n d c o n t e x t in A w i a k a y r e g i s t e r s 
r e g i s t e r 
E N D U R I N G O B J E C T C O N T E X T 
text non-textual features context of s i tuat ion 
(social practice) 
MOUNTAIN TALK 
specific words 
and phrases travelling to the mountains 
H IDDEN TALK 
specific words 
and phrases travelling to town 
B IG TALK 
formulaic 
expressions bodily comportment intra-village fights 
DOMESTIC FIGHTS canonical insults 
loud abuse in the house; 
destroying the house; 
wife chasing her husband 
through the village with an axe 
fighting between spouses 
SPIRIT TALK 
glossolalia, 
vague sentences 
bodily comportment Catholic charismatic activities 
GRIEF-CRVING 
formulaic 
expressions melodic weeping lamenting 
KAUNJAMBI 
fixed texts 
in given melodies all-night singing/dancing all-night singing/dancing 
However, to grasp the whole context necessary for understanding the meanings 
produced in various registers it is useful to go beyond the traditional notions of ' text ' 
and 'perfonnance' and follow Bauman and Briggs who suggested that "[ijnvoking a 
genre [ . . . ] creates indexical connotations that extend far beyond the present setting of 
production and reception, thereby linking a particular act to other times, places and 
persons" (Briggs and Bauman, 1992: 147-148). I turn now to exploring such links in 
Awiakay registers. 
7.3 Context and common ground 
Every register is embedded in a context of social practices/situations. In the Awiakay 
case these include travelling to the mountains or to the town, intra-village or domestic 
fights, spirit possession, lamenting, and all-night singing and dancing (see T a b l e 7 . 1 ) . 
These contexts can be experienced by everyone who is present during the time of the 
discursive event in which the register is being used, and correspond to Malinowski's 
(1935 [v.2]: 73) concept of the context of situation - as opposed to what he labels as 
context of culture, which is less accessible to 'outsiders', even if they do participate in 
the discursive event in which the register in question is being used. The context of 
culture is based on the shared cultural knowledge and beliefs, which are common to 
'insiders'. For the purpose of analysing Awiakay registers, I replace this concept with 
the partly overlapping, yet broader notion of common ground, which Herbert Clark 
defines as "the sum of [.. .] mutual, common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, and 
suppositions" (Clark 1996: 93). When based on membership in cultural communities, 
common ground "includes facts, beliefs, and assumptions about objects, norms of 
behaviour, conventions, procedures, skills, and even ineffable experiences" (1996: 112). 
Common ground comprises what Clark (1996) calls communal common ground, 
which is at least partially shared by all community members in advance of any 
particular speech events in which the registers are used (and thus roughly corresponds to 
Malinowski's context of culture), and personal common ground, which may be shared 
between people regardless of their background and is not necessarily shared by all 
members of the community. Clark defines a cultural community as "a set of people with 
a shared expertise that other communities lack" (1996: 102). However, this expertise is 
graded. While some information is assumed to be central, and thus very likely to be part 
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of every member 's repertoire, other information is only peripheral (1996: 103). Some 
common ground can thus be only partially shared, and may be built up in the course of 
interaction. This is often the case with respect to personal common ground, and can in 
the Awiakay case be seen in fights when some people learn about the history of the 
events that led to that particular dispute, or in laments when they learn about the wrongs 
done to the lamenter, which they may not have known about before, etc. 
The common ground may include knowledge of some prior discursive event that 
has been jointly experienced by the speaker and his/her audience or passed to them by 
others. The text of a discursive event can thus be likened to a literary text which refers 
or alludes to other, prior texts. In reference to a complex interrelationship between a text 
and other texts, whereby the meaning of a text can be derived from interdependent ways 
in which texts stand in relation to each other, Julia Kristeva coined the term 
intertextuality. In that she followed Bakhtin, who suggested that "literary structure does 
not simply exist but is generated in relation to another structure" (Kristeva 1980: 64). 
The reader thus produces the meaning in relation to: (a) the text in question; and (b) the 
complex network of texts invoked in the reading process - just like the hearer in a 
discursive event produces the meaning in relation to: (a) the text of the discursive event 
in question (i.e. what is being said at the time); and (b) the complex network of prior 
discursive events invoked in the process. 
However, the prior event included in common ground docs not necessarily have 
to be verbal discourse: it can Just as well be the shared knowledge or experience of a 
place, an animal, a smell, a birdcall, as well as an emotion, a state, a belief, etc. It is 
through this common ground that what is said in a given speech event often refers to 
'other times, places and persons'. 
To return to Awiakay registers discussed in previous chapters, communal 
common ground is perhaps most essential for understanding the cryptic spirit 's speech 
(Chapter 4). Listeners could only interpret the spirit's words on the basis of their shared 
knowledge of everyday village gossip. Crucial for understanding the event were also 
shared beliefs, i.e. that the woman was possessed by a spirit, that a spirit can speak 
through the mouth of its medium, that the spirit is familiar with the current (political) 
situation in the village, etc. (See Table 7.2). 
Table 7.2: Common ground in Awiakay registers 
C O M M O N G R O U N D 
shared 
experences 
shared belef s 
shared 
suppositions 
shared knowledge 
MOUNTAIN TALK 
fog in the mountain; 
fear of becoming 
lost 
spirits can harm people; 
using 'mountain talk' will 
prevent the spirits from 
harming people 
mountain spirits are 
listening 
myth about mountain 
spirits; 
avoidance vocabulary 
HIDDEN TALK 
(fear of) being 
robbed by bandits in 
town 
using 'hidden talk' will 
prevent the potential bandits 
from understanding what 
the Awiakay are talking 
about 
bandits might be 
listening 
avoidance vocabulary 
based on Awiakay 
landscape, flora, fauna, 
daily life 
BIG TALK 
if a person holds a 
resentment, his/her spirit is 
detached from their body; 
such a person is open to 
sickness; 
a person who has a 
grievance must take it out 
a person who holds 
a resentment may 
turn to sorcery 
past events; 
land ownership; 
Awiakay genealogies; 
moral norms; 
social obligations; 
village politics 
DOMESTIC 
FIGHTS 
being alone is not normal; 
a person who is alone is 
allowed to complain; 
shaming can harm a person 
Awiakay kinship and 
genealogies; 
exchange marriage; 
moral and behavioural 
, norms; 
social obligations 
SPIRIT TALK 
spirits can possess people; 
a spirit can speak through 
the mouth of its medium 
the spirit is telling 
the truth 
village politics; 
public gossip; 
GRIEF-CRYING 
the lamenter's spirit is 
detached from his/her body; 
the wronged person should 
be placated so as not to 
develop a resentment 
the lamenter is 
sincere 
instances of wrongdoings; 
social obligations 
KAUNJAMBI 
everyday life in 
Awiakay landscape 
with Its flora and 
fauna 
Awiakay lifeworld 
'Mountain talk' (Chapter 2) is based on the fear of becoming lost in the 
mountain when the fog descends, and on a belief that spirits can harm people. The use 
of avoidance vocabulary has roots in shared knowledge of the myth about how 
mountain spirits taught people to protect themselves from their rage. Similarly, 'hidden 
talk' used in town is based on shared fear of being robbed when far away from home, 
and on the belief that using this register will prevent potential bandits from 
understanding what the Awiakay arc talking about. Avoidance terms refer to items that 
are not present at the moment of speaking. If it weren't for the shared knowledge of 
avoidance vocabulary, the conversation would seem to become nonsensical, as if 
shifting to a different physical and social setting. For example, when using the Awiakay 
word vo/Mov 'large bamboo for carrying water' in place of Tok Vxsmfotifo 'a 44-gallon 
petrol drum', the setting of town seems to shift back to Awiakay land. 
In shaming her husband (Chapter 3), Mamag relies on the shared belief that 
being alone is not normal and that such a person has the right to complain about his/her 
state. She repeatedly draws the audience's attention to unreal occurrences of shameful 
situations (she invokes these situations in the minds of the audience even though she 
repeatedly negates them), which are in conflict with the moral and behavioural norms of 
the society. In constantly repeating that her brothcr(s) did not marry Wayk 's sister she is 
making reference to kinship relations and the institution of exchange marriage. Both of 
these are also common knowledge to members of Awiakay society. 
In public fights (Chapter 3) the disputants keep referring to events that took 
place in the past - often in ancestral times or even in the mythical past. References to 
these past events and genealogies reflect the knowledge of oral history, which is often 
of crucial importance to the outcome of fights. 
In laments (Chapter 5) the lamenters subtly air their grievances by indirectly 
pointing at the wrongs done to them or to the deceased. The targeted audience might 
have acquired knowledge of those incidents on prior occasions, or have learned about 
them in the course of the lament in question. While lamenting for her deceased dog, 
Kununda at some point stops weeping melodically and quietly adds some additional 
explanation on how her son's family failed to help her reciprocate for the acquisition of 
the dog ( V I D E O 5 - 6 ) . When she points the audience to some prior occasion that she feels 
they need to be familiar with, she even shifts out of the lament register and into 
narrative. 
What makes Kaunjambi (Chapter 6) so hard to interpret - even for the Awiakay 
- is that in being unfamiliar with the ancestral ways of speaking and not having been 
multilingual in local languages for several decades, the Awiakay themselves lack all the 
necessary background knowledge, i.e. the necessary common ground that would enable 
them to fully understand what is being said in the songs. However, most of the 
culturally shared background details are known to all adult members of the society, 
often even to small children, and are perceived by the Awiakay as 'snapshots' of their 
lifeworld. Every 'snapshot' refers to another place in Awiakay land, another animal or 
situation, and thus creates links to various shared experiences and sentiments, as well as 
to a vast store of shared cultural knowledge. The relationship between musical and 
verbal modalities, along with dance and decorations, evokes and creates a wide range of 
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links to all spheres of the Awiakay lifeworld. It is this invisible part of the context in 
Kaunjambi that cannot be easily comprehended by 'outsiders' - but is shared by the 
Awiakay - that makes the Awiakay identify with this song cycle. 
It is important to note that links to common ground and intertextual relations are 
not established by the speakers alone. Briggs and Bauman emphasize that "a crucial part 
of the process of constructing intertextual relations may be undertaken by the audience" 
(Briggs and Bauman 1992; 157), as was the case after the spirit possession event 
discussed in Chapter 4. The audience kept discussing the words uttered by the spirit and 
thus creating their meaning. I shall discuss this further by turning to participation 
structure in Awiakay registers. 
7.4 Participant roles in Awiakay registers 
While the notion of participation has been briefly touched upon in section 1.3.3 of 
Chapter 1, let us now reconsider it in relation to the range of registers I have discussed. 
T a b l e 7 .3 shows a typical distribution of participant roles in Awiakay registers. 
T a b l e 7 .3 : T y p i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of p a r t i c i p a n t r o l e s in A w i a k a y r e g i s t e r s 
MOUNTAIN TALK/ 
HIDDEN TALK 
DISPUTES 
SPIRIT 
POSSESSION 
LAMENTS KAUNJAMBI 
s 
p 
E 
PRINCIPAL 
/AUTHOR 
Awiakay men disputants spirit the bereaved spirits 
A 
K 
E 
R 
ANIMATOR Awiakay men disputants 
possessed 
person 
the bereaved 
all Awiakay 
(men as singers) 
responsibility Awiakay disputants all vil lagers the bereaved spirits 
H ADDRESSEE 
other Awiakay 
co-travellers 
the other party 
person 
scolded 
the deceased 
all people 
E 
TARGETED 
OVERHEARER 
mountain spirits/ 
potential bandits 
the other party 
/ o t h e r villagers 
other vil lagers other people 
A 
BVSTANDER n/a 
emgon 
'outsiders' 
other villagers all vil lagers n/a 
R 
EAVESDROPPER 
mountain spirits / 
potential bandits 
n/a n/a n/a n/a 
E 
R 
IMMANENT 
PARTICIPANTS 
mountain sp ir i ts/ 
n/a 
ancestral spirits the deceased 
In the case of 'mountain talk' or 'hidden talk' (Chapter 2) the usual addressees are other 
Awiakay co-travellers, whereas the utterances in question are actually targeted at the 
mountain spirits or potential robbers. In disputes the addressee is the other party, while 
the targeted audience often comprises other villagers who are not necessarily involved 
in the fight (Chapter 3). In spirit possession events, the addressee is the person whom 
the spirit is scolding, advising, etc., while the targeted overhearer is, in fact, all villagers 
(Chapter 4). Laments are wept for the deceased person whose spirit is the addressee, but 
arc intended to be heard by the living fellow mourners (Chapter 5). Furthermore, the 
hearers can also be bystanders (or onlookers). In Awiakay intra-village fights these are 
the 'outsiders', called emgon, those who are not related to either of the fighting parties 
and thus have no right to participate in a fight. They are openly present, and (at least for 
a time) follow the talk, whilst not being part of the conversation. 
Eavesdroppers arc, by definition, those who listen to the talk without the 
speaker's awareness (Clark 1996: 14). In the Awiakay ease it is a bit different. I have 
added this category to my analytical framework because the Awiakay assume that 
mountain spirits and/or potential robbers (Chapter 1) might overhear their conversations 
in the mountains or in town. This role is thus always present in the speakers' minds as a 
possibility, and as such influences the way they speak to each other. 
In addition to these participant roles I have added a category of immanent 
participants, who are either spirits in nature, or ancestral sprits. Although they are 
passive (in cases when they are the authors, i.e. in spirit-possession events and in 
Kaunjamhi, they fit into a different category), the awareness of their presence in the 
speech events changes the way the speakers use their language or relate to one another. 
The distinction between the speaker and the hearer becomes problematic in the 
all-night song-cycle (Chapter 6). No one is treated as an addressee in any of the 
Kaunjambi lyrics by any of the usual categories that are otherwise commonly used for 
referring to addressees, such as 2 S G / P L person reference, being treated as subjects of 
imperative verbs, etc. The performers and the hearers are merged in one - they are all 
people who participate in the song-cycle. 
Although the distribution of roles shown in Table 7.3 is the default one, it is by no 
means invariant, as participant roles may change from one instantiation of a register to 
another. 
7.5 Functions of Awiakay registers 
Both participant structure and common ground are essential components of Awiakay 
registers, which facilitate their respective functions or the effect of the practice involved 
(Table 7.4). Shaming a spouse, for example, would not be possible without targeting (but 
not dircctly addressing) the audience, which has gathered underneath the house. At the 
same time, it is the fact of its being communal common ground that enables shaming: 
Mamai] knows what is moral and morally acceptable in Awiakay society - and what is 
not. She also knows that shaming one 's husband is in general not viewed favourably. 
However, because of the shared belief that a person who is in some respect alone is 
pitied and thus allowed to slightly cross the boundaries, she, through continuous 
repetition, tries to establish that she is 'alone' (ambla) and 'one-sided' (TP wansail), 
that is, that her marriage to Wayk has not been properly reciprocated with a suitable 
exchange. Another example is the subtle airing of grievances in laments, which would 
not be possible if the grieving person were not believed to be in a state wherein he/she 
needed to be viewed favourably, felt sorry for, indulged, etc. 
While various functions of the practices in which respective registers arc used 
were on several occasions pointed out to me by the Awiakay themselves, I have made a 
more general analysis of the functions of Awiakay registers, which is shown in T a b l e 7 . 4 . 
Table 7.4: Some functions of Awiakay registers 
r e g i s t e r F U N C T I O N 
MOUNTAIN TALK protection f rom dangerous entities; 
sense of security and connectedness 
HIDDEN TALK 
B IG TALK 
airing one's (or entire village's) grievances; 
reconciling and mending torn relations DOMESTIC FIGHTS 
SPIRIT TALK 
GRIEF-CRVING 
subtle airing of grievances, 
indirect call for help 
KAUNJAMBI 
celebration of 'good times'; 
sense of connectedness, belonging and identity 
'Mountain talk' and 'hidden talk' are believed to protect the Awiakay from being 
harmed by dangerous entities when in an unknown territory. While 'mountain talk' is 
believed to have been 'given' to the Awiakay by the mountain spirits, the subterfuge of 
'hidden talk' is being created in the present. Coining new words and phrases is a social 
pastime enjoyed by everyone present. The all-night song-and-dance cycle, Kaunjambi, 
is a celebratory event, indexing good times and benevolent relationships in the village. 
Singing about crucial aspects of the Awiakay lifeworld creates a sense of connectedness 
and belonging. While the social practices and the language of these registers are 
benevolent or at least benign, this is not the case in other registers. Domestic and village 
fights, as well as spirit possession, are highly confrontational events employing 
provocative and heated language. Grief-crying also includes complaints and could be 
perceived as highly irritating if it weren't for the weeping melody which makes people 
deeply empathise with the lamenter. However, although conflictual in nature, these 
registers (shaded orange in Table 7.4) are perceived as positively constructive, since 
ultimately they all aim at mending torn relationships and (re-)establishing the 
equilibrium in the community. Pait em i Rutpeh, 'Fighting is good,' people used to 
explain to me in Tok Pisin, em bai stretim tinktink bilons yu 'it straightens one 's 
thoughts.' Fights arc, initially, even encouraged, as a person who holds a grievance 
must let it out, and the expectation is that it will end in reconciliation. 'Spirit talk' 
always directs people towards doing what they should do, or prompts them to discuss 
what should be discussed to solve certain problems, and the grievances aired in grief-
crying are made known to the villagers in a comparatively gentle way, in the hope that 
the wrongs will be righted. 
Studying these various forms of talk and their functions in the very different 
social situations in which they occur provides us with a clearer picture of the 
underpinnings of Awiakay society, which despite numerous everyday tensions between 
its members nevertheless continually strives to remain cohesive and keep living together 
in the same place. Although people in general like spending time in bush camps, away 
from the 'noise of the village', as they put it, they will not consider going to the bush 
just after a quarrel, as that would make them prone to accidents. Being alone, eating 
alone, or enjoying any kind of goods alone is considered wrong - one needs always to 
share. A small endogamous face-to-face society with strong and closely intertwined 
kinship relations thus shares a great deal of common ground. Apart from small children, 
everyone possesses almost all the common ground they need to understand or to 
participate in various registers. Any gaps in the relevant background - which would 
mostly consist of past events that one might not be familiar with - are immediately 
identified and filled in over discussions - and gossip - in a ham-win shelter. 
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Robert Bell and Jonathan Healey, who studied personal idioms used between 
partners and intimates in the Midwestern United States (Bell and Healey 1992), found 
that such ritualized private codes arc linked to interpersonal solidarity, feelings of 
closeness, and perceptions of "we-ness" in close relationships. Moreover, they have 
been shown to promote cohesiveness between social partners. We can observe a similar 
process in Awiakay society, which, by actively building 'hidden talk' , at the same time 
builds greater solidarity among its members. Alex Namay's words, casually uttered 
after the liiaktay fight, when the parties involved were getting ready for the final 
reconciliation, highlight Awiakay feelings of solidarity when outside the village. 
Gutpela taim bung aka ambalwj. Taimuij aninangoy tok piikiiniiiaij. 
i n the village we tend to quarrel and fight. But when we go to the town we stick 
together as one and take care of each other.' 
All this points to a possible explanation for the tight connectedness of Awiakay society, 
and underlies their continual striving to mask their language from outsiders.^ In the past, 
all groups in the Arafundi area, including the Awiakay, had to stick together in order to 
protect themselves from neighbouring enemy groups or local bush spirits (Hoenigman 
2007: 32-36; Roscoe 2005). They found intimacy and security only when in the 
settlement together with other members of their own group. This still resonates in the 
phrase 1 often heard when we went into the bush or to town: Aka kumbi. i t ' s not the 
village' i.e. 'Be carcful out there, it is not our place.' 
While an underlying sense of solidarity can be one possible explanation for the 
thriving variety of forms of talk, this model of society and linguistic registers cannot be 
universally applied to all small-scale societies. For example, in being so closely 
connected, the Awiakay society seems to be fundamentally different from the Korowai 
of Papua, Indonesia, whom Rupert Stasch (2009) labelled a 'society of others'. Like the 
Awiakay, the Korowai live in a dense lowland tropical forest and practice similar modes 
of subsistence. They are clan-exogamous and tend to practice exchange marriage. 
Numbering about 4,000, they are a much bigger group than the Awiakay, but rather than 
living in nucleated settlement(s) they arc sparsely dispersed over their land, with nuclear 
or extended families living in isolated tree-houses on patrilineally-owncd patches of 
^ A process whereby the members of a community who have few ties with otlier communities, and whose 
language is unknown to outsiders, use it as an in-group code from which outsiders are consciously 
excluded has been callcd esoterogeny (Thurston 1989; Ross 1996; 1997). In some areas of New Guinea 
such a process has further contributed to linguistic diversification, and Foley (2005) believes it must have 
been significant in the Sepik-Ramu basin. 
clcared forest. Missionary attempts since the 1970s to establish villages have met with 
continual refusals. For the Korowai, a permanent, centralised village is considered 
"socially unworkable" (Stasch 2009: 66). They feel they could not possibly live in one 
because everybody would fight all the time, and in general Korowai feel highly 
uncomfortable having 'others' around. For the Korowai, their society consists of "large 
numbers of unreliable, largely anonymous others" (2009: 2) whom it is best to avoid. 
This is consistent with another major contrast between the Awiakay and Korowai 
societies, namely that the Awiakay never accuse or suspect anyone from their own 
group of being emay, 'assault sorcerer', whom they fear as much as the Korowai fear 
their xaxna 'witches'. Awiakay believe that emay always come from outside, attack in 
the bush or in bush camps, but will not come near when people are together in the 
village. The Korowai, however, believe that witches live amongst them; they can even 
be their own family members, living in their houses, so people are constantly suspicious 
of one another. The Korowai linguistic registers analysed by Rupert Stasch (2002; 2003; 
2008) do therefore not enhance connectedness in the society, but rather reflect 
avoidance and 'otherness', which, according to Stasch, underpin the society. However, 
the linguistic registers nevertheless do mark - and build - relationships between 
individuals (Stasch 2002). 
Here 1 would like to remind the reader of the introductory film in which we see 
Kai]gam reflecting upon the language use and speaking skills of the younger generation. 
[You can watch V I D E O L-L Kangam [8:57] again at https://vimeo.com/H2989908 ]. In their 
everyday conversations, the Awiakay keep talking about talk, pondering it, interpreting 
other people's words, gossiping, creating new expressions, comparing them with ones 
learnt from other languages and in various ways making their talk uniquely theirs. The 
fact that, as the Huli say, 'talk never dies' (Goldman 1983) creates a fertile environment 
for a variety of thriving linguistic registers, and at the same time closely connects 
members of the society. This underlying attitude of society may be something that 
contributes to the vitality, and indeed, the power of Awiakay despite the strong presence 
of Tok Pisin. 
In his chapter on multilingualism in Papua New Guinea, Don Laycock (1979) 
suggests there are two kinds of situations which occur at language boundaries of 
multilingual communities. In the first one, a language has practically no monolingual 
speakers: all adults are bilingual in the language of their community and in the larger 
language. He calls this situation swamp (Laycock 1979: 93). In the other situation, 
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called wash, the two or more languages involved do have monolingual speakers, but at 
their boundaries there is a bilingual community, and it seems as if the two languages 
washed into each other like watcrcolours (ibid.). According to Laycock, maintaining 
two separate languages in both wash and swamp situations can only be achieved with 
some effort. While it is obvious in a wash situation that the speakers benefit from 
knowing both languages, as this enables them to move fi-eely between the two 
monolingual communities, Laycock believes that small swamped languages are 
doomed, and he associates the swamp situation with language decay and language 
death.^ Maintaining both languages in a swamp situation requires special circumstances, 
the most crucial being a sufficient number of speakers and a strong sense of linguistic 
identity (1979: 94). Awiakay and neighbouring languages are clearly 'swamped' by Tok 
Pisin. The number of speakers is relatively small, and the Awiakay do not identify 
themselves dircctly with their language, but rather with their land. What is it then that 
keeps Awiakay vital? 
What Laycock seems to have overlooked is the direct relation between the 
extent of functional differentiation within a given language and its chances of survival. 
The inverse relation has certainly been well attested: language death tends to take place 
as the end result of a process of increasing fiinctional domain restriction, whereby the 
originally dominant language tends to be displaced by others (in the PNG case mostly 
by Tok Pisin or English) in certain kinds of contexts until it comes to be used only in 
special ones, e.g. in certain kinds of rituals, or with close kin only (cf Crystal 2000: 21). 
Conversely, as Peter Muhlhausler has documented in great detail in his book Growth 
and Structure of the Lexicon of New Guinea Pidgin (Muhlhausler 1979), the rise of Tok 
Pisin as an increasingly dominant language has been accompanied by a growing 
functional differentiation within the language, as it has come to be used in a wider 
variety of contexts (1979: 161-68). While sociolinguists have tried to model ways in 
' "A language dies when nobody speaks it any more" (Crystal 2000; 1). Several authors have dealt with 
the issues of language death and survival, most notably Dorian 1989; Grenoble and Whaley 1998; Crystal 
2000; Nettle and Romaine 2000; Dalby 2003; Harrison 2007; and Evans 2010. In light of Laycock 's 
theory, in the late 1980s the linguistic anthropologist Don Kulick predicted the imminent demise of 
Tayap, a language that at the time had approximately 100 speakers in northeastern New Guinea, in favour 
of the 'national lingua franca, Tok Pisin. Around the same time, the linguist Bill Foley made a similar 
prediction about Yimas, then spoken by about 250 people. Twenty-five years later, the Yimas language is 
still alive, though not spoken by children, and Kulick (pers. comm. 2012) reports that Tayap is more 
actively spoken than he had expected. On his return field trip in 2009 he found several of what he called 
'passive-active' speakers, who could tell entire stories in Tayap. 
which small languages will die, this thesis offers a perspective on what possibly keeps 
them alive. 
With the registers discussed here the number of Awiakay ways of speaking that could 
be framed and analysed in a similar way is not exhausted. The scope extends to 
'avoidance talk' between taboo relatives, ' joking' between joking partners, 'public 
speeches', 'gossip' , and many more that will have to be discussed elsewhere. 
Applying different fonns of analysis to the language as it is used in a variety of 
social situations allows us to learn about processes of social reproduction and sheds 
light on the nexus between continuity and change. 
Thus, in the chapter on 'mountain talk' and 'hidden talk', we have seen how a 
given spccch register and people's perceptions of danger and dangerous entities have 
been reproduced and transfonned in the interaction of an inland village with the 
provincial capital. A change in their relationships with the local spirits, triggered by the 
Catholic charismatic movement, led to an abandonment of the mountain talk register, 
which was transformed into one with a similar function, but in a different social setting, 
to which people had adapted it. 
Likewise, the analysis of parallelisms in the chapters on fighting and Kannjainhi 
gives us an entree into implicit cultural categories whose transformation can be 
observed through the patterns of this linguistic and para-linguistic phenomenon. This is 
particulady the case in the ad-hoc composed parallelisms in fights, which bring together 
elements whose association reflects people's perception of sociocultural changes. 
As a third case, the analysis of participant roles in the chapters on spirit 
possession and laments shows how a particular event can change existing power 
relations in the society, and casts light on the continuity of a pre-given type of 
behaviour (i.e. the way Awiakay women scold men) applied to an introduced figure (i.e. 
Mama Maria when she scolds the village leaders). Continuity and change is also 
reflected in people's behaviour towards the possessing Christian spirit, who is perceived 
as being like a local bush spirit, only more powerful. 
All of these phenomena involve complex interactions between previously 
established ways of doing things and more recent ones. Close examination of them thus 
helps us to understand how those tacit categories whereby people structure their lives 
are reproduced and transformed, and so contributes to our understanding of 
sociocultural continuity and change. 
While this thesis builds on aspects of the ethnography of speaking tradition - in 
that it does not separate linguistic form from its function, but rather analyses Awiakay 
registers with respect to the sociocultural contexts of their use, their functions and the 
meanings conveyed - the insights into the Awiakay lifeworld that can be gained through 
a detailed study of their ways of using language are such that I prefer to shift the focus 
and think of this thesis as an 'ethnography through the study of speaking': an 
ethnography of a small face-to-facc society as viewed through the prism of language 
use. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: 
Notes on Awiakay grammar^ 
1 PHONOLOGY 
1.1 Phonemes 
Awiakay has twenty-four segmental phonemes. There are twelve consonants and twelve 
vowels, of which five are simple vowels or monophthongs and seven diphthongs. 
1.1.1 Consonants 
Table A l : Awiakay consonants 
Nasal 
Plosive 
Fricative 
Approximant 
Lateral approximant 
Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labiovelar 
/m/ /n/ 
/t/ 
/ n / /Q/ 
/k/ 
/s/ 
/ I / 
/w/ 
Awiakay has four stops (plosives) /p/ /t/ /j/ /k/ and their corresponding nasals for four 
places of articulation /m/ /n/ /n/ /i]/. It has an alveolar fricativc /s/, palatal approximant 
/j/, labiovelar approximant /w/ and the lateral alveolar liquid /I/. Note that these are 
phonetic descriptions of 'basic ' allophones. Some of the phonemes have variable 
realisations. 
In medial position, after nasals, the voiceless stop phonemes /p/, III and /k/ are 
realised by their voiced counterparts [b], [d] and [g] respectively. In this position the 
voiced and voiceless stops are in free variation for certain speakers. The palatal stop 
phoneme /j/ is always voiced (it always occurs after nasals), while all the other stop 
phonemes arc primarily realised as voiceless. 
The stop with the greatest range of allophonic variation is the velar /k/, as it may 
be realised by seven different allophones: [k], [g], [k'^], [k"'], [g'^], [g"] and [y]. Foley 
(1986: 55) mentions that "the realization [y] for [k] is extremely widespread in those 
' This grammar sketch is included to help the reader go along in the thesis. It does not pretend to be a 
detailed analysis of Awiakay phonology and grammar. 
Papuan languages which do not have a phoneme /g/ or /y/", which is also the case in 
Awiakay. 
Awiakay has a single distinctive liquid; an alveolar flap [r] and a lateral 
continuant [1] being the variants of the phoneme /I/. There is only one fricative phoneme 
in Awiakay - voiceless alveolar /s/. The voiced velar [y] does appear phonetically, but 
only as one of the possible realisations of /k/. 
Awiakay has four nasal phonemes, bilabial /m/, alveolar /n/, palatal /n/ and velar 
nasals /q/. Nasals therefore appear at four places of articulation - just like the stops. 
Nasals can occur before oral stops in word-medial positions. Pairs like [mango] 'female 
name' : [maqgo] 'mango fruit' show that the nasal + stop combination does not need to 
be homorganic. 
1.1.2 Vowels 
front central back 
close i y 
O mid Q 
o p e n Q 
Figure A l : A w i a k a y vowels 
Awiakay has five simple vowels: /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/ and /u/. While all the neighbouring 
languages (the related Arafundi languages and non-related Karawari and Miyak) have 
the close central unrounded vowel /i/, even if it only appears as a transition vowel 
between consonants, Awiakay does not. 
1.1.3 Diphthongs^ 
/ ay / / ey / /oy / /oy/ / a w / / e w / / o w / 
There arc seven diphthongs; the mid-rising /ei/, /ew/, /oy/, hy/ and /oy/, and the low-
rising /ay/ and /aw/. Each diphthong is a single syllable and carries a single stress. 
In contrast to diphthongs, true vowel sequences always belong to two syllables and each 
vowel carries separate stress. 
In this section I somet imes use angled brackets <x> to mark transcription in practical o r thography where 
this d i f fe rs f rom phonemic representation. 
The minimal pair [wai] 'stomach, belly' : [wa-i-] 'wind ' ; 'string bag' (TP bilum) 
proves that there is a phonemic contrast between the diphthong /ai/ and the vowel 
sequence /ai/. [wai] <way> ' s tomach' , 'belly ' is a monosyllabic word, while [wa-i-] 
<wai> 'wind ' ; 'string bag' has two syllables, the first one carrying the primary, the 
second one the secondary stress. 
1.2 Orthography 
I have developed a 'one grapheme for one phoneme' orthography, 
/p/ is thus written as n. It was chosen instead of ny or ni, for two reasons: (a) writing 
ny or ni would work when lal appears medially followed by a vocalic phoneme, but 
would most likely be read as /ni/ when followed by another consonant and in word final 
position, (b) people are generally reluctant to write two symbols for one sound, so <f i> 
will better serve the purpose. ' 
/i]/ is written as q (rather than < n g > , which is commonly acceptcd in English and TP 
spelling), as there is a phonemic difference between /g/ and /ng/. 
/j/ is written as j 
The diphthongs arc written using < y > and < w > rather than < i > and < u > for the off-
glide in order to make a clear difference between a diphthong and a vowel sequence. 
e.g. /wai/ wai 'wind ' ; 'string bag' , and /wai/ way ' s tomach' , 'belly' , thus: 
/ai/ ay 
/ei/ ey 
/oi/ oy 
h\l oy 
/ao/ aw 
/eu/ ew 
loul ow 
As mentioned above, when they occur after a nasal the phonemes /p/, /t/ and /k/ are 
realised as [b], [d] and [g] respectively. In the orthography devised and adopted here 
they are written as < b > , < d > and < g > respectively when they occur after a nasal. 
These graphemes are used in addition to < p > , < t > and < g > . I decided to add them as 
^ This grapheme has also proved to be efficient and has been accepted by the Manambu in the East Sepik, 
who called it "n with a snake on top" (Aikhenvald 2004: 134). 
the literate members of Kanjimei community received their education in Tok Pisin and 
English, and always use graphemes rfand g for the corresponding phones [b], [d] and 
[g] when I asked them to write something in Awiakay. 
2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 
2.1 Nouns 
2.1.1 Common nouns 
Common nouns are lexical items that can be possessed or inflected for case. Nouns 
loosely correlate, in their reference, with the class of things as opposed to actions, 
processes and states. They fall into two main classes, alienable and inalienable, 
according to whether the possessive pronoun is a separate word or is suffixed to the 
possessed noun. 
Awiakay common nouns are inflected for (1) case (nominative, locative, instrumental, 
comitative) and (2) possessor. They are not inflected for gender, noun class or number. 
2.1.1.1 Case markers 
2.1.1.1.1 The nominative case marker for nouns is -(a)n. It marks the most active 
participant in a clause, which may be the actor or the experiencer (cf. Foley 1991: 8 for 
'optional nominative ease marker in Lower Arafundi languages'). It is used after a 
common noun, a personal name, noun or a third person pronoun. 
Taypay-an injaka-pep. 
Taypay NOM get.up-3SG.PAST 
'Taypay got up.' 
Wayk-an tin paka-pep nan Aijgn'ai) sakay. 
Wayk-NOM quiet take-PERF ? AQgwan poss 
'Wayk stole it from Ai]gwai].' 
Kopon-a-n anda nambakonj-a may o-pe. 
brother-POSS-NOM too younger.sister-SSG.PAST now See-3S5.PAST 
'And the brother saw his younger sister.' 
2.1.1.1.2 The locative case marker -(u)ij is added to a noun to denote location or 
direction (being at / going to some place). 
yao kiilamha-ij kolo-p-on 
h o u s e h o l e LOC Sit-PRES-3SG 
' S h e ' s (sitting) inside the house' 
Kay enda-ij ani-na-tj. 
a n o t h e r path-LOC go-FUT- lPL 
' W e ' l l go along another path.' 
2.1.1.1.3 The instrumental case marker -muij / -(b)uij / -ij marks an instrument or the 
means by which an action is accomplished. 
nokomgu-k-mmj aka opia-i-na-k 
eye-lsg. iNALPOSS-iNSTR not See-2SS.0BJ-FUT-1SG.SBJ 
'I won ' t see you with my eyes ' 
awam-buff pikisi-pali-k 
rattan-iNSTR t ie-PRS-lSG 
' I ' m tying it with a rattan rope.' 
monaij-uij poka-in-a-k 
paddle-INSTR hit-2SG.0BJ-FUT-lSG.SBJ 
'I will hit you with a paddle' 
Nan ambla hikautim-bapo-ndim-an nomhem-buij 
y o u a l o n e take.care.0f-AWK-0BJlSG-2sG.0BJ.PST food-iNSTR 
'Only you were looking after me with food. ' 
2.1.1.1.4 The associative case marker -anjuj indicates that the noun it inflects is 
(perceivcd to be) a person's inalienable part or extension. It is glossed 'with' in 
illustrative examples. While -anjiij is commonly applied to nouns to denote a directly 
observable xx being attached to its carrier, e.g. 
kiiijanj-anjiij namba-y 
c h i l d - w i t h woman-DEF 
'the woman with a [suckling] child' 
pimh-anjitj 
m u s c l e - w i t h 
'with muscles ' i.e. 'strong' 
way-anjhj oliik-a 
b l l u m - w i t h man-DEF 
'the man with a bilum' 
emwj-anjit] oluk-a 
l ice w i t h man-DEF 
'a man who has lice' 
It is also used to denote a physically separate entity xx that is perceived as being closely 
associated with that entity. This often pertains to rightful ownership, e.g. the dog and its 
owner, the land and its owner. 
tam-h-anjii) oluk-a 
dog-BV'With man-DEF 
' the man who owns a dog' 
Map-anjitj nan? 
land with you 
'Do you have land?' 
Phrases like the following can often be heard in fights about land (Appendix xx; line 
60): 
E, map-anjitj koij kaka-po-n? 
iNTERJ land-ASSOC so.that talk-PRS-3SG 
'Hey, is he with-land so that he thinks he has the right to talk?' 
i.e. 'Is this his land so that he thinks he has the right to talk?' 
2.1.1.2 Possessive markers 
2.1.1.2.1 Inalienable nouns, such as nouns denoting body parts or kinship and affinal 
relations, are inflected for their possessors by suffixes. 
Singular possessive suffixes contrast for all three persons {-k ISG.POSS, -n 2SG.POSS, -a 
3SG.POSS), while there is one plural possessive suffix for the first person and another for 
the second and third persons (-mi^ IPL, -niij 2PL = 3PL). Possessive pronouns (see Table 
A4) m u s t be a d d e d in the plural to d i s t ingu i sh b e t w e e n 2"'' and 3"* p e r s o n (Table A2). 
In the case of compound nouns, the possessive affix appears after the first part 
of the compound; 
kop-ok-luma kop-on-tuma kop-a-liima 
head-lSG.POSS-hair head-2SG.P0SS-hair head-3SG.P0SS-hair 
'my hair' 'your hair' 'his/her hair' 
Table A2: Possessive Suffixes in Nouns 
1 2 3 
SINGULAR okoy-k 
my elder sister 
okoy-n 
your (SG) elder sister 
oki-a 
his/her elder sister 
D U A L / P L U R A L okoy-nuij 
our elder sister 
okoy-nii} (nuijgumgoyj 
your (PL) elder sister 
okoy-nit] (komgamgoy) 
their elder sister 
Inalienable possessives also apply to dogs when they are spoken about in a way that 
emphasises that they are perceived as their owner's extensions. 
tam-bay-k 
dog-DEF-lSG.lNAL.POSS 
'my dog' 
2.1.1.2.2 Alienable nouns take free form possessive pronouns (Table A4 in section 2.2.2), 
which can appear before or after the noun. Most often they are used in their shorter 
versions (the part that is left out is marked in brackets). 
kim tuij(giim)goy 
sago.pudding ISG.POSS 
'my sago pudding' 
tuij(gum)goy hum 
ise.poss sago.pudding 
'my sago pudding' 
2.1.1.3 Adpositions 
Adpositions are used to denote two kinds of semantic relations: (a) possession and (b) 
accompaniment (going to^eing in the company of xx). 
2.2.1.3.1 Possessive adpositions denote a possessive relation between two nouns. In the 
case of a personal name, the adposition is sakay. 
Aytnakan sakay kolokot 
Aymalon POSS.ADP clothes 
'[These are] Aymakan's clothes.' 
After a place name, an animal or any other noun, the adposition is mamgoy or bamgoy. 
bamgoy occurs after a possessor noun that ends in /m/, mamgoy occurs elsewhere. 
tasia Miiijgam-b-amgoy 
spir i t lake.Murjgam-BV-POSS.ADP 
'the spirit of Lake Muqgam' i.e. 'the spirit belonging to Lake Mui^gam' 
An optional -ay can be added either to the possessed noun, if this follows mamgoy, e.g. 
lisa mamgoy su(-ay) 
(TP)teacher POSS.ADP (TP)shoe-(aY) 
'teacher's shoe' 
or to mamgoy itself, if the possessed noun comes before its possessor. 
TO tjsa mamgoy(-ay) 
(TP)shoe (TP)teacher POSS.ADP-(aY) 
'tcacher's shoe' 
While I have not found any special funetion for -ay, and the Awiakay say one can just 
as well leave it out and the meaning would not change at all, everyone I discussed it 
with agreed that 'it sounded better ' if we use it. 
The following two sentences each contain three different types of possessive markers 
each: (a) both types of possessive adpositions, (b) a possessive pronoun and (c) 
inalienable possessive suffix. 
Akrumbayn sakay tam-hon tuijgoy tisa mamgoy sii(-ay) kumhraka-y. 
Ak r umbayn POSS.ADPI dog-DEF Iss.poss (TP)teacher POSS.AOP2 (TP)shoe-(ay) bite-PSISSG 
'Akrumbayn ' s dog chewed up my teacher 's shoe. ' 
Akrumbayn sakay tam-hon su nambokonji-k mamgoy(-ay) kwnbraka-y. 
Ak r umbayn POSS.ADPI dog-DEF (TP)shoe y.sister-INAL.POSslsG P0SS.ADP2(ay) bite-PsrSsG 
'Akrumbayn ' s dog chewed up my younger sister 's [shoe]. ' 
2.1.1.3.2 Comitative adpositions are otjga and amifi. They both express 'in the 
company o f or ' together with". While o)jga can be used with any noun, amin is 
restricted to personal names and needs to be added to both persons involved. 
Kay temai] Aulalak amin Paidalak amifi map am-in. 
ano the r t ime Aula lak COM Paula lak COM bush go-PST3DL 
' Some other time Aulalak and Paulalak went to the bush. ' 
Paka -oijga ani-nm-an? 
whO'COM gO-FUT-25G 
'Who are you going with? ' 
2.1.1.3.3 Comitative-directional adposition -aniij-isinuij is a compound of anitj 
denoting someone 's ' fo lks ' (one 's lineage, close family or people in someone ' s house) 
Motafiii} aniij-isinuij kolopo-ij-am-hali-k 
Motan i r j her.folks COM.DIR sit-LOC-go-lSG.PRS-lSG 
' I ' m going to sit down with Motafiiq's folks. ' 
2.1.2 Propernouns 
Proper nouns consist of names with unique reference: personal names (Imbisav, 
Palomay), place names (Pasok, Mayna) and the interrogatives pakan? 'who? ' . They 
cannot be possessed (apart from adding a possessive pronoun), but they can be inflected 
for nominative and locative case, and can take adpositions. 
Pasok-utj ang-e 
PaSOk-LOC gO-lDL/PL.HORT 
'Le t ' s go to Pasok. ' 
-sat] is used instead with proper nouns (names), e.g. when we want to say that 
somebody is going to a person or to a dog 
Mesia-satf amba-li-k 
MeSia-LOC gO-PRES-lSG 
' I 'm going to Mesia' 
When a personal name is followed by -angen, the phrase refers to all people who 
somehow 'belong to' that person. They are not necessarily their relatives, nor only 
friends, so the closest translation I can think of is 'X and company/and associates'. 
Wapisay-angen pek-u-a. 
Wapisay-ASSOC come.down.from.up-r iver-PST-3PL 
'Wapisay and his gang came down from up-river direction.' 
When the name takes -angen, the resulting noun becomes plural and takes a plural verb 
form. 
The corresponding interrogative is 
pak-angen-im? 
who-ASSOC -Q 
'Who[PL] with?'; 'Who are the ones with you?' 
The neutral question for 'who with' is paka-oijga? 
2.1.3 Locative nouns 
These consist of place names, the interrogative kanjaij? 'where' and terms for spatial 
relations. 
2.1.3.1 Nouns expressing location, direction and spatial relations 
In Awiakay, location and direction are often expressed by location/direction nouns, 
inflected with a location/direction marker - i j . Locations/directions, in relation to a 
house, arc thus expressed in the following way; 
yapukamha-i] 'underneath the house' 
yao-kiilamba-i) 'inside the house' 
vao-aijgomba-ij 'on top of / at the back of the house' 
yao-kondemba-i] 'at the side / next to the house' 
yao-tcM-aykemba-ij 'at the back of the house where the fireplace is' 
yao-poka-t] 'in front of the house' 
A direction noun that has no connection with a house is 
waimba-ij 'under(neath)' 
It can be used to say that we put something under a tree or under a canoe, but not if the 
latter is turned upside down. In that case we have to use kidamba-ij 'into the hole'. 
In talking about spatial relations Awiakay is an absolute predominant 
language,'* with the river as the speakers' reference landmark. They keep this layout in 
mind wherever in their territory they are. In town they refer to the sea as the 
corresponding landmark. 
The main location/directionals warn-, pek-, enje-, imbu- can be inflected with a 
directional/locational marker -//, or they can take verbal inflections and become 
directional verbs. 
warn- '(go/come) up [to/from the downriver direction]' 
hnanangay-n wam-ba. 
Itnanmeri.people-LOC come.up-PST3PL 
'The Imanmeri came from downriver' 
Pisikanda warn! 
quickly come.up-PSiSPL-Q 
'Come (up), quickly!' 
pek- '(go/come) down to/from the upriver direction' 
enje- '(go/come) to/from the bush direction (coming towards / going away from 
the river)' 
Momay-n enje-wa. 
Asangamut .people-Loc c o m e . f r o m across-PSTSPL 
'The Asangamut came from over there' 
iinbu- '(go/come) to/from the side, diagonally onto / away from the river' 
WAMKOrAU^' 
^ ^ j, ^ ^ mfAiiic 
-A :KerALiK} 
Figure A2: A w i a k a y directionals. A snapshot f rom my f ie ldnotes Awk2008-9 1 /194 . 
An absolute-predominant language is one in which speakers use - and encode - an absolute sys tem of 
spatial orientation, i.e. they have a pr imary absolute f rame of spatial reference, which is o f ten a landmark 
(cf. Evans 2010: 167; Levinson 2003) might code spatial arrays for non-verbal m e m o r y in t e rms of 
absolute coordinates. 
A question 'Where did they come from?' can thus have several forms, already implying 
that the speakers know which direction the visitors arrived from, but are asking for more 
specific information. 
Kanjam-gon wam-ba-m? 
where-LOC C0me.up-PST3PL-Q 
'Where did they come up from? 
[from downriver direction, e.g. from Ambonwari (cf. Map 1.2) 
Kanjam-gon pek-ua-m? 
where-LOC come.down-PST3PL-Q 
'Where did they come down from? [from upriver direction, e.g from Mayna] 
Kanjam-gon enje-wa? 
where-LOC come.from.over.there-PSiSPL 
'Where did they come over from? 
[from the direction across to the river, e.g from Asangamut] 
Going to the mountain, one can 
(a) go up in the direction 'away from the river', enjeij, and go down, back 'towards 
the river in the direction of its flow', pekij. 
r] / 
/ 
Figure A3: Directionals (a). A snapshot from my fieldnotes Awk2008-9_1/196. 
(b) 'go up against the stream', wam-, and down on the same side, in the direction of 
the stream, pek-. But one can go down on the other side of the mountain, which 
is in the direction away from the river, thus enje-ij. If one intends to go up that 
side again, one can say kon enje-nak 'I will go up in the direction towards the 
river (but not with or against the flow).' 
Figure A4: Directionals (b). A snapshot from my fieldnotes Awk2008-9_1/196. 
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(c) If the mountain we arc going up to has a stream on the other side, and we decide 
to go down on that side, we will say 
kaiia-ij peke-na-k 
the.other.side-DiR go.down-FUT-lSG 
' I ' l l go down in the downstream direction on the other side of the mountain. ' 
Figure AS: Directionals (c). A snapshot f r o m my f ie ldnotes A w k 2 0 0 8 - 9 _ 1 / 1 9 6 . 
Speaking of someone who walks first in the forest, the Awiakay use the noun kopa 
'head' and inflect it with directional -// to mean 'at the front". Note that what can be 
translated as 'f irst ' has a spatial reference, meaning 'at the front ' , not a temporal one. 
Nan kopo-ij an-a, nil] okoko-i-na-k. 
y o u head-LOC go.2sG.iMP I follow-2SG.OBJ-FUT-lSG.SBJ 
'You go first [at the front], I will follow you.' 
Some other location nouns / directionals arc: 
konda 'here' , 'at this place' LOC 
kaij 'right here, to this place' DIR 
kem(-bum) 'down(-wards)' LOC(-DIR) 
koy 'up ' 
kos-oij 'up-wards' 
kina-ij / kana-ij across, over, on the other side' 
waymha-ij underneath' 
kwi 'over there / away from here' 
Kwi enme-i] ana! 
over.there defecate-LOC go.2sG.iMP 
'Go poo over there [away from here].' 
aijgo-ij 'across a grassland, water or swamp' 
a path, road, tree or anything that must be stepped over' 
umblek ' through a bush or any natural spacc that one enters and comes out again ' 
Is-pandatjga umblek a-mho-pep kele ko)j Yapan alay ope-na-k. 
tree-branch through go-pST-PERF and so.as.to Yapan ISG.ACC see-FUT-lss 
' W h e n I have gone through the tree branches I will [be able to] see Yapan . ' 
Mayngom ' r ight ' and yoy ' l e f t ' are adjectives and arc not used as location nouns or 
directionals. 
2.2 Pronouns 
In addition to subject and objcct affixes, there are several sets of free form pronouns: 
independent personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, demonstrat ive pronouns and 
locative pronouns and, possibly, a relative pronoun. 
2.2.1 Independent personal pronouns 
Awiakay independent personal pronouns have different forms depending on the case; 
nominative, dative and accusative (Table A3). 
Table A.3: Independent Personal Pronouns 
Person 
Number 
1 2 3 
SINGULAR 
NOM nil] nan an 
DAT toy nanday alay 
ACC tay nanday alay 
DUAL 
NOM as nen neh 
DAT asumgaynui] neh kondaminanda-mai] neh kondamihanda-mar] 
ACC 
asumgay 
kondamin 
neh kondaminanda kondaminjay 
PLURAL 
NOM as neh neh 
DAT arjgaynoi] komgaymarj komgaymar] 
ACC aijgay noijgoy komgay 
Awiakay has an ' intensive quasi-reflexive marker, koponan, which is added to a 
personal pronoun when we want to emphasise that someone did something by 
themselves. It is not strictly reflexive, as it marks sole responsibili ty for per forming an 
act. It is used in the same way in the third person. 
Nil] koponan palo-k. 
I IR shoot-PSTlSG 
'1 myself shot [it]. 
2.2.2 Possessive pronouns 
Table A4: Possessive Pronouns 
1 2 3 
SINGULAR tuijgumgoy nangumgoy anamgoy 
DUAL asumgoy nurjgumgoy 
(nen kondamin) 
amgoy 
PLURAL arjgumgoy nuijgumgoy komgamgoy 
Note that when speaking naturally the Awiakay usually leave out the middle part -gum-
(which is marked with a lighter colour in the table) in 1/2SG, 2DL and 1/3PL. 
When -n is added to a possessive pronoun, the pronoun can function as a noun, 
denoting someone (often a kin; possibly plural) who in some way belongs to the 
possessor. It is often followed by hay ' s ome ' (indefinite), but this is optional. This usage 
occurs when it is clear f rom the context who we are talking about, even though the 
person(s) has not been explicitly mentioned. 
tuijgumgo-n kay aka haim-ha-pii-a 
my [whoever] some not buy-AWK-PST-3S6 
'M ine [whoever] did not buy it. ' 
2.2.3 Demonstrative pronouns 
Demonstrat ive pronouns are 
kalak ' this here ' 
kalak kasaijga 
this.here tree.leaf 
'This (here) is a t r e e - l e a f 
elak ' that there ' 
elok ' that over there ' 
Inflected with -ay / -oy they function as nouns 
kalak-ay 'this one here' 
elak-ay 'that one there' 
elok-oy 'that one over there' 
Demonstratives can be further inflcctcd with a question marker -m. The following is an 
example of a context where this occurred. 
Imbisay was sitting on my veranda and talking to Yumbunak who was standing some 
five metres away next to a coconut palm. 
IMBISAY; Yumhioiak, nangoy koy elok-oy. 
Yumbunak your coconut.palm that.one.over.there ay 
'Yumbunak, that one over there is your coconut palm.' 
YUMBUNAK: [standing close to the coconut and nearly touching it] 
Kalak-ay-m? 
that.there-ay-Q 
'This one?' 
IMBISAY: Elak-ay. 
that.one.there a 
'That one there.' 
Note that elakay is also used frequently in Awiakay conversations, with a meaning 
similar to the English ' that 's it' or Tok Pisin em nan. 
kiay is an anaphoric pronoun, referring to what was said before 
Ya kiay kaka-pali-k. 
And this.AN tall<-PRS-lSG 
'And this [referring back to what was said before] is why I 'm talking.' 
Added to a demonstrative pronoun it makes the demonstrative refer to what was said 
before: 
Pasin hilong saspek, 
kolim natink nem bilons man o men, anda nil] ele-kiay kaka-pali-k. 
only I this.DEM-AN talk-PRS-lSG 
'The habit of suspecting and falsely accusing others, this is what I 'm talking about. ' 
In this case ' this ' refers back to the first part of the sentence. 
It seems that -(k)oy means something like 'look, the one in location X'[usually in the sight 
of the speaker, or there is some other visual/audible evidence of the person's thing's proximity in space 
AND time]. When added to a loeative noun it derives a demonstrative pronoun meaning 
it makes the word become 'the one' [it is usually in the sight of the speaker] 
kem-ho-koy 'look, that one downriver' 
kidu-koy 'look, that one on the other side of the river' 
koso-koy 'look, that one there upriver' 
2.2.4 Locative pronouns 
Locative pronouns are 
kala-ij 'here' 
kidii-i] 'there' 
yo-k 'right here' 
yo-ij 'over there' 
2.2.5 Relative pronouns [just some notes; more research needed] 
(1) Kimiakanta map moko-y-ke kala-kiay mut]ga-im mae. 
one land hold-3SG-habit that.one look now 
'The one who holds the land/earth [God] is looking now." 
In (2) kalakiay refers to the underlined clause - so in this case it could be a relative 
pronoun, referring back to 'the leader' 
( 2 ) Nil] Hda kala-kiay amha yaijgombalik. 
I leader this.one what will.tell.you.about 
T i l what tell y o u about this leader." 
(3) Mae nit] koni yanaijgumhiikoy anda kiay mokoyapeii yok. 
now I call will.tell.you just this remember here 
Now I'll call [the name] and tell you and you should remember this. 
'You should remember what I will tell you now." 
(4) Aunda nokomgumoj pakayaplakay kiay opepla... 
only eyes-with carry-stand this [referring back] they.see 
They only know how to be jealous, that's what/which is all they know ... 
i.e. 'All they know is how to be jealous.' 
^ kiay and kala-kiay each appears to have two uses: (i) as an anaphoric pronoun 'that 
(previously mentioned)', as in examples (2) and (4), (ii) as a relative pronoun, as in (1) 
and (3) [reorder these examples]. However, further research is needed to confirm their 
use as a relative pronoun. 
2.2.6 Articles 
2.2.6.1 Indefinite article 
kay 'another' , 'different (kind of) ' sometimes adopts a function of an indefinite article, 
when it precedes a noun that has not been mentioned before 
kay nambay 
some w o m a n 
2.2.6.2 Definite article 
The definite article is expressed by a suffix -a(y) added to a noun when this is preceded 
by an adjective modifying it. 
kas 'banana' 
kas mundia '(a) ripe banana' 
mimdia kas-a 'the ripe banana' 
The definite article has the form -ba after a noun ending in a nasal, otherwise it is -a or 
-ay. 
koyyom-ba 'the coconut water' 
usyom-ba 'the dirty water' 
2.3 Adjectives 
When an adjcctive is used attributively, it can either preccde or follow the noun it 
modifies and it is normally used in its short fomi. In the predicative form it takes the 
suffix -kay. which is the definite article. 
kandnkya om-a kandnkyakay 'white' 
white body-DEF 
'white man' 
Kalak (om-a) kandukya-kay. 
this.here (body-DEF) white-DEF 
'This is the white one.' 
kas mimdia ^ mundiakay 'ripe' 
banana ripe 
'ripe banana' 
Kalak (kas-a) mundia-kay. 
th i s .here (banana-DEF) ripe-DEF 
'This is the ripe one.' 
Followed by -(k)an, an adjective may assume a role of a noun. 
tapuka oluk-a -> tapuk-an 
old man.DEF the .o ld .one 
'old man' 'the old one' 
pawia tam-bay ^ pawia-kan 
red dog.DEF the . red .one 
'red dog' 'the red one' 
Pawia tam-bay imbian-bai] an. 
red dog.DEF forest.LOC go.PsrSsG 
'The red dog went to the forest.' 
Pawia-kan imbian-baij an. 
red-NOM forest.LOC go.PSiSSG 
'The red one went to the forest.' 
When it follows a noun, an adjective is inflccted for locative or instrumental case. 
Map mola-ij aka isasim. 
ground wet LOC no play 
'Don't play on the wet ground.' 
Kanwj punjaijge-^ yay pe-k. 
bow long INSTR pig Shoot-PSTISG 
'I shot the pig with the long bow.' 
Ewey tenja-tj tiiiw] ende-k. 
str ing.net llttle-iNSTR fish scoop-PSTlSG 
'I scooped the fish with the small umben string net." 
2.3.1 Numerals and other quantifiers 
The Awiakay counting system is a descriptive one. Numerals 'one' and ' two' are used 
very often, while others are nowadays replaced (and upgraded) by Tok Pisin 
borrowings. 
1 kiinja(kanta) 'one' 
2 kond-amin 'another with it' 
here-with 
3 kay nen-amin 'another with the two' 
another two-wi th 
4 kay neii-amin kay nen-amin 'two different twos' 
another two-wi th another two-with 
5 kiiia kola-nda 'the one side hand' 
one.s ide hand-DEF 
10 kondamin kola 'two hands' 
I glossed mn- as ' two ' , -en- or -in- is a verbal infix, functioning as a dual subject 
marker (see section on verbal infections). 
An expression kunja-kiinja, literally 'one-one' means 'only a few' 
(corresponding to Tok Pisin wan-wan tasol). 
Traditionally the Awiakay used a more extensive counting system, which 
consisted of the names for body parts, starting with the fingers on the one hand, going 
over the head, including the teeth, and going down another hand. 1 was told that this 
counting system was only used for counting warriors. After one side of body parts is 
finished, they go to another side. There was no repetition after the first round. One man 
still remembers all the parts, while the younger generation does not know them any 
longer. 
2.3.1.1 Order terms for sequencing comprise 'the first' and ' the last' 
kopa-nja ' the first' (lit. 'the head one ') 
kimma-nja ' the last' (lit. ' the tail one ') 
These terms are also used for the first-born and the last-bom child. 
2.4 Adverbs 
Adverbs often have the same form as their adjectival counterparts. 
mi 'quiet ' : tui momha 'quiet talk' (also 'gossip') 
mi 'quietly': Tui kak! 
quiet.ADV speak.2SG.IMP 
'Speak quietly!' 
Some adverbs are reduplicated forms of nouns or adjectives. The former arc ordinary 
adverbs. Adverbs formed by reduplicating adjectives indicate that the adverb is 
intensified. 
Tema-tema an taijan poko-ndi-mb-on. 
day-day he like.this hit-lSG.0BJ-X-PRs3SG.SBJ 
'He often hits me like this.' 
Tui-mi kak! 
quiet-quiet.ADV speak.2SG.iMP 
'Speak very quietly!' 
2.5 Temporals 
Most Awiakay temporals arc based on the word for ' sun ' tern, which also means 'day' . 
In its definite form, tema, its meaning extends to 'season' , or ' t ime' particularly when 
modified by a noun, e.g. 
eij tenia 'rainy season' / ' t ime of rain' 
yalom tenia ' the time of high water' 
( independent of the season, as it depends on the rain in the moun ta ins ) 
kakuk tema 'dry season' 
inja tema 'good times', 'good weather' 
hay teniaij 'another time' 
kunja temaij 'once' 
kunja kunja tema 'very seldom' 
wakon tema 'many times', 'of ten ' 
The quesfion for 'when' or 'what time' is amha temaij? 
While Awiakay has separate words for one day remote from the present, it uses other 
expressions to distinguish three days into the past or three days in the future. Anything 
beyond that is either ' far away past' or 'some other (indefinite) time in the future' . 
Table A5: Awiakay phrases denoting place in time 
nase 
far.away.past in the far away past 
nae 
yesterday 
or]ga kendenda 
with again yet another day before 
nae 
yesterday 
or]ga 
with the day before yesterday 
nae 
yesterday yesterday 
unjo 
now 
now, today 
ponde 
tomorrow lomorrow 
ponde 
tomorrow 
oijga 
with the day after tomorrow 
ponde 
tomorrow 
orjga kendenda 
with again yet another day later 
moe kay tema-o 
first another day-at later some other day 
Temporals referring to months are based on the word for 'moon ' , tepa. 
tepa 'month ' 
tepa-tepa 'month after month ' , 'many months ' 
kay lepa-ij 'next month ' 
2.6 Interrogatives 
There are the following interrogatives. Some are inflected with the locative -ij, others 
often take the question marker suffix -/«. 
amha-m? 'what? ' 
amha imha-m? / amb-amba? 'why? ' 
amba tema-ij? 'what time? 
amgam? 'how? ' 
amga-amga? 'how come t h a t . . . ? ' / 'why? ' 
ape? 'where? ' 
kanja-ij? 'where (to)?' 
kanja kiimbia-ij? 'where? ' / 'to what place?' 
paka-koy? 'who ' s here?' 
paka-koy-m? 'who ' s here?' [ E M P H ] 
paka-sakay? (who + POSS) 'whose? ' 
paka-sakay-m? (who + P O S S ) 'whose? ' [ E M P H ] 
2.7 Interjections 
Awiakay has various interjections, for example 
koij 'that is why; so as to; in order to' ANAPHORIC 
aunda ' just ' / ' no ' , 'none ' 
tok [ e m p h a t i c ) 
koy 'oh look, here it is' (1 can see/hear/sense its near presence) 
aunda iwi 'just so (for no reason)' / 'it doesn't matter' 
2.8 Adverbial particles 
There is a small class of adverbial particlcs that precede/follow the verb. 
kambanjanda - not at all, not in the slightest 
anda - also, as well 
kend(en)da - again 
3 VERBSAND VERB PHRASES 
Awiakay word order is predominantly SOV. Verbs have complex morphology. All 
verbal inflections are suffixes.' Verbal suffixes indicate the person and number of the 
subject, tense, aspect and mood of a verb, and the object of a transitive verb. 
3.1 Tense, person, number 
Portmanteau suffixes indicate tense and person and number of the subject. 
niij taygan yafia-ijgu-mbali-k 
I s o te l l -2PL .0BJ-PRS- lSG .SBJ 
'this is what I 'm telling you (pl) ' 
ponde omgnsanda ope-ngu-na-k musiiay-ij 
t o m o r r o w a l l See-2PL .0BJ-FUT-1SG.SBJ W o r k - L o c 
'tomorrow I will see you all at work' 
aka palo-nman 
n o t shoo t -2SG .NEG . iMP 
'don't shoot' 
nil] pok-a-i-na-k ^ 
I h i t -BV-2SG.0BJ-FUT- lSG .SBJ 
'I will hit you' 
So far I have identified four different tenses: 
(1)Present 
(2) Past 
(3) Future 
(4) Immediate Future. 
' A c c o r d i n g to Fo ley (1991: 8) ex tens ive verbal inf lec t ion is a fea ture of the A r a f u n d i g r o u p and is a l so 
c o m m o n in the L o w e r Sepik fami ly . 
' The b u f f e r vowel (BV) func t ions as an epenthe t ic vowe l . 
Immediate Future refers to an action that is about to happen intentionally. It is 
formed in the following way: 
verb root LOC - 0 go NEAR FUTURE infix present tense suffix person ending 
isi-ij-ambe-mba(po)-pali-k 
Pee-Loc-So-NF-PRS-ISG 
'I am going to pee [to a place further away]. ' 
The locative -ij- implies that I am not at the place where the action will take place yet 
and I have to go at least some five metres away to go there. If the doer of the action is at 
the place where the action is going to take place already, the locative is dropped out. 
isin-amhe-mba(po)-pali-k 
pee-GO-NF-PRS-lSG 
'I am going to pee [right here or very close to here].' 
In this case the root of the verb regained its original final -n (isi-n), which was in the 
previous case lost because of the following locative - t j . 
All tenses have distinctive first, second and third person singular and plural 
suffixes (see Table A7 in section 3.2). Only the Future has a distinct dual suffix -nm, 
which is used only in the first person. However, its use appears to be optional, as many 
people tend to use the first person plural suffix -nwj instead. In the case of the Present 
and Future tenses, the second and third person dual suffixes are identical to the 2PL 
form. By contrast, in the Past and Immediate Future tenses there is no contrast between 
dual and plural suffixes (2DL = 2PL; 3DL = 3PL).'' 
When its reference is understood Irom the discourse context, the subjcct is often not 
expressed by a noun phrase. The sentence then starts with an object or locative 
complement. Thus, the subject pronoun is omitted in the following examples: 
Tarn ope-pali-k. 
dog see-PRS-lSG 
'I sec a dog. ' 
Yaw-ij a-m-bali-k. 
house-to go-BV-PRS-lsG 
'I am going to the house.' 
' In observ ing Lower Ara fund i dialects . Foley noticed that "person and number suf f ixes in Ara fund i fail 
to dis t inguish be tween 2"'' and 3"' person in non-s ingular n u m b e r s " {cf. 1991: 8). In Awiakay , this is the 
case in the dual but only in the Present and Future tenses, and then not in the plural. It wou ld be 
interest ing to compare the data f rom all Ara fund i languages in future research. 
3.2 The structure of transitive verbs 
An Awiakay transitive verb typically consists minimally of a verb root followed by 
suffixes marking object (tabic A6), tense (table A7), aspcct (table A9) and subject (table 
A8) or mood fused with subjcct (tables A10, A l l ) . These may be followed by a 
question marker. Then there is negative imperative 
r o o t — O B J — t e n s e — s b j — Q 
Table A6: OBJECT MARKERS 
1 2 3 
SG -ndl- -1- -0-
DL/PL -ngu- -ngu-
Table A7: TENSE infixes 
P R E S E N T 1 2 3 
SG -(p)ali- -(P)- -P-
- p o - INTR 
DL/PL -(p)alu- -P- -(P)l-
P A S T 
SG -mbu-
-mbo-
-0-
- p O - INTR 
-m-
-(p)m- INTR 
-p(o)- INTR 
-0-
-ke-
- p e - INTR 
DL/PL -mb(u)-
- p u - INTR 
F U T U R E 
SG 
-na- -nm-
-na-
DL/PL -na- INTR 
-nu-
IMMEDIATE F U T U R E * 
SG -rj-ani-
-rj-ambe-
-i]-ani-
DL/PL -Q-ambe- -rj-ambe-
* -t}- is ihc locative 
Table A8: SUBJECT MARKERS 
1 2 3 
SG -k -an 
-0 
-on PRS 
-y PST/FUT 
DL/PL -n 
-en 
-en [after p, bj 
-in 
-in [after m] 
-a 
3.3 Aspect 
3.3.1 Perfective 
While imperfective aspect is unmarked, perfective aspect is expressed by a suffix 
-pep, usually in clausc sequences: 
Is-pandaijga umhlek a-mho-pep kele koij Yapan alay ope-na-k. 
tree-branch through go-psi PERF and so.as.to Yapan ISG.ACC see-FUT-LSG 
'When I have gone through the tree branches 1 will [be able to] see Yapan.' 
3.3.2 Habitual tense-aspect markers 
There are also suffixes marking present and past habitual. While the present and past 
suffixes are the same for most person-and-numbers, the first and the third person 
singular have different forms in the past. Interestingly, there is an odd reversal in the 
formal correspondence between the present forms; I SG.PRS= SsG.psiand I SG.PST= 3SG.PRS(see 
Table A8). 
Table A9: HABITUAL suffixes 
1 2 3 
SG PRS -(k)e -koy -koy 
PST -koy -ke -ke 
DL PRS/PST 
-koy -ke 
-ke 
PL PRS/PST -kay 
After nasals k becomes g, which is a general rule of Awiakay phonology. 
3.4 Mood 
3.4.1 Imperative 
Imperatives are formed in one of two different ways: 
(a) by adding the imperative suffix to the verb root (Table Aio) 
Table AIO: Imperative suffixes 
1 2 3 
SG -0 
-a 
-ana 
DL/PL -e 
Yom. 
sleep.2SG.IMP 
'Sleep now.' 
(b) by adding the imperative form of the verb 'go' to the verb (but note that not all verbs 
can take it). 
Yomo-an-a. 
sleep-go-2sG.iivip 
'Go to sleep now.' 
In addition, some imperatives are not expressed by verbs, but by interjections, e.g. 
ii)]wa! 'stop that!'; 'enough!' 
kaye! 'get out of my way!' 
3.4.2 Negative imperative 
Negative imperatives are formed in two ways: 
(a) by the negation marker aka 'no' followed by a verb with an ending -em, which is the 
same for all numbers. 
Aka nomb-em! 
not eat-NEG.iMP 
'Don't eat!' 
(b) by negative imperative suffixes on the verb: -tjaij (2sg) and -i/en (2dl/pl) (Table 
AlO). 
Yomo-ijaij. 
sleep-go-2SG.NEG.iMP 
'Don't sleep.' 
Isi-fjatj yoij. 
urinate-2SG.NEG.iMP there 
'Don't pee there.' 
1 2 3 
SG - n a n 
DL / P L - t ] en 
3.4.3 Hortative 
There is a flill paradigm of hortative suffixes, fused with subject markers disinguishing 
1st, 2nd and 3rd persons singular and plural. 
Table A12: HORTATIVE suffixes 
1 2 3 
SG - n - t - l a m 
D L / P L - n g e - e -at] 
palo-puijga-k-a-tf 
shoot-CUt-lSG-BV-HORT 
'Let me slash [it]!' 
a-ijge 
gO-lDL.HORT 
'Let's go.' 
3.4.4 Negation 
To indicate negation, aka 'not' is placed before in front of a verb, noun or adjective: 
Ni)j tine aka ope-k. 
I bird not see-PRSlSG 
'I don't sec a bird.' 
Kas aka moloy. 
b a n a n a not ripe 
'The banana is not ripe.' 
Niij aka kumaka. 
I not b lack.cuscus 
'I am not a black cuscus.' 
The negative marker aka seems to be the only prefix in Awiakay. As a prefix, aka- can 
be attached to the adjective iiija 'good' to give akanja 'bad' 
3.5 Other verbal suffixes 
3.5.1 AWIAKAYSER-bopo-
Tok Pisin verbs which arc borrowed into Awiakay acquire a special suffix, -bapo-, 
which we can call a 'loan adaptation', or 'Awiakayser'. It is attached to the borrowing 
and precedes the normal Awiakay verb ending. For example, Tok Pisin verb 'buy' gets 
adapted by adding the 'Awiakayser' -bapo-, as well as Awiakay tense, number and 
person endings. 
hai mi bairn baim-bapo-na-k 
(TP) buy (TP) buy-AWK-FUT-lss 
'I will buy' 
3.5.2 FRUSTRATIVE infix -laka-
The infix -laka-, added to a verb root and followed by a person/number ending, 
expresses that something almost happened, but it didn't, because something else 
prevented it. The best gloss is therefore 'almost', 'nearly'. This infix is mostly used to 
express past actions that were nearly-accomplished. Only occasionally docs it appear in 
the present. 
Table A13:-LAKA-
1 2 3 
SG mu-lako-k mu-laka-man mu-laka-y 
DL/PL mu-laka-r] mu-laka-mih mu-laku-o 
TiHiiij moko-laka-k kele a-n. 
fish hold-almost-lSG and go-PST3ss 
'1 nearly held the fish, but it escaped.' 
3.5.2 FORCE/CAUSE suffix: -pop 
The suffix -pop expresses that another party (external force) enabled/caused the action 
to happen - it was not (only) the patient's agency or will.^ 
Kopo-ij-ana-pop. 
head-LOC-go-EF 
'I fell.' (something made me fall - maybe someone pushed me or the land slid 
under my feet, etc.). 
Moshi opo-ij-a-na-mbop. 
' The non-standard abbreviation I use for tliis external force or cause is EF. 
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Port.Moresby see-LOC-go-FUT-EF 
'She will see Port Moresby (she will be taken there by someone).' 
Kandeij kak Alus-an eke-n-pop. 
loud speak.IMP2SS Alus-A hear-FUT-EF 
'Speak loud, so that Alus can hear you.' 
3.5.3 the (IM)POSSIBILITY construction: (akaj x-em-pisip 
When -em is added to a verb root for singular, or -wa for plural, and followed by -pisip 
'like; similar', the newly coined word becomes an adjective and expresses that 
something is do-able. However, it most frequently appears with negated verbs, asserting 
that something is not possible. 
When a person is sick and cannot even sit, they say 
Aka kol-em-pisip. not sit-ABL-like 
'It is not sittable,' i.e. '1 cannot even sit.' 
While it occasionally appears in the interrogative form, I have not encountered a 
positive one in natural speech. 
Nomb-em-pisip? 
food-ABL-like 
'Is this edible?' 
3.5.4 QUESTION TAGS: -piamui} 
Tag questions with the meaning 'or not?' / 'or what?' are fonned by adding the suffix 
-piamutj to the verb root in a sentence. They are neutral in the sense that the speaker is 
not expressing their expectation in any way. 
Not] mom kaka-piamuij? 
they talk talk-or.not 
'Will they be talking or not?' 
Nan nombem nombo-piamuij? 
you food eat-or.not 
'Will you eat or not?' 
3.6 The uncertainty suffix -tjay 
A suffix -yay 'I think" can be added either to adjectives, nouns, verbs or adverbs. It is 
used when the speaicer for some reason hesitates, is not sure whether what they are 
saying is true, is just guessing, or they want to be polite and give in to another's 
opinion, etc. It can also be used as a question tag. It can often be translated as 'I think' 
or 'what do you think?' The speaker might also be just guessing. It mitigates/reduces 
the force of an assertion or question, so it is a kind of a politeness device. 
Sol agalon-ijay? 
salt none-UNCERT 
'There's no salt [left], is there?' 
One would pose a question like this when one comes to ask for something one needs. 
As people are usually embarrassed to ask for things, they pose a question in a tentative 
and negative way, saying 'You don't have any salt left, do you?' 
-yay can be added to a verb: 
Mumu-po-n-ijay. 
Sing-PRS-3SG-UNCERT 
'I think he 's singing now.' 
Komhanin-ijay. 
e/xo.Ore/ono-UNCERT 
'Is this Bixa OrelanaT or 'It might be Bixa Orelana' 
Mawi-ijay. 
unripe-UNCERT 
' I t ' s not ripe yet, is it?' 
Again, one can say that when one is standing under a betelnut palm when a kid is 
climbing it in order to get a bunch of betel nuts. If one does not want to ask for them 
directly, one rather asks in a negative way. 
4 CLAUSE TYPES 
Clauses can be verbal or nominal. 
4.1 Nominal clauses 
Nominal clauses consist minimally of two noun phrases, a topic and a comment, e.g. 
Nil] alukunja. 
I m a n 
'I am a man.' 
Mimhi paka-koy-m? 
n a m e w h a t - h e r e - Q 
'What ' s his name? 
Yao yokoy. 
house right here. 
'This is a house. ' 
4.2 Verba l c lauses 
4.2.1 Basic structure 
Verbal clauses consist minimally of a verb, inflected for person-and-number of subject 
and (in the case of transitive verbs) for object, and tense-aspect-mood. 
Eke-pali-k. 
hear- PRS-lse 
'1 understand. ' 
Pikiliki-nt]gu-inh-an. 
abu5e-lss.0BJ-PRS-2s6.SBJ 
' Y o u ' r e abusing them. ' 
They can be expanded by the addition of noun phrases representing subject and direct 
object and various adjunct phrases denoting place, time, etc. 
4.2.2 Word order 
Earlier it was mentioned that SOV is the usual order of major constituents in verbal 
clauses. In certain other respects Awiakay word order is very flexible. 
Adverbial adjuncts can occur in initial, medial or final position in the clause, without 
affect ing meaning. 
Tom niij wam-o-nak yaw-ij. 
later I go up-?-lsG.FUT2 house-LOC 
(Nilj) torn wam-o-nak yaw-ij. 
I later go up-?-lSG.FUT2 house-LOC 
(Nil)) wam-o-nak torn yaw-ij. 
I go up-BV-lSG.FUT2 later house-LOC 
(Nil}) wam-o-nak yaw-ij torn. 
I go up-BV-1SG.FUT2 house-LOC later 
•I w i l l come to the house later on.' 
4.2.3 Serial verb clauses 
There are sequences of independent and fully inflected verbs in Awiakay, e.g. 
Nil] kolo-pep endi-palik. 
I Sit-PERF sing-PRSlSG 
'1 sat down and am singing. ' 
Tasia o-iia pende-e-pep mimbu-k. 
spirit salt-DEF sticl(.on-tal<e-PERF eat-PST-lSG 
'I was licking the salt that had stuck onto my finger.' 
as well as serial verb constructions. Most such compounds consist of two verbs. Those 
consisting of three or more occur, as below, but are rare. 
mom kaka-yomho-kolopa-l-ik 
tall< tall<-sleep-sit-PRS-lSG 
' I 'm speaking while lying' 
Mom moko-taka-na-k 
tall< hold-chew-FUTl-SG 
' I 'm going to find out what the talk was about.' 
4.2.4 Involuntary experiential constructions 
Involuntary experiential constructions express uncontrolled bodily and emotional 
cxpcricnces. When these arc visible or audible to others, they are expressed using the 
verb 'hit' added to the noun which expresses the involuntary condition. The verb is 
inflected with an involuntary experiential suffix, which varies according to person and 
number of the experiencer (Table A 1 4 ) . ' These suffixes are similar to, but not exactly the 
same as object markers in verbs. 
ipanguk-iin poko-ndi hiCCUpS-INSTRUM hit-lSS.IVA 'Hiccups arc hitting me' i.e. 'I am having hiccups.' 
Table A14: Involuntary experiential suffixes 
PATIENT 1 2 3 
SG -ndi -0 -0 
-y -y 
DL/PL -ngoy -ngoy -aijgay 
When the involuntary condition or experience is not visible/audible to others, but is 
only felt by the experiencer, we do not need the verb 'to hit', but add an involuntary 
experiential suffix directly to the relevant word (usually a noun).'" 
mei]ge-ndi 
hunger- lss . is i 
'hunger acts upon me' i.e. 'I am hungry' 
To ask if someone is hungry we simply add the question marker - m at the end. 
' I use the abbreviat ion IVA (involuntary visible/audible experienee). 
The abbreviat ion I use for ' involuntary state/sensation that is internal or invisible ' is ISI. 
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meijge-0-m? 
hunger-X-2SG-Q 
'Are you hungry?' 
Another expression of this kind is 
kop-ok nomhan-ndi 
head-iNAL.POSSlSG pain-lSG.isi 
'I have a headache.' 
When there is no preceding noun, the involuntary state/experience takes a 3SG form, 
which is added to the experiential suffix. 
nomban-ndi-mh-on 
Pain-1SG.ISI-PRS-3SG 
'it hurts' / 'pain acts upon me' 
In the same way as 'it hurts', the word that expresses ' the pleasant/tense sensation 
before the orgasm' is formed. 
meme-ndi-mh-on 
pleasant/tense.sensation-lSG.isi-PRS-3sG 
'it feels pleasant/tense' 'xx acts upon me' 
In all the above cases, the noun is inflected with a relevant involuntary experiential 
suffix (Table A14). Some other expressions of this type are 
ennaij-gun pokondi 'gooseflesh is hitting me' 
embay pokondy 'sweat is hitting me' 
kok-nn pokondi 'cough is hitting me' 
Being cold or hot is expressed in a different way, namely, by combining onm-k 'my 
body' with eye 'cold' , or in the case o f ' h o t ' , with an idiomatic phrase: 
omu-k eye 
body-iNAL.POSSlSG cold 
'I am cold.' 
omit-k yam-ba-ijay 
body-iNAL.POSSlSG fire-DEF-l.think 
' I am hot. ' 
4.2.6 Interrogative clauses 
Both statements and questions have a preferred SOV word order, but an object in a 
polar interrogative sentence is pronounced with a rising intonation. 
Nan toy no-man-im? 
you sago eat-2SG-PST-Q 
'Did you eat sago?' 
Nan lay no-man. 
you sago eat-2SG-PST 
'You ate sago.' 
4.3 Multi-clause sentences 
There arc multi-clausal scntcnces in Awiakay, which include conditional and temporal 
clauses. 
Mesia-i] timiij palo-pep pokonji-p-on. 
Mesia (name)-A fish spear-PERF Cut-PRS-3SG 
'Mesia speared a fish (and) is cutting it.' 
4.3.1 Conditional and temporal subordinate clauses 
Conditional and temporal clauses are fonned in a similar way, just with different verbal 
suffixes. 
Table A13: Condit ional / tempora l suff ixes 
1 2 3 
SG 
COND -oy -goy -ke 
TEMP -on -goo -kei) 
DL/PL 
COND -goy -ge -koy 
TEMP •gon -geo -kor] 
Nan loijgoy tarn pok-on-man pok-ai-nak. 
You my dog hit-3ss.OBJ-PRS2SG.SBJ hit-you-l.SG.FUT 
'If you hit my dog I will hit you.' 
Nil] yaki ton-ay-keij koi] n-ai-iiak. 
I c igarette there is-if PREP give-you-l.SG.FUT 
'If there was a cigarette I would have, I would give (it) to you.' 
An ponde wamo-na-y-keij, musuay moko-na-k. 
he t o m o r r o w Come.upriver-FUT.BSG-TEMPBSG worl< hold-FUT-lSG 
When he comes upriver tomorrow, I will work. 
Tomi ni-na-y-ke, poko-na-k. 
Tomi eat-FUTBSG-coNoBsG hit-FUT-lSG 
If Tomi cats [it], I will hit him. 
4.3.3 Conjoined clauses 
Coordinate clauses can be separated from each other by a non-final intonation juncture 
(i.e. 'comma intonation'; marked in the example below by a comma) or joined by a 
conjunction, such as kele ( 'and'). 
Nil] tine ope-k, a-n. 
I bird see-lSG.pST go-Bsc.pst 
'I saw a bird (and) it went (flew away).' 
Ni)j tine ope-k kele a-n. 
I bird See-ISS.PST a n d go-3ss .PST 
'I saw a bird and it went (flew away).' 
Another conjunction is unikanda, 'or else' / ' lest' 
Eijga-i] aka isasim, iwikanda kolo-n piiijgaka-nm-an. 
bush.l<nife-INSTR not play.NEG.iMP2sG or.else.coNJ finger-INAL.P0Ss2sG cut-FUT-2SG 
'Don't play with the bush knife, or else you'll cut your finger.' 
A subordinate conjunction expressing purpose or consequence is koij "and so', 'so as to' 
Kumuna-n inap-a oijga waka-y-m koij kaka-pon? 
mother-INAL.POSsSsG land-DEF wi th give.birth-psrSsG-Q CONJ talk-PRs3sG 
'Did his mother g ive birth to him together with the land so that he's talking?' 
Yok konda kay. 
'That's all.' 
Appendix B: 
An account of the beginnings 
of the Catholic charismatic movement in Kanjimei 
[a translation of an account given to me by Geoffrey Yul<un in Tok Pisin) 
[T 2004_005] 
I went to Lae in 1988 and stayed there for four, almost five years working for Womo 
International Security, when I received the light of the spirit. God had planned it; it says so in 
the Bible. It was God's plan that 1 now act as a charismatic leader. I did not know how to do it, 
but in Lae they had a group called Legion of Mary, and a new one, called charismatic group. 
Some people from the Sepik and the Biwat said to me: 'Brother, we have some work to do for 
the Holy Spirit, it is called charismatic.' At this time God came into my thoughts and I knew 
that 1 had to join them. Brothers from the charismatic group in Lae told me that there were 
prayer meetings where you really get connected with God. When you devote your life to him at 
such a meeting, God will enter you and you will receive various gifts [Gifts of the Holy Spirit], 
like healing power and the like. 
We prayed several times. In times of big illness we prayed. There are two types of 
illness: physical and spiritual. If it comes from the spirit, we can heal it because it is spiritual, it 
is caused by sin. If it is physical, we cannot help much, but there is still God's mercy and He 
can help in some way. 
In Lae we saw how God works. I was told about this charismatic group and explained 
about the work of the Holy Spirit, it was like instructions on how to follow this way and protect 
oneself from the evil. I accepted it and entered the group. The leaders prayed over me. I got a 
reeling sensation and I fainted. In sleep, I had a vision. Wonderful birds, the beauty of heaven. 
All the birds were strong, they looked like the Holy Spirit. While they were praying over me, 1 
received the gifts of the Holy Spirit. The first gift I received was the gift of healing. Other gifts 
are speaking in tongues or mental visions. God gave me a big gift: healing power. [...] 
I attended prayer meetings to share God's words. This is what all leaders do to 
strengthen the members of the group. One month, two months, and I felt that I became strong. I 
avoided bad habits: swearing, anger. Before I had often hung around with rascals. 1 didn't steal, 
fight or kill; 1 was just friends with rascals and hung out together with them. Once we took the 
Provincial Governor's car and drove around with it. The police almost shot me. But that's 
another story. With this new life I stopped that. Charismatic group gave me the strength of the 
Holy Spirit, now I can avoid all sinful habits such as swearing, fighting, anger, rage, stealing, 
hanging out with rascals... I knew there is no God in such habits. So I attended prayer meetings. 
We made public speeches, had conversations and strengthened group members. We had five 
group leaders. I was just an ordinary group member while in Lae. They organised a Holy Spirit 
Seminar for us at St Joseph Pastoral Centre at Eight Mile [part of Lae], and the Holy Spirit 
Bishop Henry was to visit this course too. He must be from Germany. A white man. And he is 
the Holy Spirit Bishop. He is still in Lae." He gave this seminar 'Life in the Spirit \ [...] 
Some other groups in Lae too had prayer meetings, but the Bishop told them to stop, as 
they prayed and prayed, but did not have any control and just fell down in trance like mad. [...] 
" 'Bishop Henry' is a Dutch-born Catholic priest Henry Anthony A. van Lieshout who retired on 15 
January 2007 after being the bishop of Lae for 41 years. 
But Fr. Chris, our - Sepik - priest from Bumbu,'" said that we Papua New Guinean people do 
not know the work of the Holy Spirit, because we have not changed yet as ail the white people 
did - we are not used to listen to, to obey what someone says. When we fight and somebody 
wants to stop us, we will continue fighting and the trouble will be big, whereas you white 
people will all stop when the leader says so. Father saw this and he was scared. We, the people 
of Papua New Guinea, are very stubborn. 1 believe that working for the Holy Spirit is a good 
habit. We Papua New Guineans will receive these strong powers and go, mix them with bad 
habits. The way of God and the earthly ways together will bring troubles, people will get ill and 
they will die. That is why Fr. Chris opposed Bishop Henry. He was afraid for us Papua New 
Guineans to receive the gifts of the Holy Spirit, as many [people] could be destroyed. We 
cannot control ourselves, as we have many opposing thoughts. It is not our habit to agree with 
others and to think in the right way. That is why Fr. Chris did not want his parish enter the Holy 
Spirit [movement], while the Bishop said that they should. In the end Fr. Chris said: 'All right, 
you are my superior, I will follow your decision and allow my parish to enter the work and 
prayers of the Holy Spirit.' 
Now the Bishop taught us how to be strong and heal. He told us that we, the Sepik 
people, are the first in Morobe Province to start a charismatic group. He said that we really had 
the power of God 's Holy Spirit and that we had used it well. We started with prayer meetings, 
giving strength to people, teaching them... 
When I returned to Kanjimei there had been no charismatic movement, no Holy Spirit 
in the whole Amboin area. People had heard about it, but they did not know, because they had 
not attended the course. We made a church, so that we prayed, had Sunday service and 
charismatic prayer meetings. I will now describe my first charismatic experience. 
I was still in Lae when some boys came to visit me. Joseph, Charles, Vitus and Ambros, 
who is now dead. When we were in Lae, somebody poisoned Joseph. Within a week he was 
taken ill. He was very sick, but he went around with wanloks from the Biwat. They carried him 
back when he could not walk any longer. He asked to be taken back to Bumbu to Geoffrey. The 
Biwat knew the place, as they too stayed there. He was really sick, he nearly died. He did not 
eat for three days, the fourth day it seemed as if his skin had been burnt by fire. He could shed 
his skin like rubber and his eyes were as red as fire. The next day he said that this was a sign 
that he was dying. We all knew he was going to die. He said: 'Take a needle and shoot my eye 
with it,' and everybody took that as a sign that he was dying. The boys were about to cry. 1 said 
to them: 'Don' t cry yet, God is here.' I prayed over him, I prayed to God the Father: 'In the 
name of Jesus I pray. Father, I know you have all the strength and power and I know you have 
medicines for all kinds of diseases, poison, sanguma and water spirits. I am asking your mercy 
and putting hand on Joseph in the name of Jesus for this power of medicine.' When I prayed, I 
tell you, he vomited as if all his stomach would like to come out. He vomited some yellow 
plastic. And he fell down, Joseph fell down. Some kind of an insect or worms moved inside his 
yellow vomit. While vomiting, he was saying: 'Hold me, I am dying, hold me!' And I told the 
boys to hold him strong and let him vomit. When he vomits it all, he will be all right. Then I 
told Elias to take water, wash him, and put some water on his head. He fell asleep, he needed to 
rest. I prayed and God heard and answered our prayer. 'I have put him in God's hands now, 
don't worry, the poison has lost its power - only God has the power now,' I said. In the 
Fr. Chris (Christian Blouin, originally from Canada) was a parish priest of the All Saints Parish in the 
Bumbu settlement (where most of the Sepik people who are in Lac live) for a couple of years. He was 
also chaplain of the Charismatic Renewal Movement in the diocese. In January 2007 he succeeded 
Bishop Henry and became the Bishop of Lae. 
afternoon I prayed again. He woke up, sat up and talked. The next morning 1 took him to Angau 
Hospital. I was queuing to tell the doctor about his illness while Joseph was waiting. When I 
approached the doctor, I turned around, but Joseph was no longer there. I thought he might have 
lost his mind and wandered away. I was worried because there was a busy road and he could be 
hit by a car. I checked the road, but he was not there, I checked behind the hospital and saw him 
walking with some strangers. I thought they were sanguma. These sanguma made him ill, now 
they took him to kill him. I was sure they were sanguma, but I was wrong. He was wandering 
around and these men took him back. I said: 'Joseph, I thought sanguma killed you. Are these 
men sangumal' I was ready to fight those two men. Joseph said: 'No, I got lost and they took 
me back." I listened to Joseph. I thought, I am a Christian, I work with the Holy Spirit, if I 
fought these men it would be wrong and would cause trouble. So I went back into the line to see 
the doctor and asked Joseph not to go anywhere. 
[Geoffrey explained the sickness to the doctor and he gave him an injection and some 
medicines. Later on Joseph ate for the first time and Geoffrey was happy.] 
At night I prayed for him again. The next day he got up, sat and ate. 
When he was dying his spirit wandered away during his sleep. He saw brother Jesus 
who took him to the place of the dead. Not really the place of the dead, it must have been 
Heaven. He took him there and said: 'Look down to the Earth.' He looked down and saw some 
man who was making poison - it was the kind of poison which you smoke with tobacco. 'You 
smoked a cigarette and you were poisoned. But fortunately Geoffrey went into the life of the 
Holy Spirit. Look,' said Jesus, and turned a kind of a screen, like a video screen, to Joseph, so 
that he watched it like TV. 'You see, you have Geoffrey now. When you vomited he was 
praying for you. Look, here's your body.' Joseph saw it as if it was in front of him. He could 
hardly believe it. 'When I saw my body, myself - it was as if there were two men, two Josephs: 
one of me was up there, and the body was down there,' he explained. He was looking at me 
when I was praying for him. Hard work - I did not rest. 
At that time I was a strong believer. I did not have a woman or children to disturb me, 1 
was alone. My belief was strong and my gift [of healing] worked very well. It was just before 
Christmas when Joseph was healed. I had this life of the Holy Spirit now, and God triggered a 
thought in me. He said: 'Geoffrey, go back to the village. Go to the village and do the 
charismatic work there.' So 1 went to the boss of Womo International and explained to him why 
I needed to resign, h was God's work that I had to do, so he allowed me to resign. 
[The next day they bought tickets for the boat to Wewak and from there they took a truck 
straight to Angoram where they took a canoe up the Sepik to come back to Kanjimei. In 
Angoram, Geoffrey had another vision.] 
God was very happy and Jesus said: 'I will go first and if you find life hard I will help 
and change the lives of all people in the village. You should make these words public, and they 
will have the power to change people's old habits. All people will change. [Geoffrey told about 
his vision to the boys and they were all happy.] 
We came to the village. The first day we rested, then we told about the kind of work the 
Church has now: Sunday service, Legion of Mary, charismatic movement. We mostly explained 
about charismatic movement, as we were now a charismatic group. We talked about the work of 
the Holy Spirit and everybody listened. Everybody agreed that this was something new. 
Charismatic movement is the work of the Holy Spirit, you come close to God and you can 
clearly see his power. You pray for a sick man and you will see how sickness is finished. If you 
devote your life to it, it will become easier. Don't bother if you are hungry, if you don't have 
food - God will provide it in various ways. (TP Yuhangre - maski; yuhmsre ~ Other 
people will bring food to you because you pray. When you don't have food, you should pray, go 
to the bush and you will kill a pig. 
W e preached and everybody was listening and they thought it was good. But at the 
same t ime they were scared. Because we explained that there were both good and bad things 
about charismatic work. Next t ime we held a prayer meet ing. W e had one charismatic prayer 
meet ing a week. In two or three months everybody was famil iar with charismatic meet ings and 
prayers. Some people at tended the meet ings, others did not. They all saw I had the strength to 
control it when a man with old bel iefs was filled with the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit and old 
bel iefs are not the same - they fight and make men and women insane. A person can j u m p into 
the water , the body can shake and twitch or fall down.. . But I had this gift , God gave me the 
strength when I left Lae and he said: ' G o to the village, I will give you the strength and Jesus 
will go with you. ' I did not find it hard. Even when people went insane, wanted to j u m p into the 
water or nearly died, I put hand on them and prayed to Jesus and their madness was gone like 
nothing. 1 was happy because God was with me and heard my prayers. I know he is the God of 
life and he made all life. And I was trying to strengthen the charismatic work in the village. 
Some called me when their child was very sick, when they couldn ' t pee and their 
s tomach swelled up - 1 prayed and put my hand on them in the name of Jesus and they peed and 
they were healed. All people saw it and believed. Truly, this is G o d ' s blessing. And their lives 
have changed. But before their lives changed, people had changed. Bad talk, fighting, anger, 
public insulting, swearing - it all stopped. W e taught everybody that these habits were 
forbidden, they were against God and the work of the Holy Spirit. Everybody knew that. When 
they talked badly, they would get into trouble - some kind of sickness or pain or some other 
trouble would affect them, so they stopped it. Everybody knew that God works straight. People 
abandoned many of the old practices. Many of those who kept them got sick and died. Many big 
men died. Many w o m e n who fol lowed old cus toms died. 
At the beginning we held these meetings regularly, we did not leave out a single one, 
but now we have these problems with Imanmeri , so the leaders do not come together. Many bad 
habits came back, but we have other worries now and cannot hold prayer meetings. Sorry. 
Appendix C: 
A GLOSSARY OF kay menda 'hidden talk' TERMS 
Engl ish Tok Pisin loan kay menda g loss 
44 gallon drum fotifo yomoy 
bucket made of a big 
bamboo 
airplane balus naim tandooga eagle-canoe 
amount of money hamas moni paypmaijsa mimbia name of money 
axe tamiok mundum stone axe 
bag bek yambam grass basket 
ball bal papukay marjsa orange tree fruit 
ball bal yupim wild pandanus ball 
balloon balun mumba bladder 
bank benk paypmarjga yawa house of stones 
basin bikpela dis yakaopay earthen dish (large) 
water mixed with bark 
beer bia 0 yomba ashes (traditionally made 
salt) 
dish made of the soft part 
big dish, boat dis mondai) 
of the Arecoid palm 
{Rhopalobiaste sp.) 
petiole 
big sturdy bag renbo bag yambam basket 
book, paper, anything 
for reading 
bra 
bullet 
bush knife, machete 
buy 
camera 
television screen 
mirror 
candle 
cap 
chewing gum 
chocolate cream 
cigarette (bought in 
town) 
clothes 
things 
computer 
cup, mug 
cup, mug 
eaglewood 
Eucharist 
firelighter 
fishing hook 
buk, niuspepa 
susu kalabus/bra 
bulit 
busnaip 
baim 
kemera 
skrin 
gras 
kendol 
kep 
big boy / P.K. 
soklit krim 
Spia, Pal Mai 
klos 
ol samtink 
bikpela (save)man 
kap 
kap 
garu 
yukarist 
masis 
huk 
kasarjga 
isik ulakaptakay 
tasia tamanda 
malay erjsaya 
e-
memek 
i/andom endia 
koponut) tia 
kamba endia 
enei) mola 
kandukya yakia 
kolokot 
J^ kanderj otukunja 
palendem 
is kamia 
pamben 
pat 
tao 
dry banana leaf 
[something that] covers 
breasts 
spirit arrow 
sago machete 
take 
lightning 
tree sap 
head skin 
breadfruit sap 
diarrhoea /rotting shit 
white [man] cigarette 
things 
big man / person 
coconut shell 
carnivorous plant 
(Nepenthes ampuUaria 
sp.) 
tree meat 
a kind of a nut 
stick for making fire 
sago thorn 
English Tok Pisin loan kay menda gloss 
fishing net net ewev net made of bark rope 
frying pan epay 
earthen 'frying pan' or 
flat stone used for 
cooking sago 
gaol kalabus wanday yawa chickens' house 
glasses, sunglasses, 
diving goggles 
(ai) glas, 
gogols 
nokomsunur) tia eyelids 
gold gol kirjim sand 
guitar gita tasia punjimba spirit hand drum 
gum boots gam but 
andarisur) yaka 
yamblakay 
[something with which to] 
walk in the swamps 
gun gan tasia kanur]ga spirit bow 
tree species having 
buttress roots (buttress 
gun gan yamburj kunda 
roots can be kicked with 
the heel or struck with an 
ax or other tool to make a 
gun-like booming sound) 
hard biscuits biskit tasia taya spirit sago 
house with a tin roof / 
town house 
haus kapa tasia yawa spirit-house 
instant noodles nudols kundam enierjlga earthworm shit 
iron post ain makam main post in a house 
K10 ten kina isapasa stick 
knife naip yombay (kapaya) bamboo (small knife) 
lamp lem yambat sago stem torch 
learned man saveman/savemeri nokomsa pawi red-eyed 
lighter / torch / lamp masis / tos / lem tasia yamba spirit fire 
loudspeaker spika tepur] 
bamboo / wooden 
'loudspeaker' 
marble marbol imarj maijsa tree nut 
medicines marasin tasia pamyamba spirit ginger 
money man) 
payp maijsa / 
payp manda 
stone 
mosquito net taunam ail] basket for sleeping 
necklace neklis tokombonoi) tia neck skin 
oat/nut/dried fruit bar 
1 
77 kona taya honey(comb)-sago 
oil of native tree 
oil / gear oil wel / giawel 
tomba / tasia 
tombaya 
Campnosperwa 
brevipetiolata (TP wel 
diwai) 
outboard motor moto tasia monaosa spirit-paddle 
outboard motor moto woo ayma 
beetle family 
Rhinchophoridae (sago 
beetle) 
paint (for grass/sago) pen kunakumburj 
leaves for producing paint 
for kuna 
pencil pensil kaway tiniplakay paint drawing 
pencil / biro pensil / bairo yambao ember 
petrol / kerosene / 
beer / soft drinks 
petrol / kerosin / bia / 
sop drink 
yom water 
^ pillow 
plate j 
pilo tasia kumunda spirit wooden pillow 
pleit tane earthen plate 
policeman polis tam dog 
pot aijgas earthen pot 
Engl ish Tok Pisin loan kay menda g loss 
powder milk 
price went up 
radio 
radio 
car 
rascal, bandit 
rice 
rope 
nail 
rubber gloves 
salt 
serving spoon 
serving tongs 
ship 
Sunshine 
prais enn i go antap 
redio 
redio 
kar 
sanguma 
rais 
rop 
nil 
glav 
sol 
kumu spun 
isik (yomba) 
sip 
paypmarjsa 
wamorjan 
emur] kunda 
yomsorj manda 
emay 
kauijwa waya 
awam 
kolonor) tia 
tasia oua 
ipikapa 
kula 
mondarj kanderjge 
breast (milk) 
stones went upriver 
buttress roots 
turtle shell 
assault sorcerer 
seeds of Arecoid palm 
Rhopalobtaste sp. 
vine/ thorns of a vine 
hand skin 
spirit 'salt ' 
halved coconut shell for 
pressing sago flour 
bamboo tongs (for holding 
hot items or ritual use) 
big dish dish made of the 
soft part of the Arecoid 
palm {Rhopalobtaste sp.) 
petiole 
shoes su panben tia leg skin 
shovel sawel sirjsayai] ? ? 
shower sawa 
map kulamba yomba 
/ payp kulamba 
yomba 
water from ground hole , 
- stone shelter 
soap 
body spray 
sop 
bodi sprei tomba tree (oil) 
soap sop yom erjay water spit 
soap sop yom karay water foam 
spoon spun kap spoon made of coconut 
shell 
store stoa kolokot yawa house of things 
string string pipisimba pandanus string 
sugar 
lollies, candies 
suga 
loli i mat/tasia imata 
sugar cane/spirit sugar 
cane 
sunglesses sanglas tem nokomga sun-eye 
tabernacle tabernakol yao house 
telephone telipon tasia umbuijsa spirit garamut (TP for 
's l it-drum') 
tin roof kapa wakr/ga sago thatch shingles 
tinned (mushroom) 
meijgwak sauce vomit 
toilet toilet enet] yawa shit house 
trousers trausis kumbayn tia 
wasipi tia 
tree bark skin 
trousers trausis [> wai pia 'part of a 
torn string bag '] 
string bag skin 
T-shirt singlis omunur) tia body skin 
umbrella ambrela ay^gwar) tia skin of a flying fox 
umbrella ambrela embum grass hood 
wallet 
1 
hanpaus kundambi coconut fibre for storing 
tobacco 
watch hanwas tem maijga sun/time 'fruit ' 
write raitim ikak- carve 
Appendix D: 
Transcript of a domestic quarrel: 
Mamar] scolding Wayk 
[Kros 01/audio_Mamar):WaYk 001-002_18 March 2009 _AT 2009/1 pp52-104; notes ppl08-9] 
Transcription conventions followed below: 
SPEAKERS' NAMES in capital letters, each in a full line preceding the speaker's first words 
1 line numbers 
Awiakay 
Tok Pisin 
[background information or other interpolations] 
interlinear glosses 
[clarification of translation] 
[comments] 
MAMAtS; 
1 Nil] amhla kolopalike, niij amhia kolopalike, nil] amhia kolopalike. (x3) 
I 'm all alone. I 'm all alone, I 'm all alone. (x3) 
Nil] aka anamgoy senismeri (x3) toUk. 
I 'm not his exchange woman. 
Nil] aka anamgoy senismeri. mm? 
I 'm not his exchange, hah? 
Toijgoy koponikmiin anamgoy nambokonja kay ekuam? 
Did my brothers marry his sister, hah? 
5 Kapok am ham ha koi]goman? 
Why did you cut my head? 
Kopok endia ambamhapekem? 
W h y do 1 have blood l lowing down [my face]? 
Nil] anamgoy seinismerim? 
A m 1 his exchange? 
Toi]goy koponikmim nangoy namhokonjia kay ekuam? 
Did my brothers marry your sister, hah? 
Kopok endia amhamha pekem, mm? 
W h y do I have blood flowing down [my face], hah? 
10 Nil] nangoy senismerim tolikom kopok endia pekeke mm? 
Am 1 your exchange woman, is that why the b lood ' s f lowing down [my face], hah? 
[? unintelligible] 
Nil] amhla kolopalike (x3), mm? 
I 'm all alone. (x3) hah? 
Nig aka anamgoy namba. 
I 'm not his woman, [she is angry and talks to others, so 3SG] 
Nil] aka nangoy senisineri! 
I 'm not your exchange woman . 
Nil] aunda kolopalike. 
I 'm [sitting] all alone. 
(? unintelligible) 
15 Tui]gumgoy koponikmun Yakalimap sakay aka kumbokopla loijgon. 
M y brothers don't stuff Yaka l imap 's hole, [they don' t fuck your sister Yaka l imap] 
Anamgoy namhokonjia tiifjgumgon kay aka kumbokopla. 
M y others [= my brothers] don't stuff his sister's hole. 
[? unintelligible] 
Tema tenia an taijan pokoiidimbon. 
He often hits me like this. 
Tuijgumgon koponikmun anamgoy nambokonja aka ekua koij pokondimbon. 
M y brothers didn' t marry his sister so that he would beat me like this. 
An lay inja wansait inja kombokondimbon popon anamgoy kay kombokopla toijgoy 
koponikmun. 
He [thinks] it's good to stuff my hole one-sidedly [w ithout exchange], w hile my brothers 
aren't screwing his one. 
20 Nil] aka senismerim lolik. (x3) 
I 'm not an exchange woman. 
Niij ambia wansait lolik. 
I 'm all alone, one-sided. 
Wansait lolik. 
I 'm one-sided. 
I? unintelligible] 
Tukumba palopuijgakaij, tukumban man sigi-gpbapopon, 
1 wil l shoot his balls, his balls are too itchy [he is too horny]. 
[? unintelligible] 
Anamgoy nambokonja kay yukua loijgoy koponikmun koij pokondim kolopon Waykan? 
Is Wayk beating me because my brothers are fucking his sister? 
[? unintelligible] 
25 Waykan aka unja kombokondi tuijgumgon koponikmun anamgoy nambokonjia kay aka 
kumbokonjipla. 
Wayk ' s been stuffing my hole for ages, [while] my brothers aren't stuft^nl^ his sister's 
hole. 
Nil] tai]an. 
So that's what I 'm saying. 
Nil] wansait tolik popalik. 
I 'm saying I 'm one-sided. 
Toijgoy kopoHikmun anamgoy nambokonja aka kombokonjipla, popalik. 
I 'm saying that my brothers aren't stuffing his sister's hole. 
Nil] laijan kakapalik. 
That's what I 'm saying. 
30 Toi]gan anamgoy nambokonja kay aka yukupla popalik. 
I 'm saying that my [brothers] aren't fucking his sister. 
Nil] ainbla wansait tolike [...]. 
I 'm all alone, one-sided. 
Anamgoy nambokonjia toi]goy koponikmun kay aka warikepla anamgoy nambokonja 
mamgoy injua. 
M y brothers aren't probing his sister's cunt with hands. 
Aka aunda! 
Not at all! 
Nil] wansait tolike. toi]goy koponikmun aka warikakapla nangoy nambokonjia mamgov. 
F m one-sided, my brothers don' t keep probing his sisters" [cunt]. 
35 Aka opendimban niij wansait tolike. 
You don ' t see that I 'm one-sided. 
Nan-anumgoy nambokonja mamgoy aka mokowalikakapla yao kulambaij. 
They aren' t groping you-your sister 's [cunt] inside the house. 
Aka opendimban niij wansait tolike. 
You don ' t see that I 'm one-sided. 
Nan tema-tema hot] hagarapimbapondimhan. 
So you 've forced yourself on me many times. 
Aka iinja bagarapimhapondimyaman tema-tema. 
Not only now, you 've forced yourself on me while walking in the bush many times. 
40 Aka unja paulimhapundimyaman. 
It 's not only now that you 've screwed me in the bush. 
Nitj ambla wansait tolik. 
I 'm all alone, one-sided. 
Aka unja pauUmbapimdiman tema-tema. 
It 's not only now that you 've screwed me. it 's been many times. 
Nil] wansait tolike. 
I 'm one-sided. 
Niij wansait kolopalike aka opendimban nan [...]. 
You don' t understand that I 'm one-sided. 
45 Nil] taijan kakanak. 
I'll put it like this. 
Niij w^sait kolopalike [...]. 
I 'm one-sided [...]. 
Anamgoy nambokonjia toijgoy koponikmun pakayambhm? 
Are my brothers going around with his sister? 
Toijgoy koponikmun warikiplam komgamgoy injua? 
Are my brothers probing her cunt? 
SOMEONE (an onlistener from the open-air house outside): 
Uuu! 
Uuu [that 's too much / over the edge]! 
IVIAMAIS: 
50 Wayk! 
Wayk! 
Nan kakape toijgoy koponikmun nangoy nambokonja mamgoy injua kay warikiplam? 
Tell me, are my brothers probing your sister 's cunt? 
Agalon! 
No! No! 
Toijgoy koponikmun anamgoy nambokonjia maya kay aka mokowasiijgakapon. 
My brothers aren't prising apart his sister 's arse cheeks. 
Niij taijan kakapaUk. 
That ' s what I 'm saying. 
55 Agalon! Agalon! Agalon! Agalon! 
No! No! No! No! 
Kambanjanda agalon! 
Not in the slightest! 
Agalon! Agalon! Kambanjanda agalon! [...] 
No! No! Not in the slightest! [...] 
Engukmba kunjamanda nombandimbon mapa-mapa yambalike anamgoy nambokonjia 
taijan ainba yaijgiimblaijgay toijoy koponikmun. 
My arsehole hurts when I walk around. 
Engukmba^ muijgupliakandimbop popon. 
He wanted to screw my arsehole. [note p. 108] 
60 Anamgoy namhokonjia taijan miiijgiipliakapla toijgoy kopoHikmun? 
A r e m y b ro the r s a l so s c r e w i n g h i s s is ter h k e tha t? 
Toijgoy koponik kondaminjim laijan pakayamblayay anamgoy namhokonjia. 
A r e m y t w o b ro the r s a l so c a r r y i n g on wi th h i s s is ter l ike tha t? 
Toijgoy koponikmun taijan amba yaijgum yamblaijgay komgamgoy nambokonjinhj. 
[ ? ? check Awiakay notebook] 
Niij kak trikmbapopalikim Waykan engukmba komhokondimboppopoijgoy? 
I ' m m a k i n g it up. hah , that W a y k w a n t s to s tu f f m y a r se? 
Nuj aka aunda kakapalik. 
I ' m te l l ing the truth, (lit. I'm not talking just like that] 
65 Waykan enguknba komhokonjindimbon niij koij kakapalik. 
W a y k is s t u f f i ng m y arse , and so r m ta lk ing . 
Toijgoy koponikmun anamgoy nambokonja taijan aka kombokonjipla. 
M y bro thers a r en ' t s t u f f i ng his s i s t e r ' s ho le like that . 
Engunumba. 
Her arse . 
Toijgoy koponikmun anamgoy namhokonjia kay aka ekua. 
M y bro thers d i d n ' t mar ry his sister. 
Niij wansait tolikoy aka opendiinhon Waykan. 
W a y k d o e s n ' t k n o w [he ignores the fac t ] that I ' m one-s ided . 
70 Yara-yara mulakapalike loijgoy koponikmun anamgoy nambokonja mamgoy injua kay 
aka yukupla. 
All th is t i ine I ' v e been look ing and m y b ro the r s h a v e n ' t gone nea r his s i s t e r ' s cun t . 
Injua kay aka mokopla anamgoy nambokonja mamgoy. 
They a r en ' t g rop ing his s i s t e r ' s cunt . 
Anamgoy namhokonjia kay aka ekepla. 
O t h e r s h a v e n ' t mar r ied his sister. 
Injua kay aka mokopla.! 
O t h e r s a r e n ' t g rop ing her cunt . 
Aka ekepla! Aka ekepla! 
They h a v e n ' t mar r ied [her]! T h e y h a v e n ' t mar r i ed [her]! 
75 Anamgoy namhokonjia injua kay aka mokopla. 
O t h e r s a r en ' t g r o p i n g his s i s t e r ' s cunt . 
Aka mokopla. 
They a r en ' t g rop ing [it]. 
YAKAME (from the open-air house outside): 
Mamaij, Darjan nangoy mom mamda e. 
Mamai] , Dar ja has a l r eady taken [ recorded] you r ta lk . 
Inja menda yusimbapopan. 
[ Y o u shou ld] use good l anguage n o w . 
Yu spirit nogul, a? 
A r e you a bad spirit , or w h a t ? 
MAMAIS ; 
80 Nilj aka aunda kakapalik. 
I ' m te l l ing the t ruth. 
Waykan eijgaij aka unja koijgondi kopok. 
I t ' s not the first t ime that W a y k has cut m y head with a b u s h k n i f e [ h e ' s d o n e it m a n y 
t i m e s before ] . 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
Tuijgumgoy omuktia kunjamanda nombondimhon Waykan amhaindimbongoij niij koij 
kakapalik omuk tiamba. 
M y body hur ts so m u c h as W a y k f u c k s m e . t h a t ' s w h y I ' m ta lk ing this w a y . 
Toijgoy siketmha kakaijgainjakakay mom elak [...] 
A n d I s tar ted ta lk ing about m y skirt [...] 
Alwda taijan iwdimbla Waykan eijgaij ^ket hitjgumgoy pumaijgupongoy. 
So they scolded m e when W a y k s lashed m y skirt w ith a bushkn i fe . 
85 Anamgoy nambokonjia kay aka wasUjgakaph anamgoy namhokonjia tnjua. 
Othe r s d o n ' t p robe his s i s t e r ' s cunt . 
Toijgoy koponikmiin. 
M y brothers . 
WansaU kolopalike. (x2) 
I ' m one-s ided . (x2) 
A MAN (from the open-air house): 
Akaiija momba man aka kakaim. 
You s h o u l d n ' t use such bad language, [don ' t talk too m u c h bad talk] 
Ehk akanja! 
T h a t ' s not good. 
MAMAM: 
90 Oinuk toijgoy kimjamanda wikijbapoijgaini pokopokosindimbongoij. 
M y b o d y ' s so weak because he keeps beat ing me. 
Nil] wansail kolopalike! Niij wansail kolopalike! 
I ' m one-s ided! I ' m one-s ided! 
Toijgoy koponikmim anamgoy nambakonjia iiijiia aka wasingakapala [...] 
M y brothers a ren ' t spl i t t ing apart his s i s te r ' s cunt . 
Niij aka anamgoy nambokonja mamgoy hevi kalimbapoyambalik. 
I 'm not w a l k i n g around ca r ry ing his s i s te r ' s t roubles . 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
Toijgoy kopoHikmiin anamgoy nambakonjia kay aka pakayainbla. 
M y brothers a ren ' t car ry ing his sister a round. 
95 Toijgoy kopoiiikmun anamgoy nambakonjia aka wasingakapla. 
M y brothers a ren ' t p rob ing his s i s te r ' s cunt . 
Toijgoy koponikmim anamgoy nambakonja mamgoy sik^ aka mokowasasipon. 
M y brother doesn ' t rip his s i s te r ' s skirt. 
Anamgoy nambakonjia siketwaiinba aka kombokonjipon Waykan toijgoy kombokonjipon 
pisip, kiay bekimhapopep. 
He [my brother] i sn ' t s tu f f ing his s i s te r ' s hole inside her skirt, like W a y k ' s s tu f f ing 
mine , so that h e ' d be retal iat ing for this. 
Aunda, aunda, aunda, aunda endakopa atinda kolopalik. 
N o . no, no, no way [for me] , so I 'm all a lone. 
Aunda a pokomba kolopalikeij andoinba pikilikindimbon popalik? 
I jus t sit [at my usual place], so I 'm thinking, why is he do ing these bad th ings to m e ? 
100 Andamba pikilikindimbon popalik? 
W h y is he do ing these bad th ings to me, I ' m th inking. 
Aunda kolopalike. 
I ' m all a lone. 
Anamgoy kay aka ependa-ependa-pimbla toijgoy kopoiiikmun. 
M y brothers a ren ' t f inger ing his [sister]. 
SOIVIEONE (from the open-air house): 
Darjan nangoy mom epon. 
Darja is taking [ recording] your talk. 
MAMAIS: 
An eyam. 
Let her take [record] it. 
105 Niij akaunda kakapalik. 
I ' m tel l ing the t ruth. 
Tay pokondimbon ya kakapalik. 
He beat m e and so I 'm ta lking. 
Toijgon anamgoy kay aka pakayamhia. 
M y [ones] aren't carrying-walking his sister like this. 
Weva-weya kay aka pakayambia toijgoy kopoiiikmun ya kotj pokondim yambon weya-
w^'an. 
M y brothers aren't sleeping around with his sister along every path so that he'd beat me 
whi le we walk along them. 
Toijgoy koponikmim anamgoy nambokonjia injua weya-weyan aka pokoyambla Waykan 
koy hekimbapopon tmjgumjaij. 
M y brothers aren't fucking his sister's cunt in different ways to make W a y k do the same 
to me. 
110 Anamgoy nambokonja mamgoy djnau helambapopep koij pokondim yambon Waykan. 
Wayk is paying back for his sister, so he's beating me whi le walk ing around. 
Agalon! 
No! 
Pokomba pam tolike, wansait tolike. 
I don't have anything, I 'm one-sided. 
Nil] ambla. 
M e alone. 
Hans sikui] koij yambalik tema-tema. 
Many times do I go to the aid-post. 
115 Anamgoy nambokonjia aka wasingakapla injua kalaij toijgoy koponikmim aka yambi 
mokopla anamgoy nambokonjia wambia. 
M y brothers don't split apart his sister's cunt, they don't force themselves onto her and 
grab her thighs. 
Toijgoy kopoiiikmun anamgoy nambokonjia injua aka wasiijgakampla. 
M y brothers don't split apart his sister's cunt. 
Tema-tema. 
Many times. 
Tema-tema tay ambaindim kolopan lay, tema-tema koij. [notebook/ p. 75] 
Many times you did it to me in the house, many times. 
Ambla wansait kolopalike^, wansmt kolopalikeij. 
I 'm all alone one-sided. I 'm one-sided. 
120 Siket pia anda wasasindimbon eijgaij anda engukmba aka kombokopon. 
He slashes my skirt with a bushknife. so he doesn't stuff my arsehole. 
Niij kopoiiaij pokopinjisipalik toijgoy kopoiiikmun anamgoy nambokonja eijgaij taijan 
aka kombokonjipla eijgaij. 
I myself am pushing away with hands so my brothers don't stuff his sister's hole with a 
bushknife like that. 
Kiay hekimbapopon. 
This is what he retaliates for. 
Anamgoy nambokonja mamgoy dianu pukupep. 
He remembers his sister's debt. 
Niij ambla wansait tolik, an koij piklikindinay koij. 
I 'm alone, one-sided, so he's doing these bad things to me. 
125 Niij ambla wansait tolik. 
I 'm all alone, one-sided. 
Toijgoy kondamirtanda kopoHik neH kay endaij tolamin. 
M y two brothers are [married] to other lineages. 
Toijgoy koponik kondamiiianda koponik hevin tola. 
M y two brothers are in trouble. 
Nokomgun agalon Wayk. 
You don't have eyes. Wayk . 
Nan aka opepan toijgoy kopoiiik heyin tolakay. 
You don' t see that my brothers are in trouble. 
130 Nokomgun agalon. 
You don' t have eyes. 
Nan tui tenjam aka opepan loijgoy koponik hevin tolakay? 
Are you a bastard that you don' t see my brothers are in trouble? 
pinis. 
You know. 
Aka kolokot! 
Great! 
Nangoy wantok aka aunda kakapalik. 
I 'm your friend, so I 'm telling the truth. 
135 Toijgoy kopomk kondaminanda heyiij tola, nan engukmba kotj komhokonjindinban djajiu 
elekiay bekimbapopep. 
My two brothers are in trouble, so you're stuffing my arse to pay back for that. 
Nan tongoy engukmba hot] komhokonjindim yamhaij koij, a? 
So you keep shooting into iny arse, hah? 
Toijgoy koponikmun nangoy nambokonjin aka wasingakapla kalat). 
My brotehrs aren't splitting apart your sister like that. 
Ekepanim? 
Do you hear? 
[? unintel igible] 
Ay. kakape! 
Hey, tell me! 
140 Toijgoy kopomkmun nangoy kay wasingakaplam? 
Are my brothers also splitting your [sister] apart? 
Nangoy nambokonjin mamgoy kiay bekimbapopan kakape! 
And so you are paying back for your sister's, tell me! 
Ay, kakape! 
Hey, tell me! 
Nangoy nambokonjin injua kay mokoplam toijgoy koponikmun? 
Do my brothers also grope your sister's cunt? 
Ay! Kakape! 
Hey! Tell me! 
145 Toijgoy koponik aka wakon. 
My brothers are not many. 
Kondaminja. Kondaminja. 
Two. Two. 
Nan elaij an pasina ambamba mekimbapimdimban? 
Why are you doing this to me? 
Kakape! 
Tell me! 
Nangoy nambokonjin kalai] aka wasingakapla toijgoy koponikmun. 
My brothers aren't splitting your sister apart like this. 
150 Kakape nan! A ? Kakape! 
You tell me! Hah? Tell me! 
Nangoy nambokonjin injua kay wasingakaplam kalaij? 
Are they splitting your sister 's cunt apart like this? 
Kakape! 
Talk! 
Nuyeh marit Maria karimbapogoy nase aunda kay amgoy nase aunda kay pusingun 
koij maritmbapop nanumsaij. 
When I was pregnant with Maria others forced me to marry you. 
Ya koij pokondimban. 
And so you're beating me. 
155 Ya kenda injakayke sjket pokowasiijgakay. 
And so you came to me again and slashed my skirt. 
Tojjgoy kondaminjun nanumgiay pakayamham. mm? 
A r e the t w o of m i n e ca r ry ing a round your one . h a h ? 
Kay yukuyamhiam toijgon koponikmim nangoy? 
A r e iny b ro the r s f u c k i n g your [s is ter]? 
Kay pakayamhlam nangoy? 
A r e o the r s ca r ry ing y o u r o n e a r o u n d ? 
Hevin tola tongoy kondaminanda koponik hevin tola. 
T h e y are in t rouble , my t w o b ro the r s a re in t rouble . 
150 Mm? Kakape! Nangoy kay pakayamhlam? 
M ? ! Tel l me! A r e o the rs ca r ry ing you r s? 
Kay yukuyamblam? Kakape! 
A r e o the rs f u c k i n g [her] a r o u n d ? Tel l m e ! 
Kanjandaij pakayamhlam, mm? 
W h e r e [to wha t p lace] a re they t ak ing her . h a h ? 
Kanjandaij yukuyamhiam? 
W h e r e are they f u c k i n g her? 
Kanjandaij yukuyamblam, kanjandaij pakayamhlam? 
W h e r e are they f u c k i n g her , w h e r e are they tak ing her? 
165 Tongoy koponik hevin tolakay aka opepan. 
Y o u d o n ' t see that m y bro the r s a re in t rouble . 
Nangoy nambokonjin kanjandaij pakayamhlam? 
W h e r e are they tak ing your sister , hah'.' 
Tuijgoy kondaminanda koponik hevin tolakay aka opepan, mm? 
Y o u d o n ' t see that my bro thers are in t rouble , h a h ? 
Nambokonjin nanomgoy engamba kanjandaij mokoyamhiam? 
W h e r e are they g rabb ing your s i s t e r ' s a rse? 
Nangoy nambokonjin kanjandaij pakayamhlam? 
W h e r e are they ca r ry ing / t ak ing your s is ter? 
170 Nan dinau kiay bekimbapopan tuijgumjaij. 
Y o u ' r e ge t t ing back at m e for this. 
Toijgoy omuk slekmhape. 
M y body has w e a k e n e d [ I ' m los ing s t rength] . 
Nan dinau kiay bekimbapopan nangoy nambokonjin mamgoy dinau toijgoy kopoiiikmun 
mekimbapoplakay? 
A r e you re ta l ia t ing for wha t m y bro the r s a re do ing to you r s is ter? 
Namba tu siket wasiijgakay eijgaij komhokonjindimbon, siket tuijgumgoy kunjamanda 
pokowasasipon. 
H e ' s cut the second skirt by r ipping it with a b u s h k n i f e . h e ' s s lashed all m y skir ts . 
Eijga niij koponaij pokopeklasipalik anamgoy namhokonja mamgoy dinau 
bekimbapopan pisip. 
I m y s e l f shoved back the bushkn i f e , w hile he tr ied to re ta l ia te for h is s is ter . 
175 Mi nogatplanti brata. 
I d o n ' t have inany bro thers . 
Mi gat tupela brata tasol. 
I h a v e on ly t w o bro thers . 
Toijgoy kondamin kopona koij pakayamblaijgay anamgoy namhokonjia? 
So m y t w o bro thers are ca r ry ing his siter a r o u n d ? 
An kon bekimbapopan dinau. 
A n d so he re ta l ia tes for that . 
Anamgoy namhokonjia kay yukiyamblaijgay toijgoy kopoiiikinun? 
A r e m y b ro the r s f u c k i n g all o v e r the bush with his s is ter? 
180 Mapa apoy nangoy namhokonja yukuplakay mapa apoy opevanandi mapa. 
W h e r e ' s that p lace w h e r e they fuck your sister , w h e r e ' s that p l ace? L e t ' s g o and see! 
Mapa ape? Mapa ape? 
W h e r e ' s that p lace? (x2) 
Enda ape? 
W h e r e ' s that path? 
Pwjga ape, mm? 
W h e r e ' s that patch of flattened grass, hah? 
Puijga kanjandai] Ion? 
Where is that patch of flattened grass? 
185 Mapa ape? 
W h e r e ' s that place? 
Pmjga ape? 
W h e r e ' s that that patch of flattened grass? 
[place where you have cut grass/trees/leaves/ where pigs slept, people have sex, grass laid] 
Kanjandaij ton, mm? 
Where is it. Iiah? 
Mapa puijga ape? 
W h e r e ' s that patch of flattened grass? 
Kanjandaij ton, mm? 
Where is it. hah? 
190 Toijgoy koponikmun hay aka pakayamhla. 
My brothers don ' t carry her around. 
Toijgoy koponikmun kondaminanda heyin tola. 
My two brothers are in trouble. 
Hevin tola. Hevi, hevi, hevi, heyin tola! 
They are in trouble. They are in trouble, trouble, trouble, trouble! 
Toijgoy koponikmun kondaminanda hevin tola. 
My two brothers are in trouble. 
Oinuk toijgoy molo pukundakay. 
My body ' s rotting away. 
195 Aunda endan kombokonjindimhongoy omuk molo pukundakay. 
He ' s s tuff ing my hole in a different way. so my body ' s rotting away. 
Mae mae taijan kakay: "Yaman toijgoy sin^un emep agalon, " taijan kakayaman. 
Just recently He said: "I don ' t live well ." so he said. 
Taijan meklmbapambop tuijgumsaij akanja pasina. 
So he does these bad things to me. 
Niij mae inja momba kakaijgainjakakay mae. 
Before, when 1 woke up. I talked good talk. 
Waykan kele kaijapekijan kem anamgoy lain isinuij. 
And Wayk went down crying to his family. 
200 Kakayanaijguijan. 
He went to tell them. 
Mae kele, kum aunda kolaijgipep imbuk kondamin plejta nan kenda kaykoy imbuk. 
First 1 cooked sago pudding and gave him two plates, he ate them and 1 gave him 
another. 
Anamgov nambokonja kay yukiyambia twjgumgon an koij kaijay yambon anamgoy lain 
isinum? 
Are my [brothers] fucking his sister so that he goes and cries to his family? 
Anamgoy nambokonja kay yukiyamblam? Kay yukiyamblam? 
Are others fucking his sister? Are they fucking her? 
Toijgoy koponikmun? 
My brothers? 
205 Nangoy nambokonjin kay yukiyamblam toijgoy koponikmun, kay yukiyamblam toijgoy 
koponikmun? 
Are my brothers fucking your sister, are my brothers fucking all over the bush with her? 
Aka yukiyambia. Agalon! 
They aren ' t fucking her. No! 
Yao ku lam ban kalaij kay aka yukiyambia. Agalon! Agalon! 
They aren ' t fuck ing her in the house. N o ! No! 
Totjgoy omuk usapam yahjan uasapam yakijan. 
M y b o d y ' s become totally ravaged [withered / p. 91]. i t ' s become total ly smashed . 
Nangoy nambokonjin kay aka pakayambia, toijgon kay aka pakayambla. 
Others are not carrying your sister a round, mine are not carrying her a round. 
210 Toijgoy koponik kondamiiianda hey in tola. 
My two brothers are in trouble. 
Nangoy kay aka pakayambla, aka pakayambla kiay bekimbapopan. 
They are not carrying yours around, they are not car ry ing [her] a round so that y o u ' r e 
retal iat ing for that. 
Nangoy kay aka pakayambla kiay bekimbapopan. 
They are not carrying yours around so that y o u ' r e retal iat ing for that. 
Nangoy nambokonjin kay aka pakayambla. 
Others are not carrying your sister around. 
Nangoy nambokonjin yao kulambaij kay aka yombokolpla. 
Others are not carrying your sister to sleep inside the house. 
215 Atinda pam! 
Not at all! 
Nangoy nambokonjin kalaij kay aka wamhiakapon kausaijguij kalaij. 
Your sister has never s tepped on this ladder-pole. 
Aka opepan? 
Don ' t you k n o w ? 
Nangoy nambokonjin panba kalaij akapalepepon kausaijgii^, a? 
You sister has never set foot on this ladder-pole, hah? 
Kakape. Nangoy senismerin lolikim? Kakape! 
Tell me. Am 1 your exchange w o m a n ? Tell me! 
220 Nangoy nambokonjin pakan yukupon? Kakape. Kakape. 
W h o ' s fuck ing your sister? Tell me. Tell me. 
Nil] nangoy senismerin toHkim? Kakape! 
A m I your exchange w o m a n ? Tell tne. 
Nangoy nambokonjin kay yiikuplam? 
Are others fuck ing your sister? 
Toijgoy koponik kondamiiianda hevin lolakay aka opepan? 
Don ' t you see that my brothers are in t rouble? 
Toijgoy kondamin kalak hevin tolakay aka opepan? 
Don ' t you see this t rouble that they are in? 
225 Nangoy nambokonjin panba kalaij palepepon kausaijguij, kakape. 
Tell me. does your sister put her leg [step] on to this ladder-pole? 
Nangoy nambokonjin kanjandaij Ion? 
W h e r e ' s your sister? 
Kanjandaij pakayamblam? 
Where are they carrying her? 
Nangoy nambokonjin kanjandaij yukiiyamblam? 
Where are they fuck ing her? 
Kakape! Kanjandaij pakayamblam? 
Tell me! Where are they carrying her? 
230 Kanjandaij pakayamblam nangoy nabokonjin, kakape. 
Where are they carrying your sister, tell me. 
Kanjandaij yondoyamblam nangoy nambokonjin? 
Where are they fo l lowing your sister? 
Toijgoy koponik kondaminja aka wakon yaiiiaimbalike aka ekepan elak miningainjiij. 
M y brothers are not inany. what I 'm tell ing you m e a n s someth ing , but you d o n ' t 
unders tand. 
Aka wakon. Kondaminja. 
Not many. Two . 
Naiigoy kay pakayamblam? Kay pakayamhiam, mm? 
Do others carry yours around? Do others carry her around, hah? 
235 Kay pakayamblam nangoy nabokonjin? 
Do others carry your sister around? 
[to her daughter Kambras]: 
Waloi] ana! Tay waloij ana! 
Go pound! Go pound sago! 
Waykan kum kondamin kondamin nomhop yoijga makambop. 
Wayk will eat two [plates ol^ sago and then two more, so his cock will grow big. 
(like children] 
Nan amba taya waloyambam Waykan yoijga makambopim? 
Why would you pound sago to make Wayk ' s cock grow? 
Nan Wayk sakay tay waliijamban? 
Are you going to pound sago for Wayk? 
240 Nan nokomkunmun aka opendimban Waykan eijaij pokondimbongoy. 
You didn't see with your own eyes when Wayk beat me with a bushknife. 
Waliij ana kele. 
So go and pound [sago]. 
Waykan yoijga makambop. 
Wayk ' s cock will grow big. 
Waliij ana tay. 
Go and pound some sago. 
Nan aka opendimban Waykan eijaij pokondimbongoy. 
You don' t know that Wayk beats me with a bushknife. 
[to Wayl<]: 
245 Toijgoy koponik wakon agalon. 
My brothers are not many. 
Nil] yanaimbaHke aka ekepan. 
I am telling you, but you don't hear [understand]. 
Toijgoy kondaminja. 
Mine are two. 
Toijgoy koponik kondaminja. mi gat tiipela brata tasol. Agalon. 
1 have two brothers, I have only two brothers. No. 
Kaykoy yomboij kon aijgoij an nangoy nambokonjin kay aka yukiyambala. 
Another drowned, he never fucked your sister. 
[Mamarj's brother Moses drowned around 2002 (around 15 yrs old)] 
250 Nt^ ambia lolik God Papa toijgoy koponikmim nangoy kay aka pakayambla. 
I 'm all alone, oh God, my brothers aren't carrying your [sister] around. 
Toijgoy kopoiiikmun aka nangoyay pakayambla. 
My brothers aren't carrying your [sister] around. 
Aka opepan? 
Don't you see? 
Toijgoy koponik h^i endaij tolamin. 
My brothers are on the road of trouble. 
Yiii! 
[Look!] 
255 Anamgoy kay aka yukiyambia koij pokondim yambon. 
Others are not fucking his sister so that he 'd beat me like this. 
Yoijga pembain aka immjokopon anamgoy kay yukiyamblam. 
His [sister] is not afraid of cock-hole, because others do not fuck her. 
Anamgoy nambokonja wambia kay mokopla an kiay bekUnbapopon? 
Are others grabbing his sister's thighs so that he retaliates for that? 
Anamgoy nambokonja kay pakayamblam? 
Are others carrying his sister around? 
Ni)] aka wakon. Niij kondaminja. 
I 'm not many. I 'm two. [1 don't have many brothers - just two] 
260 Aka opepan toijgoy koponikmim aka nangoyay nambokonjay pakayainhia? 
You don't see that my brothers are not carrying your sister? 
Nan aka opepan? 
You don't see? 
Ni)] kalaij poka opeponak nangoy nambokonjin poka? 
Will I see your sister's face here? 
Toijgoy koponik kondaminanda hey[ endatj tolamin. 
Both of my brothers are on the road of troubles. 
Nangoy nambokonja siket kay aka pokowasasiwa nan koij bekimbapopan dinau. 
Others aren't slashing your sister's skirt so that you'd retaliate for that. 
265 Nan puijgakandimbemba koij amba ipalik? 
Do 1 provoke you so that you beat me? 
Toijgoy koponikmun nangoy nambokonjin kay pakayambala? 
Are my brothers carrying your sister around? 
AgalonI God Papa i save! 
No! God knows. 
Kay ahikunjasai] aka pokomokoninman. 
You can't lean on other people [they won't support you]. 
Mama Maria i save. 
Mother Mary know s. 
270 Niij ambla tolik 
I 'm all alone. 
Nil] ambla pam lolik. 
I 'm totally alone. 
Agalon! AgalonI 
No! No! 
Nil] ambla pam lolik! 
I 'm totally alone! 
[recording finishes here, the scolding continued in the same way for nearly half an hour] 
Appendix E: 
Transcript of lhal<tay fight" 
[Kros-pait lnaktav_4-5 May 2009_Tape 12/scene 067_AVT1 ppl -33] 
Transcription conventions followed below: 
SPEAKERS' NAMES in capital letters, each in a full line preceding the speaker's first words 
1 line numbers 
A wiakay 
Tok Pisin 
[background information or other interpolations] 
in ter l inear g losses 
[clar i f icat ion of t rans la t ion] 
I cross-speech - the entrance point of another utterance (transcribed below) 
|- marks the begining of the utterance which overlaps with the previously started one (its entrance 
point marked by |) 
[comments] 
AYMAKAN; 
Hevi wakanjipen. 
They are looking for t roubles. 
ASAIA: 
O, hevi yok komgamgoy aunda, emgon aka pulimbapem. 
Hey, this doesn ' t concern you, don ' t drag 'ou ts ide man" into this t rouble. 
TOMI (to Aymakan): 
Nau aunda emgoy. Nan ina popla! 
Y o u ' r e a lso an 'ou t s ide man". C o m e here [out of f ight] . 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
WOMAN: 
Kaykay pokonpla! 
W h a t a f ight ! [ T h e y ' r e really going at it!] 
POKOPAIS: 
Kiwjakanta aka mokoym! 
D o n ' t hold only one! 
Kaykoy kele aunda Ion. 
O n e of them is still f ree, [you have to hold both men w h o f ight] 
" Translation of this transcript is informative, not as polished as the translation of the excerpts that are 
analysed in the thesis chapters. 
MOYAMBE: 
Mae kay ohikiinjan bliit anamgoy bekimhapam. 
Let tlie other one first retaliate for his blood. 
Bala, hai yu go long we? 
Brother , where are you go ing? 
Noken kam sirik nahaut. 
D o n ' t b e c o m e arrogant! 
10 Graun ia, gavaman i no indai. 
Land, government is still here! 
MANY: 
Inap! Inap! Inap! 
Enough! Enough! Enough! 
A RAP: 
Tomi sakay yawij aka Ion man rausimhapainak, ekemanim? 
You will not stay in T o m i ' s house. I 'll th row you out , you hear m e ? 
YAWAS: 
Uija. Arap, uija ya! 
Enough, Arap, enough. 
ARAP; 
Mesia, nan kai yokl 
You go away, Mes ia ! 
YAWAS: 
15 Uija, Arap! Nan kai! 
Enough, Arap, you go away! 
ARAP: 
[to Mesia Yawas] Mesia nan kai! 
Go away, Mes ia ! 
[to Wapisay] Pokoinak! 
r i l hit you! 
YAWAS: 
Arap ya, iiija! Ana ya! 
Arap, i t ' s enough! G o now! 
X: 
Trabo! aka wakanji yambem. 
Don ' t wander around looking for t roubles . 
AKANDAO: 
20 Amba mae yaiiagombokim? 
What am I tell ing you n o w ? 
Mapsaij musuay mokoplakay aka wakanji yambem trabo! wakanjinman laijan 
pongumbok. 
['belat 1 kisim em, na em i no tok stret'; should say; pokongumbok] [explain] 
D o n ' t wonder and search for t roubles on the land w here w e work , you will find (get 
into) t roubles , I told you so. 
Tasel aka pakayambem. 
But don ' t spread [ rumours] around, [noken kar im wokabau t - t roubles / rumours . . . ?? ] 
WIYANMAM: 
Elak an-d-amgoy nam aka maijgiimbla. 
One does not give a w o m a n in exchange to such [men]. 
Akanjakay! 
Bad! 
Nambia! [wa - spits] 
U s e l e s s ! [ w h a t g r o w s l o w , d o e s n ' t y i e l d f r u i t . . . ] 
[the fighters shift to Aymakan's open-air house in the middle of the village and the fight 
between Wapisay and Arap turns into a dispute between Aymakan and Saun] 
ANDOK: 
Efjguk miiij kalmj yapan. 
H e ' s s t a n d i n g b e h i n d m y b a c k . 
AYIVIAKAN; 
Andanda kakamfietj. 
D o n ' t t a lk j u s t l ike t h a t ! [ d o n ' t 
Yu giaman! Yu giaman! 
Y o u ' r e l y i n g ! Y o u ' r e l y i n g ! 
Noij aunda miksok poplakan kakanim yamhlakan. 
T h e y a r e o n l y w a l k i n g u p a n d d o w n a n d t a l k i n g [ n o n s e n s e ] a n d w a n d e r i n g w i t h o u t 
p u r p o s e . 
30 IHaktay momba aunda kakaniijer;. 
D o n ' t t a lk a b o u t l i i ak t ay . 
liiaktay mombamba aka kakaim! 
D o n o t t a lk a b o u t I n a k t a y ! 
Niij kakay Inaktay amgoy. 
I a m h e r e . [I] b e l o n g to I n a k t a y . [ T h e o n e w h o b e l o n g s to I n a k t a y is h e r e . ] 
NOIJ aunda nam momba mae kakane. 
Y o u s h o u l d o n l y t a lk a b o u t w o m e n . 
Map momba aka kakaim. 
D o no t t a l k / f i g h t / q u a r r e l a b o u t l a n d . 
35 Inaktay momba aunda aka kakaim. 
Jus t d o n ' t t a lk a b o u t h i a k t a y . 
liiaktay tok niij kakay. 
I a m t h e o n e w h o b e l o n g s to I n a k t a y . 
Inaktay tok niij ekoy. 
I a m t h e o n e w h o g o t [ r i gh t s to] I n a k t a y . 
Tasia mapa mae ek! 
I g o t sp i r i t g r o u n d . 
Nase minjikimbuakay. 
In t h e f a r a w a y pas t Ihey w e r e a f r a i d o f it [ th i s l and ] . 
10 Eijgaim elaij aka eijgasipua. 
T h e y w o u l d n o t [ d a r e t o ] sp i t t h e r e . 
Tay pia elaij aka papakapua. 
T h e y w o u l d no t [ d a r e t o ] t h r o w s a g o c r u m b s t h e r e . 
Kum mola elaij aka papakapua. 
T h e y w o u l d not [ d a r e t o ] t h r o w s a g o p u d d i n g l e f t o v e r s t h e r e . 
Eijgaim e/aij aka eijgasipua. 
T h e y w o u l d n o t [ d a r e t o ] sp i t t h e r e . 
Tasia mapa kay ek! 
I g o t [ r igh t t o ] spir i t l a n d ! 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
SAUN: 
45 Aijgoy sakay sjori aka wajjkain. 
A i j g o y ' s s t o r y is n o t t h e s a m e . [ S a u n ' s a d o p t i v e f a t h e r ] 
Aijgoy sakay waromha ^tqri kumuna mamgoy ambayapon. 
A i j g o y ' s s t o r y c o m e s la te r , h i s m o t h e r ' s s t o r y c o m e s f i r s t . 
Kumuiia mamgoy amba yapon map omgusanda an e. 
H i s m o t h e r w a s t h e o n e w h o g o t a l l t h e g r o u n d . 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
AYMAKAN: 
Map momha aimda aka em. 
D o n ' t b r i n g land ta lk i n to th is , [land talk = land d i spu te /qua r r e l ] 
YAWAS (from behind): 
Utfa e! 
E n o u g h ! 
SAUN: 
50 BUong wanem yupela kam daun na paitim Arap? 
W h y d i d y o u c o m e d o w n t o be a t u p A r a p ? 
Arap ambamba pokijgapekemiii? 
W h y d i d y o u c o m e d o w n t o be a t u p A r a p ? 
AYMAKAN: 
Map momba \ aitnda aka kakanbem. 
Jus t d o n ' t ta lk a b o u t l a n d ! 
YAWAS: 
\-Wapisayan \ ambamba pehjgapekemin an? 
W h y d id W a p i s a y c o m e d o w n a n d bit hi in [ A r a p ] u p ? 
AYMAKAN: 
[NOIJ nam momba aunda aka em! 
Y o u d o n ' t t a k e t h e ta lk a b o u t w o m e n [but y o u s h o u l d ] , 
55 Not] aunda momha aka kakanbem! 
D o n ' t ta lk e m p t y t a lk ! [ D o n ' t l ie!] 
Ndj nam momba mae kakane. 
T a l k a b o u t w o i n e n n o w ! 
ANDOK: 
Yumi bikman kontrolim dish pies na yumi stap was was long disla graun. 
W e b i g m e n c o n t r o l th i s v i l l a g e a n d g u a r d th i s l and . 
AYMAKAN: 
Inaktay mombamba aka kakanbem. 
D o n ' t t a lk a b o u t I n a k t a y . 
Inaktay momba aunda aka kakanbem. 
Jus t d o n ' t ta lk a b o u t l i i ak tay . 
YAWAS: 
60 E. mapanjiij koi] kakapon? 
H e y he h a s land a n d he t a l k s ? [is it h i s l and a n d he f e e l s h e h a s t h e r igh t t o t a l k ? ] 
Papa aunda momba ambemba kakaponja? 
F a t h e r , w h y a re y o u t a l k i n g e m p t y t a l k ? 
[Tomi made the first camp at Ifiaktay and gave it to Kambras, Aymakan's first wife (almost 
20 yrs deceased) Ana Kambras. Aymakan got his right to use this land through her] 
AYMAKAN: 
Not] nam momba kakane! 
T a l k a b o u t w o m e n ! 
Aunda momha aka kakanbem! 
D o n ' t ta lk e m p t y ta lk ! [ D o n ' t l ie!] 
Nam momha kakane! 
T a l k a b o u t w o m e n ! 
65 Inaktay lok niij ekoy. 
Inaktay belongs to me. 
Inaktay niij ekoy lok. 
I am the one who got Inaktay. 
Inaktay tmjgumgoy lok! 
Inaktay is mine! 
Tasia mapa mae ekoy! 
I have got [right to] spirit land! 
Harim gut! Harim gut! 
Listen to me! Listen to me! 
70 Map elak 
This land. 
Tasia mapa mae elok niij. 
I have got [right to] spirit land. 
Inaktay pui wakanjipuakay eijgaem ela)j aka aijganjiptia. [should have said erjgasipua] 
When they would be searching for tulip [TP Gnetum gnemon] at Inaktay they would 
not [dare to] spit there. 
Elaij aka enmepua, e/aij aka isiptia. 
They would not [dare to] defecate there, they would not [dare to] urinate there. 
Kamhanjanda pam! 
No way! 
[? unintel l igible overlapping speech] 
A Y M A K A N (ctnd): 
75 Not] amba momba kakanbeiiim? 
What are you talking about? 
Elai] pokone! 
This [women] is what you should fight about. 
Inaktay momba kakaniijen. 
Don ' t talk about Inaktay. 
Inaktay mapa kakaniijen. 
Don' t talk about Inaktay land. 
Inaktay mapa. 
Inaktay land. 
80 Inaktay mapa elak amgoy aka kakanhem. 
Inaktay land - don ' t talk about it. 
YAWAS: 
Kumunan mapa oijga wakaym koij kakapon? 
Did his mother give birth to him together with the land so that he talks? [Why is he 
talking as if he had a birthright to the land? / Why is he talking nonsence - it is not 
really his land]. 
Yok rvusimbapongombia pi. [check this construct ion?? RS] 
They say they will drive us out. 
Konda rausimbapongam. 
So they will drive us out. 
[? unintell igible overlapping speech] 
AYMAKAN: 
Pakin Imstet! 
Fucking bastard! 
YAWAS: 
85 Papaa! Kandeij koloplakay aka opepon inja olok. [sholud be elok] 
Father! All the big men sit and don ' t see that. 
Mapanjiij nan? 
Do you have land? [is land a part of you? ending -anjii} used to denote something 
inalienable from the person - e.g. wainjanjir] nambay = woman with belly - pregnant 
woman, kurjonjanjirj = woman with a suckling child ...] 
AYMAKAN: 
Pakakoym? 
W h o ? ' 
Pakakoym oliiktinja elak? M? 
W h o is that man? M ? 
Pakakoym? 
W h o ? ' 
90 Pakan pondondinaym? M? 
W h o wil l uproot me? M ? 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech) 
AYMAKAN (ctnd); 
Pakan pokondinaym? 
W h o wil l uproot me? 
Not] amba momha kakanhenim? 
What are you talking about? 
Elai] kakane! 
You have to talk about this. 
Harim gut! 
Listen to me! 
95 Harim gut! 
Listen to me! 
Harim gut! 
Listen to me! 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech), 
AYMAKAN (ctnd); 
Pakan kakapem elak? 
W h o said that? 
Husat hai rausim? 
W h o wil l demolish? 
Husat bai rausim? [spits) 
W h o wi l l demolish? 
100 Kolopalikoij! 
I am [sitting and waiting] here! 
Yao palik yakijga wame, kolopalikoij. 
Come and light tire to the house, I am [sitting and waiting] here. 
Kolopalikoij pondoijga wame pisikanda! 
Hurry up. come upriver, 1 am [sitting and waiting] here. 
Pill kolopalikeij pisikanda pondoijga wame yao. 
1 am sitting and waiting with sharp objects, hurry up, come up to the house. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
AYMAKAN (ctnd): 
Husat? Husat ia? (x7) 
W h o ? W h o ? 
105 Husat hai kamautim lek bilons mi? 
W h o wil l unroot my leg? 
Husat ia? 
Who, hah? 
(many people screaming] 
AYMAKAN (ctnd): 
Noij aka tuijgoy map momhamba kakanhen. 
Don't talk about my land. 
Not] kakanmifige kay momba kakane. 
If you talk, talk about other things. 
SAUN: 
[? unintelligible] 
Mae A rap kot] pohjgapekemin? 
And that is why you came down to beat up Arap? 
AYMAKAN: 
110 Yu sarap! Mi no save hi long toklok hi long yu. Note switch to TP! 
You shut up! I don' t know what you're talking about. 
Harim, nitj aka opepalik, Saun. 
Listen. Saun. I don' t see [know]. 
Nil] nangoy mom aka ekepalik. 
I don' t hear [understand] what you are saying. 
Kamhanjanda. 
Not at all. 
Tru, God. 
True. God. 
SAUN; 
115 Elakam tinktinkaij pekatjgom pekeman. 
And because of these thoughts you brought them all down. 
Arap alay \ pokoymha. 
To beat up Arap. 
AYMAKAN: 
-| Nil] God kimik. 
1 am calling God [to be my witness]. 
Nil] mom \ kamhanjanda aka ekepalik. 
I don't understand this talk at all. 
SAUN: 
-| Nau Arap kisim pen nan. 
And so Arap got the pain. 
AYMAKAN: 
120 Nangoy kui]anjamgoy mom aka ekepalik. 
1 don' t understand this talk of your child's, 
[pats Saun's shoulder] Sqri tru, wanpilay hilqiig mi. 
I am sorry, my joking partner. 
Nangoy kui]anja amgoy mom aka ekepalik. 
1 don' t understand this talk of your child's. 
Kamhanjanda. 
Not in the slightest. 
??: 
[? unintelligible MESS!] 
AYMAKAN (ctnd): 
Kamhanjanda aka ekepalik, tru God! 
I hadn't heard it at all. true, God! 
SAUN; 
125 Nangoy lain eksenw] koi] pekua paitui]. Ya! 
Your men came down for action, in order to fight. Yes! 
AYMAKAN: 
Inaktay pondem momha ekepep. 
I heard they wanted to demolish Ifiaktay. 
Ya kele, koij pekek. 
That ' s why I came down. 
A K A N D A O : 
Graun nogat hevi, na yupela puHm loktok bilong meri na yupela kam datm. 
There is no trouble concerning land, and you ... 
[to Wapisay and Kawasat]] Yupela pusim ol. 
The two of you provoked them all. 
A V M A K A N : 
130 Mi no save. 
I don ' t know. 
[? unintel l igible overlapping speech) 
T O M I : 
Not] kondamin namhay mamgoy mom kay pasimbape 
You have to talk [pasim toktok] about the two women. 
M A N Y : 
[? unintelligible] 
A Y M A K A N : 
Nil] kimda an tok. 
I have the roots [the whole story]. 
Nil] ekepalik tok. 
Now I understand. 
Noi], not] anda, noij anda kakane. 
You have to talk about that among yourselves. 
135 Yaokopa mombamha aka kakanbem. 
Don' t talk about the bush camp. 
Tuijgoy yaokopa taijgan tapam. 
Leave my bush camp as it is. 
TOMI: 
Mom kondamin namhay mamgoy kon miksok poe yomoy nae. 
The talk about the two women is now going up and downriver [again and again]. 
[others talk] 
Wapisay amin Kawasai] amin kon amba mae nen kondamin. 
Wapisay and Kawasaij. the two of them went up [to liiaktay]. 
Tiipela yet. 
The two of them [not someone else]. 
A RAP: 
140 Kondamin elak lok pinis bilong em agalon nae. 
The two of them did not finish yesterday. 
Ekeminim? 
Do you hear [me]? 
[to Wapisay] Mae kalak wakondim mokondimbakan kaij koij ambakmhapua. 
Many were holding me, that ' s why you could be 'b rave ' . 
Speis agale pokoymgoy. 
No space to beat you up. 
[others talk] 
Ambia endaij aka pokondinay. 
If I had my way [if they were not holding me] you wouldn ' t touch me. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
SAUN: 
145 Em inap. 
Enough! 
Arap uija pokomin. 
Y o u h a v e b e a t e n A r a p e n o u g h . 
Kapokmin] sotmhapok imja niokondepep paliakanapok. 
I ' m short o f a s h o u l d e r [my s h o u l d e r hur t s and is not f i t ] , o t h e r w i s e I w o u l d hold 
y o u a n d l if t y o u and turn you and j a b y o u d o w n into the g r o u n d . 
Ekeperiim? [=ekeminim'\ 
D o you h e a r m e ? 
Ya kele anamgoy palisam openhop eijga mamgoy. 
A n d so 1 w o u l d l ike to see the b ig b ro the r of ou r h o t - h e a d e d m a n [to suppor t h im] , 
??: [? unintelligible) 
TUMAK: 
150 Aij pekeijgoy niij kele Jonathan alay yanhjga pekek. 
W e c a m e d o w n r i v e r , I c a m e d o w n to tell J o n a t h a n . 
Nil] elak, niij elak luijgiimgoij pekek. 
1. I c a m e d o w n r i v e r for th i s [ talk o f mine ] . 
Nitj Jonathan alay yahiijga pekekoy. 
I c a m e dov \n r ive r to tell J o n a t h a n . 
Kosok aingoy yahaijgumhiik. 
I a l r eady told h im up the re [I m e t h im on the w a y to the v i l lage] , 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech) 
ANDOK: 
Ya elak momba amga amga angoyin elak? 
W h e r e d o e s th is talk lead? 
155 Sutim tok elak. 
T a l k i n g l ike this. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
ARAP: 
Wapisav pints bilong em agalon mokoinbuk. 
W a p i s a y , this talk wil l not f in i sh [ for you] , 1 will get you. 
Map kanjan aninman enda agalon map anmangoy. 
W h i c h e v e r part of land y o u g o to , t h e r e ' s n o w a y for you , 1 wil l deal wi th you . 
Imangay kumbia amhaiiijay ana! 
G o to I m a n m e r i [if y o u wan t to s tay safe] , 
TOMI: 
Noij nam momba kaknim tmih. 
Y o u c a m e to talk [quar re l ] abou t w o m e n . 
160 Nam momba. 
Talk [d i spu te ] abou t w o m e n . 
Nam momba elak tok kopa elakiay wakanji e. 
Y o u h a v e to f ind out t he r eason fo r th i s d i spu te abou t w o m e n . 
[Yupela mas painim as bilong dispela toktok bilong meri.) 
TUMAK: 
At] nam momba elak ekeij kosiij. 
W e heard s o m e talk abou t w o m e n u p there . 
NOIJ kopoiiaij konda kaka-kaka yahaijgomba taijan taijan saspekbapangomba taijan 
pongonga wamba. 
T h e y c a m e to tell us that w e had been a c c u s e d of [ s o m e t h i n g ] , they c a m e upr ive r to 
tell us this . 
Ya aij kele aka Miaiiiimbapoij. 
A n d so w e d i d n ' t f o l l o w thei r ta lk . 
ARAP: 
165 Mae kak komuniti amgoij wokwj pokonbiiij. 
N o w w e ' r e f i gh t i ng b e c a u s e o f c o m m u n i t y w o r k . 
Komiinili wok disturhhapuakay. 
They [lain bilong liiaktay] came to disturb the commnunity work. 
TUMAK: 
Not] kenda wambaiiia Wapisay kenda amhamhapekem? 
They came upriver. why did Wapisay came down again? 
Aij anda momha agale kak. 
W e don ' t have anything to say. 
Ambemba popoij? 
They were reday to go back [to the camp], [before Wapisay came back] 
170 Ya ambiyakanpemba popoij, ya Mandmj /«/. 
W e were just about to go back when Manduij arrived. 
Kakao pakawakayke, kalakay. 
He was planting cocoa seedlings. 
MANDUr^: 
Wanjao sakay mimbia ekek ina kaij ekijga pekek. Kaijgay sakay oijga. 
I heard Wan jao ' s and Kaqgay ' s names, so I came downriver. 
Ya kele mokopaijgakapep koy aninbopopok kondamin kosokiay 
opiaijguijaninbopopok. 
I just turned around to go back [to the camp] to go and see the two of them 
[Wapisay and Kawasai] - to tell them off]. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
TUMAK: 
Kombaflhjgoa tusumninge pondotjga wamonaij poa ela/j an kahjga wamba. 
If you poison fish in Kombafiit]goa. they [Jonathan's lineage] will come up and 
chase you away, they said. 
175 Ya kele, OK. niij niij konda pekek kele pisikanda. 
And so, so I quickly came down. 
NEW SCENE 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
SAUN: 
liiaktay tru mi bai rausim. 
I 'm telling you. i will demolish liiaktay. 
A RAP: 
Aymakan unja kele liiaktay aka pakaijgi/maninman. 
Aymakan, you will not take them [your lineage] to Inaktay any longer. 
Ekemenim? 
Do you hear me? 
Nangoy kolokot suatj yombojkoloij papakanjwak. 
I will take all your things and throw them into the river. 
180 Man kenda twjgon ambakmbapopon kenda. 
You are mine [Saun+Aymakan kamayn-w/anpilay] and yet you are ambak. (note p. I I) 
(moyet = raun tasol, dresim dresim, nogat wok, putim gutpela klos tasol, sakim toktok bilong narapela, bikhet...) 
TOMI: 
Mae mapla mae mom elak piak popaUk 
Wait. First you have to give up this kind of talk. 
Mae piakape. 
Give it up first. 
ARAP: 
Elakay. 
That ' s it. 
Mae kopa elekiamgon pekemin. 
So you came downriver because o f this tall<. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech) 
SAUN: 
185 Yu harm, a? 
Do you hear me? 
RonR disisin wokimbaponan. 
Y o u made a wrong decision. 
Bikos eh)] bungmapopep pait koij wojdmbapoijgapekiia. 
Because they all met here as they came down to fight. 
Harim! 
D o you hear me? 
Pail elaij wokimhapoijgapekuakay. 
They came down to fight. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
AYMAKAN: 
190 Pokonim kolopeijgoy liiaktayn aka opengombon. 
Y o u are fightnig. but hiaktay doesn't know you. 
Inaktay i no save longyupela. 
Ifiaktay doesn't know you. 
Inaktay i gat papa bilong Inaktay i_stajj. 
Ifiaktay has an owner. 
Aka Inaktay - Inaktay elakiamgon mom hevi agalon. 
Not Inaktay there's no talk, no trouble about Inaktay. 
Inaktay mimhia pakan pondonbop kakapon? 
W h o ' s saying that he' l l uproot (demolish) Inaktay? 
195 Pakan pondonaym, a-a! A-a! 
W h o wil l demolish it, hah? Hah? 
Wambay wonakoijba? 
Wi l l W a m b a y [the spirit of Tawim Aymakan himself] die? 
Wambay tok kanja kak enjepon tok. 
W a m b a y has grown new teeth, [as the owner of Inaktay Aymakan identifies himself with 
Wambay, the spirit of Inaktay, the spirit of Tawim mountain. He's saying he is not old yet, 
and his teeth have not fallen out yet, so no one has the right to demolish Inaktay], 
Aunda, aunda. [spits] 
No - no! 
Inaktay tok aka pondempisip. 
Inaktay is therefore not demolishable. 
200 Mokoy tok 
I am holding [the camp]. 
Not] kakanminge liiaktayn aka opengombon. 
Y o u are talking, but Inaktay doesn't know you. 
Mapen aka opengombon. 
The land doesn't know you. 
Noij ambamba kakanminim? 
W h y are you saying [these things]? 
Ambamba pokonminim? 
W h y are you f ight ing? 
205 Elekie painim\b]ape as btlong samtink. 
Here, find the reason for it. 
Graun i no save. 
The land doesn't know. 
Bus i no save! 
The bush doesn't know. 
Graun i no save! 
The land doesn ' t know. 
Wanem as hihng samtink yupela pait. yiipela toktok, mipeh i no save! 
What are you fighting about? Tell us, we don ' t know ! 
210 Ai] map amgoy aka ekepalinj. 
We don ' t know about the [ ' ta lk ' about] land. 
Mipela kirap nogtil long toktok bilong yupela. Em. 
We were surprised at hearing what you ' re saying. Yes. 
Atj mom aka ekepahuj. 
We don ' t hear [know about] this talk. 
Not] mom aijgay aka emhepengomhem hevin. 
Don' t make troubles for us with this [kind of] talk. 
Ai] kambanjanda aka opepahiij mom. 
W e don ' t know about this talk at all. 
215 Kambanjanda pam. 
Not in the slightest. 
No gat tru! 
Not at all. 
Aiindapam! Aundapam! 
Not at all! Not at all! 
Ihaktay aunda mimbia aka konim 
Just don ' t call the name of Ifiaktay. 
[In church they say: God aunda mimbia aka konim. = noken kolim natink nem bilong God] 
Inaktayn aka opepon. 
[People at] Ifiaktay don ' t know. 
220 Mapen aka opepon. 
The land doesn ' t know. 
No)j, noij anda painimbape kunda elak amga amga kamapmbapemim hevi elak 
kamapmbapeke pait elak kamapmbapeke mae kalak kamjipmbapeke. 
You, you have to find the reason why-oh-why this trouble came up and why the 
fight came up. 
A>j kambanja elak kirap-nogutbapon mom noijgomgoy. 
[CORR. Ai] kambanjanda nokomgoy mom aka ekepon, elak...] 
We didn' t hear your talk properly and we were surprised. 
Tru tru. aka aunda kakapalik. 
True, 1 am not talking just like that [I am telling the truth]. 
Mom kirap-nogutbapon mom noijgomgoy. 
We were surprised at your talk. 
2 2 5 Aij aunda peketj. 
W e came down just like that [without a reason]. 
Aunda emesak makijgapekeij kaij. 
W e came down and were surprised. 
AIJ nhj aunda. 
We. 1 mysel f 
Tumak an aunda kalaij peke Mandom sakay kwjanja eyaijguijga peke. 
Tumak came down to get Mandom ' s child, [no reason for not calling Jonathan's name, 
but as he is a younger generation than Aymakan he can just refer to him as Mandom's 
child], 
Koy susupuna... tusunaymepop. 
He wanted to poison ... he wanted to poisin the creek upstream [for fish]. 
230 Nil] yana^gomhalik lok kmjanja, ya nil] pekekoy Inaktay mombay pekek. 
I to ld y o u , ch i l d r en . I c a m e d o w n b e c a u s e o f the talk abou t Inak tay . 
Inaktay pondem mombaij. 
T h e talk abou t d e m o l i s h i n g l i iaktay 
Yayok kondakay! Yok kondakay! 
T h a t ' s all . [At th is point n o m o r e . ] 
Kele momba agalon. 
N o m o r e ta lk . 
Kambanjenda. 
N o t in the s l ightes t . 
235 Mae nil} aJukimja emepanda ekijaniijpok. 
Let m e f i rs t g o and l is ten to th is wel l . 
Ahikunja pakan kakaimim taijan pok. 
W h o has said that . 
Aunda mapaij aka kakanakpok. 
1 wil l not talk in vain in the bush . 
Ya koij pekei]. 
A n d so 1 c a m e d o w n . 
Yok kondakav. 
T h a t ' s all . 
240 Ya noi] Inaklay mimbia aka konim, map inimhia aka koiiim. mapen aka 
opengombon, Inaktayn aka opengomhon. 
D o n ' t call the n a m e of Irtaktay in vain , d o n ' t cal l the n a m e of land in va in , the land 
d o e s not k n o w you , l i iaktay d o e s not k n o w you . 
Noi] mom emep pginim mapem, noij peleyp pen, aka peleym. 
Y o u m u s t f ind ou t wha t th i s talk real ly m e a n s . Y o u are w r o n g - d o n ' t be in the 
w r o n g . 
Aka injaijgasim, peley peley aka kakanbem. 
D o n ' t j u m p [to o the r top ics ] , d o n ' t talk in ignorance . 
A^bilong tokyupela maspainim gut as hihngsamtink. 
T h e r eason , y o u h a v e to f ind the r eason for this ta lk . 
Toktokyu noken putim long gem natink. 
Y o u c a n ' t talk abou t the c a m p jus t l ike that . 
245 Gem ... gem i no save. 
T h e c a m p ... the c a m p d o e s not k n o w . 
01 i stap long gem Iti mipela i no save. 
A n d all of us w h o s tayed at t he c a m p did not k n o w e i ther . 
Yumi no save long dispela heviyiipela toklqj^long en. 
W e d o n ' t k n o w abou t this t roub le y o u ' r e t a lk ing abou t . 
Mipeta i no save. 
W e d o n ' t k n o w . 
Mi laik kirap nogut lasol. 
I b e c a m e fu r ious . 
250 Tru tru, aka aunda kakapalik, kirap-nogutmbapok. 
T r u e , 1 a m te l l ing the t ruth , I got in fu r i a ted . 
Ai] aka opepahiij. 
W e d o n ' t k n o w . 
Inaktayn map[;)] map momba aunda aka kakanbem. 
Y o u s h o u l d n ' t talk the talk abou t Inak tay land, [quarre l about . . . ] 
Mapen aka opengombon. 
T h e land d o e s not k n o w you . 
Noi] mom elak kai] toni]ay, aunda kaij kirap-nogutbapoitai], 
I th ink this talk w a s [ s ta r ted] he re , it w a s on ly here that w e b e c a m e a n g r y . 
255 Kaij mahjga pekeij. 
W e w e r e s u r p r i s e d w h e n w e c a m e d o w n . 
Not] painimhapopeijay kmj painijnhapem. 
Y o u h a v e t o f i n d [ the r e a s o n f o r t h i s t a lk ] , y o u h a v e to f i n d it h e r e . 
At] mom kamhanjanda mapeij kamhanjanda mapey mom agalon. 
W e [ w h o w e r e ] in t h e b u s h had n o ta lk at a l l , n o n e a t a l l . 
Kamhanjanda. 
N o t in t h e s l i gh t e s t . 
Ai] aimda pri tohiij. 
W e a r e f r e e . 
260 Tasol Inaklay pondemha kakapenge o-o! 
But y o u a r e t a l k i n g o f d e m o l i s h i n g I f i ak tay - n o - n o ! 
Aunda pam tok. 
N o w a y ! 
Aunda. aunda kakanimnm. 
Y o u ' r e j u s t t a l k i n g , [you w o n ' t really do it] 
[? unintelligible over lapping speech] 
AVMAKAN: 
liiaktay hevi agalon. 
I f iak tay is n o t in d i s p u t e . 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
ANDOK: 
Mi lu i stap long wok. 
I w a s a l s o at w o r k . 
265 Mipela olgeta i stap long wok. 
W e w e r e all at w o r k . 
Aij kandeij amgoy wok taijan ton. 
T h e w o r k o f us b i g m e n is no t t l n i s h e d ye t . 
Yu mas rispekim liklik pikinini. 
Y o u h a v e to p a y r e s p e c t to the c h i l d r e n . 
OI i mekim komtinili wok. 
T h e y a re w o r k i n g f o r t h e c o m m u n i t y . 
Em kain olsem. 
T h a t is so . 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
AYMAKAN: 
270 Naij elai] an. 
Y o u so . 
Elaij an, yaokopa niusimhapem yomhopep. 
? ? ? So , ??? 
Yaokopa ela)j yomhopep, hevi elaij kamapmhapiakan yaokopa)] ya kotj kakaim. 
Y o u s lep t at t h i s c a m p a n d if th i s d i s p u t e c a m e up at t h e c a m p , y o u w o u l d t a lk a b o u t 
it. ?? 
Kalak amgoy tok yaokopa aka opengomhon. 
T h i s c a m p h e r e d o e s no t k n o w y o u . 
O, olukunjan aka opengomhon. 
O , n o m a n h a s s e e n y o u . 
275 Hevi kaij waminjangoy. 
T h e t r o u b l e s t a r t ed h e r e a n d w e n t u p r i v e r . 
Hevi kaij wamwjangoy kon peke kenda maimjanda. 
T h e t r o u b l e s t a r t ed h e r e a n d w e n t u p r i v e r , a n d o n l y n o w it c a m e d o w n a g a i n . 
Hevi kakamgoy kumhi amgoy, aij aka opepahnj. 
W e d o no t k n o w o f t h e t r o u b l e o f o u r v i l l a g e . 
Aij yaokopa elak amgon aha opepahiij. 
W e of this camp do not know of it. (=we who are of this camp/who stayed in this camp) 
AIJ map amgon aka opepahuj. 
W e from the bush do not know of it. {=we who stayed in the bush) 
280 Aunda kirap-noguthapoij. 
W e were just surprised. 
Aundapeley-peley aka kakanbem mom. 
Don ' t be wrong and talk. 
Mom emepanda kakanbem. 
Talk the talk well. [Tell the truth] 
Peley-peley kakaniijen. 
Don ' t talk wrong. 
Peley-peley aka kakanbem. 
Don' t talk wrong. 
285 Giaman nabaut! [spits] 
You are talking nonsense! 
Nan yaokopa ambaimba pondemba kakapman? A? 
Why are you talking about demolishing the camp? Hah? 
Wanem as bilons samtink? 
W h a f s the reason for it? 
Yu laik kamauUm gem bilong mi, a? 
You want to demolish my camp, hah? 
O, yu giaman ia! 
Oh, you ' re just talking nonsense! 
290 Man vaokopa pondemgoy loij ana, loij ana palependi, lok inja. 
If you demolish the camp, go to the court [lit. law], go and take [lit. shoot] me to 
court, that will be good. 
Niij loij tok yakanak. 
I will stand at court. 
Lot] palependi. 
Take me to court. 
Lot] andapalependimbem, loij palependi, to! 
Just take me to court, take me to court! 
LOIJ palependie! Loij palependie! 
Take [pi] me to court! (x2) 
295 l o y palependie lay! 
Take [pi] me to court! 
Pondominge loij . 
If you demolish [the camp], court. 
Lo}j palependie! Lot] palependie! Lqij. 
Take [pi] me to court! (x2) Court. 
Sori tru. Lot] palependie tay. 
Too bad. Take [pi] me to court. 
Tay loij palependie. 
Me. take me to court. 
300 Inaktay pondominge. IHaktay pondominge, lot] palependie. 
If you destroy Ifiaktay. If you destroy Inaktay. take [pi] me to court. 
LOIJ palependie, loij, lqij, loij, Iqij palependie. 
Take [pi] me to court, to court, to court, to court, take me to court. 
Niij kakay, papa bilong Inaktay. 
I 'm here, the owner of liiaktay. 
Harim? Harim? 
Do you hear me? Do you hear me? 
Wamhay aka wopon, Wamhay. Wambay ton! 
(Wambay = masalai big papa big Aymakan / Holi Spirit i no indai, said Yakame / gavaman i 
no indai...) 
Wambay hasn't died yet, Wambay , Wambay is here! 
305 Wambay kanja kak enjepon. 
Wambay has grown new teeth. / note referring back where this was said before 
Harim! 
Listen! 
Nase minjikimbuakay elaij aka isipua eijgasipuakay. 
In the past they were afraid and they would not urinate or spit there. 
Miiian jakay ktimbi. (note p. 17] 
The place o f Minan. [note p.17] 
Mihan jakay kumbi opepinim, yokon Ion maijga kopa. 
You know the place of Minan, there's a big nest there. 
310 Elakay. 
That's it. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
AYMAKAN (ctnd): 
Nilj kakay, as Tomi iijga kakay, nil] kakay, nil] nambamgoy kak. 
I am here, the two of us w ith Tomi we are here, I am here, 1 the woman 's [husband] 
a m here, [the one who belongs to the woman [who's the true owner of this land]]. 
Elakay. 
That's it. 
Nan Kaymbun aka pondondinmin. 
You will not uproot Kaymbun. 
Kaimbun aka pondempisip. 
Kaymbun is not uprootable. [em i makim masalai bilong em yet na tok] 
315 Niij tok yakak. 
I 'm standing [there] now. [that is now my land] 
Tttijgoy kwjanja yakiia tok. 
IVIy children are there now. 
Niij palepaijgumbiik kuijanja kele kay mapa agalon. 
I shot [put] the chi ldren onto that land, there 's no other land [for them to go to], [yu 
lainim pikinini bilong yu long wanpela graun stret, ol i noken go long narapela hap] 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
AYMAKAN (ctnd): 
Noij map mom kakaymgoy Arap sakay mom kakaninmin, Wapisay sakav mom 
kakaninminge, kumbiij kaij kakaninmin. 
You [pi] are quarelling [talking talk] about land, but you should be quarelling about 
Arap, you should be quarelling about Wapisay, you should be quarelling here in the 
village. 
Kalaij (pointing to the ground] kakane. 
Talk here! 
320 Kalaij mokotake. 
Find out here [the reason for dispute]. 
Afj kosamgoy Inaktayn aka opepon. 
W e up there, Ifiaktay doesn't know. 
Mapen aka opepon. 
The ground doesn't know. 
Nangoy tambii bilong yu peleyambon. 
Your tambu [Saun - check] is wrong. 
Niij kakay, kiinda mokopalike emepanda. 
I ' m h e r e , I a m h o l d i n g r o o t s g o o d . [I h a v e t h e w h o l e s t o r y ] 
325 Ni^ kakay, nitj kakay emepanda kalaij taijan kola usa mokotakapalike. 
F m h e r e . I ' m h e r e a n d so I a m [ t r y i n g to ] f i n d o u t h a n d p r i n t s [I w i l l d o m y bes t t o 
find o u t t h e r e a s o n ] , 
Nangoy tambu tok peleypon. [to Andok] 
Your tambu is wrong, [check what is Imbisay to Andok] 
Tamhu hilongyu longlong ia! 
Y o u r t a m b u is w r o n g [ h e d o e s n ' t k n o w ] . 
Tamhu hilongyu longlong! 
Y o u r t a m b u is w r o n g . 
Kamhanjagay, kamhanja, kamhanjanda kandeijge aka opepon. 
A l i t t le , l i t t le , no t in t h e s l i gh t e s t b i g [a mistake, but he says so] h e d o e s n ' t k n o w . 
330 Ni>] kakay. 
I ' m h e r e . 
An peleypon. 
H e ' s w r o n g . 
Harim gut! 
L i s t e n t o m e ! 
Nuj kakay. 
I ' m h e r e . 
Nil] opepe yainainak map. 
1 w i l l s h o w y o u t h e l and . 
335 Niij kakay. 
I ' m h e r e . 
An tok paka-paka mamhinay. 
H e wi l l t a k e a n d h i d e [ s t ea l ] . 
Nil] kakay. 
I ' m h e r e . 
Nil] emepanda nainak. 
I w i l l g i v e t o y o u in a p r o p e r w a y . 
Nil] kakay nase, nase kunda aingoy nokomguk puijgakayke. 
I ' m h e r e . L o n g t i m e a g o I s a w t h e r o o t s [ o f t h i s c a m p a n d ] m y e y e s k n o w t h e m 
w e l l . 
340 Nase yamhukoy kandei]ga ii]ga yambukoy. opepe yainandimbuakay, kalakay, 
kalakay. kalakay, kalakay. tai]an pondimbuakay. 
L o n g t i m e a g o I w a l k e d a r o u n d w ith the b ig m e n . t h e y s a w a n d to ld m e ' t h i s h e r e , 
t h i s h e r e , t h i s h e r e ' [ is y o u r l and] . 
Yokoy. Nil] kakay. 
H e r e . I ' m h e r e . 
Nil] aka pakamambiainak. 
I w ill n o t t a k e a n d h i d e it f r o m y o u . 
Nil] emepanda opepeyaiiainak. [coughs] 
I w i l l s e e a n d tel l [ s h o w ] y o u p r o p e r l y . 
SAUN: 
Pakasakay ... Wapisay sakay stmng mupenak kele nil]? 
W h o s e . . . W i l l I s e e h o w s t r o n g is W a p i s a y ? 
345 Ekepinim? 
D o y o u [pl ] h e a r ? 
Mae nil] kapok ^retjinhapoi] Wapisay sakay kola mupinhop. 
Let m y s h o u l d e r r e c o v e r first, a n d I ' l l s e e W a p i s a y ' s h a n d s [ s t r e n g t h ] . 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech) 
YAWAS: 
Papa, paj>a! Papa ya ui]a! 
Father, father! Father, enough now! 
Aka nanday yahaimhia. 
The didn't talk to you. 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
? ? : 
Apimaij sakay ttija pinisimhapopep piakamiij \ ya kele kalaij tniijen. 
You have finished [consumed, taken] Apimaij 's [daughter], don't come here again, 
[you 've already got one of our girls - Yangunda] 
A Y M A K A N (from the back): 
350 |- Aij anda aka opepaluij. 
We don't know. 
AIJ anda kaij mahjga pekeij, pehjgoij, a? 
We were surprised here when we came down. 
Kak laijanim? Taijanpon. 
So. hah? So. 
ANDOK: 
Mae kosoij laijan amhopokoij. 
I wanted to go up [to the village]. 
KOSOIJ taijan ambopok, Kawasaij an injakaiiia, ah? 
I was going up when Kawasaq appeared - ah [surprise]? 
355 Yiipela i go piiliin redio hilong [^itiis i kam? 
Are you going to get Vitus 's radio? 
Mi laik pilaim redio, ia. Mi sat 20K, 30K i slap long sail hilons mi. 
I'd like to play radio. I 've got 20 Kina, 30 Kina at my side [to buy batteries], 
Het hilqng lapiin man ia i slap long poke! ia^ 
The old man 's head's in my pocket. [Somare 's head = 50 Kina] 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech] 
SAUN: 
Niij kakyambukoy. 
I wander around. 
Maski em bikpela man o lidaman, tii, mi save antap long ol. 
It doesn't matter w hether it 's a big man or a leader. I know better. 
360 Kunjanda sumkmbapondimboa. 
Everybody gives way to me. [cowers before me] 
Mimjokondimbiiakay. [unintelligible] 
They are afraid of me. 
Niij kak lok laijandam oliikunja. 
I 'm this kind of a man. 
Mi mangi bilong tok pisin ia. 
I am a man who knows how to turn words. 
[this doesn't have much to do wi th knowing TP + note p.20] I I I again using 'tok pisin' in t he 
sense of 'being skilful in using language' II 
Unja kelekele kiakan mokolaijgasindimin. 
Now I 'm weak, so you hold me and make me talk. 
365 Tasol kapukmun wamoijan unja koij amba ipalik, koij rispekmbapopalik. 
But I injured my shoulder, so what am I doing? So I 'm showing respect [to the 
shoulder, and don't fight], 
[? unintelligible overlapping speech]. 
ANDOK: 
Kawasan wanlaim Wapisay lupela i go aniap ia, lupela i no wesUm sampela ana iii. 
Kawasat] and Wapisay went up and they didn't waste any hours [time]. 
Hap mini! tasol i bin go antap ia, mipela biingim lain bilone Mandun i kam. 
Just half a minute later [soon after that] we met Manduij and his guys coming. 
Nau mipela i askim of. 
And we asked them. 
Na mipela tinktink nan: "Atink ol i kam long wok ia. Em gutjjela. " 
And we thought: "They must have come to work. Good." 
370 " Wokmj pektiapoij, a? " 
"You [pi] came down for work, hah? 
Ni?] yao teijga peijgaypokoy, em i slap. 
1 was making canopy, and it is left unfinihed. 
Aka mae aka pmisapope, tuka laina kandikalak amha isoij uijaneijgepop yao teijga 
pinisimhapopua. 
It 's not finished yet, many wanted to go and cut wood to finish it. 
Tuka ISO upua. 
Some ahve already started cutting wood. 
Mandmj aniy taijan yanaijgumbok. 
That ' s what I told Manduij and his companions. 
375 Olsem, olsem. 
So and so. 
Taijan paijgumhuk. 
That ' s what I told them. 
Nogal hevi long pies. 
No troubles in the village. 
Transu, ol i mekim wok, ol i mekim wok. 
Poor things, they are working, they are working. 
Taijan paijgumhuk. 
That ' s what I told them. 
380 Disia tupela man ia, ol i mekim Irabol, na ol i bin i kam. 
These two men here, they made troubles and they came. 
SAUN: 
Noij pekemenge taijan opengumbiik wok kunjamda di^rbbapoijgapekemin. 
You came down, 1 saw you, you came down and instantly disturbed [our work]. 
Yupela dispela lain. 
Y o u are this bunch, (here it refers to their 'pasin' more than to lineage) 
Tasol loij mokongunangoy, i^ wamoijanamin. 
But we will hold you with law, easily you will slip in [gaol]. 
Kambanjanda poin agalonay. 
You won' t have anything to say at all. 
385 Hgrim! 
Listen! 
Yupela nogal rail long loklok ia! 
You (pi) have no right to talk! 
AYIVIAKAN (from the back): 
Tino an kakanay. 
Tino will talk. 
Bob an kakanay. 
Bob will talk. 
Aij hevi agalon. Kambanjanda. 
We' re not in dispute. Not at all. 
TUIVIAK: 
390 AIJ pekeijgoy. 
W came downriver. 
Emepanda pekeijanda weij. 
We came down [with] good [intentions]. 
Ay anda musuay mokopaluij, anda kakiay ... (unintelligible overlapping speech]. 
W e are just work ing , just this liere ... 
ARAP: 
Ekeminim. poude kosoij kosotj aninakoy Kawasarj eijmj pokoijaninak, eijaij 
pokoijaninak, ekeminim? 
Do you hear m e ? T o m o r r o w I will go up and will slap Kawasai ] wi th a bushkn i f e . I 
will bash him w ith a bushkni fe . d o you hear? 
Kolokmiiijpokonakijay, kolokmuij pokonak. Aymakan, ekemanim? 
I think I'll beat him with my hand. I 'll beat h im with my hand, do you hear m e ? 
395 Kem mae tui olukiinja lui ratisimhapa^, ekemanim? 
You go to the c a m p first and get all other out quiet ly, d o you hear m e ? 
Nin anda papa bilong kem, ekemanim? 
I a lso own the camp, do you hear ine? 
Asikayij slalmhapopep wamoijaiigoy aiinda koy pare Mayna, ekemanim? 
It [my land] starts at Asikay [creek] and goes upriver to the border of M a r i n y a m , do 
you hear me? 
Kiiia saita tok niij miipalik. 
1 am looking to the other side [of the river]. 
Yo kiay kamapimhapopalik pies klia. Ekemin? [spits] 
So. now I expla ined it clearly. You [pi] hear m e ? 
SAUN: 
400 Ya mja! A rap wja! 
Enough now! Arap, enough! 
Pokopep yiipela i ken hamamas. 
You [pi] have fought , now you can [all] be happy . 
Lain bilqng Stiven, yupela i ken hamamas. a? 
Sti\ en"s l ineage, you can all be happy now, hah? yes, descent important here 
Taijan aka pem piakangumbttkpop, sori tru. 
Don ' t think that w e let you [pi] go, sorry. 
Wapisay sakay redio pukiilakaninayken kalak koij mokonak ya. 
1 will break W a p i s a y ' s radio and hold it here. 
405 Ponde piikulakanak. kalaij. 
T o m o r r o w I w ill break it. here. 
Biin^ kalakay. 
At this mee t ing point . 
ARAP: 
Kuluij kanjan aninman. Imanaijgay kiimbia aninmangoij, aninman, kan! 
Where will you go? Y o u ' l l go to Imanmer i , you cunt! 
Imanaijgay kumbia aninman, Wapisay! 
You ' l l go to Imanmer i , Wapisay! 
Ekemanim? 
Do you hear m e ? 
410 Bimginj aka yamenman pies klia pabUkw], 
You w o n ' t walk a round freely at meet ing or in publ ic . 
Wonman. Ekemanim? 
Y o u ' l l die. Do you hear m e ? 
Mokondimbakaij koij ambakmbakman. 
They were hold ing me, so you w ere arrogant . 
Kamay an mokondi, ekemanim? 
K a m a y w a s hold ing me . d o you hear? 
Wamonak tok kele. 
I 'll c o m e up [to T o i n i ' s house where W a p i s a y lives]. 
415 Andimai] sakay famili map nombonjakaminge. 
A n d i m a o ' s fami ly [AndimaQ= Wapisay's M] tend to c o n s u m e all the land [they fmi sh 
all sago, pigs, game , empty the fish f rom creeks. . . ] . 
Kanjimei mapa omgusanda pinisimbapmin laina elekiamgon. 
T h i s l i neage wi l l c o n s u m e all K a n j i m e i land. 
Kenda tuka hika mapa pokopokopeijen bamenamin. 
D o n ' t t ouch o the r p o e p l e ' s l and , y o u ' l l get in t roub le . 
SAUN (from far away): 
Anda Yakame, Tomas, a? Nan Wapisay tui rausimhapa. 
Y a k a m e , T o m a s . T h r o w W a p i s a y out [of you r h o u s e ] qu ie t ly [wi thou t fuss] , 
[when Wapisay and his eB Asuk fought, Yakame protected Wapisay by taking all his 
possessions and said: you are mine, you will now stay in my house. Since then Wapisay calls 
Yakame mama]. 
Nil] yaPiaimbaHk Wapisay tui rausimbapa, ekemanim? Rausimbapa! 
I a m te l l ing you , t h r o w W a p i s a y out qu ie t ly , d o y o u hear m e ? T h r o w h i m ou t ! 
ARAP: 
420 Maemae openman kenda, Tomi. 
Y o u ' v e seen it b e f o r e , T o m i . (once Wapisay and his family fought with Tomi] 
SAUN: 
Rausim em, mi tokim yu, Tomas! 
T h r o w hiin ou t , T o m a s , I ' tn te l l ing you ! 
Tasol kapiik mae pamiijhapokoij koij moyetbapondimin unja. 
I h a v e in ju red m y shou lde r , t h a t ' s w h y y o u da re to be so a r rogan t n o w . 
Aka aimda yanatjgombalik. 
I a m te l l ing y o u the t ru th . 
Unja ka)]imbepyomonapmin nokomgoy kuijanja. 
Y o u ' d cry fo r you r chi ld and s leep [had m y shou lde r been all r ight to beat h im I ' d 
kill h im] . 
425 Aka aundayanaijgombalik. 
I a m te l l ing y o u the t ru th . 
Unja kaijimbepyomonapmin kuijanja. 
Y o u ' d cry for your chi ld and s leep. 
Tru tumas mi tokim yupela. 
I a m te l l ing y o u the t ru th . 
Niij kain mangi tok. 
I ' m th is k ind of a boy . 
Mi man bilong pail tu ia. 
I can fight. 
430 Yupela ia? 
H o w abou t you [pi ]? 
Eneij molanjii]. 
Rot t i ng shit . 
ARAP: 
Tobias famili, ekeminim? 
T o b i a s ' s f ami ly , d o you hea r? 
Redio motoij yamenamiij. 
Y o u ' l l [wan t to] w a n d e r a r o u n d wi th rad io and [ou tboa rd ] moto r . 
Redio, moto yamenua ponde. 
T o m o r r o w you [pi] will [want to] t ravel wi th rad io and m o t o r . 
435 Yanatjgumbuk. 
I told y o u [pi] . 
Kamhanjanda moto agalon speis enuakay. 
T h e y d o n ' t h a v e a c h a n c e to get a m o t o r in the v i l lage , explain why relevant 
Kanjaij motowaij aninamin? 
W h i c h m o t o r wil l y o u g o w i t h ? 
Moto omgusanda tukumgoy hanmakm ton. 
E v e r y ino to r has m y h a n d m a r k on t h e m [I h a v e con t r ibu ted to e v e r y m o t o r in the 
village], 
Maemae fri noijgomhakay kay bagarapimhapmin moni enetjgmj komhokonjimimjay. 
Before I gave you [contr ibut ion] for free, but you b lew this m o n e y and must have 
shot it inside the way your shit c o m e s out. 
X: 
440 Paitim em! 
Hit h im! 
A RAP: 
Kae! Kae, yamgakandiijen! 
Go away [pi]! G o away, don ' t block me! 
X: 
Kae! Kae! 
Go away! Go away! 
X: 
A>j aij anda pokomwjgupeniiwij. 
W e . we will kill each other. 
As anda! As anda! As anda! 
Just the two of us! (x3) 
ANDArjGI: 
445 Noi] mokondinamin tok pisin taimbuii aka fuhapondinamin. 
You are trying to hold me, when we were talking you were not tit enough for me . 
WAPISAY: 
Yujave? 01 Saina, ia. 
You know? The Chinese . 
Ha. yu save? 
You know, hah? 
WAMAV: 
Inap ia! Inap! Inap! 
Enough now! Enough! Enough! 
POKOPA^: 
Ana nan. Wapisay! 
Go. Wapisay . 
450 Nan ambla. 
Alone . 
WAPISAY: 
Woo! [Kembunta is hittiing him, while several women are holding him] 
W o o ! 
Fak! 
Fuck! 
POKOPAhj: 
Nanday anda kaymhun pakatmblakaij. ana nan. 
Other men are stirring you up [ inf luence your thoughts to f ight] , you go. 
YESAY: 
Aka pikinjintia! 
They will not c i rcumvent /miss you [they will shoot straight at you]! 
WAPISAY: 
455 Kan! 
Cunt! 
Mae kaya kandie! 
G o away f rom m e now! 
Yi< kam. Arap! 
C o m e , A r a p ! 
WAMAY: 
Yii inap! 
E n o u g h ! 
POKOPAtS: 
Mamda aka iinja pokonhakay. 
T h i s f i g h t is f r o m b e f o r e , [ i t ' s n o t n o w tha t it all s t a r t ed ] . 
[35:45] [Mandui] bashes Wapisay to stop his arrogance] 
WANDAME: 
460 Wapisay uija ya! Man amba yaijtiijan. 
E n o u g h n o w . W a p i s a y ! D o n ' t g o t o o f a r . 
WAPISAY: 
Iss, ay. Dona! 
Iss . D o n a [get ou t o f m y w a y ] ! 
ASUK; 
Dicson. kayok nan! Pen enman! Wut! 
D i c s o n . y o u g o a w a y ! Y o u wi l l ge t h u r t ! A r s e h o l e ! 
n e w s c e n e 
ANDOK: 
Klia, klia, klia... 
G e t a w a y , ge t a w a y , ge t a w a y ! 
Kandeijun tiijga injakneij. 
B i g m e n s h o u l d n ' t j o i n the fight, [ n o k e n k i r a p w a n t a i m ] 
465 Ya uija. Ya luja. 
E n o u g h . E n o u g h . 
WAPISAY: 
Asao we? 
W h e r e ' s A s a o ? 
AYMAKAN: 
Aunda emgon, aiinda emgon aka injakaym. 
O u t s i d e r s [ to t h i s f i g h t ] , o u t s i d e r s s h o u l d n ' t j o i n in. 
n e w s c e n e 
MOYAMBE: 
Mi les! Mi les! Mi les na mi les! 
I ' m f e d up! I ' m f e d up ! I ' m f e d u p a n d I ' m f ed up ! 
Em i no pies bilons Satan! Em i no pies hi long Satan! 
T h i s is n o t S a t a n ' s p l a c e [ v i l l a g e ] ! (x2) 
470 Satan bai strongim sait bilong em. 
S a t a n wi l l s t r e n g h t e n h i s p o w e r . 
Ey. klia. klia. klia! 
H e y , ge t los t , ge t l o s t , ge t los t ! (talking t o Satan] 
Mi les! (x3) 
I ' m f e d u p ! (x3) 
Mi les! Klia! Klia! Klia! 
I ' m f e d up ! G e t los t ! (x3) 
Klia nail! Klia naii! 
G o a w a y n o w ! G o a w a y n o w ! 
ANDOK: 
475 Noij kem ambiak ane ya. 
Y o u [pi] g o b a c k d o w n [ t h o s e f r o m t h e l o w e r par t o f t h e v i l l a g e s h o u l d g o b a c k t o 
t h e i r h o u s e s ] . 
MOYAMBE: 
[Holy Spirit tall<s] Mi no liklik mangi bilong yupela! 
I 'm not your [pi] little boy. 
Hey. i no yupela holim! Hey, mi ki, ia! 
Hey. i t ' s not in your hands! Hey, I 'm the key! 
Inap nan! Inap, pinis nau! Pinis, pinis! 
Enough now! Enough, end now! The end, the end! 
Yu go nau! Inap! 
Go now! Enough! 
480 Go long haus, go long haus, eskius mi! 
Go to the house, go to the house, excuse me! 
Noken i slap nau! 
Don' t keep standing there. 
Yu bai kisim Irabol baipainim yu! 
You will get into trouble [it] will find you! 
Harim, indai bai painim yu! 
Do you hear? death will find you! 
Yu pasim maus. indai bai painim yu! 
Shut up, death will find you! 
485 Indai i slap long poke! bilong yu. 
Death is in your pocket. 
Kaman, go nau! 
Come on, go now! 
[...] 
Pinis nau! Pinis! Pinis nau. pinis. pinis! 
The end now! The end! The end now, end. end! 
lau bilong yu mas harim tok. 
Your ears must listen. 
Yupela noken sakim. 
Don' t disobey. 
490 Yupela sakim. bai yupela kisim narapela hap. harim? 
If you disobey, you will go to Hell, do you hear? 
Ei, hikpela skeil. bikpela skeil yumi kisim [...] 
Hey, big scales, big scales we got [speaking of God ' s judgement] . 
Yupela moyet. bai yupela kisim hikpela skeil. 
If you [pi] are arrogant, you w ill get big scales [strict judgement] , 
Ei, ei, ei, yupela i no winim, harim, bikpela skeil baimbai yupela kisim. 
Hey, hey, you haven' t won, you hear? You will get big scales. 
Indai bai painim yupela. 
Death will find you. 
495 Nogat man bai lukim yupela. Harim? 
No one will see you [pi], do you hear? 
Yu laik kamap olsem wanem? 
What would you like to be like? 
Harim. tasim. kisim. na skelim! 
Hear, touch, take and think about! 
l^gut yupela kisim mak bilong yupela. 
Beware as you [pi] can get a mark. ?? 
Skeil i wetim. 
The scales are waiting. 
500 Yiipela pinis. harim? 
Enough no, do you [pi] hear? 
Stopim nau! Stopim! 
Stop now ! Stop! 
[...] 
Narapela stret, narapela pen baiyupela kisim. 
You will get pain you liave not heard about [so bad it will be]. 
Em, mi Itisim nau. Mi lusim nau. 
1 will go now. 1 will go. 
Yupela laik go. em laik bilongyupela. 
If you'd like to go, that 's up to you [pi]. 
505 Em narapela skeil i w^im yupela. 
Another kind of a scales is waiting for you [God plans very strict judgment for you]. 
Yupela i go, bai narapela skeil bai yupela kisim. 
If you go, you will get a different kind of scales. 
Skeil em i bikpela tru, em i winim olgeta narapela samtink, i winim olgefa narapela 
samtinkyupela i no inap hngfiksim. 
The scales is really big, bigger than anything else, bigger than anything else, you 
won ' t be able to fix. 
Harim! Man bilong graun i no inap. 
Listen! Man is not enough [cannot do it]. 
Man bilong graun i no inap long fiksim disia skeil. 
Man cannot fix this scales. 
510 Gavaman tu i no inap, man bilong graun i no inap longskelim dish skeil 
Government cannot do it either, man is not enough to scale this scales. 
Yupela lukaut! 
Beware! 
Lukaul. Satan em i redi nau. 
Beware, Satan is ready now. 
Satan em i redi long katim yupela, ei! 
Satan is ready to cut you [pi], hey! 
Satan em i kam. yusim pos bilong em. 
Satan came, and is using his pillar. ?? 
515 Em i laik bringim yupela long kingdom bilong em. 
He would like to take you [pi] to his kingdom. 
Inap nau! 
Enough now! 
Mup, go long haus! 
Move, go to the houses! 
Noken larim Satan i kam! 
Don' t let Satan come! 
Harim tok, excuse me, pinis nau. 
Listen to this, excuse me, finish now! 
520 Yupela go, bai narapela hevi bai painim yupela! 
If you go, another trouble will find you. 
Narapela skeil baiyupela kisinh 
You will get a different kind of scales. 
Eskius mi^ mi lusim nau. 
Excuse me, I am going now. 
Laik bilongyiL 
It 's up to you. 
Hevi em yu vet. 
You are [the one who is] in trouble. 
525 Heven em i redi. 
Heaven is ready. 
Lukaut! 
Watch out! 
Point bilongyuyu holim. 
You are holding your point. 
Stia hilongni, kona hilongyii. 
Y o u r s t ea r . y o u r c o r n e r . 
Bai yu bruk. Yu amhak, bai yu hruk. 
Y o u wi l l b r e a k . I f y o u ' r e a r r o g a n t , y o u wi l l b r e a k . 
530 Heven em i redi. Yu lukaiil. 
H e a v e n is r e a d y . W a t c h o u t . 
Noken selensim, noken moyet. 
D o n ' t c h a l l e n g e [ p u s h the l im i t s ] , d o n ' t b e a r r o g a n t . 
Hey. yu no ain, yu no wokim yu yet, God i wokim yu^ 
H e y , y o u ' r e no t [ m a d e o t ] i ron , y o u d id no t m a k e y o u r s e l f , G o d m a d e y o u . 
Mak, mak ey, inap, mak! 
T h i s is t h e l imi t , e y , e n o u g h , t h i s is it! 
Noken mao-op srukim mak. 
D o n ' t [. . .] pu l l t h e l imi t b a c k . ?? 
535 Stoj)! Stop, noken srukim! Yu srukim, em yu vet. 
S t o p ! S t o p , d o n ' t pul l it b a c k ! If y o u pul l it b a c k , i t ' s on y o u . 
new scene, next morning: reconcilliation 
AYMAKAN: 
Kombokam? Kombokam? 
[ W h e r e ' s ] P e p p e r be te l v i n e ? P e p p e r be te l v i n e ? 
[TP daka - at sikan they usually put the whole vine, not only daka] 
X: 
Kondoij embepeye koy pandoijgaij. 
Pu t it on t h e c o c o n u t l e a f s t e m . 
X: 
Wanpela kam. Wanpela kam. 
G i v e m e o n e . G i v e m e o n e . 
AYMAKAN: 
Kay koij toyake. Kay koij toyake. 
T i e a n o t h e r o n e on it. T i e a n o t h e r o n e on it. 
new scene 
YUKUN: 
540 Yu no bihainim tinktink bilong yu, harim? 
Y o u [pi ] a r e not f o l l o w i n g y o u r t h o u g h t s , d o y o u h e a r m e ? ? ? 
Yupela olgeta paul ia, yumi paul. 
Y o u a r e all w r o n g , w e a re w r o n g . 
Yumi no bihainim. 
W e a r e n o t f o l l o w i n g . 
Yumi go insait long beten, sotpela hap. 
L e t ' s s tar t a p r a y e r , a s h o r t o n e . 
Olgeta, sapos yu Kristen, yu save long God, yu mas rispekim God. 
Al l o f y o u , if y o u a r e C h r i s t i a n s , if y o u k n o w a b o u t G o d , y o u m u s t r e s p e c t G o d . 
545 Olseta samtink, kaikai yu painim i no long strons bitong yu, i no long laik hilong 
yu, na ^ lajk bilong God. 
Everything, the food you find, is not your strength, it is not your will, i t ' s G o d ' s 
will. 
Harim tok! 
Listen! 
I no bilong strong bilongyu, nogal! 
I t ' s not for your strength, no! 
Yu mas rispekim narapela, noken j^it long narapela, noken kros long narapela. 
You must respect others, don ' t fight with them, don ' t be angry with them. 
Win bilong laif bilong Genesis em givim stop long olgeta. 
The breath of life of Genesis gave life to all. 
550 God yet i stop longyu olgeta, i no stap longyu wanpela man, na narapela nogal, 
no, yu rang. 
God hiinself is in all of you, not in one man only and not in others, no, you are 
wrong. 
Yumi save rong. (x2) 
W e are often wrong. 
OK,yumi go insail long mak bilong diwai kros. 
OK. let 's make a sign of a cross. 
Olgeta stopim buai, smuk, kam wantaim trupela sikan, trupela bel bai God i lukim 
na hamamas, na blejing bai kapsait. 
Everybody stop chewing betel nut, smoking, come with genuine spirit of 
reconciliation, God will see your sincere heart and rejoice and spread blessings. 
[Keane] 
Blesing i no inap kam natink. 
555 Blessing will not come by itself 
Garu i no inap kamap gutpela natink, God i giyim blesing. Yu agens^yu no bihainim 
laik bilong God, disia garu bai i nogat pawa, nogat kaikai bilong em. 
Eaglewood will not grow well by itself, God gave his blessing. If you oppose, if you 
don ' t follow G o d ' s will, eaglewood will have no power, will not yield any fruit [you 
will not get any money for it]. 
Harim! Nogat pilai pilai, inap nan, taimaut nau. God i laik givim senis. 
Listen! Don ' t play, enough now, timeout. God would like to bring about a change. 
Yu laik kamapim gutpela sindaun, yumi mas bihainim laik bilong God. 
If you w ant to live well, we must follow G o d ' s will. 
Long nem bilong Papa, na bilong Pikinini, na bilong Holi Spirit... 
In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit... 
560 Papa God, mi go pas, olgeja putim maus wantaim, tok sori. 
Father, I will start, others join me, let 's repent. 
Yes tru God, mipela i sori nau, olsem mipela Kristen femili, ananit long diwai kros 
bilong Msgs, mipela i rong pints, ol rot, lqJ)i[ongyu mipela i biykim, mipela i no 
bihainim. 
Yes, true, God, we are sorry now, as a Christian family, underneath the crucifix of 
Jesus, w e ' v e been wrong, the way, your law we have broken, we haven ' t fol lowed 
it. 
Yu lukim mipela nau. 
Look at us now. 
Mipela i no stretpelapikinini long at bilong yu, tasol mipela i sori, God. 
W e are not good children in your eyes, but God, we are sorry. 
Marimari bilong yu mas kamdaun nau, na mipela mas tinktink dispela hevi bilong 
mipela long trupela pasin, longpasin i stret, pasinyu IMim mipela long en. 
Let your mercy come down now, and we have to think of this trouble of ours 
through the good ways, the ways for which you like us. 
565 Bai nogat hevi mo, tinktink, tok haksait i kamap sen. 
N o m o r e t roubles , thoughts , backb i t ing [gossip] will r ise again . 
Gutpela, siretpela wanbelpasin i mas kamap. 
G o o d , true reconci l ia t ion mus t c o m e up. 
Papa, mipela i no gutpela pikinini, lasol long marimari bilongvti, vu sutpela pap^ 
yu save son long mipela. 
Father , we are not good ch i ldren , but th rough your m e r c y , you g o o d fa ther , you are 
sorry for us. 
Maski mipela i givim haksait, lasol yu save kam long mipela. 
Al though we turn our backs on you, you c o m e to us. 
Ohem iia marimari long mipela, tekewe tinktink nogut bilong spirit nogut we i wok 
long kirapim tinktink bilong mipela longpait na kros^ 
So show your m e r c y upon us, take aw ay bad t hough t s of the bad spirit [=Sa tan] 
which m a k e us f ight and quarre l . 
570 Larim spirit bilong tok tni bilong yu mas pas long mipela, na^bai mipela i ken save 
long wanpela na narapela , kisim bek ol [...] 
Let the spirit o f your t rue talk spread on us. and w e will k n o w of one ano ther , t ake 
back all [...] 
Yumi ken mekim bikpela pre olsem Jisas i lainim miplea long em. 
W e can [now] say the big prayer which Jesus taught us. 
bilong miplea, yustap long heven... CONTINUE 
Our Father , w h o art in heaven. . . 
CHILD: 
Ay, wakon eijen. Wakon eijen. 
Hey, don ' t take many . D o n ' t t ake many , [speaking of betel nuts] 
Ambiak ane. Ambiak ane! 
G o away . G o away! 
X: 
575 Kaij kenda amba iijga imin? 
W h y did you [pi] c o m e here? 
Ma, ya, nangoy pakana. 
Here, for you. take it. 
Relien, toijgoy oijga. 
Relien. take one for me . 
Relien, pek. 
Relien, c o m e down . 
Relien, elak tuijgumgoy oijga. 
Relien, take this one for me too. 
YUKUN: 
580 Mama, Mama [...] vu wankain olsem mama bihng miplea long graun. 
Mothe r , M o t h e r [...] you are jus t l ike our m o t h e r on ear th . 
Wanem samtink mipela i krai long kisim, em mipela i krai long yu, olsem na yu bai 
tokim papa o brata long kisim na givim. 
W h a t e v e r we cry for, we cry to you. and you will ask your fa ther or b ro the r to get it 
and give it to us. 
Olsem na helpim mipela long holi pre bilong yu long witnesim disla sinful pre 
bihng mipela. 
So he lp us with you r holy prayer to w i tnes [prove/ ??] this s infu l pray of ours . 
Larim spirit bilong tok tru na stretpelapasin i ken poromanim hip bilong mipela, 
bai wanbel pasin, Irupela sikan i ken kamap, na bihain bai nogat Unktink na pasin 
nogut, pasin nogut bai mipela kamapim.^ 
Let the spirit of true talk and goodness accompany our lives, let understanding, true 
reconciliation rise, and later there will be no bad thoughts and behaviour, we won ' t 
bring about bad behaviour... 
Ave Maria... CONTINUE 
Hail Mary... 
585 Mi givim wanpela Ona i go long Papa, na long Pikinini, na long Holi Spjri. Olsein 
taim bipo, na ol taim. Ameth 
/ am giving Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit. As it was in 
the beginning, is now, and ever shall be. Amen. 
Papa, disla olgeta pre mipela i pre long nem bilong Jisas i rot bilong mipela. 
Father, all these prayers %t'e pray in the name of Jesus, he's our way. 
Long nem bilong Papa... 
In the name of the Father... 
OK, yumi redi long sikan, yumi ken sikan. 
OK, we ' re reday for reconciliation, we can shake hands. 
Orait, yumi ken sanap, tupela parti sanap sait-sait^ 
All right, we can stand, the two parties stand on one side each. 
590 OK. yumi gat buai o wanem ^mtink tasolyumi^ot, soim gutpela pasin olsem yumi 
brukim buai. 
OK, we have betel nuts or w hatever, but if we are short of, show good behaviour, as 
we will break [a cluster of) betel nuts. 
KAMBArj: 
Kumi kaykoy eloij aka embepeij amba 
Put another [cluster] of betel nuts there. 
YUKUN: 
OK, olgeta kam klostu, klostu, plis ... 
OK, everybody come close please... 
AKRUMBAYN: 
Holim buai long hap. 
Hold the betel nuts there. 
YUKUN: 
Trupela, yumi gat trupela bel, em givim bilong narapela bilqngyu ... 
True, we are sincere, giving something of yours to another... 
AKRUMBAYN: 
595 Abel, holim buai long hap. 
Abel, hold the betel nuts over there. 
YUKUN: 
[... TB transcribed with video ...] 
Wanpela kisim buai, wanpela kisim buai, holim, tupela parti wantaim. 
One of you take betel nuts, one takes betel nuts, hold, both parties at the same time. 
Tupela liders sanap namel 
The two leaders stand in the middle. 
SAMBAI^GAY: 
Wakonanda inje. 
Everybody come now. 
YUKUN (ctnd): 
Tupela sikan long ai bilons God na wanbe! pasin. Em hikpela samtink komuniti 
wilnes na God tii witnes. 
A true reconciliation in the eyes of God and accord. The communi ty and God are 
witnessing an important thing now. 
600 Noken tinktink mo long dispela pasin. lusim nau. 
Don' t think about this kind of habits any more, give them up. 
God i stop. 
God is there. 
Laif bilons vu God i wokim. 
God made your life. 
Jisas dai long yum i olgeta ... 
Jesus died for all of us. 
WAPISAY; 
Mok. Mok. 
Take it. Take it. [a T-shirt] 
ARAP: 
605 Pai]gap aka mokonak. 
Leave it, 1 won ' t take it. 
YUKULA: 
Aka paypmaijgaij ^an maponbahnj, Aymay sakay amba okokopla. 
W e don' t have money for reconciliation, we'l l follow A y m a y ' s what.. . suggestion. 
M A N D U M : 
Aka koy. Nan anda mok. 
Not really. Take it [money K20 note]. 
ARAP: 
Wanbel i slap. 
It 's all right. 
M A N D U M : 
Ni?j naimbalik. 
I 'm giving it to you. 
CHILD: 
610 Papa.japa! Papa^jal Mi laik kisim buai. 
Father, father! Father, father! I'd like to get a betel nut. 
YUKUN: 
Bihain baiyu kisim. Larim ol sikan pastaim. 
You'l l get them later. Let them first shake hands. 
MANY: 
Mok. Mok. Mok. 
Take. Take. Take, [betel nuts] 
YUKUN: 
Sikanbapone Wapisay oijga. Bnikim hajibilqiig mipela, na mipela sikan. ... 
Shake hands with Wapisay. Let ' s cross hands and shake them... 
Mas tnipela bel, God i slap, yu link olsem, Jisas dai lone yumi oleela. 
You must be sincere,God is there, think of that, Jesus died for all of us. 
615 Win bilong laifya. em hilongyumi olgela. 
The breath of life, i t ' s for all of us. 
God i ^ap longyumi^ 
God is there for us. 
I no bilongyii tasol, ol^eta wankain. 
Not only for you, for all. 
Em mas tnipela bd. Trupela sikan. 
It must be sincere. True reconciliation. 
X: 
Kamui], Kamiiij! (x4) 
Kaniui], Kamui]! (x4) 
YUKUN: 
620 Noken ripilim gen loklok. 
Don't repeat this kind of talk. 
Wanem wari yu gat long en, bihain hikim mi. 
If you worry about anything, come and see me later. 
NAMAY: 
Gutpela laim bun^ aka ambalwj. 
We never come together at a good time. 
Taunwj aninangoy tok piikuninaij. 
When we go to the tow n w e think of each other. 
[In the village we tend to quarrel and fight. But when we go to the town we stick 
together as one and take care of each other.] 
YUKUN: 
Em mas trupela sikan. 
It must be a true reconciliation. 
625 Em mas i gat gutpela kaikai long en. 
It must bear good fruit. 
Kaikai bilong em baiyumi lukim long wanbelpasin. 
We will see its fruits in wanbel pasin. cooperation (with each other) 
Em kaikai bilong em bai kamap. 
It will bear fruit. 
l^gat ripit gen bihain long dispela. 
Don't repeat this again. 
Tambu. 
Forbidden! 
630 Lo i stap na God i stop. 
There ' s law and there 's God. 
Larim laif i kam insait. 
Let life come inside. 
Bntkim tudak. 
Break the darkness. 
Pasin bilong God i stap^ 
God ' s pasin is there. 
Kamapim pasin bilong God. 
Act according to God ' s way. 
635 Wanbel pasin. 
Mutual consideration. 
AYMAKAN: 
Ya nhj mom kakapalik nase pam kiay mae kakapalik. 
I am ta lking about the past. 
Nase pam kiay en aka opepetjay. 
You d o n ' t know how it w a s in the past. 
Tambu sail kakapalik. 
I am talking about the af f inal side. 
Nambokoyn amgoyay kakapalik. 
I 'm talking about a young girl. 
640 Tambu sail nambokoyn ekemeijgiay. 
One w ould marry a y o u n g girl f rom aff inal side. 
Not] l^stam peleypen. 
You [pi] were wrong about cus tom. 
Kastam aka opepen. 
You [pi] don ' t know the cus tom. 
Nan oijga ana kmjanja iijga pokoy yam. 
You go w ith a child and they will hit you. 
KtiijanJa pakapep yakijana. 
You have to carry a child and stand [between the two men f ight ing] . 
645 Kutjanja iijga pokoy yam? 
Will they hit you and the child? 
Ya an anamgoy elok. 
Like he this of his. [ A y m a k a n doesn ' t ment ion his D H ' s and his D H Z S ' s names , a s 
he is in taboo re la t ionship with them]. 
Ya nae Tikinjao numba kan anamgoy elok pokoy [inaudible] 
Yesterday T ik in j ao ' s husband bit up his [ZS]. 
Ya aunda pail konda piakanay. 
They should see it and stop fighting. 
CHILD: 
Uija, inja. 
Enough, enough. 
BOB: 
650 Go givim mama... 
G o take this to mother. . . 
Appendix F: 
Transcript of the 'sago' fight between 
Kangam and Mandum's lineages 
[Kros-pait K:M saksak _6 June 2009_Tape 14/scene 077_AVT1 pp35-46] 
Transcription conventions followed below: 
SPEAKERS' NAMES in capital letters, each in a full line preceding the speaker's first words 
1 line numbers 
Awiakay 
Tok Pisin 
[background information or other interpolations] 
interlinear glosses 
[clarification of translation] 
I cross-speech - the entrance point of another utterance (transcribed below) 
|- marks the begining of the utterance which overlaps with the previously started one (its entrance 
point marked by |) 
[comments for myself] 
KONI SKAfSGAM; 
Yao kopa aka opepaii! +stori big Kaqgam 
You don' l know the bush camp. 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
TAYPAY: 
Kolmj yakaimba popahiij ^yenpja layakopamba, sevenpla saksak ia, em bai go 
Ions kot. 
We'l l go to the court for seven sago palms, seven sago palms will go to the court. 
Nil] kak Mandetj pekijanak. 
I'll go down on Monday. 
Samans baiinhapoijaniiiak. 
I 'II buy the summons (court papers). 
Sevenpla saksak ia! 
Seven sago palms! 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
KAWEPAK: 
Nail registerimhapoana. 
Go register now. 
Registerimbapa. 
Register. 
Mani nainak nil], 
I'll give you the money. 
Mani nainak. 
r i l give you the money. 
Trans l a t ion of this t ranscr ipt is i n f o r m a t i v e , not a s po l i shed as the t rans la t ion of the exce rp t s that are 
a n a l y s e d in the thes is chap te r s . 
W A N D A K : 
10 Yawa inga upukimdiainak kambanjanda aka nangoy mapeij kohpon. | 
I ' l l cut you d o w n together wi th the house [at K o k o l a m g o a ] : y o u ' r e not si t t ing on 
your land. 
Yu hangamap na i stap ia. 
Y o u ' r e squat ters! [implied: KKL = Kaogam's land] 
KArjGAM: 
|- Eeey, injua [...].' 
Heey, cunt! 
VUKUN: 
Yitklia! AiitsaitI 
G o away! G o out [of the t ight] , 
KAWEPAK: 
Kaijgam nan disturhmbapman. 
K a o g a m y o u ' r e m a k i n g t roubles . 
15 Klia! 
G o away! 
YUKUN (to Kaogam): 
Mi lokyu go naii. 
I ' m tell ing you to go. 
Em samtink bihng lo. harim, loklok blong mans i nogat pawa. 
This per ta ins to law, your w o r d s have no power . 
Ana ya! 
Go! ' 
KAWEPAK: 
Planti saksak! 
So much sago! 
20 Planti hatn ok i pints! 
So m u c h hard work has been done ! 
Harim! 
Listen! 
Taiisen kino! 
O n e thousand Kina! 
Jausen kina [...] bilong mi. 
O n e thousand Kina [...] o f mine . 
Tausen kina! Taiisen kina! 
O n e thousand Kina! O n e thousand Kina! 
25 Mawi! 
Strong! !!! 
TAVPAV: 
Yiipela painim hevi natink. 
Y o u ' r e jus t looking for t rouble . 
KUNBRI: 
Taykopa pakamamhimih. 
You [pi] hid the sago, [you have p rocessed it secre t ly] 
Pakin! 
You fuckers ! 
TOPOI^: 
Nangoy taykopa pakan pakamambim? 
W h o hid and took [s tole] you r sago? 
KUNBRI: 
30 Not] pakamambimiii! 
You [pi] did! 
Tomisakay, Asuksakay [...] Satan! 
Tomi ' s , A s u k ' s [...] Satan! 
Harm? 
Do you hear me? 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
KUNBRI ; 
Kamhai]! 
Kambaq [name of Bob ' s ancestor]! 
TOPOt^: 
Kambafj i no asples. 
Kambai] is not from here. 
35 Kamhaij i nojjjong hia! 
Kambai] is not from here. 
M A S A K A W I [deaf and dumb, using sign language] shows to Mandom's lineage: 'Go awayl ' 
YUKUN: 
Isse! 
Come on. enough! 
TOPOI\|: 
Uijatpal! Birijan pukua. 
Urjatpat [ancestor 's name]! The enemies killed him. 
Binian pukua Utjatpat! 
The enemies killed Uqatpat. 
WANDAK : 
Yamis sakay strong wakanjipon. 
You are looking for Yamis ' s [ancestor 's name] strength. 
[beware - we ' ve got this power - he was our ancestor, and a good warrior] 
to Yamis sakay tawa [...] 
Yamis ' s strength [lit. bone]... - boasts 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
M A S A K A W I shows to M ' s lineage: 'Go away now! ' 
KUNBRI : 
Tuipakamin! \ [xi] Pakjn! Tui pakapen! 
You [pi] stole it! (x4) Fuckers! You [pi] are stealing! 
Ha! 
[anger] 
Mm man! 
[Expression of anger], man! 
TOPO[S; 
|- Utjatpat! [points to the ground] 
Uijatpat! 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] •>•> 
45 Kumbiamgoy taykopa olukamgoy pakamamhiwa! 
You are hiding [cutting, scraping and stelaing] other people 's sago palms too! 
Noijgomgoy kusinuij lui pakapongoy. 
Your [pi.] father is a thief! 
Noijgomgoy kusinuij tui pakapon. 
Your [pi.] father is stealing. 
Tay kopa! Tay kopa! 
I l l 
S a g o p a l m ! S a g o p a l m ! 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
TOPO[S: 
Em i pret long binia bilongyu na em i kam marit long dispeta hap. 
H e w a s a f r a i d o f [ h a v i n g ] y o u a s e n e m i e s , s o h e c a m e to m a r r y h e r e . 
KAWEPAK: 
50 Markus Barian palowakapenay! (x 2) 
I ' l l g o a n d ge t M a r k u s B a r i a n [ f r o m d is t r ic t cou r t in A n g o r a m ] 
Nan Markus Barian opepanim? 
D o y o u k n o w M a r k u s B a r i a n ? 
Ponde palowakapenay. 
T o m o r r o w 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
KAWEPAK: 
Ponde. ponde pondopapakanaij. 
T o m o r r o w , t o m o r r o w bai m i p e l a k a m a u t i m r a u s i m . 
Ui]alpatsakay palowakapenaij. 
W e wi l l pu t U r j a t p a t ' s n a m e ... 
KUNBRI: 
55 PemJIi Iripuij mokoinak. Mm? Save? 
W e ' l l m a k e a f a m i l y t r ip . M m [mi s t rongpe la man, save?] Y o u k n o w ? 
Nase kandeijgun taijan kakua. Nase kandeygun laijan kakua: 
In t h e p a s t , b i g m e n w o u l d ta lk l ike th is . In the p a s t , b i g m e n w o u l d t a lk l i k e th i s : 
Tay kopa)j mae lay kopaij yake. 
Y o u f p l ] s h o u l d s t and c l o s e to t h e s a g o p a l m . 
KAr^GAM: 
Ooo! Sem ia! 
O o h ! S h a m e ! 
WANDAK: 
Tay kopa nokomgoym? 
[Is it] y o u r [p i ] s a g o 
60 ya koij pokondimbembapopeh. 
a n d y o u [pi] w o u l d like t o beat m e up? 
Harim, a? 
D o y o u hear? 
Uijambope kosoij. 
G o a n d cut [pi] it up there. 
Uijane kosoij! 
G o a n d cut [pi] it up there! 
STELA WAMAY: 
Inapja! Koni, ey! 
E n o u g h ! K o n i , h e y ! 
[Wandak shows he wants to fight] 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
TOPOI^: 
65 Pan i-kopaij kon ton. 
I t ' s u p at P a w i [ n a m e o f b u s h c a m p in t h e m o u n t a i n ] . 
KAt^GAM: 
Pawi. a? 
[ A t ] P a w i . h a h ? 
Pakange opeyanaijgom pekiiam May nay? 
And who told them [showed them the way] to come downriver to Mayna [former 
place]? 
TOPOrj: 
Birua ikakanepeke kalaij. 
He came down here in warfare [he came down here killing people]. 
Birua ikakapeke. 
He came down in warfare [he came down killing people]. 
70 "Awimbamgon pokondinua, " pe. 
"Those from Awim will kill me ," he said. 
"Awimbamgon nombondinua, " pe. 
"Those f rom Awim will eat me ," he said. 
Kalaij koi] peke. 
So he came down here. 
KArSGAM: 
Saaai! 
Ooh. come on! ?? [contempt] 
Aunda olukunjay. 
Outsider! 
75 Kay kumbiamgoy aunda aka dipendimbapainay. 
People f rom another place will not defend you just like that [for free]. 
Yu yet, nan kopofian. 
You yourself , you yourself 
KUNBRI: 
I Kambras! Meri Kambras em i raunmeh! 
Kambras [name of M ' s female ancestor]. Kambras was a raunmeri. 
Em bilong antapl [points to the mountain] 
She ' s f rom up there [from the mountain]. 
KAr^GAM: 
|- Noken pulim nara^eta man i kam! 
Don' t pull in others [into the fight]. 
YUKUN: 
80 Inaaap! 
Enough! 
TOPOIvj: 
Yu save tons stori bilons Kambras em i kam olsem long Mayna? 
Do you know the story how Kambras came to Mayna? 
Mayna? 
[To] Mayna? 
Kwip kolowakay. 
She used to stay at Kwip [name of an Awiakay mountain, see map xx]. 
Nau em kisim Kasom. 
Then she came to Kasom [name of an Awiakay mountain, see map xx]. 
85 Bipo em i kam raun. Mm? Yi±saye? 
She came 
01 i sindaun long Kwip. 
The settlement was at Kwip. 
Wandukulaij bjruaij peke. 
Wandukula i j [name of ancestor] came down in warfare. 
Biruaij peke. 
He came down in warfare. 
Waka! Waka! Waka! 
Waka! [Kamaqgip ' s ancestor ' s name] (3x) 
90 Wandukuhij lokondoij, Wandukulatj biruaij peke. 
Wandukulai) used to live up there, he came down in warfare. 
Nangoy Wandukulatj biruatj peke. 
Your Wandukulai] came down in w arfare. 
MASAKAWI shows: [We'll go to Angoram) 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
KAMGAM: 
Kalai] Baiholpakapepyakanakoy munjokondinman. Ainman. 
I w ill pick up the Bible and stand here, and you'll be afraid of me. Iron man [strong-
masol man bilong pait], 
KUNBRI: 
Saai! Anda endaij pikinjasipan. 
Saai [rubbish]! You're jumping to another road [you're changing the topic], 
[to Yumbunak] 
Pakin kan yu! 
Y o u fucking cunt! 
95 Yti kan iai Yu kan ia! 
You cunt! Y o u cunt! 
[? unintelligible) 
Yu hai indai! Yu hai indai ia! 
You' l l die! You' l l die! 
NAMAY (to Yumbunak): 
Paitim man ia! 
Beat him up! 
Long man ia. 
He's wrong! 
[? unintelligible cross-talk) 
YAWAS: 
Ya uija amhiakane ya! 
Enough now. go away [go nabaut]! 
YUKUN: 
100 Eey, tisa rispekimhapiav! 
Hey. respect the teacher! 
KAPRUIVI: 
Tisasakay yaopumda. 
It's teacher's house here, [front-house = bains] 
YUKUN: 
Harim lok! 
Listen! 
Sem! Sem bilong mipelaHisa sakay yao... 
Shame! Shame on us! Teacher's house... 
[? unintelligible) 
Inap nau! 
Enough now! 
105 Noken brukimhapopeii tisa sakay banis kak. 
Don't come into teacher's yard. 
Kaij pail aka pokonbem. 
Don't fight here. 
Tisa rispekimbapimbem. 
Respect the teacher. 
Harim? 
Do you hear? 
Inap ia! 
E n o u g h n o w ! 
KAISGAM; 
110 Pek kat]. pokmjguijga pek! 
C o m e d o w n a n d b e a t t h e m u p h e r e . 
[? unintelligible) 
WANDAK: 
Mipela i nogat tok wantaim Yumhimak. 
W e h a v e n o t h i n g t o s a y to Y u m b u n a k . 
Yumbunak ape? 
W h e r e ' s Y u m b u n a k ? [Y m a d e Yakalak p r e g n a n t ] 
[? unintelligible] 
Yumbunak, kisim em i kam. 
B r i n g Y u m b u n a k o v e r h e r e . 
TAYPAY: 
Yumbunak disturb! 
Y u m b u n a k ' s d i s t u r b i n g ! 
115 Mae an mombanda kakanpongoy an disturb[im]bape 
W e ' r e j u s t t a l k i n g a n d he c a m e t o d i s t u r b . 
KUNBRI; 
Ya, Yumbunak disturb! 
Y e s , Y u m b u n a k ' s d i s t u r b i n g . 
WANDAK: 
Yumbunak we? 
W h e r e ' s Y u m b u n a k ? 
[? unintell igible cross-talk] 
A WOMAN; 
Wandak, uija ya! Wandak! Wandak! 
W a n d a k , i t ' s e n o u g h ! 
KUNBRI: 
Ui] pakapep peke elak. 
H e c a r r i e d a s p e a r a n d c a m e d o w n [ r e a d y f o r f i g h t i n g ] . 
120 IJij epepeke. 
H e c a m e d o w n w i t h a s p e a r . 
Aunda mupe! 
Jus t l o o k ! 
A WOMAN: 
Av. wakondun injakapla elok kuijanja kamba-kamba injakan. 
H e y , m a n y s t o o d u p f o r fight, e v e n s m a l l c h i l d r e n h a v e r i s e n , 
[many] 
PaiUm em! Paitim em! Paitim em! 
B e a t h i m u p ! (x3) 
I??] 
Yukulaa! 
Y u k u l a ! [ n a m e ] 
KAPRUM: 
125 Yumbunakan yamendatjgay. 
Y u m b u n a k i k i r a p i m ol l o n g pa i t . 
[many] 
Inap! Inap! (x2) 
E n o u g h ! E n o u g h ! 
WANDAK: 
Em ia! Man hilongpesim heyHKan! 
H e r e ' s t h e t r o u b l e m a k e r ! C u n t ! 
77 
Mipela i laik toktok lasol. 
W e o n l y w a n t to t a lk . 
MOYAMBE: 
[nap nau. Wandak, inap ia! 
E n o u g h n o w , W a n d a k . i t ' s e n o u g h ! 
KUNBRI: 
130 Hut man i kam we? 
W h e r e ' s t h e a r s e h o l e ? 
Pail man, ia? 
F i g h t e r , h a h ? 
MOYAMBE: 
Nan kandeij, nan kastambinj ambem. 
Y o u ' r e g r o w n up , y o u h a v e to fo l low t h e c u s t o m . 
TAYPAY: 
Mipela, lain bilons Jonatan na mipela toktok i stap. 
W e . J o n a t h a n ' s l i n e a g e w e r e t a l k i n g . 
Trabql man ia kam ia na pulim mipela long hevi. 
T h e t r o b l e m a k e r c a m e and drew us in to t r o u b l e s . 
?? 
135 Kunja kiinja pokonbem. 
T h e y h a v e to f i gh t o n e - t o - o n e ( in d u e l s ) . 
AKRUMBAYN: 
Yiipela i no meri. yupela noken bung pail. 
Y o u ' r e no t w o m e n , d o n ' t f i gh t in a g r o u p . 
TOPOrj: 
Tay agalon, kopoiian etj 
N o sago , w e t o o k it. 
Koponan eij tay. 
W e o u r s e l v e s t o o k the s a g o . 
[? unintelligible cross-talk] 
YUKUN: 
Inap. Inap nan. Inap. Inap. 
E n o u g h . E n o u g h n o w . E n o u g h . E n o u g h . 
KUNBRI: 
MO Not] oltikunja tawa ton. 
Y o u ' r e m e n . y o u h a v e t h e s t r e n g t h . 
Noi] ohikiinja tawa ton, elak anda. 
Y o u ' r e m e n . y o u h a v e the s t r e n g t h , t h i s t o o . 
TOPOI^: 
Kopona)j e, mokoij tok. 
W e t o o k it a n d w e ' r e h o l d i n g it. 
Mokoij, mokoij, mokoij. 
W e ' r e h o l d i n g it, w e ' r e h o l d i n g it.. . 
Kopoiiaij mokoij. 
W e o u r s e l v e s a r e h o l d i n g it. 
145 Uijatpat alay inokoij. (x3) 
Uqatpat himself held it. (x3) 
Ambasiman. 
Ambas iman. [ancestor ' s name] 
MOYAMBE: 
Ya uija, ane norj. 
Enough now, yu [pi] go. 
(nap nau! 
Enough now! 
[? unintelligible] 
KAISGAM; 
Kolokay mawi, kolokay kmjga tui pokopep maijgay Waykan. 
Strong aibika, Wayk [Jonathan 's ancestor] stole aibika leaves and gave them all. 
[for power] 
150 Waykan tui pakapep nan Aijgwa)] sakay. Ya? 
Wayk stole [it] f rom Aogwaij [Kaqgam's ancestor]. Ya? 
TOPOhl: 
Stori papan mokoy tok stori. Mokoy. Mokoy. Papan mokoy. 
Father has this story. He has it. (x2) Father has it. 
Swri omgusanda pakawakaij. (x2) 
W e ' v e stored all the stories [into our minds]. 
Omgusanda mokoij. 
W e ' v e got them all. 
Makay? 
You see? 
155 Kunja-kunja tok aka pokondinapmin. 
If you were one by one you wouldn ' t overpower me. 
YUKUN: 
Ya iiija! Ya ui]a! 
Enough now! Enough! 
TOPOI^I: 
Ponde koloij mungumenak koloij. 
1 will see you [pi] dow n there tomorrow. 
Kenda koloij munguinbeanak. 
I ' l l go and see you down there, [at court in Asangamut] 
Ha-ha, mae sisisj 
Ha-ha [laughs??], m y Jesus! [nobody knows what mae sisis means, they say it is a TP 
word, which you say when you are really angry] 
[? unintelligible] 
TOPOhl: 
150 Koloij mungumbeijaninak. 
I'll go and see you down there. 
Kumbi kaykoy kolokoy lufjgumgoy, save? 
There ' s another place o f mine down there, you know? [has relatives in Asangamut] 
[? unintelligible] 
Enda agahn. 
[There 's ] no other way. 
Uijatpat anda Uijatpat alay pokopep inambiijgapekeminge kalaij. 
They had beaten up Uijatpat and came down here to hide, [check the stor/l] 
Mambujgapekuakay Eijgu mimbia koij mokowakapepla kalaij aunda. 
They came down hiding and they used Engu ' s name [to claim the land], chart of 
ancestors! 
MOYAMBE: 
165 Emep yakamin Karuap. 
K a r u a p , y o u ' r e d o i n g w e l l [ s t o p p i n g b o t h s i d e s w h o f i g h t ] , 
Aunda elekiam ambayaij yak [...] 
Jus t s t a n d l ike th is . . . 
KAMGAM: 
Satan elakiamgoyi [...] Pqkin Mel, satan pikinini! 
T h i s S a t a n ! [. . .] F u c k i n g id io t , S a t a n ' s c h i l d ! 
Yoij kuma akanja akanjakay pakaijgum yamatjpoijan pupukia akanja akanjakan. 
D o n ' t [ p r e t e n d to ] w a l k a r o u n d w i t h y o u r b ig c o c k s w h e n t h e y c a n ' t e v e n e r e c t . 
R u b b i s h ! 
Y o u ' r e w a l k i n g a r o u n d w i t h y o u r s l ack c o c k s , ' c a u s e t h e y c a n ' t e v e n e r e c t . 
R u b b i s h ! 
Idiet! 
Id io t ! 
170 Andunda, andunda akanjakan pakaijgom yamhla twjgwngoy kolokot. 
T h e s e bad men are carry ing a r o u n d m y things, [my women, as t h e y married Motanir), 
Suanmay, Timban - Karjgam's line - they intermarry], 
Tui pakayamhiakan. 
T h e y s to le t h e m and a r e c a r r y i n g t h e m a r o u n d n o w . 
Kolokola. kolokola kunjamda pakamamhiwa. 
slh-slh-olgela-huilim 
T h e y a re h i d i n g so m a n y t h i n g s . 
Kambras Komaipan kompenseisen mape Andokum Andaijgi kumbia Komaipan 
kompenseisin mape. 
K o m a i p [M a n c e s t o r ] g a v e c o m p e n s a t i o n f o r K a m b r a s [F a n c e s t o r ] a n d A n d o k u m 
[F a n c e s t o r ] a n d f o r A n d a i j g i k u m b i a [ n a m e o f l and ] , 
Komaipan kompenseisen mape Andokum kalaij pekeke, Mapayan pakapep popim 
enjetjan Namata. 
K o m a i p c a m e d o w n h e r e w h e n h e c o m p e n s a t e d f o r A n d o k u m . M a p a y [ a n c e s t o r ] 
c a r r i e d c o m p e n s a t i o n f o r A n d o k u m w i t h h i s o p e n a r s e h o l e u p t o N a m a t a . [Namata is 
high in the mounta ins , he implies it was so steep t h a t Mapay ' s open anus could be s e e n 
w h e n he cl imbed up). 
175 Mapayan pakapep popim enjetjan Namata. 
M a p a y e m i k a r i m w a n t a i m hoi b i l o n g a s e m i b i n g o a n t a p . 
M a p a y t ook t h e c o m p e n s a t i o n o p e n - a r s e d up to N a m a t a . 
Andokum sakay kopa. 
C o m p e n s a t i o n [ h e a d < m a n ' s h e a d ] f o r A n d o k u m . 
Mapayan pakapep popim enjeijan Namata. 
M a p a y t o o k t h e c o m p e n s a t i o n o p e n - a r s e d u p to N a m a t a . 
Ha rim! 
L i s t e n ! 
Kopa elekiamgoy, kundaij pondopep noijgonak, kundaij pondopep noijgonak. 
bai mi k a m a u t i m a s b i l o n g d i s p e l a s tor i n a g i v i m l o n g y u p e l a . 
I w i l l d i g ou t t h e r o o t s o f t h i s s t o r y a n d tell it to y o u . 
KUNBRi: 
180 Namatai] peke, stori kosoij ton anamgoy. 
H e c a m e d o w n f r o m N a m a t a , h i s s to ry is u p t h e r e . 
Namataij peke. 
H e c a m e d o w n f r o m N a m a t a . 
KAI^GAM: 
Namata kopoHa! (x2) 
Y o u ' r e f r o m N a m a t a ! / S o n s o f N a m a t a ! 
Kumun mamgoy, y^, kumun mamgoy palakay tokondokoy, kumun mamgoy. Em. 
Your mother ' s [land], yes, your mother ' s [land] is over there in the plains [flat 
ground], 
Patakay kakay. Em. Kumun mamgoy. 
In the plains, yes. Yes. Your mother 's [land]. 
185 Na ktisin mamgoy, klia aij nangoy opepalui] tok histri. 
As for your father, we know his history very well. 
Nangoy kusin mamgoy kusin aka kak... kakiamgoy unja koij pakamambipen. 
Your father 's father is not from here, and so you're hiding [stealing] everything. 
[? unintelligible] 
Kaij tolakay keijepla. 
They ' re here, laughing. 
Koijgotmay mimhia koiiinen. 
Don' t call Koijgotmay's [F ancestor] name. 
Binia momba man aka kakaym. 
Don't talk about fighting. 
190 Aka hirua momba kakanpla. 
[My lineage] are not talking about fighting. 
Ee, sem iq! 
Shame! 
Wayk sakay... Wayk sakay kusin. Wayk sakay kusin. 
Wayk ... Wayk ' s father, wayk 's father. 
Wayk sakay kusin. 
Wayk ' s father. 
Kusin bilong Wayk ia. 
The father of Wayk. 
KUNBRI: 
195 Tatjan pangumbua, laijan pem: "Kalak Masaoan gen yok nokomgoy nambunw] 
ekenbopopon." 
They told them so, they said so: "This man, Masao, will marry a woman of yours." 
"Yok nokomgoy Waykan, " taijan yanimbe, "yokpokaijge, yokpokomuijgupe. " 
"This Wayk of yours," so they said, "beat him up, kill him." 
Taijan paijgumboa Eijgu aniij kiay. 
So Eijgu and his men told them. 
Harim, a? 
You year me? 
Taijan, taijan pimba, mm? 
So he said to them, mm? [anger] 
KAISGAM: 
200 Nokomgoy abukunuij tui pakayameke kolokay kaijga. 
Your grandfather went to steal aibika leaves. 
Mae tui eijgepep niij an Akunaij kotj upep tinjipua. 
He stole them, ate them and went to chop up Akunat) [female ancestor] with an axe 
to boil her. 
Kolokay kaijganda. 
Only with aibika leaves. 
KUNBRI: 
Opepalik niij anda. 
I know. 
Aka peleipalik. 
I am not wrong [mistaken]. 
[...] 
TOPOhj: 
205 Mi kilim disvela man ia, ainman yakapongoy. 
r i l kill this man . F in a s t rong man ' tough f ighter - like an iron man . 
YUKUN: 
Piakangomhalik ya! 
I will let you go. 
Mi hai liisim yiipela nau. 
I will let you go now [ F m tired of hold ing you back] . 
MASAKAWI makes a gesture with a hand as if mixing something in a palm 
TOPOM (to Masakawi): 
Yu makim wanem samtink?Poison, a? 
What are you mark ing? Poison, hah? 
Yu wokim poison, a? 
Y o u ' r e making poison, hah? 
210 Yu wokim poison? 
Y o u ' r e making poison? 
Eksen elak mulakape, kunda usiay! 
Look at the d u m b o n e ' s gestures! 
Em save wokim wanem samtink?A? A? 
What is he do ing? Hah? Hah? 
Em wokim wanem?Yu wokim wanem samtink? 
What is he doing? What are you do ing? 
Yu bai poisonim mi na mi hai indai, a? 
You will poison m e and I'll die, hah? 
215 Pail buiiguij ambakhapmin, pait bung lok iaijan ton. 
You appear brave when you f ight in a group. This is what g roup fight is like, 
[group fighting is not respected, while fighting on-to-one is] Kawepak is bloody - that 's 
what happens when yoyu fight in group. 
KAWEPAK: 
Kunja-kunja tok aka mokondinamin kambanjanda pam. 
One person would not be able to hold me back, no way! 
TOPOr^: 
Kunja-kunja tok nambokoyn pait pait bun^uy koij ambakmbapmin. 
One by one you ' r e as s t rong as y o u n g girls, only when you fight in a g roup you 
become ambak . 
Kambanjanda agalon tay tok ponde wakonanda iiyakijane. 
You w o n ' t have any sago left there - t onmor row w e ' l l go and cut them all. 
Niij kalak kak tok. 
Tha t ' s what I 'm saying. 
220 Nil] bosman. Weit agalon. 
I 'm the boss. No wait ing. [ W o n ' t was te any t ime]. 
Anda Uijatpat alay pokopep pekepep koij strongimbapopla, mae sisis! 
They killed Uoatpat and came d o w n and now they ' r e c l a iming [land], m y Jesus! 
Wanem graun bilongyupela na yupela save^kim i go i kam, a? 
W h e r e ' s your land that you are check ing? 
Nokomgoy map kamiam kotj sekimbapopen? A? 
W h e r e ' s your piece of land that you are check ing , hah? 
As... As saksak bilongyupela o bilong husait? 
The sago, is it yours or w h o s e is it? 
225 Bilong tumbuna bilongyu, o...? 
Is it your ances tor ' s , or.. .? 
Graun bilongyu na yu save^kim, a? 
Y o u ' r e not check ing your land, are you? 
Yu papa graun na yu save sekim? 
Are you a l andowner and y o u ' r e check ing the land? 
Wanpela giaman man strej! 
Y o u ' r e a l iar! 
Wanneplapqlitik man! 
A po l i t i c i an ! 
230 Yu laik kleimim natink graun hilon^ narapela man? 
Y o u w a n t to c l a i m s o m e o n e e l s e ' s land w i t h o u t a r ea son . 
Nosat wanpela tumbuna stori bilons em, nogat wanpela memori bilons em stil i 
slap long dispela hap. 
Y o u d o n ' t h a v e a s ing le ances t r a l s to ry abou t it, y o u d o n ' t h a v e a s ing le m e m m o r y 
abou t th is p lace . 
Kambanjanda memori histri kambanjanda agalon. 
N o t a s ing le li t t le m e m o r y or h i s to ry . 
Yu laik kam, yu laik stilim natink disia graun. 
Y o u jus t w a n t to c o m e and still the l and! 
YUKUN: 
Mi laik toksave long dish banis pastaim. 
1 w o u l d f i rs t l ike to a n n o u n c e it m this part o f the v i l lage . 
235 Pablik toksave: Kot yeling em long bihain Ions Ogas, em bai slap ia. 
Publ ic a n n o u n c e m e n t : C o u r t h e a r i n g wil l be held later in A u g u s t . 
Appendix G: 
Charismatic healing session: 
Kununda sikan 
[VideoTape 17/2009_scene 091_[36'35"]_AVT1 pp. 77-100] 
Transcription conventions followed below: 
SPEAKERS' NAMES in capital letters, each in a full line preceding the speaker's first words 
1 line numbers 
Awiakay 
Tok Pisin 
[background information or other interpolations] 
interlinear glosses 
[clarification o f translation] 
I cross-speech - the entrance point of another utterance (transcribed below) 
[-marks the begining of the utterance which overlaps with the previously started one (its entrance 
point marked by |) 
[comments] 
KUNUNDA [answeiring my question about what kind of sickness she has] 
Ha! long mi longstori longyu... 
It's hard for me to talk to you... 
MOYAMBE 
Olsem pen yu kisim long em. Kus i kamap... 
About the pain you have. You ' re coughing... 
KUNUNDA [continues] 
Kouk kalakay, \ tank kalakay... 
Here in the ribs, here in the backbone... 
MOYAMBE 
)- Lewa. 
Heart. 
KUNUNDA [continues] 
koka ingwa... 
and I cough... 
kolsika ingwa... 
and I have a cold... 
kum aka nombalik \ ... kambanja nomhalik. 
I don't eat sago pudding ... I eat very little. 
MOYAMBE 
[Em i no save kaikai kum. 
She's not eating sago pudding. 
KUNUNDA [continues] 
Ya yok kondakay. 
That's it. 
MOYAMBE 
10 Unja betenuri ambopahtij. 
We'l l go into prayer now. 
Darja 
Kuijanja nangoy arj wakonanda ton. [Ion incorrect: should be tola 3PL or better 
lolmj IPL] 
All your children are here. 
Ppl explain: if some children are not present, God will not be happy, as there might be 
some resentment between them and their mother. 
Yotjgondam 
Anamgoy rvitanjayok kondakaym? 
Is that all, that 's the cause of her sickness? [raitanja = right answer; as bilong sik] 
new scene 
MOYAMBE [to me] 
O piksa aka engoman ? 
Oh, you didn't record us? 
Ya, taim mipela loktok tu, vu no bin onim? 
You didn' t have it on when we were talking? 
YoQgondam [laughing] 
15 Aimda momba kakanim yamblamin [laughs], Darja. 
They only walk around, talking nonsence. Darja. 
new scene 
MOYAMBE 
Kastambamgov inja, God sakav en akanja popon-ijay. 
thinkSSG-EPIST.MOD 
She must think that customary ways are good and God ' s way is not. 
17 Mae taijgan kakay: BaiboJ tex amgoy inja pe, e-e, aka aunda bodji] amba iplakay 
pe. (p.78) 
Now she says: 'What Bible says is good, e-e, em i no samtmk bilong mekim 
natink long laik bilong bodi, em i tok. [em i samtink bilong spirit] 
SONG; 
18 Jisas, yu Lord bilong mi, 
mi kam longpjes bihngyu, 
mi singaiil longyu, Jisas, 
yii kam na helpim mi. 
Mi praisim yu, yu God, 
yu Bik^ela, 
mi singaut longyu. Jisas, 
yu kam na helpim mi. 
Ale-e-lu-u-ja, 
Ale-e-hi-u-ja, 
mi singaut longyu, Jjsas, 
yu kam na helpim mi. 
Ale-e-lu-u-ja, 
Ale-e-lu-u-ja, 
mi singaut long yu. Ji^as, 
yu kam na helpim mi. 
34 Pikinini bilong Devid, sori long mi, (x2) 
Jisas, olsem wanem, bai mi orait. (x2) 
Pikinini bilons Devid... 
MOYAMBE 
37 ^eisyuKingJisas! 
Praise you. King Jesus! 
SONG (continued) 
Jisas, olsem wanem, bai mi orait. 
KUNUNDA makes this gesture [comment: God i mas lukim disia eksen bilong em] 
Larim hip bilong mi i pas longyu. Jisas^ 
Pjanti^amtink bilong graun ipulim mi, 
nogat hamamas long hip bilong mi, 
mi singaiit longyu Jisas, 
yu kam na helpim mi. 
MOYAMBE 
O Lord! 
Oh Lord! 
SONG (continued) 
45 Jisas helpim mi, 
o Lord yu helpim mi, 
yes. mi kolim nem bilong yu. 
0 Jisas, yu helpim mi. 
Ye^ mi singaut longyu Jisas, 
yu kam na helpim mi. 
Yes mi singaut longyu Jisas, 
yu kam na helpim mi. 
MOYAMBE 
53 Preis you King Jisas! 
Praise you King Jesus! 
SONG (new) 
Long Isl na West yumi preisim God, 
preisim God em i bikpeh, (x2). 
Long Not na Saut yumi preisim God, 
preisim God em i bikpeh, (x2). 
MOYAMBE 
Church, Alelu-
Ciiurch [congregat ion] , 'Hallelu-" 
PEOPLE 
Aleluja! 
Halle lu jah! 
SONG 
60 Alelu- ale-lu ja, 
kahp, kahp, paitim han, na danis wantaim, 
hamamas na danis wantaim. 
MOYAMBE 
3^2say... 
3 - 2 - 1 , say.. . 
PEOPLE 
... Jisas! 
... Jesus! 
MOYAMBE 
65 Pawa ill the name of... 
P o w e r in the n a m e of. . . 
PEOPLE 
... JisasI 
... Jesus! 
MOYAMBE 
l^kjri ill the name of... 
Victory in the n a m e of.. . 
PEOPLE 
... Jisas! 
... Jesus! 
MOYAMBE 
King in the name of... 
King in the n a m e of. . . 
PEOPLE 
70 ... Jisasl 
... Jesus! 
MOYAMBE 
Sikan bai kamav Ions nem bilong,... 
Reconci l ia t ion will c o m e in the n a m e o f . . 
PEOPLE 
... Jisas! 
.. Jesus! 
MOYAMBE 
Husail i win ? 
W h o w o n ? 
PEOPLE 
... Jisas! 
... Jesus! 
SONG 
75 Lons 1st na Westyumipr^m God... 
In the East and in the Wes t w e ' r e prais ing God. , 
MOYAMBE 
Husait ipayman bilong vu? 
W h o ' s pay ing you? 
PEOPLE 
... Jisas]^ 
... Jesus! 
SONG 
78 Taim mi singim dis^lq^son^, 
lewa bihns mi em i hamamas, 
tinktink tasol 
wanem taim bai Jjsas i kam. 
(x2) 
MOYAMBE 
Church, 'Lewa ia'. 
Church. 'Heart- [song title], 
SONG 
Lewa ia, lewa ia, lewa ia, lewa ia, 
lewa ia, lewa ia, Jisas Krais yu lewa ia. 
(x2) 
MOYAMBE 
85 3 -2 - LChiinh... 
3 - 2 - 1, Church... 
PEOPLE 
... Jisas! 
... Jesus! 
MOYAMBE 
AJelu-
Hallelu-
PEOPLE 
-Jo! 
- jah! 
MOYAMBE 
-la!-
- jah!-
PEOPLE 
90 -Alelti- ! 
Hallelu- ! 
MOYAMBE 
Lazarus!... 
Lazarus! ... 
PEOPLE 
Kamdaun! 
Come down! 
MOYAMBE [correcting them, as they have confused Lazarus (John 11:38-53) with 
Zacchaeus(Lul<e 19:1-1)] 
Kam ant! 
Come out! 
PEOPLE 
Lazarus! 
Lazarus! 
MOYAMBE 
95 Sakias!... 
Zacchaeus! ... 
PEOPLE 
Kam aul! 
Come out! 
MOYAMBE [correcting them again] 
Kam daiml 
Come down! 
Tumal< (mistal<enlY) 
Sakias! 
Zacchaeus! 
PEOPLE 
Aleluja! 
Hallelujah! 
SONG 
100 Kalap, kalap, 
paitim han na danis wantaim, 
hamamas na danis wantaim. 
MOYAMBE 
103 OK, yumi startim, Vitus kam pim^. 
OK. let 's start. Vitus [Imbisay] has arrived. 
Em liklik sotpela [sikan]... gu^ela olsem Tantanbu^ tu i stop. 
A little, short one [reconciliation]... good that Tantanbuij 's also here. 
105 Anda sikan tasqi. 
Just reconciliation. 
Em, Jisas bai lukim. 
So. Jesus will see. 
Na ol lain bilongyu, Vitus, ol i nosat hevi, ol i nogat kros, q! i kam Ions porzip. 
And your women, Vitus, they don' t have any resentments or grievences, they all 
came to forgive. 
Mama hai sivim dispela bel, tinktink bihns em, long wanem em i bin kisim dispela 
sJL 
Mama will xxx, she will tell why she thinks she got sick. 
Bikos Jisas em i lukim disia, em i nogat rispek, em i nogat trast long Jisas, ahem 
na Jisas ein i tok, em i kam long nait long wanbel long dish. 
Because Jesus saw that she didn't have any respect, she didn't trust him, so Jesus 
said he came at night to reconcile. 
110 Ohem na yumi daunim het na lukluk long heven, baimbai em yet bai wokim rot, na 
em yet bai witnisim dish sikan long heven. 
So let us bow our heads and look into Heaven, he himself will make a way. and he 
will witness this reconciliation. 
Olsem. Mipela makim mak bilong kruse: Long nem bilong Papa, na bilong 
Pikinini, na bilong Holi Spirit, Amen. 
So. Let 's make a sign of a cross: In the name of the Father, and of the Son. and of 
the Holy Spirit, Amen. 
God Papa, yu lukim dish liklik bung, na God Papa, lasol God Papa, vu save i 
^tap nayu lukim mi, nayu lukim Vitus, em i kam long givim bel wantaim poroman 
bilong em, Julian, na yu save long insait na autsait bilong em pinis. Papa, insait 
na autsait yu lukim pinis. 
God Father, you see this little gathering, and .... but God Father, you're there and 
you see me, and you see Vitus who came to reconcile with his ' f r iend ' [brother] 
Julian, and you know him in and out. Father, you have seen him in and out. 
Etn i no gutpeh tumas^ t^qlj^yetjMiyu^apj^m na witnisim olsem yu stap 
wantaim mipela. 
It 's not too good [what you 've seen], but you will support and witness [what you 
see today], as you are with us. 
Olsem na, yumi olgeta yumi ken pre. olsem Jisas. brata bilong mipela em i 
sukulim mipela long^m: Papa^bjlongmipeh... 
So we can all pray like Jesus, our brother, has taught us: Our Father... 
new scene 
MOYAMBE 
115 ... nayumi tok. Ave Maria... 
... and we say. Hail Mary. . . 
Orail. yumi ken sikan. 
All right, we can shake hands . 
Mama, yu ken holim han hilong wokim sotkat. 
M a m a , you can hold hand to make it short, [let us do away with this qu ick ly ] 
OK. Vitus. Tantanbmj. nan wamhem kele. 
Ok. Vi tus . Tantanburi , coine up [to the house] . 
Anda liklik sikan tasol, na amhi nan luki tuki ina. 
Just a little reconci l ia t ion, and M u m , you c o m e closer . 
[?? unintelligible] 
VITUS 
120 Mipela nogat wanpela samtink. 
W e don ' t have anyth ing . 
Mipela wanbel tons kam na God i stap wantaim yumi. 
W e agreed to c o m e and God is with us. 
Sikan em i bikpela samtink tru. 
Reconci l ia t ion is a big [ important] thing. 
Sikan em i bikpela mak Ions wanbel em i save kamap. 
Reconci l ia t ion is an important sign that mutual ag reement has been reached. 
Maski bikpela kros o liklik kros, wanempla samtink, sikan em i bikpela samtink. 
It doesn ' t matter w hether the anger w a s big or small or w hatever , reconci l ia t ion is 
an important thing. 
MOYAMBE 
125 Yes, tenkyu. 
Yes. thank you. 
VITUS 
Tasol... mipela hamamas long mipela kam lukimyu, mipela baigiyim bel, mipela 
nogat wanpela samtink, mipela save laikim em natink. 
But ... w e ' r e happy that we came to see you. w e will m a k e up [with her] , w e d o n ' t 
have anyth ing [against her], we like her jus t like that. 
MOYAMBE 
Tenkyu tru. 
Thank you so much . 
VITUS 
Mipela kam na mipela givim bel. 
W e came here to make up with her. 
Sapos dish sik em i stap, God bai kilim em, em bai katim na rausim (... ?? 
unintelligible] 
If the s ickness is still there, God will do away with it [...] 
130 Sikan-ma-ponin-aij-im? 
Will w e shake hands? 
MOYAMBE 
Yokoy. Yo kon ton. Aunda kambanja. 
T h a t ' s it. I t ' s here. Just a little. 
Yokonda sikanmapone yot] konda. [p.80] 
Shake hands n o w ! 
VITUS 
Mi nogal wanpela kros wanem ia longyu. [shakes hands with Kununda] 
F m not angry with you. 
MOYAMBE 
Palomay elokoy, e, yokoy, yokoy. 
Pa lomay ' s there, look, she ' s here. 
VITUS 
135 Palomay em bai kain, em bai sikanim wantaim yu, mi tokim em pinis. 
Palomay will come, she will shake hands with you, I already told her. 
Mi save krq^ hng Palomay, mi ^v^lingim yu^ 
1 was angry with her, I 'm thinking of you. 
Mi stap wantaim yu, God i save^bilong sikan bilong mjtupela. 
I 'm with you, God knows about our reconcil iat ion/making up. 
Sapos bilong disia hevi, God bai kilim sik bilong VU bai orait. 
If this resentment is the cause of it, God will do away with your sickness and 
you' l l be fine. 
Samtink bilong Jisas. 
Jesus knows about it. I t 's his business. I t 's for Jesus to decide/act.. . 
Yongondam 
140 Tru tru, laikim ikak God sakay pumd-a-ij. 
forehead-3SG.inalienablePOSS-LOC 
True, true, mekim laikim pasin long ai bilong God. 
True, true. Show God [make him believe] that you like her. 
PALOMAY 
Nil] kamhanjanda nanday aka taykoimbalik. 
I 'm not angry with you at all. 
Niij nanday tayko-im-bem agalon. 
I you.DAT angry-2SG.0M not 
I 'm not angry with you. 
[PALOMAY cries (KUNUNDA too) ol i soim laikim pasin. Palomay longpela taim em i lusim 
em olsem ol save kros. Palomay em i stori long ambi na em i krai. Ambi em i sori em tok 
nogitim em., palomay em sori ambi em sik nogit tru. Tupela makim disIa long krai. 
Asangamut meri saying of her daughter: Em meri bilong krai stret.] 
KUNUNDA 
Nan waik mamgoy twjgoy. 
You belong to my belly. [You ' re one of mine.] 
145 Nan isik kakay waiknjaij. 
You ' r e my breasts on my belly. [You drank from iny breasts when they were 
young, now they are slack and have fallen down on my belly.] 
Nanday aka bagarapimbapaimbalik, God ton ambia opendimbon. 
himself sees 
I wouldn ' t hurt you, God knows that, [em tasol i save long mi] 
Anda nangoy uninmun ka)] kolonan. [points to her shoulders] 
Just [the spirit o f | your mother-in-law is sitting here. 
[mama bilong Imbisay em i kam daun long solda bilong em na em i mekim em sik. Taim 
em save sik em i save lukim disIa spirit bilong em] 
Ka^ onga yombopalui] kalaij taijan. 
Here we sleep together, right here, like that. 
Uninmun. 
With your mother-in-law. 
150 Kalak amgon ambIa ambIa lolamin nen. 
These two are lose (not jo ined together) p .82 up 
Ya kele, uninmim kotj takanaij tukumjaij. 
And so [the spirit o f ] your mother - in - law c a m e to sit on my shoulders . 
Aka yomhopalik aimda alay muyombopalik katj. 
1 can ' t s leep without seeing her here [in my dreams] , 
Ehk, elok, kuminja wasiijgakaijgoy elak kele emep aka e. [coughs] 
Here, here, w e ' v e split a little bunch of betel nut . but you h a v e n ' t taken it proper ly 
[coughs] , 
[when you want to give sth to sb to please them -Inja] 
[ -» it refers to the kros between imbisay and Aymakan, that's why Kupun's spirit em i 
mekim hevi/sik Ig Kuninda.] 
Koncla ipinda kanujga iiii kenda koloijga iiii. 
Here, it caine to sit on my shoulders again, it ca ine to sit here, 
PALOMAY 
155 Nit] nanday aka taykwaimbalik. 
I ' m not angry with you. 
KUNUNDA 
Aka taykwoiidimban. Niij aka layhvaimhalik. Aka laykwoimbalik. 
Y o u ' r e not angry with me, I 'm not angry with you, I 'm not angry with you, 
Aka mimikjaij taykwoinak. 
I 'm not strong enough to be angry with you, 
[not-with mimik - don't have the courage/guts/+note in a notebook!] 
MOYAMBE 
Tantanbmj yokoy, TaiUanbmj. 
Tantanbu i j ' s here, Tantanbuq, 
KUNUNDA 
A-a. niij aka taykwaimbalik. 
A-a, I 'm not angry with you, 
[??] 
160 Aka taykoijgombalik. 
I 'm not angry with [any o t ] you [pi]. 
Am an anda. 
W h y am?? Y o u ' v e already gone. 
Am an [coughs], Pukaimbalik 
Y o u ' v e already left [ for Asangamut ] , I miss you, 
[Tantanbun married an Asangamut man and left the village, so Kununda weants to say: 
you're gone, how can I be angry with you - now I only miss you - that's with all - when 
they are not in the village, their resentments are 'forgotten', when the're close to each 
other, they keep quarreling], 
Aka yombopalik. 
I don ' t sleep, 
[ I 'm th inking of you - i miss you,] 
TANTANBUI^ 
Niij nangoy evi pakapalike mom temaij. 
Mi save karik hevi big yu log taim big toktok (at t ime of a rguments ) , 
I 'm suppor t ing you when a r g u m e n t s arise, 
KUNUNDA 
165 Niij opepalik. 
1 know, 
Ni)j aka taykwaimbalik. 
F m not angry wi th you . 
Nangoy kwjanja totjgoy lok nangoy. 
V o i r ch i ld ren are like m y o w n . 
Godun amhla opendimhon. 
G o d h i m s e l f can see that [knows] . 
TANTANBUtS 
Godsaij pulimhapa. 
G i v e it all [your i l lness and wor r i es ] to G o d . 
1^0 Godun ambia oraitimbapainay. 
G o d h i m s e l f wil l f ix you . 
KUNUIMDA 
Kakay. Kunjkakanla... 
Here , one. . . 
Kunjakanta kumuiia - e - moyan. 
O n e m o t h e r - e [self corr.] - daugh te r - in - l aw . 
Kahk amgon kwjanjan oua amiii kenga amin ambIa ambIa uni tolamin popon. 
T h e s e t w o ch i ld ren , the e lde r and the y o u n g e r bro ther , t h e y ' r e (a lone/separa te . . . ) , 
she says. 
Ya kahk ko)j piika penan tuijgoy. 
T h a t ' s w h y s h e ' s h a n g i n g on me . 
175 Taijgan opek nil] kopenan. 
T h a t ' s how I m y s e l f see it. 
Ya koij ton. 
H e n c e there is. 
[ T h a t ' s w h y I ' m ill.]. 
MOYAMBE 
OK. 
O . K . 
KUNUNDA 
Kunjkakanla elakay. 
I t ' s th is one [only one reason fo r m y i l lness] . 
Ya korj eyaimbuk. 
S o I took you [in m y prayers??] . 
O l s e m na mi kis im yu i go long pray b i long mi. 
180 Nanday aka ouainak. 
1 won't be angry with you. 
Aka basarapimbapainak. 
1 won't harm you. 
Nangoy uninja. [to Palomay ?] 
I ' m your [little - endearing like kum-inja] sister-in law [HBW]. 
Unin mae kaij onga yombonbalmj. 
[The spirit o t ] Y o u r mo the r - in - l aw and I. we s leep here toge ther . 
Kwi ambopek. 
I went ac ross the river. 
[Kuninda went to stay with Tikinjao in her house on the other side of the Konmeij. 
185 Yamboij pokonjapapakandimblakay Tikinjao aniijgamgoij yambuijbutj. 
S h e [the spir i t ] nea r ly pushed m e into T i k i n j a o ' s [and h e r s ' ] f i r ep lace [hearth] . 
Konda tiimbiakak. 
T h e r e 1 j u m p e d . 
Nuj Tikinjaosai] amhuk, kendertda taijan anda pikiakak kenda. 
I w e n t to [ s t ay w i t h ] T i k i n j a o , b u t a g a i n 1 c a m e b a c k l ike t h i s [ill] , 
Nokomgukmiiij aka alukakape. 
M y e y e s w o n ' t o p e n , [ t h e y ' r e s o s w o l l e n / s t i c k t o g e t h e r l ike the e y e s o f t h e p u p p i e s 
w h o h a v e n ' t o p e n e d ye t ] 
Mawia endi. 
s t rong kisim.mi 
Sik i k i s i m mi s t r o n g . 
T h e i l l n e s s e x h a u s t e d m e . It t o o k all s t r e n g t h a w a y f r o m m e . 
190 yVe/! ambla amhia uni tolamiii popon. 
I t ' s n o t g o o d tha t t h e y a r e s i t t i ng s e p a r a t e , s h e s a y s . 
Kunjanam kuminja mae aka nombonanjimbh popon. 
A n d t h e t w o o f t h e m d o n ' t ea t s a g o t o g e t h e r , s h e s ays . 
An kele lay opendimboiia, niij kele aka oiiaijgiimhalik, taijan popalik. 
S h e is l o o k i n g at m e , a n d I s a y . I ' m not a n g r y w i t h t h e m . 
Ni^ yaninibalik oua. 
I ' m t e l l i ng the b i g b r o t h e r [ A y m a k a n . h e r h u s b a n d ] . 
Isaijganja eijgepep eijgepep imbimba, ouan aka endunbon. 
G o get g r e e n s , ge t t h e m a n d g i v e t h e m [ to I m b i s a y ' s f a m i l y ] , bu t t h e e l d e r b r o t h e r 
d o e s n ' t ge t [ u n d e r s a t n d ] m e . 
195 Taijan popalik, ya yok kondakay. 
T h a t ' s w h a t I ' m s a y i n g , t h a t ' s a l l . 
Ya agalon mom. 
N o m o r e ta lk . 
Agalon man], kambanja kaij an. 
N o m o n e y , [ the ] l i t t le [ w e h a d ] w e n t fo r t h i s h e r e [ p o i n t s t o r i ce ] . 
Aunda. 
F i n i s h e d . 
Kunjakandanda agalon. 
N o n e at all [ l e f t ] . 
200 Aunda aunda kuminjaij ekoy aunda 2K andainja. 
M i g i a m a n k i s i m tu k i n a t a so l l o n g bua i . 
I j u s t h a p p e n e d t o find K 2 fo r be te l n u t s . 
Kalak nit lay kombokopalike elakay, aunda. 
I t ' s j u s t a n e e d l e f o r [ p i n n i n g l a p l a p f o r ] w a s h i n g s a g o , n o t h i n g e l s e , 
[shows t h e r e ' s no kina in her biiutn?] 
Kunjakanta anda agalon. 
N o t a s i n g l e o n e . 
Kalak 2K andainja kalak. 
Jus t t h e s e 2 K i n a . 
PALOMAY 
Aka enak. 
I w o n ' t t a k e t h e m . 
MOYAMBE 
205 Konleinaij wakape, yok. 
Pu t t h e m i n t o t h e c o n t a i n e r . 
Mae tapam. Tapam. Tapam. 
L e a v e it n o w . L e a v e it. L e a v e it. 
Wao epep nombia. 
G o b u y s a g o g r u b s a n d ea t t h e m . 
Nanbay ponde wao pakaininua. 
The Yamandim will bring sago grubs tomorrow. 
Kutjanjaij wao epep nomhia. 
Children will buy sago grubs and eat them. 
IMBISAY 
210 Ekemanim? 
You hear? 
Mipela bai stretim yu. 
We will compensate for you. 
TANTANBUIS 
At) nangoy mam aka enaij. 
We won' t take your money. 
IMBISAY 
Mipela hai givim yu liklik koins. 
We will give you some money. 
TANTANBUhj 
Nangoy mmi aij aka enaij. 
We won' t take your money. 
IMBISAY 
215 Ekemanim? 
You hear? 
Mi bai givim yu koins long [...?? unintelligible] 
I'll give you some money for [...] 
TANTANBUrS 
Mani nangoy at] aka enaij, mamda Godsaij yokiay embepeij. 
We won' t take your money, 
KUNUNDA 
Menduk aka ekenman. (x2) 
You guys won ' t hear my mouth. 
Aka ekeman. 
You won' t hear me. 
[I won't complain anymore?] 
BENNY WANDIAP [speaking with Kununda in Miyak] 
TANTANBUIS 
220 Xok ambopep enjepalike yomjanda kolopep aka imbalik. 
1 go down to fetch water 1 don' t bring any to her. 
Is ukunjakapep aka imbalik. 
When 1 break firewood 1 don' t give any to her. 
[Miyak] 
KUNUNDA 
on tripla. Tripla... kai. [Miyak] 
There are three of them. Three... [talking about who to give rice to] Go away [to a 
child]. 
Oua yanimbalik isaijganja eijgepe-eijgepep yawij kumnja kolangipep nombopep 
onga pikiakapemba. 
Go get the greens, make a little sago and eat it together in the house, and then go 
home. 
Kosuij ambon ya. 
He went to the course. 
[speaking of Imbisay who went to a teachers" course] 
225 Aka yaiiimbempisip. 
It 's not something to tell him [he won ' t listen to me], 
Anda taijan piakak kele. 
And so I let it be. [I stopped trying] 
Ya yok kondakay mak. 
That ' s all. Enough. 
Ya kele kiimuiiaij kele ehij andii/j kele mawia takaiian. 
And so the [spirit of his] mother came to sit on my shoulder. 
Kwiptnj pokonjopapakandimhhkay. 
Over there [at Tik i ' s house] it nearly pushed me to fall. 
230 Konda pikiakapep imbuk Kariiapsakay yawij. 
That ' s why I came down to Karuap ' s house, 
[from Tiki's place Kuninda went to stay at her son's Karuap's] 
Aka imapok [iiiinmapok]. 
1 nearly wasn ' t able to come [back]. 
Ikapepok. 
I 'm trying it [the illness]. 
Trying to see where's better. 
Mamda laip anape konda pikiakak. 
My life was almost finished and then 1 came down. 
Anda suay opepok. 
I could see it clearly. 
235 Taplap maijgai] kiiktipokondimhe is-isitj ambopokoy suaijjaij. 
When 1 wanted to go down to pee. she [the spirit] was scooping up handful ls of 
dust and dead leaves and throwing them at me. [i.e. she was inflicting me with 
sickness]. 
Khjimbwj kukasipep pokondimbe. 
She was scooping up sand and throw ing it at me. 
Yambumbiiij kiikasi pokondimbe. 
She was scooping up ashes and throwing them at me. 
[Miyak] 
Mom elekiamgoy koij ek nk kandeijge koij ek. 
And because of this I got sick. 
Yambumbmj kukukuku pokondimbe. 
She kept scooping up the ashes and throw ing them at me. 
210 Usiikma [iskuma] papaka pokondimbe. 
She was picking up branches [sticks] and throwing them at me. 
Sika kalak koij ton. 
Hence this sickness. 
Moyambe koi] yaiiimbnk Moyambe: nanomgoy kiimiinmiin naijga 
taykwaijgombonijay - e- taykondimbomjay. 
So 1 said to Moyambe: your mother [Kupun = Moyambe's mother on father's side], 1 
think your mother is angry with me. 
Spirit elekiamgoy naijga peijgainaij, tripla kwjanja elak taijan pimbuk. 
For thi s spirit s sake tlie three children should come and gi\ ' im win Ig mi ' kam 
lusim resentments? (p. 87), so I told him [Moyambe] . 
peijgainai] = tri pikinini mas wanbel na hamamas, skin bilong ol bai lait (nogat hevi) 
gutpela win bai kam, karim sik/spirit nogut i go - smel nogut = spirit nogut! 
wai inajkoy ' good wind/health' 
omuk wai - ako misi ' I 'm healthy - my body is light/like wind ' 
Tendea [tlO] mukimdukanda kukimhapoijana aka maniaypenak. 
1 b lew all ten toe - i t ' s not b i g m o n e y to put aside. 
245 Baterinjaij amba i-koy laijan pimhiik aka opepalik twjgoy hip. 
I bought some [little] batteries [to sell], I don ' t know what happens to me [mi no 
save long laip big mi]. 
Tom laijaii tonakoy, aka opepalik, taijan pimbuk. 
1 don ' t know what will happen to me later, so I said. 
Spirit nosut elak akanjakay. 
This evil spirit is bad. 
[makes sense as not all spirits were (just) bad). 
Noij ihinuakay kolok mokondimiakay tok naijgainjaijay, taijan popalik, taijan 
pimbuk. 
When they came to hold my hand I thought it was going to be good, so I said. 
Moyambe an konda e, hamn tqk eke. 
At this point Moyambe understood, he listened to me, 
250 Ya yok kondakay, kele agaloii, mom. 
So tha t ' s all, no more talk. 
Ya yok kondakay. 
That ' s all. 
IMB ISAY 
Elekiamgoy kele aka pukiiym. 
Don' t think about this, 
[overlapping speech - unintelligible] 
Akanja. 
Bad. 
K U N U N D A 
Aunda taijan piakanak kele. [... overlapping speech - unintelligible] 
No, I will let it go like this. 
255 Aunda taijan piakanak. 
I w ill just let it go. 
IMB ISAY 
Unja inae sikanmaponbuijgoy. 
W e ' v e already reconciled. 
God em i stap wantaim yuini lone disia hap. 
God is with us here. 
UkUk bung nail mipela buiig. 
W e gathered at this small gathering. 
K U N U N D A 
Menduk onga mokoponde-epon am an. 
Mama [the spirit] is also holding my tongue [the spirit is holding my tongue - so 
i t ' s hard for her to talk - she ' s got sore throat]. 
260 Menduk onga mokoponde-epon. 
She ' s holding my tongue. 
Mae aka monfjanda-kakaimpisip. 
Now I can't talk at all [not even little], 
Mamhuk oijga kumba inga tambtdmbape. 
This spirit put a taboo on my talk and sago. 
[em i tambuim toktok bilong me wantaim saksak I can't talk, can't eat], 
Tokomhukmwj kumja aka wamoy-ambia-pisip sok si-^Hmbape. 
I can't get sago puding down - the throat w ill send it back up again. 
Meijgwakuij imbupeke yombon imbupe. 
When I want to vomit, only the water will come up. 
265 Mae kalak koij yaiiimbuk Moyambe taijan mundimpofjan: tmjgumgoy lai]) kalak 
aka opepalik, taijaii pimbuk. 
And because o f that I said to Moyambe: I don't know about my life [what's going 
to happen to me], so I said. 
BENNY (Miyak] 
... sori tni, disla pasin nogiil. 
... sorry, this bad habit. 
KUNUNDA 
Nilj kwjanja lok aka openak... [coughs], 
I won't see this child,,, 
BENNY 
/ no stret long ai bilong God mipela save mekim. 
We're doing wrong in the eyes of God. 
Sori tru. 
Sorry. 
270 Kaikai yiimiputim ia. yumi i no inap trikim God long dispela samtink. 
We shouldn't be tricking Ckid w ith the food. 
KUNUNDA 
Nil] toijgoy okoyk mamgoy pies ek. 
I took [moved to] my elder sister's village... 
BENNY WANDIAP 
God lasol bai tekewe. 
Only God will take it away. 
Long yumi mekim ia. God tasol bai raiisim. 
Whatever we screw up, God will fix. 
Kaikai yumi puiim ia, yumi putim natink. 
We put the food in vain [to the spirits]. 
275 Olgeta samtink God tasol bai mekim. 
Only God will do everything. 
Maniyumi save givim. God tasol i save mekim olgeta samtink... [Miyak] . . . tasol 
wanbel tru. 
The money we're giving, only God will do everything [...] but a true [spirit of] 
reconciliation / genuine [spirit o f ] reconciliation... 
MOYAMBE 
Kunjakanta elakay Wandiapan kakapongoy. 
This very thing Wandiap is saying... 
[that's it. he's right!] 
BENNY WANDIAP 
Wanbel tru yumi mas mekim nau. Sapos... [Miyak] 
W e have to truly reconcile now. If... 
M O Y A M B E 
Yej, em, mipela sikan, olsem. 
Yes. let 's shake hands, like this. 
KARUAP 
280 Ambian anda Aymakan sikanmapim? 
Did Mum shake hands with Aymakan [her husband] too? 
MOYAMBE 
yei, em, mipela sikan. olsem. 
Yes, we reconcile, like this. 
Tenkyu tru. 
Thank you. 
Amhi. nangoy kolon. Palomay, nangoy kolon. 
Your hand. Mum. Your hand, Palomay. 
[shaking hands[ 
BENNY WANDIAP 
Yu mas kamap Ions tinktink. 
You have to feel it/ mean it / be sincere / it should be in your mind... 
285 Noken pasim wok bilong God. 
Don' t hinder/obstruct God ' s work. 
IMBISAY 
Nanday aka kamhat pukaimbalik. 
I 'm genuinely worried about you' I 'm really thinking of you. 
Aka kambatpukaimbalik. 
I 'm really worried about you. 
MOYAMBE 
Ambi, Palomay an mae kaijayke, dip karai kaijay. 
Mum, Palomay cried, those were genuine tears. 
Ya. dip krai elak emep kisimhapa. 
Deep cry has really seised her. 
290 Ekemanim? 
Do you hear me? 
Kay kaija mae karjay kalak. 
That was a true cry. [narapela kain] 
Em pes- pespla taim kaijay. 
First time that she cried. 
Ekepanim nan? 
Do you hear? 
Ambi, ekepanim? 
Mum, do you hear? 
295 Kundunkatj palepa. Shoot/Point your ears now. 
Palomaysakay kaij, kaij kalak kay kaijan kamapmbape. 
Palomay's crying, this was another kind of a cry. 
[a genuine one] 
Yu holim, iiayu mas i go ohem, Palomay^ krai. 
You hold it and you must Iket it go [anger/resntment...], Palomay cried. 
Em Holi Spirit i krai, harim? 
This was Holy Spirit crying, you hear me? 
Nau tinktink elaijan e ana. 
Yu mas kisim tinktink i go olsem. 
300 Nan wari taijan e. 
You have to take this worry/sorrow, 
[you have to accept it (as an offer)] 
Kat] anamgoy ekekoy. 
I heard her crying. 
Emepanda pwjgakay yumguk. 
It has cut my lungs really well. 
[It has deeply moved me] 
It has pierced my heart. 
Koij kakapalik nanumgoy yumgun imika kandeijge kele tmjan km]. 
So I 'm saying, your lungs are huge [you keep holding anger and bagarapim other 
people in your thoughts], tha t ' s why she cried like that. 
Nanday kaija misai taijan kaijanman. 
She showed you, you should also cry like that. 
305 Em tiau hai yu wokabaiit Ions dish sikan, em wanem ia. i sat kaikai blong em. 
Now you will get well and walk again after thsi reconciliation, as it will bear 
fruits. 
TANTANBUM 
Yawij anda kolopoijga ina Imhisay sakayyawij. 
Also, you should come and sit in Imbisay 's house. 
IMBISAY 
Aijgumgoy rum kandeij kembok tongoy bikpela speis. 
We have a big room [a lot of space] around the fireplace, a lot of space. 
[you can come and sleep with us] 
KUNUNDA 
Elaij imblakako. Kaniapsaij kaij pokonjopapakandi... [overlapping speech -
unintelligible] 
I wanted to come there, but she [the spirit] pushed me here to Karuap ' s house. 
IMBISAY 
Ol mangi planti, yambi miiijgaimia tok. [??] 
Many children, house shakes [when they jump on the sago flooring]. 
KUNUNDA 
310 Yamhumbinj yoij imblakakoy Palomaysmj... [?? unintelligible] 
I would like to come to Palomay's fireplace. 
KARUAP 
Palomay kalak kaijayke nanday eyai. 
When Palomay cried, it seized you. 
Pukai... [?? unintelligible] 
She ' s worried about you. 
TANTANBUIS 
Kok tan Momay kumbia tian enjepalike sikanjUj opoijgaenjepalik isnja 
ukunjakapep konda imbupalik kopok endi pekepon anda. ... [?? unintelligible] 
I was in Asangamut and I came up [to Kanjimei] to see her as she was sick and I 
went to cut firewood although my head was bleeding. 
[Tantanbur) has this problem...] 
Isijja ukunjakapep imbupalik, yomja kolopep imbupalik kay lemaij, taijan popalik. 
1 should sometimes go and cut some firewood for her, fetch some water for her. 
benefectory? should she or does she?? 
M O Y A M B E 
315 OK. kambanja mak kusay [mark kruse] mokonbep aninaij. 
OK. let 's make a little sign of the cross. 
Ambi, yok kondakay mom noij papakijgaimblakay. 
M u m . t h a t ' s all, the talk they c a m e to t h row at you. 
[ T h a t ' s al l . they told you what they wan ted to] 
Orait. Ya yok kondakaym Tantanbutj an. 
All right. T h a t ' s all, Tantanbur) has lef t . 
Vitusan yok kondakaym? 
Vitus , is taht al l? 
IMBISAY 
E. nirj mom agalon. 
I ' v e got no th ing m o r e to say. 
MOYAMBE 
320 Yu man hilong givim hel. 
Y o u are a man of fo rg iv ing . 
Em mama tasol. 
I t ' s jus t m y mother . 
IMBISAY 
Mi laik kisim em. Em tni tru. Tinktink hilong mi. 
I w a n t e d to ::: True , these are m y thoughts . 
Olgeta .spirit hilong mi kisim em. 
M y w h o l e spirit k i s im em. 
TANTANBUIS 
Wanem tok bai em mekim? [...] 
W h a t will he say? 
YOrjGONDAM 
325 Ya elakay. 
T h a t ' s it. 
Laikim, laikimhuij emhepaij. 
T h e y have to put it to l iking. 
T h e y have to start l iking each other . 
Amba, amha tinktink an im imbonimim? 
W h a t , wha t t hough t s did you ge t? 
^irit elakay. 
This spirit. 
Nayuyet tu yu laikim. 
Y o u a lso have to like. 
330 Putim laikim bUongyu em trupela laikim, em laikim hilong God. 
Y o u r love must be t rue love, i t ' s G o d ' s l o \ e . 
Orait, olgeta sik hilong yu baipinis. 
All right, you r s i ckness will finish. 
Noken trikim God. 
D o n ' t trick God . 
MOYAMBE 
Elakanda. Elak. 
T h i s too. This . 
SAKAYMAIS 
Niij aka taykoimhok, nan ambia taykundimyaman. 
I ' m not angry with you , on ly you carry your ange r a round , 
YOlSGONDAM 
335 God em i save lukim ol laiwa [lewa] hilong man. 
G o d sees into p e o p l e ' s hearts . 
MOYAMBE 
Aka piikupman. tasol em save pinis. 
Y o u d o n ' t r r e m e b e r . b u t he k n o w s . 
OK. yumijtasim dispela blesing wantaim God Papa na Jisas yet, em hai wilnesim, 
na Jisas yet bai blesim. 
O K . l e t ' s p a s i m th i s b l e s s i n g w i t h G o d t h e F a t h e r a n d J e s u s w ill w i t n e s s i t . a n d 
J e s u s h i m s e l f w ill g i v e a b l e s s i n g . 
Orail, God Papa, yu lukim pinis dispela sikan [ kamap, yuyet j ken sqlim blesing 
hilongyu olsem ren i save pimdaun long nail na de. 
All r igh t . F a t h e r , y o u ' v e s e e n th i s r e c o n c i l i a t i o n , y o u c a n n o w s e n d y o u r b l e s s i n g 
l ike t h e ra in f a l l s by n igh t a n d b y d a y . 
Bluing bilongyu mas kamap olsem, Papa, mipela tu i no inap tons oraitim sik 
hilong mama. 
Y o u r b l e s s i n g m u s t c o m e . F a t h e r , a s w e o u r s e l v e s c a n n o t o r a i t i m sik b i l o n g 
m a m a . 
340 Yu lukim tni. olsem mi profet, tasol mama i nogat Iras long mi lasol long hia long 
dish wok bilong mi. 
Y o u see m e . [OR: opepalik- know] Y o u k n o w I ' m a p r o p h e t , bu t m y m o t h e r d o e s n ' t 
t rus t m e , s h e d o e s n ' t t rus t m y w o r k . 
Papa, yu ken marimari Ions em na em bai tanim bel sapos disia samlink i kisim 
em. 
F a t h e r , y o u can h a \ e m e r c y on h e r n a d she wi l l c o n v e r t [ c h a n g e h e r l i f e f o r b e t t e r ] 
if t h i s r e a c h e s h e r . 
Em bai gal kaikai long em, na em bai gat pawa. 
It wi l l b e a r f r u i t s a n d it wil l h a v e p o w e r . 
Papa, mipela vet i no inap olsem na lunait mipela i laik wokabaut wantaim vu 
tunait. mipela i laik harim gulpela lok bilongyu, bekim bilong yu. 
F a t h e r , w e ' r e n o t e n o u g h b y o u r s e l v e s , so w e ' d l ike to w a l k [ b e ] w i t h y o u t o n i g h t , 
w e ' d l ike to h e a r y o u r g o o d w o r d s , y o u r a n s w e r . 
Papa, mip^ tu i no inap, mipela i samlink natink, wokmanmeri bilong yu tasol, 
mipela i nogat wankain pawa olsem yu. 
F a t h e r , w e ' r e no t [ p o w e r f u l ] e n o u g h , w e ' r e n o t h i n g bu t y o u r s e r v a n t s , w e d o n ' t 
h a v e t h e s a m e p o w e r a s y o u do . 
345 [...] njimipela olgeta i tok: Ona igo long^ Papa, na long Pikinini, na long Holi 
Spirit. Ol^m laim bipo. nau, na ollaim. Amen. 
... a n d w e all s ay : G l o r y t o the F a t h e r , a n d to t h e S o n , a n d t o the H o l y Sp i r i t . A s it 
w a s in t h e b e g i n n i n g , is n o w , a n d e v e r shal l be , w o r l d w i t h o u t e n d . A m e n . 
Long nem bilong Papa, na bilong Pikinini, na bilqiig Holi Spirit, Amen. 
In t h e n a m e o f t h e F a t h e r , a n d o f t h e S o n , a n d o f t h e H o l y Sp i r i t . A m e n . 
Sikan bilong yumi pinis. Yumi tenkim God. 
O u r r e c o n c i l i a t i o n is finished. L e t ' s t h a n k G o d . 
KUNUNDA 
Kalakiay mok i. 
H o l d th i s . 
Mok i. 
H o l d it. 
MOYAMBE 
350 Vitus, a? 
H e y , V i t u s ? 
Ambi sakay kalakay. 
T h i s is M u m ' s . 
Mae emep... 
First well... 
Avmakan! 
Aymakan! 
Tantanhuij a? 
Hey, Tantanbui]? 
355 Ma! Ma! [baby Menu crying] 
Here, take it. Here you are. 
Tasia nambay yamha, mupe. 
Look [pi], female spirit 's [Darja's] torch. 
MOYAMBE 
Amhamja. e? lAmbam inja...] 
What now, hah? 
KUNUNDA 
Apukainjan imhuk. 
Me. his little grandmother is giving it [sago grubs for Imbisay 's child Manu]. 
Kalakiay wao kopanja. 
Little bunch of sago grubs. 
IMBISAV 
360 Wao aka upalik, aunda taijan kolopalik. 
1 don ' t cut sago trunks for grubs. I sit just like that. 
KARUAP 
Hatwok amba imbalik. kalak. 
I 'm doing hard work for you. 
IMBISAY 
Palomay, a? 
Hey, Palomay. 
Mum kaijapon. 
The baby ' s crying. 
Tantanbui] ape? 
Where ' s Tantanbui3? 
KARUAP 
Kalak tok Pahmayan tmjgumgoy popalik. 
Palomay is mine, I think. 
Kalak kunja tenia. 
Only this once, [we're shaking hands] 
Wokimbape kalakiamgoy las wan. 
This is the last time we did it [were angry with each other]. 
MOYAMBE 
Karuap, a? Am ham? 
Hey, Karuap, what ' s up? 
IMBISAY 
Sapos spirit i kisim em, God bai kalim na raiisim em pinis. 
If the Spirit seized her, God will do away with it. 
God bai katim na rausim oldpela spirit. 
God will do away with the old spirit. 
KARUAP 
Nan taijart aka pem, niij onga tonak. [...] 
Don' t do it anymore, I'll stand by her. 
[scolding his mother for being angry with Palomay] 
BENNY WANDIAP 
Man hilons Kiwinda i kam. 
K u n i n d a ' s h u s b a n d ' s coming . 
Yumi hai kaikai long wanpela pie it... 
W e ' l l eat f r o m one plate. 
MOYAMBE 
Kumi agaloii. Aymakan, a? 
N o betel nuts. Hey . A y m a k a n . 
Am, a. Am, a. 
Hey. M u m . M u m . 
IMBISAY 
Yupela kaikai. 
You guys should eat . 
Miptitim tasol han hilong mi. 
1 jus t c ame to give m y hand, [ showed laikim pasin] 
Mi laikim. 
1 like. ??? [The re ' s no anger in me] 
Laikim hilong mi em save dip mo. laikim bilong mi. 
M y liking is p ro found , my liking. 
Taim mi save tok - mi - laikim bilong narapela man, mi... mi no save kam long ... 
mi. mi laikim bilong mi em dip mo. 
W h e n 1 talk - I - other peop l e ' s l iking. I ... 1 don ' t c o m e to ... 1. my l iking is deep . 
KARUAP 
OK, mi laikimyupela. [not a man of words - wants to eat] 
O K . 1 like you 'a l l . 
TANTANBUtS 
Akanja, akanja poijan kele. Plis. 
Bad. don ' t say no. Please. 
Akanja poijan. 
Don ' t reject it. 
Mok. 
Hold it. 
YOrjGONDAM 
Ma kalakay. [...] 
T a k e this. 
KARUAP 
lis, pakane! 
C o m e on. take it away. 
MOYAMBE 
Anamgoy an kopoiian amba inay. 
She herself will m a k e her own. ??? 
Mani westimbapoman, mae laijan yanaimbiik. 
Y o u ' r e was t ing money . 1 told her like that. 
Nangoy omun baimbapman, baimbapmangoy, OK, yu lukaut. 
Y o u ' v e bought your body , y o u ' v e saved your life. O K . watch out. 
new scene 
MOYAMBE 
Pokopay nan ekepanim kundumba? [overlapping speech - unintelligible] 
Have your ears heard Pa lomay? 
Tantanbmj a, Tanlanbiiij ape? 
Hey. Tantanbuo, w h e r e ' s Tantanbui]? 
Tantanbui] aka opepalik. 
1 can ' t see Tantanbui]. 
Mokonde kwi kay. 
You guys take the one [plate] over there. 
Mamda kay endaij kajnapbape anamgoy yumga mae papakay. 
First she came along another way, she threw her lungs away. 
BENNY WANDIAP 
Skelim - skelim as hi Ions sik bilong em. [Miyak] 
Thinking, thinking about the source of the sickness. 
M O Y A M B E 
Inja mae taijan pok. 
Good that 1 thought so. 
Amhian kele kay menda mae ekaPijindimhon pok. 
1 thought M u m called me in another language, 
[he was surprised, as she called him for reconciliation] 
new scene 
77 
Amba mae naijgomgoy kumimwj mae elokiay komhoij yomoy maijgaij \ komha. 
What [spirit-AVOIDANCE] of your mother is sleeping on her neck 
77 
|- Em stret. 
Tha t ' s true. 
Ya kele nokomga kotj mokotukupon. 
And tha t ' s what makes her sleepy. 
Elakamgo)j-ijay pondi. 
I think tha t ' s what she said. 
Taijan yaiiandi kumumujginj. 
Your mother [ ' s spirit] said so. 
KUNUNDA 
Menduk oijga komokopon. 
My tongue is dry. 
Kuminjanda aka nomhempisip. 
I can ' t eat sago pudding. 
M O Y A M B E 
Mam otjga pokokolipon. 
[The spirit] hit her with yawning. 
KUNUNDA 
Ambia, ambla... 
Separate... [two brothers] 
new scene 
TANTANBUI^ 
Nanomjai] lekeij nan peijga iman oluk yawaij. 
Em i stap long yu, yu kam bringim long haus bilong man. (p.96) 
Ya nan kele piakapan kendenda. 
And you abandoned it again. 
Nan aka piakanman. 
You shouldn ' t have abandoned it. 
O. an pekiponijay. 
Oh, I think he ' s wrong. 
Save naijga aka imhan - tokombok amga-amgam? 
Y o u ' r e no t g i v i n g y o u r k n o w l e d g e - w h a t a b o u t m y t h r o a t n o w ? 
MOYAMBE 
Akanja kok kalak. 
W h a t a b a d c o u g h . 
TANTANBUrS 
Tokombokmun akanja. 
M y t h r o a t is b a d . 
[I h a v e a so re t h roa t ] . 
Mae anda amba i anda imbinj. 
. W h a t d id ( s )he d o - h e j u s t w e n t . 
Marasin anda marasin lambu agalon Godutj embepeke. 
Jus t m e d i c i n e s . M e d i c i n e s a r e no t f o r n i d d e n . G o d g a v e t h e m . 
Mae mae, mae mae. 
B e f o r e , b e f o r e . 
MOYAMBE 
Paip kinan kalak? 
T h e s e five K i n a ? 
KUNUNDA 
Paip kinan taijan pakana. 
T a k e t h e s e five K i n a . 
MOYAMBE 
Amba graun fi, ambay amgoy kalak kos kandeijge kamapbapoijgov kalak koij 
embepek. 
W h a t , g r o u n d f e e f o r t h i s b i g c o u r s e w h i ch is c o m i n g . Til set t h e m a s i d e f o r t ha t , 
r i l pu t t h e m a s i d e f o r t h e g r o u n d f e e f o r t h i s b i g c o u r s e [ K a r i s m e t i k m a n m e r i ] 
w h i c h is c o m i n g . 
Paip kina kalak koij embepek kiay pakapep aninak. 
T h a t ' s w h a t I wi l l pu t a s i d e t h e s e five k i n a f o r . w h i c h I w i l l t a k e n o w . 
Long piilim go long dish bikpela workshop kamap long hap ia. 
F o r t h i s b i g w o r k s h o p w h i ch is a b o u t to t a k e p l a c e d o w n t h e r e . 
Liniwol amgoy. 
F o r R e n e w a l . 
Kalak kosuij embepek kele kaij aka amba inak. 
I ' l l set it a s i d e f o r tha t c o u r s e . I w o n ' t u s e it he r e . 
Kalakiay aka eman? 
Y o u w o n ' t t a k e t h i s ? 
BENNY WANDIAP 
Yu holim. [laughter] 
H o l d it. 
KUNUNDA [Miyak] 
TANTANBUIS 
Agalonay. 
It wi l l finish [ s i c k n e s s ] . 
An opimbaponavke agalonay. 
W h e n i t ' s o f f it w i l l finish. 
fVanpela susa bilongyu. 
Y o u r s i s t e r . 
MOYAMBE 
Koijgot nan kauijwa waia aka noman? 
Koogot [Darja], you're not eating rice? 
Kautjwa waia naijga na. 
Eat rice. 
DARJA 
Nil] mamda numhuk. 
I've already eaten it. 
MOYAMBE 
A, mamda nomanim? 
Ah, you've already eaten [finished] it? 
Yo, kunjakanta imbiipa mamda mae ambi sakay kola mokoyke. 
Give him one [Kina], he's already shaken hands with Mum. 
Elakav. 
Here. 
TANTANBUhj 
Andaijgi namba kiay imbupon. nangoy mmguHa kay kiay. 
Give it to Andaqgi's wife [taboo], she's another daughter of yours. 
YOISGONDAM 
Mae kolon pondoijga iiiike. 
She came to shake hands with you. 
MOYAMBE 
Tay idusike, idusumangoy. 
She put a taboo sign on sago [she prohibited others to use her sago], you put it too. 
YOrjGONDAM 
Nwjgulain kiimbia aiinda laijan laikimbapon. 
You have to like all your daughters. 
Sakaymafjsaij taijan yambokolopon ambem. 
You should go and sleep at Sakaymaq's. 
Palomaysaij taijan ambem. 
And at Palomay's. 
Elak ekepanim? 
You hear this? 
Mae mae uHsike pes koij ambai. 
You bin tambuim saksak, and the sickness came. 
ulus ipal ik -PRES. 
u l u s u k - PAST 
[Sakayman tambuim [makim mak] Kuninda Ig go katim sampela as saksak. Kuninda bihain 
tambuim gen (rausim mak bilong S na putim narapela mak tambu bilong en = ulusem). 
Nogut disia bai mekim em sik.) 
KUNUNDA 
Imbisay amin Aymakan amiii taijan aka tola. 
Imbisay and Aymakan are not like that. 
Tantanhmj anil}. 
Tantanbuij and her [brothers]. 
Ya kele, niij anda nase ekepok kakapeke. 
1 also heard this talk [about sago] before. 
Mayp mayp loniiaijay. 
I think they [Imbisay and Aymakan] are far, far away from each other. 
An tok kay sikel elaij kandiiiike. 
She [the spirit] grew up with different kind of knowledge, (p.98)/ in different 
times. 
Em i kamap bikpela long narapela kain save (kastam bilong bipo). 
Ya keh elaij anduij rnawia mokondi kele. 
And so she's hold ing me strong. 
Nase elok Aymakanan pauHmhapondike kiamgon o)jga piikuliijay anda 
Bipo tru, taim Aymakan i pau l im mi [long sampela toktok], I think this [avoidance 
- spirit] hit (bit me up) as well. [Aymakan said she was jealous of Palomay.] 
Kele elekamgon ipiiidakanan kele kaij lakunan. 
Al l this [hevi] went loose and came to sit on my shoulder. 
Aunda {yauUmbapondiketj. 
He paul im mi . 
Ya yok kondakay. 
That's all. 
VOtSGONDAM 
Nan God mom truj^lakay yafiimbem. 
Y o u told God the truth. 
God lok muijayaimbon yumgmj kulamha. 
God is looking into the 'chamber ' o f your lungs. 
God will look into your heart. 
KUNUNDA 
Palomay, o, paka, o? Sakaymaij, o. (...) 
Hey, Palomay... who? Hey, Sakayniai]... 
M O Y A M B E 
Ambi, a, ya ni)j ambuk. 
M u m . I 'm leaving.. 
Aymakan amjay. 
I think Aymakan has left. 
YOI^GONDAM 
Elakay. 
Em nau. 
Nae nan oijga ende eke nambun oijga. 
Yesterday you and your wife got it [avoidance-illness]. 
Laikim yiitiipela yel. 
The two o f you have to like each other. 
KUNUNDA 
Kamokoy, a. 
M y mouth is dry. 
YOr jGONDAM 
Aka kamokoy. Elak aunda enda. Palowakapa. 
It 's not dry. This is the only way [rubbish, you're making it up]. Sut im-Pulumapim. 
Push/ Force it down. 
KUNUNDA 
Aka palowakapem pisip lok. 
This is not pushable. 
[I can't do it.] 
YOlSGONDAM 
Aunda enda. 
No other way. G iaman , i no tru. 
Nen numbon oijga ne. 
Y o u and your man should eat together. 
Laikim taijan ton. 
That's how you like each other, la ikim i stap olsem 
Nuinbon miin pokopeke nan anda o)jga na. 
Y o u r h u s b a n d h a s t o u c h e d it a l i t t le, y o u s h o u l d a l so ea t . 
KUNUNDA 
Aka tokonak. 
I w o n ' t s w a l l o w [it] . 
MOYAMBE 
OK, tripla kauntimhapopep na. 
O K . r i l c o u n t to t h r e e a n d y o u ea t . 
YOfSGONDAM 
Aimda numbon laikimhapopep oijga koloe kaijgumhmj oijga. 
Y o u j u s t h a v e to l ike y o u r h u s b a n d a n d t h e t u o o f y o u h a v e to cut [eat w i th h a n d s ] 
s a g o p u d d i n g a n d c r y t o g e t h e r . 
Ekemanim? 
Y o u h e a r m e ? 
Mamda yok nangoy kjnkai maniij brMmbapman. 
Y o u ' v e a l r e a d y spen t y o u r m o n e y to b u y th i s f o o d . 
MOYAMBE 
Am. a, ambi, amhuk nit]. 
H e y M u m . M u m . I ' m g o i n g n o w . 
YOrjGONDAM 
Ambtik Kummda, ambiik, o. 
H e y K u n u n d a . I ' m l e a v i n g . 
Nan God alay atnba ipa. 
D o w h a t [ p r ay ] to G o d . 
Yomonak, God, taijan pimbem. 
i ' m g o i n g to s l eep n o w , G o d , ' tell h i m l ike tha t . 
MOYAMBE 
Yoijgondam, a... 
H e y , Y o o g o n d a n i . . . 
Appendix H: 
Transcript of a lament: 
Crying for Akaim - pukupuku kaijapla 
[Moyambe/Kununda cry for their brother/son Akaim_AUDIO 2009/05/003Moyambe krai long Akaim] 
Transcription conventions followed below: 
SPEAKERS' NAMES in capital letters, each in a full line preceding the speaker's first words 
1 line numbers 
Awiakay 
Tok Pisin 
English 
[background information or other interpolations] 
interlinear glosses 
[clarification of translation] 
Moyambe starts weeping in the church, continuing on the way to Namay's house where, as soon as 
the service is over, Akaim will be buried. 
MOYAMBE: 
1 Ayo, kanjaij opia inakim? 
Ayo, where will 1 see you aga in? 
Ayo, kanjaij opia inakim nokomgukmuij? 
Ayo, where will 1 see you again with m y eyes? 
Ayo. kanjo}] opia inakim nokomgukmuij? 
Ayo, where will I see you again with my eyes? 
Aka opiainahjay. 
i don ' t think 1 will see you again. 
5 Nokomgukmuij aka mulakainak. 
1 w o n ' t see you o f f w ith m y eyes . 
Nokomgukmuij aka pam aka mulakainak. 
T h e r e ' s no w ay, 1 w o n ' t see you o f f with m y eyes . 
7 Niij ambia amuijga amuijga tonakim? 
W h y , oh w h y will 1 remain a lone? 
8 Ayo, Akaim o, amuijga pendimaman? 
Ayo, A k a i m oh, w hy did you take your leave o f m e ? 
Niij ambIa amuijga tonakim? 
W h y will I remain a lone? 
10 Akaim o, ayo, ayo, amuijga amuijga pendiman? 
A k a i m , oh, ayo, ayo , w hy did you take your leave o f m e ? 
Akaim. nan kalaij kolopmangoy nangoy pombuij. 
A k a i m , you were si t t ing on your log [in church] . 
Akaim o, ayo, ayo, kanja kuinhiaij opia inakim? 
A k a i m oh. ayo, ayo, w here will I see you aga in? 
Akaim o, ayo, ayo, ayof 
Akaim oh, ayo, ayo, ayo! 
l"! Akaim o, nil] Iqlu musuay mokopalik, ey nanomsaij pokomokonpalik. 
Akaim oh. you were the only one who helped me while I was doing church work. 
[I received your and no one else 's help] 
15 Nan amhia lukaiitimhapundimban nombembiiij. 
Only you were helping me w ith food. 
Ayo, ayo Akaim o, nanumgoy kiujanja andomha petjgumaman? 
Ayo, ayo, Akaim o, why did you take your leave of your children? 
Akaim o. aka tapukan pengumaman. 
Akaim o. you weren' t an old inan to hav e taken your leave of us. 
Ayo, Jonathan, ayo. Vitus o, Akaim agalon! 
Ayo, Jonathan, ayo. Vitus. Aka im ' s no more [gone]! 
Ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o, kinjanja andomha pengumaman, nan aka 
tapuka. 
Ayo, ayo, Akaim oh (x3) why did you take your leave of your children, you weren' t 
old. 
20 Kuijanja ambamba pengumaman, nan aka tapuka. 
Why did you take your leave of your children, you weren't old. 
Ayo, Akaim o. 
Ayo, Akaim oh. 
22 Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o, nil] ambia amonga koloponakim? 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim oh, why will I just be alone now? 
Ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o. 
Ayo, Akaim oh, Akaim oh. 
Nan amoi]ga pengumaman, ai] ambIa ko!oponai]im? 
Why did you take your leave of us, how will we be alone now? 
25 Yao musuay nangoy ambambapeaman? 
Why did you abandon building your house? 
Ayo, Akaim o. 
Ayo, Akaim o. 
Akaim o, nanumgoy yao-lei]ga aka pinisimbapoman 
Akaim o, you haven' t finished the awning on your house yet. 
Nanumgoy yao pakan pinimnbaponaim? 
Who will finish your house now? 
Ayo, Akaim o. 
Ayo, Akaim oh. 
30 Upim aka andoman nanumgoy yawi]. 
You haven' t spread the limbum floor 
Nangoy yao upim pakan andonaim? 
Who will lay the limbum floor in your house? 
Yao aka pinisimbapoman. 
You haven' t finished your house yet. 
Yambat aka paloman. 
You haven' t fitted sago palm slats into the walls yet. 
Akaim o. 
Akaim oh. 
35 Ayo, Akaim o, teijga aka pinisimbapoman. 
Ayo, Akaim oh, you haven' t finished the awning over your veranda yet. 
Ayo, ayo, ayo! 
Ayo, ayo. ayo! 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Ayo . ayo, ayo. A k a i m oh. Aka im oh! 
Amutjga amuijgapengumaman, ayo, Akaim o? 
W h y oh w hy did you take your leave of us. A k a i m oh? 
As amhia kolopumgoy kumhiij. 
Only the two of us stayed in the village, 
[as if we w ere the only two people in the vil lage] 
40 Niij nanomsatj pokomokonhok. 
You were the only one w h o he lped me . 
[yours was the only help I received] 
Asao a, Akaim agalon! 
A s a o oh. A k a i m ' s gone! 
Saun o, Akaim agalon! 
Saun oh. A k a i m ' s gone! 
Ayo, Akaim o! 
Ayo. A k a i m oh! 
[...] 
45 Akaim, amiujga amwjga pengiiman aij pakalay ekepenaijim ayo, ayo, ayo! 
A k a i m oh. why oh why did you abandon us? W h o will we now go and ask for he lp 
w hen w e need someth ing? 
Ayo. Akaim o. Akaim o. Akaim o! 
Ayo . Aka im oh. Aka im oh. Aka im oh! 
[noise - others crying] 
NAMAY 
Ayo, apo, apo, apo, ayo, ayo, apo, ayo, apo! 
Ayo. big brother (x3), ayo. big brother. . . ! 
Apo, apo! Ambamha penguman an amhIa amoijga koloponaijim? 
Big brother , w hy did you take your leave of us, w hy d o w e have to be a lone n o w ? 
Ayo, apo, apo, apo! 
Ayo, big brother! 
50 Ayo, apo, apo! Ayo, apo, apo! 
Ayo, big brother! 
Nit] amba inakim, loijgoy apo? 
What will 1 do now . oh m y big brother? 
VOrjGONDAM 
52 Akaim tmjgumgoy, Akaim tmjgiimgoy, amha inakim, Akaim linjgumgoy? 
O h m y A k a i m . oh my A k a i m . wha t will 1 do, oh m y A k a i m ? 
Ayo, Akaim tuijgumgoy anniijga amuijgam, Akaim tuijgumgoy? 
Ayo . my A k a i m . why oh w hy. my A k a i m ? 
Akaim tiiijgiimgoy, an emep kolopeke, ayo, Akaim o! 
Oh my A k a i m . you weren ' t even sick, ayo , Aka im oh! 
55 Akaim o! Jisas nan amhla opepan, Akaim sakay sik, ayo, Jisas o! 
Aka im oh! Jesus, only you k n o w what A k a i m ' s s ickness was , ayo, Jesus, oh ! 
Ake nil] pakalay ekepenakim Akaim aminjga amwjgam pengiiman? 
O h dear, w h o will I ask for help [if I need anyth ing] , oh A k a i m , w h y oh w h y did 
you leave us? 
Akaim tinjgoy, Akaim tuijgoy, Akaim tuijgoy, Akaim Imjgoy! 
Oh m y A k a i m , m y Aka im, my A k a i m , m y A k a i m ! 
Ayo, ammjga amwjgam, Akaim, ambamha penguman? 
Ayo, why oh why, Akaim. w hy did you take your leave of us? 
Akaim luijgumgoy kakyawa aka endepalepman, Akaim tmjgumgoy. 
Oh my Akaim. you haven' t finished your house yet. my Akaim! 
60 Akaim tuijgiimgoy, ahu sakay katj tapukaij yao aka endepalepman, o Akaim o! 
My Akaim, you haven' t built a house at your grand-father 's old garden, oh, Akaim 
oh! 
A N D O K [addressing the youg men who put the coffin into the grave in a wrong way] 
61 Uni taijan aka wakapepala alukimja. 
You can ' t bury a man like that. 
Pondoijgut] paijgakapla koponuij. 
His head should be turned towards the mountain, 
[many cry + burial] 
M O V A M B E 
S3 Akaim pukuimbalik, ayo, ayo, ayo! 
Akaim. I miss you. ayo. ayo ayo! 
Akaim tam yandopep aka aman mapeij lai pukundimbep ayo, ayo, ayo! 
Akaim. you never took the dogs to the bush without thinking of me [and giving me 
part of their kill], ayo. ayo. ayo! 
65 Akaim o. ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim o! 
Akaim oh. ayo. ayo. ayo. Akaim oh! 
Ayo, ayo! Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Ayo. ayo! Akaim oh, Akaim oh! 
Ayo! Ayo! Akaim oh, Akaim oh! 
Ayo! Ayo! Akaim oh! Akaim oh! 
Nit] ambta koloponahjay, Akaim oh, ayo, ayo! 
1 think I'll be alone now, Akaim oh, ayo, ayo! 
Akaim a, ayo, ayo! 
70 Akaim luijgumgoy, andamba pengumaman, ayo, Akaim o? 
Oh my Akaim, why did you leave me, ayo, Akaim oh? 
Akaim o! 
Kinjanja andomba pangumaman, ayo, Akaim o? 
Why did you take your leave of your children, ayo. Akaim oh? 
Akaim pakalay ekepenakim? 
Akaim. who will I go and ask [for anything]? 
ieu'o ia, Akaim, lewa ia! 
Oh my heart, Akaim, oh my heart! 
75 Ake, ake, Akaim o! 
Oh dear, oh dear. Akaim oh! 
Akaim, pakalay ekepenakim nombemba, Akaim? 
Akaim. who will I ask for food. Akaim? 
Amonga amongam, Akaim o, yao aka pinisimbapoman. Akaim, yao nanomgoy. 
Why oh why. Akaim oh. you haven't finished the house. Akaim. your house. 
Akaim o, amgwa amgwam paulimbapundiman tuijgoy mimik? 
Akaim oh. why oh why did you break my heart? 
Niij ambla amgwa tonakim? 
How will I be by myself? 
80 Ayo, Akaim o, Akaim! Akaim! Akaim! Akaim! 
Akaim o, yao nanumgoy aka pinisimhapomangay! Akaim! Akaim! Akaim! 
A k a i m oh . you h a v e n ' t f in i shed your h o u s e ! A k a i m ! (x4 ) 
Akaim o. kanjan amanim? Ayo, Akaim o! 
A k a i m oh , w h e r e did y o u g o ? A y o , A k a i m oh ! 
Akaim. kolon-usa kakayijay nan pekemangoy. 
A k a i m oh , I th ink this is you r foo tp r in t , you mus t h a v e c o m e d o w n th is w a y . 
Akaim Imjgumgoy, mimik maijga! 
O h m y A k a i m , m y hear t ! 
85 Kasipa maijga ambia enjefjanakijay. 
I think I ' l l have to g o to Kas ipa hill by m y s e l f 
Kidakap maijga amhia enjeijanakijay, ayo, Akaim o! 
I th ink r i l h a v e to go to K u l a k a p hill by m y s e l f , ayo . A k a i m oh ! 
Miindiimi maijga amhla enjeijanakijay. 
1 th ink r i l have to g o to M u n d u m i hill by m y s e l f 
Kulakap maijga amhla enjeijanahjay, ayo, Akaim a! 
1 th ink I ' l l h a v e to g o to K u l a k a p hill by m y s e l f , ayo , A k a i m oh ! 
Yao aka endemamjay, yao amgwa peaman? 
Y o u h a v e n ' t f in i shed your house yet . w h y did you t ake y o u r lea \ e of us? 
90 John aliika aka yakay, ayo, Akaim o! 
John [ A k a i m ' s son] h a s n ' t b e c o m e a man yet . ayo . A k a i m oh ! 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim a! 
Akaim o, yao teijga aka pinisimhapomanay, ayo, Akaim o! 
A k a i m oh , you h a v e n ' t f in i shed the a w n i n g o v e r y o u r \ e r anda yet , ayo . A k a i m oh! 
Amgwa amgwa pendimaman, aka ekependiman! 
W h y oh w hy did you take your l eave o f us, y o u h a d n ' t let m e k n o w / a s k e d m e ! 
Niij pakan ekepenakim? 
W h o wil l I ask [ for any th ing ] n o w ? 
95 Akaim a! 
A k a i m oh! 
Niij amhla amgwa tonakim, Akaim o? 
How w ill 1 be by m y s e l f n o w ? 
Akaim o, ake, ake, ake! Akaim o! 
A k a i m oh , oh dear , oh dear , oh dear ! A k a i m oh ! 
Akaim o, Akaim o, ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o! 
100 Akaim amgwam amgwam, niij amhla inakim, ayo, Akaim o? 
A k a i m , w h y oh w h y , w h a t will 1 d o by m y s e l f , A k a i m o h ? 
Nam pisip walopman tay niij koij paijaiijga wamhopok lay, tmja kele aka 
paijainakijay lay. 
Y o u were p o u n d i n g sago like a real w o m a n , and I w a s a s k i n g y o u fo r it. n o w I 
w o n ' t be a sk ing you for it a n y m o r e . 
Akaim o, aka ekependiman mapeij amhemha! 
A k a i m oh , you d i d n ' t ask m e to g o to the bush [hun t ing] with you . 
Mundumi maijga enjen-amhemha. 
W e ' l l g o up to M u n d u m i hill . 
Olanmay mapa ambemha. 
W e ' l l g o to O l a n m a y hill. 
105 Mapei] aka anaijim, Emhekemhia mapa Kanam mapa, Akaitn o! 
We didn' t go to the Embekembia bush, we didn't go to the Kanam bush. Akaim o! 
Andambapendimaman kuijanja wakon nil] ambla aka lukaulimbapem-pisip, Akaim 
o! 
Why did you take your leave of us, 1 won' t be able to take care of all the children. 
Akaim oh! 
Kmjanja lukautimbapopahmsov sapot tiiijgiimgoy, Akaim o! 
We were taking care of our children together, you were my support, Akaim oh! 
Ayo, Akaim o! 
Ayo, Akaim oh! 
Tern ambla mulakanak, Akaim o! 
1 alone will be looking at the sun, Akaim oh! 
110 Kasipay aka anaijay 
I don' t think we'll go to Kasipa hill 
Tanekiimbi aka anaijay, Akaim o! 
I don ' t think we' l l go to Tanekumbi. Akaim oh! 
Ayo, Akaim o, ayo, Akaim a! 
Ayo. Akaim oh. ayo. Akaim oh! 
113 Wok misin ambla aka mokoym-mokoym-pisippopalik, ayo, Akaim o! 
I don ' t think I can do my mission work by myself, ayo. Akaim oh! 
Wok misin ayo, Akaim a! 
IMission work, ayo, Akaim oh! 
115 Akaim tuijgiimgoy, ayo. Akaim twjgumgoy! 
IVly Akaim, ayo. my Akaim! 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, amgv.-a amgwapendimaman, Akaim? 
Ayo. ayo. why oh why did you leave us. Akaim? 
Akaim. kanjan aman, ayo, Akaim o? 
Akaim. where did you go. ayo. Akaim oh? 
Akaim tuijgumgoy o, kanjaij aman, Akaim? 
My Akaim, where did you go, my Akaim? 
Ayo, aye, aye, aye, aye! 
Ayo. oh dear, oh dear, oh dear! 
120 Ayo, ayo, ayo, lewq o! 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, my heart! 
Akaim o, aye, aye, ayo! 
Akaim oh. oh dear, oh dear, ayo! 
Akaim a, ambla lonakijay niij. 
Akaim oh. I think 'm alone now. 
Kanjaij aman, Akaim? 
Where did you go. Akaim? 
Ayo, Akaim o, ayo, ayo, Akaim o! 
Ayo. Akaim oh. ayo. ayo, Akaim oh! 
125 Avo, Akaim o, taymba aka ekepaiijga wamonabjay kolokotnba kinjanja asumgoy 
makaimba. 
Ayo. Akaim oh. I won ' t be coming to ask you for sago and meat to feed our 
children. 
126 Wesley sakay, Jennifer sakay kola-imbia aka noman, ayo, Akaim o! 
Ayo, Akaim oh, you haven' t eaten the dirt of Wesley 's and Jennifer 's hands, 
[you haven' t lived of the sweat of Wesley 's and Jennifer 's brows] 
Ayo, ayo, ayo. Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Amgwa amgwa pendimaman?? 
Why oh why did you leave us? 
130 Gavman wokpisip koy piakanapok, wok-misin-plaka koi] akapiakanak, Akaim o! 
Were 1 working for the government I would resign, but I can ' t abandon mission 
work, oh Akaim! 
Ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Akaim o, kanjan aman, Akaim o? 
Akaim oh, where did you go, Akaim oh? 
Aye, aye, aye, ayo, ayo, ayo! 
Ayo, Akaim o, ayo, ayo, lewa o! 
Ayo, Akaim oh, ayo. my heart! 
135 Akaim o, ake, ake. ake, Akaim o! 
Akaim oh. oh dear, oh dear, oh dear, Akaim oh! 
Akaim o. ake. ake, Akaim o! 
Akaim oh, oh dear, oh dear, Akaim oh! 
[...??] 
Akaim o, tuijgumgoy kanjandaij amanim? 
Oh my Akaim. where did you go? 
Taymha aka ekepaiijga wamonahjay kolokotnha kinjanja asinngoy makaimha. 
Now I won ' t be able to come and ask you for sago for feeding our children. 
140 Wesley sakay, Jennifer sakay kolaimhia aka nomamjay, ayo, Akaim o! 
I think you won' t live of the sweat of Wes ley ' s and Jennifer ' s brows, ayo. Akaim 
oh! 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Akaim o, Akaim o. Akaim o, Akaim o! 
Akaim o, as aka nambokonjiniij ongwa yakam. 
Akaim oh. we didn' t grow up with a sister. 
As ambla oluka enda yakam. 
Only us men... 
145 Ayo. ayo. ayo, ayo, ayo, ayo! 
Lewa bilons mi. wok hilong misin. yu save helpim mi. ayo, Akaim o! 
Oh my heart, you helped me with mission work, ayo, Akaim oh! 
BUong wanemyu bntkim mi olsem. ayo. lewa bilong mi, Akaim o, ayo, ayo! 
Why did you break my heart like this, ayo, Akaim oh, ayo. ayo! 
Ayo, ayo, Akaim o! 
Kuijanja asumgoy amgwa amgwa pangumaman? 
Why oh w hy did you take your leave of our children? 
[at the s a m e t ime Akaim's m o t h e r Kununda is crying] 
MOYAMBE 
150 Akaim tmjgumgoy! 
Oh my Akaim! 
[two persons ' weeping overlaps) 
Akaim, amgwa amgwa portakim, Akaim! 
Akaim oh, why oh why. what will 1 do now, Akaim! 
Ayo, ayo, amba inkaim, Akaim tuijgumgoy? 
Ayo, ayo, what will 1 do, oh my Akaim? 
Akaim o, yao kulamba eyenaiijay, ayo, Akaim o! 
Akaim oh, your house will be cold now, ayo, Akaim oh! 
Kasipa aka aninaijgim? 
W o n ' t we go to Kasipa [hill]? 
155 Tanekumbi aka aninaijgim? 
W o n ' t we go to Tanekumbi [hill]? 
Mimdumi marjga aka aninaijgim? 
W o n ' t w e go to IVlundumi hill? 
Ayo, amgwa amgwapendimaman? 
Ayo, why oh why did you take your leave of me? 
Ayo, ayo, ayo! 
Kuijanja aka kandeiji pua, pisikanda amgwa amgwa pendimaman? 
The children are not big yet, w hy oh why did you take your leave of them so soon? 
160 Kuijanja meijgaijgumbeke opendiijga pekepman meijge-kamia oijga. 
When the children were hungry you would come and bring me some meat. 
Ayo, Akaim o! 
Ayo, Akaim oh! 
Akaim o, aunda musuaya pisip hoy piakanapok wok misin palaka koij aka piakanak, 
Akaim o! 
Were it any kind of j ob 1 would leave it, but 1 can ' t abandon mission work. 
Ayo, amba inakim, Akaim o, Akaim o, Akaim o? 
Ayo, what will I do, Akaim oh, Akaim oh, Akaim oh? 
Ayo, ayo, ayo, temun ambopon. 
Ayo. ayo, ayo, the sun is setting [time is passing], 
165 Yara vara ambla midakanak, tepaya tepaya ambla mulakanak. 
Year after year I will w atch alone, moon after moon I will watch alone. 
Wok misin niij ambla mokonakijay, ayo, Akaim o! 
I ' ll have to be doing my mission work alone, ayo. Akaim oh! 
Nanday aka opiainakijay haus loluij. 
I won ' t see you in the church. 
Ayo, ayo, Akaim o! 
Wai na yu brukim mi olsem, ayo, Akaim o! 
W h y did you break me like this, ayo, Akaim oh! 
170 Akaim o. Akaim o, amgwa amgwa paulimbapundiman? 
Akaim oh, Akaim oh, why oh why did you break me like this? 
Kuijanja nanumgoy amgwa amgwa paijgumaman. ayo, Akaim o? 
W h y oh why did you take your leave of your children, ayo, Akaim oh? 
Ambaydaij amanim kuijanja emepanda lukqutimbapaijgumpmongoy [kakaruk i krai] 
Wherever you went you used to take good care of children [...] 
173 Wok aka penak wok marimari, ayo, Akaim o. 
I won ' t abandon the work of mercy, ayo, Akaim oh. 
Ayo, Akaim o, Akaim tuijgumgoy, Akaim o. 
Ayo, Akaim oh, my Akaim, Akaim oh. 
175 Akaim o. nan ambla lukaulimbapundiman wok misin mokopokoy. 
Aka im oh. you a lone were taking care of m e when I was do ing m y miss ion w ork. 
Nan kiduk pisip toman. 
You were like m y father . 
Twjgoy kmjanja makandimbopman nit] wok misin mokopokoy. 
You were taking care of my chi ldren w hen 1 w as do ing miss ion work . 
Ayo, amha endiman. ayo, ayo. ayo, ayo! 
Ayo . what are you doing to me, ayo. ayo. ayo , ayo! 
Ayo, ake, ake, ake, Akaim o! 
Ayo, oh dear , oh dear . Aka im oh! 
180 /jyo, Akaim tmjgumgoy o, Akaim. aka opia inahjay longpela yia. 
Ayo, oh my A k a i m . Aka im I w o n ' t see you for many years . 
Ayo, ake. ake. ayo, Akaim o! 
Ayo, oh dear , oh dear , ayo, A k a i m oh! 
Akaim, amgH'a amgwam, ayo, ayo, Akaim! 
A k a i m . why oh why , ayo, ayo, A k a i m ! 
Tamha itjga amangay mapeij meijge pokoimba. 
You only took your dog and went to the bush to hunt [ tha t ' s w hy your house is 
empty , y o u ' r e not dead] . 
Ayo. Akaim o, Akaim luijgumgoy, Akaim o! 
Ayo . Aka im oh. oh my Aka im. Aka im oh! 
185 Aunda tonapokoy wok misin plaka pukunpalik pies nogut ia, sevim laifbilong 
konnmiti. 
If 1 d idn ' t have a j ob [1 would give up], but I 'm concerned about the miss ion work -
i t ' s not a good place. I 'm saving the life of the communi ty . 
186 Hans lolu yakayke, aij wok profet pisip tohnj kumbiij. 
But the church is here and w e ' v e got prophet ic work , so I 'm s taying in the vil lage. 
Konpremasio nan kakamangoij koij oijga koij mokoi] kiimbiij, ayo, ayo! 
You talked about Conf i rma t ion and w e made it in the village, ayo , ayo. 
AmgH'a amgwa pendimaman, ayo, ayo, Akaim o! 
W h y oh w hy did you take your leave of me. ayo. ayo. Aka im oh! 
Akaim o. amgwa amgwa pundiman pakan katimbapaim nangoy laif, ayo, ayo, ayo, 
Akaim o. Akaim tinjgumgoy o! 
Oh A k a i m . w hy oh w hy did you take your leave of me like that, w h o shor tened your 
life like that? 
190 Ayo, ake, ake. ake. amgH-a amgwa pundiman. Akaim o! 
Ayo . oh dear , oh dear , why oh w h y did you take your leave of me like that, A k a i m 
oh! 
[Moyambe finishes his lament, continued by Kununda] 
KUNUNDA 
191 Ai, ai. Akaim a! 
Ai, ai, Aka im a! 
Akaim a! Akaim a! 
Aka im a! Aka im a! 
MOYAMBE 
193 Niij omitk aka puplnpon, bikos niij baibel ridpinisimbapok makuij vakak. 
I 'm not shaking [ I 'm not a f ra id] because I ' ve read the who le Bible f r o m scratch. 
Sapos wok bilong gavaman, inap mi lusim; wok bilong misin na bai mi slap. 
W e r e it a gove rnmen t j o b I had I 'd abandon it, but because i t ' s miss ion work I will 
stay. 
[KUNUNDA crying] 
MOYAMBE 
[15:48] yim, a, am. tai okokondimbem. 
M u m , hey . m u m . fo l low m y w a y . [my example ] 
Ambia enda akayakaim. 
D o n ' t s tand on o n e path. 
Taim okokondimangoy enduij yakamnan. 
If you fo l low me [do the same as 1 do] , you will be on the [right] path. 
An anda endaij wame. 
He [ A k a i m ] went up. 
199 Kambanjanda aka mongumbe. 
H e d i d n ' t wait for us at all. 
[KUNUNDA crying, calling Akaim with her weak, hoarse voice] 
MOYAMBE 
[17:30] Ambi, baibehitj taijan kakay: mae man i aipas, i no save long Jisas, em bai krai 
planti, man i save olsem em i bilip long mi, em bai mi kirapim em long las de. 
M u m , it says so in the Bible: before , when the man was blind and d idn ' t know about 
Jesus , h e ' d cry a lot, but the man w h o k n o w s me . be l ieves in me . I will br ing this 
man back to life on the last day. 
Bai yu lukim pikinini bilongyu long las de. 
Yu will see your child on the last day. 
Dispela tok em i strongpela tok. 
These are power fu l words . 
Nan emepputim-iauhapem. 
Listen ca re fu l ly . 
Wari save bagarapim man. 
Gr iev ing can des t roy you. 
205 Mom luijgiimgiay okok. 
Fol low my words . 
Mom tuijgumgoy okokonmamgoy, emep endaij kamapaponman. 
If you fo l low my words , you will fi ind yourself on the right path. 
[...] 
Kolokol aka papakanjim - ponde ponde aka papakanjim. 
D o n ' t throw th ings away - not now, not later, d o n ' t throw them away . 
Elak akanja. 
T h a t ' s bad. 
210 Elak tok en ulusiipan. 
This is w h a t ' s cover ing up your path. 
[This is why you can ' t see the right way. ] 
Ta^an aka papakanjipla kolokol. 
D o n ' t throw th ings a w a y like that. 
Tambu tni. 
I t ' s fo rb idden . 
[KUNUNDA crying] 
MOYAMBE 
Mama, inap nau! 
Mothe r , enough now! 
Slopim dispela maus! 
Stop this kind of cry ing. 
215 Yu mas lukluk long mi! 
Fol low my example . 
IVo/c hilong mi em i spesel wok. 
I 've got very special work. 
Mama, tay okokondimbem lay paulimbapimdimaijgoy taijan kaijganman unikanda. 
Mum, you must follow my example. If you break my heart, you will cry again. 
Tay piakandinman. 
What if you lose me as well? 
Bilip aka Ion kot] kaijgaplaman. 
The one who doesn't believe will cry a lot. 
220 Sapos yu save long Jisas, nogat. 
If you know Jesus, no [crying]. 
[•..] 
An tok amamasiuj an. 
He went to a place of joy. 
Nan anda sotpela taim kolopan, amhi. 
You too are only here for a short w hile, mum. 
224 Mama, stop nau! 
Mum, stop now! 
YAKAME 
225 M y anda h^j laijan amgwiay pakak. 
I 'm carrying the same kind of pain. 
Nil] anda laijan anda. 
1 [feel] the same. 
227 Mi tu wankain. 
I feel the same. 
MOYAMBE 
228 Nan kenda amhaimha ambopan elaij andam ^riaij? 
Why are you choosing the path of sorrow? 
Nan anda elaij aninman kunja enda. 
You too will go this way. 
230 Nan anda ambamba ambopan? 
Why will you too go? p. 41 
231 Kamon, kambek! 
Come on, come back! 
Appendix I: 
The myth of Kaunjambi 
Told by its owner Alus Mandum on 19 July 2004. Kambras is his ancestor 
Transcription conventions followed below: 
1 line numbers 
Awiakay 
Tok Pisin 
[background information or other interpolations] 
interlinear glosses 
[clarification of translation] 
1 Kopoiian we, koponan wonmun kele nambokonja pukiyamhiaij, pukiyambiaij, 
piikiyambiaij. 
A brother died and his sister grieved, grieved and grieved while walking around. 
puki-yamb-
carry.in.thoughts-walk.around-
Ya kele. tiai], liaij, tiaij kay teman miman konda injakay konda paulmbape. 
She kept grieving while walking around and at a certain point she realised she got 
lost. 
PauUmbapeke aimda Simay sakay kumbiij kamawape. 
She kept wander ing and eventual ly came to [her brother ' s ] S imay ' s place. 
Aimda Simay sakay kiimbii] kamapwapummm ya kele, Simayan konda ekepe: 
So she came to S imay ' s place and he asked her: 
5 "Ambaiman?" 
"What are you do ing?" 
"M, koponikmim wonmun ko)j pukuyamban aundaufii koij kaniawapoijga pekek 
nangoy kiimbiij. " 
What, my brother died and I 'm grieving while walking around, and so it happened 
that I wandered into your place." 
"O, inja, kamawapoman unja endinawa lain elak amgoy. " 
T h a t ' s good that you came here, they ' r e going to sing now. 
Misim epia pi. 
T h e y ' r e just collecting decorat ions and painting their faces, 
[ol i bilas] 
Misim epia)], endamim konda yakay. 
It was late af ternoon by the t ime they decorated themselves . 
10 Ya kele, konda eke punjim mumbia pokopimbakay. 
And so she heard the sound of hand-drums that they were beating. 
Poko ah pimbakay. konda endi wamba. 
They were beating the hand-drums and went up singing. 
Endi wambakay, wambakay, wambakay. wambakay aunda yawij wamba. 
The song [singers and dancers] was coming up, coming up, coming up, coming up 
into the house. 
An nam yok mamda emambipe mat kulambaij. 
Before that, he [Simay] had hidden the w o m a n into a mat. 
Endipiaij, endipiaij, endipia/j, endipiaij, endipimj kandokoy tern konda endiwa tern 
endiijga. 
They went on singing and dancing all night until the sun came up and they sang the 
song of the sun. 
15 Tern endipiiakaij ya konda opeyaiiiwa olukiinja yok. 
When they sang the song of the sun. they noticed a person [hiding rolled in a mat]. 
Ya, konda aujsailmbape kopanda mamda majmj toyke. 
Having been hidden in a mat. at that point she stuck her head out. 
Kele, konda yanimha: "Nam yok mat kulamba mamgoy mupipe, " pimha. 
And they said: "Le t ' s take a look at this woman hiding in the mat." 
Kele, mupilakay anamgoy kopona mae ope. 
As she looked out. she saw her brother. 
Kopoiian anda namhokonja mae ope. 
And the brother saw his sister. 
20 Atinda konda angulusinmiii. 
They hugged each other. 
Tuka konda tumbanjiwa kele, yawanda toe. 
Some [spirits] ran away and the house was nearly empty. 
Misim anda laijan pokokapiijaua mungupua yawtj yoij taijan. 
They stripped off their decorations and left them in the house. 
Kele, taijan peamba. 
And so they left. 
Peamhakay ya kele, yawa koponan misim pakapasina yotj taijan pakalkwi manga 
makamkopatj. 
The 'son of the house" [TP pupa hilong bans] collected all the decorations and hung 
them onto the main post. 
25 Taijan bun^mbape. 
He collected them all. 
Ya Siinayan konda ekepe: "Nan pukupanim? 
And Sitnay asked [Kambras]: 
"Nan pukupanim? 
"Have you learnt it?" 
"Endiij kalak." 
"These songs." 
"Tuka andapukupalik, tuka akapukupalik"pi. 
"1 remember some of them, but not all." she said. 
30 Okey, tom kele injakaiiia konda lainimbapi. 
Okay, so he got up and taught her. 
Anamgoy punjim mokondeha alay anda kay punjimba mae i. 
He took his hand-drum and he took another one and gave it to her. 
Lainimbapim angoy angoy angoy angoy nam yokon Kambrasan konda saveinbape 
endiij. 
He was teaching her, and leaching her, and teaching her, until she knew the whole 
song-cycle. 
Ya konda ekepe: "Pukupanim, " epi "endiij kalak? " 
And he asked her: "Do you know all the songs now?" 
"Omgusanda o "pi, "pukupalik"pi, "ek"pi. 
"I know them all." she said. "1 remember and understand them all ." 
35 "Ya kele, nangoy kumbiij pakambem " pi "Iqmbu agalon " pi. 
"So you can now take them to your place." he said, " i t ' s not forbidden." 
Taijan yani. 
So he told her. 
An vomoina ponde mamdateke injakaina aunda anamgoy kumhiij an. 
She went to sleep and the following morning she woke up and went back to her 
place. 
Ya kele, kumbi angon konda ekepua: 
And everybody was asking: 
"Nan yok kanjaij lomankoym? " 
"Where have you been?" 
40 "O, nil) taijandam kumhiaij tok, " paijgay. 
"Yes. 1 was in this kind of a place." she told. 
"Pakasakay kumbUj toman? " 
"Whose place are you coming f rom?" 
"O, Simay sakay kumhiaij tok, " paijgay. 
"I t ' s S imay ' s place", she told them. 
"Nil] endii) epep wamhuk, "paijgay. 
"I 'd learnt a song-cycle and came back," she told. 
"Unja endiij lainimhapongunakim. " epaijgay. 
"1 will teach you the songs now." she said to them. 
45 "O," pimba, "lainimhaponga," pimha. 
"Yes." they said, "teach us." 
Ya, konda. lainimhapangay. 
So she taught them the songs. 
Lainimhapangunmun konda sayemhapoa. 
She taught them all. and so they know how to sing. 
Olukun ikapua emepanda an. 
The men tried and it went well. 
Inja. paijgay. 
Good, she thought. 
50 Olukun emep endimin, paijgay. 
The men sing really well, she thought. 
Ya kele, olukun koij endipaluij unja nambun kele aka endipala. 
And so it 's now the men who sing, and women don' t . 
Aunda umbupala. 
They only dance. 
Endiij yok kondakay st^i anamgoy. 
This is the story of our songs, no more at this point. 
Em tasol, sjori bilong singsing. 
That ' s all, the story of singing. 
55 Sinssing em men i bin kisim na lainim ol man. 
A woman had learnt these songs and taught all men. 
Nem bilong meri Kambras. 
Her name is Kambras. 
[var. Kamplas] 
Appendix J: 
A transcript of Kaunjambi 
Preamble: 
Kaunjambi: An all-night song/dance cycle that defies 
transcription in an ordinary way 
Transcribing Kaunjambi was not an ordinary transcription task. I first recorded a live 
performance in 2004, continued with transcription in 2006, checked it again in 2009 and 
re-recorded and discussed it again in 2012. In the recording of a proper performance, 
the sound of the hand-drums and slit-drums, combined with the noise made by the 
dancers and onlookers, often overpower the singers' voices to the extent that it was 
impossible for me to hear what they were singing and I had to rely completely on my 
Awiakay assistants. However, not everybody could assist me in transcription, as it is 
only the lead singers who actually understand (or arc closest to understanding) the text 
of what they were singing. Although an ordinary Awiakay speaker would have a much 
better ear for hearing Awiakay parts of Kaunjambi than me, in my discussions with 
them they were not even able to repeat the parts which are in 'spirit language' unless 
they knew them by heart. The lead singers, however, have never been trained as 
transcription assistants and cared little for my wanting to hear the words spoken. 
Kaunjambi is never spoken - it is always sung and they would often sing parts of the 
text when I was transcribing. Moreover, singing Kaunjambi does not feel proper 
without the drums, so even if I initially insisted on not beating them, my assistants 
would eventually start, at least quietly, drumming the rhythm. To just focus on the text, 
apart from its combination with melody and rhythm, is very difficult—which further 
enforces the point I have made in Chapter 7 about Kaunjambi being a synergy of all 
these elements. The transcription has therefore taken a long time and I now think that 
the song transcripts in this appendix mostly faithfully follow one of the recorded 
versions. Although I kept striving to faithfully transcribe the recordings for my 
analytical purposes, the Awiakay singers helped me realise that there is no such thing as 
exactness in an inseparable mix of sounds and sensations. 
Kaunjambi [with some notes and comments] 
[Kanjimei Audio recordings/2004/Kaunjambi_001-044_Kaunjambi transcript book pp. 1-89; Video 
Y12_S391] 
Transcription conventions followed below: 
1 song number SONG NAME [audio/video #] 
1 line numbers 
Awiakay 
Spirit language 
Identifiable local language [KWR = Karawari, IMN = Imanmeri, MVK = Miyak, WBL = Wamblamas] 
[background information and other interpolations] 
interlinear glosses 
[clarification of translation] 
Abbreviations used in the transcript: 
ZH = sister's husband 
ARCH = archaic Awiakay 
AIWA KUNDIA (the introductory song cycle) 
1 A I W A KUNDIA [002-2] 
This song is sung outside. People say that the spirits are singing now, that is why there is no 
meaning. The woman will now see her deceased brother. The spirit of the dead will now 
come up into the house. The woman was mourning, now her brother will come. The song is 
sung outside, the singers will now enter the house. They have gone around the house and 
are now starting to climb the ladder pole. The song finishes while some are still standing on 
kausarj. 
11 0-va, aiwa kundia-a yakiama wambuk e-e 
white.cockatoo ?? ?? is.coming.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?? is.coming.up 
yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? is.coming.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?? is.coming.up 
5 yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? is.coming.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?? is.coming.up 
O aiwa kundia -o yakiama wambuk a-e 
white.cockatoo ?? ?? is.coming.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?? is.coming.up 
yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? is.coming.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? ?? is.coming.up 
yakiama wambuk e-e 
?? is.coming.up 
oro maman wambuk e-e 
?? V is.coming.up 
O yaki mundaso e-e 
o tobacco ?? 
yaki wandikiso e-e. 
tobacco V 
15 yaki mundaso e-e 
tobacco ?? 
yaki wandikiso e-e. 
tobacco ?? 
yaki mundaso e-e 
tobacco ?? 
yaki wandikiso e-e. 
tobacco ?? 
yaki mundaso e-e 
tobacco ?? 
20 yaki wandikiso e-e. 
tobacco ?? 
3tes (x 2) The song is usually sung twice. 
2 . 1 
Lines 2-4 were added in the version recorded in 2012. It depends on the leading singer how 
the song turns. 
2 AYKMARI PAMBALO [2004/001-1] 
The second song is sung upon entering the house. It's an announcement: 'I'm now coming 
up into the house.' I'm coming up to the yumbun. I'm climbing the ladder, want to come to 
the makam... 
O-yo. aykmari pambalo, waromaman pambalo 
?? 
yao wambopalik (x7, last one fades out) 
I 'm coming up to the house 
Yao wambopalik, e-e CHANGE OF RHYTHM 
I'm coming up to the house 
yumbunuij wambopalik, e-e 
I'lTi coming to the female posts 
[all posts which are on the floor] 
makanbwj wambopalik 
I'm coming to the main post 
pasituij wambopalik 
I'm coming to the diagonal post 
yao wambopalik 
I'm coming up to the house 
[repetitions of lines vary] 
YAO ENDlliGA 'Songs of the house' 
3 KAMBIAKMAY, TUMBIAKMAY [006.waw] 
The house is bent with weight now, it is full of people and the songs of the house start. 
The whole house is shaking when the song enters. 
31 Kambiak mae, tumhiak mae (x2)* 
I 'm going to compose [a song] first. Tin going to jump first 
[check with notes] 
kambiak mae, kimbiak lumbiak mae 
I 'm going to compose [a song] first. I 'm going to [??]. Tm going to jump first 
yaw)j andandupon, (x2) 
house is.shaking/moving 
pasilin andandupon 
diagonal post is shaking 
5 yumbunun andandupon 
women ' s posts (ground postss) are shaking 
kanima isopon, kaiiima ee 
the coconut shell spoon (arch.) is shaking, ee 
palandem isopon. pahndem ee 
the coconut cup is shaking, ee 
ipi isopon, ipi ee 
the coconut spoon is shaking, ee 
wako isopon, wako ee 
tongs are shaking, ee 
10 kaiiima isopon, kanima ee. 
the coconut shell spoon (arch.) is shaking, ee 
* Each lead singer tends to make some variations to the song. While Kamaqgip sang 
the first line as transcribed above, Kaijgam insisted that the first line be 
Kambiak mae, lumbiak mae, simbiak mae 
4 AND! ARAN, AND! KULUMAPAN [OOS.waw] 
4.1 O- andi apan, andi kulum apan 
0 9 
mamba kwi, kaunjan karuk - e 
[kuri might be the root of 'pinch o f f (e.g. a banana or a betelnut from the whole 
bunch), however, the informants didn't recognise it as such) 
karunik is onomatopeotic word denoting a crunching sound] 
Wabin-jaij karuk - e (x3) 
Wabi [female name]-LOC crunch 
kaninik karuruk - e (x3) 
crunching sound (x2) - e 
4.5 Wabin-jaij karuk - e 
Wabi [female name]-LOC crunch 
ALL REPEATED 
kuri (line 2) could be the root of the verb menaing 'to pinch o f f (a banana or a betel 
nut f rom the whole bunch) 
5 IMANAMARINAWK [O l l .waw] 
The lead singer sings first, others follow behind him. Even if they don't know the words he 
leads them. 
Some say this song should come later, but it always depends on the lead singer. The lead 
singer is not necessarily one person, though they like to boast that nobody else is 'fit' for 
the task. During the dance they don't care whether the LS is 'wrong', but they sing along 
with a slight delay. 
5 1 Imana / n a r w o u ^ (x5 - lead singer) 
name of Ambonwari man talk (KWR) 
Imana marinawk (x lO - other singers) 
name of Ambonwari man talk (KWR) 
Imana mariiiawk ( x l3 , fading out) 
name of Ambonwari man talk (KWR) 
Imana marin kawiningingia 
name of Ambonwari man 
5 kawi kopa ari - e (x4) 
gi\'e me the head of a kawiyam - e 
kawiyom is a monitor lizard, but can also be a personal name 
kakomay kopa ari - e (x4) 
?? head g i v e . m e e 
6 KAMBIATAINO [013.waw] 
[singsing tasol, nogat mining stret] 
6-1 Kamhia laiiio 
tern kamhia = adze for making canoe 
kambia torokay 
adze spear (for pig hunting) 
kambalam Pinjay (x3) 
?? name of Ambonw ari man 
angrina grinjay (x2) 
5 panona grinjay (x2) 
panona grinjay, angrina grinjay 
kamhia Pinjay. 
?? name of Ambonwari man 
7 MALA ARI MALA [014-2] 
O-o, mala ari mala (VS) 
O-o. betel pepper, give me betel pepper 
mala ari mala {x7) 
betel pepper, give me betel pepper 
o-a, takwi ari takwi (LS) 
betel pepper, give me mountain pepper 
[takwi = type of pepper betel that grows in the mountain] 
tah\'i ari lakwi, (x7) 
betel pepper, give me mountain pepper 
aypoii ari aypoH, (12) 
betel pepper, gi\ e me yel low pepper 
[uvpo" = ye l lowish pepper betel] 
wi mendus pokoy (many repetitions) 
lime (tp Imanmeri) tongue hit 
quick l ime's burning the tongue 
kombotja mendus pokoy (many repetitions) 
the shell is burning the tongue 
[komho)j = river shell used for making l ime] 
Takapan kumbia takanu, 
let's go and chew betel nut at Takapan 
E- Wasayman kumbia takanu [many repetitions] 
let's go chew betel nut at Wasayman [ancestral place at Amoogao] 
8 AYM KUMUNA 
8.1 O-ya, aym kumuiia {x4 + x4 + x4 last one fades out) 
Death adder's mother 
[aym = New Guinea death adder] 
o, yanjam kumuna (x4 + x4 + x4 last one omitted) 
python's mother 
nuijgiilai] kumuiia (x2) 
gigantic python's mother 
[nwjgum = New Guinea olive python] 
memban kumuna (x2) [var. tepan kumuna 'mother of moon ] 
mother of night 
[nocturnal snake; ondomhoy 'small-eyed snake'] 
5 aym kumuna (x4) 
death adder's mother 
nuijgulaij kumuna (x2) 
gigantic python's mother 
memban kumuna (x2 - fading out) [var. tepan kumuna 'mother of moon'] 
mother of night 
o-yo, malay wapuk (x6) 
I pounded wi ld sago 
lay wapuk (xlO) 
I pounded sago 
10 malay wapuk, tay wapuk (x3) 
I pounded wi ld sago, I pounded sago 
Akiak kopay yumbunuk taway ende-wakapa-inua. 
Akiak sago.stand type.of.sago shoots pick-put.in-3PL.FUT 
•They' l l pick yumbunuk-sago shoots at Akiak and put them [into your bi lum]' 
[Akiak = name of a hill, a sago stand at Amor)gao - ancestral settlement 
yumbunuk = sago with very short thorns, small, stap long fil) 
[some follow the hills at the landscape in the order, many ol i paul, just name them all, 
pinisim ol) 
- saksak i stap long ol dispela pies, but not necessarily this type 
Usupiay kopay wa^goponik taway kopay ende-wakapa-imta. 
Usupiay sago.stand type.of.sago shoots sago.stand pick-put.in-3PL.FUT 
•They ' l l pick waijgoponik-sago shoots at Usupiay and put them [into your bi lum]" 
[Usupiay = a hill at Amor]gao with a sago stand 
warjgoponik = sago with red leaves when young, short thorns, 'i no strong saksak'] 
Kulakap kopay umbum taway ende-wakapainua. 
'They ' l l pick iimhiim-sago shoots at Kulakap and put them [into your b i l um] ' 
[Kulakap = the top of a hill at Amongao with a sago stand 
umbum = sago without thorns] 
Usupiav Panjhjjay* kopay yamok taway ende-wakapainua. 
•They'l l pick vo»!oA--sago shoots at PaiiJiijJay and put them [ into your b i lum] ' 
[Panjirjjay = a hill at Amongao with a sago stand 
yamol< = type of sago similar to wail sal<sak (TP); dark stems, red shoots, reddish pith, with 
thorns] 
*Kamangip complained about those who had mistakenly repeated the name of another 
ancestral place, Usupiay 
15 Amgapoyn kopay kamhamuk taway ende-wakapainua 
•They' l l pick kamhannik-sago shoots at Amgapoyn and put them [ into your bilum]" 
[Amgapoyn = a hill at Amotjgao with a sago stand 
kambamuk = type of sago with light-colour stems, long shoots, with thorns] 
aiwa pepep wakapainua 
•They' l l shoot a white cockatoo and put it [into your b i lum] ' 
kaykwia pepep wakapainua 
•They' l l shoot a hornbill and put it [into your b i lum] ' 
ambay pepep wakapainua 
'They ' l l shoot a crown pigeon and put it [into your b i lum] ' 
angina}] pepep wakapainua 
'They ' l l shoot a black cockatoo and put it [into your b i lum] ' 
20 opum-ba pepep wakapainua 
"They'l l shoot a pigeon and put it [into your bilum]" 
pangasaij pepep wakapainua •They"ll shoot a big brown bird and put it [into your b i lum] ' 
[pangasai] is found in swamps, brown back, light belly, yellow beak, long wings, long tail, as 
big as an eagle, making sounds perj-perj-per]] 
waijgay pepep wakapainua 
"They"ll shoot a little pigeon and put it [into your bilum]" 
[nambu lu opum] 
taman waeij wakapainua 
•They"ll put it into a long bilum [strmg-net]" 
matjga-maijga waeij wakapainua [are these adjectives?) 
•They"ll put it into a rather short bilum ' 
25 punje-punje waei] wakapainua 
•They"ll put it into a rather long bilum [see compar i sons - reduplicat ions]" 
pokombak waeij wakapainua 
' They ' l l put it into an oblong bilum ' 
o-yo, Akiak en-makam yambuka-inua 
Akiak main.path hang.on.the.neck-3PL. 
•They"ll hang [the bilum] on their neck on the main path to Akiak' 
[hill at Amongao] 
Usupiay en-makam yambukainua 
"They' l l hang [the hilum] on their neck on the main path to Usupiay' 
[hill at Amongao] 
Tawim en-makam yambukainua 
•They ' l l hang [the hilum] on their neck on the main path to Tawim' 
[creek] 
30 Kukay en-makam yambukainua 
' They ' l l hang [the bi/um] on their neck on the main path to Kukay' 
[creek, tributary of Tawim] 
Mumiam en-makam yambukainua 
•They ' l l hang [the bilum] on their neck on the main path to Mumiay' 
[creek, tributary of Tawim] 
Kumbikin en-makam yambukainua 
' They ' l l hang [the bilum] on their neck on the main path to Kumbikin' 
[creek, tributary of Tawim] 
33 Amiam en-makam yambukainua 
•They ' l l hang [the hilum] on their neck on the main path to Amiam' 
[creek, tributary of Tawim] 
9 KUMBUYN MOMOYKUMBUYN 
[composed by Ambros Ambukan and Wandak, na putim long Kaunjambi - harim dispela 
pisin tasol na composim) 
9 1 Kumbuyn momoy kumbuyn (x4) 
kumbuyn [type o f bird] is s inging 
palak mambaij momoy 
singing down in the plains 
[palakay = plains between the riverbank and hills] 
muijgam mambaij momoy 
singing down at Muijgam [lake] 
andaij mambaij momoy 
singing down at Andaij [sago swamp] 
5 O-yo, andaij nambun eke 
the w o m a n in the swainp has heard it 
muijgam nambun eke 
the woman at the lake has heard it 
palak nambun eke 
the woman in the plains has heard it 
1 0 EKAYTUMTUIVI 
sapos man yet composim, em bai 1 gat mining, tasol em i singsing bilong ol spirit 
- parallelism in dance too! 
10.1 O-ya, ekay tum-tum 
ekay tum-tum (x7; last one fades out) 
kyay tum-tum (x8), kyay 
turn-turn, kyay turn-turn LOWER MELODY 
5 kyay turn-turn (x2) 
ekay tum-tum (x2; last one fades out) 
Yo, oil! tum-tum 
oni tum-tum (xlO) 
kyay tum-tum (x4) 
10 kanjin - e. Maynbun kanjin - e 
teeth e. M a y n b u n ' s teeth - e 
[Maynbun = spirit] 
kanjin - e, Takapan kanjin - e 
teeth - e. T a k a p a n ' s teeth - e 
[Tal<apan = spirit] 
kanjin - e. Yaynhun kanjin - e 
teeth e. Y a y n b u n ' s teeth - e 
[Yaynbun = spirit] 
kanjin - e, Takapan kanjin - e 
teeth - e. T a k a p a n ' s teeth e 
kanjin - e, Awa kanjin - e 
teeth e. A w a "s teeth - e 
[Awa = spirit crocodile] 
15 kanjin - e, Takapan kanjin - e 
teeth e. T a k a p a n ' s teeth - e 
kanjin - e, Yaynhun kanjin - e 
teeth e. Y a y n b u n ' s teeth - e 
kanjin - e, Takapan kanjin - e 
teeth - e, T a k a p a n ' s teeth - e 
kanjin - e, Maynbun kanjin - e 
teeth e. M a y n b u n ' s teeth e 
kanjin - e, Takapan kanjin - e (x3; last one fades out) 
teeth - e, T a k a p a n ' s teeth - e 
1 1 YAKENJIMARIKAPUSMANBA 
11 1 Yakenjimari kapus manba 
tongay yakanan, tongay(x3) 
wild betel nut, he ' l l turn into a wild betel nut 
[like a sanguma 'assault sorcerer' turns into a pig 
toqgoy is an archaic Awiakay word for 'wild betel nut'] 
Yakenjimari kapus manba 
tongay yakanan, tongay ee 
wild betel nut. he ' l l turn into a wild betel nut 
5 panay yakanan, panay ee 
black palm, he ' l l turn into a black palm 
[Bipo ol tumbuna i save long tp bilong olgeta pies. Nau tasol mipela paul.] 
1 2 Y A I Y A W I A t S Y I M B U K 
121 yai yawiaij yimhuk, 
1 slept in a p ig ' s house 
kayma yawiaij yimhuk, 
1 slept in a cassowary ' s house 
tison aha yoijoiidi, 
mosqui tos didn ' t bite me 
tasaposw] aka yoijondi, 
little mosqui tos didn ' t bite me 
tamokim aka yotjondi. 
anats didn ' t bite me. 
Panjam yakanhuk, panjam ee, 
1 turned into a rubbishman. rubbishman. ee. 
[panjam = the useless person who doesn't go hunting, doesn't kill anything, doesn't 
provide any food] 
kaijgakum yakanhuk, kaijgakum ee, 
1 turned into a rubbishman. rubbishman ee. 
kamiayn yakanhuk, kamiayn ee. 
1 turned into a rubbishman. rubbishman ee. 
[kamiayn kamia - nambamgoy kamia = injua] 
w o m a n ' s m e a l = v a g i n a 
[kamiayn -> lip bilong diwai i gat naispela smel stret; strong , longpela, big spiral fern. I no 
bilong kaikai, em i bilong singsing. Bipo ol meri bai putim long kuna taim bilong singsing, em 
bai smel gut] 
1 3 A k u t m a n a k u t 
[tp bilong bipo - ol i mas mixim kainkain tp stret] 
13.1 Akutman akut, mana tarjaimba 
Tamhay pasaki, kumbi pasaki (x3) 
the.dog ?'.' village ?? 
Apia wakapayke, ipia wakapayke (x3) 
?? when he put [in] ?? when he put [in] 
[the Awiakay say that apia and ipia are archaic words, but nobody knows what they 
mean. They say that the spirits composed Kaunjambi using different languages, and 
Awiakay of different periods] 
1 4 Y a k e n j i i s m a r i 
[Tino's variant] 
14.1 Yakenjii) mari sipiijgarom 
kambia yendamungan 
paynbinjar wapal 
yambunjar wapal 
5 paynbinjar wapal 
yambunjar wapal 
[all repetaedj 
[Tambuay's variant] 
14.1a Yakenjii] mari, yakenjiman kulaijapan (x3) 
simari wandali kinan 
sampan atom 
sika sikay 
5 impinji alom 
[in 2012 the singers insisted that this line be changed into mnsin narom] 
sika sikav 
15 Manjuan P A N D A I S G O Y N mai^ ga 
15-1 Manjuan pandatjgoyn maijga 
Manjuan [male name) weaved.leaf ball 
• M a n j u a n ' s [ t w i s t e d Mice] a vveaved l ea f bal l" 
Manjuan yambukuru-papaka-imb-a 
Manjuan wrap.in.a.leaf-PAST-3PL 
' T h e y w r a p p e d M a n j u a n in a l e a f 
[In the pas t a c a p t u r e d e n e m y w a s w r a p p e d in to a l e a f l i l < e a p i g o r o t h e r l<il] in t h e 
b u s h ] 
Manjuan pikisi-papaka-imb-a 
Manjuan tie.up.in.a.leaf-PAST-3PL 
' T h e y t i ed M a n j u a n u p in a l e a f 
Manjuan aka wambuke 
" M a n j u a n d idn" t c o m e u p here" 
5 penay wambuke 
?? c a m e up h e r e 
aka pekendie (x2) 
d idn" t c o m e d o w n h e r e 
imas aka wambuke 
? ? d idn" t c o m e up h e r e 
Manjuan aka pekendi 
Manjuan d idn ' t c o m e down here 
-ndi [ending for something that acts upon a person] 
imas aka pekendi 
?? d idn ' t c o m e down here 
10 aka pekendi (x2) 
d idn ' t come down here 
[all repeated again] 
1 6 ELENUK, ELENUK 
16.1 Elenuk, Elenuk, Elenuk, Elenuk. 
[name of a spirit] 
Akakaymui], Akakaymwj, Akakaymuij, Akakaymuij. 
[name of a spirit] 
Yamhunjamhi-o, tasia-ke 
Y a m b u n j a m b i , oh, spirit 
[this and all the following are names of the spirits of Musu kunai] 
Kokolosambin-yo, tasia-ke 
Kokolosambin , oh, spirit 
Anjanjawn-o, tasia-ke 
A n j a n j a w n , oh, spirit 
Tawaymakan-o, tasia ke 
T a w a y m a k a n . oh, spirit 
Musiniijgi-o, tasia ke 
Musinii jgi , oh, spirit 
Kinidi goa, takia ke 
spirit of Kinidi basin 
[takia is archaic Awiakay form of tasia ' sp i r i t ' . People say that 'in the mounta ins ' 
(the Imboin??, Meakambut , still use this term 
- all pools (TP hasi.s) are spirit places] 
- the fol lowing pools are on Amwi creek on the way to Mayna, a previous Awiakay 
sett lement 
Amwi goa, takia ke 
spirit of Amwi pool, oh, spirit 
10 Asapon goa, takia ke 
spirit of Asapon pool, oh, spirit 
Memeitj goa, takia ke 
spirit of Memeiri pool, oh, spirit 
tao kanja yomba, takia ke 
sago.thorn needle water 
[spirits inhabit swamp places where there are sago thorns] 
spirit of thorny sago s w a m p water, oh, spirit 
wao kunda yomba, takia ke 
spirit of water where there are roots where one can prepare sago grubs, oh, spirit 
kongonoij hinia yomba, takia ke 
broad-bladed grass (Mungam) roots 
spirit of the water of the broad bladed grass roots, oh, spirit 
15 tendem kunia yomba, tasia ke 
[edible.leaves roots - vine...] 
spirit of tendem roots water, oh, spirit 
kiakay kiinia yomba, takia ke 
spirit of pandanus roots water , oh, spirit 
awe kunia yomba, takia ke 
spirit oi' kiinai roots water , oh. spirit 
• lines 6 and 7 (two more spirits from the same place) were added in the 2012 recording 
1 7 ALAN KAN DU M KAN 6A 
17-1 alan kandum kaijga TREES 
[tree] cane?? leaf 
kandum-ee 
waymaij kandum kaijga, 
m a m a big binatang 
kandum-ee 
5 temek, temek kaijga, 
lip big diwai 
temek-ee 
tikinai], tikinaij kaijga 
mountain tree 
likiiiaij-ee 
piikiimaij, pukumaij kaijga 
tree growing in swamp, good for f i rewood 
10 piikiimaij -ee. 
1 8 KASARI YUARI 
18.1 kasari yuari alon-gambi, yao-ee 
?? house - e 
mongon-gambi, yao-ee 
ayngas kamboya, yao-ee 
wonky stone-axe. house - e 
pokombak kamboya, yao-ee 
skeww hiff s tone-axe. house - e 
payingaij kamboya, yao-ee 
off-ki l ter s tone-axe. house e 
1 9 SAPON ARAYSAPON 
191 sapon aray sapon 
aray masamhi 
kyakay yuponan 
pandanus (wail karuka big wara). is about to ripen and fall off 
kyakay yupon - ee 
pandanus (wail karuka big wara), is about to ripen and fall off 
kumhim aray masambi 
black.bird.from.A-i»?<:// ?? 
k}'akay yuponan 
pandanus (wail karuka big wara), is about to ripen and fall off 
kyakay yuponan - ee pandanus (wail karuka big wara), is about to ripen and fall off 
The sound is always distorted, so no wonder they quarrel about it later: chew betel nut and 
smoke while singing - the echoing is important! 
20 Asanyawkasan 
20.1 asan yawk asan 
go now (IMN) 
mangan yawk 
jamin kambia Imanan-marin jinjguin 
? stone.axe Imanmeri-? ? 
sangimay, sangima - ee 
head-dress made of cassowary feathers 
5 sangima - ee (x 3) 
head-dress made of cassowary feathers 
yao pame, kumbi pame 
house ? village ? 
21 Avkmaynumbakunambek 
211 Aykmay numba (x9) 
Aykmay's husband 
[ZH, strictest taboo relationship] 
kunambek (x9, fades out, lead singer stops earlier) 
my brother-in-law 
Embenda numba (xl2) 
Embenda's husband 
kunambek (xl3, fades out) 
my brother-in-law 
5 Aykmay numba (x9) 
Aykmay's husband 
kunambek (xl3) 
my brother-in-law 
LINES 7 8 Akiak angen, Tomba pi angen 
IRRELEVANT Akiak and his [family], say, Tomba and his [family] 
Tukmak angen, Yakmak angen 
Tukmak and his [family], Yakmak and his [family] 
kanii^ maijga, kanuij maijga 
baick palm seeds, black palm seeds 
10 yuwain maijga, wasit maijga 
liinhiim seeds, wild betel nut seeds 
[areca palm, growing at higher altitueds (?) Rhopalohlaste .vp.] 
tumban maijga, pambam maijga 
limbum seeds, flow ering tree seeds 
[areca palm with short stems] 
angoyiiam maijga 
[another type of] flowering tree seeds 
Yamam en-makam. \yamhuka-imiapi\* 
Konmei path-main hang.up.on.neck.3PL.FUT 
on the main path along the Konmei, they'l l hang up a bilum on the neck, say 
*|~| in lines 13-20 in s o m e vers ions left out 
Yambom en-makam. yambiika-iinia pi 
Y a m b o m creek, a tr ibutary of the Konmei upriver f rom IVIayna towards Aulalak (lines 10-16 
all tribuatries of the Konmei) 
on the main path along the Yambom, they' l l hang up a bilum on the neck, say 
15 Wanak en-makam, yambuka-iinia pi 
on the main path along the Wanak, they'l l hang up a bilum on the neck, say 
Nomet en-makam, yambuka-inua pi 
on the main path along the Nomet, they'l l hang up a bilum on the neck, say 
Palaiij en-makam. yambuka-inua pi 
on the main path along the Palaiij, they'l l hang up a bilum on the neck, say 
Imbisim en-makam. yambuka-inua pi 
on the main path along the Imbisim, they'll hang up a bilum on the neck, say 
Tanduij en-makam, yambuka-inua pi 
on the main path along the Tanduij, they'l l hang up a bilum on the neck, say 
20 Asao en-makam, yambuka iinia-pi 
on the main path along the Asao, they'll hang up a bilum on the neck, say asia pepep wakapa-inua 
they'll spear a [fish with mustache] and put it into a bilum 
mamgway pepep wakapa-inua 
they'll spear an eel and put it into a bilum 
kaijgwiyam pepep wakapainua 
they'll spear a small fish with scales (big name) and put it into a bilum 
kos sa pepep wakapainua 
they'll spear a small kaijgwiyam and put it into a bilum 
25 one ya pepep wakapainua they'll spear a big kaijgwiyam and put it into a bilum 
pia pia wae yambuka-inua 
they'll hang torn bilums on the necks 
manga manga wae yambuka-inua 
they'll hang very short bilums on their necks 
punje punje wae yambuka-inua 
they'll hang very long bilums on their necks 
pokomhak wae yambuka-inua 
they'll hang wide, short bilums on their necks 
30 wasipi wae yambuka-inua 
they'll hang man's apron bilums on their necks 
kolanjUj wae yambuka-inua 
they'll hang huge bilums on their necks 
Wanak en-makam, yambukainua 
on the main path along the Wanak [creek] they'll hang up bilums on their necks 
Nome! en-makam, yambukainua 
- the Noniet creek ~ 
Yambom en-makam. yambukainua 
~ the Yambom creek ~ 
35 Palain en-makam. yambukainua 
~ the Palain creek ~ 
Imbisim en-makam, yambukainua 
~ the Imbisim creek ~ 
Tanduij en-makam, yambukainua 
~ the Tanduq creek ~ 
Asao en-makam, yambukainua 
~ the Asao creek ~ 
Anga)j yombon (x4) 
the water of Angaij [creek] 
40 Angaij yombon [fades out] 
the water of Angai] 
Mikyao yombon (x2) 
the water of Mikyao 
[creek name on Imanmeri land] 
Pakoy yombon {x2) 
the water of Pakoy [a lake on Imanmeri land PakH] 
Kasakmay yombon (x2) 
the water of Kasakmay [a tributary of Aimos] 
Tisis yombon (x2) 
the water of Tisis [a tributary of Aimos] 
45 ewey wakiij, eweya, 
hand-net (TP umben) made of gomba tree bark string 
wakit] eweya (x2) 
hand-net made of gomba tree bark string 
pamok eweya (x2) 
tnlip-string hand-net (x2) 
[Gnetum gnemon] 
temeneij eweya (x2) 
lemeneij tree bark hand-net (x2) 
umbrupoyn eweya (x2) 
sandal wood hand-net (x2) 
[very strong rope) 
50 wanay eweya (x2) 
/lowering vine for making rope 
wanay eweya endia-inua 
they're going to scoop [fish] fish into a wanay hand-net 
[some men are still repeating, others singing on -> echoing effect] 
umbrupoyn eweyaij endia-inua 
they're going to scoop [fish] into a umbropoyn hand-net 
temenen eweyat] endia-imia 
they're going to scoop [fish] into a lemeiieij hand-net 
pamok eweyaij endia-inua 
they're going to scoop [fish] into a m///>string hand-net 
55 wakii] eweyaij endia-imia [variation: inoa] 
t they're going to scoop [fish] into a wukuj hand-net 
ay maijga yombaij, endia-inua 
they're going to collect the seeds of the kunai grass on the water 
[ay = kunai grass; Imperato cylindrica] 
kohl] maijga yombaij endia-inua 
they're going to collect the seeds of a xx tree on the water 
[xx tree has yellow pith] 
kendek maijga yombaij, endia-inua 
they're going to collect the seeds of the short sharp grass on the water 
[kendek = short sharp grass, it cuts one's skin] 
kula^ maijga yombaij endia-inua 
tree xx underneath long dispela diwai bai ol i kisim yu ?? 
they're going to collect the seeds of the tree on the w ater 
60 kamaij-guk tenja endia-inua 
they're going to scoop my baby crocodile 
miij-giik tenja endia-inua 
they're going to take my wild duckling 
kakukm-guk tenja endia-inua 
they're going to take my chick of the nocturnal bird from kunai 
[the bird has a long neck and a sharp beak] 
kakoy-k tenja endia-inua 
they're going to take my white heron chick 
kumbuHu-k tenja endia-inua 
they're going to take my bird from kunai 
Tarapiaij egemba, endia-inua 
male.name leg they will take 
they're going to take Tarapian's leg 
[the Awiakay sayTarapian was an Ambonwari big man. The implication was that they will kill him and 
put his leg into the bilum like any other kill] 
Kamukunjiij egemba, endia-inua 
male.name leg they Vi(ill take 
they're going to take Kamukunjiij's leg 
[Kamukunjir] was a 'big man' in Ambonwari] 
67 apanawi egemba, endia-inua 
they're going to take a leg of apanawi bird 
[apanawi = a bird living at lakes] 
2 2 T A M B A I K , T A M B A I K , T A M B A I K 
22.1 o, tam-baik, tambaik. tambaik, 
dog-inalienable POSS.lSG 
my dog, my dog, my dog 
tambaik, tambaik, tam 
my dog, my dog, dog 
o, tambokom, tambokom, tambokom 
your dog, your dog, your dog 
the w/hole set repeated 
tm yongopon, yamugasipon, yamugasipon 
h e ' s cu t t ing the rope and bark ing threa teningly , h e ' s barl<ing th rea ten ing ly 
[when hunt ing , d o g s o f t en in t imida te an animal by bark ing , so it f ee l s t rapped and 
c a n ' t escape] 
tekekimbon, lekekimbon 
he ba rks exc i ted ly [as it smells an animal], he barks exci tedly 
angaijgimbon, angaijgimbon 
h e ' s bark ing , h e ' s ba rk ing [in an ordinary way] 
mmutjgUnbon. mimiijgimbon 
h e ' s w h i n i n g with joy , wh in ing with j o y 
paka-pu^gagimbon, paka-puyga gimbon 
h e ' s ki l led [an an imal ] and is b a r k i n g - a n d - j u m p i n g with j oy , h e ' s kil led [an an imal ] 
and is b a r k i n g - a n d - j u m p i n g with j o y 
10 tokondo-koy pe, lokondo-koy pe 
look, up there , look, up there 
tukuhikoy pe, tiikulukoy pe [Darja koy pi/Alan koy pi song composed] 
look. o \ er there , look. o \ er there 
tumbuambon pe, tmnhuambon pe 
look, [the an imal ] will run away , look, it will run a w a y 
[liimhiiambon m e a n s ' run for life" and is used pr imari ly when speak ing about 
a n n u a l s in the bush] 
yamugasipon, yamugasipon 
he [the d o g ] ' s b lock ing it [an an imal ] , h e ' s b lock ing it 
15 kamao ope, kamao ope 
he saw a bandicoot , he saw a bandicoot 
kumaka ope, kumaka ope 
he saw a cuscus , he saw a cuscus 
kunduka ope, kunduka ope 
he saw a rat, he saw a rat 
kosek ope, kosek ope 
he saw a long-ta i led rat, he saw a long-tai led rat 
taymbonka ope, taymbonka ope 
he saw a b ig bush rat, he saw a big bush rat 
[one that s tays close to wate r and d ives for f ish] 
20 kamao anda wae-tj yambuka-inoa 
bandicoot only bilum-LOC hang.up.on.the.neck-3PL.FUT 
t hey ' l l hang up a b i lum on the neck with only a bandicoot in it 
kosek anda waeij yambuka-inoa 
t hey ' l l hang up a bi lum on the neck with only a long-tai led rat in it 
taymboyn anda waeij yambuka-inoa 
big.bush.rat 
t hey ' l l h a n g up a b i lum on the neck with only a big bush rat in it 
yombangi anda waetj, yambuka-inoa 
bug.bush.rat [ARCH] 
t hey ' l l hang up a b i lum on the neck wi th only a big bush rat in it 
pia-pia wae-ij yambuka-inoa pi 
falling.apart bilum-LOC hung.up.on.the.neck say (to someone) 
say. they ' l l hang up very old b i lums on their necks 
25 maijga maijga waeij yambuka-inoa pi 
say, they ' l l hang up very short b i l u m s on their necks 
pokombak waeij yambuka-inoa pi 
say. they' l l hang up an oblong bilum on their necks 
kolajiij wae^ yambuka-inoa pi 
say. they'l l hang up huge bilums on their necks 
wasipi waeij yambuka-inoa pi 
say. they'l l hang up men's bilums on their necks 
wasipi = bilum used for men's apron 
29 taman waeij yambuka-inoa pi 
say. 1 
taman wae = bilum for spears 
2 3 A N D I - S A U N ANDI-A 
231 andi satin andi-a, andi-simbun andi-a... ABAa ACAa 
pambalo musinit] gala, andi masa masa DEF AGG 
bundle.of.spears 
andi saun aiidia, andisimbun andia ABAa ACAa 
andi masa masa. andia-ee AGG A-e 
5 andia-ee (x4) A-e (x4) 
[all the above repeated] 
When many men sing, it all echoes. This effect is more important then understanding what 
the words are. People say: em bilong spirit. 
The spirit composed this song and is singing now. 
2 4 M A N G I N S A T , M A N G I N S A T 
O, Manginsat - o, Mangisat - o (x6) D 
Manginsat-o (x6) 6 -> A 
Manginsat - a (x6) 
O. Imasinay, Imasinay (x4) 0 
^ Imasinay (xl2) B -> A 
Imasinay (x2) 
Yo. Pambahmay, Pambalomay (x5) 0 
Pambahmay (x4) B -> A 
Pambalomay (x4) 
kamaij epop, papaka-imbuk-e O 
1 t h o u g h t y o u w e r e a c r o c o d i l e and I w e n t and t h r e w you [ in to the w a t e r ] 
tasiam epop, papaka-imbuk-e 
1 t h o u g h t y o u w e r e a spir i t and I w e n t and threw y o u [ into the wa te r ] 
asin epop, papaka-imbuk-e 
I t h o u g h t y o u w e r e a krokodH and I w e n t and th rew you [ in to tlie w a t e r ] 
[asin MYK 'crocodile'] 
awai epop, papaka-imhuk-e 
I thougl i t y o u w e r e a cocodriHe and I w ent and t h r e w y o u [ into the w a t e r ] 
[oivo/ARCH 'crocodile') 
Papuap epop, papaka-imbii-ke 
I t h o u g h t y o u w e r e spir i t P a p u a p and 1 wen t and th rew y o u [ into the w a t e r ] 
[several repetitions of the parallel set in lines 10-14] A - > G 
kolok mamgoy piakainbuk-e ® 
I let y o u g o f r o m m y h a n d s 
16 nangauk mamgoy piakainbuk-e 
I let y o u g o f r o m m y a r m s 
(repetitions of the parallel set in lines 15-16] A - > G 
tambuka-imbepep, piakainbuk-e 0 
I ' d been n u r s i n g y o u [ l ike a b a b y ] , and 1 let you g o 
isaimbepep, piakainbuk-e 
I ' d b e e n h o l d i n g you l ike at b r e a s t f e e d i n g , and 1 let y o u g o 
me-imbepep, piakainbuk-e 
I ' d been k i s s ing you , and 1 let you g o 
[= pusopep] 
20 wambik-mamgoy. piakainbuk-e 
[ h o l d i n g y o u ] on m y th ighs , and 1 let y o u g o 
tambukwi 'lap' Aymakanan toy tambukundi 'Aymakan em i slipim mi long lek bilong em' 
(repetitions of the parallel set in lines 17-20] A - > G 
[in 2 0 1 2 version repetitions of the previous parallel set] A - > G 
Yayput waijgay piakainbuk-e ^ 
1 let you go in Y a y p u t r ive r -poo l 
[wangay Wamblamas for 'pool'] 
Wagandem eijgay piakainbuk-e A - > G 
1 let you g o into the f ro th o f W a g a n d e m pool 
[Wagandem is a creek in southern Awiakay land, close to the Maramuni] 
23 Kisipangum eijgay piakainbuk-e 
1 let y o u g o in to the f ro th of K i s i p a n g u m pool 
[Kisipangum is a creek in northern Aw/iakay land, close to Pakoy lake (Imanmerl name Pakit)] 
[+ several repetitions of lines 22-23] 
25 KAMBAN ARAWAMBUNUrj 
25.1 Kamban ara wambunuij kamban aray 
[kamban is a t ree g r o w i n g c l o s e to w a t e r , y e l l o w , h ib i scus - l ike flowers] 
kisipunduij kamban ara 
kiao, kiao, kiao, wapayk, wapayk, wapayk 
[wapayk = wakapayk 'I put it in'] 
4 4 7 
wapayk, wapayk 
5 wapayk. wapayk [fades out] 
Siinao, Simao, Simao, wapayk, wapayk 
[name of Imanmeri man. but people say that the song does not refer to him. 'Just 
singing"] 
(x2) 
ayi] kapapayij, taijayn ee 
oyi] - grass-woven basket-like 'mosquito net' 
toQayn = l ittle basket for carrying fish 
waymmj kapapayij, waymiiij ee 
waymui] = l ittle long basket for carrying sago, made of gomba bark; not used by the 
Awiakay any more, but still made in Yamandim 
10 taijgain piawa, piawa ee. 
' l i t t l e basl<et is torn" 
2 6 W A N J A N M A R I PIKIMBISI WAKAY 
26,1 Wanjanmari pikimbisi wakay, wimha wakape 
yambunsat wapat. painbinsat wapat (x4, last one fades out) 
yamhen nongamuij 
[different rhythm in the middle] 
yambunsat wapat, e-e 
5 painbinsat wapat, e-e 
2 7 YANATSGI, YANAT^GI 
27.1 Yanaijgi, Yanaijgi, Yanaijgi 
[female name, Apimarj's mother] 
( x2 ) 
(x2) 
(x2) 
2 Yakahkipan. Yakaltkipan. Yakalikipan. YakaHkipan 
[female name] 
Yanaijgay. Yanaijgay. Yanaijgay 
[female name] 
Kambaygay, Kambaygay, Kambaygay 
[female name] 
5 tenjakay, tenjakay, tenjakay 
little one/son 
nuijgulakay. nuijgulakay. nuijgiilakay 
daughter _ 
Amiam ape. tenja-kay 
[creek name] where son/little one 
Where's Amiam, you little one? 
lAmiom = a tributary of Tawim, a tributary of Vamann] 
Kukay ape. tenja-kay (x4) 
"Where's Kukay, you little one?' 
[Kukay = a tributary of Tawim 
Amiam ape, tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] 
•Where's Amiam, you little one?' 
10 Kumbikin ape. tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] 
"Where's Kumbikin, you little one?' 
Tawim ape. tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] 
"Where's Tawim, you little one?" 
Tawim pandomhao, tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] collared.brush.turkey little.one 
"a brush turkey of Tawim, little one' 
Amiam pandombao tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] collared.brush.turkey little.one 
"a brush turkey of Amiam, little one' 
Momiam pandomhao tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] collared.brush.turkey little.one 
"a brush turkey of Momiam, little one' 
15 Kukay pandombao tenja-kay (x4) 
[[creek name] collared.brush.turkey little.one 
"a brush turkey of Kukay, little one" 
Kumhikim pandombao tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] collared.brush.turkey little.one 
"a brush turkey of Kumbikim, little one" 
Kasom pandombao tenja-kay (x4) 
[mountain name] collared.brush.turkey little.one 
"a brush turkey of Kasom, little one' 
Pawi pandombao tenja-kay (x4) 
[mountain name] collared.brush.turkey little.one 
"a brush turkey of Pawi, littk one' 
Kasom kayma tenja-kay (x4) 
[mountain name] cassowary little.one 
'a cassowary of Kasom, little one' 
20 Tawim kayma tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek/mountain name] cassowary little.one 
"a cassowary of Tawim, little one' 
Momiam kayma-e tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] cassowary little.one 
"a cassowary of Momiam, little one" 
Pawi kayma-e tenja-kay (x4) 
[mountain name] cassowary litt le.one 
' a c a s s o w a r y o f P a w i . l i t t le o n e ' 
Kiitnhikin kayma-e tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] cassowary litt le.one 
"a c a s s o w a r y o f K u m b i k i n , l i t t le one" 
24 Kukay kayma tenja-kay (x4) 
[creek name] cassowary little.one 
•a c a s s o w a r y of K u k a y . l i t t le one" 
2 8 KAPON ALAY, N U M B U K ALAY 
28.1 kapon alay, numbuk alay 
? he my.husband he 
sapon alay, numbuk alay, 
takus alay, numbuk alay, 
tamandin tiay, numbuk alay, 
tw n ie tha t h o l d s s p e a r s t o g e t h e r , m y h u s b a n d 
[toman = spear; tia = twine wi th which spears are t ied together into a bundle] 
5 masandin tiay. numbuk alay, 
a b u n d l e o f s p e a r s t ied t o g e t h e r , m y h u s b a n d 
[masay] 
ena tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
spears t ied w i th a tw ine, m y husband 
[en = ARCH for taman 'spear', but still in use] 
toroka tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
b a m b o o / w i l d b u a i s p e a r f o r s h o o t i n g p ig a n d p e o p l e , t i ed w i t h a t w i n e , m y h u s b a n d 
masay tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
a b u n d l e o f s p e a r s t i ed t o g e t h e r , m y h u s b a n d 
enennnj tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
a spl i t in t h e b a m b o o s p e a r h a n d l e t ied t o g e t h e r , m y h u s b a n d 
10 kaykot kaykola tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
hooked deadly spears for killing man t i ed together, m y h u s b a n d 
ena tianjiij tiay, numbuk alay, 
s p e a r s t ied w ith a t w i n e , m y h u s b a n d 
kusukupa tianjiij tiay. 
b a m b o o s p e a r w ith a tw ine 
[dif ferent types of spears on a drawing] 
2 9 T I S I P A M B A M E N D A M ? 
[in 2012 Kamaqgip argued that the song should start w i th line 3] 
29 1 Tisip amba menda-m (x2) 
male.name what talk/language-Q.MARKER 
W h a t k i n d o f ta lk is T i s i p t a l k i n g ? 
Sangon amba mendam, ee 
W h a t k i n d o f ta lk is S a n g o n t a l k i n g ? 
[Sangon = another name of the same man] 
andai] komhan yawa, ee 
at a s w a m p house 
wao pemhe yawa, ee 
sago.grub hole house 
s a g o - g r u b h o u s e 
[hole in a rotting sago trunk inhabited by sago grubs] 
tasia Waypu! mamhon kalay, ee 
spirit W a y p u t ' s mou th is f o a m i n g with sal iva 
Akandao mamhon kalay, ee * 
[spiri t] A k a n d a o ' s mou th is f o a m i n g with saliva 
Komdasak mamhon kalay, ee 
[spiri t] K o i n d a s a k ' s mou th is f o a m i n g with saliva 
Yaypiik pokan kalay, ee * * 
[spiri t] Y a y p u k ' s face is f o a m i n g with saliva 
Komdasak kanjin imika-m, kanjin imika-m, ee 
D o e s n ' t [spirit] K o m d a s a k have huge teeth, doesn ' t he ha\ e huge tee th? 
10 Akandao kanjin-manda, ee. 
[spirit] A k a n d a o ' s teeth [are like a turtle] shell 
11 Maynhun kanjin-manda, ee. 
[spirit] M a y n b u n ' s teeth [are like a turtle] shell 
[no meat on them] 
variation of lines 10-11 suggested in 2012 
lOa Akandao kanjin imika, ee 
[spirit] A k a n d a o ' s got huge teeth 
l l a Maynhun kanjin imika, ee 
[spirit] M a y n b u n ' s got huge teeth 
* lines 6-8 were not there in the 2004 recording, but the singers participating in 2012 
discussion of Kaunjambi agreed that they should be added 
** lines 5-8 repeated several times; the number of repetitions depends on the leading 
singers and varies from one performance to another 
3 0 US-KALA MAPOSA 
30.1 Us-kala maposa, Tangum an-kala maposa. ee 
dirt mountain.name 
kanjii] kali wapat, ee 
ironwood.tree 
[kanjiij, T P kwHa ' i r o n w o o d ' ; Intsia hijiiga ] 
wamhuij kali wapat, ee 
b i rd .name 
[wamhinj = small black bird with a long beak resembl ing that of a cookabur ra , 
s ing ing in the morn ing , announc ing that sb w h o ' s been away is c o m i n g back to the 
v i l lage: poss ib ly a k ingf i sher ] 
kanjii] kali wapat, ee 
ironwood.tree 
5 angon-W] kole wamhuijga, ee 
tree.with.small.leaves-LOC they.are.sitting bird.name 
•x birds are si t t ing on a A t r ee ' 
miplay kole wamhmjga, ee 
ton.tree they.are.sitting bird.name 
x birds are sitting on a B tree' 
[miplay = a small variety o f mip, TP ton (PomenHa pinnala)] 
isoijom-hiiij kole wamhmjga, ee 
strong.tree they.are.sitting b i r d . n a m e 
' X birds are sitting on a C tree" 
[isoij = patched wood] 
kongiam-bin] kole wambinjga, ee 
fig.tree-LOC they.are.sitting b i r d . n a m e 
"X birds are sitting on a fig tree' 
[kongiam = fig tree, TP hikus (Fictis .sp.)] 
Waki ope wamhmjga, ee 
'x bird sees an Ambonwar i man ' 
[and he's wearing all these decorations] 
10 saiinak ope wamhmjga ee 
"x bird sees a heron' 
kayma ope wamhmjga ee 
'x bird sees a cassowary' 
papidmj ope wamhmjga ee 
X bird sees a head decoration made o f cassow ary feathers" 
taka ope wamhmjga ee 
X bird sees a white possum" 
[the f o l l o w i n g l ines a d d e d in 2 0 1 2 r e c o r d i n g ] 
kaykay pe wamhiiija, ee 
'kay-kay, sings x bird" 
15 kwaykway pe wamhiiija, ee 
'kway-kway, sings x bird' 
soksok pe wamhmja, ee 
•sok-sok. sings x bird' 
31 Asi MEK, MEK, MEK, MEK 
Men say they don't like singing this song: "You have to sing very fast so you get breathless.' 
311 Asi mek mek mek mek [repeated many times as if echoing] 
[dog's name] 
"Asi come, come, come, come ' 
[mek = arch, for calling a dog, now they say mae] 
mek, mek. mek, mek 
'come, come, come, come ' 
Takapan mek. mek, mek, mek 
[dog's name] 
"Takapan come, come, come, come" 
namhanjUj numhanjiij 
wife.INALIENABLE.POSS husband.INALIENABLE.poss 
'with-w ife, with-husband" [married] 
5 pamha-njiij niimgiik tia 
paddle's.fork- INALIENABLE.POSS my.elbow skin 
'my e lbow's [bent] like a paddle"s fork" 
numgu inimgiik kiila-i 
'my e lbow's [bent] like bamboo tongs' 
3 2 KAMBAN ARA WAMBUNUIS [basket song) 
[partly repeated from song 25] 
32.1 kamban ara wambiimiij 
[kamhun is a t ree g r o w i n g c lose to water , ye l low, l i ibiscus-l ike flowers] 
[ the A w i a k a y exp la ined wamhimwj as a Karawar i te rm for ' f r e s h l y p o u n d e d sago 
p i t h ' ] 
kamban ara, ee 
kisipundwj kamban ara, ee 
wambunmj kamban ara, ee 
new.sago .p i th water . t ree 
5 aiij kapapayij, ee 
gra s s -woven .mosqu i to .ne t 
laijayn kapapayij, ee 
taijayn = little basket for carrying fish 
waymui] kapapayij, ee 
waymun = little long basket for carrying sago, made of gomba bark; not used by the 
Awiakay any more, but still made in Vamandtm 
kundambi kapapayij, ee 
kundambi = little grass-woven 'mat' for storing tobacco [picture with Tomi] 
yaliikanbi piawa, 
small.basket.for.fishing tear.3PL.FUT 
"they' l l tear a yaliikanbi ba ske t ' 
10 piawa piawa, ee 
• they ' l l break it. they ' l l break it" 
kundambi piawa, piawa, ee 
"they' l l tear a kundambi. they ' l l tear i t ' 
wayimiij piawa, piawa, ee 
' t h ey ' l l tear a waymuij, they ' l l tear it" 
langaiij piawa, piawa. ee 
' t hey ' l l tear a languiij. they ' l l tear it' 
yalukan piawa, piawa, ee 
"they' l l tear a yalukan. they ' l l tear it ' 
15 aiij piawa, piawa, ee. 
' t h e y ' l l tear a g rass -woven mosqu i to -baske t , they ' l l tear i t ' 
yalukan agalon, yalukan, ee. 
" there ' s no more yakulan, yakulan. e e ' 
tangaiij agalon, tangaiij, ee 
" there ' s no m o r e tangaiij. langaiij. ee" 
kundambi agalon, kundambi, ee 
t h e r e ' s no m o r e kundambi. kundambi, ee 
waymuij agalon, waymmj, ee 
t h e r e ' s n o m o r e waymuij. waymuij. ee 
20 tangaiij agalon, tangaiij, ee 
t h e r e ' s no m o r e langaiij, tangaiij, ee 
aiij agalon, aii], ee 
t h e r e ' s no m o r e aiij. aiij. ee 
yalukan kapapaytj, yalukan, ee 
tangaiij kapapayij, laiigaii), ee 
kundambi kapapayij, kundambi, ee 
25 waymug kapapayij, waymiiij, ee 
26 aiij kapapayij, aiij, ee. 
3 3 A y k MAMAY KEfSGEfJ (Jacob translating) 
331 Ayk mamay keijgeij [var.keke] (x3) 
stinging.nettles 
ayk mamay keijgeij (x3) 
stinging.nettles 
yambus mamay keijgeij (x3) 
stinging.nettles 
ala mamay keijgeij (x3) 
stinging.nettles 
5 paphiij ptikia, takus alay imhia 
head.dress 3ACC black 
[papluQ = head dress made of cassowary feathers] 
takus alay imhia 
3ACC black 
takus alay imbia 
3ACC black 
kandukya mamay 
white st inging nettles 
[nettles found in the vil lage] 
imbia mamay 
black st inging nett les 
[ these do not exist. The Awiakay say that thsis and the fo l l owing line are sug jus t to 
'decora te the song"] 
10 toUa mamay 
yel low stinging nettles 
[do not exist] 
pawia mamay 
red st inging nettles 
[ found in the mounta in , very pa infu l ] 
3 4 W a n m a y k u i 
34.1 Waiimay kui {x3) 
[male name; Mapuk's ancestor] 
[/cu/ is for 'decorating the song' only] 
(x2) 
Singiakmay kui (x3) 
[male name] 
(x2) 
3 Yambis-numba kimam (x3) 
[fem.name]-husband ZH 
Yambis ' s husband, brother-in-law 
(x2) 
* Kapiijgas numba kunam 
Kapiijgas 's husband, brother-in-law 
Embenda numba kunam 
Embenda ' s husband, brother-m-law 
Asu pi kolope (x3) 
Asu tell to sit down 
(x2) 
tangun kulumbun (x2) 
spear 
(x2) 
Tamil] yai tapuka (x2) 
[hill name] pig old 
"what a pig on Tamil]' 
[Tamb] = name of a hill on Imanmeri land] 
(x2) 
Alukas yai tapuka (x2) 
[creek name] 
"what a pig at Alukas" 
(x2) 
10 Taijgum yai tapuka 
what a pig at Taijgum 
[Twjginn = name of a hill on Ambonwari land; marks border with the Ambonwari] 
Kawas yai tapuka 
what a pig at Kawas 
[Kawas = name of a creek on Imanmeri land] 
Kasakmay yai tapuka 
what a pig at Kasakmay 
[Kasukmuy = creek name, a tributary of Aimos, northern Awiakay land] 
* Tamia mamba pokope 
jaw touched 
* Tumbunja mamba pokope 
jaw touched 
15* Alukasin mamba pokope 
jaw touched 
[creek on Ambonwari land going towards lake Virginia] 
• lines 4-5 and 13-15 added in 2012 recording 
3 5 A P I S I M B U N W A R A 
35.1 apisimbim wara 
saimo wara yambeneijgamuij 
saimo wara saimo yambeneijgamuij ee 
'1 kiilay ee. 
3 6 A K U T M A N AKUT 
36.1 akut man akut manda tanga-imba 
tambay pasaki 
kuhipi pasaki 
wasakonman ktipi pasaki 
5 apia wakapayke (x8) 
pulumapiin 
3 7 P A M B R I K O N B A N SIPI YANTA 
37.1 pambrikonban sipi yanta moijg"an 
* yoijgandok komban 
* yoijgandok sipi yanta monan 
* panbri komban monan 
*5 sipi yanta monan 
awa kanjinbri 
pambri komban pambri sipingarom 
imingan awana kanjinbri 
sapia wara 
10 awa kanjinbri 
sapia sapia wara 
maman sapia wara 
* lines 2-5 were added in 2012 in order to replace the 'insufficient' first line 
TEM ENDII^GA ' S o n g s of t h e s u n ' 
3 8 YAYTANYAYTYAYT 
38.1 Yayt-an Yayt Yayt (x8) 
[fem.name]-AGENT 
O. Nandombuij asia-ik molak 
my axia fish rotted at Nandom creek 
[asia = ] 
[Nandom = a tributary of Aimos] 
Nandom asia-ik molak 
my asia fish rotted at Nandom creek 
Pakoy an asia-ik molak 
type.of.fish-iNAL.poss 
my asia fish rotted at Pakoy lake 
[Pcikov = a lake on Imanmeri land; Imanmeri name Pakil] 
Suandom an asiaik molak 
my asia fish rotted at Suandom creek 
[Smmdom = a tributary of Aimos] 
5 Nandom kambam-huk molak 
type.of.fish-iNAL.POSS 
my perch rotted at Nandom creek 
Pakoy kambam-huk molak 
my perch rotted at Pakoy lake 
Suandom kamham-huk molak 
my perch rotted at Suandom creek 
3 9 SUANSUKSUK 
It is dawn and the fog has covered the ground... 
39.1 sua)] suk suk, map 
down came the fog 
mapaij map map 
to the ground 
saypan sayp sayp 
Iman nambun kaijgay 
an hnanmeri woman cried 
5 Waki nambun kaijgay 
an Ambonwari woman cried 
Tiias namhun kaijgay 
a Tuas woman cried 
[Tuas = a hill on Konmei/Kundiman land] 
Nanh"! namhun kaijgay 
a Yamai id im woman cried 
4 0 KAtSGAPAN KAtSGAPMAY 
40.1 kaijgapan kaijgapmay 
you're crying, she'll be crying 
* penauk-an penauk 
sweet potatoe, sw eet potatoe 
hnan namhun kaijgay 
an Imanmeri woman cried 
fVaki namhun kaijgay 
an Ambonw ari woman cried 
5 Tuas namhun kaijgay 
a Tuas woman cried 
* [in 2012 recording the singers started wi th line 2 and continued wi th 1] 
4 1 MOtSGON KALI 
41.1 moijgon kali apaij konan 
type.of.snake 
sipin kali sapaij konan 
* simari apaij konan 
sun [KWR] 
yuijgun yapa konan, pasin ee [in 2012 recording the singers sang pasi-le] 
5 sipi yapa konan, pasin ee 
* ahn alon konan, pasin ee 
* yoloij yoloij konan, pasin ee 
simay yakandimbon temun yaka-kand-imhon 
small.lizard is.rising the.sun is.rising 
asapi yakandinhon 
sun [ARCH] is.rising 
* [I ines3, 6, 7added in2012J 
4 2 SiPIN-GARI YAPA KONAN 
42.1 sipin gari yapa konan 
[gari = kali; variation in pronunciation] 
mokon gari yapa konan 
simay yapa konan, pasin ee 
small.lizard 
sipi yapa konan, pasin ee 
sago.pancake [KWR] 
5 temun yakandi [repeated several times] 
the sun [is about to] rise 
asapi koijganjinhon 
sun [ARCH] it's.giving.light 
the sun is g iv ing light now 
[asapi = the language of spirits, Awiakay from faraway past] 
temun kojjganjinbon 
the sun is g iv ing hght now 
asapi koijganjinhon 
the sun [ARCH] is g iv ing light now 
' asapi niminakinan [KWR] 
sun. ARCH 
10 simari niminakinan 
sun. KWR 
the sun [KWR] is g iv ing hght now 
yoijgon yamba konan 
turtle fire 
fiery carapes konan 
sima yakandi 
the sun [KWR] [is about to] rise 
temtin yakandimbon, temun ee 
the sun is rising, sun - ee 
asapi yakandimbon, asapi ee (x2) 
the sun [ARCH] is rising, sun - ee 
15 temim yakandimbon, temun ee 
the sun is rising, sun - ee 
* [lines 9-15 added in 2012] 
